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Preface

This is an unconventional research report. Both in the sequence of
presentation and in the stress and space devoted to data and data analysis,
this report departs from the conventions of most technical reports. We
start with concluSions and then use data to build the support for these
conclusions and to draw implications as the report. proceeds. Furthermore,
the sheer volume of data the study has generated necessitates our being
selective about how much data to present and when to present it. We are
determined not to lose the forest in all those trees.

The research presented here'must be seen as part of an extended
voyage of discovery into the reading process. We went originally equipped
only with conventional wisdom, a commitment to use the navigational tools
of linguistics and psycholinguistics, and a philosophical belief that
language and language learning are marvelous, uniquely and universally
human attributes.

We knew where we wanted to go but we had only vague charts available
tipelp us get there.

In this research we've been seeking an understanding of the reading
process. Before we drop the nautical metaphor we can compare our efforts
to the spacial explorer developing maps and charts of the territory he is
probing. We have created a theory and model of the reading process based
on our observations of what readers do when they read and on the inferences
we draw about the processes that result in their observable behavior.

Throughout our research we have sought to refine and perfect the
model at the same time that we attempt to use it to explain, categorize
and predict what readers do as they read. We use the theory to organize,
assimilate and interpret what we learn from analysis of the reality of
reading, and we use the reality of reading to create, develop, and test
the theory.

Our previous studies were done largely in the metropolitan Detroit
area with urban Black and White subjects. These studies made it possible
for us to see a picture of the reading process at work in a wide range of
readers at different points in their development of reading proficiency.
Through funded studies and a related set of doctoral studies we have
looked at the reading of subjects who range from near beginners in first
grade to highly proficient tenth grade readers. A list of these studies
is in the appendix.

From these studies a picture has emerged of a uaitary reading pro-
cess, variable in its use, variable in the extent to which it is con-
trolled by different readers, and variable within a given reader as
tasks increase in difficulty,but nonetheless unitary with universal
essentials.
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Once again the study we wort here has dual purposes. Our sub-
jects are eight groups of American pupils who represent a wide range of
linguistic diversity. Four groups have a language other than English
as their mother tongue. The other groups speak relatively stable low -
status dialects of English.

One purpose of this study is to test the model of reading against
the reality of these linguistically diverse readers. Our theory tells
us we should find the same universal essentials. The twin purpose is
to provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses these linguistic
and ethnic minorities demonstrate in their acquisition of reading.

Schools are disproportionately unsuccessful in teaching reading
to children in the minority groups we are studying. We're convinced that
this lack of success is partly, at least, the result of failure of
teachers, curriculum designers, and text producers to understand the
reading process, to usefully interpret pupil behavior in reading, and
to build on the linguistic strength of all learners.

We do not hesitate to go beyond the data-based conclusions of'the
study using our theoretical base to draw implications for reading instruc-
tion. We try to make it clear when we do so.

Our research seeks basic knowledge about a fascinating and important
human activity: reading. But we see this knowledge as vital to building
sound and successful instruction. We have aimed this report, therefore,
at the practitioner as well as the researcher and theoretician.

In discussing each of the groups in our study we begin with an in-depth
discussion of a single subject in that group. Our purpose in doing so is
to avoid losing the uniqueness of the individual in the characteristics
common to the group. Our data contradicts many stereotypes,but we do not
wish to inadvertently replace those with new stereotypes.

In selecting an individual for in-depth analysis, we are not pre-
senting an average or typical member of each group.

Each individual is, of course, a member of a community and a parti-
cipant in its culture. He or she reflects the attitudes, values, and
common experiences of the culture. The language is social, part of the
culture, but it is individual, too. By this focus on an individual, we
can see the influence of the language and culture , the individual
expresses and responds to it.

We seek, in this report, to keep in balance our concern for that
which is universal to all who read English, that which is special to
each American linguistic community, and that which is unique to the
individuals whose reading we examine.

xii
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INTRODUCTION

In our theoretical view we see reading as a psycholinguistic pro-
cess in which the reader functions as a user of language. Through a
series of studies of the oral reading miscues of readers at varying
levels of proficiency, it has been demonstrated that the reader draws
on his pre-existing linguistic competence and brings his experiential
and conceptual development to bear in reading and learning to read.
He uses syntactic, semantic, and graphic cues as he strives to create
meaning from written language.

In prior studies. oral reading miscues (unexpected responses) of
urban White and Black pupils have been studied. A complex psycholin-
guistic taxonomy (see Appendix) has been developed for analyzing and
describing the reading process, and base-line data has been developed
on how the reading process functions at various stages in its acqui-
sition. The theory and model on which this research is based (see
ChapterII) have been refined to correspond with reality as represented
by the reading performance of pupils reading natural language materials.

This study seeks to extend the knowledge gained from this research
to two special populations:

1. American pupils who speak a language other than English
as their native language before entering school (Navajo,
Samoan,. Arabic, Spanish).

2. American pupils who speak a stable, low status dialect
(Downeast, Appalachian White, Rural Black, Hawaiian Pidgin).

It is vital that we come to understand what aspects of the reading
process are universal and what aspects are dependent on linguistic dif-
ferences.

It is also vital that we gain insights into the special problems
that learners encounter in becoming literate in a second language, or
where there is divergence between the dialect of the learner and that
Apf the school. These t4o groups are frequently reported to have serious
problems in acquiring literacy in English.

This study provides an in-depth description of reading among
speakers of English as a second language and speakers of stable, rural
dialects at the same time that it confirms and refines the theory on
which it is based.
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Rationale

The Goodman Model of Reading (see Chapter II) is a mode] if the
proficient reader of a native language. In tae case of children learning
to read English who have another language as their first language, the
model would suggest difficulty in predicting English syntactic patterns
and Ln relating English vocabulary to concepts and experiences. For
speakers of stable, rural dialects, the model would predict minor prob-
lems around syntactic, semantic and idiomatic differences between the
dialect of the learner and the dialect of instruction. These differences
can be aggravated by rejection or misunderstanding by teachers.

The analysis of miscues in this study provides a basis for relating
oral reading performance to underlying competence of subjects as they
read English texts. When proficient native speakers read English, there
is a continuous interplay between deep and surface language structure
as the reader seeks to construct meaning (Goodman, 1971).

Speakers of stable, rural dialects that diverge from that of the
text writer can be expected to exhibit different transformational rules
which will lead to "translation" into their own dialect as they generate
a new surface representation of meaning. The readers will vary in their
receptive control over the writer's dialect; this should influence their
reading processes.

Non-native speakers of Fnglish will be likely to exhibit a manipu-
lation of surface structures which they cannot relate to deep structures,
since they lack native control over the rules of English. To the extent
that such subjects do not control English either receptively or produc-
tively,the reading process would be short-circuited, consisting primarily
of producing oral equivalents of graphic symbols or patterns.

By examining the reading process under these special conditions,
the research should provide a con-aderably extended view of that process.

Specific Aims

Oral reading protocols of subgroups of average pupils at three
stages of schooling have been collected. In this report, they will be
referred to as second, fourth and sixth graders since these are the most
commonly known labels to which these stages relate. However, because
of the pupils' varying ages, years of instruction and varying patterns
of school organization,the individuals in the subgroups don't corres-
pond exactly to the traditional view of such grade level designations.

The study has three main objectives:

1. To provide the knowledge on which programs can be based
for improved reading achievement among American children

xv



who speak a language other than English oz a rural dialect
of English as theft mother tongue.

2. To extend knowledge of 4-he reading process, particularly
with respect OD ueversals and differences between groups.

3. To test and improve tine weel and theory of reading on
which the research is basotd.

Background

Two small federally funded studies (Project No. S425) A Study of
Children's Oral Reading Behavior and (Project 7-E210) Readi Miscues
that Result in Grammatiaaires in Sentence Structure a Children

teifiR1TTgpremises sta a ove .anrieTriiii-iiiiTi7Erthe development
of the workable taxonomy ich, further refined, was used in a later
three year USOE funded study (Project No. 90375) Theoretically Based
Studies of Patterns of Miscues'in Oral Reading Performa6ce. In the
latter iiii6771173L7is o tFigri at Mee or fourjgaggrcy levels in
the second, fourth, sixth, eighth and tenth grades were studied. This
study, which ended in August, 1972, produced a base-line description
of the reading process at varying points in its development and contri-
buted to the full articulation of the psycholinguistic theory of the
reading process which the principal investigator is developing.

Another funded study, conducted by Dr. Yetta M. Goodman, has utilized
the taxonomy and research methodology of the proposed study. It is part
of a longitudinal depth study of the reading development of six Black
youngsters.

All of the studies, including. those reported here a a group of
doctoral studies completed or in progress (see Appendi are part of
a general program of research designed to provide as omplete an under-
standing as is possible of the reading process and its acquisition in
a full range of learners..

This research goes beyond the. validation of a model and theory of
the reading process. It applies the model to the explication of reading
performance among proficient and, developing readers, with varying language
backgrounds.

Miscue Studies

Y. Goodman (1967) looked at the reading process over the first year
of its development; she also analyzed the process in the same subjects



over th succeeding years. K. Goodman and Burke (1968) studied fourth
and fifth grade proficient readers. Burke (1969) focused on grammatical
restructurings of sixth graders. K. Ctodman and Burke (1969), by studying
second, fourth, and sixth graders, expanded the farm of the taxonuAy.
Allen (1969) studied substitution miscues of second, fourth, and sixth
g:aders. Using a similar range in subjects, Page (1970) concentrated
on the effect of increased difficulty of materials on oral reading mis-
cues. Menosky (1?71) examined the.effect of miscues in different text
portions. Gutknecht (1971) looked at the reading miscues of percep-
tually handicapped children. Martellock (1Q71) looked at the relation-
ship of the child's writing to oral reading and analyzed reading errors
made when subjects read their own manuscripts. Rousch (1972) applied
the taxonomy along with cloze procedure to the oral and silent reading
of children determined to have high and low conceptual development rela'ed
to a reading task. Sims (1972) used it to compare reading of two dialect
versions of the same stories by Black children. Romatowski (1972) stu-
died reading of Polish and English texts by bilingual subjects. Watson
(1973) used a modified version of the taxonomy, the Reading Miscue Inven-
tory (Y. Goodman and Burke, 1972) to develop classiuom procerga-and
activities. Thornton (1973) dealt with the reading of stories with and
without prior purpcme being set. Greene (19 4) examinkl multiple attempts
miscues. Rigg's study (1974) compared rural Black subjects in the
current study with urban Black subjects from past studies. Carol Sten-
roos-(1975) studied miscues of,children labeled gifted. Phyllis Hodes
(1976) looked at bilingual reaeers of Yiddish and English. Carolyn
Ewoldt (P'7) studied deaf readers signing as they read. Diane DuBois
(1977) did a study of Navajo readers which relates to this project.
These studies all have sustained the psycholinguistic model and helped
to refine the research taxonomy.

Research to Test and Establish Theories of Reading

The concern expressed by Helen M. Robinson (1968:401) that "The
major deterrent to research on the reading process is the inefficiency
of techniques for investigating the problems," is, for the most part,
still true. Her suggestion is that "A wealth of information about
processes could be secured from carefully planned. . . examination of
children's reading behavior."

Kolers (1970) examined visual operations, sensitivity to grammar,
and direct perception of the meanings of words in an attempt to contri-
bute to a general model of the reader. However he has not yet presented
a comprehensive theory of reading.

Ruddell's (1970) model of reading places emphasis on the importance
of denotative and connotative meaning as well as on other linguistic
aspects. He also considers the role of affective factors in reading.
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His theory has some potential in explaining the reading process.

One of the best known theories of reading, Holme's "Sub-strata-
factor" theory is based on Manipulation of statiscics generated by a
set of reading teats. As Clymer (1968) points out, it is not possible
to explain or predict cause and effect relationships on the basis of
the Holme analysis, nor does it generate testable hypotheses.

With few exceptions (Goodman, 1970; Ruddell, 1970), theories of
reading have been thinly built on partial view3 of the reading process.
Such criticism can also include the Project-Li...eracy research, as
reviewed by Wanat (1971), to the extent that these researchers have
been content to Look at one portion of the reading process at a time.
The USOE sponsored Targeted Research Program in Reading reviewed all
theories and models of reading.

Research programs designed to test comprehensive theories of the
nature of language and language se have been practically nonexistent.
Athey (1971), after extensively reviewing close to thirty models of
reading, few of which are backed by research, states that the cvzni-
tive and psycholinguistic models of - eading which she examined do pro-
vide promising leads in the study of language and reading. Her report
was part of the Targe. Research Program in Reading.

Research on Language and Reading in Bilingual Populations

Research using bilingual populations is limited. That which exit*s
is varied but Lacks depth in specific areas. Some studies exhibit lim-
ited scientific insight into the Language and reading processes being
tested (Linn, 1967; Cox, 1963). Linn suggests that accurate pronunci-
ation can be a factor in reading luccess. His view ignores the varia-
tion that exists among competent speakers of English and the findings
of r;ther researchers (Goodman and Buck, 1973).

Yandell (1959) examined the effect of culturally biased reading
tasks and illustrates how concepts rather than language are often a
prerequisite to understanding context.

Other researchers (McDowell, 1967; Modiano, 1966; Venezky, 1969)
have reached opposing conclusions on reading among bilinguals. All
agree, however, that learning to read a second language is not the same
as learning to read one's native Language.

Kolers (1966) studied the reading process of French-English bilin-
guals. His findings suggest that printed words do not convey information
on how they should be pronounced and that reading requires more than the
translation of graphemes to phonemes.



Another study by Kolar* (1966), using bilingual subjects, indi-
cates tnat subjects recall meanings of extracts read but not whether
they have read a French or English passage. His studies support the
belief that reading is more than a visual operation and lay the foun-
dation for examining the reading process 4a sOjects with different
language backgrounds as a means for developing an inclusive theory
of reading.

Lambert's (1970) study in Montreal suggests that success in
learning two languages is dependent upon school and community convic-
tion that both are equally desirable.

Young (1972) investigated the reading of fifth grade Mexican-Amer-
icans at their instructional and frustration levels by analyzing the
miscues they generated with narrative and informative materials.

Romatowski's (1972) miscue study analyzed the interaction of
Polish and English upon.each other in the oral reading of bilingual
subjects. Her findings regarding phonological and syntactic influ-
ences in particular have implications for the instruction of bilin-
guals. Hodes (1976) found that her subjects produced miscues in
readinf, Yiddish written with a Hebrew orthography comparable to.their
miscues in reading English.

A language as different from English as Navajo compounds the liter-
acy problem for Indian bilingual readers (Kluckhohn and Leighton, 1958;
Cazden and John, 1971: 252 -272). Spolsky (1971), Modiana (1968), and
Kaufman (1968) recommend teaching reading in the vernacular to bilinguals
as one way to deal with the problem. DuBois (1977) in her miscue study
of the same Navajo subjects over a two year period concluded that though
progress was evident in reading English, their st,tus as native speakers
of Navajo was still a notable factor.

Research by Elders (1971), Jorstad (1971), Linder and Fillmer (1972)
and Cicirelle, et al. (1971) indicates that different ethnic groups and
different social classes bring varying strengths and weaknesses to the
reading task.

The study by Ewoldt (1977) of profoundly deaf readers demonstrated
that they, too, must be regarded as non-native users of English. Arnie-

lan and other visual language forms known to the subject,differ sharply
from English in form and structure. The effects from this visual language
on the subject's reading of English were evident.

Research on Language and Reading among Speakers of
Low Status Dialects and Stable, Rural Dialects

Roddell and Graves (1967) measured the ability of first grade Black
and Caucasian children to imitate, comprehend and produce grammatical
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contrasts. A positive relationship is shown to exist between errors
and socio- economic status. Reference is mode to errors of inflectional
endings without consideration of their relevance to the reading process
as shown by research (Goodman, 1965).

Hagerman and Saario (1969) studied the proficiency of White and
Black ninth graders in recognizing standard and non-standard English.
Rosen and Ames (1971) compared dialect-based responses in continuous
prose and single sentences when both sets of stimuli are written in
standard English. Berate (1969) examined dialect interference on per-
formance in standard English of third and fifth graders. These researchers
agree that there is evidence of dialect interference in the reading
performance of non-standard dialect speakers. Labov (1968) sees die-
lect interference as operating only at the surface level and notes that
non-standard speakers can understand standard even if they might not
speak it.

Sisson'(1968) and Niyekawa (1968) used "interference" in a psycho-
logical sense as opposed to its use by tabov. The irrelevance of the
measuring instruments to many aspects of the reading process limits
the usefulness of these two studies.

Generally, research on reading among low-status dialect speakers
has been as limited and lacking in linguistic sophistication as has
been that on bilingual subjects.

One exception is the research by Sims (1972) which compared the
miscues of inner-city Black children reading dialect specific and stan-
dard English materials. Using the Goodman Taxonomy, Sims found that
most miscues were related to ineffective strategies rather than
to dialect interference. She found that her subjects produced dialect
cued miscues in both directions.

Liu's study (1973) using miscue analysis and a related study by
Johnson and Simon (1974) produced results which support Sims'.

More specific discussion of the literature on the effect of dialect
difference on reading is provided later as each group is discussed.

Our groups have one thing in common: their home language lacks
social status. This study explores the relationship of the language
they speak to their reading.
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GRAPIER I

METHDDOU3CY

The basic task in this research, as in all miscue research, is to
have each subject read completely a somewhat difficult Story not read
before by the subject. In this study, each subject reads two stories.

The subject's reading is recorded on audio tape and then analysed
by the research staff.

Selection of Subjects

0

Eight populations were chosen for this study -- four second -lan-
guage groups and four dialect groups.

The second-language groups are Navajo (NA)*, Hawaiian Samoan (HS)*,
Arab (AR)*, and Texas Spanish (TS)*. The Navajo and Spanish groups
represent stable populations in that they have lived in the same geo-
graphic area for generations. The Samoan group represents children
who were born in Samoa and in many instances, had school experiences
where English was used as the means of instruction in Samoa prior to
coming to Hawaii. The Arabs are children who have been in America a
maximum of three years. Coming from Lebanon Syria, Palestine and
other middle-eastern countries, these children often had school exper-
iences in their native countries in Arfbic or French.

The for dialect group' are stablis, the children being at least
second-generation inhabita.4Ls of the area. In many instances, the
'families have been in the area for three or more generations. These
dialect groups are Downeast Maine (DC)*, Appalachian White (AP)*,
Mississippi Rural Black (MB)*, and Hawaiian Pidgin (HP)*.

In each of the eight populations, average pupils were selected to
correspond in the particular school with second, fourth, and sixth grade
levels. Differences in the time of year of taping and of enrolling
practices for pupils (particularly among our Navajo subjects) cause
some variation in actual grade placement.

In each case we sought pupils average for their schools. This
determination was made by requesting that teachers list their best
readers and their poorest readers. From the group of children not
listed, subjects were selected for taping. Ten pupils at each level
were taped; from these, four were selected for depth analysis in the

The iniffils will be used to designate the groups in charts, tables,
and other references.
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study. Criteria fur inclusion involved: tape quality, moderate miscue
activities (we took the most average of the average) and background
characteristics (we eliminated those with high test scores, thole who
had lived or gone to school elsewhere, and those with atypical socio-
economic status).

Selection of Stories

Our original design called for all groups at the same level to
read a common story. These we call standard stories. These standard
stories had been used with comparable groups from past studies.

The standard stories are all from the same basal reading series
(Bette Basic Readers, 1963). These stories were selected for earlier
miscue studies because they represent the kind of reading that most
elementary students are exposed to in school. In preparing for this
research, Kitten Jones, a story in a 3-1 bevel reader, which was used
in provioariliairiEsdies by second grades was selected to be read by
all second graders. The Samoan and Navajo second grade readers were
given easier basal reader materials also used in previous miscue studies
because they could not handle Kitten Jones. In order to provide length
equivalent to Kitten Jones annerate sufficient number of miscues,
two primer sto71717-;ere combined and treated as one single story in all
analyses in order to have comparable data for all second graders.

Our goal with the second stories was to provide as culturally and
linguistically relevant materials for each group as possible. Chapter
VII reports the treatment of the minorities in this study in children's
literature and basal readers and the criteria used to select the stories.
We did not find tt easy to locate materials that met our criteria for
relevance. We did, however, find well-qualified aaterial for most
groups and acceptable material for all.

Table 1-1 shows the groups in our study and their tasks.



TABU 1.1

STORIES READ BY GROUPS
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GROUP GRADE 01 STANDARD STORY NO. CULTURALLY 'MINT STORY

Nevajo .

Hamelin Samoan. .

Arabic

I 41 2 26. Two new Hits

28. The Big Surprise

4 51. Freddie Killer, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

2 26. Two New Hots

28. The Big Surprise

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 59. My Broths: Is A Genius

Texas Spanish. . . 2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

Downeast Maine 2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

Appalachian White. . . 2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

Mississippi Rare Black. 2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

Hawaiian Pidgin. . , 2 44. Kitten Jones

4 51. Freddie Miller, Scientist

6 53. My Brother Is A Genius

4.1

68, Henry's Choice

83. Salt Boy

81. Sing Down the Moon

68. Henry's Choice

69, The Royal Race

70. Ghost of the lagoon

68, Henry's Choice

87, Mr, Moonlight and Omer

88, Fareedah's Carpet

86. My Name is Miguel

85, Sancho

77. And Now Miguel

82. The Sky Dog

49, Andre's Secret

84. Tyro Against the Sea

75, The Sweet Petootie Doll

74. Old Ben Bailey Meets His Match

76. Cat Fight

71. Clever Turtle

72, Little Brawn Hen

73. Roughing It

67. ,Ah See and the Spooky House

69. The Royal Race

70, Ghost of the Lagoon
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Analysis Procedures

Each subject reads a complete story at a single sitting with no
help from the researchers. Tht'taping is conducted in the subject's
schopl in the most quiet available space. A trained staff member con-
ducts the taping. Where possible; local aides are employed to serve
as,liason with the staff. In this study each.story was read at a sepa-
rate session, except for some second graders who read both stories in
a single session.

Taping

After initial conversation to place the subject at ease, the
researcher says: "Please read this story out loud. When you've finished
I'm going to ask you to tell me the story you've just read. Don't worry
if the story is hard. Just do the best you can. It's OK to peas or
skip a word and go ahead."

The reading and retelling are audiotaped. The,reader reads from
the book while the researcher marks a type script. No help is offered
even if the reader requests it. If the reader stops and does not con-
tinue, the researcher encourages him/her to "do the best you can." If

no attempt follows, the researcher suggests reading on.

Retelling

When the reader finishes, the researcher says, "Tell me everything
you remember that you just read as if you were telling a friend who
hadn't read it." After the child responds with an unaided retelling,
the researcher asks a series of open -ended questions to probe further
evidence of comprehension. This procedure, as it has developed over
several studies, is discussed in.detail in Chapter VII and listed in
the Appendix.

In'ourfcurrent studies, some Navajo and Spanish speaking subjects
retold the stories to a local aide in their first language. The inter-
vAws were conducted in the native language.

Preparing the Official Copy

The marked typescript made at the time of taping becomes a resource
For later use but it is not treated as an official transcript. Rather,
two staff members independently listen to the tape. One of them nor-
mally.does the coding of the miscues later. They meet after preparing
their own typescripts to compare their versions. All unreconciled
points of disagreement Ire resolved with a third listener. See the ap-
pendix for mar41ngs and a sample official copy.
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Coding the Miscues

Next a staff member codes a reader's miscues using the Goodman
Taxonomy. Each miscue is represented by a line on an IBM sheet. The

first 50 non-dialect, non-repeated miscues and all dialect miscues
within the same section of the text are fully coded. All subsequent
miscues are listed by the address and the observed response only.

After the coding is complete, a second staff member checks the
coding for accuracy and consistency. The two staff members resolve
differences. Then the coded sheets are key punched and the data is
stored in a computer disk file.

Computer Processes

LI_ An error scan program is run to find inconsistent coding or
mrressible values for variables. Coding errors are edited. Next a
reformatting program is run which supplies additional data from stored
texts of the stories and grammatical codings. It supplies: text of
expected response, grammatical code of expected regponse, peripheral
field information, and sentence number for each milcue. .

The reformatted data is edited again, particularly for addressing
errors.

This reformatted data becomes the subject of fUrther statistical
analysis.

In addition, a data file is created with summary data for each
subject reading each story. The program which produces this file
results in a print-out of statistics for each subject: 1) Total mis-
cues per hundred words (MPHW), dialect and non-dialect MPHW, total
coded MPHW, residual MPHW; 2) Percents of dialect, correction, semantic
acceptability, syntactic acceptability, comprehending, and retelling
scores and 3) Means for graphic, phonemic, syntactic and semantic prox-
imity. Since this file also has sex, race, group data, it can be used
for subsequent group and correlational analyses.

Subsequent Basic Analysis

SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) programs are
used either operating on the reformatted data or the summary data to
produce: single variable frequency tables, two variable contingency
tables, variable by subject contingency tables, group statistics, and
correlations.

.26
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Additional Analyses

Specially produced programs produce analyses of miscue occurrence
by sentence in each story, frequency of words with each grammatical
function for each story, and alphabetic listings of words with their
grammatical functions.

What's A Miscue?

A miscue is a point in oral reading where the observed response
(OR) and the expected response (ER) don't match. But that requires a
determination of the range of expectation.

All responses that are phonological dialect variants are not
counted as miscues. for

responses.
or the various pronunciations of

almond are treated as expected-iiiponses. A range of possible pronun-
Minns are established as expected responses for unusual names.

The first complete attempt at each occurrence is counted. Partial attempts
are not counted as first attempts. If no full attempt follows,)the
miscue is considered an omission. Subsequent attempts at a single ER
occurrence or exactly equivalent Oh for ER substitution or repeated
omissions of the same ER word are not coded in the basic analysis. A
separate analysis of multiple attempts at the same or repeated ER's
is made.

The Taxonomy

The Goodman Taxonomy compares ER with OR in oral reading miscues
on the following variables: Correction, Dialect, Graphic Proximity,
Phonemic Proximity, Allologs, Syntactic Acceptability, Semantic Accept-
ability, Transformation, Syntactic Change (if acceptable), Semantic
Change (if acceptable), Intonation, Sound Morpheme, Word and Free Mor-
pheme, Grammatical Function of ER and OR, Semantic Word Relationship,
and Peripheral Field Influence. Each miscue is coded with a value for
every pertinent variable. We are looking for patterns in the miscues
rather than specific causes for each miscue.

A full form of the taxonomy was provided in the appendix to our
prior technical report (Goodman and Burke, 1973). A somewhat earlier
form appeared, with discussion, in the Reading Research rterl (Good-
man, 1969). For the purpose of facilitating thi-ariaision of our data
in the subsequent chapters,a short listing of the taxonomy with its
sub-categories is provided in the Appendix.
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The taxonomy as used here is essentially the same as it was in the
preceding study, but some minor modifications have been made:

Sub-morphemic, phrase, and clause levels aren't coded.

Syntactic and semantic acceptability may now be coded
acceptable except for other miscues.

Intonation is coded yes-involved, no-not involved.

Syntactic and semantic change are coded 1, 4, 7, 9,
with the former range having these new values:
0-2 = 1, 3-5 = 4, 6-8 2 7. No change remains 9.

Volume Data

Our studies involved eight groups of four pupils at each of three
grades reading two stories each; that means we had 96 subjects and 192
story readings. Fifty non-dialect miscues (or all, if less than fifty)
were coded for each story reading. That amounts potentially to 400
coded non-dialect miscues per group of four pupils, 1200 per population
and 9600 coded non-dialect miscues for the entire study.

Table 1-2 shows real totals for the groups in the study.

Actually, 9,328 non-dialect miscues were coded. Alms( 11,000
miscues, including dialect, were coded out of a total of over 30,000
miscues produced by the subjects in the study. Since, in the current
study 18 variables are coded for each miscue, almost 200,000 separate
bits of data related to the subjects' miscues were generated by the
study.
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CHAPTER II

THE READING PROCESS*

One purpose of this research study is to extend our knowledge of
the reading process and of the psycholinguistic model to represent it
that we have been developing over the past down years. This chapter
will deal with the process of reading as we now see it as a result of
all research including this study.

We choose to present the process ard model hero so that it will
provide a framework and basis for discusuinn of the data and insights
from the miscue analysis of the eight populations we deal with later.

A Definition of Reading

Much of the research on reading and most of the instruction in
how to teach reading is based on unexamined assumptions about what
reading is and how it works. Our research has started with a view of
reading as a receptive language process; we've refined this into a
working definition consistent with and guiding the research.

Reading is a receptive language process. It is a psycholinguistic
process in that it starts with a linguistic surface representation
encoded by a writer and ends with meaning which the reader constructs.
There is thus an essential interaction between language and thought in
reading. The writer encodes thought as language and the reader decodes
Language to thought.

Further, proficient readers are both efficient and effective.
They are effective in constructing a meaning which they can assimilate
or accommodate and which bears some level of agreement with the original
meaning of the author. And readers are efficient in using the least
amount of effort to achieve effectiveness. To accomplish this efficienc,
readers maintain constant focus on constructing the meaning throughout
the process, always seeking the most direct path to meaning, always
using strategies for reducing uncertainty, always being selective about
the use of the cues available and drawing deeply on prior conceptual
and linguistic competence. Efficient readers minimise dependence on
visual detail. Any reader's proficiency is variable, depending on the
semantic background brought by the reader to any given reading task.

*Parts of this chapter have appeared in a modified form in language
and Reading (Smiley and Towner, 1975).

2-
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Theory and Reality

In this study, as in past reading miscue research, we use a tam-
onomy 'generated from the theory and model to analyse the miscues subjects
produce as they read and we use the miscues they produce to verify and
modify the taxonomy and the theory. This interplay between theory and
reality, we believe, is the essence of science.

All scientific investigation must start with direct observation
of available aspects of what is being studied. What distinguishes
scientific from other forms of investigation is a constant striving to
get beneath and beyond what is superficially observable. That involves
finding new tools for asking otherwise unavailable aspects observable.
Such a tool is the microscope in all tts variations designed to extend
observation far beyond the limits of the human eye. Scientists also
devise classification systems, taxonomies, paradigms as they constantly
seek for essences, structures, interrelationships. They are aware of
the distractions the obvious can cause and they are aware of how easy
it is to overlook vital characteristics of phenomena they study.

The primary source of data for the view of the reading process
presented here is observation of oral reading. But little can be
learned from such observation if a naively empirical position is main-
tained. As the chemist must peer into the molecular structure, as the
astronomer must ponder the effects of heavenly bodies on each other, as
the ecologist must pursue the intricate web of interrelationships in a
biological community, so the scientist in dealing with reading must
look beyond behavior to process. Understanding reading roguings depth
analysis and a constant search for the insights which will let us infer
the workings of the mind as print is processed and meaning created.

Miscue analysis compares observed responses with expected responses
as subjects read a story or other written text orally. It provides a
continuous basis of comparison between what the readers overtly do and
what they are expected to do. A key assumption is that whatever the
readers do is not random but is the result of the reading process,
whether successfully used or not. Just as the observed behavior of
electrons must result from a complex but limited set of forces and con-
ditions, so what the readeng do results from limited but complex infor-
mation sources and interactive but limited alternatives for their use.

Miscues: Windows on the Reading Process

When readers produce responses which match our expectations we can
only infer successful use of the reading process. When miscues are pro-
duced, however, comparing the mismatches between expectation and obser-
vation can illuminate where the readers have deviated and what factors
of input and process may have been involved. A simple illustration:
there has long been concern over reversals in reading, changes in the
eloquence of letters, apparently involved in word substitution miscues.
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If was is substituted for saw, there appears to be sone kind of visual
or perceptual aberration .n the reader. Our miscue analysis data, how-
ever, tells us two things: (1) Such reversals are far less common in
rea4ing continuous texts than in word lists; (2) when such reversals do
occa, they are in only one direction: saw is replaced by was, but vir-
tually never is was replaced by saw. The reversal miscue ICA be influ-
enced by factorsher than the 7gious visual or perceptual ones. Fre-

quency, syntactic predictab.y, rang. of semantic possibility clearly
&s. involved.

In this depth miscue analysis, several basic insights have emerged
which have become foundational both to the research and to the model of
the reading process:

Language, reading included, must be seen in its social
context. Readers will show the influence of the dialect(*)
they control both productively and receptively as they
read. Further, the common experience, concepts, interests,
views, and life styles of readers with common social and
cultural backgrounds will also be reflected in how and what
people read and what they take from their reading.

Competence, what readers are capable of doing, must be
separated from performance, what we observe them to do.
It is competence that results in the readers' control of
and flexibility in using the reading process. Their per-
formance is simply the observable result of the competence.

Change in performance, whether through instruction or
development is important only to the extent that it
reilects improved competence. Researchers may use per-
formance or behavioral indicators of underlying com-
petence but they err seriously in equating what readers
do with what they are capable of doing.

* Language must be studied in process. Like a living organ-
ism, it loses its essence if it is frozen or fragmented.
Its parts and systems may be examined apart from their use
but only in the living process may they be understood.
Failure to recognize this has led many researchers to draw
unwarranted and misconceived conclusions about both reading
and reading instruction from controlled research on aspects
of reading such as word naming, word identification, skill
acquiaition, and phonic rule development.

ParticUlarly, researchers have tended to fall into the
unexamined view that reading is recognizing next words.
An example is the study by Singer, Samuels and Spiroff
(1973-74) of reading acquisition.

1.1
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They concluded that words were more easily "learned" in
isolation than in text or with 'illustration. They drew
this conclusion from. study in which four (4) words were
taught to a number of learners in three conditions:

(a) in isolation

(b) in "context": each word was presented in a
three word sentence.

(c) with an illustrative picture.

The key misconception in this study is that reading
is a mettles of identifying (or knowing) a series of
words. It is then assumed that learning to read is
learning to identify or know words. Further it is
assumed that known words are known under all linguis-
tic conditions. Implicit is the assumption that the
task of "learning" four words is representative of
the general task of learning to read.

Language must be studied in its human context. It is a
uniquely but universally human achievement. That's not
a humanistic assertion. It's a scientific fact. Homan
language learning and the general function of language in
human learning are not usefUlly described with learning
theories derived from study of rats, pigeons, and other
nap-language users.

A Revised Model

Three kinds of information are available and used in language,
whether productive or receptive. These come from (1) the symbol system,
which uses sounds in oral languages and graphic shapes in written. For
literate language user. of alphabetic languages, there is also a set of
relationships between sounds and shapes; (2) the lauage structure,
which is the grammar, or set of syntactic relationshng$ps that make it
possible to express highly complex messages using a very small set of
symbols. The same syntax underlies both oral and written language;
(3) the semantic system, which is the set of meanings as organised in
concepts conceptual structures. Meaning is the end product of recep-
tive language, both listening and reading; but meaning is also the con-
text in which reading takes on reality. Listeners/readers bring meaning
to any communication and conduct themselves as seekers of meaning.
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of the reading process must account for these information
must also respond to the following 'Gentlest

language is displayed over space in contrast
Language which is displayed in a time con..

Writing systems make arbitrary decisions about direc-
tion in using space. The reader must adjust to a
Left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom, or other
arbitrary characteristic of written language.

Needing employs visual input. The eye is the input
organ. It has certain characteristics and limits-
tion as an optical instrument. It has a lens which
must focus; it requires minimal light: it has a
limited field; the area of view includes a smeller
area of sharp detail.

Reading mast employ memory: it must hold an image,
briefly store informmtion,.totain knowledge and under-
standing.

P
y
n a

1 t

'ail
' c

yte

r

t

0

Figure 2-1

Though reading is a process in which information is dealt with and
meaning constructed continuously, it can be usefully represented as a
Aeries of cycles. Readers employ the cycles more or less sequentially
as they move through a story or other text. But the readers' focus, if
they are to be productive, is on meaning so each cycle melts into the
next and the readers leap toward meaning. The cycles are telescoped by
the readers if they can get to meaning.

a.;
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Strategies

As the readers more through the cycles of reading, they employ
five strategies. The brain is the organ of information processing. It

,decides what tasks it must handle. what information is available, what
strategies it must employ, which input channels to use, where to seek
information. The brain seeks to maximise information it acquires and
Wants, effort and energy used to acquire it. The five strategies
it employe in reading area

I. As n t on-i t The brain must recognise
a grip c ap n the visual field as written
language and initiate readine. Normally this
would occur once in each reading activity, though
it's possible for reading to be interrupted by
other activities, examining pictures, for example,
and then reinitiated.

II. Prediction. The brain is alweys anticipating and
predicting as it seeks order and significance in
sensory inputs.

III. Confirmation. If the brain predicts, it must also
Tiar6374714, its predictions. So it monitors to
confirm or disconfirm with subsequent input whet it
expected.

IV. Correction. Th4 brain reprocesses when it finds
-rnoiTannanctes or its predictions are disconfirmad.

$. Termination. The brain terminates the reading when
the reading task is completed, but termination may
occur for other reasons: the task is non-productive;
little meaning is being constructed; the meaning
is already known; the story is uninteresting; the
reader finds it inappropriate for the particular pur-
pose. At any rate, termination in reading is usually
an open option at any point.

These processes have an intrinsic sequence. Prediction precedes
confirmation which precedes correction. Yet the same information may
be used to confirm a prior prediction and sake a new one.
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Short Circuits

Any reading which does not end with meaning is a short circuit.
Readers may short circuit in a variety of ways and far a variety of
reasons. In general, readers short circuit (1) when they can't get
meaning or lose structuret (2) when they've been taught or otherwise
acquired non-productive reading strategies& (3) when the/ aren't per-
:witted to terminate non - productive reading. Theoretically, a short
circuit can occur at any point in the process. Here is a list of
short circuits with socreesively more complex points:

Letter Nell%

A very old method of reading instruction taught young readers to
spell out to themselves any unfamiliar words. Thin short circuit still
's'curs it it is nut too vommon. Deaf readers may use finger-rpelling
as a variation of this short circuit.

Receding

Since print is a graphic code and speech is also a code, it is
possible fur readers to concentrate on matching print to sound with
no meaning resulting. Since the readers go, from code to code, such
short circuits may be considered receding. Receding may take place
oil several levels. totter-sound recycling is the most superficial.
Sounds are matched on a one -to -one basis to the print. This sounding-
out requires the readers to blend sounds to synthesise words. Pattern-
matching receding involves the readers fitting spelling patterns to
soond patterns. Readers focus on features which contrast patterns
?wet% as rat-rate, hat-hate, net-mate. Receding is often by analogy:
since ls looks like jun it must sound like it, too. This receding
produces words or word-like utterances without requiring synthesising.
Internal surface-structure receding involves using the rules needed
to relate print to underlying surface structure. instead of going
beyond to deep structure, however, the reader generates an oral sur-
face representation. This receding can produce words with approxi-
mate intonation patterns.

Syntactic Nonsense

The readers may treat print as syntactic nonsense, generating an
appr,riate deep Atrioctorw without goiug beyond to waning. Cven pro-
ficient readers resort to this short circuit when conceptual load is
too great or when they lack relevant background. With this short cir-
cuit, the oral reading may be relatively accurate and yet involve little
comprehension. because readers do employ this short clicuit.we
come to regard the separation of syntactic deep structure from %leaning
as a useful view,
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ALUM MU=
Wien nip resort to sne or more of these short eireuits with

alto periods of predestine radios. VOrthsemere, bemuse the
brats is a astively 'whims mowing, Deno eosprohensisa will
often "Isar through eves the most neolreikustive short eirsuits. It
will meet MIA, result is frameate of measiaa, a kind of kaleido-
scopic view, rafter to an istogroted umderstsmdiaa.

Maw of these short @invite spy revolt fres inetrustioa, but the
studios to demonstrate this remain to ime done.
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known language

Table .2-1

THE REVISED MODEL

Inputs

Graphic, Display
Memory: Recognition-

Initiation
Activate strategids in
memory.

Output

Optical scan cycle

1. OPTICAL
a. Scan in direction

of print display.

----7-711371OCTs eyes at
point in the print.

Start:
Memory: Strategies for
scanning appropriate to
graphic display

Adjust speed of scan to
pro5psing speed.

Optical fixation cycle

To memory: Predict relation
of information to direction
of display

Light reflects from
graphic display. Visual
field includes sharp and
fuzzy input.

Memory: Prior prediction-
of meaning, structure,
graphic redundancy,
expectation of locus of
key graphic cues.

Perception Cycle

To memory: Cues for Image
Formation

PERC ION
a. Sample - Select:

Choose cues from
available graphic
display.

Fix: Cues available in
sharp and blurred input.

Memory: Sampling strategies
Prior predictions and
decodings to meaning.

To memory: Selected cues.

To Feature Analysis.



b. Assign deep structure.

Seek clauses and

their interrelation- .

ships.

From: Internal surface

structure.

From memory:

Transformational rules

for relating surface and

deep structures.

Prior predictions and

decodings.

If no structure possible, try

alternative,

if still no structure, recycle.

If inconsistent with prediction,

correct by recycling.

If deep structure possible,

predict graphic, semantic,

syntactic features,

Go to meaning.

If oral reading, assign appro-

priate intonation contour.

Terminate if no success.

UCT

A. Decode

From: Deep structure

From memory: Stored exper-

iences, conceptual

constructs, lexicon.

Prior predictions.

I meaning not accepts ley,

recycle to point of

inconsistency.

If no meaning possible, try

alternate deep structure

or recycle to seek more

information.

If still no meaning, hold

all information in memory

and return to Scan.

Terminate if no meaning results.

If acceptable meaning, go to

Assimilated-Accoffllate.

rt=6...,..larm..mximmr.sm.0=1.10rmor...10...,m1i.
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Feature Analysis:

Choose features

necessary to choose

from alternate

letters, words,

structures.

Sampled features.

From memory: Assign

alloystem(a) (type style,

cursive, etc.)

Prior predictions

Confirm Prior prediction.

Correct if necessary by

return to Scan, Fix.

If no system available, try

best approximation or

terminate; otherwise

proceed to Image Formation,

c. Image Formation:

form image of what

is seen, and ex-

pected to be seen.

Capers with

expectst ons.

rriltfUnCIE
a. Assign internal

surface structure.

From: eature analysis,

cues appropriate to allo-

system(s) chosen.

From memory: Graphic,

syntactic, semantic

constructs

Prior predictions

Cues from parallel phono-

logical system (optional)

From mage ormation

From memory: Rules for

relating surface display

to internal surface

structure.

Prior predictions and

decodings.

I no image possi i le, return

to feature analysis or prior

cycle for more information.

Confirm prior predictions. If

correction needed return to

prior cycle, scan back for

source of inconsistency.

If image formed, store in memory and

go to Syntactic Cycle,

I no structure possi le,

recycle to Perception or

Optical Cycles.

If inconsistent with predictions,

try atternate or correct by

recycling and scanning back

to point of mismatch.

If structure is possible, go

to Deep Structure.



b. Assimilate-

kcommodate:

If possible,

assimilate.

If not possible,

'accommodate prior

meaning.

From: Decode

From memory: Prior pre-

dictions, prior meaning.

Conceptual and attitudinal

constructs.

If no assimilation possible

and no accommodation

possible, recycle to correct

or obtain more information.

If still not possible, hold

and return to scan for

possible clarification as

reading progresses.

Accommodations possible:

modify meaning of story/text

to this point

modify predictions of meaning

modify concepts

modify word definitions

restructure attitudes.

If task complete, terminate.

If task incomplete, recycle

and scan forward, predict

meaning, structure, graphics.
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Uses and Limitations of the Goodman Model

The Goodman Model built through miscue analysis is a general model
of the reading process based on the premise that there is a single
reading process. In that sense it is an unlimited macro-model of
reading.

It is psycholinguistic, since it deals with how &anguage and
thought are interactive. But it operates within a sociolinguistic
context. Language is social and it is through language that people
mean things to each other. Reading, like all language, operates in a
social context which includes readers and writers.

Since reading is a unitary process, several key premises follow:
The model deals with reading in the context of written Language in the
context of language. It focuses on the proficient reader, but is
applicable to all stages of development. It has been built through
the study of English reading, but it must be applicable to reading in
all languages and all orthographies.

Reading comprehension as the model represents it,must be consistent
with language comprehension and general comprehension.

All this means the model may not be inconsistent with any model
of a larger context except in factors peculiar to the use and physical
aspects of written English. Reading is language, so what's true for
language must apply to reading. Reading and listening are both recep-
tive language, so they cannot differ except in the linguistic medium and
use. What the model predicts for English reading must al.a work for
any other language except in terms of how specific characteristics of
the syntax or orthography are accommodated by the reading process.

The reading model may 7e criticized for being inconsistent with
valid theories of more general processes but it is not responsible for
dealing explicitly with more than reading. It can not be attacked for
what it need not do.

Similarly, the model must be inclusive of all factors of reading
under all conditions, though it need Got explicitly or completely
stipulate them. It must be applicable to:

I_ all characteristics of text, text structure, text length.

2. all characteristics of the reader: linguistic and cognitive back-
ground, values and beliefs, motivation, proficiency, physical and
mental condition.

3. all characteristics of syntax and grammar.

4. all characteristics of semantic systems: propositional structures,
Idioms and metaphors, pragmatics, functions, cohesion, inference.

45-
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5. all characteristics of memory as they involve Language and cognition.

6. all characteristics of perception as it is involved in language and
cognition.

7. all characteristics of orthography: symbols, system, features,
directionality, relationship to meaning, relationship to phonology.

8. all conditions of reading: purpose, task, setting, third party
influences, context.

The model, to be defensible, must be able to include or accommo-
date detail in any aspect of the reading process or its use without
distorting either the model or the detail. It may, of course, offer a
reconceptualisation of the detail on the basis of the model's internal
coherence. Thus, research findings by others which appear inconsistent
with the model may be shown to be consistent through reconceptualizing
them.

The model can not be criticised for being incomplete, though it
can be criticised for being unable to accommodate detailed micro-model-
ing of any factor or aspect.

There are some things the model isn't. It isn't complete in
detail in any aspect. It isn't a theory of comprehension, cognition,
or perception. And it isn't a. theory of reading instruction. That
last must be consistent with a model of the reading process. But it
must include a learning theory an4 theories of curriculum and instruc-
tion. A theory of reading instruction building on a theory and model
of reading is the ultimate bridge to the classroom. The model pre-
sented here is not "something to use on Monday morning". It is the
necessary base for the theory that will generate things to do on Monday
and explain why they do or don't help people to read more efficiently
and effectively.



CHAPTER III

LANGUAGE DIFFERENCE AND THE READING PROCESS

In this study one thing we seek to do is to test a view of the
process of reading English to Dee whether it, is applicable to the
reality of reading in eight different populations after 2, 4, and 6
years of instruction.

Perhaps our most important conclusion is that there is a single
reading process which underlies reading, no matter what the language
background or relative proficiency of the reader. Demonstrated differ-
ences, then, are not in the process but in how well it is controlled.
Any effects of lack of complete receptive and productive control of
English among second Language learners on their reading will either
(a) be noticeable but superficial in which case the process can still
be relatively efficient and effective or (b) be somewhat disruptive to
comprehension or (c) limit the ability of the readers to express what
they have understood. We have evidence of all three of these effects
in this study. Native speakers of variant dialects of English will
show some influence of their dialects in reading or retelling but
these will not in themselves be disruptive of reading proficiency.

Part 3, Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII report the findings of this
research in detail. In this chapter we will show the reading process
in action in our eight populations and the evidence to support our
single-reading-process conclusion.

Use of the Three Cue Systems in Reading

Syntactic Cue3

There is considerable evidence that all readers are using English
syntax to some degree. Over 60% of all the miscues produced by all
readers in this study are syntactically acceptable before correction.
(See Chapter IV, Tables 4-18, 4-19, 4-20) Second-grade second-language
groups show means of 52.9 to 59.2% on their combined readings. All
other groups but NA4 (59.9%) and DE4 (55.6%) have means above 60%.

Rarely does any group of second graders produce over 20% of mis-
cues with lost deep structures (HS2, 21.3%; MB2, 20.1%; and AR2, 20.5%
on the standard story and AP2, 21.6% on the culturally relevant story.
See Chapter IV, Table 4-25). Only one fourth grade group, NA4, exceeds
15% lost deep structure, 15.6%, on the standard story. (Table 4-26, NA6
with 12.6% and TS6 with 13.4%, both on the standarC story,are the only
sixth grade groups to exceed 10.69 lost deep structure.) Higher per-
cents in second grade may reflect higher rates of word omission rather
than greater problems with syntax.

3-1
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High percents, 60 to 8C of word substitutions for all s,have the
same grammatical function for expected (ER) and observed (OR) responses.
This includes mow non-words which retain inflections and appropriate into-
nation.

Some examples from our subjects will show their use of syntactic cues:

TS4-111 S85

poured
tkc

0301 she poured warm milk into a bottle,

ask.
0302 thenAsat on the floor with the calf's head in her lap.

Here the subject substitutes the for a and inserts a deleted deep
structure subject she where it coarhave Teen.

Even when subjects shift deep structure they often can bemieen moving
to other English structures:

TS4-111 585

the
0306 "Soyoung to lose your mother, my Sancho."

Here are examples of minor transformations with deletion or insertion
of an element optional in the surface structure.

AP414 S74

0113 Had to be left at

0614 Old Ben Bailey jumped up and down in rage.

AR615 S51
tkaT

0304-S I thoughtAthe igerator would explode.

Sometimes the syntax takes on a quality due to the reader's own stage
of acquisition.

HS4-713 S69

bfi low
0114 Bending low, Old was able to

0115 make his way to the*stockadeA

At Olij he
0116 around the buildinE He climbed)

((h'.._

t A
posts

0117 up the smoot posts quickly.
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0713 Following the King

.

Tke burly
0714 came a young chief, bearing a

0715 black and red feather flag on a

0716 tall pole. Laa$ of all walke two

0717 men carrytiOdrums.

0801 This was

tLe
0802 a warning to clear the way. No

ssNaticws

08u 2c1..4Vshadow might touch the

0804 King when he wet

As the last reader illustrates, the most common type of syntactic
dialect or second language influence in our subjects reading involves
inflections. Hawaiian Samoan, Hawaiian Pidgin, Mississippi Black,
particularly show no past tense forms characteristic of their dialects.

Our studies tend to support the view that these shifts are syntactic
and not simply consonant reductions: We get work for worked and aim for
aimed, but we also get want for wanted.

Here's an example of the miscues of HS703, a Samoan second grader,
reading S68. She has one of the lowest percents of syntactically
acceptable miscues, 37%, o any reader in the study.

/kis pit Reader's Comments
'0101 Henry didn't have a

f'uT

pet. I don't know this
and this.

0102 But HenrylTir7T1;;;e because

will

his iendi)

p Cts
0103 let him play with their pets.

0104 kisn)had a cat.

01.05 Henry liked to play with her.cat.



0201

0202

CnAtti to
had a dog that could do tricks.

a 6- y. 6 'Is

1r - t.btt b
^oe trick best.

3-4

0203 He lik j t have the dog sit up and

0204 Ci) shake hands.

0301 , One day Henry's 'father said, "I think

0302 . it's time for you to learn how to

pelt
0303 taxa care of Qi pet."

0304

y
So he took Henry to a pet store.

Oh

0305

0306

6Pick the pet you want,"

father said.

0401 Henry(idn')think he wanted

0402 to take care of a pet.

0403 But he went around the store and

0404 looked at all the animals.

fee-,)

(1)61-00.1.1e Dyed
0405 "Do you want a hamster?" this father asked.

t-
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This subject makes some deliberate omissions (0102); she resorts,
at times, to reading word by word (0103, 0201). But her substitutions
are English words and she's using English syntax (0106, 0303). She

reads some sequences without miscues. Only her substitution of put for
but and her omission of didn't have any potential relationship ti-influ-
once of Samoan language 1;7%7 reading.

The Latter may reflect a problem that shows particularly among our
Navajo second grade readers in coping with the peculiar use of do plus
n't to show negation in printed English. Pidgin, her form of English,
would say simply, "Henry no care".

NA510, a Navajo second grader with only 30% syntactically accept-
able eiwes on the same story, shows similar patterns:

sevt .

0104 Susan had a cat

0105 Henry liked to pla with he cat.1)

cots

wolLC 0101111 1 .1 ./
C 01Q 1 C VCXS

0201 John had a dog that could do tricks.

Both readers show more control of syntax as their reading progresses.

Their reading is not very effective, but they are using, and some-
times misusing, English syntax: shifts in tense, number, etc. Perhaps
their tendency to substitute syntactically inappropriate words stems
from early experfbnces with reading English before they had much recep-
tive control of English.

All our readers show more varied kinds of dialect and second lan-
guage syntactic patterns in their retellings than in their reading.
Only the inflectional changes approach equal frequency in reading and
retelling. We have no evidence that inability to cope with Book English
syntax is a general problem for any group.

Semantic Cues

,All groups show less ability to preserve meaning than syntax. Some
real differences also show between second language and dialect groups.
Fourth grade dialect groups have a mean on both stories read or 27%
semantically unacceptable miscues, while second language groups have
42%. Similar differences, 25.S for dialect groups and 37% for second
language groups show in etxth gradl;

Still on HS4 (both stories, 29.3%) has less than 34% miscues semen-
r tically acceptable in sentence or passage. Comprehending score, per-

cent of miscues acceptable or corrected, is above 40% for all grades
and groups, but AR6 (39.7% on the culturally relevant story) and ranges
to above 70V. for at least one group in each grade. Dialect groups tend
to have higher comprehending scores on all grades than second language
groups. An exception is the TS (Spanish-English) group that ranks second



among second grade groups and fourth in fourth grade groups on standard
stories. They show high ranks in all grades on mere relevant stories.
Comprehending refleeti the readers apparent concern for maims seam
from their media'. The lower somas for second Leaguege groups may
reflect a weakness of our system. Me do not count anything somatically
acceptable which is pot syntactically acceptable. That works for die,-
LW speakers since we judge acceptability in terms of their owe dialect.
But with second language readers who have transitional English syntax,
we're probably rejecting, syntactically and somatically, some things
that he sense to them..

This factor can not account for the whole difference, however,
because retelling score means also favor dialect groups in fourth and
sixth grades. The mans are 33% for dialect groups and 44% for second
language groupr on 1151, the fourth grade standard story, and 33% and
43g on 833, the sleek grade standard story. (See Chapter VII Table 7-2)
KIP is low among dialect groups in retelling and T11.1s high among second
language groups. (Chapter VII, Table 7-3) Ranges in retelling scores
overlap for all groups and are wider for second Language groups. Our
second language groups, particularly Navajo and Arabic, showed some
difficulty in commuicating their meaning in retelling.

But our readerk are all showing some concern for meaning and demon-
strating some degree of comprehension.

Craphophonic Cues

Miscues of all our subjects reflect their use of graphic informa-
tion. All subjects also show an ability to relate English spelling
patterns to speech sound patterns.

All groupi have moderate to high means for both graphic and phonemic
proximity: Means for.second language groups are higher than dialect
group means for all grades except sixth grade phonemic means which are
identical at 3.7: (See Chapter IV Table 4-49)

Second Language groups show higher mean percentage of non-words
for fourth and sixth grades (See Chapter IV, Table 4-44). These non-
words tend to have high graphophonic proximity. Omissions are highest
in the second grade for most groups.

Though AR2 readers omit less and produce more non-words than
other second language readers, this seems less related to their language
background than'- .possible instructional strategies they've experienced.

Then particularly high rates of non-words for fourth grade second
Language users may reflect some insecurity about their ability to recog-
nise whether English words are real or not.

What these findings about use of graphophonic cues addup to is
that, though listeners may hear the phonology of the dialect of our
dialect groups and the first language influences on the phonology of
our second Unities@ groups in their oral reading, there is no notable
problem any of our readers have dealing with the phonic relationships
in English.
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We see a minor phenomenon represented by a tendency for AR or HS
readers to use real ,orde starting with 2 for words starting with b and
vice-versa: at fu but, bush for Path, blow for plow. Since p/b do
not both occur -in their first saniubetftations are not sur-
prising. They are not common either, however.

We note eofurther tendency which has shown in other rescue research
for graphic phonemic proximity to be higher in miscues as comprehension
declines. In all grades there are significant, but low, negative corre-
lations between graphic means and comprehending scores. That may relate
to the higher means for our second Language groups.

Cycles and Strategies

we interpret our data as supporting the concept of a single reading
process, essentially consistent with the model presented in Chapter II,

for all readers. We believe that differences in effectiveness in readers
reflect differences in how well this single process is used. We can
support these conclusions, as we do in Chapters IV, V and VI with statistical

data. Here we'll use particular subjects in our eight populations to

illustrate.

Six of our
a short sequence
selected reader
the story and re

second grade groups read Kitten Jones, story 44. Here's
from that story with theFiiiirliTrit by one randomly

from each group. This section is out of the middle of
lates to a key incident.

4.-One day was takir.g a pictureaSue
plic-4,tety

One day Sue was taking a picture

Susan 1.6\tv^3
One day .Sue wa taking a picture

alkt;14
One d: Sue wa takin "lia picture

fso

TS101 0401

DE202 0401

MB301 0401

AP404 0401

AR602 0401

HP801 04 01

TS101 0402

DE202 0402

MB3D1 0402

AP404 0402

AR602 0402

HP801. 04 02

One da Sue was takin a ictura

One day Sue was taking a picture

*l- e. suTrerAya)
in the garden. She suddenly wanted

goAvieng)
in the garden. She suddenly wanted

garden.
4

in the garden. She suddenly wanted

7 onain the garden. S wanted

ya 1- ei.

in the garden. She wanted

e. 0"
in the garden. She suddenly wanted



TS l01 0403

DE202 0403

MB301 0403

AP404 0403

AR602 0403

HP801 0403

TS101 0404

DE202 0404

MB301 0404

AP404 0404

AR602 0404

HP801 0404

TS101 0405

DE202 0405

MB301 0405

AP404 0405

AR602 0405

HP801 0405

TS101 0406

DE202 0406

MB301 0406

AP404 0406

AR602 0406

HP801 0406

'to

a drink and

a drink and

ton
ran

f %.0

ran

a drink and ran

drink and ran

*rink and ran

a drink and ran

lef (4)

left the camera

left the camera

left the camera

left the camera

ctr.arn
left the *mere

nod <UT,
Iwt the camera

Kitten hat

Kity
Kitten had

Kitten had

Kitten hash

Kitten had

Kitten had

v

vines.

vine

virte.V

si

vines.

vines.

*vinen..
vines.

vekt:vines.
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into the house, She

into the Ouse. She

da
into the house. She

into the house. She

into the house. She

into the house. She

on the grssm.

on th rass.

grovrA
on th grass.

on the grass.

on the grass.

on grass.

been playing in the rose S.
isk

been playing in the rose

nott.
been playing in th rose

CS
been playing in the ros

rd5e

been playing in the rose

been playing in the rose

Now she walked
N-
Now she walked

Now she walked

Now she walked

Now she walked

Now she walked

t) the camera.

the camera.

da
over to the

over to the

over to the

over to the

camera.

camera.

camera.

camera.



TS101 0407

DE202 0407

MB301 0407

AP404 0497

AR602 0407

HP801 0407

TS101 0408

DE202 0408

MB301 0408

AP404 0408

AR602 0408

HP801 0408

TS101 041Q

DE202 0409

MB301 0409

AP404 0409

AR602 0409

HP801 0409

TS101 0410

DE202 0410

MB301 0410

AP404 0410

AR602 0410

HP801 0410

She began t sniff at it.

She began to 1117aff at it.miff
/16esit'ni

She begann sgh at it.

%vs
She began to__tm i fP at it.

She began toniffrat it.

the began to aniffe it.

*mews
C CmC. ( A
Cornell,. She thumped

sides and

sides and

cone
its corners.

its

dmosand its

1 ILL and itig;g14a711.

sidOiand itstgrfrie-rs.

31

..Ac.
camera with her white fur paw.

pews
camera with her white fur paw.

camera with her whi fur paw.

corners.

4
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She sniffedShe sniffed at its

She sniffed at its

She sniffed at litZ,

He.

StrA1: its

She hiffed
1:

its

She sniffs its

the

the

ti,^K
She thumped the

She thumped the *111
iem...1

She thumpe the

cl

ii,uct.6
?

It
She thumped the

-F-*
camera with her whit f paw.

kcemyinex
camera with her

camera

key(
white fur paw.

Wtig)
with her white fur paw.

SSocite v
ueSue came out just in

Sue came wt jusysin
54,C cornetist :pos4W

Sue came out just in

Sue came out just in

Sue came out just in
r,,

Sue came out just in

-Cur c%kt tkese_
V.oci rmssecl.ti 3tomes earhe

if
time to se Kitten

Kitty
time to see Kitten

Kitty
time to see Kitten

time to see Kitten

time to see Kitten

time to see Kitten



TS101 0411

DE202 0411

M8301 0411

AP404 0411

AR602 0411

HP801 0411

playing with the camera.

playing with the camera.

playing with the camera.

playing with the camera.

ILIAyol
playing with. he Aommbratr

wi140 de'w)
playing with the camera.
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Several miscues are produced by more than one of those subjects:
Our Mississippi Black (MB$3), Appalachian White (AP$4) and Arab (ARR6)
subjects all say talking for pling. One corrects, one tries to correot
unsuccessfully. This miscue illustrates several things about the unitary
reading process The three systems operate together; talkin looks and
sounds alot like takin . Both are verbs in verb positions, ollowing
was, with ja in lectinns. And talkin is semantically predictable:
'one day Sue was talking (to her mot er, with Penny etc.). Self-monitoring,
disconfirming shows in the attempts at correction two of the three make.

Two subjects, MB#3 and A106, substitute aril for garden. Again
semantic, graphophonic and syntactic features are common to expected andobserved responses. In this case neither correct what is a fully acceptable
substitution, semantically and syntactically. We must also consider that
for the rural black and urban immigrant children, is is a more predictable
term for the setting than garden. Both are moving to sense, the Arabic
subject shows considerable control of English in producing both of these
miscue:,

Five of the six subjects miscue on suddenly. It would be easy to
say this is a hard or unusual word. But we must also consider that Its
occurrence .n this sentence is a bit unexpected, even odd -- "suddenly
wanted a drink". One subject says should, two produce non-words, one
says $sutten1 , a dialect equivalent in this Texas-Spanish influenced
speech, an one (AP404) omits.This is a strategy the latter uses delib-
erately whenever he is in doubt. None correct successfully. They
illustrate three strategies for dealing with problems: (1) omit; (2)
produce non-words; (3) produce real words which fit some or all of the
constraints.

The Texas-Spanish (TS101) and Downeast Maine (DE202) subjects both
produce another miscue in the same sentence, (line 0403) a drink and ran.
The verb phrase wanted a drink has been transformed from verb plus
direct object noun phrase to verb plus infinitive. Both subjects also

transform ran (she suddenly ...ran) to the infinitive run (she wanted
to...run). A bilingual reader from Southeast Texas anTi monolingual
reader from Downeast Maine both processed the language in the same way.
A single reading process must be at work, one they share.

Two subjects. DE202 and MB301. call Kitten, Kitty at least once.
In Maine and Mississippi seven year olds tend to call kittens, kitty.
and that influences their predictifm, confirmation and correction
strategies. It is part of their reading.

Ol



Four subjects miscue at the end of line 0405. Two insert periods;
ono corrects, Two shift from roee to roses and one to nose. There are
migcues on the following word Vrfhree7T-These same four readers. A

fourth reader (HP800 also miscues there. Several factors seem to be
involved: Syntactic prediction of where the sentence will end. Syntac-
tic and semantic problems with in the rope vinks. What's a vine?
Perhaps our Arabic subject doesn t know that English word. What's a
rose vino? Perhaps other subjects, TS101, Dem, AP404, HP801 don't
think of plants with roses on them as vines. Thus cognitive dissonance
makes prediction and confirmation difficult.

Ch: 0L202 and AR602 subjects omit to in to the camera, line 0406.
The fomer corrects. The to in She walred o47frigraiiera may sur-
prise these readers since a double preposition is involved. Or perhaps
over means over to to one or both as in Come over n house.

Two subjects, MB301 and AR602, shift from began to begin. In
dealing with this irregular past both shift to simple form. For MB301
that's a dialect shift. For AR602 it may reflect lack of control over
irregular verbs. a transitional stage in gaining control of English.
But both went to a real form of the same verb.

On line 0407 sniff and sniffed occur. The problem may be an
unfamiliar term or an unfama.1767-17Jea (why would a kitten sniff a
camera) or both. Our subjects vary in strategy: AP404 shows no
miscue: AR602 produces ton-words: $swaffin, $swaffed; DE202 tries snap
for sniff' and corrects; HP801 omits both; MB30' says smell, a synonym
for 777 The responses vary from omission to synonym substitution
but ail fit the model of reading we have suggested: all use available
cue systems and strategies; the decision to omit represents a decision
that not enough information is available to make a prediction or guess.

one subject, AP404, who did not omit sniff or sniffed, illustrates
this function of omission. He omits suddenly on lailFUPTI. On line
0405 he omits corners and thumped, both words miscued on by several
others. For earners he announces "I'll skip that" and for thur-ed,
"I'm going to get that though." Earlier he skipped Sue saying 'I'll
lust keep on going and I'll come back to it." He gets it two lines
later and then, in fact, goes back and rereads. Neither corners nor
thumped ever occurs again in the story. So there is no eLIFFEWoppor-
tunity to "get" them.

Fur on [Inc 0400 is the third occurrence for that word. AP404 says
for t17first time and then goes on after a long pause. Later he omits,
suing "There's that word again." On line 040') he says fur correctly and
says "That's fur right there." His is clearly a strategy of waiting Mr
more ioformation before committing himself.

She sniffed at its sides and its corners, on lines 0407 and 0405
ca 1,es considerable miscuing. Here's the way each reader read it:

DE202 (no. miscues)

rret11 ih;s at
MH301 She sniffed at its sides and it oorners.
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AP404 She sniffe t its i(p44.4owagAt its
He

tAR602 Shedniffed t its ei-,J011 and at its corner.
1.04 fv. s Ocesr4va

0801 She(921112bat its ifsidel)and at its giZtrs.

Getting to the meaning hers Is complicated by several factors.
(1) Choice of terms, sniffed and corners. (2) Strange description:
what are the sides anaC;;;Wrs of-raiWira? Why would anyone describe
what the kitten did as sniffing at its sides and corners? TS101 goes
right to camera for corners and leaves out sides. He corrects his
omissions-rairemainvinced the camera not the corners was sniffed.
H13301,getting to smell from sniffed;-71aes on itsWTFIT though she
just read it and MT: it and ;Nowhere in the story.
The at she substitutes Wr it. 1 in the deep structure: she sniffed
(at)-Tts corners. AP404, AVS52, and HP801 all miscue on corners, though
HP corrects.

The influence of dialect and first 1%nguage on these six readers
tends to be minor. DE202 shows phonological influenees only: harden
becomes anden, picture is a homophone for itcher. MBSOL reducPs bat
to le f' and ust to 1J21. w nShe loses an el she sayE smell for
alsnia and an s in VEi for vines. Her changes are both phonological

7RTRIectionef, she goes to a regularised cooed fur came. AP404 shown
only phonological dialect in this passage. 11701 shows phonological
dialect: wit/with; de/the. Shp oleo mys side for sides and walk/
walked, reflecting a tendency for pidgin td-Sie inf,Pctions.
In no sense does any of "MA sngtest either differences in the reading
process for any reader tr "inter.'erenee" of their dta.ects in successful
comprehension.

TS101 shows some influence of 44nish phonology, but nothing else
that would show filtt langaage influence per Pe. AR602's tendency to
produce non-words may reflect botl limited control of English mod lack
of confidence in his control: SsiLea/suddenly; $vinens /vin ',s, $craymer/
camera; $swaffin/3nIff; $swaffed/sniffed; Ssidents/sides; $croring/cor-
ners. But, as show abcve, these 8180 cue at points where other
readers show miscued. The Lack of control of English influences the
effectiveness of this second-language reauer bit the rrocess is the
same, as her English substitutions and corrections show. Her miscues
can compound on each other and cause :JS8 of meaning as in the sentence
(lines 0407 -040d) where she pr ces three non-words.

*Aan
NA.504 0401 Then Mrs. 1).11( saw Little Monkey.

041401146sis
HS7n1 0401 Then Mrs. Duo. ;, sow Little Monkey.

sma%i
NASn4 0402 "Good morning," she said.

HS701 0401 "Good morning," she said.



hAS04 0403

HS701 0403

NAS04 0404

11S701 0404

NAc04 0405

HS701

hp. ,04

040:,

0406

HS701 0406

NA504 0407

HS701 4407

NAS04 040S

HS701 040$

NASO4 0400

HS701 040

3.-13

4t"Hello there," said Little Monkey.

ke
"Mellveo there," said Little Monkey.

"Where did you et your pretty hat?"

"Where did you get your pretty hat?"

And away he went for a walk.

And away he went for a walk.

W44/1 fc
"What pretty hat? sal Mrs. Duck.

"What pretty hat: said Mrs. Duck.

my
"I did not put on a hat

"I did not poi on a hat

this morning.

this morning.

my hat is at the house.

My hat is at to house.

Neither the NA nor the HS readers could handle the standard second
grade story, S44. But examples from Two New Hats, S26, show the same
reading process is at work.

Although the selected subjects are reading a less difficult story,
both subjects produce only real English word substitutions. HS701 mis-
cues on Mrs. producing Miss once and Mr. once. She says how/hello and
when/what. Neither are corrected though neither are syntactically or
semantically acceptable. NA504 produces when/then which he tries unsuc-
cessfully to correct. That's his only unacceptable miscue. Others are
hi hello, my hat/a hat and take/ et, all fully acceptable miscues. He
pro uces also do/did, got/get, new/know.all shifts of form on irregular

verbs. a feature of English he does not yet control, though these very
miscues show movement toward control. The child has the forms, though
does not use them in accordance with English grammatical rules. Perhaps
English tense is the feature not yet controlled.

The retellings of the subjects who read Kitten Jones show interesting
relationships to their reading. Here are excerpts that (A,..1 specifically
with the kitten and the camera. Sue turns the camera to the next picture
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because she is afraid the kitten's "done something to this picture". It

turns out that the kitten has taken a picture of a crow which is so sharp
"you can see every feather". The picture wins first prise in the contest
at Mr. Vine's candy shop.

T3101 succinctly gets to the points "This kitten was playing with
the camera and this girl catched him. He took a picture of this crow.
This girl said that the kitten done something to it...broks it...or...
ah...it didn't work."

DC202 substitutes for sniff during her reading. Earlier the
story says: "Snap: Sna0T--Snap!MP took pictures -" Here's her
retelling under questioning:

S: He was playing with the camera.

R: And what happened?

S: He snapped it.

R: And then?

5: He took a picture.

K: Of what?

S: The crow standing in the garden.

K: Where was this?

S: Almr.st close to the garden. Sue got out there just in time to see
him playing around with the camera.

K: We, there a lesson in the story?

S: Not only people can coo stuff, but cats and dogs can, too.

K: Was anything tunny. in the story?

S: When he snapped the camera because cats can never do a thing :Ake
that and he probably just jumped right up on it and put his feet
down beside it and snapped it.

MB301 understands well that the "'kitten took a picture", but shifts
the setting to a desA. The only related picture in the text is a small
inset of a kitten laying all over an archaic box camera.

S: They had a movie can-..., camera; then they want to take...they
took pictures everywhere they went and then one day the kitten was
playin' with it and then...and then Susan say, "Don't play with it
cause I think you, it's in bad luck."

R: How did the kitten get the nictuce taken?

laying with it.

hi,



R: How did he play with it?

S: Jane loft it on the desk and he climbed up there and got it.

AP404 provides the essence in free retelling. AP404 omits both
corners and thumped in reading.

S: It was about a crow where this kitten took a picture and the woman
who was taking the picture laid down her camera to get a drink of
water and that's how the...that's how the kitten took the picture.
It put its foot on that little thing...on the button you push down
to take the pictures and it took a picture.

AR602 says cream for camera once and a non-word, $cra mer, three
times. She also7Tirall eggi7W-TIon-words in lines 0407 and 040$, but
here's her retelling;

R: Who won the prizes?

S: The kitten.

K: How come?

5: RUCAU40 she took the picture of a...the feather.

K: How did that happen?

S: She was playing with the camera.

R. Where was the camera?

S: On the table.

R: Then what happened?

S: And then she took a picture of the feather.

R: Where was the feather?

S: On the bird.

R: W.t-i the author trying to teach us a lesson?

S. He was trying to teach us to take good care of our cameras.

HPA01 also has the key understanding of the kitten with the camera.

S: The kitten took pictures. The kitten took picture of rose garden.
He thought the cat took the picture.

K: How did the cat take the picture?

S: He was playin' with im. h, was laying on top of the camera.

R: Where?
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5: On the camera and scratched it. He ruin it.

R: Now could he take a picture if it was ruined?

S: He was playin' around with the camera took plenty pictures

R: Why do you think it's funny?

S; A cat isn't suppose to.

R: What?

S: Funny the cat can take a picture he was scratching a button.

With widely different language backgrounds these readers all are
usilig a common reading process to make sense of what they read. All
use the print but none are bound to it. All predict syntax though some
show incomplete control of it. All move to meaning though the process
is constructive and is not limited to cues the text itself provides.
The experiences and concepts of the readers themselves are such involved.

The unitary nature of the reading process is also illustrated by
the older readers in this study. In Chapters V and VI, we discuss one
fourth grader in each group in depth so we'll look here at one sixth
grader from each group reading a key section from the standard story,
553, Mx Brother Is A Genius. (Typescripts follow the discussion at
the end of this chapter.)

As with the second graders there are some points where most of the
readers miscue.

Mr. Barnaby, who is a main character in the story, has a name which
produces these variations: DE230 dialect variant Ba'naby; AR422 Brandon;
TS123 Barley, Bartley; NAS2S Barn-bye, Barnbaby, Barna-bye; HS729
$Barbad, $Barhady, $Barb, Barby.

0506 Mr. Bar acin 0513 cin

Dialect Groups
DE230 shoppedliCking picking, pecking
AP422 r picking AD
M8328 patching patching

Second Language Groups
NAS2S Speszing playing
HS729 ) picking
AR623 paling packing
TS123 said praise 1.$pracly 2.practicing

f.)
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Only two subjects (MPO26 and MS729) do not miscue on maim the
first time it occurs and ono of those, MS729, goes to ick1W66 the
second occurrence. Two of the dialect milder., DE230 a 22,

correct the second occurrence; two of the second language speakers make
better miscues the second time compared to the firsts T1123 goes from
said praise to 'topped practicing, NAS21 goes from bossing to playing.

Pacing seems to be an unfamiliar concept here though a strong
movement toward meaning shows.

That Mr. Barnaby was pacing is a minor detail in the story.
General success in comprehension dociin't depend on it. The same is
true of advertise on line 0604. It is a minor detail to lose.

0504-5 the things you advertise on your/station

Dialect Groups
DE230 advertisedgil
AP422 advise wieith
0328 adverse ento the
HPS26 wend

Second language Groups
NA525 $advert
HS729 exchange for you
AR623 ad-Oadvers
TS123 Sad-oadvance

Only HP826 makes no miscue on advertise. DE230 goes to an accept-
able past tense. The others eitherall-7E74w real words (AP422, M8328.
tS525 and TS123) or produce phonically and graphically related non-
words (NA623, AR729). Several produce miscues on the words that follow
advertise: perhaps advertised on is unfamiliar. It is too bad that the
author say adirciraWiiiaals, more familiar ways of discussing
T.V. advertisements. This the issue of predictability.
The subjects tend to find this phrase unpredictable and search for
meaningful possibilities. Some are more successful than others. Those
who settle for non-words are less successful while those who get it
right are more successful. Others are in-between; but all have avail-
able and use the use cues and the use strategies. HSS2S, though
shifting meaning, uses better strategies than those who produce non,
words. She tries for sense. But, as we've said, advertise is not an
important matter in this story. Neither is imperil our good will (line
0507) which all eight miscue on. That's there more to convey Mr.
Barnaby's pomposity than to provide important specific information.

All our subjects show, in their miscues in line 0507, integrated
ase of the thre f. cue systems.
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Dtaloot Croups
08220
AP422
N11828

0PS26

&mood
NA828
08729
AA623

11123

"wogldalt wont to WW1 aor toed will."

wool t Oloporvila year
Slopoul
impair
Imperial

WIMP

goon,t

8Impiril
allopuvo a
imperial, Hopril
Impress

win

Were three subjects go to won't for wouldn't. All correct. Won't
and wouldn't in this context have graphic7-Pairaic, semantic and grim
taciErfartres in common. NA828 shifts to would. That may reflect
some problem with English negation as we found ri the Navajo second
graders, though she has no similar miscues in the rest of the story.

All of these subjects produce phonic near-misses for imperil, an
unimportant term obviously not familiar to them. Three go to real
words, film to non- words. Neither strategy solves the problem and only
one subject makes a second attempt. Two of the subjects miscue on our.
DE230's your substitution employs cues from syntactic, semantic, anT-
graphophiiiIi systems. 08729 supplies the noun marker which has only
syntactic relationship to agE.

In this sentence, we oust be impressed not only with what is hap-
minim., but also with what isn't. Wouldn't is replaced by won't; Want,
(the word followipg wouldn't) clos47177iirfcally to won't, is
replaced by won't.

crilic.;u:ili,efilnta:u:j:::soafr:i::::::nto::sthis montane* as
Ecyiliah

They are, using what they know about Lnglish and the world in
reading. We should not be surprised that HP826 substitutes win for
will. In the prior paragraph winning a contest is discussed"."--That's
iilidictable, perhaps more so than will used as a noun in an idiom
"good will". None of our subjects-Took like they are responding to an
unknown language, even in this strange sentence.

An important concept in the story is that a T.V. program will
feattre a ical baby; it turns out in the story that the baby is not
typical at ail s nce he can say words like philosophical.

0



Here are the miscues our readers produce in the passes. that
involves typical (wee marked miscues at end of this chapter).

OE230
AP422
MIS:1211

H1026

HS 724

AA.23

TS12.1

Our dialect group readers are more successful than our second Ian-
gaAgy readers in getting typical right. But that doesn't assure that
thwy'vn understood the concept. Neither can we assume that those why
don't pronounce itotcorrectly have not built the concept by the .end of
the story. Typical occurs seven more times after thitcsection.

Thw acquisition of this concept a typical is discussed in Chapter
VII. All of these subject. had some concept of what was involved: a
'.atty that was isert. did unusual things and was not ordinary. Some of
them understand that typical means "plain. not odd" (AP422), "regular"
010320. "not the type o a different kind of baby" (W23),
.,rdinary" (HPS26). "normal" (20230). All understand that the baby
was smart and that was shown by his precocious talking. Often they
cite their own knowledge of babies:

15123 says, "lie wac a Stypeical baby" (at the beginning). "He
would cry alit oi tho

411321 states, talking liki somebody grown. He wasn't
tainng like a baby."

AP422 has this interaction:

S; Well, he was calling off all sorts of words from the dictionary.

K: IA that usual?

': So, not for an eight month old WI.

Though W2.5 doesn't volunteer informatiwi from her background,it
shows in this seluence from her retelliv;:

be)



h Do you have any babiee at home?

St WO,

01; Did this baby sat ilk' all the babies you know?

$: No.

N; Now did this 640y act diffeti,nt7

3/ Talked.

10 Now old new this baby?

S :bt tah*Wor

*: Do babies talk at eight months?

: Ht).

Similarly 11$729 uses his knowledge of babies to infer:

10 What kind of baby was he?

S: Smart.

It; Why?

S: Because he could speak when has eight months old.

Our second Language subjects show some evidence of influence from
}hair first languages and of their incomplete development in English in
this excerpt. but sometimes this shows as inflexible formalise. NAS2:,

says he'd in 0500, he'd do, and then rereads: he would do, going to
more Waal alternifM7--T$123 says You eight be right for You be

He prefers A bey like aqyone else baby to the origins :
Tiabi-like everyone efiers baby. ARA23 says but he i for but he's, he
also says in the town for in town. HSrIN say it l a frairiEow4
living, bOi7177aRrisubstiTZTUrliving for live three times (mai.

This unusual text sequence is representative of a conversational
style which we might have expected to he problematic for our subjects.
It combiniS an idiom with hnsotraph in strang lyntax.

Amoy + %he other second lam:Imre subjects AR623 handles it this
way:

Ave.
4.19 it will be Live show. Live bog

He's shown tendency to intermix with baby since 'Soth am in
the story. His alive for live is A shift toward more literal use 0!
live here used as an idiom to contrast with filmed or taped.
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TS123 .!,nd NA525 both go to live, a rhyme with give, in all three
instances. That means the meaning of the idiom maybe lost to them
though they may still be getting the idea of the conversational style
of Mr. Barnaby.

Of our four dialect speakers, only MB328 has no trouble here.
AP422 goes to living for the last instance, but then corrects. DE230
says live correctly the first two times, but then moves to live abandon- .

ing tgZorrect form and staying with live for the third instance. HP826
starts with live, but then shifts to igorrect homograph.

. What this example. shows is how our readers' backgrounds enter into
their coping with general problems, but only in minor ways. Their mis-
cues are more likely to reflect their inability to assign a surface or
deep syntactic structure and make sense of the sequence than they are
to cause the loss of meaning and deep structure.

No phonic strategy can solve this comprehension problem. To choose
between live and live requires a deep structure and meaning. So two
subjects actually 7Eft to living, which is more literally appropriate
to the meaning, though graphically farther away. The miscues do not
cause the comprehension problems; they result from them.

Few direct dialect influences show in this excerpt although some
shifts of prepositions may relate to dialect.

HS729 produces these:

'y
0504 oon

l
your
ou

ko
0511 he's going on nine.

She also produces, in line 0504, a use of never characteristic of
Pidgin:

might even refuse

HP828 deletes a possessive s:

0514 everyone elseleDbaby

And a past morpheme:

0520 I asie.

MB328 has a be form deletion:

1r ; PC
0517 when he's at his best
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She also produced m for said in 0506, and baby for babies in
in 0503.

Besides these examples, only phonological dialect influences show
in this excerpt.

Conclusion

Nothing that we see these sixth grade subjects do as they read, or
that the second grade subjects do, or that the fourth graders we examine
in detail in Chapters V and VI do or tiat any of our 96 subjects do on
either story they are asked to read contradicts the theoretical model
we stipulate in Chapter II. But further, it isn't possible to see the
order and harmony in the apparent diversity these readers produce unless
one relates it to our primary conclusion: there is a single reading
process which underlies all reading at all stages of development.

Proficiency: the degree to which this process is controlled will
show in the miscues of readers. But the unitary process puts strong
constraints on how the relative proficiency can affect the process.
Some miscues can happen and some can't. Some could happen but rarely
do. Some are so highly likely they're predictable, both in form and
frequency.

Similarly, the dialect of any reader whose first language is
English can only effect his/her reading in ways that the psycholinguis,
tic process permits. These same parameters limit the ways t'-+3t first
language influences and lack of receptive and productive control of
English can enter into the reading process.

Dialect differences between reader and text theoretically could be
so great that the reading would become unproductive. Our study shows
no evidence that that condition exists. All four groups show consider-
able receptive control of the dialect(s) they are reading. Their
dialect shows, but it is nut in itself a barrier to comprehension or
learning to read.

Among our second language readers we can see the effects of
varying stages in control of . ''ish on our subjects' reading. But
we can also see that subject. d not be totally proficient in both
productive and receptive Engl to learn to read English and to get
considerable meaning from their reading. The language limitations
interact with cultural and experiential factors and all may effect
reading. One cannot read an unknown langu-fie. But as the language
becomes known, speaking or writing, reading or listening involve the
graphophonic, 'syntactic, semantic systems, the strategies of sampling,
predicting, confirming, correcting, the sensory to perceptual to syn-
tactic, to semantic cycles. These are at work even as language con-
trol develops. In fact, we learn language through using it. So we
see our second language readers learning English as they read it. It
doesn't surprise us that they can sometimes comprehend what they cannot
yet express. It doesn't surprise us that they shift away from English
syntax in retellings, or that they miss subtlety and idiom sometiries.
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The lesson of our study for teachers and curriculum planners is a
simple one. Whatever the language base of learners, their progress in
learning to read English can be monitored through their miscues. Sensi-
tivity to their Language, where it is and where it's coming from will
help teachers as they monitor reading to see both how well readers con-
trol English and how proficient they are as readers.



SECTION FROM !!Y BROTHER IS A GENIUS
read by TS123

ehat\tY Horn
0412 Mr. Barnaby was impressed. "Hmmm," he said, "you

vat 4D
0413 may have an idea of value." He wallearound thee office,

aAftittl

0414 thinking. "Yes We could have a contest and pick a baby
%Nwo,AA (i!coh

A
0415 out of all the babies in town."

11 Egress
0501 "Excuse me, sir."-I said, "burn I think it would be better

r;t

41P
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0502 not to have a contest. If you have a contest, then all the

(AD 4D,
01 1-set. whose.

0503 mott
ters

whose babies don't win will be mad at you. They

..41Avooftect.

0504 might even refuse to buy the things yo th;ertise on your

0505 station."

a,prmstnq
so,;c1 Nunn

0506 Mr. Barnaoy stopped pacing. "Hmmm," he said. "You

14, SS
re% \\10 n i %re,.

0507 may be right. Wouldn't want t i eril our good will."

ba6y could
0508 "And so you could just pick my little brother," I said.

Cf

9
gejt tny4OTE 1\

050Q "He'd do just as well as anyone else his age."



0510 "How u

05 11 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on r.ine."

0512 "Hmmm," said Mr. Barnaby, "Let me ems, now." He was
Kum Batley t.tA him w-

ptoc_fic t'ris

pctxc_ly dt
0513 pacing the floor again.

/Ty fAcii

0 1

De tyPdal toodsP
typical baby. That's it.

re
0514 Typical: A baby like Wir(76-ne e

0515 everyone will love. An excellent idea:"

A baby

0516 "Sure," I said. "We could take some moving pictures

iCi

Ai. %at-
0517 of him when he's at his best."

kmiiy Eiacttty
0518 "Nonsense f lmy boy," Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this

roit coW Vole Ilvtl,
0519 it will be a live show. Live, boy live.'

hes on
0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I aske

0521
Gott ley v.30%0.)el

"All babies c sad Mr. Barnauyi wtie woul n t be
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$1e ntCci I I some, no, 1 y eetca dcas is ye' a
.41_ 1

0522 if he didn't cry sometimes. Typical, that's it, typical.

i 1

0523 The typical baby:"
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SECTION FROM MY BROTHFR IS A GENIUS

read by DE230

eloVInaby
0412 Mr. BarnabPwas impressed. "Hm3m;" he said. "von.

itiej a--
0413 may have an idea of value." He walked around the office,

0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a contest and pick 7i baby

0415 out of all the babies in town."

be..tto.V,
0501 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I think it would be better

0502 not to have a contest. If you have.; contest, then all the

rwiduxls -The"
0503 mothers whose babies don't win will be mad at you. They

maytAISta
0504 mi ht even refuse to buy the things you advertise on your

0505 station."

ht44.
GD

BalmoJoy
0506 Mr. Barnaby

0
sl,oteta

1

sto .ed pac ng. "Hmmm," he said. "You

wef;t. 4 ;rivefV.ItIL your
0507 may be right "Wouldn't want to imperil our good wil'."

ixot6A
0508 "And so you could just pick my little brother," --I said.

(
0509 "He'd do just as well as anyone else his age."



0511 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on nine."

ed6.0,6y
0512 "Hmmm," said Mr.'BarnaW, "Let me see now." He was

s-

0513 pacing the floor again.
t.paANN

typical baby. That's it.

0514 Typical! A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby

;4:WA
0515 everyone will love. xcellent idea!"

pAtIbees4)
0516 "Sure," I said. "We could take some moving pictures

A
0517 of him when he's at his best."

exA.nd
0518 "Nonsense, my boy," Mr. Barna said. "If we do this

aIli_ Live. bck ITve,
0519 it will be live show. Live oy live!"

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked.

or* nea,))/
6D

coula
05 21 "All babies cry." said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't be

3-27

ce) .
Tip

you aor;1- \$NYPee'l
05 22 typical if he didn't cry sometimes. Typical, that's it, typical.

0523 The typical baby!"
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SECTION FROM MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS

read by 0328

wnrcess.
0412 Kr. Barnaby was impressed. "Hmmm," he said, "you

0413 may have an idea of value." He walked around the office,

0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a contest and pick a baby

041.5 out of all the babies in town."

0501 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I think it would be better

0502 not to have a contest. If you have a contest, then all the

baby
0503 mothers whose babies don't win will be mad at you. They

advecse.
0504 might even refuse to buy the things you advertise on your

0505 station."

peeW,io, so
0506 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing! "Hmmm," he saiyd. "You

Vein

0507 may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil our good will."

0508 "And so you could Just pick my little brother," I said.

0509 "He'd do just as well as anyone else his age."



0510 "How old is he?"

0511 "Eight months," I saio. "But he's going on nine."

%0512 "Hmmm," said Mr. Barnaby, "Let me see now." He was

po'16,:mit

0513 pacing the floor .31:151D yp
ivPotel

"The tical baby. Thatiaito

.1.Yetcl
0514 Typical: A baby like everyone else's A baby

0515 everyone will love. An excellent idea!"

He.
0516 "Sure," I said. "We could take some moving pictures

%Nit.

arN4 'OA 'KC- 6(4'
0517 of him when he' his best."

0518 "Nonsense, my boy," Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this

0519 it will be a live show. Live, boy 1:v.

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked.

bo.b y would
0521 "All babies cry." said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't be

\

4.i $-r
typt.c.c. Strce.V nO\ 1y pecoi cirecal

0522 typical f he didn't cry sometime. Typical, that's it, typical.
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-16iyeecai
0523 1/41hq) trpical baby:"
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SECTION FROM MY BROTHER IS A Cr.NTUS

read by AP422

e(0.1NA011 4t.
0412 Mr. Barnaby was impressed. "Homo," he said, "you

'Idea\

0413 may have an idea of value.' He walked around the office,

0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a contest and pick a baby

0415 out of all the babies in town."

0501

0502

"Excuse me, sir." I said,

not to have a contest. If you

Q, t ;1

"but I think it would be better

have a contest, then all the

wokA4
05 03 mothers whose babies .don't win will be mad at you. They

44.vme.
0504 might even refuse to buy the things you advertise on our

0505 station."

Ertina0h pt
.

C..K1A
05 06 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing'. "Hromm," he said. "You

V,n,ptack
-

0507 may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil ,ur good will."

Ce)
(-An

05 03 "And so

kinn43

you could just pic mv_1(rttrbrother," I said.

05 09 "He'd do just as well as anyon.1 else his age."
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0510 "How old is he?"

3-31

, s
0511 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on nine:"

we-4;7)
0512 "Hmima,"11

e
4j;r. Bai.naby,

(14

0513 pacing the floor again. "The typicalical baby. That's it.

0514 Typical! A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby

0515 everyone will love. An excellent idea!"

M.
0516 "SUre," I said. "We could take some moving pictures

RS

0517 of him whehe's at his best."

l)fcte4 bfaesiScie.
0518 "Nonsense, my

,

boy," Hr. Barnaby said. "IfNe-dinthis

100,19,

0519 it will be a live show Live: boy
P
Live"
"

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked.

6ei lod0 NAJOArk0521 "All babies cry." said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't be

(if,

0522 typical if he didn't cry sometimes. Typical hat's it, typical.

0523 The typical baby!"
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SECTION rum MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS

read by NA525

II boot n-by $ inlatssoisci uv...,
0412 Mr. Barnaby was impressed. "Hamm," he said, "you

the
6- itt

e." He walked around th0413 have an
n Idea of value office,

Tie)
0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a coated and pick a baby

,0415 (a of all the babies in town."

Escom
0501 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I think it would be better

of
0504) to have a contest. If you have a contest, thy' allAthe

6,16y .A.A4At ,004014
0503 mothers whose babies don't win will be med at you. They

Sako
0504 might even refuse to buy the things you advertise on your

0505 station."
r

aof ri-V1 *pf.,1.1ridIr V Men
05 06 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing. :Hamm," he said. "You

k tdPlt 11
0507 may be rights Wouldn't want to imperil our good will."

T
0508

leAe
1

ou could just pick my little hlther," I said.

0509 "tdo just as well as anyone else his age.*

7;

' U
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0510 "How old is he?"

o
months,"0511 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on nine."

n

0512 "Ham." said Mr. Barnab;, "Lett me set Gil" He was
varn -

ny%;46.1

Yo4'
pkaying _fiD 4rsstat

0513 pacing the floor again. ical baby. That's it.

fit

'row.%
4301meent else

0514 Typical: A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby

(ht.
0515 !everyone will love. n e oc.11ent idea:"

05 16 "Sure -" I said. "We could take some =log pictures

0517 of him when he's at his best."

r
06ors 'Ant f ernmna et;sd.05.8 "Nonsehse, my boy,' Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this

L i vt efv4/,,4,51q it will be a live show. Live, boy live.

)520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked.

eat" -6y
0 Us nbadoy)521. "All babies cry." said Mr. Barnaby'. He wouldn't ro,?

11 u ye le Ityck aotial Itcycle0522 typical if he didn't cry sometinies. Typical, that's it, typical.

tcyck.
0523 The typical baby:"
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SECTION FROM MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS

read by AR623

0412 Mr. Barnaby was impressed. "Hamm," he said, "you

6b
0413 may have an idea of value." He walked around Ite office,

0414 thinking. "Yes. We could have a contest and pick a baby

0415 out of all the babies inktown."

C.VSea
0501 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I think it would be better

0502 not to have a contest. If you have a contest, than all the

(1E---

c

05 03 mothers whose babies don't win will be and at you. They

Gavt.rs

05(4 might even refuse to buy the things yo advertise' on your

0505 station."

. 05 06 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing. "Hcamm," he said. "You

im110(16%
05 07 may be right. Wouldn't want t imperil our good will."

we %%Joule
05 08 "And so you could just pick my little brother," I said.

0504 "HeSd do just as well as anyeelse his age.".

0.)
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OS 10 "How old is he?"

is m
05 11 "Eight months," I said. "But

L
he's going on nine.int"

)512 Mr. Barn by, "Let me see now." He was

ALIYPel.c41c.ac.K%rt iype%so
05 13 pacing the floor again. "Th typical baby. That's it.

05 14 CLI:ypica 1! A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby)

yo TA. ("An
1..J everyone ill lov An excellent ideal"

05 16

A!.
wok)

(AM'M 0%.
"Sure," I said. "We could take some movin pictures

05 17 of hi.m when he's at his bestO

05 1.8 @Nonsense°, t'a4
Sal-

Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this

cklqc baby
0519 it will be a live show. Live, boy live:"

Pot ikt
05 20 "But what if he cries or sowething?" I asked.

o 1"JoIN't
05 21 'All babies cry." said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't be

/g -Ty ecica
'.1522 typical if he didn't cry sometimes. Typical, that' s it, (t.,...yaisa.1)

c,munm\

05 23 TH'e baby:"



SECTION FROM MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS

read by HS72Q

efs.t 6*A l i red.
0412 Mr. Bernal* was impressed. "Hmmm," he said, "you

41( 4ale,
0413 may hare an idea of value." He walked around the office,

V

041.4 thinking: '''11111. We could have a c. and pick a baby

C'
0415 out of .all the babies in town."

c.
(C?!Ex.v- n

OSOL k "Excuse I said, "bvt I think it would be better
i(4)

05 02 not to have contest. If you have a contest, then all the

Cr - cs

05 r 3 mother) hose babies don't win will be mad at you. They

exageknqe.. foc yoU
05 04 might even refuse to buy the things ybu advertise on your

05 05 station."

lfbaroody
0506 Mr. Bernal)), stopped acing. "Hmmm," he said. "You

Wein' t Impu ve. 4 WL11
)7 may be right. Wouldn't want to imperil our good will."

out
0503 "And so you could just' pick my .little brother," I said.

Rt. ckcl easel
05 09 "He'd, do just as well as anyone else his age."

6,



u510 "How old is he?"

0511 "Eight months," I said. "But he's going on
ib

nine."

05 12
fgeof6

"Hmmm," said Mr. Barnaby, "Let me see now." He was

0513 pacing the floor agaia the tylical.baby. That's it.

14/ rlyrim P

05 14 Typical: A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby
easy

LACteAtAy
05 Li oryone will luve. An excellent idea:"

Ne umlont0516 "Sure," I said. "We' could to some moving pi,7tut-es

Orli of him when he's at his best."

130f6v
wee

18 "Nons.nse, my bo;," Mr. Barn., said. "If we do this

iv:rv3 imtns
0519 it will be a live show. Live, boy livi7"

0520 "But what if he cries ur something ?" I asi-ed.

.z. Gar6y
Mrs. t.

0521. "ALL babies cry." said Mr. Sarnaby. "He wouldn't be
001 el

%y
1C0e10 ¢ Tr0 iitt -1(0pIC0522 typical if e didn't cry sometimes. typical, that's it, typical.

k;t1t

0523 The typical baby:"
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SECTION FROM MY BROTHER IS A GENIUS

read by HP826

Impressed.
t".,et

0412 Mr. Barnaby wee impressol. "Hmmm," hp 'said, "you

(ALI may have an idea of value." He walked around the office,

0414 thinking. -Yes. We could have a contest and pick a baby

0415 out of all the babies in town."

iq
05 01 "Excuse me, sir." I said, "but I thin it would be better

derN
0502 not to have a contest. If you have a contest, then all the

05 03 mothers whose babies don't win will be mad at you. They

0504 might even refuse buy the things yuu advertis on yourv."4

0505 station."

Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing. 'Hmmm," he said. "Yuu

05 7 may be right. Wouldn t -ant /, in, 11711 our good will."

Vle..c. --

05 08 ( "And so you could just pick Ty little brother," I said.

0509 "He'd do just well as anyone else his age."

Si



"How old is he?"

II "Eight months," I said. "But he's goi!ig on nine."

1
)S 12 "Hmmm," said Mr. Barnaby, "Lot me see now." He was

Ce.)
13 pacing the floor again. \"The typical baby. That's it.

A14 Typiril: A ,a by like everyone els6)baby. A baby

)F.15 everyone will love. An excellent idea!"

i)!e) "Sure," I said. "We could take some moving pictures

r)1 7 c: hire when he'Pat his best."

"Non. .n;e boy,' Mr. Barnaby said. "If we do this

e_
')5:' it w41. r a 1.. ve SNow. Live, Loy live:-

,)52() 'dut what
s
mchinc- I ashe criasiLl An

')521 All bable cry." said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldr't hP

..Ad I y
typicakif he. didn't'cr sometimet). Typical, thv's it, typical.

';J

3 The typical baby:"
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CHAPTER IV

ASPECTS OF READING: GENERAL INSIGHTS

Part I - Quantity and Quality of Miscues

Our Mis4surt, or quantity in miscue analysis is Miscue .4.u. Hundred

Words (MPHW). We measure quality by the comprehending score, the
percent of miscues either semantically acceptable before correction or
unacceptable but corrected. rinally, we use Residual Ml4cues Per
Hundred Words (RMPHW) as a combined qualitative-quantitative measure.
RMPHW is the remainder of the semantically unacceptn' le and uncorrected
miscues.

Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 show the distribution of Total MPHW for
each group. The top portion of each bar represents dialect MPHW. The
rest of each bar rept.' ,ents non-dialect MPHW. Frc,', here on in this
report, when we discuss MPHW we will mean non-dialect MPHW, unless
otherwise stated. That's because we ,ssureW7Graia71 earlier research,
that dialect miscues have no effect on comprehension. Non-dialect
MPHW are divided between the comprehending portion (those semantically
acceptable or corrected) - (indicated by a blank area on the bar) and
residual MPHW (bottom portion on each bar).

Our groups range from below 7 MPHW (Downeast Maine and Texas
Spanish second graders and fourth graders on one story each) to almost
20 MPHW(Appalachian White second graders on one story).

Mean fur all second graders is 12.6 MPHW for Kitten Jones, story
44, the standard st.ry (6 groups), and 11 MPHW for all readings.

Fourth grader:, have- mean MPHW .1. almost 10 for Freddie Miller,

44..

r3cie-fist, Story 51, he standard sto and 0.3 for all readings.
311F- graders have a an of 9.0 on Story 53, the standard story aid
10 .4, all readings.

In almost all' gro,..,s residual MPHW rate is ball or less tan half
ni MPHW. That means comprehending scores ten0 to ,e above SM. That
in iself is a demonstration of the fact that all groups at all grade
levels in this study are using the reading process to seek meaning
with at least m-derate proficiency. We can look at the residual MPHW,
ranginv 4) to or near 10'for AP2, MB2, NA4, and AR6, as a sign of

!isiderahLe loss of meaning. But that.shoulon't riuse --: to Luse
sight of the strength implicit in how many miscue, are n ,ningfll or

corrected.

4ean residual MPHW for second grade croups is 5.6 on the standard
story ind 4.9 on all stories. Among fourtii glade groups the residual
MPHW is 4.7 for the standard story and 4.3 for all stories. Sixth
graders show 4.5 for both.

4-1
1(0 1..
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Second Grade

croups reading the same story show vartabittry it NPHW. 0 story
44, Mississippi Black second graders have 17.7 WNW, mooh higher than
the 13.5 they have op Clover Tt tle (story 71) their relevant story.
AP second graders have 16.4 on story 44, but that is less than
the 19.3 they hive on their relevant story, Sweet Petootie Doll (story
75). Axo,ic ee&md graders have 10 MPHW on story 44, but that-is way
above, the $.6 they show on Henry's Choice (story 60. DE and Hawaiian
Pidgin readers both have about 1O.5 MPHW on story 44. Each has lower
MPHW on the relevant story: HP.7.3 on Ah Soo (story 67); DE about 7 on
Sk Do (story 82). TS second Arad* reliaiWirhave lower HMV, 6.8, on
t r retpvsnt story than the kb they have on story 44. Two groups
were unable to handle the standard story, number 44, so they read two
primer rotaries instead. Hawaiian Samoan readers have 7.3 MPHW,
Navajos have shoot 9. But both have about 11 MPHW on Henry's Choice.
41141) read by the Arabic readers, but with fewer MPHW.

on a purely qudntitative basis, second grade gro seem to vary
considerably in their relative ability to handle story 44 and,L(
inference, the ether stories. Four groups have higher MPHW on 44 than
the relevant story and two had lower.



Tab lo 4.1

(Nofittly drat qto .1y1 Itonli* to Covolitt ',redo Crotty

St, lard Pity 044". Rolovant Storivo

Group Ow
Att4

..

Cooprohondinv, Ronk

ANPRO

Rink Comprphomling Ronlk

RMPRW

Runk

TS 1 6604 2 207 1

_

64,4 5 2.D 2

DE 2 71,11 1 3,u 1 1 73 1 2,04 1

3NPm.,.......,....,..
AR

-------r-

AP

0111

3

4

63 3 4,13 3 71 2 2,4 ii

52 6

o-----
7 63 4

*it
590* q 3,44

56.7 4 7,64 5 46,2 7
...orrirramogrinswwwwwwwwwwwispow.ww.s.wro

5$ r

11;5 8

5,8 6

6,4 7

6 s0 6 $,7
6,

6

*RS 7 43, 01 5

!NA 8 7 60,3" 4 5,51

Mean 5,72 4,7Q

*
Did not read story 044; rooked by ficom on stories 26 and ?4,

at ,41turally relevont story 068 read by all three groupo.

*** Kitten Junes.

9t
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T4140 4-1 ohowo 14000$1/ gado groupo ranke.; by quantity on thy
.t4ntlard atury from tows, OW to hit:heat. However, ir we conoidor
cormsroho,itlig porcont the tt group ettowo a higher riguro than the
is gr,,up and the AP poroent ii higher than the AR. When kosiduat WNW
t4 ranked, the ranking holdo v*cept that TS and DE gruupa have vir-
toolti vtlua l WPM and AM and AP k.rovit are only .2 apart. NA minder(t
tune hinter comprehending porconto add Lower 001111 than it!,

h-th have lower ,o0 3.:!) 00 t.. primer *torte's (26
.1(141 2o) than the culturally rt ON 4. atury they rood. They oleo hi"
higher oontereHend tth; isercantsa ( /Q. d and $6.$11.) the standard story.
Th.' fAvArp. .11,,w that not ,,nly did miscues drop in quantity an thy
,lotarfont ly tiry but quality of miscuato also improve!!!._

of the ronom that 10.0w high*, 4P1A,1 on St oiy 44, all had
e 4-011;,rotuond in ,''arrant m a A. lower reoidaa 1 MP111,1 on tho oecond

e rece:0 TS which had a tower comprehending porcelt , out algal a
ifluis t MPHW.

'no. AP Krialp olo.wm tower comprehynding rato and higher 141/414fli on
I he Calt kart' Ily re lovant story in which they also show a higher MPHW.

I =art!, ratio

nu. to'irt h r.u1r vary cow,I el, rah :y MPHW 'n u tt.ary !+t. llut
1 1 : i hl , I vradtors , four r rt.tk)y4 pruthiced tit mr,tiw

has th.fth Twt. ',.1"1)11.1pg pri)dt14. more MPHW utt tat tcintiard st or/
1 ). , hav lower MPHW on 1 t
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there is not a consistent reliationsho between rank in NPWW on
the standard story and per..ont of comprohonding, The Dt group stands
toe atnco tte Sit,4X to ttir4 tiut In NPWW it ranks seventh, But %Abut
h. 'ups aro out of rank tfli, tn WNW, the rankings are ecru momparw
010 to MPWW tenke swept eLr the DE group which hero ranks fourth.

Looking at tholiwu erndpa that have tower NPWW for atury ?t than
thy eultattlly rolitiient OW , WO woo that tho IS and RP 'troops also have

lower oimprohisodinf and higher MNPWW on the storieo.

"ha two pligapo, DL and NA, which have higher OPWW for story !,t
thAli thwir sitornate, both hove higher rueprehending *eons* and mu
to reoldual MP* on the alternate 'turbo. Those er!oulto follow
the iitroug patterns set in the second grad. gm t'ts.

ot vw four groups with siftitst min* t

V 4nd US :s how very %feller compreilendi4

both itories. Only 010 Mb group blies ti
!wilding ,iricent 101 much higher on the colt

NNW is notaWy i 4f

ftinee'tt may reflyvt the extreeely rel, re.

the partioular %tory, Little Brown Hen,

'40th attiries, throe, AP,

noel wasidusl MPR4
tn. Their compr .

relevant story and

ptic,. sorter nutinP
, .err 1 the ontsnt t)f

,0 rural black PJ)JOCt41.

Sixth radP

Amon s !gtixth i:rade groups perrormn:A4 on 'he standard story (5 ;)
variem ftiderately. Here two group% have higher NNW on gtory
threo group% have lower MP*/ on it and three groups have about qm,

MPHW tor both 4torips.

00'



Table 4.3

Quantity and Quality: Ranks For Sixth Grade Croqp

Standard Story 03* Culturally Relevant Stories

Group MPHW

sank

%. --
Comprehending Rank

RMPHW

Rank

0

Comprehending Rank

RMPHW

Rank

4111M.MM=11.a.

5MB 1 65,1 4 2,2 1 .........
51,3 7 4.1

HP 2 68 4 2 2 4 2 60,1 4 3,5 4

Id 3 52,5 5 4,5 5 57 5 4,5

DC 4 69, 2 1 2 9 3 76.1 1 2 4

AP 5 65 3 3 3 6 4 69 5 3 2 9

AR 6 43 8 6 8 8 39 7 8 10,4

TS 7 51 7 5 7 6 71,9 2 2,8

NA 8 47,5 7 6, 7

,..

7 54 6 4.7

Mean 4,35 4,41

* My Brother Is A Genius
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Among sixth grade groups, four have comprehending scores from 65
to 7a t. These are among the low five groups in MPHW on the standard
story. But they did not maintain their ranking. DE, in MPHW, ie highest
at 69.2% comprehending. Further, the HS group ranks third in MPHW,
but nes only 52.5% comprehending.

In RMPHW the ranks are more comparable, but again the HS group is
misplaced, ranking fifth with a RMPHW of 4.5, well abk,ve the 9.6 of
the AP group.

Both of the groups, TS and NA, which have higher MPHW on the
standard story than the relevant one, have higher comprehending percents
and lower RMPHW on the culturally relevant one. In the TS case, the
difference is dramatic, a contrast of 51.7 to 71.9% in comprehending
and 5.7 to 2.8 in RMPHW.

Two of the groups which have lower MPHW on the standard story
follow our now well established pattern. Both the MB and AR groups
had lower comprehending percents and higher residual miscues on the
culturally relevant story.

But the DE group with a lower MPHW on story 53 actually has a
higher comprehending score 06.12) on its alternate than its top
ranking 0.12 on story 53. RMPHW is towel also.

Among the groups with MPHW about the same on both stones, there
i; a mixed pattern. The HP group shows lower comprehending and higher
RMPHW.

The HS gr,,up (with the same alternate story) shows higher compre-
hending bu. the same RMPHW. The AP group shows higher comprehending
and lower RNPHW.

There are several important questions which the figures cited
above pertain to.

Task Equivalence

We have attempted to select average ;;soups for each grade and
population and to present them with a standard story and a story with
relevant content. We were aware, or assumed, that the groups would
vary within and between themselves in proficiency. We presented each
reader with two tasks, a standard story, to provide comparisons across
groups and a culturally relevant story to provide depth of comparison
between and within groups.
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The amount of diversity between groups in both the quantitative
and qualitative measures confirms our expectation that groups would
find the standard stories of varying difficulty because of differ-
ences in their proficiency. Our goal was not to compare populations.
Our groups do nut, in any sense, constitute a statistical sample.
But Judging by performance, there is comparable proficiency in most
of the sixth and fourth grade groups.

A key concern, considering how difficult it was to find culturally
relevant stories, was how difficult the alternate task would be rela-
tive to th standard one. Theoretically, a relevant story would be
easier than a non-relevant one to comprehend. But, of course, there
are hard and easy examples of both more relevant and less relevant
stories. Apparently our relevant stories tended to be harder than the
standard stories for six of the eight second grade groups Judged by
both quantity and quality of miscues. In fourth grade, half the groups
seemed to find the two tasks of equal difficulty. Two groups found the
standard story easier, two found it harder. A similar pattern existed
among the sixth grade groups. We did reasonably well, then, in making
the two tasks comparable in the fourth and sixth grade. There are
some aotsble examples where relevance appeared to be a factor in ease
of reading. One is the Navajo fourth grade group reading Salt Boy (83).
Both MPHW and RMPHW are about half of what they are on the etsedard
story. A second is the fourth grade Mississippi group on Little Brown
Hen. Comprehending percent is quite a bit higher with MPAW comparable
on the two tasks.

Predicting Difficulty of the Second Task

Closely related to the preceding issue is the extent to which a
second story can be treated as harder or easier for a reader on the
basis of comparing gross miscues on them. Our data shows a fairly
strong tendency for relevant storieF with lower MPHW to have higher
comprehending scores and lower residual MPHW and vice versa. Again
the exceptions we have cited are notable, particularly where stories
have about equal MPHW. Some, but not all, show approximately equal
rualitative measures.

And, of course, it would be dangerous to base pre....:ctions on
difficulty of comprehension for a particular reader on comparisons
(4,f gross numbers of miscues.

Relationships of Quantity and Quality

It's a common belief that gross number of errors is a suitable
measure of reading proficiency. Mi nslysis provides a way of
seeing the relationship of quantity to quality.
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Cumprehendingipercent of miscues semantically acceptable or
c",rrectedocuuld be quite independent of quantity. Cur analysis above
of the group data in second grade shows a reasonably strong relation-
ship between the mean ranks of MPHW and comprehending percents. It

showei ap evident but weaker relationship among fourth grade groups and
a t ru t larly weak one among sixth grade groups. We can conclude that
thurt, is sumo inverse relationship between quantity of miscues and
ability to retain meaning or quality.

Residual MOW combines the two measures and is an indication of

the potential effect on comprehension of the miscues. With a few

notable exceptions, ranks for gross and residual miscues are very
similar.

Here we're talking about means for groups. Iadividuals within the
vro(tp may, in fact differ considerably from these central tendencies.

Table 4-4

CORRi.:ATIONS: MPHW**, RMPHW***, COMPREHENDING

2nd 4th 6th
Correlations 44 All 51 All 53 All

CmPreheheing
ti. MPip,i** -.60

.

-.51 -.36

.

-.32 -.58 -.48
.001* .001 .02 .001 .001 .001

Omrehending -.81 -.75 -.66 -.63 -.84 -.81
/4 RMPHw*** .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

..

.

,
.

OPHw ** .94 .93 .93 .91 .90 .87
x MPtivr* .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001

* Second re shows significance level
** MPHW - Misc.aes per hundred words
*** RmpHw - Residual miscues per hundred words

98
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The patterns of the rank order relationships for groups are sup-
ported by the Pearson Product Moment Correlations for readings of the
standard stories and fur all readings in each grade. Low to moderate
negative correlations between WNW and comprehending percents show for
all standard stories and 'vales with the correlations higher for the
standard stories. Neggpive correlations between comprehending percents
and residual MPHW are moderate to high with standard stories somewhat
higher. Fourth grade correlations are more moderate on both of these
inverse relationships.

MPHW and residual MPHW have positive correlations clustered
around .90 for all grades and all readings. Though these correlations
are quite high, it is clear from the sharp differences between the corre-
lations of Residual and total MPHW with comprehending that quality of
miscues is to a considerable extent.in4ependent of quantity. We may,
in fart, regard MPHW as essentially a quantitative measure, compre-
hending percent as a qualitative one and residual MPHW as the net
effect of quantity and quality of miscues. There is no evidence to
suggest that a specific number of miscues can be used tr indicate that
a particular piece of reading material is too easy or too difficult for
any individual reader.

S9
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Part 2 - Distribution of Miscues;
Where Do They Cluster and Why?

Everywhere in this report our focus is on what we elle learn
about readers through the analysis of their miscues. In this section
we mike a brief 900 turn and look at what we can Learn about text
difficulty through the miscues our subjects have made. Since this
is not the main thrust of this research, we can only make a beginning
at such analysis. But we can open up some issues and suggest some
hypotheses for further exploration.

Our concern here is why several readers will make the same
miscue at the same point in the text and why some sentences are loaded
with miscues while others hardly produce any.

Miscue Frequency Measures

Several quantitative measures of miscue frequency have been used
in order to gain further insight into where and why miscues cluster.
For each sentence of the standard stories used in this study, the
following was computed:

I. MISCS - the total number of miscues produced

2. MPWD - Miscues per word. This measure allows for a compeer tAve
analysis of miscue frequency for sentences of va-.3 1 a word
lengths.

3. MPWPR - Miscues per word per reader. This would be the n trA use-
ful figure for comparison across studies with different
pumbers of subjects.

Linguistic Complexity

In addition to the above calculations, the syntactic complexity
of each sentence was analyzed through the use of the "Schmidt-%ittel
Linguistic Complexity Scale." This scale is weighted to
points for Operations,"the term given to the mftnipulations or move-
ments pccorring in measuring syntactic complexity to operationalize
the process numerically" (Schmidt, Kittel). The number of total
operation*. per sentence le then divided by the number of words per
sentence, thereby yielding the Linguistic Complexity Ratio. The
romplerity scale reflects such structural elements as elaborated
phrases and clauses, unusual word order (preposing or postpnsing),

100
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onos,41 s d varied vocabulary, anaphoric 'structures, and the extent
to which surface structure implies tb4 deep structure. Though it
includes some semantic factors, it primarily focuses on syntactic cow
plesity.

oerations end Miscue Fronlency

Pearson correlation coefficients wore computed to assess the rela-
tionship among the following variables:

sentence length in words (WORDS)
number of miscues per sentence (MISCS)
miscues per ord (MPWD)
miscues per word per reader (MPWPR)
operatiGrr per sentence (OPERS)
operations, per word, or the Syntactic Complexity Ratic (OPPWD)

Table 4-5 presents the significant coarelations found between
theme variables for the three standard stories read by the subjects.

Table 4-5

Complexity and Miscue Frequency

Story Story
*44* *51**

Story
4534***

MISCS X WORDS r = .6224
s = 001

r = .8091
= 001

r = .6923
s = .001

OPERS X WORDS r = .9304 r = .v.42 r = .9464
a = .001 a = .001 a = .001

MISCS X OPERS r = .6720 r = .8141 r = .7614
s = .001 a = .001 s = .001

OPPWD X MPWD r = .2673 r = .2264 r = .3756
s = .006 s = .003 s = .001

OPPWD X MPW1R r = .2b72 r = .2311 r = .3798
= .006 s = .002 s = .001

WORDS X MPWPR NS NS NS

...---,

* Kitten Jones
" Freddie Miller, Scientist
*"*My Brother Is A Genius

7
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A very high positive correlation, significant at the .001 level.
evisto between the number of operations (OPUS) and sentence length
(WORDS). The longer the sentence, the greater the linguistic complexity,
according to the Schmidt-Kittel computation. Since a moderate correla-
tion was also found between total number of miscues (RISCO and son-
tones, length (WORDS), it is nut surprising that a slightly higher
significant relationship also exists between operations (OPERS) and
miscue frequency (NISCS). However, when frequency '4 operations
(OPPWD) And miscues (MPWD) are adjusted for sentence length, the posi-
tive relationship between operations and miscues is significant but
modest (.23 to .38). This indicates that the relationship between
miscue frequency (NISCS) and operation. (OPUS) is more a result of
sentence length than the complexity ratio itself. There is no signi-
ficant correlation between miscues per word per reader (MONA) and
sentence length (WORDS).

Sontence's Producing High Number of MPWPR

Table 4-b presents the sentences selected from each story which
resulted in the highest rate of miscues per word per reader for that
story. This number as well as Ole word-length and operation ratio for
each sentence has been listed.



Story Sent
Must r .r

53' 0

53 14

S3 26

SA 211

S.1

53

167

118

Table 4-6

Sentences: with Highest Miscue Nate.

Sentence

"Philosophical" I yelled. 3

"Philosophical" I shouted. 3

Sinewy: stringy, strong, or 5

powerful.

"Sleigh. snow. soak, society 11
soften, eoldier, sorrowful
soap, storey, soak, survive4

There were glaring spot- 11

lights and fioodlights and
cables rigged up everywhere

"Say do", Mr. Barnaby
chuckled.

5

OPPMD. NNW
5,00 .490

4.33 .391

6.00 .425

6.72

4.81

.477

.369

3.60 .319

Stagy y means

51 S

51 I 66

51 22

51

51

Si

73

AO

134

3.76 .123

"You've wrecked that doll:"
she exclailed.

Mr. Miller sighed.

After the cut in his allow-
ance, Freddle's chemistry
experiments narrowed to
those safely outlined in a
library book.

"In the hail closet" came
Elisabeth's tearful reply.

His sister's cries grew
louder.

Such quick thinking

6

3

18

8

3

Story Means

5.50 .275

2.33 .102

4.44 .240

4.87 .305

4.60 275

5.66 .302

3.79 .113

My Brother Is A Genius
" Freddie Miller. Scientist

1 0



Table 4-6

Solitario,' with Highest Meets. Kate
(Coated)

Stly
N4bor

geoteoee
humwor Sentence WON (*ND. NPVPkm

44 13 There are baseballs, bats,
marionette dolls, and big
balloons" said Penny.

11 4.54 .320

44 16 "Marionette dolls" esetaime4 3.75 .420
Sue.

44 4s Ho printed them upstairs in
nis dark room.

7 4.2$ .330

44 S4 "How clear it is:" 4.25 .340

44 76 The Judges laughed. 7. 33 .364)

Story means 3.40 .1S1

Ikittpt, JtutNtx

S

101
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While the majority of OPPlee for each sentence fall above the
story 4041441, a number of sentencee do tel below the mean. Both the
OFFIes and the sentence tenathe within earn story very considerably.
Tho moan ratio of Milt for the three stories are similar. However,
in comparing the sentences within each story, we find that the selected
*entente* in story SI do not producer as high a rote of WPM as those
in the other two stories. In fact, story 33 had mayoral more sen.
tomes that prodooed MAWR that compare to the highest on story SI.
We can only conclude that the teens do not reveal the full story and
that styl'iltic differences say, in feet, be involve0. lista presented
elsewhere indicates that story $3 is not a harder task for sixth.
graders than story al is for fourth graders.

Results from the data presented in both Tables 4-$ and 4- !edi-
ctal* that Worm frequency is not sieply a function of either sentence
iength or linguistic complesity (as measured by the gcheidwititt21
%calm,. ror instance, five of the sentences with highest WWII con.
stet of only 3 words. This is Important to note, as sentence length
is often a gain consideration in assessing readability, duo in part
to the relationship believed to exist betweeq sentence leodith and
linguistic complexity. The existence of this relationshii hat been
supported by our data (see Table 4.6). However, while linguistic cceo
plexity dues sees to be factor in elects* frequency for come sentences,
it is not.slone, a reliable predictor of difficulty se shown by elscue
frequency.

Miscue frequency cannot be explained solely by rectors related to
the written language encoded by the author. This is consistent with
our theoretical base.in that reading is viewed as an interaction
between the author and the reader; a communication prTairliaders
are active participants in this process, who utilise their knowledge
of language, their past experiences, background and concepts in order
to make predictions about the meaning and structure of the text. It
follows then, that the closer the author's experiences, language and
concepts are to those of the reader, the more effective the communi-
cation. Miscues will occur when certain lexical iteeo, syntactic
0tructuree, concepts or events introduced in the story are unexpected,
unfamiliar or in eons other wmy difficult for the redder to redict.
Therefore, in order to fully understand the factors contribu ng to
miscue frequency,we must consider the written text in relation to,
and not separate from, the reading process itself. We mug' analyse
what sakes these sentences with the highest rate of tirWAR difficult
for readers of varying linguistic and cultural backgrounds to predict.
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Leek of Conteetuat Support

rho o the Lsogosse or concept* within a story si* was:Attar to
the reader, redundancy or strong .ontextual support provides addi-
tional Information that she reader can uoo to formutate prediction..

for several sentences, careful analysis of the preceding por-
tion of the stories and the Wilicaes produced indicate that there are
none or few 00(41.0,1141 cues which the reader mey utilise in order to
Oredikt what is to follow. It tome also noted that these sentences are
rotatively simple eructure each consisting of three words. In story
$3, wentionces 4 and' 14 both produce high 01111,. The sentences arc

Sentence 4 - "Phit000phical!" I yelled.

Sentence 14 - "Philoeophical!" I shouted.

Both thee* sentences share the same syntactic structure and contain
the word "Phil000phical". Directly preceding sentence IA, the reader
1, informed that the main character will be choosing, at random,
word to read from the dictionary. 'Therefore, the only cues tne reader
has svaitabie are 4.00 graphophonic cues. The grammatical :structure
oIers tittle support, in that any form class of words could fit as
well into the sentence slot which "philosophical" fills. The form
class of the word 'would also be of little consequence to the mooning
. the story in genesal. Thus, the miscues produced consist either
or non-words with high graphic and phonemic similarity to the CR, or
omasisions. Siostenc 14 follows a "definition" of philosophical:
show!: cateness and coura n he f o It is

hat gusto one t t s can rest as a 'nition of
philosophical at all. The high number of miscue* for sentence 14
Indicate that for the children resent this story, the definition
offers no'further cues.

&intone", 76 - "The judges laughed" - in Story It is another
example of thJse high WPM sentences for which there are few suppor-
ting contextual cues. This sentence has an OPPW ratio of 2.33, falling
below the story average of 3.40. The majority of miscues for this
sentence involve the word "judges ". In analysing the preeedine story
line, it becomes evident that there is sudden change in setting,
time sequence, and characters without clear transition by the
author. It suet be inferred by the reader that there is shift into
a future time period, that contest judging is now in progress and
'`.at there are judges involved in thP scenario. Furthermore, based or
chIldren's ewer ences with courtroom scenes on 1V, etc., it would be
h.c.cal to assume that one judge would be invf.ived in the contest.
In fact, most ks the mlocues are substitutions of a singular fore for
the plural form of 141t. Other ALSCUOS include non-word substitutions.
and syntactically a-iimmnticall unacceptable substitutions. Thus,
a Lack of contextual support for predictins particular lexical items,

It 106
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structures or events in a story can, in and of itself and in conjunc-
tion with other factors (discussed later), be a source of high MPWPR.

Unfamiliar or Unusual Lexical Items

In the examples above, one might argue that "hard" words caused
the difficulties. One must consider, however, w:len such difficult
lexical items cause problems. Those we have cited had little contex-
tual support.

Several sentences generating high MPWPR do include a lexical
item which accounts for a great many of the miscues for those sentences.

A lexical item can be difficult for various reasons, ranging from
position in a particular syntactic structure to the frequency with which
it occurs in the reader's linguistic environment. A lexical item may
rarely occur in a reader's environment if it is a technical term or
part of a specialized vocabulary for a particular field of study.
Oftentimes one lexical item can have several general meanings as well
as a technical meaning, and may be interpreted in a variety of ways,

depending upon the reader's knowledge, background and concepts. The

problem is much more complicated than simply knowing or not knowing
the word.

In story 44, sentence 15, is "There are baseballs, bats, marionette
dolls, and big balloons" said Penny. The lexical item, marionette,

generates.a great many miscues. This word also occurs in sentence 16,
"Marionette dolls!" exclaimed Sue, which again generates t high number
of MPWPR.

The word marionette is a specialized term for a particular kind of
puppet; one opTiitecTITthe manipulation of strings. The word Tgopet
is probably a more highly familiar and all-encompassing term used by
those without a specialized knowledge of this art form. It is interesting
however, to note that the miscues involving marionette in sentence 15
are qualitatively different from those produced for the same word in

sentence 16.

Substitutions for marionette in sentence 15 are generally seman-
tically and syntactically acceptable such as more dolls, other lolls,
Mattel doll, marching dolls. The same readers, g7WW1, often move to
either non-word substitutions such as $monching dolls,$mahale dolls,
or omissions for marionette dolls in sentence 16. This change in
miscue quality may be due tp the fact that sentence 15 provides a
conceptual and syntactic framework which the reader can utilize for
prediction,while sentence 16 does not. One reader made particular use
of the conceptual framework of sentence 15 to produce mitts as a sub-
stitute for marionette, which follows baseballs and bats.

1U7
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Other miscues in sentence 15 include such substitutions as basket-
balls for baseballs and the treatment of ...baseballs, bats... as one
unit (a very common unit) -- baseball bats. Other miscues in sentence
16 generally involve exclaimed, a term rarely, if ever, used in oral
language. Explained T.TWWWZNent substitution.

Sentence 48 in story 44 - He printed them upstairs in his darkroom -
represents an example of a sentence which utilizes common words with
technical meanings. In this case, a knowledge of photography, as well
as a conceptual framework for film development and photographic pro-
cessing, is a prerequisite to the interpretation that the author most
likely had in mind. This more technical interpretation of the sentence
is, however, made even less predictable due to the text directly pre-
ceding this sentence: Mr. Jones finished the pictures himself. Note
that the word picture, rather than photograph, is used here and through-
out the story. Although there is mention of camera and the taking of
pictures throughout the story, the concept of-771;hing the pictures in
terms of photography may be quite alien to the reader. Many miscues
consisted of substituting the word painted for printed, indicating
that the reader conceptualized finishing the picture, 4A-1 this context,
in terms of their own experiences of finishing pictures: with paint or
crayons. The high graphic similarity between print and paint woula
support this prediction. As would be expected, darkroom, here referring
to the room in which developing and finishing takes place, was frequently
processed by the readers as 2 words - dark room, consisting of an
adjective and noun. Clearly, the readers are constructing a meaning
for this sentence which is appropriate to their knowledge, concepts
and experiences. In this case, however, the author presupposes know-
ledge and experiences that do not coincide with those of the readers.

Syntax

The significance of syntax has been considered in the development
of some readability formulas. Those such as the Dawkins, Hotel and
Cranowsky Syntactic Complexity Formula, (1973) are based on the assup-
tion that in regard to syntax, the more com lex the syntax (the number
of deletions, postposing, fronting, etc. the more difficult the
readability. Although this does seem to be a factor in causing high
MPWPR in some cases, syntactic factors other than complexity may con-
tribute to the miscue frequency. Analysis the sentences generating
high MPWPR in this study reveal several such . yntactic features.

Weak Syntactic Structure

To get to meaning readers predict the syntactic structure based
ou their knowledge of the Language. The process of constructing
meaning also requires using syntactic patterns to confirm and correct
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prior predictions. When the syntactic structure is not easily pre-
dicted or recognized or no syntactic structure is available at all,
readers must rely more heavily on other cuing systems such as the
grapho-phonic.

Sentence 211 in story 53 is a good example of sue a case. The
"sentence" is simply a list of words read in alphabeti,:al order from
a dictionary: Sleigh, snow, soak, society, soften, soliier sorrowful,

soap, stormy survive... there is no syntactic structure at
all: each word is a separate entity. There is no syntactic or semantic
context, so only word identification strategies are utilized by the
reader. The words in this sentence are completely random within the
limitations that they begin with the initial consonant s. Unlike
sentence 15 io story 44 -"There are baseballs, bats, marionette dolls,
and big balloons" said Penny - there is not even a conceptual frame-
work within which the items listed fall. There is neither a concep-
tual nor syntactic relationship between any of the words listed in
this sentence.

The miscues on sentence 211 were generally substitutions of non-
words and real words, most of which begin with the initial consonant s.
Exceptions to this are substitutions such as often for soften and
drove for stroke. The sentence was generally read with UT-intonation
that one might to use when reading a list of words. However,
the high number of MPWPR (4.77 - the second highest for all sentences
in the study) indicates that this type of sentence, which lacks many
of the cuing systems normally present in written language, is parti-
cularly difficult to read. The cue systems of language support each
other for the reader.

Predictability and Syntactic Structures

Readers must predict syntactic structures well before they have
read all the words in them.

In many structures the first word of the sentence provides reli-
able and important information about the total sentence and is a good
source of prediction for readers. For instance, if 21yl is the first
word of a sentence, readers have little risk in assuming that the
structure will be an interogative. Based on readers' knowledge of
the structure of interogatives in English, they may also predict other
more specific features of the sentence; for example that the word
following will probably be either a modal, have or be. Likewise,
in sentence 54 of story 44, How clear it is, readers who use the first
word to predict a question will most likely expect the features of an
interogative sentence. How, of course, often serves the function of
question marker accompanied by an inversion of the subject and auxil-
iary. However, this sentence turns out not to be an interogative but
an active, declarative exclamation of a rather peculiar type. (Compare:

109
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It is so clear.) Thus, as we would expect, many of the miscues involve
either a reversal of the order of it is, resulting in is it, and thereby
following through the prediction of an interogative, or omissions of
t, followed by a regression to correct after is. In addition, many
readers substitute other adjectives such as clean and clever for clear,
resulting in syntactically acceptable structures.

These miscues indicate that readers are using their knowledge of
the structure of English sentences to make logical predictions con-
cerning the syntactic features of the sentences they read.

Stylized Syntax

The manipulation of syntactic form is a common means by which
authors can create and express their own literary style. While the
resulting stylized structures may be aesthetically pleasing to the
author and the readers, conceptual and linguistic predictability is
often sacrificed in the process.

Several sentences in this study which generated high MPWPR fall
within this category. They are generally literary structures which
may be difficult for children to predict. For instance, sew ' con-
tain metaphors which violate lexical insertion rules by comb.
inanimate nouns with verbs which normally require animate subjects,
such as the verb came with the noun reply.. Others contain intransi-
tive verbs such as chuckle, used in a transitive sense as a dialogue
carrier. Children's miscues are evidence of their attempts to con-
struct meaningful syntactic structures consistent with the story
content.

Sentence 73 of story 51 -"In the hall closet" came Elizabeth's
tearful reply - contains several literary features which make this
sentence conceptually and linguistically hard to predict and compre-
hend. The verb came, for instance, serves 2 functions in this sentence:
1) Elizabeth repTIR by, saying "(I ap) In the hall closet"; 2) The
reply came from the hall closet. In addition, the use of tearful to
modify the noun reply is, of course, a metaphoric device: Literally,
the "reply was full of tears", but meaning she replied tearfully.

The miscues for this sentence indicate the readers' often success-
ful efforts in breaking through the surface structure to discover the
deep structure and the logical relationships underlying the lexical
items. For instance, several miscues involve a substitution at the
word level, (and insertion of a suffix at the morphemic level) of
tearfully for tearful. These miscues accurately reflect the deep
structure relationships of Elizabeth replied tearfully, in which tear-
fully is an adverb modifying Elizabeth's act of replying. These mis-
cues result in structures such as came Elizabeth's tearfully replied
and came Elizabeth tearfully reply.
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Other miscues for this sentence involve the substitution of
Elizabeth for Elizabeth's, thereby making Elizabeth the subject of
came, a more predictable logical subject for the verb came than a
reply.

Sentence 80 of story 51 is another example of how stylistic
features can cause complexity. The majority of miscues for the sen-
tence, His sister's cries grew louder, involve the possessive sister's
cries in relation to the verb jaw. It's important to note that the
7w7Ucries can be a verb in the sense of weeping or it can be either a
verb or noun in the sense of calling out. This sentence contains the
Latter sense of as a plural noun. However, in the previous context
the reader is toId-that Elizabeth is indeed weeping, thus making the
wee in sense of c highly predictable. The miscues clearly indicate
t t this is true. A great many miscues delete the possessive 's from
sister's, transforming his sister's cries into his sister cries or cried,
---sh-17Einv sister is the subject of the verb cries or cried. lbus, cries
takes on the sense of weeping, and is in adaidwItti-Tgstory line.
Several readers then omit grew which would conflict with his sister
cries, thus producing his sister cries (or cried) louder:---NEWFW
regress to correct at this point, or leave the structure as a syntac-
tically and semantically unacceptable sentence.

Sentence 118 in story 53 is "Sat da", Mr. Barnakcchuckled. It
exemplifies a widely used stylistic feature found in children's liter-
ature. In attempting to avoid repetitive use of "said", "answered" or
"replied", many authors use such constructions as laughed Bob, cried
Mary, Jim _giggled or, in this sentence, Mr. Barnaby chuckled. The
word chuckled, if ever encountered in oral language, would probably
be use as intransitive verb. In this sentence, however, it is
used as a transitive verb with "Say da" as its object. In addition to
this, the quote itself "say da" is unusual in the sense that a non-word
is used as object of ahTiRgaive verb with the subject deleted so
that it must be inferred by the reader.

The miscues for this sentence indicate that many readers processed
it as an interjection rather than an imperative, inserting a COMM
after m, resulting in sa da with intonation similar to Say,
how is Marv? Several rea ers also substituted a real word, either
dad or daddy for da, a logical prediction based on what is nor-
"'Willy found in written language. Another observation based on the
miscues for this sentence is that the one sentence was processed by
many readers as 2 separate sentences, in which Mr. Barnaby has not
uttered the command Say da. In other words, the intonational pattern
suggests that a period was inserted to produce Say da. Mr. Barnaby
chuckled. Say da, in this case, is not the object of chuckled, but
rather, chuckle is interpreted as an intransitive verb.

1 1 1
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It seems clear 4-hat the author's stylistics have contributed to
linguistic and c":sneeptual complexity as reflected in the reader's
miscues.

Stmcture

Sometimes as our correlations indicated, miscues du reflect sheer
syntactic complexity in the sense mentioned earlier in this section;
that is, having undergone various transformations such as preposing,
eliPses,fronting, relative clause deletion, etc. Sentence 22 of story
51 is After the cut in his allowance, Freddie's chemistry_ experiments
narr041171rarthose safel outlined in a libr book. It coniiini----
several complex features whit are reflect in t e miscues of the

readers.

The sentence begins with a left branching dependent clause with a
coral° licatcd surface structure with the predicate deleted (the cut in

his allowance was made). The pronoun his within this clause is co-refer-
ential with the proper noun Freddie, Ara occurs as the subject noun
in the following independent clause. The pronoun those, which occurs
in the finIMITTOnal phrase following the main clause verb phrase,
refers ambiguously to either the types or numbers of chemistry experi-
ments or the actual chemistry experiments themselves. Following those

is a reduced, relative of the underlying structure those (which were
sa gel with which were deleted. The use of the term safely out

is misleading in that it actually refers to safe experiments which
were outlined.. This entire clause is in the passive with the agent
deleted.--

The points at which miscues cluster in this sentence indicate which
features might be most complex or most syntactically ambiguous. Mary

of the miscues involve the first cause of the sentence. The noun

phrase the cut is changed frequently to either he cut or theme
resulting in a subject and verb in place of the one. The cut

in the text is, of course, a nominalization of a verb phrase tiGi-;Zie-

one cut his allowance.

His allowance is replaced frequently by the allowance, which, of
course loses the co-referentiality of his with Freddie. It is impor-

tant to note that a causal relationship-gtween 7-0Ffir's previous
experiments di:cussed in the story and the cut in his allowance by
Freddie's frAher as punishment must be inferred simply from the phrase

after the qi11.Ln.11411112wan22. The miscues of they cut or he cut for

ihe cut TWEite thiifhereider has not inferreFIRT-freddi77;other
rra;-one responsible for cutting Freddie's allowance. The miscues

of allowance for his allowance suggests that the readers may not...___.....
the

be aware of whOlie allowance is being cut. Thus, this prepositional
phrase, with a pro-form whose reference is not immediately discernable,
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is quite complex and inexplicit. In addition, the causal relationship
which underlies the meaning of this sentence is not explicitly and
clearly stated.

The subject noun phrase in the main clause begins with the posses-
sive form of Freddie's. Many readers, expecting the subject noun to be
the first ,orirphrase substitute Freddie for Freddie's, and then
expect chemistry to be a verb.

In the reduced relative clause preceded by those, many readers
turn the structure into those safety... in whicb-ini; is a determiner
and safety is an adjectiiii=rrigithe reduced iniive clause is not
assigned by the reader or the complexity mentioned earlier conceang
safely outlined has contributed to the construction of these miscues.

The analysis of this sentence seems to indicate that the syntactic
features which are often considered linguistically complex as a result
of various transformations, can, in fact, generate a large number of
miscues. The miscues provide us with insights into the ways in which
these syntactic features -.nteract wit' readers' redictiens and expec-
tations, and the extent to which relationships in the story are clearly
expressed by the surface structure representations.

Coe :nation of Factors

This sategory includes those sentences in which combinations of
the factors previously outlined contribute tt, the high miscue frequency.
In other words, these sentences can have unusual lexici1 items, a lack
of contextual support, in addition to various other features.

Sentence 26 of story 53: Sinewy: stringy, strong or powerful is
an example of this type of sentence. It is a definition of a word
which was chosen at random from a dictionary to be read aloud by the
main character. There is no prior information provided that would be
helpful to the reader in predicting that this particular word would
be read. The reader does, however, have contextual clues that suggest
that a dictionary definition will be read aloud by the character.
Sinewy is probably a low frequency word in the'children's linguistic
environments, and therefore unpredictable. The syntactic structure is
rather weak in that it lacks an overt basic sentence order of subject-
verb-object. However, the punctuation (the colon) supplies a structure
in the sentence so that it serves as a verb marker. The sentence can
be paraphrased is Sinewy is defined as....or Sinewy means.... The
colon makes the e Interpretations nossible, but not, perhaps, for
sixth graders.
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Many of our readers do not demonstrate through their intonation
pattern, an understanding of this role for the colon. The sentence is
read without a pause at the point of the colon, like a string of words.
Many of the miscues on sinewy and. stringy were nonword substitutions
with high graphic similar ty.

A similar sentence precedes Sentence 25 - Savage: wild not tamed,
but resulted in fewer miscues. The intonation patterns suggest that
perhaps sentence 26 was perceived as a continuation of the definition
for Savage, or at least that readers di4n't know where the syntactic
pattern ended.

Although some sentences, discussed seem to fit neatly into one
category or another, it is most likely the case that most sentences
with high miscues have several confounding features which result in
high miscue frequencies.

Summary and Conclusion

Sentences resulting in highest WWII for each story were selected
for analysis at .n initial step in determining how and why miscues are
more likely to occur in some places than others. From our initial
evaluation of the data presented in Tables 6 and 7 we determined that
miscu-- frequency was not simply a function of either sentence length
or lint,uistic complexity. Based on our theoretical model of th,
reading process, we ;nvestigated factcrs which might affect the rez2ar's
predictions of the written text.

We found that at least seven factors affect predictability and foci
contribute to high miscue frequency:

1. Lack of prior contextual information.

2. Unfamiliar or unusual choice and use of lexical items.

3. Weak sentence structure.

4. Unpredictable but simple structures.

5. Unusual stylized syntax.

6. Complex syntactic structures

7. A combination of any of the above.

For many sentences, the miscues themselves have a confounding effect
in that once a miscue occurs in a sentence it is likely that others
will follow. The reader will produce further miscues in an attempt to
construct syntactically and semantically acceptable structures. In
addition, sentences following those with high miscue rates will tend to
have disproportionate numbers of miscues.
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In order to understand the factors which affect readability we must
view both the author and the readers as active participants in a cow*.
nication process.
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Part 3 - Correction: Its Influences and Use

Corrections of miscues constitute a complex phenomenon. In theory,
proficient readers are monitoring their reading so that if miscues
disrupt meaning, disconfirmation occurs and the readers seek the source
of dissonant information and correct. If miscues do not disrupt
meaning, the proficient reader is unlikely to notice and correct them.

A number of factors muddle this situation,however:

1. All correction is not overt. Readers may correct silently, satis-
fying themselves with no overt correction.

2. Readers may avoid the regression often necessary for correction.
This may be because they've been taught not to regress, or because
they wish to avoid calling attention to miscues.

3. Readers may correct before completing miscues. We study only
complete attempts at miscues though we count partials separately
and we consider as an unsuccessful correction a miscue that
follows a partial attempt.

General Correction Phenomena

Figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 show the mean percent of correction for
each group, the percent of corrected but semantically unacceptable
miscues, and the percent of partials produced which were corrected
before complete miscues occurred.

Some general phenomena are apparent. In many groups in all 3
grades, partials equal ur exceed corrections. That means that need
for corrections is detected before the miscue is fully. uttered.

In all groups, half or more of the corrected miscues are semanti-
cally unacceptable before correction. In many groups the great major-
ity of attempted corrections involve semantically unacceptable miscues.

Individual readers range from a second grade AP subject who has no
corrections on one story and 1.9% on a second to a HP second grader
who corrects 54% of miscues Dn one story, a TS fourth grader who
corrects 55%, and a DE fourth grader who corrects 58%.

Group Means for Successful Correction

Mean percent of correction for second grade groups ranges from
3' groups - HS2, AP2 and 1482 - who average about 1( on one story to 3
groups which average about 3( - TS2, HP2 and DE2 - on one story each.
As a whole, second graders average 21.7% successful corrections. Mean
for the standard story (44) is 19.9%.
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Figure 4-4
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MEAN CORNICTIONS AMP PARTRIS: FOURTH CRAM CROUP
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Figure 4-6

MEAN CORRECTIONS AND PARTIALS: SIXTH GRADE GROUP
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Figure 4-A

MEAN PERCENT CORRECTED AND NOI CORRECTED: FOURTH GRADE GROUP
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One fourth grade group (DE4) corrects 40% of its miscues on one

story. TS4 corrects 3( on one story, while AP4 readers are consistent

with a mean of about 27% oa both stories. NA4 corrects 7 and 15% on

their two stories and are at the low end for fourth graders. Mean

percent for fourth grade is 21.4%. For the standard story (31), it is

HP6 corrects 3106 on one story and almost 27% on the second. AR

sixth graders have low percents of 7.55 and 13%. Mean percent for

sixth grade is 20.4%. For standard story 53 it is 21.3%.

Sixth grade groups are relatively consistent in corrections

across the two stories they read except for the MB grow).

Fourth grade groups are consistent in both stories except for the

NA, who fall very low on the standard story and DE, who shoot up to

40% on the relevant story.

Second grade groups show much more variation in percent of

corrections in the two stories. This may reflect more sensitivity of

rate of correction to story difficulty, though four groups had higher

rates of correction on story 44 (standard for them) and two groups

had lower rates compared to the culturally relevant second story.

In both fourth and sixth grades, correction rates tend to be

similar on both stories for each group. Exceptions are the fourth

grade NA, with a much higher correction on story 83, the relevant

story, and AR and MB sixth graders, who correct more on story 53.

Fourth and sixth graders vary quite a bit on correcticns of the

standard story among groups. Second grade groups have similar correc-

tion rates for story 44, standard for six groups, but more varied

rates between the two stories they read.

Groups vary considerably in correction, but there is no general

trend for second language groups to correct more or less than dialect

groups.

Unsuccessful Corrections

If a partial or full attempt precedes an unsuccessful full attempt

with no ultimate correction, we code such miscues as unsuccessful

corrections. Figures 4-7, 4-8, 4-9, show corrections. The gaps
between corrected and uncorrected miscues represent unsuccessful

corrections.
/49'
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In general, when attempts to correct are made, they are success-
ful. Some groups of readers, however, show rather high percents of
unsuccessful corrections and high ratios of unsuccessful to success-
ful corrections. Among second grade groups, AR2 has about 20%
unsuccessful corrections on both stories, HS2 shows 2 on one story,
AP2, 20% on both stories. In fbur cases, unsuccessful corrections
equal or exceed successful (HS2, AP2, on both stories, and MB2).

For fourth grade groups, HS4 and AR4 have 20% unsuccessful correc-
tions on both stories. That about equals their successful corrections.

Sixth grade groups with as much as 2Q% unsuccessful corrections
are: NA6 on both stories, AR6 on one and DE6 on one. In four cases,
unsuccessful corrections match or exceed successful. They are AR6 on
both stories and NA6 and DE6 on one story each.

AR6 and HS6 groups, across grades, seem to have relatively high
rates of unsuccessful correction. This may reflect their incomplete
control of English. They know enough to correct, but not enough to
succeed all the time.

Crosstabulation tables for correction and syntactic and semantic
acceptability on the standard stories show which miscues our subjects
tend to correct. (Table 4-7 - 4-12) The columns show the degree of
acceptability of the miscue within the sentence: 0 = not acceptable
.at all; 1 = acceptable with the prior portion of the sentence; 2 =
acceptable with following portion of the sentence; 3 = acceptable in
sentence only; 4 = fully acceptable in the total passage; 5 = accept-
able in the sentence only, except for other unacceptable miscues in
the sentence; 6 = acceptable in the total passage except for other
unacceptable miscues in the sentence.

Second graders who read story 44 show 65.7% of their miscues with
no attempt at correction, 19.9% successful correction and 13.4% unsuc-
cessful correction. But 71% of fully syntactically acceptable miscues
are uncorrected as are 77.2% of those fully semantically acceptable.
Attempts at correction are about evenly split between successful and
unsuccessful attempts for miscues with full syntactic acceptability
(14.6 and 12.9%) corrections of miscues with full semantic accepta-
bility are more likely to be successful (13.1 to 9.3%).

However, almost half of syntactically unacceptable miscues involve
attempts at correction and these are largely successful (26% with 17%
unsuccessful). Just under 410% of semantically unacceptable miscues
involve correction attempt, with a bit more than half of those unsuc-
cessful.
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Half of those miscues only semantically and/or syntactically
acceptable with what precedes them are corrected. These attempts at
correction are overwhelmingly successful: 37.4% compared to 10.9%
unsuccessful of those semantically acceptable with prior text; 39.3%
compared to 11.8% 0 syntactic.

These figures demonstrate a stronger tendency to attempt to
correct semantically and syntactically unacceptable miscues than
acceptable ones and greatest success in correcting those miscues
which are acceptable with prior text. This tendency has been noted in

other miscue studies. That it occurs among average second graders
with such wide linguistic divergence is worth noting.
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Patterns for fourth 'rode readers of the standard story are very
similar.

With 21.4% of all miscues corrected and 12.3% unsuccessf41 attempts,
fourth graders dhow certain contrasts, contained in Table 4-l3 t

Table 4-13
AC4LPTARILITY AND CORRECTION: mum CAAUC CROUP

% Fully
Acceptable

Syntactic Semantic

%
Unacceptable

!Syntactic

Fully

Semantic

% Acceptable
Only With Prior

Successful
Correction 16.6 14.3 24.6 11.1

_lyntacticiiltgantic

34.1 37.1

Unsuccessful
Correction 14.4 9.9 10.9 16.7 4.6 7.6

In this grade, again there is a much stronger tendency to attempt
t correct miscues which are semantically and/or syntactically unaccep-
table thaq acceptable with highest rate of attempt and greatest success
with miscalls accpttable only with prior text.

In second, fourth and sixth grade groups, unsuccessful corrections
exceed successful corrections for fully semantically unacceptable mis-
cues, but not for fully syntactically unacceptable ones. Since any
miscue which is fully unacceptable syntactically must also be unaccep-
table semantically. semantically unacceptable miscues include syntac-
tically unacceptable ones. It appears that if both syntax and meaning
are unacceptable, attempts at correction are more likely to be success-
ful than if syntax is at least partially acceptable but meaning is not.
Perhaps when both are unacceptable, the reader tries a whole new tack
while if syntax is partially or fully acceptable but meaning is not,
then the reader clings to prediction of an alternate syntactic struc-
ture, producing an unsuccessful correction. Mother factor which may
be involved is that miscues which produce non-words are often syntac-
tically acceptable but semantically unacceptable. Unsuccessful attempts
to correct non-words would show up in these statistics. 7.4% of
second graders' miscues on story 44, 20% of miscues by fourth graders
on story Sl, and 13.1X of sixth grade miscues on story S3 were non-
words.

I j
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Patterns of sixth graders on the standard story (8S) follow the
same tendencies as the other two grades (see Table 4-14). Overall

correction for this grade is 21.21 and unsuccessful is 13.1%.

Table 4-14
ACCEPTABILITY AND COBRECTIoN1 SIXTH GBADE CROUP

X fully
Acceptable

Syntectic,Seman.tc

%
Unacceptable

Syntectic

26.6

fully

Semantic

16.8

X Acceptable
Only WM

.......bmtactic

42.1

Prior
Semitic

30.9
Successful
Correction 15.4 10.3

Unsuccessful
Correction 13.6 7.6 17.7 21.6

.

0.7 9.4

We ere the same tendency to have more correction of unacceptable
miscues than acceptable and greatest attempts at correcting and success
at correcting miscues acceptable with prior text. Again, about half
of all unacceptable miscues involve attempts at correction.

It should be remembered that if a partial attempt precedes a mis-
cue, an unsuccessful correction is coded. If, however, a partial pre-

cedes successful correction, then no miscue is recorded since the
first full attempt was successful.

Nagy of these non-miscue self - corrections could involve accepts.
bility with prior text. The impetus to correct is likely to be the
reader's rejection of his/her first hypothesis which may be consistent
with prior text but discontinued by following taut. The reader 46
processing even while still generating an oral lepreeentation of
already processed text. The reader makes a prediction, sees on,

that basis, becomes aware of disconfirming cues and.sel Sects
without completing the oral representation of the miscue. These
phenomena, of course, are closely related to the evidence in the data
of the reader's strong tendencies to correct successfully when the
miscue is acceptable with what precedes but not what follows.
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Correction and Phonemic Prowtmity

Two trends are evident across groups and trade* in !whims at
the rlationahip of correction to degree of phonemic proximity. If
a group show any pattern, it will be to correct or attotmot to correct
miscues with low phonemic proximity (coded 0, 1 or ?). rurther,
corrections of miscues with low phonemic proximity are more likely to
be successful than those with moderate (a, 4, II) or high promimity
(6, 7, or 9). (See section on phonemic proximity.) (lee Uhl* 4.114)

Among second grad. *taupe that showed high correction of low
proximity miscues am NA2 (both stories), MT (both), OCT (both),

Ooth), and Min on the relevant story only. HS, and TS2, though
not corroctins disproportionate rates of low proximity miscues, db
show the pattern of tow proportions of unsuccessful correction attsopto
on such miscues. AP readers show high proportions of unsuccessful
corrections except on the low proximity miscues in the standard story.
(Soo Table 4-1$.)

The high rote of correction of low prosieitysiocues is shown by
the following fourth grad. group.: 1164 (both stories), NA4 (both),
M4 (both), T84 (standard only), DC4 (relevant only), AN (standard
only), MN (both), MP4 (standard only). That means every fourth erode
croup shows this tendency on at least one story. The tendency for
high success in attempted corrootions of low proximity miscues is also
strong among fourth grade groups. (See Table 4-16)

Among sixth grad* groups the trend toward higher rate of stteepted
correction of low proximity miscues is present .but weaker. NA6 show it
on the relevant story only, 1186 on both, AR6 on the standard only end
AP6 on both. T66, 0E6, MI6 and MP 6 do not show the trend. The ten..
dant, toward high rate of success in correcting low proximity miscues
is still strong, however. In tact, 4 groups show no unsuccessful
corrections of such miscues and two show St.

Ono typo of low phonemic proximity miscue is a syntactically,-
oomontically pm:Stet/bie one that can't fit with what follows. Bert
are some examples all produced by the same reader:

Cr" WC.3
Me had been experimenting... (S$1, linos 0101, 0102)

Lilco gaveteacn boy a Iona look. (S6q. line 0018),

orsil

what d he know (SO, line 000s)

044



Table 4-15

CORRECTION AND PHONEMIC PROXIMITY: SECOND GRADE GROUP

Standard Relevant

NA

Low

Corr

32

Prox

Unsuc

18

Att

50

Medium

Corr

28

Prox

Unsuc'Att

16 44

High

Corr

21

Prox

Unsuc

6

Att

27

Low

Corr

34

i:,

Prox

Unsuc

6

Att

40

Medium

Corr

20

Prox

Unsuc

18

Att

38

High

Corr

6

Prox

Unsuo

11

Att

17

HS

................--..

AR

33

28

7

18

40 26 10 36 32 12 44 27 7 34 13 28

A

41 13

I

11 24

.

44

rmom...14

15 20 35

A

15 17

4 I

32 67

le

9 76

'0

,

22

if

t
27

III

49 23 21 44

.

, 1

TS

._-

33 I4, 47 29

A

21 50 25

4

17

.... ON

42 50

,O

9 59 43 5 48 46 18 64

DE 42 5 47 33 12 45 16 '11 27 54 6 60

1

28 10 38

A

21 6 27

.

.

AP
m4m04.11.

MB

27 17 44

1 4

18 21 39

4

19 23 42 . 7

1

7

II.

14

It.

11 39 50

I Ai

12

' /

17 29

32

411.-

13 45 14 19

1 AI

33 13 13

.0.-

26 16 18 34 9 10 19 2 L7 19

4

0 24 12 36 23' 14 37 19 14 133 57 63 23 10 33 17 5 22

,

......

Corr = Percent Corrected

Unsuc = Unsuccessful Attempts

Att = Total Attempts



Table 4-16

CORRECTION AND PHONEMIC PROXIMITY: FOURTH GRADE GROUP

Standard Relevant

Mk
.............,imrrolopw.

HS

Low

Corr

12

38

Prox

Unsuc

10

6

Att

22

44

Medium

Corr

4

24

Prox

Unsuc

12

16

Att

16

40

High

Corr

7

17

Prox

Unsuc

17

Att

24

Low

Corr

26

Prox

Unsuc

0

`Att

26

Medium

Corr

18

Prox

Unsuc

11

Att

29

High

Corr

10

Prox

Unsuc

6

Att

16

22 39 25 19 '44 22 18 40 11 28 39

kit 48 8 56 27 20 47 14 23 37 59 0 59 26 26 52 13 28. 41

IS 68 4 72 34 13 37 21 14 35 32 0 32 30 15 45 16 14 30

DE 30 14 44 38 14 52 21 0 21 69 6 75 45 7 52
4

22 12 34

AP 32 21

4

53 29 15 44 25 12 37 37 4 41 37 13 50 27 16 43

6 28 19 47 29 8 37 16 14 30 33 11 44 14 11
a.-

25

r

16

A

13 29

NP 39 13 52 15 5 20 17 8 25 20 4 24 14 21 35 16 8 34

Corr = Percent Corrected

Unsuc = Unsuccessful Attempts

Att = Total Attempts

3



Table 4-17

CORRECTION AND PHONEMIC PROXIMITY: SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Standard Relevant

NA

Low

Corr

28

Prox'

Unsuc

9

Att

27

Medium

Corr

13

Prox

Unsuc

33

Att

46

High

Corr

19

Prox

Unsuc

26

Att

45

Low

Corr

42

Prox

Unsuc

8

Att

50

Medidm

Corr

'17

Prox

Uque

33

4,.04,.........

14

Att

50

26

1 High

Corr

20

20

Prox

Unsuc

20

13

Att

40

33HS

.......

AR

27 18 45 6 19 25 20 16 36 41 10 51 11

35 24 59 9 22 31 14 19 33 26 0 26 8 22 30 2 16 18

TS 29 3 32 22 13 35 20 12

4

32 24 0 24 26 9 35 23 12 35

DE

....r................_......._............

AP

.........................,...,_.......

MB

28

47

24

8

10

0

36

57

24

18

23

27

25

45 26 10 36 25 10 35 28 23 51 17 16 33

48 19 18 37 46 0 46 23 21 44 18 20 38

23 23 46 19 16 35 17 9 26 8 12 20 15 12 27

HP 35 3 38 21. 9 30 33 11 40 27 7 34 35, 9 44 25 10 35

Corr r. Percent Corrected

Unsuc = Unsuccessful Attempts

Att = Total Attempts
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These miscues relate to the ones more likely to be corrected,
because they are semantically or syntactically only acceptable with
prior.

If this phenomenon is greater among fourth graders than second
or sixth, it may be that sixth graders' low phonemic proximity miscues
are mare fully acceptable and thus not corrected. One reason miscues
with moderate, and high proximity may involve higher proportions of
unsuccessful correction is that they will include many sounded-out
non-words. These phonemic "near-misses" ironically show both the
readers' phonics ability and the limits on phonics as a strategy.

It is interesting that no strong pattern for these phenomena sepa-
rate English dialect and second language readers or highlight any one
group. AR readers at all grades on both stories show them; NA2 and
NA4 readers do too, but sixth graders show them only on one story. HS4
and HS6 show them on both stories but second graders show only the
high degree of success in correction attempts. Only TS4 on one story
show higher correction rate on low proximity miscues. If we remember
that our Texas group probably are closest to native speakers, then we
could argue that the phenomena are stronger in second language groups.

Among English dialect groups MB readers in second and fourth
grades show both trends. Sixth graders show only the secondary trend
of more successful correct-on of low proximity miscues. None of the
other groups show that much consistency,though all show both phenomena
in at least ,ne grade and story.

1 a8
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Part 4 - Semantic and Syntactic Acceptability

We judge the effect of miscues on syntactic and semantic accepta-
bility of the resultant sentences before correction.

Though these are judged independently we follow a decision-making
principle that no miscue may be judged semantically acceptable unless
it is also syntactically acceptable. The theoretical premise we
follow is that one can have grammar without meaning, but not meaning
without grammar. The Marlup was poving his kump is grammatical non-
sense. So is this miscued sentence:

beWrl 41,1,6 A:,,r

After winding the wire around the bottom of the bulb, he taped it

in place. (S51, lines 0609, 0610)

The sentence with miscues contains a real word substitution that
is grammatically acceptable, though it only makes sense with prior
text. And it contains a non-word, which the reader's intonation tells
us he is treating as a noun, the object of the preposition of. Non-
words are judged grammatically acceptable if they retain appropriate
inflection of endings and/or intonation. Many non-words do so.

There is another more pragmatic reason why, in the research we
hold to this rule, that only grammatical sequences may be meaningful:
Any other decision would lead us to arbitrarily. deciding when a non-
grammatical sequence makes sense and when it doesn't.

We judge acceptability by the rules of the subjects' dialect.
Thus, deletion of ed on past tense verbs by MB readers is treated as
an acceptable nulf-?orm past tense marker.

With our second language groups, we recognize a special problem.
Any particular subject may be at a transitional stage as far as his/
her development of control of English syntax. What is grammatical or
not is much harder to determine. Furthermore, the readers may be
developing special strategies for getting meaning from partially pro-
cessed syntax; in fact, they may be using their sense of meaning to
assign appropriate syntax. In this research we offer only a caution
and no solution for this problem.

Gap Between Syntactic and Semantic Acceptability

There is a positive significant correlation in most comparisons
between syntactic and semantic acceptability in this study. Second

1 :3 9
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grade readers of S44 had an r of .66 (sig. .001). On all stories the

correlation (r) was .72 (sig. .001). Fourth grade readers have a non-

significant r on S51, but .34 (sig. .003) on all stories.

Sixth grade r for story 53 is .62; for all stories it is .53. The

fact that these correlations are moderate in most cases and low among
fourth graders is indicative of the pattern of variable gaps between
percent of miscues syntactically and semantically acceptable.

The group mean data illustrate this phenomenon. Syntactic accept-

ability mean for all second graders is 60.27% and semantic acceptability
is 45.46%. (See Table 4-18) Syntactic group means on the standard
story range from HS2 51.6% to DE2 67%, and on their culturally relevant
stories from TS2 49.3% to HP2 71%. Semantic acceptability mean varies
from MB2 36% to DE2 57.8% on the standard story and HS2 34.3% to DE2
54.5% on their second stories. Dialect groups as a whole have means
on the standard story just slightly above second language groups: syn-
tactic 59%, semantic 45%, compared to 62 and 47.5%. On the culturally
relevant stories, second language group mean drops 5% on both variables,
whereas dialect group mean goes up to 66% on syntactic acceptability
while remaining the same for semantic.

The gap between semantic and syntactic acceptability tends to be
similar for both stories read for each group. The NA2 group is low
for both stories: a difference of about 7% on each. This may reflect
their high percent of omissions which would tend to be both semantically
and syntactically unacceptable. The AR2 group is high with 21% differ-
ence on S44 and 18% on their second story. In both stories, semantic
acceptability is about 40%, so it is the syntactic acceptability which
varies.

HS2 shows a pattern where syntactic is higher and semantic lower
on the second story so the differences are 13% and 2016. TS2 drops in
both variables showing the biggest drop in syntactic acceptability
from 65 to 49%. AP2 has virtually identical syntactic acceptability
for S44 and their second story (61.7, 61.8), but drops from 46.3 to
39.2%, so the gaps between the variables are 15 and 22%. MB2 is higher
in both variables on their second story, but the difference on semantic
acceptability is most dramatic: 53.3 compared to 36.6%. (See Table 4-18)

Fourth grade dialect groups have comparable means to second language
groups; overall just above 62%, but semantic means on both standard and
culturally relevant stories are notably higher, about 10 percentage
points for dialect groups. On the relevant stories, second language
groups have a mean syntactic acceptability of 62%, comparable to the
63% of the dialect groups. Yet semantic mean is 48% for dialect groups
and 32% for second language.



Table 4-18

RANGES AND MEANS OF SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

SECOND GRADE GROUP

Standard Sto ie

CROP NA HS AR TS

Total

2nd lug, EC

,

AP NB NP

otal

lect

ota

trade

Sto Ilither 2h 4 26 IR At 44 Id 44 44 44

59

63-L774,46 50-1686,

62triuilicec c.576,it 41.53.16,621 50610.,072. ,1695.,706 2.61.7,700,0

744,642:703.5

Mean -Sem. cc, 3 0 38 1. 0 0 7,6 45 57,8 46.3 36.6 49,1 47.5

lase-Sem c. 8 VI 7 29 8 0- 0 2-64 6,0.63 2 8 0-50 0 28.0.47.126,0.64.1

Culturall Relevant Stories

Sto Nun' r 68 8 68 86 82 75 71 67

an S n Ace IIPX111113111111k11 49.3 54 64,5 61.8 66,1 70,9 66

Ran In c 30.0461 0 37, .66, 0 6, 60,0 , 0-56,0 50,0-80,6 i 0-80 0 55 8-73 8 : 0-

Hun Sem.Acc.

bat-. m c,

47.2 34,3 39,8 36,7 _44 54,5 3&2 53,3 i1,9 48

id .f 41 0.6 -40.0 33.3-5f,9 2410-541 39,6-77,4 /8.0-50,0 38,5-61,9 444-67,4

Cr, 1 Kean

S n kc 5/, . 59,20 65,75 61,75 61,95 66 45 .0 7

c. atitaltad 39,9 56,15 42,75 44,95 5 .50 9S
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Table 4.19

RANGES AND MEANS OF SVACTIC AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

FOURTH GRADE CROUP

)unaera Hones

GROUP NA

Total

HS An2nd Fang, DE AP NB HP

otiTITTa
Dialect Grade

to N i 51 51 1 1 1

an n, c. 57,8 63,8 67,0 56,9 61,1 60,8 65,5 66,9 65,7 64 7

I- n kc ,0-72 0 55,1-71 54 9.80 9 C6 6 7 7 -7 7 5-8 0 440 0

Meer -Sea, c St 6 2917

24 0-35 4

445

29 0

35,

28 4. 8 8

_33, 7 421 8

3 - 8 0

44.8

0

It 8
i 0-7 0

4.8 jiA
i 0- 1

Rs ,e-Senac 2,4-42,0

Cul urall Re evant Stories

,

to i r 83 69 87 85 49 74 72 69

an n c.

Range-1n c

57,9 63,7 59,5 66 7 62 50 6 ,

,2 0-69,4 60,0-66 0 42,0-74,5 46,0-82,0 10,4-56,9 8,0-74,0 70,0-8014 12,0-6.4.7

Mean Sake 35 / 28,7

, . (4& 9 1R,3-38 1

31.5
18,643,1

32,4

20,0-42,0

32

;

43,8

32,0-50 0

45,3

0 G. 9 0

65 2

: 0..: ,

36,4

' , ,

47 7F

Ranle-Sta kc

Crotip NM
63;75 63,25 61,8 55,55

43 30

63,35

45 05

71

9

6/70

9 CI

62 i;fin, ke, gl 4
I( 29 20 33,50 33,15
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Syntactic mean varies in a narrow range for all groups on the
standard story from TS4 56.9% to AR4 67%. On second stories one
dialect group, DE4, drops to 50.3% in syntactic acceptability, but
their semantic acceptability is 43.8%, well above the second language
groups. MB4 shows 77.1X syntactic acceptability and 65.2% semantic on
their second story.

Semantic acceptability means for second language groups on all
stories are between HS4 28.7% and NA4 35.7%. Furthermore, there is
little variation between semantic means on the two stories read for
any second language group, though AR4 and TS4 show moderate difference
between their two stories on syntactic acceptability.

Dialect groups' semantic means range between HP4 36.4% and MB4
.65.2%. HP4 has moderately lower semantic means on their second stories
as compared to the standard.

The very wide gap between the two variables, 30% for our fourth
grade second language groups, seems to be at least partially the result
of the high percent of non-words produced by these groups. HS4, for
example, has a syntactic mean of 63.8% and semantic of 29.7% on
Story 51 and 67.7 and 28.7% on Story 69. 37.9% of nondialect miscues
for the H64 group are non-word substitutions on S51 and 26.6% on S69.
These non -words be syntactically acceptable, but only if they
retain inflection and/or appropriate intonation.

Here are examples from one HS4 subject:

Freddie made an interesting mixture (551, line 0226)

3.,

In a terrible voice he demanded, (S69, line 0415)

t
LI, 1

It was barely more than a whisper (569, lines 0510, 0511)

(See Table 4-19)

Sixth grade groups show a pattern similar to the fourth grade.
Syntactic means are quite comparable for all groups while semantic
acceptability means for dialect groups are notably higher than second
Language groups. The pattern is sharpest on the standard story 53.
Syntactic mean is 64% for second Language groups and 69% for dialect,
but semantic means differ much more sharply, 37.5% compared to 52%.
No second language group is above 41X semantically acceptable. No
dialect group is below 49%.





On culturally relevant stories, all groups swept NO6 hove higher
syntactic acceptability them on the standard stogy. Three of the
second language groups stiow rather comparable semantic accepts llity
on both stories but the'TS6 group has 58.9% as compared to only 36.43
it has an story 53, while 44.4% is the highest ally other sixth grade
second language group achieves on either story.

Dialect groups show much more variation in semantic acceptability
on their second stories and in compering both stories read. $86 and
HP6 drop appreciably on their second stories. DB6 goes up from 54.4X
to 66.124 It's also the only dialect group in sixth grade that
increased in syntactic acceptability, up to 81.8X. No reader in that
group reading that story was below 70K syntactic acceptability.

Cap between the variables is, as among fourth grade groups, coop
siderably greater in second langulige groups than in dialect groups,
particularly on the standard story, story 53. S

AR. Shows a gap of 71X to 35.5X on story 33 and 73.9X to 33.7%
on story 88.

Among dialect groups $86 and HP6 show wide gaps in their second
stories*s semantic acceptability drops while syntactic stays in the
IMO range.

TS6 shows a narrow gap of only 1(* on story 77, its second story.

Overall Couperisons

Syntactic acceptability is moderate, even among our second graders.
Considering their varied language backgrounds this is truly notable.
Only a few second grade subjects have less than 40X syntactically
acceptable. Scattered readers among fourth graders tall between 40
and SOK syntactic acceptability: one each in NM, AR4, DE4, 754. All
others are above SOX. A handful of sixth grade second language readers
fall below 6( acceptable. All the rest and all dialect group readers
are above 60X. Syntactic mean for all second graders is 60.27X, for
all fourth graders that's up to about 63t and for all sixth graders,
the mean reaches near 7C*. There is not a notable difference between
dialect and second language groups above second grade.. 'These readers
are coping with the syntax. They compare with average and high
readers from our previous studies.

Semantic acceptability is a different story. Sops second language
readers in every grade fall below MX, a few drop below 10%. Second
grade second language groups have slightly higher semantic acceptap
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bility than fc4rth. They're reading easier material, but them
figures may also reflect Lack of risk- taking among fourth graders.
Even in sixth grade the mean for all readers is only 45X.

Still them figures are comparable to our past study. In our
1973 study, average second graders had about 4O semantic acceptability;
average fourth graders had about 35X; average sixth graders had 6SX.
Low groups in that study had less than 35X, even in grades 8 and 10.,
'(Goodman and Burke, 1973)

Syntactic and Semantic Change

Table 4-21 shows syntactic and semantic change for all groups.
We judge these variables only for semantically and/or syntactically
acceptable miscues.

What this table shows is that these vary only within a narrow
range for all groups at all grades.

Essentially if a miscue is acceptable, either semantically or
syntactically, it is unlikely to result in very much semantic or
syntactic change respectively.

1A/9



Table 4-21

SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC CHANGE

MA

Standard
Syn
7.37

2nd

Sem
6.9

Grade
Relevant
Syn

6.99
Sem

6.95

Standard
Syn
7.84

4th

Sem
5.91

Grnde
Relevant
Syn
7.73

Sem
6.53

Standard
Syn

7.6

6th

Sem
7.3

Grade
Relevant
Syn
7.9

Sem
6.6

HS
t 4

7.0 6.0
,

7.6

.

5.9 8.3 6.4
,

8.1 6.1 7.5
,

6.8 7.5

,

6.3

AR 7.76 6.17 8.30 6.44
I

8.16 6.22 o.0 6.92
.

7.8 6.6
,

8.4 6.5

TS 7.62 6.69 6.82 6.30 7.73 6.52 8.31 6.32 7.6 6.3 7.1 6.5

DE 7.54 6.67 7.26 6.4 6.99 6.36 7.37 7.07 7.2 6.6 7.7 7.0

AP 7.99 6.10 7.89
, .

6.31 7.83
. ..

6.62 7.81 6.83 7.6 6.9 7.3 7.0

MB 7.57 6.21 7.59 5.90 7.17 6.87 7.29 6.93 7.32
. -

6.62 8.33
,

7.35

HP 7.35 6.78 7.6 6.55 7.1 6.2tS

4

7.36 6.10 7.4 6.5 7.6 6.7

Mean Total 7.63 6.43 7.6c 6, 10 7.50 6.7



Part S - Other Syntactic Aspects

Syntactic acceptability is judged according to whether it
table, partially acceptable or unacceptable.

Acceptable miscued may be either (4)* fully acceptable in
sage; (9)* acceptable only in the sentence; (6)* acceptable in
sage except for other miscues in the sentence; (5)* acceptable
sentence except for other miscues.

Partially acceptable miscues are (1)* acceptable with the
ceding pattern, or (2)* acceptable with what follows.

In general, the great majority of syntactically acceptable miscues
are fully acceptable (4). (See Tables 4-22, 23, 24.) Few miscues are
syntactically acceptable only in the sentence (9 or 5). That's because
most syntactically acceptable sentences are passage acceptable. A
moderate percentage of miscues are fully acceptable except for compoun-
ding miscues in the same sentence (6). In a few cases, these miscues
become a substantial percentage; 33.7% of AP2 miscues on their second
story are such miscues. That exceeds their 27% fully acceptable. AR6
and HP4 produce 33.2% and 27.4% respectively, almost as much as the
40.2% and 32.3% fully acceptable. These groups have fewer miscues
coded 6 on the standard stories, but the combined total of 4 (fully
acoptable)and 6 (acceptable in the passage except for other miscues
1 Lhe sentence) is very similar on the two stories.

4-63

is accep-

the pas-
the pas-
in the

pre-

NA4 has 26.1% coded 6 and 27.6% coded 4 on their standard story;
again the combined total of 4 and 6 on the second story is about the
same as that on the standard story.

In most groups the combined total of 4 and 6 are about the same
for both stories. This is not true for TS2, which has much fewer
Cully acceptable miscues on their second story than their standard
story, and much higher partially acceptable. A similar pattern shows
for fourth grade groups DE4, TS4 and MB4. In each case percent of
miscues acceptable with prior is higher (1) on the story with fewer
acceptable miscues (4 and 6).

However, among sixth grade groups NA6, HS6, and DE6, it is the
percentage of unacceptable miscues which is higher on the story with
fewer fully acceptable miscues.

*These are the numbers of the subcategories in the taxonomy used for
computer coding (See Appendix).

1:)
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SYNTACTIC ACC I: PTAH I L I TY : sccoND GRADE GROUP

Standard Story Culturally Relevant Story

000ptability NA HS AR TS DE AP NB HP NA HS AR TS DC AP MB HP
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SYNIACIIC otouP

Standard Story Culturally Relevant Story

ot tibi 11 NA HS AR TS Ef, AP 148 KP NA HS AR TS DE AP KB HP
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SYNIAt ACCI,PIA11114111: SIMI GRAD!, CRoull

Standard Story Culturally Relevant Story
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Most partially acceptable miscues are acceptable with prior tad.
Asa matter of procedure we consider acceptability with the following
text only if they are not acceptable with prior. That means that some
miscues acceptable with either part of the sentence are coded (1) with
1)1( and not (2) with following. for most groups about 20% are par-
tially acceptable Wind 2 combined). AR2 and TS2 groups are higher:
2c. and 351 on their second story. AP2, MB2 and HP2 have 15% or less
partially acceptable on their second story.

TS4 and
Tr`, on their

'AR6 has
I4X on their

DE4 have about 28% on the standard story. DE4 has almost
second story. Ml4 has only 12% on their second story.

about 15% partially acceptable on both stories. DC6 has
second story.

Some second grade groups have 2(1% or more of syntactically unac-
eeptable miscues. These include NA2 end HS2 on both stories, AR2 on
the standard story and AP2 and MR2 on the second story. Among the
ober groups only NA4 reaches 20% and that's on the standard story
only.

Only one second grade group, TS2, falls below 14% unacceptable
(standard story). Among fourth grade groups, DE4, AP4, MB4 groups do
so on both storiu-; and AR4 does on the standard. Only HP4, among
dialect groups, produces more than 14% syntactically unacceptable
miscues.

Among sixth grade groups, all dialect groups are below 14%
unacceptable on both stories. All groups are below 14% on their rele-
vant stories.

A tendency for syntactically unacceptable miscues to diminish from
grade to grade shows in this data. Mean for second grade is 18.5%, for
fourth grade 15.2% and for sixth grade 12. 1%.

Transformations

The author, in our theoretical model, has a meaning, a deep struc-
tre and a set of transformational rules for generating the surface
representation. With these, the author encodes meaning in print. The
reader, in deeoding,must interact with thP print, using rules to trans-
form surface representation, create a deep structure and construct
meaning.
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In the process the reader my: (a) create a deep structure which
matches the author's; (b) produce a different deep structure, one that
differs in one or more ways from the author's; (c) create a matching
deep structure but use different rules from the author's.That's possible
where author and reader use different dialects. It's also possible
when authors use special rules - those that apply to poetry, for sample;
(d) use a witching deep structure and rules but exercise alternate
available options: e.g., in, "Hs's the boy (that) I saw." _ALIT! may or
may not be present. Rules permit that option; (e) lose the-diip struc-
ture altogether with no discernible alternative. That produces a syn-
tactic garble.

From miscues, it is possible to see, by comparing OR to ER, how
the syntax has or has not been transformed.

In miscue analysis, syntactic structures are judged equivalent or
non-equivalent, independent of meaning: The man loves the woman has
the same deep structure as The dog chases the cat.

Lester felt so sorry for him and Lester felt so sorry for the dog
have different deep structures.

We judge that deep structure is lost on if lit is not possible
to see a deep structure that the reader is moving toward.

Here's an example:

111

He patted him for a minute or two. (S74, line 0202)

Here AP-418 has corrected before completing a pattern but we can
see a deep structure that she is moving toward: He pretended (some-
thing).

This thought was a tonstant worriment to him. (S74, lines 0319,
0320)

We code miscues as (0) a pattern with no change; (1) with a dif-
ferent deep structure; (2) with the same deep structure but alternate
rules; (3) with the use of alternate optional rules; or (4) with lost
deep structure. Tables 4-25, 26, 27 provide percentages of each.

Miscue percent with lost deep structure declines from grade to
grade. Second grade mean is 14%, fourth grade 9.3%, sixth grade Ea.
This, of course, reflects the data on unacceptable syntax since lost
deep structures are syntactically unacceptable. Only among sixth
grade groups reading the standard story (53) is there any notable
contrast between dialect and second language groups. Dialect groups
show lower percent of lost deep structure.
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Navajo groups at all grades have moderately high deep structure
loss except on the sixth grade culturally relevant story. That's the

pattern for Hawaiian Samoan groups too. For both of these second
Language groups percent of lost structure is lower in each higher
grade than the next lower grade.

Lost deep structure exceeds 20% only in a few second grade groups,
HS2, AR2, HB2 on the standard story and AP2 on their relevant story.
In many cases, these second grade lost deep structures are sentences
with several non-words, omissions or inappropriate substitutions.
Example: NA504

But Henry didWOgerbecause\his friend(S. . . . (S68, line
0102)

Over half of all miscues involve a shift to or toward another deep
structure. Group means for such shifts range from 36.2% to 57.5% in
second grade, 33.5% to 67.8% in fourth grade, and 32.2% to 58.3% in
sixth. But most groups at all grades are in a narrower range from
406-55%.

Unchanged deep structure is more variable. In second grade,
second language groups have mean percents of 28.8% compared to 41.8%
for dialect groups. But mean for the standard story is about the same
as it is for the relevant stories. Only TS2 and HP2 have means which
differ much on the other two stories.

Mean percent of unchanged deep structure is the same for both
stories among fourth grade groups, too, again excepting the TS group.
But in fourth grade, dialect groups have a mean of 33.4, while second
language groups' mean is 42.4%.

In sixth grade the mean for dialect groups and second language
groups is about 38% across the two stories. Furthermore, mean for
dialect groups and second language groups on the standard story is
about the same, around 35%. Both kinds of readers have similar means
for their relevant stories, about 42%. Two second language groups,
NA6 and AR6, and three dialect groups, DE6, 14B6 and HP6, have higher
means on their second stories than the standard.

These figures seem to represent complex interactions between
unchanged, retained and lost deep structure. Usuall, groups have more
changed than unchanged deep structure, but there are groups in every
grade where unchanged structure miscues exceed changed. In our 1973
study low groups through eighth grade had more changed than unchanged
deep structure. Our average groups through eighth grade had about 35%
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no transformation and 45% changed deep structure. In that study, groups
of eighth and tenth graders showed consistent quite different transfor-
mation patterns on the two stories they read, suggesting that the story
and not the readers are producing the difference.

Some of the sixth graders in this study show such contrasts on
their culturally relevant stories though their patterns on the standard
story (53) are quite similar. Only HS6 and AP6 do not show such con-
trast.

There are two subcategories in the transformation variable which
are minor in terms of the percent of miscues they involve but quite
interesting in terms of what they show about the reading process.

Miscues may have the same deep structure but a different set of
rules, usually due to dialect difference, for producing a surface
structure. Most common in this study was the rule in some dialects,
Black English, for example, that provides for a null past tense marker
or a null plural marker.

Tables 4-25, 26, 27 do not show many of these since they include
only non-dialect miscues. Here are some examples of dialect transfor-
mations:

I dasheout the studio. (S53, line 1006)

S
The word definitions were helping. . . (S53, lines 0703, 0704)

(we) sat
se

him up in bed and slapped)

whistlers
his wrists Lightly andrevolvehis head. (S73, lines 0204,

0205)

Sometimes a writer uses special rules while the reader stays with-
/ iL the constraints of hi -lect:

.rn sleep
Caleb," I said. (S73, line 1011)

Alternate options are results of the reader choosing a surface
representation that involves an optional transformational rule. Here
are some examples:

o.t

I had to stayAhome with him. (S53, line 02L2)
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At is in the deep structure, but it may be deleted in the surface.
The writer did delete it. The reader put it back.

If we do this it will beAa live show. (S53, lines 0518, 0519)

Solwejeach.lot on one side. . . (S73, line 0204)

Some groups produce moderate amounts of transformation (2) miscues
but only MB6 on their second story produce over 3.5%. Those are pri-
marily miscues involving secondary dialect. A few groups of second
graders, NA2 and DE2 on both stories, and AR2 on the second story, pro-
duce over 3%. DE4 and MB4 have over 3%. These may reflect story dif-
ference or language differences or both.

Alternate option transformations are below 3%, except in a few
cases. NA2 has 7.8% and 11.2X on their two stories. MB4 has 6.9% on
story 72, their relevant story.

MB31S has several such miscues in S72:

...to the edge

the
He putAcorn in

of the strawberry patch. (There he turned
(line 0205)

his right pocket (lines 0304, 0305)

The pond was in the woods, just beyond Mr. (line 0303)

Mudge's cabink, andr,Mr. Mudge lived at the edge of the woods.

(line 0309)

Mr. Johnson was nailing a bAard in the front step, and);

(line 0406)

Willie could hear the bangs of his hamner ,(lines 0407, 0408)

e 0vt
I keep wondering,swhat happened. (lines 0708, 0709)

A squirrel chattered from the hickory tree.
anA

(line 1404)

The water lapped. . . (line 140 0

t
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Several of these transformations involve clausal relationships.
But this subject also has related miscues thit involve clause trans-
formations that are more complex as in these sentences from S72:

0201 He picked up his hat with its burden of

0202 ducks and hen, and held it level in the crook of

0203 his arm. He bent down gideways to reach for his

02n4 pole and his catch of four fish

a.rd

0205 As he walked through the woods, there was a

AS.
0206 bounce in his step ana he whistled a tune:,

0207 At Mr. Mudge's cabin, he stopped.

a

The reader is picking his way through the text toward meaning,
transforming to disentangle the clauses and dependencies and then
reuniting them as he generates his own meaning and oral surface repre-
sentation.

It's hard to argue against the utility, if not the reality of the
deep structure con&pt, considering evidence such as that which this
nine year old rural black child supplies.

Grammatical functions of Word Substitutions

We also consider the grammatical function of the Expected Response
(ER) and the Observed Response (OR) in viewing readers' use of syntax
(see Tables 4-28 to 4-30).

Here we'll consider the overall performance of our readers in
each grade on the standard stories.

I"
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Among second grade readers of story 44, 74% of ER nouns in substi-
tution miscues are replaced by nouns; 70% of verbs are replaced by
verbs; 65% of noun modifiers are replaced by noun modifiers; 62% of
function words are replaced by function words.

Verb modifiers, only 2.7% of total substitution miscues, have the
most varied OR replacements: 11% nouns, 3.7% verbs, 25.9% function
words, 14.89; indeterminate, and 3.7% contractions in addition to i7%
same function. This variability reflects the movable nature of many
adverbs.

Only a few words have ER functions which a -e indeterminate. But
5% of the OR functions are indeterminate.

Fourth grade readers of story 51 have miscues in which they
replace 75.6% of nouns with nouns, 76.3% of verbs with verbs, 60.7%
of noun modifiers with the same, 38.39; of verb modifiers with like
function, 66.7% of function word with function words. Though no ER's
have indeterminate function, 4% of OR's have, probably in lost struc-
tures or among non-word substitutions.

Patterns for sixth grade readers of story 53 are similar. Matching
function substitutions are: nouns 74.1%, verbs 72.9%, noun modifier

verb modifier 28.6%, function word 66.5%, indeterminate 88.2%.
This story has strings of out-of-context words so 8.4% of the miscues
are on words with indeterminate functions.

Contraction in all three stories result in scattered substitutions
though must non-contraction substitutions are nouns or function words.
In story 53, the sixth graders also substitute some verbs.

The percent of miscues with each grammatical function category is
similar across the three stories except on nouns where story 44 has
40.1%, story 51 has 36.3% and story 53 has 29.89%. Verb modifier mis-
cues on story 51 are relatively higher, 5.9% compared to 2.7% for
story 44 and 2.5% for story 53. As we already noted, story 53 has
A.421 indeterminate.



Tabu 4.31

GRAMMATICAL ?map IN sToRms

AND IN ER'S Of MISCUES

function Noun Verb

Noun NUJ.

fier

Verb %di.

fier
Function

Word

Neter*.
irate

ZolLio,

44 34,5 16.6 10,5 2,6 31,7 1.4

37,0 18.9 14,9 3.6 23,7 ,6

51 30,8 17.6 10,2 4.6 32,7 0,0

31.4 22.0 13,4 5.9 21 2

.........................

53 29,5 18.3 10.7 4.0 31,2 2,0

25.4 23,9 13.5 5,8 20,3 6,9

J71
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Table 4-31 compares ER of miscues with the distribution of ER
functions in the standard stories. Percent. of noun miscues exceed
percent of nouns in second grade story 44; they're about equal in
fourth grade story 51. In sixth grade, story 53, miscues are less.
Verb miscues are somewhat higher than expected in each grade. Nirun

modifier miscues are half again as frequent as the occurrence of noun
modifiers at all three grades. In all three grades, about 1/3 of all
words are function words, but less than 1/4 of all miscues have ER's
that are function'words. Indeterminates are disproportionate in
story 53.

Tables 4-32 and 4-33 show group percent for standard and relevant
stories.

The sixth grade group illustrates that several factors are influ-
ericing involvement of different grammatical functions in miscues. There
is remarkable similarity in most respects among all groups reading
story 53. Miscues with noun ER's range narrowly from 22.5- to 29.4y,
all a bit below the 29.5% of nouns in the story. Second Language
groups are at the high end, particularly if TS6 is excluded. Verb
range is alsi, small and moderately above the 18.3% in the story. Noun
modifier range is 12 proportionately substantially higher than
!,0 1 i, in the story. Verb modifiers also are higher than expected and
narrow in range. Function word miscues, though more variable, 15.6 -

2 , are all well below the 3D' in the story. Indeterminates are 9.3%
,f AR6 miscues and all range narrowly near or above 6%. Contractions
are least variable clustering near the mean of

The latter, though minor, phenomenon demonstrate how story
ohdraoteristics can influence involvement in miscues. Range of per-
cent of contraction involvement on sixth grade second stories is from
.1 tu MBo, with 9.1 contraction miscues on story 73 has only
4.3 on :story 53. Every reader in the group has more than double the
rate of contraction misuses on story 73 is on story 53. HS6 and HP6
both read story 70 and have .7 and .8 co .traction miscues on it. They

hay 4.8 and 3.04'i. on story 53. Indeterminate function miscues range
from 1) to 1.2- on second stories.

Tabie 4-34 shows distribution of functions in all relevant stories.
Though sixth grade stories all have 28.6 tr' 10.4 nouns, our groups
range ,omewhat more broadly and higher than they do on story 53.
Verbs in sixth grade stories have a modest rare, from 15.3 to 19.5--
But cur eight groups range from 20.3 to 34.q" in their miscues with
'ver1) KR', on relevant stories. AR6 has the high figure on the story
with the most verbs, but they were well within the range on story 53.

f
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Table 4-32

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION OF ER:

Noun Verb
Noun

Modifier

STAXDARD STORIES

Verb Function
Modifier Word

Indeters-
inst.

Contrac-
tione

Story 44 34.5 16.6 10.5 2.6 31.7 1.4- .2

NA
HS
AR 33 25.5 17.2 4.5 18.4 .7 .7

TS 38.7 13.3 17.3 2.7 26.7 1.3.......

DE 43.1 16.5 12.7 2.6 23.2 1.9--
AP 39.8 20.7 17.4 4.6 16.7 .7 .2

MB ,36.7 14 11.6 3.0 92.9 1.0 1.4
Hp 33.1 22.2 13 3.3 25.1 .4 2.9

Story 51 30.8 17.6 10.2 4.6 32.7 2.3
NA 31.1 27.1 13.5 7.0 17.8 3.4illM1111M

HS 34.1 24.1 13.4 5.4 19.8 3.011
AR 34.8 18.4 13.5 5.3 22.2 ID !Mb 5.9
TS 33.i 17.0 12.8 5.4 25.6 4.5

DE 29.3 17.6 11.1 6.0 32.3 3.8.111.1.041=

AP 30.1 23.5 15.2 7.1 19.7 41E1.0.0 4.3

MB 28.4 24 12.5 6.0 25.9 3.3m411NI

HP 30.2 19.2 15.5 4.2 25.6 - 5.3

Story 53 20.5 18.3 10.7 4.0 32.1 7.0 4.2
NA 26.4 24.2 14 5.9 19.3 6.2 4.1
HS 27.3 23.4 13.2 5.3 20.1 5.8 4.8

AR 29.4 24.1 12.9 5.1 15.6 9.3 3.7
TS 24.7 24.1 13.4 6.3 21.3 6.3 3.8
DE 22.5 21.4 13.5 6.1 25.2 7.2 4.1
AP 24.7 20.7 12 6.3 23.5 8.1 4.7
MB 23.2 27.9 14.6 6.0 17.9 6.2 4.3
HP 23.9 26.0 '' 15.) 4.9 20.5 6.1 3.8



Table 4-33

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION OF ER:

CULTURALLY RELEVANT STORIES

Story
No. Group Noun Verb

Noun
Modifier

26 NA 26.9 20.9 12.9

6$ NA 32.1 22.6 8.1

26 HS 26.4 2- 9 14.7

68 HS 36.7 24.3 12.3

64 AR 38.6 23.9 13.7

46 TS 27.2 21.4 12.4
82 DC 31.3 19.9 15.7
75 AP ?9.7 23.1 11.5
71 MB 27.8 25 12.5

67 HP 34.7 19.3 15.1

(

83 NA 22.J 38.8 8.7

69 HS 29.1 29.9 14,7
47 AR 30.1 24.4 14.3
AS TS 26.9 29.1 14.8

19 DC 25.5 18.9 12.4

74 AP 27.9 24.3 13.8

72 MB 27.9 25 12.5

69 HP 26.8 23.3 , 17.4

-1 NA 36.7 28.3 .1

70 HS 30.0 27.6 .6

6-4 AR 27.7 34.9 13.3
77 TS 33.1 20.3 5.9
44 DE .24.8 24 12.2
76 AP 2d 25.2 9.4
73 MB 27.9 29.3 8.7
70 HP 27.8 27.7 13.4

SecOnd Grade

Verb
Modifier

5.0

Function
Words
32.3

Indeterm-
mate
2.0

Contrac-
tions

10.0.9 26.2 -.
4.3 27 3.7

1.3 17 --
1.0 14.2 8.6---
5.0 27.6 .3 6.:

2.4 24.1 --- 6.t

2.5 15.6 4.6 2.9

4.7 23.8 --- 6.1
2.8 19.3 4.2 4.6

Fourth Grade

77:e6.8
7.0

7.2

4.1
4.6
L.4

4.7
6.0

Sixth Grade

3.7
6.0
7.6
2.7
7.0
4.0
3.1
6.6

A
AOO

O.

2t:A,
23.3
35.5
30

23.8
26.2

.2

.5

1.4
1.2

3.

1.1
6.'

.1

111.111OM

.2
---
........

23 Ow ...MP OA

19.1
.
5

15.3 . .4

30.0 1.2 6.7
27.2 .2 4.6
30.4 2.9OMAN

21.1 .i 9.1
23 .6 .8
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Table 4.34

CRAMATICAL FUNCTION

IN CUrifInir Rf LEVANT STORM

4th 6th
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35,2
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Hoth groupm, HP and HS, that road story 70, which has almost
nou modifiers, have relatively HA noun mtelifier miscues, 15.6% and

AR6 produces 130,:1b such miseltem in a story with only at noun
modifiers. Lower miscue rates for other groups may reflect lower
iocidenve of uoun modifiers in the stories.

Verb modifier miscues vary more among sixth graders on second
etories than they do in story 53.

Range or function words! in sixth grade storiee is narrow, 34 to
ee.Se, all higher, though, than the 32% in story 53. TS6, reading; a

story with 30 function words produces 30T function word miscues, com-
pared to 21.. on story 53. AP6 produces 30.4% on ti story with 39.2%
function words compared to 23.5% on story S3. Six sixth grade group
have more function word piscues on second stories than on story 53, or

all are we below the percent that would he expected 1r miscues %Jere
proportionate.

All sixth grade groups :-:ow some differences In patte-n on their

two stories. HS6 and HP6 have similar patterns on story 70, their
culturally r..I,vant story.

rourth grade groups all produce lower rates of noun miscues on
e.eond stories tl.ri on ,nory SI. even though the e).e, nouns in story
el near the low end of the narrow range among fourth grade etories:
20.2 to 33,r. nouns. This, perhaps, illustrates that it is not simply
froolency but other factors such as type and syntaclic style which
iofluence miscues o each function.

Ranee or noon miscues on star. 1 is rerrow among fourth grade
eroups to

Nt4 ie high among fourth grade groups with 27.L. verb miscues on
tor.:. 51, but their figure is 38.e?:, verb miscues on story Pm, a etory

with .7 verb,. All fourth grade stories have 16.7 to l$.2 verbs.

All fourth grade groups have slight to moderately higher verb miscue
rites on -0-0(...d btories than on story 51. TS6 has 2n. L< vel-, miscues
on ,tors 4 , but: my 17.ee on story 51.

Fourth grade stories vary from 5.6% to 12. r';.. noun markers. Yet

rourth tirade, group:- had a Amilar ranee of noun marker miscue!, on
story 51 and their second stories. Three to five percent of words in
fourth grade stories are verb modifier-.

Th. ..ctrop to show more thnn modprat.. difforonec. in the t-wq,

t -rios AP4, which has 7.1. oo ,tort' 51 (high for all eroups)and
oo A-ory 74 (1,ow for all eroops).
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Fourth grade stories have 31.5 to 35.4% function words. Only DE4
is at or above that figure on both stories in miscues. rive groups on
story.51 are near or below 20%. Second language groul3, T54 except ..l,
are relatively low in function word miscues in both their readings.
Indotermioates are negligible, largely because of their virtual
absehce from fourth grade stories.

Contraction miscues are 3.4% to 5.9% on story 51 and .5 to 6.1%
on second stories. MB4 reads story 72, a story with 2.6% contractions
and produces the 6.1X miscues.

SeecA grade stories read range from basal primers to second grade
basal stories to trade books. They're more variable in style than
fourth rid sixth grade stories. They range, for example, from no con-
tractions to almost 5%. NA2 has no contraction miscues on story 26,
which has no contractions, and 10% on story 68, which has 4.6%. HS2
on the same stories has 0 and 8.9% contraction miscues. AR2 on story
6A has 8.6% contraction miscues.

Story 44, with only .2% contractions, generates from .2 to 2.9%
contraction miscues among groups reading it.

Story 44 has 34.5% nouns. That's at the high end of the second
grade story range, 28.7% to 34.9%. Most groups produce higher rates
ot noun miscues than proportionate on story 44. DE2 has 43.1%. NA2 and
HS2 reading story 26 had 26.4 and 26.9% noun miscues, below the 30.1%
in the story. But they and AR2 all had higher rates of noun miscues
than are found in story 68 (28.7%). TS2 and MB2 have 27.2 and 27.8%
noun miscues on second stories. Except for those and the rates on
story 26, allfither second grade noun rates are above 30%. Few fourth
and six,r grade noun miscue percents exceed 30%.

Story 44 has 16.6, %orbs. Miscues range from 13.3% for TS2 to
25.55 for AR2. Verb range in second grade stories is 14% to 23X,
reflecting the varied styles and format. AP2 read story 75 with 14%
verbs with 23.1% verb miscues. DE2 read story 82 with 18.1% verbs
will 19.9% verb miscues. NA2, HS2, AR2 have 22.6, 24.3 and 23.9% mis-
cues on story 6 which has 22% verbs. TS2 has 13.3% verb miscues en
story 44, but 21.45+ on story 86 which ha, exa, v that percent verbs.
HP2 has 19.3:' verb miscues also ,Latching verb content.

Noun modifiers vary from 5 to 125_ in second grade stories. Mis-
cues on story 44 (10.5% noun modifiers) range from 11.6 to 17.4%. With
one exception noun modifier mist .s on second grade more rdevant
stories are between 11.5 and 15.'/. The exception is 8.1% for NA2 on
story 68.
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Verb modifiers dip bel for None second grade stories. Mis-
cues on them vary from .9 to SX. Story '4 with 2.e:. generates 2. tu

4.61 verb modifier miscues.

Function words ran$,,e lrom 26.7% to 37.5% in second grade stories.
Groups reading second rade standard story 44 with 31.7% function words,
produce from 16.7% to 32.1r, function word miscues. Miscues on second
stories ranged from 15.6% (AP2 on story 75, which has 31.6% functior
words) to 32.3% (NA2 on story 26 with 27.1%).

It appears that miscues are influenced by, but do not follow
closely, frequencies of grammatical function. It also appears that
grammatical function miscue patterns across groups can vary from one
story to another for reasons other than simple frequency. It appears
also that dialect and second language factors could be intent ing at
least to ecific cases. Those are explored in the separate discussion
of language groups.

Int mat i )n

White virtually every miscue involves, some minor shift in intona-
tion there are some miscues that integrally involve an intonation change
as a major factor in the cause or effect of the miscue.

io hind of intonation miscue relates to a group of words in
that shift stress depending on their gram-satical function:

desert/desert, produce/produce, record/record, convert /convert,
concitIct/conduct. In all of these, the noun in the pAir has the stress

tse first sy:Ish,e ate the verb stress is nu the second.

In .:.13 type of intonation shift as in most others, the shift
most Li. ly 'eflects the grammatical shift rather than causing it.
The int(ni.*-. ?r,oably assigned after all grammatical decisions
are ma6e 1 Gecore.

Anotb^ tyro, of intonation: miscue applies to the intonation con-
p'.tase. Sometimes the phrase structure is reflected in the

-.'lography in thjt phrases either become hyphenated words or ,ompound
4f.rds: The 'It' hiQ Jorkrocm to in his dark room reflects a
cha-,ge in meering from 4 1-1117 room for printing pictures to any
room that lace; tight.

By fir the greate,t number if miscues involving intonation reflect
tIA..oformations of the entire syntax of sentences and sentence sequences.
Tne intonation of a sentence is a coatour of stress pitch and juncture
+hat overrides the phonology of the entire sentence. In this example
the rxader has read a question as a statement: "Then you did lose some
sheepa To do so the reader had to start the statement contour at the
`beginning and carry it through. That means a prediction was made at
the beginning of the aentence that it was going to be a statement.

111°
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Stan Sal Ctan e1

tali1e 405

10)141)11'14

46 Grade
51

Stan hl Sur u

6th Grady

53 Ran

Stan Rol Stan Rol

NA 3.9 5.6

0,0

6,7

2,0

10,0 0,0 4,0

0,0

0.0

2,0
10,0 5,6 5,0

2,0
10,0

2,0
10,0

4

12,2 4,0 4,1 6,0 2.a 0,0

NS 15,3 4.9 21,7 7.3 7.1 14,1 10,2 20,0 4,0 5,0 8.0 10,0

6.0 0,0 0,0 2.0 4,0 2,0

AN 9,0 6,1 14,0 10,3 6,4 6.4 12,0 10,0 6,5 3,0 8,0 ().0

0,0 12,0 6,1 4,0 2,0 0,0

TS 10.7 23,1 25.7 44.0 8,5 7,5 9,8 16,0 5.0 12,1 10,0 30,0

8,0 8,7 5,9 4,4 2.0 4,0

PE 12.2 14.1 23,7 19,4 8,6 10,6 12,0 14,0 7,6 7,5 20,0 13,7

.........6............
2.0 6.0 4,0 0,0 3,q 2,1

U 5, Q.5 10,0 12,0 4,5 6,4 5,9 15,7 5.9 6.1 8,0 10,0

4,1 7,1 4,0 2,0 2,0 ' 0,0

Id 11,7 10;6 23.4 13,2 11.6 14,6 18,0 27,7 6,4 6,6 11.8 10.0

0,0 4,0 3,9 12,0 3.9 2,0

V 6,4 8,2 10.0 I 2..0 7,3 16,5 14, 6 24,5 6,0 11,8 10 ,, 27,7

P., I



In past studios, wo selvArately coded these different typos of
intonation miscues, bvt in this study, having learned that most intona-
tion miscues involve sentence and intoreentontial syntax, we have atm-
ply ended intonation "yes" if the miscue involves, is caused by, or
results in an intonation shift; or "no", intonation 1; not involved.
Table 4-35 'shown the mean percent of intonation miscues and the range
for oath group. While some groups have higher means than others, it
is also apparent that is every group, there is one or more subjects who
t.eoduce few or no intonation misouse. Variations in means seem to
reflect scattered individuals who prcJced relatively more fr,nent
intonation miscues. There seems to be no pattern for which language
v,roups these individuals come from. No Navajo reader in any grade
produced flew(' than 0%, no AK reader has more than IO, no AP more
than 15.7.

(k subject) TS103, a second grader. is a specialist in intonation
miwues. He produces 44% in story 86 anc 2f,.7". in story 44. Tilat'.;

far muro than any other reader in any grsde (c group.

1g2



NOV are his intone Ion minewo to SAO, 12,0411,1LMILL01:

hple tad Itasieo Observed Responsv

0106 "Out that is your name," said Mr. Dias, lot that is your moo" baid Mr. Milt.

0106 surprised. Surpass,

0107 "But it's not Ti name. But it's not Iv name. .

0111 Miguel didn't want Miguel didn't woot

0212 his father and mothor to speak to Sim in his father and ,other speak to him in

0213 Spanish when his friends were visiting. Spanish. When his friends ere visiting

0214 "Don't talk in Spanish," Miguel had said don't talk in Spanish, Miglo had said,

0215 one nig' "Speak EngItih, ply friends don t "one night speak English, my friends. Don't

0216 know Siv. 410 thily don't know what.. know Spanish, mid they dun' know what....



rape,Aed PeppooNr OhlwrAvil Prloolow

0316 14 it noi 4 gthiti thing fo it not 4 got41 IWO

0317 to learn, my Nor;?" to learn, my 0100"

0401 Hut our Hut oitt

0404 teacher doeg nut think we Are 100 old to go teacher does not think wo are too 'd to go,

0405 to school, She glad that wv All wont to to school, She is glad that we all want to

0406 learn, That is why shy emelt to night school learn that 14 why she comes to niOlt school,

0e7 t help us," To help us,"

04m "Hu' Ow to teach you,' aloe' said, "But Ole hal.; to 1 (IA you," 4;1,1o!

0400 41111 en, "She k I teacher." "Still across 'Ole d

0503 He was Odd 1k' w i vlad

0$04 to go,

I 8 I



txpeeted iteercloo Observed NeepoosP

0801 Sumetioeo, Miguel had homework to du Sometimes, MIllay had hompoli t. do.

0402 when he came home from echo!, Once in a wren he came hero from ochool ono, in A

0403 wli,le, hie friend George CM home with.., while, hie friend George NW home with,.

0608 NO4 different Oh, different

0609 fhorgew house looked inside: George's howla looked ineide!

0701 Niguel and George came In He was sitting... Miguel and Gorr come in thr-in. He woo sitting...

4
0704 My friend and I have homework to do, My ifrielo and I have hogiednrki

I

0802 Here. Now there Here, now. There

too, 1101

0803 io room for all. is ram for el'.

This subject illustrates, through him miscues, haw Honation miscues work. One factor communimpne

young readers is a tendency to end a sentence where a lire ends if the pattern could he completed tRate.

That shows ofl linos 105, 316, 4G4, 406, 408, 503, 601. There are also four examples in TS 103's reading

of story 14. But that story has shorter sentences and simpler syntax.

This phenomenon of ending contences at line ends relates to a broader strategy of terminating wher

clauses could have concluded, e ir parts are left ovt See lilies 213 and 215.

13 1J3 also demonstrates restructuring that frequently involves a chair of intonhtion-related syn-

tactic changes. rfa lines 211 to 216 there are a chain of such shifts. Sometimes i- 111 cotac5 togetlkr

as in 404-407. Bu! la other canes T1 103 can't quite cone up with syntactically and semantics'] ac, t.

able structurei. Often clawes shift del udency as a result of intonation shifts. hat's trl, of the

when clauses n 213 and 602. Here's ant 1:er example from later in the story:



41000 RPhoOlor Clinched tlefloo.40

IV All the hills wit, on when Mt, Mat and All the lightd war's oh, Whim 41, V11 04

11117 Mil{ue1 0410 Ao the 460111 holding. Noty Nigel come 110, Ow 00410 trolly

,

i7,4! petTlv witlitng -11 itetvle wore AlkthE In mv

In this thv subject ham ohifted A when clatoe and oluinged depehdehey lo tho Ivo min (.1440101

Ow though that clause wriee over to the next aga,

A num4er of the iotooatio miscue o ali invA, dialogue, A oieh grader (HP gm) with 4Imo4t

Ito (At ion alfctiol ptol'itod thane dIaltInnurelated Ifl0411141 ii100401

')4h Ho called Ara, awl thy by and hi- dog row He called "Ata'',and the boy and Ho (tog ran,
0419 "Hurry! Make scolded. "Hurry, Koko ",

IV He leilt over to 407e 414 and drag him aboard, 110 hint over Af.1 n4'4 "Afa and drag him nhoard,

1110,1! examples or intonation mkt reveal the rvillern' search for the undrrlying gramme leaf otrur-
tat. or the tAnolige they 4CP twekIng ,Amprplivhd, 11 crrlain 4uhjectk nhow anufilially high nercPtaPO4

u( Such miSCISS it may he that they air developing Olaf rl prodtcting the deep 4trocture!,, takio

riekm that do always produce the expected atterm The sohieetg may HNo reavtlq o aht!,or'N

unfamiliar styles. Whatever Is involved, it i$ Ltrtn4ic ti, the r,,di ;)roee$a and not a ashy

abnormality In the reading or thqp objects,
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I

Sound Norphemor

With tbo .tr-0,114 tin instruction placed on bound morph.*** in rkedint.
Li+tioh and *001 lostructionst materials, it ought he espoctad that
readers such an "le,ee in our study would show evidence of problems in
this area. We c'an conclude, however, that thesis average readers have
little bound ,hemic involvement in their miscue* other their dialect
related miacoes. If a substitution, omlooion. insertion or merest
miacue involver the exact inflected form in the CR and the OR, no bows'
morphemic involvement was coded. Reduction of consonant cluster* of
pact tense, plural. third person singular or possessives attributed to
regional dialect or influence of nativr Language feature* were not COO.
slithered in this category. !Mound moruhoste, involvement includes subesti-
tution, insertion, omission or revrrsei -: 1) inflectional hafts's,
such as wellemdiwisntisg: owslt/ouss *rwl/growing; coyoWs WOW
01,1040 walks: 2) hOnmtINIrtion41 NW such as men fur WOM40 nr cnmw
for raja. 1) contractional suit - ass you've/its. 1 /I'll; 4) der*
vational suffixed such as honer oelosoly; Tom/Tommy: hunger/
hungw: hordes herd; S) vrefise. 44
UOU*441; 4) 416L40 acmes mi., 14 01 sum 40 t,leviosion/televiood:

soaltsr workiamall worker; aeo ") fti,cu0 involves the base ouggeoting
a ronfuoloo over what constit.14.44 tha resat word ouch se women/wmems
and kirownded drowned.

rot' all amt., and et( ., there is a mall percentage of bound
yorphomic involvement in V.,- slocipts. for second graders on story 44,
the average percent of all miscue which involve Ame bound morphemic
t4ture is 14.7%,. for fourth graders on story SI, 17.3X of the miscaeo
involve bound morphemes and for sixth graders on story 5$, the involve-
-ent io 23.5X. This increase across grades say by duo to an increased

words with bound morphemes in the text. In suet cases when
4, ;o4; ..,,rphemeo ete try lved. the miscue stays within the same type

morphste.*-. That lo,inflectional suffixes are substituted for
. t. !Pe! Iona out.: nu-inflatted for non - inflected; prefixes fur
;,rfivv-1, etc. mi.:,coeb across typos are to%. (.)1,- all groups on all

-.tor1004.



Table 446

BOAD tiONTIENE INVOLVEMENT

'rade

.....1.........................................

Second

No

Involvement

85,3

Inflectional

Suffix

10,8

Non-Inflected

form

I, 3

Contractional

Suffix

Derivational

Suffix Prefix

Across

Types

Involves

Base

11 3 , 3

ImiimmOlbr

8

.ab,

--

Fourth 82.7 10,3 11 2.2

.

1,3 . 6 15 3

Sixth 76.5 12.8 1.7 3.2 20 ,9 27 1
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Part 6 - Other Semantic Aspects

As with syntactic acceptability, miscues may be semantically fully
acceptable (3-6), partially acceptable (1-2), or unacceptable (0)(see

Tables 4-37, 438, 4-39).

Some second grade groups have higher than average percents of
semantically unacceptable miscues (0): NS2 - 39+% on both stories;
AR2 - 37.5% and M82 35% on the standard story; AP2 - 45.5% on their
culturally relevant story; M82 - 35% on the standard.

In the fourth grade,dialect groups as a whole, show much lower
percent of semantically unacceptable miscues that, second language groups.
On both stories mean for dialect groups is 27%, while it is 42% for
second Language groups. hP4 among dialect groups, breaks this pattern
with 39 and 37% unacceptable miscues.

A similar pattern shows for sixth grade, though the difference
between the means for dialect groups, 25.5%, and second language groups,
37%, is more moderate. The TS6 group is the exception, actually drop-
ping to 16.4% on their second story.

Partially acceptable miscues, those that fit semantically with
what comes before or after (1 plus 2), range for second grade groups
between 20 ar.4 3411%, except for TS2 (41.2%) and AP2 (15.6%) and 11112
(16.8%) all on their culturally relevant stories. The TS2 percent
goes with their low 22% of unacceptable miscues. AP2 goes with a very

high unacceptable, 45%.

Among fourth grille groups, partially acceptable percents are also
between 20 and 30, except DE4 (38.6%) on the standard story and AP4
(33.4%) and M84 (15.4%) on their relevant stories. The last goes with
high percent acceptable (65% tbrally) and low unacceptable. In general,
the sharp contrast between dialect and second language groups on seman-
tically unacceptable miscues is not reflected in differences on par-
tially acceptable miscues.

Partial semantic acceptability for sixth grade groups is in the
same general range. TS6 has 32.4% on the standaA' story; NA6 has 16.59:
and AR6 has 14.6% on their relevant stories to go with high percent
unacceptablb. But DE4 has 18.2% with a low percent unacceptable and
high percent acceptable (66% totally). Again no contrast between dia-
lect and second Language groups shows.

Miscues may be semantically acceptable in the sentence (3) or pas-
sage completely (4) or except for other miscues (5 or 6). For most
groups, the largest number of ,Lptable miscues are fully acceptable
(4). But there is a considerable variation it this category. DE2 has
35.1% on its standard story, while AP2 has 9% an its relevant story.
Fourth grade groups range from 5.5% (NA4 standard) to 41.8% (MB4 rele-
vant) fully acceptable. Sixth grade groups range from 7% (AR6 rele-

1 9



4-47

vent) to 40.11% (DC6 relevant). Fourth and sixth grade dialect groups
are higher than second language groups on fully acceptable with the
exception of T86 on their relevant story and HP4 on both stories. T84
on the standard story is also out of the pattern.

For most second grade groups, the ratio between those coded 3 and
4, semantically acceptable,and those coded S and 6, acceptable except
for other miscues, is from 2 to 1 to 4 to 1. The range for there
grove for those coded 5 and 6 is narrow, from 9 to La. But two
groups, AP% and MB2, with quite low fully acceptable (4), have about
25% coded 5 and 6. For AP2, that exceeus the 14% coded 3 and 4.

Ratio for fourth grade dialect groups is tlso from 2:1 to 4:1; an
exception is HP4 on their relevant story where those coded 5 and 6
exceed those coded 3 and 4.

Fourth grade second language
coding show another pattern. NA4
both stories. HS4 and AR4 showed
stories. And except for TS4, all

groups with low percent of 3 and 4
has higher percents coded 5 and 6 on
that pattern on their relevant
groups showed small differences.,

AR6 shows equal percents on the standard story and higher,percent.
on their relevant story of miscues coded 5 and 6. All other groups
show a plurality for miscues coded 3 and 4, though ratios are smaller
for second language groups except TS6 on their relevant story.

The relatively high proportions of miscues coded 5 and 6, among
acceptable miscues, shows a compounding effect of miscue. on compre-
hensibility. To some extent, disruptive miscues beget disruptive
miscues and where meaning is disrupted miscues are more likely to
occur. Without a clear sense of where syntax and meaning are going,
miscues are more likely.

4

Similarly, the proportion of miscues coded 4 ana 6, acceptable in
passage, compared to 3 and 5, acceptable in sentence only suggests
some effects on comprehending.

Only one group (MB2 on their relevant story) shows more sentence
acceptable (3 plus 5 combined) than passage acceptable misues (4 plus
6 combine All other second grade groups show a narrow range of 11
to 16% st ..rice acceptable miscues (except AP2 which had 21%) on the
standard story, as opposed to a range of 22% to 44% passage acceptable
miscues.

Fourth grade groups range from 7.3 to 16% on sentence acceptable
miscues with dialect groups averaging L. awi second language groups
about 10%. That's proportionate to the somewhat lower overall percents
of acceptable miscues that second language groups show compared to
dialect groups.
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Davao or

Accept.

Tibla 4.30

SEMANTIC ACIIIIVILITY1 l'OUIT11 MADE CROUP

Standard Ralovant

0111 NA HS AR TS DE AP MB IIP NA IIS AR TS DI; AP Mil HP

0 45.7 48.2 40.9 13.2 17.1 11,8 24,0 39,2 34.2 50,0 43,8 41,8 27,3 21,4 19,4 36.8

1

.5,6 18.8 20.7 27.6 12,1 20,7 19,0 16,1 26,6 15,2 19,7 20.9 26 8 24,9 15,9 19.4

2 4.0 3,6 3,0 4,5 5,5 2,5 2.5 3,0 3,5 6.1 4,9 5,0 3,0 8.5 1.5 7.5

3 6,0 5.6 8,4 5.5 8,5 10,6 10,5 10,1 5,5 7,1
4011MI

3,9 7,5 8,6 10.9 9,5 4.5-
4 5,5 ft? 11,8 23.1 28,1 21.2 34,0 16,1 9,5 7,1 10,8 12,9

_,p..........0.....-t.-----
18,7 18,4 41.8 11.9

5 7,5 2,0 4,9 2,0 1,0 4,0 2,0 5,5 4,5 2.0 1,4 4,0 2,5 3.0 3,0 5.5
......,........4.-.................

6 15A 10,2 10,3 4.0 6.0 9.1 8,0 10,1 16.1 12.6 L3,3 8,0 11,1 12,9 10,9 14,A

3+5 13,5 7,S 13,0 7,5 Q,5 15,0 12,0 16,0 10,0 Q,0 7.3 12,0 11,0 14.0 13,0 11.0
............................,

4+6
21,0 22,0 21,0 27,0 34,0 30,0 44,0 26,0 26,0 20,0 21,0 11.0 32,0 30.0

4....................
52,0 26,0

19tai

19i



Dept. of
Accwph

TOW 4'39

snortc go: Koury, sr AA CRAW. CROUP

Standard Itelpoont

Ibi 1 1 t NA HS AR 11 X AP MB NP NA ii$ AR TS DE AP NB HP

0 44,4 3313 48,0 303 2200 25,1 243 26.1 4510 29.0 513 16.4 15,0 233 NJ 3013

..................0........

9,4 13.0 263 183

I

163 2i, 7 19,1 16.0 21,0 13.1 20,4 1414 16, 3 1910 21,7
1 1107

famorsosismasqmOND 004111MMINOMPOI1=101MmainollONNOMMINIOSIOIMIMMIMMIPMMINIMMIONEMEMINIIMIIII1101111MMIIIIIIIMPOOOPIS011=1161111.11111.

2 33 7,t' 63 6,0 5.5 5,4 2.5 3,5 .1 5.5 13 4.5 3,5 6.1 6,0 4.0

........................,,,,....................................."...r.5.9a"...P..."."....m..m.
3 1,5 6,0 8,0 610 7,0 12.9 12,3 12,6 515 9,0 4,0 0,5 8,0 5,1 5,5 4,11

0..../...............,

4 200 2 15.9 130 0 14,4 29,5 223 273 21,1 1700 18,0 7,0 40,1 4018 27.0 19,0 22.0

4 A A

$......,.....,,,.......w..................,..,
idi 4.0 2,5 445 5,5 L 5 5.4 465 4,0 7.0 3,5 1,5 1,5 1.5 2,0 5,6

6 12.1 12,4 11. 0 11.9 12.0 11,4 15.9 9,0 12,0 10,5 19,1 7,5 15.9 20.4 13,8 11.6

3f5 4.0 10,0 7,5 10,5 12.5 14,4 17,7 17,1 9,5 16.0 8, 5 11, 0 9.5 7.0 7,5 10.1

..,....,....,..r.................,.......................,,.......p....,...I....................s.......,,,........

"6 32, 3 31.3 28.0 26.3 41,5 35.2 433 34,1 29, 0 28,5 26.1 47.8 56, 7 47.4 32,5 33,8

198

* a
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IlistL grade *rougs ranged from It to 14t, sentence acceptable mis-
cove (ends-4 1 and ft). Mean for wood language is lat and fur dialect,
MI again that reflects differences in overall semantic acceptability
or the miscues of the two types of roade'a.

Individual, with high proportions or siovimpo acceptable 0,00aatie.
ally in the sentence only, may be losing the threido of the story's
moaning and sett ling for coping with the passage sentence by sentence.
ioch miseums are, in one set e, another type of partially acceptable
miscues. Like the Latter, they are more likely to be competed than
fully acceptable or unacceptable miscues.

Semantic Word Holationrhip

for all reel word oubotitutione, we code the semantic relationship
between CH and-nil. The sub - categories here are mutually exclusive but
not truly hierarchical though they are arranged trim unrelated 1,4
synonymous in the text. Tables 4-40, 4-41, and 4-42 present the data
for this category.

Complex miscues without word level substitutions, ineertions,
omissions, reversal*, and many intonation miscues are not coded in this
category. Nonword substitutions also are not coded.

All three cues orysteme graphonhonic, syntactic, and semantic
operate even at the word level. These systems oft. ,n interact on an
example like this (SS3) is

snot
surprising:

Line 1011 Andrew's eyes then closed. (Alto nuttier)

These words in this context are synonymous. They are also verbs which
look and sound a lot alike.

dery are other examples:

lie nawit4 a finger $M86). Ii4e '424)

Se erchis4
tail twitchiff0( AP6). (S76, line '4,;e0

Miscues may be cnued as unrelated (0), but the lack n' semantic
relationship between words doesn't mean semantic cues were not used by
the reader. Here's an example from a Samoan sixth grader who Ivrt
Samoa for Hawaii in the fifth grade (S70):

Line 0626 Clouds of sea birds whirled

eye
Gine 0627 from their nests into the air with an cries.

2o,
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and igen and Wm hove no spenentie ratioaehioa.
Yet telwords ergots a lighly appropriate metaphor worthy of J. L.
Seagull himself.

Senetines prior tout sets up an espectstioa. to a story where the
nein ohmmeter does a lot of studying prior to tbe followtag test eon-
tome, the miscue indteated is produced by eapy readers's

lenfv4a
I leaned on the baby's bed. (SAC Line 0213)

No ward relationship exists between Isnal and king, although there
is use of seesatic stapeetation.

Story 63, startss "It it bothers you..."
Me often set =e a: tie is read by the readers prior
to beginning F- we also often pt in that paragraphs

11410
Ne helped sr mother with her cost. (lines 0106, 0106)

both are ohs., corrected.

Sons sessanticalAy unrnlated miscues are clearly the result of
paphophonic cusps

I will fly to yourteervioe. (me) (see, line Noe)

C)
to Bather speed (NS6) (570, lines 1004, 1006)

to learn a certain (N86) 663, line 0222)

Others show both graphophonic and syntactic influence:

I invited Amos (AR6) (573 tins woe)

Whitt an appetite Tupa owned to have (NS6) (570, line 0214)

to take bold of ($86) (ss3, line 0216)

Some are hebituml word associations:

I:Andrew:11d (1416) (SS3. line 0724)

2 i)
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Some are partially the result of peripheral cues:

You just happen to do Your studying. . (S53, lines 0103,
0104)

Others are entirely the result of syntactic cues:

study word meanings (S53, line 0203)

(1) Some words have a semantic relationship that derives primarily from

their having the same grammatical function; usually these are function

words:

Someone stuck ome papers (HS6) (S53, line 1101)

on your station (MB6) (S53, lines
0504, 0505)

(2) Sometimes the substitution is a variant or derived form of the

same base word.

A real valuable gold mine (AP6) (S53, line 0308)

I'm afraid of poisonous snakes (MB6) (573, line 1112)

a number of definitions (HS6) (S53, line 0222)

on a nature hike (S73, lines0511)

(3) Sometimes the semantic relation is between the OR and a word pre-

ceding or following the ER:

e..ock
between nine and tenon Thursdays (HS6) (S53, line 0403)

better that way (AR6) (S53, line 0215)

(4) Sometimes the association is to a homophone or homograph of the ER:

Shouted for joy (HS6) (S70, line 1110)

2O
O
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The association may be to the proper namelIsE, which is spelled
and sounds the same, as the common noun°1a.

(5) Sometimes ER and OR have one or more semantic features in common:

a genius (HS6) Mako lay
(S53 line 0722)

the boy shoved the canoe (HS6)
(S70, line 0508)

pvsNea
The white shark had paused (HS6)

(S70 line 1004)

stretched at full length
(HS6) (S70, line 0121)

the coral ree (HS6)
.e1

(S70 line 0604)

story o6A
slumped into a chair (AP6)

(S53, line 0912)

wild: not tamed .(AP6) my boy (AP6)(53 line 0518)
(S53 line 0218)

(6) Other semantic relations are between words with a categorical
relationship. They are parallel members of the same semantic set:

Caleb and Hary collected some flat pieces (MB6) (S73 lines
0501, 0502)

,

my mother (HS6) in a few seconds (HS6) to his sides (AP6)
(S53 line 0105) (S53 line 0708) (S53 line 0902)

on floodlights (AP6) on Thursdays (HS6)
(S53 line 0815) (S53 line 0403)

, 1 :

in the barnlot (AP6) for sixty yhar (AP6) glance at (AP6)
(S76 line 0401) (S76 line 0318) (S76 line 0610)

(7). Some semantic relitionships are between the generic and specific

terms:

in the islands of the tropics (HS6) (S70, lines 0804, 0805)

in our school (HS6) (S53 'one 0227)

(8) Antonyms are always text determined as are all semantic relations:

There isn't anything you can't say (AP6) (553. lines 0224,0225)

declared Fareedah impatiently (AR6) (S88 line 0308)

my sight wasn't off that cat (AP6) (S76 line 0609)

2u3
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(9) Sometimes two words fciit a pair like bey and girl:

, .

yes, Miss (HS6) (S53 lire 0312)

(10) Sometimes words differ (in context) only in connotation:

everybody like(s) babie(s) (MB6) . in the daylight (AP6)
(S53 lines 0324,0325) (S76 line 0512)

implanted in my brain (APO "Philosophical?" I asked
(S53 line 0306) (S53 line 0718)

I pawed for the surface (AP6) (S76 Line 0805)

(11) Other words are contextual synonyms:

"Mother! Dad!" I yelled. (AP6)
(S53 line 0721)

Haw old is he (the baby)(HS6)
(S53 line 0510)

wagged a finger (MB6)
(S53 line 0606)

snuffing for a turtle (AP6)
(S73 line 0622)

a blare of music (AP6) somebody (AP6)
(S53 line 1106) (S76 'line 0723)

In the second grade groups, HS2 had over 7C% unrelated substitu-
tions on both stories, quite a bit more than any other group at any
other grade (Table 4-40, 41, 42). Second grade groups tended to have
similar patterns of semantic word relationship on both stories.

Seven groups produced small percents of antonyms (coded 8) on
their culturally relevant stories, but none on the standard story.
That includes a high of 4.8% for NA2. One subject (NA2-505) produced
these miscues on S68.

Henry didn't Lire (line 0102)

Do you see any animal you do want (line 0503)

And I don't know who has
(line 0707)

Do dragons eat bugs? (line 0905)

Do you think (line 1006)

I don't want
(line 0806)
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In Story 26, the subject's standard story, the only similar patterns use
did not instead of the contraction, which she doesn't miscue on. She's
clearly showing some confusion over do/did plus n't to indicate nega-
tives. This may happen only in reading because Trthe common way we
have in English of using a meaningless do/did as a carrier for the
contracted not. But it may also happen in her use of aural English.
(See Chapte7-9I for a more complete discussion.)

All of the AR2 antonyms also involved do/don't substitutions on
S68.

NA2 shows relatively high percent of words with primarily syntactic
relationship 'coded 1) on the standard story. They are also relatively
high in both btories in substitutions of variant forms of the same base
word (coded 2). DE2 is also high in this type of miscue in both stories.

Second grade substitutions with some common semantic features
(coded 5) between ER and OR range from 0 to 7.1%. AR2, TS2, MB2 show
quite different percent of such miscues on the two stories.

From 0 to 3.2% of word for word substitutions are the alternate
in a pair (coded 9) for second graders.

Substitutions with connotation differences (coded -n) vary from
9 to 6.4%. The latter is HP2 on their relevant story oups tend to
have more variable percents in their two stories in till- zategory. HP2

has a lot of similar name substitutions on S67, such as Anthony for
Antone. Those are coded as slight connotation changes (10).

HP2 is high on both stories in synonym substitutions (coded 11):
7.3% on the standard story and 3.9% on the relevant one.

Most second grade groups have moderate amounts of miscues with
categorical relationships (coded 6) with the mean about 6%. AR2 goes
to almost 12% on their relevant story.

AR2-608 produced

family
his friends

He r v(:
Henry

these examples from

!cc+

let him play
(lines 0102,0103)

)jump Airve.aur
grabbed the dragon

S68:

dinaS4uf
It's a dragon.

(line 0703)

u-siefit
then he ran to the house

(line 1406) (line 1408)
This subject's examples reflect prediction using all cue systems to
some extent showing at least developing control of English. Note how
that affects this sentence:

y aCmcobao 60,me *Am
Henry took the dragon house with him. (line 1003)

2 U.;



Table 4-A0

SEMANTIC WORD RELATIONSHIPS:
SECOND GRADE GROUP

NA HS AR TS DE AP MB
A

HP NA HS

..-

AR

- -
TS

- - ----,

' DE AP MB HP

0 55.1 71.4 64.8 57.9 56.8 54.4 61.2 56.4 57.3 71.9

4.7

58.0

5.0

60.7

5.7

55.8 65.4 63.5 54.7

1 13.2 6.7 5.6 10.5 9.6 5.7 8.5 9,1 8.0 8.8 5.4 10.3 5.5

'at 1.9.1 10.5 .5.6 5.3 16.8 12.7 6.1 9.1 18.4 12.5 9.2 13.1 17.7 3.8 8.3 6.3

3 -- - .7 -- -- .6 4.2 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- .6 --

4 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

5 1.5 -- 6.3 6.1 2.4 5.7 2.4 4.5 1.6 .8 1.7 .8 2.7 6.2 7.1 4.7

6 5.9 1.0 6.3 8.8 1.6 7.6 4.8 4.5 5.6 1.6 11.8 9.0 5.3 2.3 6.4 7.0

7 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- .9 -- .8 -- -- .9 .8 -- OmIMI

8 - '.. ...... '... 4.8 .8 2.5 -- .9 1.5 .6 .8

9

4
. 7 2.9 1.4 1.8 3.2 3.2 3.0 1.8 .8 3.1 -- 2.5 .9 2.3 .6 .8

10 2.2 6.7 8.5 7.9 8.0 7.6 6.1 6.4 6.4 3.9 10.1 7.4 4.4 9.2 -- 16.4

11 2.2
i

1. Cr`..... .7 1.8 1.6 2.5 3.0 7.3 3.2 -- 1.7 .8 2.7 3.1 2.6 3.9



Table 4-41

SEMANTIC WORD RELATIONSHIPS:

FOURTH GRADE GROUP

Standard Story Relevant Story

NA HS AR TS BE AP MB HP NA HS AR TS DE AP MB HP

I

0 65.4 48.5 56.8 50.8 47.7 38.0 40.6 53.0 63.2 60.4 60.5 56.7 45.1 52.0 41.1 60,7
4111MWSUMMIWNWIMOMMIIMMIMIIMIIWIOMIWIMWIIMMONI

1 4.4 11.9 5.1 7.1 15.6 6.2 17.3 11.0 5.8 3.8 7.3 11.0 13.4 12.2 16.9 7.4

2 12.5 10.9 10.2 19.8 23.4 29.5 20.3 19.0 18.1 17.9 9.7 11.0 25.4 14.2 8.9 11.5

3 MO .8 .8 M M ,8 2.1 .7 6.5 -
4 .8 -

mialmlammommunie

.8 - 1

1MM -- -- MM -- WM Mai OMP

5 - 2.0 1.7 2.4 .8 5,4 2.3 - 1.3 7.5 4$0 1.6 1.4 6.1 2,5

6 2.2 5.9 5.9 4.0 3.1 .4.7 2.3 4.0 1.9 .9 3.2 7.1 .7 4.7 2.4 4.1

7 11114M

IlimMomm,

.8 .8 - - 2.8 .8

.7 1.0 .8 1.6 .8 1.6

4

OHO WW 8

1.0 2.6 .9 1.6 1.6 .7 3.2 -
9

10

1.5 2.0 4.2 .8 - 1.6 3.9 4.0 '.6 - .8 - .7 -- 7.3 2.5

12.5 17.8 11.9 10,3 7.0 10.9 11.3 7.0 3.2 5.7 8.9 8.7 6.3 7.4 9.7 940

11 .7 2.5 1.6 .8 1.6 1.5 1.0 3.2 -- 2.4 2.4 4.2 2.0 4,0 1.6

izo



Table 4-42

SEMANTIC WORD RELATIONSHIPS:

SIXTH GRADE GROUP

NA HS AR TS It AP MB HP NA HS AR Tb DE AP MB I HP

57.5 55.6 65.1 55.2 53.9 50.4 47,7 42.6 61.9 57,7 68,0 49.4 41,0 50.3 44.8 46.6

1 10.8 7.4 8.7 7.6 11.2 11.5 15.4 16.3 12.7 10,3 10.7 12.5 19.2 14.5 8.2 15.3

,......
3

...........,,-.................._....d.....

15.0

--

23,0 16.7 23.4 22.4 22.1 19,2 21.3 11;
...........,.........._...........o..-a.

20.5

---
4.1 15.6

--

20.5

-
16.6

--

16.4

3.7

19,8

--- -- - -- -- 1,5 . 7 --

5

0................................-.............,........
6

1.7

7.5

.5

7.4

.8

1.6

3.4

5.5

2.6

2.0

23

4,")

1.5 2.8 5.1 1.3 2.5 1,3 3,8 1.4 3,0 3.1

6.9 7.8 4.2 3.2 - 3.8 2,6 7.6 4.5 3,8

7 -- , 7 -- -- -- .8 - .7 -- -- .8 -- 1.3. .7 - --

8 1.7 2.2 .8 -- 1.0 3.1 2.8 -- .6 -- - .6 .7
.

-- 1.5

q
.........,............7
10

--

5,8

.7

1,5

2.4 - - .8 . .7 -- 1.3 -- .6 1.3 1.4

4.0 3.4 4.6 2,3 4.6 3.5 3.4 4,5 12.3 15.6'' 6.4 5.5 15.7 9,9

1,1 a -- -- 1.4 1.3 2,3 2.3 .7 .8 .6 1.6 1.3 3.2 1.4 3.0 -

21;8
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Generally, fourth grade groups have lower rates of unrelated sub-
stitutions (coded 0) than their second grade counterparts. Exceptions
are NA4 on both stories and HP4 on their relevant story. AR4 has an
equivalent percent on the relevaLt story.

Fourth grade dialect groups show higher percents of miscues with
primarily syntactic relationship (coded 1) than second language'. HS4
is an inception on the standard story, as is AP4. On the relevant
stories, TS4 and HP4 don't conform.

Substitution of variant or related words (coded 2) is very huh
for dialect groups and TS4 on the standard story. Relevant store; are
lower for all but DE4.

One subject, AP418, has 41% of her substitution miscues is chi
category on S51;

O

Freddie/Freddie's

discover/discovered

fainting/faint

battery/batteries

chemIstry/chemicelF

Charlie/Charles

replied/..-eply

In S74 she produces:

1)
rise/raised

near/nearly

was/were

crooked (one syl)/crooked

looked up

sometime/sometifies

Fun/Funny

to reach/he reached

swallows/swallowed

M134 has 6.5% sequential relation (coded 3) on 572. This results
from several sequential patterns built in the story. Most characters
other than Willie are referred to as Mx. or Mrs. 'So in line 403 MB4-315
does this:

"I'll stop by the Johnson's place".
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MB4-320 produces:

"I'll stop by the Johnss.:-.'s place."

and two Lines later:

Mc
"At the Johnson's mailbox."

In line 603, MB4-315 and MB4-318 miscue on an unusual construction:

rei
"but I've not a single little duck."

And in line 503, MB4-318 produces this miscue:

Goody
"Howdy, Willie," he said

These examples of a minor phenomenon are powerful indicators of

Ch-\

ow expectation and prediction operate in reading.

N
The use of Mr. and Mrs. In S72 also figures into MB4 having 7.3%

miscues that involve suiaation of the alternate in a semantic pair,
(coded 9) in this case Mr. for Mrs. and vice-versa. This substitution
Is not uncommon even among more proficient readerb. It's frequent in
this story mainly because of the opportunities the story offers

Among sixth grade groups, dialect groups show less substitution
of semantically unrelated words (code. 0) than second language groups
(exception is TS4 on its relevant story). AR6 is high for all groups
on substitution of unrelated words 65.1% on S53 and 68,% on the relevant
story.

Dialect groups have substantially higher substitutions of words
with primarily syntactic relationship (coded 1) than second language
groups particularly on the standard story, S53.

We seem to see a pattern, at least in fourth and sixth grades, of
seccd language groups using semantic cues less from words than from
whole sequences.
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Part 7 - Use of Graphopbonics Cues

Reading begins with the readers responding to print. The observed
response (OR) has a graphic similarity or lack of it to the expected
response (ER). Likevoise the ER and OR may be compared phonemically..
We apply such an analysis only to word-for-word substitutions, elimin-
ating complex miscues, insertions, omissions, and miscues involving punc-
tuation only.

Though we have eliminated from analysis a miscues any ER which
differs fro. the OR only in phonological ways predictable from the
reader's oral dialect, it might be expected that our various language
groups' 1040cues would reflet different strategies in coping with
graphophonic'relationships.

We rate graphic and phonemic proximity on a scale from 0-9, from
"no relationship" to "homophone or homograph ". For each subject, we
get graphic and phonemic means. The range of group means is not great,
4.8 to 6.4 for graphic (all groups and grades), 4.2 to 6.0 for phonemic
(See Table 4-43).

Still some patterns do show. Total means for each successive grade
are successively somewhat higher: mean for all second grade graphic
ig 5.15: phonemic 4.65, for all fourth grade these are 5.47 and 5.10;
for sixth grade they are 5.55 and 5.20. Differences between fourth
and sixth grade are clearly small.

The means for all dialect groups and all second language groups
follow similar patterns. (lee Table 4-43)

Means for dialect groups show the progression, while fourth grade
second language groups are slightly above sixth grade. At all grades,
second language means are a bit above dialect means except sixth grade
phonemic means which are essentially equal.

In general, groups show similar graphic and phonemic means for.
both stories they read. There are some exceptions, however. Among
coseond graders, three groups show notable differences between the two
stories in phonemic means: HS2, DE2, and AP2. AP2 also shows high
difference between graphic means. Two fourth grade groups show notable
graphic mean differences,TS4 and HP4. HP4 shows a similar difference
in phonemic means. Two sixth grade groups,AS6 and TS6, show appre-
ciable graphic mean differences. NA6 shows such a phonemic mean dif-
ference.

But there seems to be no predictable effect on graphic and
phonemic proximity from differences between stories. Groups and indi-
viduals-can show differences, even sharp ones, but such differences
are uncommon and appear unpatterned. Stories that appear by other
variables to be discernibly different in difficulty do not show a
patterned effect on these variables.



Table 4-43

GRAPHIC AND PHONEMIC MEANS

G
2nd Grade

cliff P C
4th-Grade

cliff P G
6th Grade

cliff P
NA S 4.9 .6 4.3 5.2 .6 4.6 5.3 .6 4.7

CR _4.8 .8 4.5 5,5 .6 4.9 5.5 .3 5.2

HS S 5.1 .9 4.2 6.2 .5 5.7 5.3 .3 5.0
CR 5.5 .5 5.0 6.1 .1 6.0 5.9 .8 5.1

AR S 5.5 .8 4.7 5.9 .3 5.6 6.4 .5 5.9
CR 5.5 .4 5.1 5.7 .4 5.3 6.1 . 5.5

TS S 5.8 .8 5.0 5.6 .4 5.2 5.6 .4 5.1
CR 5.4 .6 4.8 6.0 .8 5.2 5.1 .3 4.8

Mean 5.3 .6 4.7 5.8 .5 5.3 5.7 .5 5.2

DE S 5.7 .5 5.3 4.7 .2 4.5 5 .2 5.2
CR 4.8 .2 4.6 5.0 .3 4.7 5. .0 5.5

AP S 5.3 .2 5.1 5.7 .3 5.4 5.6 5.0
CR 5.1 .9 4.2 5.6 .5 5.1 5.4 .1 5.3

MB S 4.8 .6 4.2 4.9 .3 4.6 5.3 .2 5.1
CR 4.5 .3 4.2 5.1 .3 4.8 5.1 0 5.1

HP S .9 .2 4.7 5.0 .2 4.8 5.7 .5 5.2
CR 5.1 .3 4:8 5.5 .1 5.4 5.6 .3 5.3

Mean 5.0 .4 4.6 5.2 .3 4.9 5.5 .3- 5.2

Overall
Mean 5.2 4.65 5.5 5.2 5.6 5.2
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Graphic and phonemic means show significant relatively high carrels,
time with each other, .83 for all second grade, .82 for all fourth
grade, .72 for all sixth grade. Low (.23) to moderate (.49) negative
correlation with NNW show in second and fourth grade. Low signi fi-
cant negative correlations show between graphic mean and comprehending
score at all grades.

Nothing that these figures reveal show any graphophonic problems
peculiar to any gioup. If anything, we see a slightly greater tendency
for second language readers to come closer graphically and phonemically
in they miscue.

Moo-Words

Readers' strategies soy include sounding words out often through
repeated attempts at an "unknown" word. Alternately readers may avoid
taking risks and deliberately omit words they think they don't know.
Wye included discussion of this phenomenon here because of the already
observed tendency for non -words to show high graphic and/or phonemic
proximity. Table 4-44 Acme figures for these phenomena.

It is important to note that most substitutions are real words and
that such substitutions far out-number both omissions anon an -word
substitutions for all groups in all grades.

Among all second graders, omissions out-number non -word substi-
tutions by almost 2 to 1. Two groups stand out as exceptions, the AR2
and M82 groups, Which actually produce more nom-words than omissions.
In the case of the AR2 group, their non-word percents are high for both
stories indicating heavy use of sounding strategies or instruction in
avoidance of omissions. 1482 readers are low on both nom-words and
omissions; since they are not low in miscues, this too may represent
response to specific instructional techniques.

Among fourth graders, non-words outnumber omissions in second lan-
guage readers by better than 3 to 1 and by 2 to 1 among dialect readers.
Even NA readers, Who had the lowest nom-word production in second grade,
produce more non-words than omissions in fourth grade.

Two groups run counter to this trend. The M84 now produces more
omissions than non - words; in fact, they are highest in omission and
among the lowest in nom-words among fourth graders. H106 readers pro-
duce about equal percents of both. This is curious, considering that
HS subjects from the same schools produce few omissions and high per-
cents of non-words.

In sixth grade groups, non-words are half again more frequent than
omissions. AP readers are about equal on both stories as are HS and MB
readers on the standard story. DE sixth graders are about equal in

2



Table 4-44

OMISSIONS AND WON-WORP6

Groups
Standard
OM

2nd

N-W

Grade

Relevant
OM N-W

Standard
ON

4th

N-W

Grade

Relevant
ON N-W

Standard
COS

6th

N-11

Grade

Relevant
ON N-W

1

NA

,

15.8 1.1 10.8 5.4 12.7 19.1 5.9 6.7 15.0 18.4 12.1 21.8

HS 11.7 6.1 11.7 9.7 2.6 37.9 2.0 26.6 12.6 13.1 6.3 12.6

AR 12.9y 12.4 4.7 11.8 4.5 26.7 8.4 19.7 /. 8 18.5 3.8 27.6

TS 8.6 12.4 2.4 9.1 16.2._ 6.0122.9 8.5 10.0 9.0 1.9+11.5
2nd
Language
Means 13.0 7.0

1

9.9 7.3 7.2 25.0 5.6 18.9 11.0 15.0 7.8 lb. 0

DE

II

10.8 4.6 12.3 4.5 12.2 9.8 10.7 4.9 8.1 10.0 7.1 7.6

AP
4

11.8 4.4 19.0
I

8.3 8.7 24.4 5.8 10.5 12.1 11.2 7.4 5.9

MB 5.8 7.2 2.5 7.4 17.1 12.4
A

15.1
1

6.f 11.4 12.3 6.8 16.1

HP 16.9 7.4 12.7 11.3 16.4 19.9 12.1 10.7 7.4 11.8 6.5 14.4
muter '
Means

'
11. S. 9 11.6 7.9 13.6 17.6 10.9 8.2 9. 8 11.3 6.9 11.0

Grand
Means 12. 6.5

i

10. al 7.6 10.4

v

21.3 8.3 13.6 10.4 13.2 8.4 :3.5
.
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both on the relevant story while T8 readers show few non - words (1.9%)
o$ their relevant story. The one standard story, 51, read by fourth
graders generated considerably more nom-words than the bran for fourth
graders and sixth graders on ether stories which *is relatively coasts-
tent at slightly more than 1St. Omissions, though highest in second
grade, range lower than among fourth and sixth graders. Omissions are
higher on all three standard stories than on culturally relevant stories.

What stands out is dramatically Lower percent of non-words in
second grade readings.

The figures reported above do not include repeated omissions of a
word or recurrent nom-word attempts at the same word. These are sepa-
rately coded. Ws plan, in subsequent studies not reported here, to
study the phenomenon of repeated miscues. Green's dissertation (Greene,
1974) is a beginning for such studies.

2
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Part 8 --Word and Free Morpheme Miscue Typos*

The majority of all miscues can be coded on the word and free mor-
phew? level. About 7% of all miscues in tics study are either complex
miscues with no separable word level miscues or involve intonation
beyond the word level. Furthermore, about 8ft of the word level mis-
cues are substitutions. General/y, about 1( of word level miscues
are omissions. About 4% are insertions. Wt..d level reversals are
under Lt.* Table 4-45, 46, 47 present this data.

Only in our fourth grade data does any difference show between
dialeCt and second language groups taken as wholes in any word level
miscue types. Substitution miscues represent about 85% of second
Language groups' miscues, but only about 73% of dialect groups' mis-
cues. This difference relates to substantially higher percents of
insertions and omissions among the latter groups. To some extent,
this difference may be accounted for by the relatively strong tendency
these fourth grade second language readers have to substitute non-
words rather than omitting.

In general, groups produce similar distributions of word level
miscue types for the two stories they read. But there are exceptions.
These may reflect the influence of the stories' characteristics on the
miscue types.

Most groups of second graders produce quite different rates of
non-word level miscues on the two storieF, even though means are essen-
tially the same for all groups. A few second grade groups show sharp
story differences for substitutions, insertions, and omissions.

All fourth grade groups have higher levels of non-word miscues on
relevant than standard stories:. Few other notable differences show up.

No contrasts show for sixth graders except a few for individual
gRups on specific types.

Substitutions

As we've indicated elsewhere, substitutions are either real words
or non-words. Non - words, are less frequent among second graders, though
that influences the rate of omission more than the rate of substitution.
Seven percent of all second graders' miscues are non-words. Twenty per-
cent of fourth grade miscues on story 51 and 16.9% of all miscues are
non-words, while 13.3% of sixth grade miscues are non-words.

*This, analysis does not include either repeated substitutions of one
word for another or repeated omissions of a word.



Table 4-45

iA)RD AND FREE MORPHEMES: SECOND GRADE GROUP

I I

.1,r-77:7

HS

Unin.

raived

12.2

St oi nc4....!L1 Stu

Omit Rev

Unin-

volved

Cult urn 1 lx Relevant Story

Omit

10.8

Rev

4.8

ub Ins Sub

76,31

Ins

3.874.2 2,1 15,3 .5 4.3

72.4 3.7 11.7 6.2 80,1 1.0 11.7 1.0

AR
2,9 82,2 1.5 12,9 .5 5.3 85,9 1.2 4,7 2.9

TS 6.9 75,3 5,2 11.5 1.1 15.4 64,6 4,3 12.4 3.3

MANS 7,4 ii4, 0 3.1 13, 0 .5 7, 8 76, 7 2.6 9, 8 3, 0

IX
..................................................,.,

AP

9,2

'6,4

72,8 6,7 10,8 .5 9,5 70,9 5.6' 12.3 1,7

80.8

_

.5 11,8 .5 9,3
....................vomftwoororroilmi

5.4

71,7

91,1

--

1,0

4

19,0

2.5 --MB 5.8 85.5 2.9 5.8 --

HP 8, 0 67.7 6.9 16.9 .5 4,4 76,5 5, 4 12, 7 1.0

MEANS 7.4 . 76.7 4.3 11.3 .4 7.2 77,6 3.0 11,6 .7

MEAN

TOTALS 7.4 76,4 3.7 12,2 .5 7.5 77,2 2.8 10.7
Nimoniming

1.9

2).



Tali le 4-46

WORD AND rka MORPHEMES; FOURTH CRADE CROUP

Unia-

volved

Standard

Sub

SturV

Ins 01............4:01,Li,Rev

Unin-
volved

Lulturagy Relevant Drury

RevSub Ins Omit

NA-.............,
NS

.............,,

AR

..........4..............r...........-r-------........
TS..........................,.......,..,
MEANS

DE

.5

6.7

86, ! .5

1,5

3,0

3,5

2.1

8,3

12, 7

2, 6

4.5

9,1

7,2

12,2

-
-
-
-
0

-

2,9 86,3 4.4 5,9 .5
..,.......---b----.......-0------....,

89.2

85,6

81,3

85.6 ........40,-............,4...................,......b...............,.........

16,1 80,9 L 0 2,0 ..-
.-4----,........................

6.9

6,1

5.1

6.8

7, 8 80.8

85,6

83.4

73,3

3,0 8,4 --

,5

,3

AlIN.41.11."....""ak

7.9 3, 0

2,9

6,8

.41".°"Wa"."....-----

6.0

5,6

10,7

..........i...............-...-
8,7

8,772,7

AP

.............._-................."
NB

' 6,9

4.2

77,7

72,9

7, 3

4,8

8, 7 8.1 77,9 8,2 5, 8 .
17,1 1.0 8,5 67,0 8,5 15,1 .9

NP 9,5 71,1
0.-------0.------......................-

73,6

2.5

5, 7

16,4

13, 60--

.5

,4

13.1

6.6

70.9

72.3

3.9

6.9

12.1

10.9

-
.4MEANS 6.9

MEAN

TOTALS 7.2 80, 0 3,9 10,4 .2 7.7 77,9 4.9 8.3 .4



Table 4-47

WORD AND FREE MORPHEMES: SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Unin-
volved

Standard St

Omit Rev

Unin-
volved

Culturally Relevant Story

Revub Ins Sub In Omit

M 3,0 76,7 5,3 15,0 - 5,4 75,2 6,8 12,1
4

.5

HS 5,1 78,5 3,3 12,6 3,6 83,4 6,3 6,3 14

AR 4,9 83,4 3, 9 7,8 -- 5.7 88,6 1,4 3, 8 .5

TS 6,7 82,9 1,9

....Et
3,5

1

-- 8,5 79.6 2,4 9,0 .5

MEANS 4,9 80.4 3,6 10,9 5.8 81.7 4,3 7,8 .5

DE 7,1 82,9 1,9 8,1 -- 5,8 81,4

80,7

3, 8

5,0

-f-

7,1

7,4

1,9

--AP 7.1 73,8 6,5 12,1 .5 6.9

MB 5.8 75,9

A

6,4 11,4 .5 3.S 82.4 6.3 6.8 1,0

HP 7.8 81.8 3,0 7,4 -- 9,4 78.6 5,5 6,5. -
MEANS 7,0 78,6 4,5 9.8 , 3 6,4 80.8 5,2 7,0 .7

MEAN

TOTALS

=milmmiiii---
6.0 79,5 4.1 10.4 .2 6.1 81.3 4.8 7,4 ,6

4

2 'd
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About half of all substitution miscues are single morpheme for
single morpheme substitutions.

Omissions

Again there are basically two kinds of omissions, intentional and
unintentional. Since there are no sure ways of differentiating these,
we choose not to do so.

Here are some examples of miscues that are probably unintentional
omissions from 0E4 on S49:

. . . so she!aaid worne, Andre. . .(linea 0314,0310

Suddenly Andre cried 4:14-; "Suzanne:. . . (line 0306)

c
He put Q off again. (line 0420

. to tell Grandfather Ci)about it. (line Oslo)

. . . across th 1FTO-X)bay. (lines 0701, 0702)

This paragraph from an M132 reader shows some omissions that are probably
intentional on S44:

1(1 (1(:.

0206 "There's going to be a big contest at Mr.

VIWtty r-10( e
0207 Vine's Candy Shop.",(exclaimed)Penny9

ntt C
Ong grhere will ber:prizei)for children who take

0201 the best pictures. You should see those

0210

In reading th7 standard stories, groups do show a wide range of
omissions. MB second graders show 5.8% omission miscues while HP second
graders omit almost 17%. The former have an even lower rate on their
other story, 2.5%, which seems to reflect a strategy they've been taught.

220
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Omission miscue percents on Story 61 range from HS4 with 2.6% to
H84 with 17.1X. The latter are high with 111X on their relevant story,
showing a sharp contrast to second graders from the same population.
We've already pointed out that all fourth grade second language groups
show low omission miscue rates.

On story 53, our sixth grade groups range from 7.4 for HP6 to
NA6 with 15X. Mean omission miscue percents are generally higher on
the standard story in sixth grade.

Insertions

Insertions dre 3.7X of second grade miscues on 844 and 2.S% on
relevant stories. DE2 and HP2 have relatively high insertions on both
stories. AP2 has almost none on both stories. Fourth grade dialect
groups, excepting HP4, show much higher insertion rates than second
language groups. They are also much higher than second grade dialect
groups. In a few groups, these exceed SX. Sixth grade groups are
more varied with NA6 on both stories and AR6 on the relevant story,
exceeding 6X.

S51.

One subject, DC4-213, has 15.4% insertions on S49 and 11.1% on

Here are some of her miscues on SS1:

0
"WhatAsueer experiment was it this time?" (line 0106)

. . . to make it look likeAnew (line 0201)

Ill, 'Ana

Freddie noddedAsadly. (line 0217)

. . . he still thought

. . . LaterA at day.
(line

Ye"
. just likeAUncle Oscar. . .

(Tines 0322, 0323)

. . . talking angrily toArather.
(line 0408)

-$0 tMSG

. . . just as he gottthe parts inelace.

io.WS

itAmore fun to pretend. . . (line
cslite 0221)

there was only one thing wrong
0301) (line 0321)

/4t
. he knewAthe alphabet. .

(line 0324)

up
. . . to wake /the dead.

(line 0413)

. . (line 0509)

c.culd

. he ran the wire up! . . . itAtoucbpthe cap..
(line 0608) line 0611)



and on $49:

. . dwbore4isherien were repairing. . . (line 0103)
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nbt

IBut
Andre was certain he hadAput the ax into the boat.

----------- (line 0401)

Grandfather came In.Aile had been working. . . (line 0409)

. . . . (lines 0415, 0416)

This one reader's insertions demonstrate several things about
insertions: 1) They are not random. 2) They often fit the constraints
of syntactic and semantic context. 3) They reflect the reader's pre-
diction and therefore, are indicative of the reader's concepts. 4) They
often involve optional elements. That is, elements implicit in the
deep structure but optional in the surface. 5) They often involve peri-
pheral cues (see section 9 in this chapter). 6) They're often corrected
when they are semantically unacceptable in the full text. 7) They're
often function words.

Reversals

Rarely do word level reversals exceed Lt. In many cases, there
are none for an entire group. Second grade groups produced more word
level reversals than the other grades. Fourth graders produced fewest
(our uptight fourth grade phenomenon again).

A common form of word reversal occurs in dialogue carriers. Note
these examples from a second grade Navajo reader on S68:

"Do you want a bird?" his/fsthevlsket,(line 0501)

04ci
"What pet do you want?" iLlisiatherasxed. (line 0605)

"A dragon'." (his father said. (line 0704)

"Why are you taking that?"(1aIiriiiii-iasked:i (line 1004)

"Yes," qienry sidP, (line 1008)

This same reader, on the standard story (S28) only produced one such
reversal:

"He is called Happy Joe." (Jecl,askela (lines 0405, 0406)

"Is this balloon your surprise?" (line 0407)
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It should be noted that every example is switch from the "
said" to the "said ". In addition, this switch only occurs
when the subject veWiiiiiiince follows the dialogue. In the standard
story, most dialogue carriers follow the "said " tom. In the
relevant story, almost all dialogue carriers arTerThe form of "
said". It appears that this reader is reversing words because or an
inflexibility in her own rules for verb-subject sequence in dialogue
carriers in post positions (following the quotation).

Another form of word reversal im illustrated by our TS second
graders on their relevant story, Sa6:

TS 106: "IsriOs°8 bad to be different)" (line 0304)

"lioltt not a good thing to learn, my emir (lines 0316,
0917)

TS104: so bad to be different?" (line 0304)

. (line 0102)

d-
TS101:

-laNrit so bad to be different?" (line 0904)

tt
. . . my friends laugh wh

Eng% KAN

talk i Spanish."

lines e
Here all exemplas involve not simply reversing words, but shifting

syntactic deep structure. Three subjects shifted from question to state-
ment on the same pattern. This example is complicated by the author's
using a special style to represent foreign speech. What's cause and
what's effect is not possible to determine in a single incidence, but
when there are several such examples where the word reversal relates
to a shift to another deep structure, it seems clear that prediction
of structure is producing a shift in surface sequence rather than vice-
versa.
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Part 9 - Peripheral Visual field Influence

It is possible in reading that the reader is influenced by graphic
features which appear in the visual field around the point of fixation.
Such influence would be expected in the theory on which this research
is based. The readers do not process graphic features sequentially;
they are predicting, sampling, selecting. They may attend to, or be in-
fluenced by a feature in the peripheral visual field as they seek
meaning.

We hypothesise that the poittheral fivtd is a flattened circle
with the horisontal dimension wider than the vertical because of the
influence of the linearity of the display on the readers.

Janie wee f see if it was

dry eno h to ice of e lin The morning was

brigh and(fair. ould dry

quick.4\evi though the parthwe wind was

lessening coiitoidtrabL_11.Lteesgiher today was

certainly nothing like yesterday's.

In our study, because of computer search limitations, we t.anslate
this into the area of the five lines around the miscue, including the
same line and two lines above and below.

Peripheral Field Categories

Sog

0701 That night Henry said to his father

0702 "I thought of the pet I want.

0703 It's a dragon."

0704 "A dragon:" his father said

070S "A dragon might be hard to find.

0706 Pet stores don't have drag,

0707 And I don't know who has

0708 baby dragons to givf!
2

1 far

2 near

3 sharp

2 near

1 far
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g=e line above and below

(CR) that witches emotly
our dealing with word parts

Mere are 'wimples of miscues round in the peripheral field:

(Substitution
on same line)

(Substitution;
1 Line above)

(Insertion;
1 line below)

(Substitution;
1 line below)

(Substitution;
2 Lines below)

(Substitution;
2 lines above)

11/044
to do your)Itriiins in the room whoroymiiibaby brother

(853 tine 0104)

depends on it." (833 Line 0314)

ti

"All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see
(853 Line 0315)

Andrew's

15
drew's eyes droppe tgen closed. I went on reading,

and when I looked d again, Andrew was asleep.
(853 Lines 1013,1014)

mt.
11%11pumpkins. There t cornstalks

grew taller than you _re. (S81 lines 0108, 0100)

A1141

in a sickly whisper. "You:" He stood with his feit wide

apart and brought his hand up slowly, pointing at me.

"You:" The pointing finge# rose and fell with his heavy
(S53 lines 0906,

0907, 0908)

vines. Now she walked over to the camera

She began to sniff at it. She sniffed at its
co"..41.406

sides and its corners. She thumped the (S44 lines 0406,
0407, 0408)
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(Insertion) trotted up beside Nehana and 'mewing in a whisper
1 line above)

that we should oot dismount. Ws rode on, bunched A
(SRI Lines

ro t-

iS1S,
1314)

Rare are some ememples of search procedure limitations:

1. The computer mmy not pick up the ER closest to the miscues

$67
1004 64)climbed on top of Saburo.

4.1.01

1009 "What do you seer' called K7toki.

1010 Anton* gave a yelp and juaped down.

Lou
tf'

"A big, hungry mouth:" he cried. "With

586
1507 "And I think willwill Laugh at the way I

au
1504 speak. But, with Our help, maybe I can

.Sgt kr
0121 In a panic I threw tte tortillas over the wall, then

0122 the blanket. Ike blanket caught on the pieces of glass.

2. The computer does not pick up variations of ER:

S67
1207 ";qt's go back and look again," said Kooki.

1204 Up the palitrail they went again, creeping

581
0604 We did the same and the horses broke into a trot.

0605 Neither Running Bird nor I knew how to ride a

2z6
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1103

0604 that thint he had found.

0601 Me remembered the mornag he had found it there. At first, when he

5*6
0217 You are saying. Their fathers and mothers

fatio
0210 speak English, and may friends laugh when

3. The computer does not pick up peripheral field influence in cowl**
miscues unless a submiscue is coded.

567 tivt.

1402 When they did, they saw thit

1403 the fence wss open.
Ac

n

4. The computer does not pick up CR which shares graphic and phonic
similarities with miscue:

58l totre
0300 mat's cattle.

0309 "I have chosen theie good horses," Nehana whis-

0507 the door. Mohan' ran toward the cottonwood trees

7RnttS
0508 and we followed her, the black dog at my heels.

theme(Ac 12 Saddled and rode toward it, moving slowly through theme

OS13 mesquite until the sound of weeping and the crack of

leo
he looked at the ground, and turned rock over

vita
with

(383 line 0402)

2 ,'
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% The program doesn't take memory into account;

$53
0006 "Cot that baby over here!" he shouted. "I'm a very

fr

0007 buoy men."

10.0.005

0000 On the way t the station I kept tolling my parents that

Am evident in Tables 4-46,-49,-50, peripheral field involvement
varies more between groups than between grades. For all subjects,

10.11 of all miscues involve peripheral field. for all second grade,
the mean is 16.5%; for fourth grade it is 16%; for sixth grade, it is

15.44.

If these percents are translated into peripheral miscue. per hum.
dred words, then second graders have a mean of 1.64% compared to means
of 1,61 tar both fourth and sixth graders.

On the other hand here are the overall peripheral involvement
percents tar each group including all three grades:

TS-19.2; DE -16.6; NA-17.6; NP-16.5; AP-15.6; N11-14.6; HS 13,6;
AR-12.3.

Dialect and second Language groups are interspersed in this rank
order of language groups.

Least amount of peripheral involvement in miscues is 6.4% for

N64 on their relevant story. Highest is NA2 on their standard story,

25.9%. The story itself contributes to some variation in peripheral

involvement. 1154 has 14.6% on their standard story, while NA2 drops

to 16.9% on their relevant story. For most groups, however, there is
only a smell difference from one story to the other.

Mean involvement in second grade standard stories is 17.7%, cow

pared with 15.1% on relevant stories. Fourth grades show 17.1% and
14.4%; for sixth grades, the figures are 16.1% and L5.7%.

Locus of Cues

e
In moot groups, there are as mom or more miscues with peripheral

involvement with Oyes in the one line of sharp focus as there are in
the two lines of near or far periphery.

a bra
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Table 4-49

MISCUES WITH PERIPHERAL INVOLVEMENT:

FOURTH GRADE GROUP

'

NA

Unin-

volved

stanaara
Far

Total Line

story
Near

Total Line

Sliarp

Per line
Unin-

volved

rtemat.....Lnoz
Far

Total Line
Near

Total Line
Sharp

Per Line

, 88.6 4,4 2.2 2.5 1.3 4,4 80,2 4,1 2.1 5,3 2,7 10.4
Ar=

15 's 85.4 5.1 2.6 3,3 1.7 6.3

...

93.2

a. A

3,3 1,7

4

1,8 .9 1,6

AR . .'86,2 '5;1 2.9 2.4 1.2 5,7 89.1 4,5 2.3 4.3 2.2 2,1

TS 18.2 5.4 2.7 '8,0 4,0 8.3 83.7 5,6 2,8 4.9 2,5 5.8

DE
78.1 8.6 403 5,2, 2.6 LI 82.3

,

5.3 , 2.1

i

9,3 4,7 3.1

AP
84.9 6.9 3,5

.3,2
1.6 5.0 82,1 5.1 2.6 4.9 2.5 7,9

MB
80.4 9,0 4.5 3.6 1.8'. 7, 0., 25.2 4.7 2.4 5.7 2,9 4.4

HP
' 81,4' . 7.4 3; 7 4.3 2,2 6,9 85,9 6.3 3.2 4.3 2.2 3.5

280



Table 4-50

MISCUES WITH PERIPHERAL INVOLVEMENT:

SIXTH GRADE GROUP

NA

Unit).

volved

Standard

tar

Total Line

Story

Sharp

Per line

Unin-

volved

Relevant Story

Near

Total tine

Sharp

Per Line

Wear

Total Line

Far

Total Line

83,2 '5.2 2.6 5,4 2,7 6,2 85.0 3;3 1,7 4,5 2,3 7.2

HS 84,0 5,7 2.9 5.1 2,6 5,2 86,6 5,6 2,8 3,6 1,8 4.2

A R .88,6 4,0 2,0 384 1,7 4,0 90,9 3,3 1,7 1,7 ',9 4,1

TS 83,6 5.8 2,9 4,1 2,1 6,6 82.0 7,3 3,7 5,0 2.5

*

5,6

D E
80,9 6,9 3,5 5 , 0 2,5 7.2 84,7 4,8 2,4 4,7 2,4 5,8

AP 83,6 6,5 3,3 4,5 2,3 6,1 77,9 6,6 3,3 5,8 2,9 9,7

MB 85,6 4.0 2,0 S,1 2,6 5,3 84.1 6,1 3,1 4,8 2,4 5,0

11 82,0 5,6 2.8 5 4 2,7 7,1 83,9 4.2 2.1 4.5' 2.3 7.4

23i
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Exceptions are NA2 standard story (5.7 miscues per line for far
periphery compared to 5.1% sharp focus) and NA2 on the relevant story,
4.5% near compared to 3.2% sharp; AR2 relevant story far 3.4, near 3.4,
sharp 1.; AP2 relevant story 2.3% far, 1.7 near, 1.4 sharp; HP2 rele-
vant 4.1 far, 3.4 sharp; H34 relevant 1.7 fir, 1.6 sharp; AR4 relevant
2.3 far, 2.2 near, 2.1 sharp; DE4 relevant 4.7 near, 3.1 sharp.

There is no pattern of near periphery being more likely than far
as a locus for cues.

Our computer program does not differentiate between preceding and
following text. To check whether there was more peripheral influence '

from the area above as compared to below the line of the ER, we checked,
by hand, one group and one randomlY chosen subject from each other
.group on our sixth grade standard story 53.

NEAR

FAR

TOTAL

Table 4-51

LOCUS or PERIPHERAL CUES

ABOVE I BOTH 1 BELOW
92

I 15 I 66

1 5 39

143
1 20 1 105

1
1

The figures (TabAP 4-51) show a pronounced tendancy for cues
above the ER line to be more frequent than either cues both above and
below the line or below the line only. There may be a memory factor
operating, since the reader could be influenced by remembering a cue,
previously seen rather than perceiving it in the visual periphery.

Substitutions and Insertions

Peripheral field miscue may
word in the periphery for the ER
phery.

Table 4-52 demonstrates tnat,
higher percents of insertions have
In half of the group data for each
have peripheral cues.

be of two types: Substitutions of a
or insertions of words from the peri-

for most groups on most stories, far
Peripheral cues than substitutions.
story, over half the insertions

Insertions are far lees frequent than substitutions, however.
Among second graders, only 3.2% word level miscues were insertions
while 76.8% were substitutions. In sixth grade, insertions are 4.4%
compared to 8( substitutions. Insertions are also very likely to

--tnvolvirtitmetton-verds7--etrice faAction words are likely to be high



Table 4.52

SUBSTITUTIONS AND INSERTIONS WITH PERIPHERAL CUES

I

NA

Standard

Sub

23,6

Second

Ins

50,0

Grade

Relevant

Sub Ins

Standard

Sub

Fourth

Ins

Grade

Relevant

Sub Ins

Standard

Sub

Sixth

Ins

Grade

Relevant

Sub Ins

19,4 57.2 12,2 -- 20.0 87,5 16,5 30,0 14,2 57,1

SS

roam-.

AR

16,3 33.4 15,5 50,0 12,2 100,0 0,8. 100,0 /0,4 5080 12,5 78,6

-4.----

11,0 33,3 17,2 ..

,

13,3 50.0 9,8 66,7 11,9 37,5 8,1 ..

TS

.......,

SE

20,4 66.7 21,3 75,0 15,9 57,2 17.5 83,3 17,2 15,0 13,5 50,0

15,9 45.5 20,2 40,0 18,5 59,9 14,6---------------:----
13.6

61,6

40.0

19,2

15,4

--

21,3,

10,8

12,9

62,5

44,40 7,4

70-4----a----------

MB 14,3

--

66.7

9.9

29,1

33,3 12,7 20,1

13,0 21.0 37.5 13,6 26.2 18,3 14,3 16,8 53,9

HP 13.6 38.5 12,9 54,6 16,5 20,0 9.1 71,5 23,1 33,3 14,8 77,7

Mean for second grade

Mean for fourth grade 14.2 55.1

Mean for sixth grade 15.4 39.8

Substitution

16,8

Insertion

41.1
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frequency words, there is a high possibility that they will nciden-
tally found in any five line sequence. The reader may be lnsertir.g
the function word quite independently of its occurrence in the vi:lal
field or its occurrence may appear to the readers to confirm thei!
predictions.

All we can say with assurance is that insertions are likely to
be function words and have a strong possibility of having a cue in the
peripheral field.

Still, most peripheral field related miscues are substitutions.
And over 90% of these are single morpheme words substituted for single
morpheme words.

Highest Peripheral Field Involvement

MB307, reading story 44, has the highest number of peripheral
field miscues-per-hundred-words of any subject on any story, 4.52.
This figure represents a total of approximately 22 miscues, presumably
influenced by the peripheral field.

There are other examples of peripheral field involvement in this
subject's reading not picked up by the computer because of search limi-
tations (S44):

0107 Jack Jones always went around in overalls or

010s a sun suit.

0110 . . . white fur coat for anything. And she always

anic,exiy heAt
had that spot of black fur above her nose.

Twelve of the peripheral field miscues were substitutions or inser-
tions of function words, which are relatively frequent in the text.

This reader's peripheral field miscues are predominantly located
ow! line above or below the ER with about equal distribution of above
and be Low.

The reader had a mean graphic similarity score on this story of
4.63, which is a bit below average. The retelling score was 20, the
lowest score in that group for that story. The comprehending score
was 52, the second highest in the group.

2
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The following are examples of semantically acceptable peripheral
field miscues which this reader produces on S44:

11,4
"I would like to win one of those." (lines 0215, 0216)

He printed them upstairs in his darkroom. (lines 0417,0418)

He was standing on atrock in the rose

garden.

I'm afraid you have done something to

e_
this picture.

(lines 0502, 0503)

(lines 0412, 0413)

lor s
One picture showed a large black crow with

a long piece of string in his bill. (lines 0501, 0502)

The following are examples of the unacceptable peripheral field
miscues this reader produces on S44:

e 1r,c..
There will be prizes for children who. . . (line 0208)

fe,c

Now she walked over to the camera.

"It's the best picture I ever saw!"

She suddenly wanted a drink and

tt.4)

ran into the house.

Kitten Jones would not have changed her

-Coc.

white fur coat for anything.

(line 0406)

(line 0504)

(lines 0402, 0403)

(lines 0109, 0110)
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There is an additional caution which needs to be considered regar-
ding peripheral cues. Some of our stories are basal reader selections
with deliberately repetitious use of words. That would increase the
possibility of words being in a five line sequence by chance particu-
larly in early levels with highly constrained vocabulary.

The stories we used which fit this controlled vocabulary descrip-
tion best are: Kitten Jones (second grade standard) 17.1%, Two New
Hats/Big Surprise easier second grade standard) 21.5 %,.. Name Is'
Miguel (TS2 relevant story) 20.2%. All of these have average or above
average percents...of peripherally related miscues. Fourth and sixth
grade basal stories would be less effected. Freddie Miller (fourth
grade standard) 17.1% and Brother Is A GeriTUTTWATIWide standard)
16.1% and Andre's Secret (17.7%) are average.

Trade book stories we used range much more: Sweet Patootie Doll
(AP2 relevant story) 9.3%, Pareedah's Carpet (AR2 relevant story) 9.1%
to (DE2 relevant stUF,311.7U and Cat Pi ht (AP6 relevant story)
22.1%.

It appears that there may be some effect of controlled vocabulary
on peripheral field phenomena.

The Effect of Peripheral Cues

Our modest evidence seems to add up to the conclusion that there
is a minor phenomenon of the readers pulling visual cues in from the
periphery. These tend to be semantically acceptable. Many insertions
have peripheral cues, particularly those which are function words.

Our populations showed differences in peripheral involvement. That
may relate to aspects of proficiency, story differences, instruction as
well as to group differences per se.



CHAPTER V

FOUR DIAIECT GROUPS

A number of years ago, as the exploration of the relationship of
dialect to success in reading was just beginning, it was suggested
that the gap between the dialect of the learner and ope dialect of
instruction would have a strong effect on success in learning to read
(Goodman, 1960. After several years of thorough miscue analysis study
of urban black and white reader.; at different grade levels and levels
of reading proficiency, the conclusion was reached that the prior pre-
mise was wrong and that, in itself, dialect difference did not create
barriers to reading development.

Miscue study also has shown, that there are important differences
between receptive and productive control of language. It appeared
that our urban black readers had considerable receptive control over
teacher dialects and school dialects, particularly as they are reflec-
ted in reading materials. This was true even though they did not carry
over this control to consistent productive use of the higher status
dialects.

This receptive control is the simple result of communicative need.
In communities, particularly urban communities where different ethnic
and socio-economic groups speak notably different dialects, there is
some need for communication between groups. This need is somewhat pro-
portionate to the actual amount of interaction that takes place. Groups
living side by side can be almost totally cut off from any on-going
interaction.

In modern, urban American society, the dialect interaction is over-
layed by. mass media: radio, television, movies, newspapers. It is
also overlayed by compulsory public education. Ironically, it is the
speakers of low status groups in the society who are most likely to
acquire early, relatively effective, receptive control over the dialects
of others in the linguistic community. They are the ones who must
understand the dialects of television, of teachers, of policemen, of
merchants.

Past miscue studies confirmed the receptive control of urban Blacks
and suggested that the only implicit dialect barrier to learning to
read was the confusion and inhibition that could be produced in learners
by teacher rejection or ridicule of the dialect of the learners.

Typically, the urban black children in our studies shifted toward
their own dialect in their oral reading and retelling as they dealt
receptively with the author's written language dialect (Goodman & Buck,
1973). That shift produced no meaning loss and reflected no lack of
control of the reading process. But teachers who did not appreciate

5 -1
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this phenomenon could equate difference with reading deficiency and
undermine the confidence and ease of the learners.

In these current studies, a key question is whether other low
status dialect groups in more isolated and homogenous communities would
exhibit similar or different patterns from the urban black students.

We chose four groups of American children with low-status dialects:

(DC) Our Downeast Maine group is from a coastal village in Maine. The
term Downeast was first used by sailors to describe the area they
reached as they, sailed in a northeasterly direction, downwind. It later
applied to the people and their speech.

(AP) Our Appalachian group is from a small Cumberland Gap town in Ten-
nessee. They are the folk of the hills and hollows of the Appalachian
Mountains.

(MB) Our Black Mississippi subjects are from a rural county along the
Mississippi, west of Jackson.

(HP) Our Hawaiian Pidgin group is the only urban group of the four,
though the dialect they speak is one that developed in the sugar and
pineapple camps of rural Hawaii. Their dialect is a creole related to
other pidgins and creoles that stretch across from West Africa to the
Orient following the trail of explorer and empire. It's a trail of
the transportation and intermixing of people, culture,'and language.

The results of these studies are limited by the fact that we
looked only at average readers in each of three grade levels in each
population. Average here is defined as typical of the group. But the
extreme low achievers and very high achievers are not in the study.
We seek, in these studies, to extend into more universal terms, the
interaction of low status dialect with learning to read. We ask whether
the realities we find in Urban Blacks are also true of other low status
dialect speakers.

What we've found is a qualified "yes" to that question. It would
perhaps be easier to write this report if each group had exhibited
sharply different patterns, either qualitatively or quantitatively in
their oral reading and miscues. But in fact the groups do not present
sharp contrasts; there are differences, but they exhibit much more
similarity in the process, strategies, and miscue patterns they show.
Differences in reading are much more likely to be produced by materials,
proficiency, purpose, setting than by dialect, per se.

The most basic reason for that similarity is the reading process
itself. These studies confirm the essential unity of the reading pro-
cess. All readers must construct meaning through the same psycholin-
guistic process. They must begin with a print display created by an
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author; they must predict graphophonic features and patterns, syntac-
tic features and patterns, semantic features and patterns. They must
use their knowledge of the language and draw on their conceptual back-
ground. They must predict, sample, confirm, correct. They must develop
comprehension strategies.

Past miscue studies have shown that it is not the process, but the
way it is used that varies among readers of different proficiency.

We expected in this study that some of our dialect groups or some
individuals within them might have insufficient receptive control over
the language of the texts. We thought that they might then show essen-
tially ineffective and inefficient reading. While we find a range of
individual differences within groups in efficiency and effectiveness,
and while we find modest statistical differences between our groups on
various miscue variables, none of our findings points to evidence that
any of the four groups lacks a considerable degree of control over the
Language of the text.

We find individuals exhibiting more or less efficient strategies:
heavy omission or none; strong peripheral influences or very little;
judicious correction, minimal correction or over correction; strong or
weak comprehending; strong or weak syl.'-actic control. Our readers are
sometimes too cautious and sometimes too headstrong. Some show the same
patterns and strategies on both stories; others show notable differences
when the going is harder or easier. But those are differences within
groups. If these differences are more interesting than the differences
between groups, that supports the basic conclusion that dialect differ-
ence in itself, even with the extreme differences we find in our four
dialect groups, is not a barrier to reading development.

In the discussion that follows we present some background on the
dialect and reading of each group: we review the group data for the
three grades in each population; we show how each dialect manifests
itself; and we explore in detail some of the less usual patterns indi-
vidual subjects exhibit.

23J
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The Downeast Maine Group

Our Downeast Maine readers come from a rural fishing town on the
sea coast of Maine. It is Downeast by Mains traditions harking back
to the New England fisherman's description of following the East coast
downwind. The geography, lack of urban development, and orientation
to the sea have kept the people relatively isolated and the population
stable.

New England is divided into two major dialect areas: *Western and
Eastern. The Eastern Nrw England dialect area includes the eastern
halves of Connecticut, Massachusetts and Vermont as well as all of
Maine and New Hampshire (Kurath, 1972). This area, however, is often
further subdivided. The northeastern part, namely Maine and New Hamp-
shire, according to Kurath (1954) is the most linguistically conserva-
tive segment of New England. He also notes that it is predominantly
rural and remote from the large population centers and consists of
sparsely settled areas. As a result, Maine and New Hampshire preserve
many dialectal features lost in the southern part of the Eastern area.

McDsvid (1958) calls Maine and New Hampshire a relic dialect area.

Both Eastern New England and the Southern coast are characterized
by the loss of (r) before consonants and at the ends of words. However,
the Eastern New England area has a distinctive feature not found on the
Southern coast. That Is the phonological rule that inserts an (r)
whenever a word ending in a vowel is immediately followed by a word
that begins with a vowel. In the Eastern New England dialect, one says
Donner and Norms, Normar and Donna, but never Norma and Donner (Falk,
141917 Thiti"Trntrusive r" also appears as the last sound of an utter-
ance (Shuy, 1967).

The following characteristics are also found in New England pro-
nunciation:

1. The effect of postvocalic r on the vowel in Northern New England
has contributed to words such as orange, tomorrow, borrow assuming
the /o/ of fall before /r/.

2. The merging of the vowel in law with the vowel in lot occurs in
Eastern New England. Consequently cot-caught, hoc hawk, collar-
caller become homophones.

3. Conditions for the vowel sounds in words such as room, roof, cam,
and soot are confused, according to Kurath; however, ttaMilyaing
general cations seem to be true of Northern New England:

a. /u/ of full in broom and room
b. M of goods in root, roof i0 soot
c. /u/ of food in coop

*This dialect summary is adapted from an unpublished doctoral study of
the same Downeast subjects. (Smarr, J., 1977)
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4. The vowels f . words such as loam and jam mmy be either /u/ or
IS in Maine and New Hampshire.

S. The " *reed a" pronunciation with the /a/ of rather in words such
as calf, path, can't, slasse rather and pasture are common In
F.stern 1 ;;!niliM7

Kurath and McDavid provide essential informstion on Eastern pro-
nunciation.

There is less information in Maine dialect studies about syntac-
tic features than either phonological or semantic features. ,

Here are some of the semmntic features in DE dialect:

When unpleasantly surprised, a person says, It took the_gisp all
out of me, or when pleasantly surprised, you could have knocked me
-1-Tonorang a feather, or Landsakes alive.

A poor housekeeper switched her work or Rave it a lick and a
promise. A codger was iOqinir old- person who eight be predicted
to get his come-uppance.

Swizzle is used to mean wrinkle as in Her face was all squizzled
up. Liu means to carry. In cahoots means to conspire or plot. To
spell means to relieve. 1715ifiiins to quarrel.

A person with no judgment may be spoken of as crazy as a coot. An
obstinate one will do something in spite of hell and high water. An
excitable person flies around like alien with its head cut off. An
interfering person is told to tend to your own knitting. Noisy chil-
dren are told to make themselves scarce or stop4ouryawp. A cross,
exacting person is a fussbudget. (Perkins, -192

When you heft something you test its weight, but first you must
get aholt of it and maybe you will tunk it a mite or give it a light
rap. Maybe you will move it a whisker. You hoist it; you will
ki1st it. It's a junk of woo3=-71R-is hunk.

If you are moving a piano, you will find it gormy, as is your
growing son, who is all feet and arms. A thicketis a puckerbrush.
You go deer-huntin', but gunflint for other game. You eat deer meat
and not venison. Dietz, 1975)

There is little research on reading among Downeast Maine children.

In recent years, Maine initiated a ten-year program of self-study
in educational progress. The 1974 report of the Maine Assessment of
Educational Progress compares Maine nine-year-old (fourth grade) chil-
dren to other nine-year-old children in the nation in the area of
reading. This report states that Maine children scored significantly
above other children in the nation on 32 per cent of the 47 reading
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Items and significantly below on lb per cent of the itgles. On 53 per
cent of the items, there were no significant differencel. Those results
show that Maine children do perform as well as others in the nation, at
least on the same measuring device.

Skinner (1969,pp. 46-54), analysed the language of five sin-year-
olds from a semi-isolated community in the mid-coastal Maine region.
these five children's language samples were compared with language sam-
ples of three children from an equally isolated community. The latter
children, however, attenddd school in a larger stiburbeh center. All
children were identified as loving problems in learning to read. These
eight language samples were then compared with one child who represented
the middle-class standard speaker in the larger suburban center. lan-
guage samples were elicited through informal conversation and then
through further discussion of six pictures, four of which were typical
of the children's environment and two of which were atypical.

Skinner concluded that, though the semi -rural and rural children
from Maine are not non-standard speakers of Mariam English, they do,
however, speak is a less than competent linguistic style. He saw,tde
difficulty for these children in their inability to perform.in a highlf
competent linguistic style, so necessary in his opinion, for learning
to read. Skinner's conclusion seams to assume the deficit model of
language. It illustrates the point that poor whites are also victims
of equating language difference and deficiency.

A Downeast Fourth Grader

Here we focus on Mark (0(211 - See Table 5-1), one of 7 children.
His parents have an elementary educaticm. They were bornin the same
town they live in now. Mark's father is a laborer. Marks last
reading test score was at the 54th percentile; his IQ score was 89.

Mark's dialect shows the Downeast intonation and phonology repre-
sented, but not well, in the Pepperidge Farms commercialS. This dialect
is Less distinct inland and in the cities than it is on the coast. In
fact, as happined-rraher areas, the school people in Maohias where
we gathered our data told us for "real" Downeast dialect we should go
out to the islands off shore.

Most notable among our eubjects is the r-lessness in word final
and some other positions:

MilLah (Miller), mixchah (mixture), fathah, mothah, othah,
mistah, dahk, cellah, scahed (scared), laddah, togethah, rulah,
moaning (morning)

0

These show in both story readings and retellings as exemplified by his
retelling of Friddie Miller._ Scientist (S51).

24
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Researcher: 0.i., I want you to tell me as such about the story as
you remember.

Subject: There was this boy, me, Freddie, he, he wanted to be a, a
scientist when he grows up, like, like MI6 . his uncle, I guess
and he always kept asking experiments. . .one thee a clock didn't
wo'k /work 'cause Eddie did su m /something/ with (I) it and he
went down cellah /cellar/ and fixed it and he put it on seven
o'clock but it wouldn't, I don't think it still wo!hed and, he,
when, hie sista& /sister/ was hollering hp-, um he ran up over
the cellah steps and, and, and, 111116 . .his sister was in the
closet, locked, the door cou'il /couldn't/ open. So he said I'll
go get Nos and. .Little, that's, his sister said, "don't, I-,
I'm too scared /scared/ stay heah /here/." Then Eddie saw a
rule* /ruler/, two batteries, and. . .uh (pause) anyway he hooked
des /them/ two batteries tog;thah /together/ and he, he put, he
got the rulah, he get, he went, to get the leddah /ladder/ and he
put it up against the closet and let it down through the".... .um. .

trap. . .Was it? (pause) I don't know whet it was.

R: Co on.

O.K. Um, when at the end he, he, all of them said he, he was
just like Uncle Oscah /Oscar/. . .Uncle Naximillion, I mean, his
Aunt NeximIllion and Uncle. . .um (pause) and at the end they was
all proud of him. . .for what he did (pause).

R: Is there anything else you remember about the story?

S: I can't think of anything.

Mark shows few non-phonological dialect features in the retelling
of S51:

he went down cellar
he put it on seven o'clock
he booked them two batteries together
they was all proud

In retelling Andre*".Secret (S49) he uses:

he must've knew
they was going

In reading S51,.Mark provides these examples:

'speriments/experiments

Tv
I'll go,Nget (lines 0709-0710)

None of the chemicals in his setwegharmful (lines 0229, 0224)
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H, thought a scientist's life was . . . (lines 0217, 0218)

Both the latter, self-corrected examples are doubtful dialects,
perhaps reflecting a tendency to treat were as more proper than was to
compensate for his natural tendency to use was in nlural contexts.

None of Mark's dialect is reflected in any large number of coded
miscues. Less than 6% of the miscues of his group involve dialect or
possible dialect in either tory.

Mark finds S51,the standard story, a harder task than 849, the
culturally relevant one. His non-dialect miscues per hundred words
(MPHW) is almost double on the former, 8.57, as compared to 4.76 on
the latter. Yet his general patterns are not too different. He cor-
rects a higher percent on 949, 39.6%, but his corrections are high on
S51, too, 35.3%., Semantic acceptability* is moderate: 50% on S51 and
45.1% on S49; syntactic acceptability is 56.9% and 52.1% respectively.
About 20% of his miscues on both stories are semantically unacceptable
but corrected.

Comprehending scores are 64.7% and 70.8%, respectively, which
result in residual MPHW of 3.03 on S51 and 1.39 on S49. The latter is
quite low even for this group on this story.

Mark's retelling scores are not too different on the
34 and 38, but he seems to have a deeper understanding of
has the more relevant setting and which he found easier.
both theme and plot statements for the Latter. "Speak up
something" is the lesson of S49, he says.

two stories,
S49, which
He produces
if you lose

Like the rest of his group Mark corrects over.1/3 of his miscues.
About half the miscues he corrects are semantically unacceptable, how-
ever. He is usually successful when he corrects; unsuccessful attempts
are 6% on S49 and 12% on S51, about average for his group.

Here are some examples of his corrections.

Semantically unacceptable before correction:
)

(E)
'T:i.

rc.-.

+; :

. . . experimenting
_
idiTihis;chemistry set (line 0102)

. . always comparing Freddie with (line 0210)

! weSe
he thought a scientist's lifeLwas filled (line 0217, 0218)

*Figure ineudes all miscues acceptable in sentence or passage coded 3-6

2,1



. . . but he still thought (line 0221)

Semantically acceptable:
cl

. . . for(71 each)week (line 0216)

1-(2)
(Afje

, . .Igive osAfrouble (line 0316)

Mark rare makes persistent attempts at single occurrences ofl4wordy:
4t0.,erfo7.1:e(

a real chemist (line 0311)real
..ioi

reOcC
Sr ,plea

ft!)
Elizabeth's teattu reply. (line 0514)

His repeated ml'eues iend ti be on names: Andre becomes Andrew, Andree,
Andrea, Suzanne i Sud-tife throuthout the story. Freddie-17RterTETEe.

Only about 1/6 of Mark's. miscues are completely semantically unac-
ceptable in both storie4. Somewhat less that 1/3 (3090 of his miscues
are semantically acceptahle with prior text only on S49 while somewhat
more'(37%) have moaning acceptable only with prior in S51. The differ-
ence in patterns of semantic acceptability on the two stories is mostly
In miscues semantically acceptable in the total passage (30% S49, 1RT
S51). He doesn't lose meaning entirely very often but his predictions
are less fully acceptable in the harder reading task.

The relative difficulty shows differently in syntactic accepta-
bility. Slightly more than 2/5 of miscues on both stories are fully
acceptable; 30% of the miscues on S49 are acceptable only with prior;
for S5L the figure is 35%. Differences come in the percents of mis-
cues acceptable except for other miscues, 6% in S49 and 14% in S51.
Transformations to different deep structure's occur in 71% of miscues
in S51 and 60% in S49. There is no transformation in 32% of miscues
on S49 and 20% on S51. Semantic and syntactic changes from accept-
able miscues are greate for Mark on S49 than on S51. Intonation is a
major factor in only a few of Mark's miscues.

Mark shows 3V miscues on bound morphemes on S51, but only 122, on
S49. The difference is in derivational and contractional suffixes and
non-inflectod forms. About 1/4 of Mark's miscues involve peripheral
field, slightly high for his group.

Graphic and phonemic proximity scores are slightly higher for S49
than S51, and graphic scores on both stories are moderately higher
than phonemic. But all these proximity scores are relatively low for
the group and for the fourth grade. One-third of Mark's miscues in
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both stories are complex or are insertions or omissions which do not
have, both ER and OR for comparison. Equal numbers are insertions and
omissions on S49 OM but on S51, Mark has 20% omissions and only 6%
insertions.

While 50t of Mark's substitutions are coded 4, 5, 6 for graphic
proximity in S5I, one fourth of his miscues are in that middle range
on S49. Out 219; have no similarity and 33% have only a single differ-
ence graphically as compared to l2% for each on S51. There is thus a
greater spread of difference between ER and OR on S49 which the similar
means conceal. Ono-fourth of miscues have no phonemic similarity in
both stories. The contrast here is only at the upper level of the
proximity scale. There is a single phoneme difference in 27% of Mark's
miscues on S49 and la on S51.

So what do wo have? A nine-year-old boy living in a fishing
village in Maine who speaks a low status dialect of English and reads
with reasonably good efficiency and effectiveness. He corrects a
good deal, shows evident concern for syntax and strong pursuit of
meaning. He is not overly concerned for graphic detail or phonemic
correspondence. His Downcast dialect shows in his reading and his
retelling but is involved very little in his miscues.

Downcast Fourth Grade

Mark shows a pattern through his miscues which is not much differ-
ent than the other DE4 readers. They don't show as much variation as
some of our other groups. (Table 5-1)

As a group they correct a great deal. One subject, 213, corrects
56 of her miscues in S49. All correct more on S49. The group mean is
40.3% as compared to 24.5% correction on S51.

Comprehending scores all are higher on S49, from 62.7-84% with a
mean of 71.4%, compared to 44.7-686 with a group mean of 58.4% on S51.
Correction of unacceptable miscues is the factor which accounts for
these differenCes, since percent of miscues semantically acceptable
before correction is only moderate and very close, 42.8% end 43.8%
respectively.

As with Mark, the group actually shows greater syntactic accept-
ability on S51. The group means are S51, 60.89; S49, 50.3%. Subject
DE217, who really explodes on S51 and has the low comprehending score
of 44.77,;, has 70.2% syntactically acceptable miscues. This subject
produces the greatest percent of non -word substitutions, 22% on S51.

The range f residual MPHW, the most meaningful quantitative
measure, is low and narrow on S49, 1.29 to 3.21 with a mean of 2.02.
On S51, the group goes from Mark's 3.03 to DE 217's 7.58. The mean
residual MPHW is 4.56.
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Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

MPRW

Dialect Miscues

MPHW

Percent

Nogialect Miscues

MPIIN

Residual MIKW

% corrected

sem. acceptable ,

sem, unacc, but corr.

Comprehending percent

%'syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

pholemic

syntactic

semantic
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Table 5.1

DOWNEAST MAINE FOURTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

211

51* 49**

213

SI

214

49 SI 49

217

51 49

GROUP
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51 49
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184
76
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* Freddie Miller, Scientist

** Andre's Secret 246'
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The strong 1 occupation of this group with correction is reflected
in these pattern: In 849 they correct 54% of syntactically unaccept-
able miscues and 56% of syntactically acceptable with prior but only
22% of fully acceptable miscues. In $51 these figures show a similar
though less extreme difference, 30%, 27%, and 20%.

In reading 849 the group corrects 54% of miscues semantically
acceptable with prior, 44Z of semantically unacceptable, 35%. of those
acceptable in the sentence and only 2$Z fully semantically acceptable.
Again, the pattern is the same in 851, but flatter; corrections are
34% of semantically acceptable with prior, 58% in sentence only, 22%
of totally unacceptable semantically and 19% of fully acceptable.

Unsuccessful corrections are 12% in 851, compared to 8% in S49.

The group corrects miscues involving verbs (46%), noun modifiers
(47%) and function words (SIX) on b49, an quite high percents. On
S51 only function word corrections (3a) approach these figures.

These readers show a very strong tendency in reading 349 to cor-
rect miscues with low phonemic proximity; 71 for no similarity mis-
cues, 679 and 6 for those 'rlth only key sound, or ends in common.

In S51, the group cLrrIcts more than average numbers of miscues
with low correspondence, bu.. also corrects more frequently iriscues in
which beginning sr. nce ..te ra'ained (58%).

We can conc:ui. that these readers 2 spord to graphophonic, syn-
tactic and comantic cues in correcting their miscues. This groul , in
tact, uses crrection strategies more efectively than they do predic-
tion strategies. This i also reflected in this table of identical
functi,,r replacements on the two stories.

Table 5-2

IDENTICAL ,.UNCTION SUBSTITUTION1;:

DOWNEAST MAINE FOURTH GRADE GROUP

Noun Verb
for for

Noun Verb

Noun Mod
for

Noun Mod

Verb Wd
for

Verb Mc0

Function Word
I for

I Function Word

Contraction
for

Contraction

S49 6 69% 55% 63% 3&,

S51 73% 61,1, 60% 72%

*Very small numhers make these meaningless
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The moderate figures, roughly 6000% same function replacement,
nupport the conclusion that cues are used loss effectively in making
predictions than in correction.

Downeast Second Crad,

Correction is also a major concern or the Maine second graders.
They correct a mean percent of 21.6% on Kitten Jones, 844, and 31.23.
on Slay D04, 882 (Sep Table 5-3). One subject corrects 37.5% on $82.
Only a out 7.5% of miscue~ are unsuccessful corrections on both
stories.

All but one DC2 subject has lower residual MPHW on 382 than 344.
That's also true for non-dialect MPHW. Two subjects each have higher
comprehending scores on 344 and 882. As a group, 882 appears to be
the easier tank with residual MPHW of 2.04 compared to 3.05 for S44.
But comprehending scores for the two stories are quite comparable,
71.01x for 344 and 73% for 582.

Two subjects, X203 and DE202,have much higher non-dialect MPHW
12.99 and 15.15 on 344 than on 582, 8.84 and 7.81, but their residual
MPHW are much closer on the two stories and comprehending percents
are comparable.

No DC2 reader shows more than 6% dialect miscues.

Semantic acceptability means are similar for the group on the two
stories, 57.8% for S44'and 54.5% for 382. But there is considerable
range among the subjects on both. On S44 range is from 46% to 63.2%,
and on S82 it is from 39.6% to 77.4%. On S44, 85.1% of these miscues
are fully acceptable in the passage, with 8.59 acceptable in sentence
only, 9% in passage except for other miscues and 4.8% in the sentence
except for other miscues. In S82, 25.9% are semantically fully accept-
able in the passage, 12.4 in sentence only, and 10.6 and 3.5% in passage
and sentence except for other miscues.

Syntactic acceptability for the group is also comparable on the
two stories, 67% on S44, 64.5% on S82. The range is from 62 to 70% on
S44 and from SO to 80.6Y on 382. Somewhat more than half the miscues
on both stories are syntactically acceptable in the passage. But the
group has more miscues acceptable in the passage except for otter min-
cties on S44.

On S44, DE2 attempts correction of over 46% of semantically uric-
ceptable miscues but 177, of such miscues involve unsuccessful correc-
tions. They attempt'to correct 497' of partially acceptablq miscues
which includes 10% unsuccessful attempts. Only about 18% of fully
acceptable miscues elicit correction attempts and all but one are
successful. In reading S82, the group attempts to correct half of all
unacceptable miscues. That includes 10.574 unsuccessful attempts. They
attempt to correct Vg of partially acceptable miscues including 2V'



unsoccepeful corrections. They correct 29. 5 y. of sementicellY accept-
able miscue* with no unsuccessful attempts. Thee. patterns are unusual
because of the high percents of attempts to correct unacceptable miscues
40 compared to partially acceptable miscues. Thee. second graders,
like the fourth graders in the DE group gem to be ubtog correction
strategies with great vigor.

They attempt. to correct STt of syntactically unacceptable miscues
in S44, including about la unsuccessful corrections. They attempt to
correct 47% of partially syntactically acceptable miscues, including
only 97. unauccessful attempts. Only 1 e.7t of syntactically accept..
able miscues are corrected, including 5.2X unsuccessful. On S$2, the
group attempts to correct SO% syntactically unacceptable miscues with
only 1 usuqcceasrul attempt. They attempt to correct 72% of partially
acceptable miscues, including 2X. unsuccessful attempts. There are
attempts to correct 247, of syntactically acceptable miscues, including
3.3','; unsuccessful attempts.

The interesting part of these figures is that, though there is a
higher rate of correction on S82, the patterns of correction are
similar on both stories.

0E2 corrects almost 60...v. of miscues with little or no phonemic
proximity between ER and OR.

Only about 4.5'. of all word for word substitutions on either story
for those second graders are nun-words. That compares to about on

S44 for all second ,graders in this study. Their omissions are 11 and
12- on S44 and S42 compared to 11.5 for all second graders on S44.

DE201, Jenny, has an unusual pattern on S87 that is worth closer
examination. Jenny's dad digs clams for a living. Her mother is a
homemaker. She produces only 32 miscues on the whole story which equates
to 5.43 MPHW. She corrects a third of these miscues with no unsuccess-
ful corrections and better than 3/4 are semantically acceptable before
correction. Her comprehending percent comes up to 87.13, leaving .68
residual MPHW, low for the group. Eighty percent of her miscues are
synXactically acceptable. In all this, she shows similar patterns on
S44, but on that story she is somewhat less efficient and effective in
all respects: more miscues, higher MPHW, residual MPHW of 1.79, com-
prehending score of She is notably lower in correction, 18.4;
and semantic acceptability drops to 63.rt.

Curiously, 'ler graphic and phonemic proximity scores are only
1.26 and 3.2S on S42, but 5.71 and 5.67 on S44.

Jenny starts reading both stories very carefully. Her first mis-
lle occurs on line 9 of S82. Her first miscue on S44 ii on line A.

Her only certain dialect miscue is:

The boy burst into the kitchen.
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Out Jenny's reading strategies don't really focus on accuracy.
Only 1'1 of her 32 miscues involve word for word substitution on OM
Of these N (401) have little or no similarity between ER and OR, either
graphically or phonemically: street /beach, in/at, man's /boy's, the/
splash, him/the. it/him, he /and, her/their.

She ofaitO:

1.1He's riding an duckAa 11 .1 going to bump a whale.
(linos 0407,000

Have you asked the policeen? (line 0803) at the hare

(line 101)

The paiireGahad not seen the dog before. (line* 0901,0902)

,
on theTCL9n!kyThriach. (lines 1102, 1103'1

to dig in (Rsand (line 1201)

he like

She inserts:

Wing with the boy (lines 1401, 1402)

the buy helped his mother put their things

away in suitcases and boxes. (lines 1502,1503)

$40 ci,ntracts:

Hss mll
He was all alone (line 0604,)605) (said correctly first, then

miscued and then recorrected)

Yojt t
(iD

2rYou are right (line 1515) l We are leaving (line 1602)

She transforms:

He's riding on a duck4i3they're going (line 0407)

At
Summer was almost over.at the beach People were

(lines 0501,W02)

...who has(lostfildog. (line 0(104, 0q05)

4y dog is much bigger.Z has a brown ear. (lines 1516,1517)



She predicts:

we suet rind out who he belongs t
(tines 06

4
06,141

a th cv
4,41

0604 )a
back.

f4-17

The in at the store had not seen the dog before (lines 10011
1002)

rent. t

The boy's mother said to hie (line 1003)

v.er
the boy helped his mother put their things away (lines 1502.

1503)

the boylfold the man (lines 1512, 1513)
h4v:

The dog liked to dig in nd with the boy. (lines 1201,
1202)

C

the.
(next page) Andlelash in the water with the b (lino 1301)

it

No one has taken the dog. What shall we do with him? (lip-
16(

The relative accuracy of Jenny's reading is far less interesting
than the ability she shows to maks high quality miscues and to keep her
focus on meaning. In 544 she has this sequence with multiple miscues:

She suddenly wonted

11.41 A NI
a drink.and ran Gto the hour AA)

Lett the caster the grass. (lines 0402, 0403, 0404)
4 4:316.1.sas

The same strategies are at work here with equal effectiveness if
not efficiency. She makes 6 miscues in this 17-word sequence, but the
net effect is no loss of meaning or even change in meaning, chough she
has transformed and changed clause dependency while substituting,
omitting, correcting.

Jenny produces no non-words on either story. She has more omission%
on S44 than S$2 and her 25T omission miscues on the word level far
exceeds any other DC2 reader on S44. But only one word, marionette,
appears to be deliberately omitted (twice).

2:3.,



The ore strategy she is not quite wiling as well as she could in
either story iv correction. Jenny corrects more than she swede to in
887; only about 1/3 of her corrections come on semantically unaccept-
able miscues. On 544 she corrects only 1/4 of her semantically unec-
oeptahla miscue~. Perhaps Jenny is not used to reading material which
I. not easy for her. Our experience has been that children are Afton
nderinetructed, though we have no evidence that that is the case in
her Hat em

Downeest %i with Grade

As a group DLO presents a gamed set of statistics On the two
ntorts they road. (See Table 5-4) Mon-dialect MPMW is 0.4 on 5$3,
mk.er,(her is A Coniue, and 10.4 on S84, Two Against The Sea. But

and 2.4 on 584. -Correction is higher on
S' 1, 24.7X, compared to 19%. But semantic acceptability, syntactic
acceptability and comprehending percent are all higher on 584. Graphic
and phonemic proximity means are comparable and are virtually equiva-
lent on the two stories.

The mixed picture rettlects considerable diffweences among the
..ubjeeta in DC6. DE6-221 and 230, both with over 13 NNW an each
%tory, are comparable on S53. Both have 4.2 residual NNW. Their
comprehending percents on this story are 68.8 and 70. DE221 corrects
log* (2n.et compared to 30) but has higher semantic acceptability
(so.3 and SO). Syntactic acceptability is 601.8 and 64%. But DE230 finds
584 only slightly easier with residual WM of 3.9 and comprehending
o: 741. He actually corrects less, 22%, and has **gentle acceptability
of 60% and syntactic of 70%. On the other hand, DE221 is much more
efficient on SA4 with residual WM of 1.9 comparable to DE223's 1.7
WPM, thou/h the latter has only 6.1 I(PIN on 5A4. The big difference
for ?..21 it semantic acceptability jumps to 80t. Even with slightly
tower cor- ol,on on 584 than S53, the subject has 86% comprehending.
Syntact 901%.

DL223 has only 1.0 residual HMV on S$3; he's the only one in the
group to have lower MPHW on S53, though his WNW on 584 is only 1.7,
alAo low for the group. His NNW (non-dialect) is 3.7 on S53 and 6.1
on Ss4. This subject does not correct much, 16% on S53 and only 9.8%
in S$4. Semantic acceptability is comparable, 66t and 68.6% with cm-
prehondlng percents of 74 and 72.5. Though syntactic acceptability 1:1,

76 and 44.3%, the important difference in the patterns of DE223 in the
two stories is the low rate of miscues fin $53. Otherwise the process
It.,ks to be operating similarly.

The fourth subject has comparable residual minor on the two stories,
2.1 and 2.1. Her non-dialect NNW is moderate in both cases, 6.4 and
7.6. She corrects the most in the group, 323, on S53, 36% on $84. Semen-
tic acceptability is 46", on S53 and 564 on S84 with comprehending per-
cents of 64.14 and 72%. As with alt subjects, syntactic acceptability
i4 higher on 584, 82% as compared to 74,.

The contrast in how each subject Is operating can be seen in
their reading of this excerpt from S53.



Subject Number

Story Number

,Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

MPHW

Dialect Miscues

NPHW

Percent

Non-Dialect Miscues

MP Hi

Residual HPHW

% corrected

% sem, acceptable

% sem, unacc. but corr.

Comprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

Table 5-4

DCWNEAST MAINE SIXTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

221

53* 84**

223

53 84

225

53 84

230

53 84

MEANS

53

GROUP

84

218 239 92 114 133 180 276 336 179.8 191

48 51 52 56 51 52 51 53 50,5 53,0

13.5 3.9 6.7 6.5 7,9 14,3 15.7 9.3 11,0

1 2 5 1 2 1 3 1.0 2,8

0,0 0,3 1,2 03 0,1 0,3 0,3 6,9 0,1 0.5

0,11 2.67 3,8 8.9 2.0 3,8 2.0 5,7 2,0 5,1

48 50 50 51 50 50 50 50 49,5 50 3

13,5 13.3 Bill 6,1 6,4 7,6 14,0 14,8 9.4 10 4

4,2 1.9 1,0 Mtn 2.1 4,2 3,9 2,9 2 4

20,8 18,0 16,0 9,8 32.0 26,0 30,0 22.0 24.7 19,0

56,3 80,0 66,0 68.6 46.0 56,0 50,0 60.0 54.6 664

lin
68,8

6,0 8,0 3,9 18,0 16,0 20,0 14,0 14.6 10,0

86,0 74,0 MI 64,0 72,0 70,0 74,0 69,2 76,1

68,8 90,0 76,0 84,3 74.0 82,0 64,0 70 0 70,'7 81 6

1111IIIIIII

4,8

11111111111

5,4 5,6 MIMI
EN

6,1

5,4

5.7

Eli
5,3

4,9

5 7 5 4 5 5

4,5 6,0 6,0 5,3 5,2 5,5

IIIIIIINI

MIEN
6.9 7,4 7,8 7.9 WI 7 7 2 7 7

6 9 . IIIMINIIIIRI i I 1

* My Brother Is A Genius

** Two Against The Sea
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DE223. Hubert

0310 The next day at noon, as soon as clastelet out for lunch,

0311 I called the local television station. It's just three blocks

0312 from the school. "Yes, Miss, it's very important," I said

0313 to the lady on the telephone. "An important project

0314 depends on it."

0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see

1p0316 you if you dome over right away."

0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy man. As the lady led me

tbwaias
0318 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnab is a very busy

0319 man." I sat in a large leather chair in front of him. "I'm

0320 a very busy man," he said, hanging up the two telephones

0321 which he'd been talking. "My time is very valuable.

0322 What can I do for you?"

0323 I cleared my throat and said, "I want to L11,my little

0324 brOther. That is - I mean I think just abot.. everybody

0325 likes babies."

0326 "How much do you want for. . . Oh, of course

0327 everybody likes babies!" Mr. Barnaby said.
*

0328 "I have an idea for a TV program," I said.

23



DE225 Deanna

-

0310 The next day at noon, as soon as classes let out for lunch,

5-21

0311 I called the local television station. It's just three blocks

0312 from the school. "Yes, Miss, it's very important," I said

0- su6Otir
to the lady on the telephone. "An important project

0314 depends on it."
eo.ir by

bar
0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see

0316 you if you come over right away."

mc 46,t t imme oa-
0317 Mr. Barnaby was a ve busy man. As the lady led me

bat n-
0318 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy

0319 man." I sat in a large leather chair in front of him. "I'm 4P

":krval/NS
0320 a very busy man," he said, hanging up the two telephones

0321 Iin e which he'd been talking. "My time is very valuable.

0322 What.can I do for you?"

0323 I cleared my throat and said, "I want to sell my little
ea

1)*t

ctear So.

CD ,
WkaT

0324 brother. That is - I mean I think just about everybody

0325 likes babies."

Ak
0326 "How much do you want for. . . Oh, of course

0327 everybody likes babies!" Mr. Barnaby said.

'1)-

0328 "I have an idea for
1a

TV program," I said.

26o



DE221, Denny'
a-eaCcotas class

0310 The next day at noon, a =4 =oon as classes let out for lunch,

5-22

I ovation
0311 I called the local television station. It's just three blocks

0312 from the school. "Yes, Miss, it's very important," I said

very
0313 to the lady on the telephone. "AnAimportant project

0314 depends on it."

Mots
ocurney

0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr. Barnaby will see

GA
0316 you if you come over right away."

M Gar AC y
0317 Mr. Barnaby was a very busy man. As the lady

etoxle4 its
,'18 toward his office, she said, "Mr. Barnaby,is a very busy

let
led me

A
rk c:Cts

0319 man." I sat in k large leather chair in front of him.

0320 a very busy man," he said, hanging up the two telephones

C)

0321 I into

II I'

which he'd been talking. "My time is very valuable.

0322 What can I do for you?"

wooti
wo Set

0323 I cleared my throat and said, "I want to sell my little

i.4/
"T1,-

0324 brother. That is - I mean I think just about everybody

0325 likes babies."

0326 "How much do you want for. . . Oh, of course

16cm ey
0327 everybody likes babies!" Mr. Barnaby said.

0328 "I have an idea for a TV program," I said.
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DE230 Michael

0310 The next day at noon, as soon as classes let out for lunch,

0311 I called the local television station. it's jus. three blocks

T.Itfromom the school. "Yes,
1
Miss, it's very important," I said

0313 to the lady on the telephone.

0314 depends on it."

"An important project

Mrs4 fr
dk.

Barnaby will see0315 "All right," she said after a pause, "Mr.

0316 you c
Comeome

over right away."
A
Mrs.

0317
? CA"

Mr. Barnaby was

ibwoads
0318 toward his office,

a very busy As the lady led me

ht. pore,
she said, "Mr. Barnaby is a very busy

lounge_lounge_
0319 man." I sat in a large leather chair in front of him. "I'm.

0320 a very bray man," he said, hanging u two telephones

qi
The.

0321 into whihe'd been talking. "My time is very valuable.

(i)
0322 What can I do for you?"

fc.letaneCi

(ik0323 I cleared my throat and said, "I want to sell my little

w1,4ti.+kis? enousk
(1324 brother. That is - I mean I think just about everybody

0325 babi .s."

him
0326 "How such do you want for . . Oh, of course

0327
any 6454iy
everybody likes babies!'

Mrs, ft;

Mr. Barnaby said.

0328 "I have an idea for a TV program," I said.

2 ti
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DE223, Hubert, has only three miscues in this passage. All are
fully acceptable semantically and syntactically in the story. He also
has three corrected partials; in each case he caught himself at the
very beginning of the miscue. Interestingly, at least one other subject
miscues at each point where he has a partial. For example, on line
323, all four subjects seem surprised at the author's choice of the
verb sell. Two produce partials and two produce miscues. Hubert's
miscues are also duplicated by at least one other subject. Denny says
class for classes, Michael also says towards for toward. Deanna says
in for into, Denny omits into. So what Hubert isdoiog fits within
7Zat the other subjects are doing. He doesn't produce different mis-
cues, he produces fewer miscues and those he produces have little or
no effect on his comprehension.

DE225, Deanna, shows more miscue activity. She produces seven
corrected partials. In four cases, other subjects in the group miscue
at those places. She has five uncorrected miscues. All of them are
both semantically and syntactically fully acceptable in the passage.
All other miscues are successfully corrected except the name Barnab
at its first occurrence, but that's corrected after partials on t e
second and third occurrences and read correctly on the fourth. Deanna
is doing more than Hubert, but less than the other two subjects in Ler
group. But little that she's done could be called different. Her sub-
stitution of subject for project with a lot of preceding discussion
about school is not surprising as is what she does with handing for
hanging. She produces and corrects one non-word substitution, $bizzer
for ,busy.

Denny, DE221, has still more happening. He seems to be doing a
lot of anticipating and self monitoring. So on line 310 he goes from
"as soon as classes (let out)" to "as class" and then corrects. He
substitutes of for for and also corrects. On line 313, probably influ-
enced by what he sees on the line above, he inserts very before imur-
tent. Peripheral field may also be involved in his substitution or
location for local in local television station. He's added omission
an insertion to what the others have done, but still within the pro-
cessing of language for meaning. Denny says Miss for Mr. at the point
where Mr. Barnaby is appearing the first time in the context of a con-
version with "the lady on the telephone". He does it again in sentence
317, which becomes semantically unacceptable, "Miss Barney was a very
busy man". That's not corrected, but subsequent occurrences are correct.
For the name he goes from Barnaby to Barney and then Barley and finally
Bailey. Throughout the rest of the story and in the retelling he remains
Mr. Bailey. But in the retelling he can tell us appropriately that Mr.
Bail-equite busy" and "hegot angry quite easily". In a few
cases his miscues are unacceptable or change the meaning. Some are not
successfully corrected. But Denny apparently is able to put the pieces
hack together as he goes along. He has the highest retelling score - 72.
He knows that the plot is "a older brother was trying to find a school
project and accidently got his little brother involved". His theme is
"Don't count your chickens before they hatch".

26.3
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DE230, Michael, shows a similar pattern and quantity of miscue
activity. He omits two words in line 316, transforming from a condi-
tional clause to a command only slightly modifying the meaning. He
goes from Mr. to Mrs., eventually correcting.' What he's doing like
the others is in tie context of an evident concern for meaning. He is
clearly dealing, not simply with words, but language. On line 326, he
even supplies a word the author has left out. Michael has a retelling
score of 50, just belovi Hubert's 52.

Though there are differences that show in both the miscues and
the statistical analyses, it is clear that all these readers are
getting involved with language to get to meaning. They vary in effi-
ciency and effectiveness and that's reflected in statistical differ-
ences.

Hubert, DE223, has the highest percent of peripheral field involve-
ment. He has almost on S53 and 24% in S84. That's considerably
more than any other of the DE6 subjects. He also has the highest pro-
portion of miscues on function words in both stories, lowest on verbs
in both stories and on nouns in S53. He has the highest percent of
miscues in both stories that are not on the word level. He has the
highest percents, 20 and 13.7, that involve intonation. In reading
S53, of his miscues are not on the word level, quite a high pro.
portion compared to his peers.

Deanna, DE225, produces the highest proportion of non-word substi-
tutions in both stories, 17.3 and 15.1%; that's a lot more than any
other DE6 reader.

Michael, DE230, has 15% omissions on S53, but none on S84 in the
coded portion. A few of his omissions seem deliberate. He starts to
-ay education, but then says "whatever that word is" and goes on. He
doesTEiTWiTh certain, absolutely and advertise, too. But words like

but,things,731.171ittle, very are not likely to be deliberate
omissions. Rather, they come about during complex processing of
written language for meaning.

The DE6 group once again demonstrates the diversity within unity
which is reading at any level.
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The Appalachian Group

Many have heard of Hillbillies, but few know much about Appalachia.
They aren't different enough to be romanticized like the Indians, nor
angry enough to be feared like the Blacks. Still there are eloquent
Lawyers like Henry Caudill (Night comes to the Cumberlands) and local
poots and authors of fiction like Wendell Berry and Harriet Arnow, to
help us understand the mountain people of South Eastern United States.

The Appalachian white subjects we used for this study come from
Tazewell, Tennessee, a town nestled in the northeast of Tennessee
known as the Cumberland Gap. The population is largely white, though
there are Blacks in Appalachia. We used only white subjects in this
study since we could not confirm that dialect would be the same. Both
our Mississippi and Tennessee subjects live in Claybourne Counties
within their own states. In Tazewell, unemployment is high and a high
percent of the population works at various unskilled jobs. The teacher's
aide who worked '.,ith us throughout our week in Tazewr'l said that her
unemployment pattern is typical. She is a teacher' aide, earning
minimum wage. Her husband is presently employed in a tire store in a
nearby small town. He often looks for work outside of Tazewell. They
have a few acres of t'bacer (tobacco), but they have lost their crop
often to "rot".

The particular children were selected based on he same two cri-
teria used fur all our dialect populations. The subjects are considered
average readers within their classes, using teacher judgment, and their
parents are native to the area. Most of our subjects could tell us
that their grandparents were also native to the area. The last names
of many of our subjects have been common to the Tazewell area since
the 1700's.

Even though Appalachia strPTches from lower Neu! York and the coal
mines of Western Pennsylvania 71P gills of northern Alabama, it can
be considered a 41 ngle entfl

"A comas geographic and national origin before migration to
Appalachia, plus the effect of similar ecological factors
throughout the area of settlement...led to the maintenence
of a rather uniform culture." (Weller, 1Q66)

The mountains and valleys of Appalachia were settled more than
rw, hundred years ago by the Scotch-Irish, who spoke the English of
the Scottish Lowlands, and the North of England. To some extent people
from southeastern England settled here, too.

The early settlements were not completely isolated from the out-
side world, although the mountainous terrain formed barriers around the
settlements which effectively served to insulate them from extensive
contact with larger communities of the early American settlement. In

the relatively isolated Appalachian communities developed a special

..

4. if.
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kind of American whose language usa:e has a configuration different
from the large community and is :red by people living in that region.
This is referred to as Appalachian English or dialect. Contemporary
Appalachian English can be distinguished from other English dialects
by phonological, syntactic and semantic features. The major studies
which have looked at these features in contemporary period include
Hackenberg's 1972, Wolfram's 1975 and Blanton's 1074. The only other
recent study of this area's speech, Davis, 1971, is principally phono.
logical. Studies done in the 1930's and 1940's appear aimed at finding
as many Elizabethan features or rustic sayings as possible, but they
weren't systematic. The authors of these studies, many of whom were
summer visitors, made predictions that the dialects here were fast
disappearing. Now, thirty to forty years later, the dialects haven't
yet disappeared, but they are approaching the mid-land dialects s, oken
in the surrounding towns and cities. The older people have many more
of the distinctly Appalachian features than do their offspring, although
a number of our subjects spoke rf living with mammaw (grandmother) and
na.Ipaw (grandfather). One sixth grade subjeci77,g; responding to
whether the sixth grade culturally relevant story could have taken
Mace near Tazewell, said "about eight mile from here, it might could."

Studies examining the oral language of Appalachian speakers have
scientifically described the features through the collection of speech
in various natural settings. Studies evaluating the reading and other
cognitive abilities of Appalachians have tended, for the most part, to
use short selections or standardized test scores. Such data yield a
negative view of the learning capabilities of these mountain people.
V. Skinner (1967) states that "Appalachian and illiteracy are two vir-
tually synonomous terms." Using a variety of tests, Hooper and Marshall
(1968) conclude that "the children's performance on a global index such
as the Standford-Binet Intelligence Test is generally adequate." They
believe that the -lijority of their clearest deficits tend to center
upon verbal tasks or those problem settings which demand symbolic
representation (p. 25). According to a feasibility study on the edu-
cational needs involving Appalachian areas, reading comprehension
received the highest number of choices in a ranking of the most serious
problems facing children. Almost 1,000 administrators and teachers
from Appalachia were involved in the study, 153 coming from the state
of Tennessee (Campbell, 1971, p. 31). In the same report, a conclu-
sion is made about the pupils' needs in the cognitive-psychomotor area
!p. 54-57). After initiating this discussion with the statement that
"not enough hard data currently is avai able", this section concludes
4th "the foregoing discussion seer- to indicate that in Appalachia,
critical educational needs in the ,gnitive-psychomotor area are
reading, written expression, comprehension and career skills."

Dialect features which are found in the previously mentioned
studies which have relationship to cur research follow. The examples
are either from our own research, Hackenburg (1972) or Wolfram (1975s).
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Phonological Features

There are features related to the reduction of consonant clusters
which some have argued are phonologically influenced, even though they
occur in relationship with grammatical features (ta endings on verbs,
s endings on plurals, third person singular and possessives.) We recog-
nize the issues in this controversy, but will discuss these features
in the section related to syntactic features.

Some of the phonological features listed by most students of Appa-
lachian dialect include vowel differences such as shifts, raising of
vowels, diphthongization and the change of vowels preceeding an r.
Intrinsic h and final t are other common features. These may depend on
stress patterns. Our teacher's aide produced the following sentence:
"It's find and hits very good but it's not for us. Examples of the
intrinsic final t include: I did it oncet maybe twicet. R and 1 are
often omitted in some medial and final positions, althou6 with final
ow or o words, er can replace them - such as holler for hollow or
76accer for tobacco. Initial syllables which are unstressed be
elate , sudrii-riowance (allowance) and 'spect (expect).

In addition to the oral contractions found ih many dialects of
English such as with'm, Appalachian speakers contract was with pro.
nouns such as: well, oncet Pas with mf_daddy's brother. In addition
there is a phenomenon Wolfram calls a waeletion with one in unstressed
positions or modals. Examples include:

...whopped me a good'un with 3 paddle

...,list throw another'n right in on top of that'n.

...that'd be the biggest sin.

When a fricative preceeds a nasal, there seems to be a shift.
For example, if a z preceeds a nasal as in wasn't, it could be pro,
nuunced as if the z is omitted and a d sound Wisces the t (wadn).

Syntactic Features

There is some question about the absence of the present tense
copula in certain situations, notably in the third person.

Example: He fast in everything he do. (Wolfram, 1975)

Haekenberg, in his study of a white non-standard West Virginia dialect,
didn't note any copula deletion. Wolfram found copula deletion in his
study of another white non-standard West Virginia dialect.

Example: They friends, they brothers and sisters.

In the reading of Black English speakers copula is deleted
although in oral retellings there is evidence of copula deletions. Occa-
sionally, we discovered copula deletions in reading of the Appala-
chian subjects like the sixth grader who reads in S76:

2 )
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Example: Then I remembered I'd heard if you bleeding bad, you
shouldn't run, it makes your heart pump that such more
blood. (lines 1014, 1015, 1016)

Here the deletion is part of the present continuous. There could be
several non-dialectal explanations for this. However, this feature is
insignificant in our Appalachian readers and speakers.

Hackenberg did note non-concordance of the present tense copula
with a plural subject.

Example: These ones here is all union.

Interestingly enough, he found concord here with pronoun subjects, but
5Z.; non-concordance with non-pronoun subjects. This was also the case
with present tense verbs other than the copula where there was only
non-concordance with non-pronoun subjects (32%) in sentenoes like the
following.

Example: These packers keeps them for quite a while.

In a study by Blanton on white speakers in Kentucky, she found the
opposite to be true. That is, she found non-agreement with pronoun
subjects. Part of this difference may be due to classification.
Hackenberg classified existential there as a non-pronoun.

One example in one of our sixth grade subject's reading of S53
shows non-agreement in present tense copula.

Example: There's a lot of things babies use. (lines 0410,0411)

In one sixth grade subject's reading of S76 and speaking, non-
concordance of the past tense form of the copula occurred when there
was a plural subject and a singular form of the copula.

Example: ...I saw his chest and belly was ripped bad. (S76, Line
0918)

Our tPacher's aide indicated such concordance in her speech at
least twice, but in both cases with plural subjects.

Examples: 'hey wasn't but six . .

Some of them has

When was is used with plural subject', in the majority of cases
these uses occurred after existential there. This occurred in reading
S53, as well as in speech.

Example: There was glaring spotlights...(S53, line 0815)
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Hackenberg also found existential there to be a constraint here. In his
data, it preceded 55% of the non-concordances with was.

Hackenberg concluded that there is a movement of leveling taking
place in Appalachian English. This leveling would eventually do away
with inflection for person and number, and leave verbs inflected for
tense only. In the past-tense, the invariant form would be was.

Hackenberg also noted that of the dialect features he investigated,
non-concordance of plural subjects with the past tense of the copula,
correlated the best with social stratifications based on eduCation and
occupation. When he correlated this syntactic variable with al he
found that the higher the age, the more non-concordance.

There is evidence of non-standard past tens. forms of some irreg-
ular verbs. The most common of these is with the verb come. This
occurs in both reading and speaking.

Example: He cried out and come to the bank, and they were still
in there for a while.

Other non - standard past tense forma include become for became, run for
ran. creep for crept, bruni for brou ht,c_tmlni-dra
EL2i,TW4T4ed for knew, throned for t rew Thett for eld, learnt for
learneir 1171t forTain'eci-

Theie can be divided into four main groups. In the first group,
the Appalachian past form is the same as the present form (come, become,
run). If these were considered the past participles, here i-Tsame as
-t-g present form, then !lull would also fit into this group. Another
group has past tense forms different from its present or past participle
forms in standard English (brung, drag). A third group usesthe general
rule of -ed for past tense rmation, only it applied this to verbs
which are irregular in standard English (throned /threw, know,d/knew).
The last group substitutes a t for the SE d (helt/held, learnt/learned).

Both Wolfram and Hackenberg mention these past forms. The use of
these forms in research seem to be more frequent in free speech
than in the re, 41. There might be a semantic tendency to use cone
when the action is somewhat dramatic. Contrast one subject's uirE?
come/came in retelling SS3,' from the standard story Cat Fight.

Example: And then he came home and talked to his parents for
awhile.

The ordinary use of came, with came home, is contrasted with the use of
come.

Example: Just as the big cat leap, Bristle Face come from some-
where.

Or perhaps, the story itself triggered the different uses. It was in
the retelling of the story that had an Appalachian setting that one
sixth grade subject produced come for SE came, 100% of the time.

2
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Still, the numbers are too small to make any generalisation other
than that (tome for cams, like the other forms, is variable in subjects'
dialects.

The absence of -ed on some past tense verbs is not mentioned by
Hackenberg. Wolfram not4d a historical present with the first person
only.

Example: I says OK, then, keep a-going. and he kept going.

Since none of the other studies noted the absence of -ed, we were
surprised to find it. But this lack of corroboration made us even more
careful to check the possibility of phonological influence.

Examiles: When I turn around, there was bubbles coming to the
surface, (lines 0809v 0810)
When I moved the first muscle, the panther squirm.

(lines 0709, 0710)

Careful listening to the tapes, both of the reading and retelling,
reveal many occurrences where the stop was not realized when a nasal
plus a stop occurs in word final position (ground-groun, kind-kin,
around-aroun). This indicates *that -ed absences may be phonologically
determined, and not a syntactic featum of Appalachian dialect. Data
from the tapes also reveals fact becoming fee, and act as ac, to indi-
cate phonological dialect only.

The final group of -ed abserces wero with verbs ending in 1.
(Once fields became fieli) One verb, yell, occurred several times
withOa767-ed. Moving from strictly phonological concerns to the
actual use oche verb, there is another possible explanation (4' yell
where SE would use yelled.

The yell was used as a dialogue carrier in S53.

Egampies: I opened the dictioLary and picked out a word that
sounded good. (line u201, 0202)
"$Philoscopic," I yell. (line 020:)
"Mom, Dad," I yell_ (line 0721)

This could be a sign of a different narrative style, relatec a

historical present. In support of a more immediate narrative style is
the following exchange:

Re4earcher: Why did the buy want to know where a dictionary was?

AP 6: Well, see, he start calling off words, when he reads
the S's, hit, it makes him calm and he goes to sleep,
Andrew goes to sleOp.

What might^at first glance be considered an absence of -ed in.cer-
tain past tense verhs, may be explained partly as a dlfferent.narrat
4tyle, butsmore so as consonant cluster simplification. In his study
of a Kentuckvdialect, Davis (1'71) found consonant cluster simplifi-

27 )



cation to occur 411% in word final pohition before words beginning with
consonants, and 241Z in this pogition before words beginning with vowels.

All dialect researchers report that in some verb forms ending with
la, speakers preceed the verb with a. Our teacher's aide said "No
one's a-buying them." Hackenberg notes that thislay be related to the
old English "ge" which was resolved as /a/ + verb +ing. In many of
these forms a verb or a form of to Woe proceeds the a + verb + ing.
There is also a tendency to use 17Rior to some in forms. One sixth
grader read, I went to reading t' words out loudTar I went on reading
the words aloud (SS3 line'b221).. Nese forms also tend to be preceeded
by another verb.

There seems to be activity within Appalachian dialect concerning
the past presented as participle forms.

Examples: They'd went to school together
She had took t'.e doll

In addition, seem and done are used where saw or did might be used in
SE. However,Tgse forms may involve a deletion Orhave or had prior
to the verb.

There seem, to be a specialized use of liketa (like to) and spoqta
(supposed to). Wolfram piorts examples:

We Liketa never found him.
We was spo4eta went to the ball game.

These may he related to the doable modals also reported by Wolfram.

Examples: He musta (must've) dilp't hear me.
Hit might cou10 happen.

There are three negative featuxes which deserve mention.

a. Negative concord

Example:

Well, my sight wasn't on the cat no longer that I
took it off and cut a glance at the rock. (lines 0609, 0610)

t, Negative inversion

Example:

Didn't nobody get hurt or nothing.

c. The use of ain't.
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Absenee of plural and possessive markers have been noted in car-
t-11i, settings. The plural absence seems to be involved -he A in

phrase includes redundant plural cues or the word is r 0

weights or measures.

Examples: The boy ran and was back in a few second.
He gazed at a roc,. lying about four foot under him.

Possessive markers are or inconsistently in both speaking and
oral reading.

Double nouts seem to occur in our own retelling data, but ,ore not
mentioned in other studies.

Examples: He vie up his allowance money.
He hurried out across the pasture fields.

Wolfram reports certain intensifiers which may relate to the double
nouns in tem, of use of redundant features.

Examples: Take a big old cub of tobacco.
He feels rght smart foolish.

rhere are other interesting forms:

I. Advrhial But:

F:xample: He don't come to see me but uncet a month.

2. Advert) Placement:

Examples: Everwhat the case may be
He was picking me ever which way.

:3. Demonstr-Aives:

Example: This here one

4. Reflexive

Examples: hisself: theirself

). Personal Dative:

Examples: You pick yuu out a good tree.
We had us a cabin.
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An Appalachian rourth Grader

We focus, in the Appalachian gr04, on George (AP414). George's
Parents left school after eighth grade. His father builds furniture
in the barn-factory he's met up. Sometimes his moths.. sews material
for the furniture.

George was almost tun at the time of this reading. A year carlter
his IQ score was g2. His reading score was 2.9 at the end of the
third grade. He's the youngest of four children.

George likes to ride a mini-bike on mountain trails.

Here's George's retelling of S51, Freddie Miller, Seiet tit.

Subject: Oh, A yOu want me to start at the first?

Researcher: Yep. Slart at the first.

A
I ...len-11)er ah...ah rreddv got... got ah Elizabeth's doll
and it turned and tried an experiment and turned it 0-een
and ah...ilud then his ah mother said, You act like ahm...
11.--, Uncle Augu-A and ah (whispered)...(long
pad e) And then ah '1.17ahoth, y- no his -other said ah,
all; You are going to have to s- ah give ,alf of your alloto-
ance to Elizabeth and ah...(lowl. pause). And then he fivel
the clock and then his lather said the next morning, "After
all, that clock works." And then he fi-- ah he went to
fix the clock aoin ane made it ah"so loud it sound like
a fire engine-, and it ah...rung at three o'clock in the
morning an.' ,...mmm...then he ma- made a...then Elizabeth
got caught the door and she coutn't get out and he
made her a flashlight and then, then she wutn't afraid.
And then he ah went and wot mother...and then fa- when
father come home, she run to the door and m- and pulled
him in and ah, he come in the kitchen and then hi.s brother
was working in the kitchen with his chess set and 1i, mo-
and thin, his mother was cooking breakfast and then they
told him the whole story. So I don't know.

R: What else?

R:

S:

111hh...Theo. yeh, they s- uh un, -You act Like uh
your oh Uhcle...ah...Uncle..." I don't remember that
uncle was. And then he -aid, "N,-, and then they said,
-Uncle uh August andhe said "No,- and then Uncle Os-
Ostridg nnd .h...(long pause) That's all
the uncles I can remember. Aiad then, he said. Uh 'No,
I act like you - his fa,.her:g.

OK. All right. Let me jut ah see. Did you like the
story?

Ych.

2



R: You renumbered a lot of it too, didn't you?

S: Um. What I could.

R: You did pretty wall. Ali, let's see. Tell me about all
they uncles. Tell me, what did the uncles have to do with
the story?

S : Wel 1 . ( long pause)

R: Who was saying, "You act like your uncle so and so, and
you act like your uncle so and so?

S: (interrupting) His uh mother.

H: Why'd she do that?

S: He just act like them, and she said he act like them.

H: Do you think he liked that?

S: I don't believe he did.

K: Why don't you think so?

S: Um, he always acted nice. When they say that. He'd saL,'

"No, he didn't .i t Like them."

H: Who do yuu want, who did he think he acted like?

S: His fither.

H: Did he think that himself?

S: You mean the boy?

Yeh.

S: Yeh.

X: How drs y u that?

S: He said it in the book.

H: OK. ;11, what was the boy's name?

S: Freedie. that's what I say it was.

R: Freedie? OK. And who else was in the st- y besido., the
boy?

S: Mmm...Mr. Miller and Mrs. Miller and 'lizabeth.



K:

S:

H:

R:

K.

S:

K.

S:

R:

S:

R:

OK. Ano whu Is Mr. Millar?

Lill, Mrs. Miller's hus,and.

What die he have to do with Freddy?

With who?

With Freddie. Freddie. Freddie. With the boy in the
story.

Oh ..(longipause) He was mrtm -one. I say it was Freddie,
you mean it's uh Freddie?

Um-hm (affirmative)

(laugh.;) Ah, he was the one who ah was making thangs and
doing esperiments and all that.

Who was doing that?

Freddie.

OK. And ah, who was Mr. Miller?

Uh, Mrs. Miller's wife.

)K.

I mean husband. (Laughs)

)K. What did he have to do with Freddie? Did he have
something to do with Freddie?

S: lie was hi: Father.

OK. And who was Mrs. Miller?

F Adie's mother.

OK. What. did Ars. Miller - What was she 1ike in tne story:

Om...

K: Thi.ik she was like other mothers?

s: Yeh.

R: How?

S: Well, saying they act like 'em, and...

o-
L. I )



1)41 you think mythers do that?

S: Yah.

R: Always saying you net like other people? Your mother
ever tell you thnt?

5: Yoh.

It: Who does she say you act like?

S: pause) I just can't think of anyL)dy.

k: You can't: OK. So ah she just acted... What else-- Tc'l
me, what else about the mother? What else can you tell
me about the mother?

S: Well, lat' see...

R: What else OH she have to do with the story?

S: She made uh Freddie pay uh 'lizabeth uh half of his allow.
once.

Why?

Because he ruined ah her doll.

K: OK. And ah tell me about Elizabeth.

S:

R: Who wa::

She was uh rroddiess sister.

OK. How old was she?

I don't believe it ''dcl ALL

K: OK. What do you - now - do you think she was older tha
he or younger than he was, or what?

S: Younger.

P: Now do you kliow?

4
S: Um, she was the rme 'Ir) was getting all tilt tr-, getting

in all the trouble. Slit. 11d to be littler or she wouldn't
have hpilered for uh-uh Freddie.



H: ( interrupting) Who was getting into trouble?

S: 'lltabeth.

She was getting into trouble, so +he had to be little? OK.

S: And she, and cause uh she was hollering uh for Freddie to
vome and help her when she got in the closet - over what
it was.

R: How'd she get in the closet?

S: She g- uo went in the door and hit slammed shut.

OK. And then...

(interrupting) The n-, lip wind blew'it.

The wind blew it shill? And then what happened?

And then she cried for Freddie.

It! ON, and then what happened?

':1). Freddie cups and said, "I'll ,o get -:,,ther," and theo
said it -- said, "Don't leave me," and then she r- he

lixed them - fixed her a flashlight and put it down the
thre.hen - evi7VWFTt is.

it: The whet!

S:
1

The threshea - ever what it H.

R: What is It Even if you don't know the w6-,

S: A window.

R: A ,..*Idow. Where is the window?

S: 1 i1, on th- on the back of the clo- closet?

k: riow do you think he could get to the back of the , Iset

if the door was closed?

S: I don't know. Probatly on the front of the door.

k; Think it was a window on the front? Why couldn't she roach
it?

S: She was too

R: How could he reach it?

2



S:

it

S-34

de ut di a, a Vitchon uh ladder, I believe it was,
an gave It to her and raid her to get it by the ruler
and hold it.

Just wait a minute because we're going to change tapes.
We're going to another tape to help hear you fini,' the
story.

Now, George (AP 414) is goig to tell us some more about
freddie Miller. And you were going to toll um how he made
that hod - how he made that flashlight. Remember?

( . He got urn a ruler, and he have uh - then he g- a
:. got a battery. He found a battery oo th.i table and
he put it on the ruler, then he had a battery in his uh -
chess set and he got hit and put it on it. And then he
gut him a bu'h and ya- uh put it there. then be uh ho.ked
the wires to it. ('hat's all. I believa that's all he (Ad

to it.

k: OK. And how c-, tu.; could the uh finr.htight du all t

Huw dc,0_, that

S: i don't kntiw.

K: Now you he got a, a, a battery from where?

S: tut of his chess set, ever where he had them *,ols.

ill, h' had tools in ,^ething cal led, something like 1
tht-.., set?

S: Ytol.

k: iti'at do you think is in there? I.. he iness :et

tools, stuff.

;O ^Ind of - h,ides tools?

S: . . hat, .1 t in here.

: I.

nythiog he had in liere?

S. 1Aat..--: all I rememb-r.

R: What did he d' with hi.. -,et*:



S: Ha me-- he fixed the clock and he uh made stuff. He was
wonting to be

14: (interrupting) Why did he do all those things?

S: H. wanted to be a scientist.

K.: He wanted to be what':

S: A iriutist.

R: OK. And so he made all th,tle things? OK. And uh when
he muds all these things, was - were they - did they all
work?

s.

H: Everything worked good.:

S: Not g,od.

Not wood?

Cause uh mother open the frtgi rator and not t.

smell was in it.

k: What was the smell from?

S: Uh, some stuff he had made.

K: Mmhm. What else? Tell me about the clock. Tell me
about the clock.

S: How he made it? How he ti -- ah

(interrupting) You told me about the clock going off and
sounding like a fire engine .r something like that?

Oh. Un and uh. Hit woke him up at three o'clock in the
murnirl:.. And when he come, come to the uh breakfast
tahle Au told them that uh, uh he heared the school aell
ringing. Hit ringed and ringed and A...That's all
reliemtwr.

Was it the school bel. rir7ing?

S: Nu.

K: What was it?

(inrerrupting) It was the clock he had made.
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A: Aiul how eI$fl hes thought it wise the lehool to

N; Hit oounded Mu loud.

K: Mmhm, And did, it to oft when it was oUppotd to go off?

When did it

(interrupting) It went tiff at three o'clock w-when It WIIM

Nuposed to want (41. At *even 'clock.

K. How corme you think it did that?

s! Hy uh wet it at the wrong time.

11h-huh. OK. Anti t h- what +liveed? What did they

lib Said it sounded like a... fire cugint?

0%. Uh, what ilo viiu think the most important - Vho
d.' y- if somebigly you to say what the most Important
thing of the iltory was, what would you say it was?

I'd say uh... the pu uh Where he uh made one

with the battery and the hu and all that .

Why was that the most imp, tapt?

Mm... it'd be more 16,e A scientist.

A: Why

Reed LI* he Invented Burnt)' n.

Mmtut. bid he - I.4) you think lte made th:it ;Ili all by him:..: !

h.

P: N. And oh...oh...what was the story tryio:.! to teach you?
WiAt ide-, were there in the story that were trying to
teach you somethinv

s: Uh. to see how gwxt 1 could read.

R: Umh' vthing else? Do you thik you read good? Why no!?

S: Just a una make a -13- on reading.

4: OK. That'4 not ,zo had. And what else the stol/ trying*

to teach you a lesson in the stry or a mural
in the story

. 28



Ue.that I believe thwro is a Womm.

H: Shat's that?

s' Not to get other peoplo's things and uh mess with 'am
04~ if ytql tear them up you'll probably have to pay.

ok. And uh...floyon think that uh Mrs. Miller was happy
with rroddie?

Yoh.

Why?

S: because he uh, uh fix the clock uh - I be he ft--
Be fixed it oncet. She was happy with him cause he uh
got uh 'lltabeth out i)f the closet.

H: UK.

S: And gave iier a light.

R: What?

s: And gaveJii/r a light -- tt flashlight.

H: cAvfo hdr a light -- a flashlight. And you think - what
about - what do yr,u think - how do you think Mr. Miller
felt:

Ft:

Um, hcer.y.

Why?

Because he had uh helped *liza)eth.

R: Ok. And uh do you ink that Mrs. miller would be
saying that he like his uncles 'anymore?

8 Why not?

s: Because uh...he helped 'lizabeth. That z. all I can think
0:.

and what did that mean if he a - he helped Eli..Aheth7

S: Probably hid uncle, f'aughs) wouldn't of did it.

Ah, you think that :d who does In act like then?

S: You mean, who do r...1 act like when ne don't help her?
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1w hp it). her.

h1-2 rathor.

Ytm4 think that's - and yta think that'n - you think
that' 044? OK. Anything rs MO you want to tell m. ittnnit
thr It ry: Anythit,c lipie you romettaber nNt that yi,1 didn't
emoir;r 1113 ioi-07

Ah.. remombor nothing oltol.

ryttionierod 40 4Wit11 lilt ur tho st.

it taiklaco?
:/. Whore .1 Id the

o e p

Ah. . 1 1ong pantie) It takes place in the hook, (lawhm).

In the tinoli? Right. o hay*, AIty Ith.d? Do you think
it old tnikr. Arnond Now TarAWP I 1 :

Yeh.

: Ych: 1h. yf think. - you know any boy:, klw that.?

.

: Wh:

41 tche I . I..1)-art: in rtsy ; "tiff. 411%, stt mrkfti; qottip'13.

he INTIO Out good with it?

th 'toe!: 'oth and s74, Old lien MI11224:4(1 Match,
G,.,!:0 ;ow .4everal wnrdn with t1etertea preitx"s:

he ;abet , t r ,erator ' cruse.

innn 1 -r Ica! vttrIatfr,r ;.,.,duce: cow. t (coo /dn 1 ), wain'(
,a t ;alt I wa ) , %Artist ( once ) evert tine (every t .

tator., and swet ,1,1taters titoe0, t'mni,TA (I'm going to).

t ,-; that airs t t roe, I .1 in' . r Aure shout
1,

sliere .ta t I. ..r qitele oe,sat I..., in

remember riiith',.4. ....se, not t u never ;ki t r
. t t eve he did noth i

he le :olen pat .1!

te: I i ?

to hut i%er leave

it sound 1 fke he act. I them, h ix the c lock.

a. (1 ,,,,,



Ale. , 047,A those obit tensor!

It rune at
Litt toisdpsi old 001.1 0 10,n

00 rtu to the 14'4'1
h. hvarod the boll
41, linged 4114 rto.ped

tte aimo ham tholmo vort, umoft:

Wholt fathtir cum*, tigoop

he coma in the 1..itetien
UrgIddlo cmor
hr avers; the murk

f" W411 nUppOOld to went erf At 7

ouldn't've did` it
When he don't hlp ;ler
h.. was 4-arating
hi' woulitn't've rode

Mere are' people that *apes tioc,,unds
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He reads mothers for manners and mutters: "No, that ain't it."

In S51 he comments after reading Uncle August, "That word's a
month".

In retelling S74, George calla the Mule a $Muk. He never reads
mule appropriately in the story. In the retelling this conversation
occurs:

Researcher: What did he ride home on?

Subject: The muk.

R:

S:

R:

S:

What's that?

I don't know.

What's it like?

Might be sort of like a cow.

R: Why de, you think that?

S: Well, it had to be bigger'n him 'fore he could ride it. And
it had to have four legs 'fore he could ride it. So it
might've been a cow. No it wouldn't've been a cow. I just
said sump'n like'a cow.

R: Anything else?

S: I don't know. They ride, uh, wil' bulls in the rodeo.

R: You think this was a wild bull?

S: Well he wouldn't've rode it if it had been wil'.

Gei,rge's insight is illustrative as is his cautious risk-taking.
He knows when he doesn't know something, but can get to meaning anyway.

Here's another excerpt from S74 that illustrates how George gets
the meaning together.

Subject: The teacher had made a rule that no dogs could come to
school.

I ...-..archer: Was the teacher in the story?

S:

R:

S:

Yeah.

OK. Can you tell me about the teacher?

She was the one who made the rule that the dog, that the
dogs couldn't come.
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What ate did she do?

i don't be it was a she; I be it was a mister.

George has remembered a single reference in the story:

Mr. Rector kept him alter school. (line 0321)

George roads Rector ilft Retractor but still knows ft was a male
tencher.

Half of George's miscues in both stories produce no transformation.
About a third prattle° a different deep structure. Only b.2 and 10%
involve loss of deep structure. About 80r4 of his acceptable miscues
involve no syntactic change for both stories. That's substantially
more than any other AP4 subject. Semantic change on acceptable miscues
in,both stories clusters most heavily on minor change. That's not
unusuel for the group.

Omissions are infrequent Cor George, 7.7% on S51 and 6% on S74.

Non-word substitutions are 21%
This nattern follows group trends.
George's miscues have ER's that are
17.5'7. on S74. The latter is higher

for S51 and only 10% I,)r S74.
Relative] small percen-s of
function words, 11.6% on S51 and
but compares to the group mean of

His peripheral field miscues, 7.1 and 8.5% on th, t40 ttlries are
low for the group.

We can sum up George as a reasonably effective. but somewhat
inefficient reaner. He seems to he reasonably confluent and is cer-
taivly able to take some risks as he seeks meaning. dig inferences
belie his low IQ score.

Appalachian Fourth Grade

As a group the fourth graders show means for both stories on most
variables that are remarkably similar. (Table 5-5)

Coded MPHW is 8.37 for S51 and 8.17 for S74. Dialect precent is
4.23 and 5.1. Non-dialect MPHW is 6.03 and 7.79. Residual MPHW is
3.17 and 3.16. Comprehending percent is 61.6 and 60.1. Correction
means are just over 27%,semantic acceptability is about 45% and syn-
tactic acceptability 655t+ on both stories.

Graphic and phonemic proximity are slightly higher on S51 than S74.

Patterns among the four AP4 subjects are not so varied as with some
other groups.
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Subject Number
Story Number

Total Micues
Coded Miscues

MPHW
Dialect Miscues

MPHW
percent

Non-Dialect Miscues
MPHW

Residual MPM;
% corrected
% SeM. acceptable
% aem. unacc. but corr.
Comprehending percent
% syn. acceptable
Proximity means

graphic
phonemic
syntactic
semantic

2

Table $-S

APPALACHIAN FOURTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

414
51* 74**

416
51 74

417
51 74 5

117 112 91 146 150 127 89

53 53 ...55 55 48 50 51
9.72 8.83 7.33 8.33 , Z.86

0

10.404
0

6,

23 3 4 5

0.55 0.50 0.53 0.76 0 0 0,

5.7 5.7 7.3 9.1 0 0 3,

4950 50 51 50 48 50

9.17 8.33 6&80 7.58 9,86 10.40 6,

1.4.04 4.33 2.53 3,64 4.31, 3.33

16.0 18.0 21.6 16,0 31.3 32.0 40.

50.0 -i- 40.0 51.0 44.0 35.4 48.0..42.
20.0

'471,

28,6.0 8.0 11.8 8.0 20.8

54.0 48.0 62.7 52,0 56,3 68.0
58.0 57.74.0 60.0 74.0 60.4.70.6

5.79 6.05 6.22 5.24 5.21 5.22 5.

5.30 5.82 5.59 4.52 4.98 4.87 5.

8.16 8.40` 7.19 7.76 7.83 7.59 8.

0.47- 6.67 , 4,1117.216,11. 6.67 6_

* Freddie Miller, Scientist
** Old Ben Bailey Meets His Match
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Residual MPHW ranges on S74 from 1.33 to 4.43 and 1.R to 4.31 on 551.
Comprehending range im greater, 4a to 72.5:, on $74; 567 t ' 71.4 on Ss 1.

AP41a, Bonnie, has an unusually high pattern of correction on
both stories. She attempts correction on 53.1X of her S51 miscues and
70.6% on 574. She is successful in 40.0 on 851 and 43.1% In 574.

Bonnie shows the OdMO prediction and cautious monitoring that
characterize other readers with heavy correction.

Besides her corrections she has many running starts and corrected
partials.

Some of her unsuccessful corrections are non -wordy after partial
attempts or are repeated non-word attempts.

:Ca
I, tivi fkekk1fIf's
(e-

- reputation

$corststa
-

constant

Iifol:Aineck

feo,rsm
obliged

----"ara
a L

P1.

Bi, Less

The quality of Bonnie's predictions, her tentativeness and careful
monitoring are illustrated in this brief sequence from S75:

0116 Funny was racing

@V+on
0201 r him Lester felt so sorry for he dog that h hadn't

)sch;t

tier
0202 the heartIto scold him.

foiter,4114

He patted him for a minute or two.

6- e
o203 Then he said, "I'll have to take you home again even if it

0204 makes me late to school,"

She has numerous repetitions, some following corrections. She
anticipates him for the dos and didn't have for hadn't, correcting both.
She loses the idiom in hadn't the heart, perhaps because of the unusual

use of had ls transitive verb with n't. Her numerous repetitions on
this sentence show a not totally successful search for structure ane
meaning. With pretended for patted she has, perhaps, shown a sem:r.*ie
expectation but again corrects. Thee. she proceeds cautiously.

Bonnie produces only lO% nor-words, but she has an unusual amount
of miscues involving multiple morrheme words, 17.r, two to three times
the rate of her p.:ers.
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Omission is a strategy she uses rarely. She hash (h") in 5S1
and none in 574. Her emissions are was, when and this. All are cor-

rected.

She has 7 insertions (140 on SS1 but only 3 on 574. 11 00 Inser-

tions involve a section on fixing th alarm clock. The author rails

it alarm clock once. clock six times, and alarm twice. Burnie inserts

alarm twice with clock and slah once with alarm. She inserts the
717177, with common nouns and some once with a COM100 noun. The MY
really complicated insertion is this one of said:

When Freddie
akurn

told how he had fixed theeock

(1)Yow0,-
"You're just like Uncle Cherie brothel.

, ..wdetis,"is"
iostAt 1-
tinkering with clocks

Ci4A4lij U. ;Art

in Switterlati

Kw 0%

Mrs. Miller maid,

C,h6rIte,
Charles was Aiwa)

. (lines 0501, 0S02, 0603)

Bonnie shows some more or less serious confusions in her retellings
though they have a lot of detail. In SS1 she has Freddie in the closet
and his sister getting mother to let him out. That's a pretty basic

misconception.

In S74 she calls Lester, Lee, and the teacher Mr. Lester. She

has Lester intentionally bringing his dog to school instead of being
followed by him.

She knows he missed spelling words, but thinks hP -.'ssed them
because he was Late, not because he was worried.

She says that after the two had tricked each w61. ".ell then

they played this game. And the boy beat the man I # 1 then,' She

misses that the tricks were the game.

These misconceptions and minor misunderstandings s4ggest that
Bonnie may be overconcerned with monitoring her predictions on the
phrase and sentence level and losing some threads of the story's
meaning. Her effectiveness is suffering a little because she cor-
rects to the point of inefficiency.

Although her residual MPHW is below 2 on both stories
prehending percents are about 7D ,only 42.Q and 40* of her
semantically acceptable before correction. This may again
somewhat ineffective strategies.

and her coo-
miscues are
reflect

Bonnie consistently reads Mrs. as Misriss, an archaic form which
survives in Appalachia. The dialect described in detail in the dis-
cussion of George, AP414, is pretty well characteristic of the group.
Most of that shown in the reading is Rhonological. A good deal more
of syntactic, lexicalo and idiomatic dfalect shows up in the retelling.
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torroction patterns are similar on both stories for AP4. That
sllowe from the similatity on alt other variables.

Inouccemsfol corrections are 10.6% on 851 and 13.4 on 874 with
muccesolfut corrections a bit ova, 27.t on both.

Percents are also quite similar for
acceptability. Of miscues syntactically
each atury are corrected. Correction of
acceptable miscues is 444 on 881 and 40X
?featly acceptable miscues are corrected

eorrection and syntactic
unacceptable, about 30% in
partially syntactically
on 874. About 20X of syntac-
on both stories.

Whereas over 60% of unsuccessful corrections in both stories are
on miscues which are fully syntactically acceptable, only 29% are
%mantically fully acceptable on S51 and 15% on 874. But over a third
Hof the unsuccessful corrections are fully semantically unsuccessful
oo both stories while only 14.3% are fully syntactically unacceptable
,q1 SS! and 7.4% on 574.

A difference between the two storiesAlhows on successful correc-
tion as,! semantic acceptability. CP $51, 48% of partially acceptable
miscue% and 45% of those semantically acceptable only at the sentence
level are corrected. 01 S74, only 30% of partially acceptable miscues
and 39. of those acceptable in sentence only are corrected. AP4 cor-
rects 17.51, of semantically unacceptable miscues on S51 and 20.9% on S74.
They correct 13% of fully semantically acceptable miscues on S51 and
22% en S74.

These patterns in correction show an underlying differen'e which
may oe due to differences in the stories' predictability.

About 1S7(' of tP4 miscues on S51 show peripheral field cues. For
S74, 1 show such cues. AP4!6 shows the most with almost 20% on S51
and 2r, on 574. AP414 (G^.orge) shows under 10t on both stories.

Appalachian Secon0 Grade

Our Appalactian second graders make a lot of miscues (see Table
S-6). Mean coded MPHW on Kitten Jones (S44) is 17.54 and S75, Sweet
Patotie Doll, it is 20.117bialect Is only 4.2% and 7.18X. 453.74-
lect MPHW is still high, 16.89 and 18.97.

With a range from 0 to :,2% correction, the means for correction
dre 17.88 and la t. Semantic acceptabilii is moderate, 46..Z aLd 39.2*g,
with 3 relatiAely small range. So residual MPHW is still quite high,

'.%4 and 10.35, and comprehending percent is 56.7 and 46.2%. Syntac-
tic acceptability means are almost identical, 61.7 and 61.8%.

All subjects, judging by residual MPHW and comprehending percent,
find S44 easier than the more relevant S75. AP407 has 48% comprehending
on both but with 27.17 non-dialect MPHW on S7S, tit,- residual MPHW is
14.13 on that story. AP405 has 50% semantic acceptability on both
stories.

2
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Residual 'Mk' is quite varied: 2.01 to 12.30 on 5441 4.04 to 14.36
1171,4.

Only 0404 on 117$ falls below AM syntactic acceptability with
max on STA. 0406 has OOK eyntictically acceptable miscure on $71i.

Graphic and phonemic means also show great range through the sub-
jects. 0410 has means on both variables in both stories under 41 in
fact, phonemic proximity is only 3.03 on $75. But 0400 has graphic
swans over sin on both stories and phonemic mans of almost A.A.

It would appear to be worthwhile to contrast the substitutions of
0410 and 0406. Near the end of first grade, 0410,;yra,tested 1.9
grade level end 0400, Elsa, 2.1. That would appear to make them
similar in proficiency.

but they are very different in their miscue patterns.

Lyra, AP410, shows the miscue pattern of a second grader who is
predicting, seeking meaning, using all cue systems. but without inte-
grating all the systems.

She produces they for we, also/always, Jane /Sue. Theo' show only
minimal graphic or656nomic proximity between ER and OR. But here's
the text in which they occur:

1../ alto
"We have four young ones," Mr. and Mrs. Jones always answered.

"Penny,
A
Ause, Jack, and Kitten Jones:" (lines 0103, 0104, 0105)

All are syntactically acceptable Ad at least partially acceptable
semantically. She calls Sue, Susan, next time it occurs but then goes
back to Jane for the rest 'a the story. Alweys becomes also once sore
and then is read correctly on its third occurrence.

But logra iin't always so successful:

_1 Iyeeoutifr
14044" PA MC. V

"Penny and Sue Jones liked to wear pretty colored dreasQ Jack
0

alto -Ate( 1421:. %votwoomC
Jones always went fbround in overalls or a sun suit. (lines 0106,

0107, 0108)

The strategy of seeking meaning is strongly indicated here:

tI
tag,

One day Penny rushed up the'lrOnt siirTihand into the house. (lines
0201, 0202)

23



444

ftot 14401
"Penny. why are you oo emeitedr (line 0204)

lin& 04_6 You can

14V.tte
tine 0606 see every a r on that, hi

k
You can

ei...r esetilec
lino OV17 almost count the &ether*.

line 0601 The one of .

u;" C %t% t elk
line 040 her playing .n the Toile via%

These last examples illustrate her use of a developing meaning to
predict. She knows that a camera and turee are involved, but
doesn't read camera right until the lamx" ne.

Out she substitutes picture (pitcher in her dialect) in these
examples:

rklksa
(1hey)took the little camera everywhere. (lines 0301, 0302)

p ot.twifel,

You should isSe those prises. (line. 0200, 0210)

p.Civitto
Wow she walked over to the camera. (1 ins 0406)

All the family stood ar
r. Ives.

when the prints were done. (lines
0410, 0420)

pc-Awie.

1 give her this pretty bowl...(lines 0710.0711)

She mikes these substitutions for camera: Steles/far. picture
(twice), light (3 times), rake. She substitutes camera for rose v...6es
(see above) and crow:

044.

We must send this picture of the crow. *'(line noon)

Prise is another word she ham problems with, but her substitutions
show risk- taking in a meaning-seeking sense that sometimes gets wild:

There will begisee)for children... (line 0206)

2.
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potto(1111

"Vou should moo those pries :" (line* 0110s, 0210)

seefSAn
"This picture is worthwa rivet prise. (11nse 0700* 0701)

eenny, tilt did net %XI any pr$ s, ( tines 0717, 0713)

They 4= 611 the gags she =tired. (line 0710

She sets even more moo* with ronleett

these to thetgagl?" (line 0211)

to the :atilt? (line MS)
1,,e. cook

trel ,
want to the contesy t (line 0610)

it wee t o beet picture in the contest Wnes 0613, 0610

Sometimes she peens to be going on pure anticipation of meaning:

he diOn't want sweNT-0,Erfe1for dinner (line% 1oo4-100$)

x..fixes How**,
Throe (hears for Kitten Jones: (lines 0703, 0704)

ill wot ts so§,^45
Kitten Jot.* shall receive-Athis bell to west.- (lines 0706,0707)

daitt ove.4
...A do'..1 made out of await pdtato...(lines 0103, 0104)

Sometimes she memo to deliberately substitute a meaningful w'rd
fi,r tine she can't cop* with:

0.5 A Mk.* etI Jefftc,
"Marionette dolls:': exclaimed Sue. (line 0215)

0. ens c %oh Jr..

"There are baseballs, bats, marionette dolls...(line 0213)

moe.1r.c4 eur
...lascy's worn-out mitt,n, for sure". (line 0400)

...pouring water into an acir. ( I in" CZ I2 )



small
...Doll' s curvrinouth... (line 0513)

Ovate' grosSS
...sat on the stump in the sunshine...(lines 0519, 0520)

6114.611:4 ``Sresttey
...a mociting ird called Sweetly... (line 1103)

Here's a prime example:

5-56

No t 1-4c.1 tio
Snap! Snap! Snap: They took pictures of their mother wearing

dress
her partyAclothes. (lines 0307, 0308)

And consider her reading of this passage as she seeks the meaning:

...she found an old brownAgiiiiii105TE(line 0208)

104c00. *tad bezit
It had a bump onpone end, just right for a head. (lines 0301,0302)

besTo tyGs
And the bump had two specks, just right for eyes, and a brown

ehee n5 on
curvy scratch, just right for a mouth. (lines 0303, 0304, 0305,

0306)

But Lyra can and does use graphophonic cues: book/brook, followed/
found, have/held, like/look, off/of, zinging/running, smell/smile,
$smerl /smile, side/said, silly/still, wash/watch, taking/talking. And
of course, with all her miscue's, about 25MPHW on both stories. She is
still reading about 3/4 of the text with no scues.

One of the most curious things Lyra does is the production of
non-word substitutions with minimal graphophonic proximity to the ER:
$tenten /contest, $telsafar /camera, $garnt /corners, $werching/crow,
Smarum/darkroom, $sicka /course, Skeet/picked. These may simply repre-
sent uninhibited use of cues on Lyra's part and a strategy indicating
that phonics has limitations.

Her remarkable semantically acceptable predictions illustrated
earlier would work better if she developed correction strategies. She
shows virtually no successful correction in the coded portion of either
story, though she has unsuccessful corrections of 2a% in S44 and 12%
in S75. She shows some correction in the latter uncoded parts of both
stories,, perhaps reflecting her build-up of contextual meaning.
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She seldom omits words, only 6% omissions on S44 and 12% on S75,
nor does she produce many non-word., substitutions, about 4%* on both
stories. Neither she nor the group show insertions'in either story.
Relatively few of her miscues involve function words, 13.5% on S44
and 9.9% on S75. Nouns comprise 41.2% of her S44 miscues and 45.5%
of those in S75. She's lower on function words and higher on nouns
than the group.

Her syntactic acceptability is only slightly higher than semantic
on S44, 53.8% compared to 50%.

Lyra seems to use a strategy of substituting real words within
the semantic context for words and phrases that cause her prcblems.
She doesn't pull these real words from the surrounding text.

Her use of peripheral cues is low as is the AP2 group's: 24.5%
on S44 and 9.3% on S75. Her substitutions aren't strongly influenced
perceptually which confirms that she is making strong predictions.

She does little crossing of sentence boundaries. Only 5.9% and
10% of miscues involve intonation.

When her miscues are acceptable semantically, she shows a moderate
amount of meaning change. Her mean is about 6 on both stories.

Our experience suggests that the pattern Lyra shows is an unstable
one: she will either become more successful at comprehending using
more cues to confirm or disconfirm her predictions or she will become
more concerned with accurate word identification and less with compre-
hension. She may, in fact, already be in transition from a kind of
meaning focus which only touches base occasionally in the print to more
productive reading.

AP405, Elsa, shows a quite contrasting pattern. On Story 44, 43%
of Elsa's miscues differ by 1 letter from the ER. Lyra has 11.4% such
miscues. But 23% of Lyra's miscues have no more than one medial letter
in common compared to 8% of Elsa's. On the same story 35% of Lyra's
miscues show little or no phonemic sililarity. Only 16% of Elsa's are
like that.

Here's Elsa's reading of the paragraph from S44 we report earlier:

.,, eyawn- ums m\i.sc.@. co..0.4
"We have four young-ones," Mr. al.. Mrs. Jones always answered,

T:vte KitterNs
"Penny, Sue, Jack and Kitten Jones:" (lines 0103, 0104, 0105)

* Some examples cited above are from the large uncoded portion of her
miscues.
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All her miscues in this paragraph show either high graphic or
phonemic proximity or both. She immediately corrects two of three
non-dialect miscues.

Elsa is cautious. Midway in the first page she stops before

changed:

Elsa: Um. I don't know that word.

Researcher: Remember we said you would do whatever you would do if
you were reading it to someone who couldn't help you.

Pause

Researcher: Do whatever you would do.

Pause

Researcher: Why don't you just skip it and go on.

Elsa: $Canged (hard £)

She shows only 2% omissions on S44 and 5.8% on S75. She has no

insertions.

Here are her non-word substitutions:

ER OR ER OR

changed $canged Bald $Bally

contest $contrust curvy $crelvy

Vine's $Vin's acorn $acorn

vines $vince ringing $ringling'

patootie $patoe burying $brunting

Every one has high graphic and/or phonemic proximity. Most retain

grammatical function.

Here are some of her substitutions that are semantically accept-

able:

ER OR ER OR

sun suit .sun set spot sprout

rushed reached sewing swing

contest concert get give
she Sue sniff snuff

thumped tramped printed painted

,in on Mam Mama

Pap Papa even ever

head hand bump bottom
patootie potato Sunny days fINSundays

won't
when

wouldn't
then

Sue l'sure



Here are some that aren't semantically acceptable:

ER OR ER
bump dump skirt
tied Atried smile
coon (corn first

headed eShaRed paws

washed lwished a

though 6...,fgidiFt he

colored Zcolors of
contest Akconscious tried
taking q'\talking his
crow cow feathers
decided danced

OR
scratch
smell
?front
plows
to
the
out
trapped
the
fathers
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The high graphic and phonemic similarity of these substitutions, both
acceptable and unacceptable, is evident. Both Lyra and Elsa are
oriented to substitute real words. But Elsa's are constrained by the
graphophonic as well as the syntactic and semantic parameters. Further-
more, she corrects 32% of her S44 miscues and 18% of S75 miscues suc-
cessfully.

Though she has similar percents of semantic acceptability to Lyra,
her correction raises her comprehending percents to 68% and tog, com-
pared to 51.9 and 42.9% for Lyra. Her coded MPHW on 4. 'wo stories
are less than 1/2 of Lyra's, so her residual MPHW are and 4.04,

compared to Lyra's 11.9 and 14.36. She has her reading much more
together than her peer.

In her few substitutions that show little or no graphic and/or
phonemic proximity to the ER she looks like Lyra.

yat a
...ran into the house...(575, line 0517)

y (
...people asked M°ur. and Mrs. ...(S44, line 0102)

drcanrit
Sill Young Fox dropped that doll...(S75, line 1601)

MIsiefemac
Here came old Man B'ar, ...(4 times) (S75, line 1504)

cr,fttako
t bonnet. (S75, line 1202)

\ha be vt bonnet
spied the bri:

Elsa makes semantic predictions as she does 4 times with old Mr.
Bear for old Man B'ar. Sometimes, as in the last sentence above, she
gets lost, too.
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On occasion, her similar-looking an ...4.unding substitutions make

less sense than Lyra's semantic free wheeling:

ne..ct S tiwel IG1bGns
Three cheers for Kitten Jones!"...(S44, lines 0703, 0704)

wvott.
"This picture is worth a first prize. (S44, lines 0705, 0706)

NAckehn
"Marionette dolls!"(Xclaime4)Sue. (S44, line 0215)

eltpioncoll
...best picture I ever saw!" exclaimed Penny. (line 0504)

"We must send this picturelti crow to the contest," Mr. Joneslte

dcnce.ci
decided. (lines 0608, 0609)

Elsa's reading, then, is not without weaknesses. She occasionally
clings too closely to graphophonic restraints even when meaning is lost
and is a bit timid about leaving them. She omits exclaimed twice before
substituting explained. Lyra substituted answered three times. That
doesn't make Lyra's strategies as success&-rii-Eisa's. Lyra also sub-
stitutes hippy, just, and &snixed for excited, a word which produced
no miscues tor Elsa. But the road to success for Lyra is not more care-
ful sounding out. Being more careful than she already is wouldn't
help Elsa. Elsa needs to relax, be more confident of her strategies
and take a few more risks in the quest for meaning. Lyra needs to
focus primarily on self-monitoring. Lack of successful correction is
her main weakness. Furthermore, if she does more self-monitoring, she
will also make fewer and better miscues.

If Lyra had skill or word attack problems, she could not read as
successfully those words she does. It is in the context of monitoring
for meaning that further attention to graphophonic constraints will be
helpful.

Ironically, Elsa, with much higher self-correction percents, is
still in need of better self-monitoring. About half the miscues she
corrects are already semantically and syntactically acceptable. She
needs to be more willing to accept minor acceptable variations. She
seems to be too carefully monitoring for accuracy in word identification.

The other AP2 subjects show patterns that are again different.
AP407 has graphic and phonemic means that are moderate, except for
phonemic on S75, which is 4.13. But he has coded MPHW as high as
Lyra's and residual MPHW in the same high range 12.38 and 14.13. He

has only 38 and 36% semantic acceptability. Even with some correction
(18 and 14%), comprehending percent is near Lyra's, 48% on both stories.
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AP404 has graphic and phonemic scores closer to Elsa's, though
not as high, except graphic on S44, 5.58. His residual miscues are
much lower on S44 than S75 and semantic acceptability, correction, and
comprehending percents are lower on S75 than S44. Comprehending is only
34% f,r AP404 on S75 and even syntactic acceptability is a low 36%.

Dialect percents range from 1.9% to 13.89. The Latter is Elsa
on S75, primarily come ed deletioi.s on verbs:

ER OR ER OR

named name turned turn
picked pick

The AP2 group shows less than 3% secondary dialect or doubtful
dialect miscues. They do, of course, show dialect in retelling:

They was having a contest
I don't know no more
I don't know why they done it
They was looking for dinner
the girl come out
I don't know nothing
food ain't
She fixed a potato into a doll
her doll had went out
she must've got a carrot

Though all four readers found S44 easier to read, all but one also
had higher retelling scores on S75, the relevant story. AP407, despite
high miscue rates and low comprehending percents, has the highest
retelling scores on both stories. Elsa's are a bit lower on both, then
come Lyra's and last are AP404's who has only 2336 on S75. That goes
with his very low 34% comprehending score.

AP2 retelling scores are, in general, considerably lower than
fourth and sixth grade AP readers.

As a group these second graders correct 3596 of their syntactically
partially acceptable miscues, but only 8% of the unacceptable ones on
S44. That's less than the 16% of syntactically acceptable miscues
corrected. Unsuccessful corrections are as frequent as successful,
17.8%.

With only 10% successful corrections on S75, the group shows no
stnAlg preference for correcting syntactically unacceptable, accept-
able, or partially acceptable miscues.

Heaviest unsuccessful corrections are on fully acceptable miscues,
about 20%.

Correction of semantically unacceptable miscues is low, 7%, on S44,
but 279 partially acceptable miscues are corrected and 22% of miscues
semantically acceptable in.sentence only. Ten percent of fully accept-
able are corrected. .
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On S75 heaviest correction is on semantically fully acceptable
miscues, 22% successfully corrected and 33% unsuccessful attempts.
Only 13% of partially semantically acceptable miscues are successfully
correcteJ and another 16% involve unsuccessful attempts. Very few
miscues, semantically acceptable in the sentence only or acceptable
except for other miscues, are corrected.

Eleven percent of semantically unacceptable miscues are corrected
and another 20% involve unsuccessful attempts.

They do correct 35% of miscues with no phonemic proximity on S44.
Another 15% have unsuccessful correction attempts. On S75, no phonemic
level stands out for successful correction. But there are heavy per-
cents, 31.8 to 55.6, unsuccessful attempts to correct on those coded
phonemically in middle ranges 3-7.

What's important again here, with only 10% successful correction
as a group on the story, is what is not being corrected. As a group,
these readers are not successfll in correcting where they need to for
effective comprehension.

Appalachian Sixth Cade

The sixth'gradu Appalachian readers are also varied but more
moderately than thsir second grade counterparts. (Table 5-7)

Coded MPHW is comparable 10.4 and 11, for the group'on their
stories, 553,My Brother Is A Genius, and S76, Cat Fight. But indivdi-
ual_ range from 5.8 to 15.9 on S53 and 8.1 to 14 on S76. The two with
highest MPHW have comparable NNW on the two stories, but S53 is higher:
15.9 compared to 14 on S76 'for AP421; 13.1 compel-rid to 12.6 for AP422.
The other two show higher MPHW for S76: 5.8 and 8.1 for AP423; 6.6 and
9.4 for AP430.

Nom-dialect MPHW is 10% for S53 and 9.9 for S76. All readers have
higher dialect percents on the relevant S76, thim S53, except AP430, who
has near equal dialect, 5.7/5.8%.

Because of variations in correction and semantic acceptability
patterns, residual MPHW and comprehending vary much less. AP423,
lowest in non-dialect MPHW has highest correction, 31X and 36%, but
lowest semantic acceptability, 47 and 42%. That produces 74.5% compre-
hending on $53, high for the group, and 62% for S76, low for the group.
She's the only one with lower comprehending on S76 than S53. But her
residual MPHW are 1.4 and 2.8.

AP4 ) has much lower correction than AP423, 14 and 12.2%, but
higher scnantic acceptability, 50 and 55.1%. Furthermore, most of her
corrections are on semantically unacceptable miscues, so her comprehending
percents are 62 on 853 and 65.3 on S76.
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Table 5-7

APPALACHIAN SIXTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

421
53* 76**

422
53 76

423
53 75 S3

270 273 240 269 141 Icy/ 169

52 55 52 55 5 _ ..... _LI .

-4.-
0.4

15.9 14.0 13.1 12.6 ...,5., j.----(114

..-.1--...
0.3

5 2 8
1.3 0.5, 1.A 5.6 09

1.9 9.1 3.8. 14.5 3.3 10.7 5.'

51 50 50 47 SI 50 50
15.6 13.0 12.6 10.7 5.6 7.3 6.1

6.1 3.3 4.5 2.5 1.4 2.8 2.4

15.7 18.0 24.(2 27.7 31.4 36.0 14.(

49.0 62.0 52.0
-ITV

57.4 s7.1
2775-

42.0 50.(

11.8 12.0 19.1 20.0 12.(

60.8 74.O 76.6 '4.5 2.777--.-62.(
6E.0 68.(60.8 74.0 74.0 66.0 .58.6

5.1 5.1 5.4 4.9 6.1 5.4

4.2 4.9 4.9 4.9 5.7 5.9 5.(

6.8 7.1 7.2 6.8 8.3 8.1 7.5

7.0 g.9 6.9'T 7.2 7.4 6.9 6-4

* S53 My Brother Is A Genius
**S76 Cat Piet
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AP422, with higher non- dialect MPHW, 12.6 and 10.7, than the first
two above, corrects 24 and 27.7%. He has 52% and 57.4% semantically
acceptable. Fifty-two percent is the high, in a narrow range, for the
group on S53. Comprehending is 64% and 76.6%; the latter is high for
the group on S76. Residual MPHW is 4.6 and 2.5. The latter again is
the best for the group.

AP421, with non - dialect MPHW much higher than his peers (15.6 and
13), shows yet another pattern. His corrections are 15.7 and 18%;
semantic acceptability is high for the group, 62% on 876 but only 49%
on 5$3. That yields comprehending percents of 60.8 and 74% and resid-
ual MPHW of 6.1 and 3.3.

1 Residual MPHW varies from 1.4 to 6.1 on S53, but only 2.5 to 3.3
on S76. Group means are 3.6 and 2.9.

Group means for correction are 21.3 and 23.5, for semantic accept-
ability, 49.5 and 54.1; comprehending 65.3 and 69.5. All these favor
S76 as slightly easier for the group, but conceal the differences dis-
cussed above Syntactic acceptability means are almost the same, 67.9
and 68.3X. In this only AP421 shows strong contrast, 66.8% on S53,
74% on S76.

Group means for graphic and phonemic proximity are very similar,
6.6 and 5.4 for graphic, 5.0 and 5.3 for phonemic. Again, these con-
ceal some variation. Subjects differ from each other, though all sub-
jects have comparable scores for the two stories.

All subjects have higher retelling scores for the relevant story,
S76, than S53. AP422 has scores of 76 on 853 and 84 on S76. 'He is
high for the group aid his 76 ties with two others in the whole study
for high score on S53.

S76, Cat Fight, the relevant story, produced far higher percents
of dialect miscues than S53 for all subjects, except AP430, as indi-
cated above. But AP430 has 8% dialect doubtful on S53 and 18.4% on
S76, much higher than any other AP6 subject.

This story includes a great deal of Appalachian dialect. That
may have stimulated our subjects to shift towards their own dialect.

Their dialedt miscues are like those already discussed.

But there is a related phenomenon this story presents. Our
readers, confronted in print by their own dialect, may read it as
expected, may shift to a more standard book dialect or may miscue in
some other way.

We've tallied the several types of these dialect instances. They
fall into four categories:

1. eye dialect spellings of dialect forms
2. dialect lexical items
3. syntactic alternatives

3 Ou
4. idioms



Nero are the examples of each and the subjects OR's:

1. Eye dialect
gits

Yuh
jest
onset
Maw
must of been
so's
more'n

430 422 421
OK OK , OK
hum OK OK

(his) vest OK OK
Sownchet =onset Soceant

Yon Web Now
must been have/of OK

SO so so
.OK OK more

2. Lexical items
busted out

crying burst
stomped his

feet OK
bawling OK
tote tow
how dyed now

dried
paper poke OK
afeared PC*
pleasured pleased
most noon OK
moseyed off OK

samewheres OK

likely it was OK

anywheres OK
clean into PC*

sure enough OK
right then OK

hereabouts OK

a heap of fun OK

mighty quick sightly
quick

3. Syntactic alternatives
real clear OK

occasional(adverb) omit

2)burst
Obrushed
(stomp)
OK

bailing
toll

hounded
OK
OK

pieases
OK

moosted
off

OK

liken
it was

anywhEre
OK

OK
OK

heard
about
OK a her OK

of fun
OK PC* OK
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423 Miscue %
OK 0

OK 25
OK 25

Sonka_ 100

Oh V 100
_OK 50

OK . 75

morning 50
mean 53%

2)bursted
1)Bristle

stopped
bowing
tow

bushed
his feet/

16 on

PC*
OK

Showed Showed
OK OK
OK afraid
OK pleased
OK OK

Smosed moaned
off off

somewhere some
where

OK OK

anywhere PC*
clear OK
into
OK OK
OK OK
OK OK

really
clear

sucral

mean

really OK
clear

occa- occa-
sionally sionally

3u

100

25
50
75

100
0

25

75

0

75

50
25

50
25

0
0

25

25

25

43%

50.

50



3. Syntactic alternatives
(Cont'd) 430

jerk it jerk it
quick quickly

hook me a
mess OK

sixty year
about OK

ripped bad him

4. Idioms
cuts a quick

glance OK
hit out for hit out

of
that full omit

of scare full
bad fear OK

sickness
of a sudden all of a

sudden
had no more OK

than hit
big old legs OK
took out for OK
ever I heard OK

422 421 425
OK jerk it OK

quickly

OK OK OK
sixty sixty sixty
years years years
about about about

OK OK riK

OK OK OK
OK hit out OK

of
OK PC* OK

OK PC* bad fear
sneakness

PC* PC*

OK OK

all of a
sudden

OK

omit
OK

ever/even

*PC = a partial attempt which is corrected

OK PC*
OK OK

I I

ever
heard

Miscue %
50

0

75

25

mean

0

SO

25

25

50

0

0

75

ever
heard

mean 28

Our subjects miscue in about 40% of the possible opportunities in
these book representations of their dialect. That's clearly more than
random judging by their overall 11.0 MPHW on the story. The highest
percent of miscues is on the eye dialect, though some of those items
cause more trouble than others. Oncet is interesting as an example
because all of our subjects prod mat pronunciation in reading once,
but they're unable to recognize the spelling with a t added. Perhaps
wunst is better eye dialect spelling. We use the term "eye" dialect
to mean any made up spelling designed to represent speech difference.
Must of is an example of eye dialect, which authors use without real-
izing that there is a real spelling, must've, for that. It's possible
no miscues would have ocpurred if the 70177 had not used this spelling.
_SALtg. and New seem to be like oncet: the readers can't relate them to
INVapeePriorm the author is attempting to represent. But with so's,
they go to a more standard so. The responses to eye dialect demon-
strate that invented spellings are often hard to read.
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The most general phenomenon illustrated by these miscues on
dialect form is that readers have learned not to expect their dialect
in print. Several of the lexical, syatactic and idiomatic items
illustrate that. They are surprised by busted. Perhaps AP421's
bursted would have been a better spelling anyway. Tote, moseyed,
pleasured, bawd d also are surprises. But some dirtgit terms aren't
as unexpecteo: po ke, 'most, afeared. They shift to st.mewhere and
anywhere from somewhere. and anywhere., but there are-WtraiMi of
opposite shiftirrigi;

Their tendency to supply ly
interesting example of book dale
an adverb is not as unexpected.
zeal. Me as a reflexive caused

on real, occasional, quick is an
ct expectat on. Apparently, bad as
They also put the s on year in sixty

no problems.

Idioms, in general, are least troublesome, 20 of possible
instances produce miscues. The most unexpected is ever I heard. The
unusual word order of the idiom causes 2 shifts to wiamrwal order
and even for ever substitution. The number of corrected partials (PC)
on iS;;; shower readers are not completely unsurprised.

This small excursion into reading of dialect forms in print sup-
?torts miscue studies, such as Sims (1972) of Black readers dealing
with materials written in BladRViglish. In her study, third
graders switched as much or more to Standard in reading BE as they did
to BE in reading Standard forms.

Our subjects have also demonstrated that use of eye dialect is not
desirable practice. It appears to serve no useful purpose and causes

some problems. In most of the miscues on dialect forms, there is a
shift to a more standard form. That's true only with so's in eye
dialect. With most of the eye dialect and some unusuirTixlcal forms
a miscue means lost meaning.

Our results don't, however, sugrest that dialect should be avoided
in general -- in fact, they argue that readers need more experience in
seeing dialect, their own included, in print. Particularly, they can
learn to handle the syntax and idioms if they are less unexpected.
Perhaps eye dialect should get special attention when readers encounter
Mark Twain, Bobby Burns and other authors.

More his put AP6

(
In S53, these sixth graders correct ha:f of their miscues partially

acceptable syntactically, 29": of those fully unacceptable' and only Jr:
of those syntactically unacceptable in the passage. Unsuccessful cor-
rection is heaviest on syntactically unacceptable miscues, 29.V. The
pattern is similar on S76, but 40W, of syntactically unacceptable mis-
cues are corrected and only RX involve any unsuccessful attempts.
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Forty-five percent of miscues partially acceptable semantically
are corrected in S53. Mine percent involve unsuccessful attempts. On
semantically unacceptable miscues, 21% are corrected, but 21.1% iti:olve
unsuccessful corrections. Eighty-five percent of fully acceptable
miscues involve no correction attempt. Only 6.5% are actually cor-
rected. Only tat of those semantically acceptable in sentence only
are corrected.

Again the pattern on 876 is very similar. AP6 attempts correction
on 52.2' of neesntically unacceptable sieges and succeeds on 23.9%.
They attempt correction on 68X of those partially acceptable seeantic-
ally and succeed on 43%. They only attempt correction on 20.8% of
fully acceptable miscues and succeed in correcting 13.2%. They attempt
correction on 23% of those semantically acceptable in sentence only.
Fifteen percent are successful.

They correct half of their miscues with no phonemic proximity on
S53 and b2.6% on S76; that far exceeds their correction percents for
those with moderate or high proximity. These correction patterns show
response to syntactic, semantic and graphophonic cues and reasonably
efficient confirming and correction strategies, though such strategies
(9)tild improve.

AP422 and AP423 have quite high unsuccessful correction, 18-22%
on the two stories, as does AP430 on 853. These tend to be on miscues
mmantically and/or syntartically unacceptable or partially acceptable
miscues.

AP6 has 22.M peripheral field miscues on 576 and 17% on 553. All
of these are single morpheme words on both stories, except for one mul-
tiple morpheme word on 853. On S76, 13% of substitutions have peri-
pheral cues, but 44.4% of insertions (4 of 9) do. On S53, 15.5% of sub
stitutions and 24% of insertions have peripheral cues.

None of the AP6 subjects show many intonation miscues. AP421 is
high with l on S76. Group percents are about 6% on both stories.

3.



The Mississippi Black Croup
a
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Our subjects are residents of rural Claybourne CouAy, Mississippi,
due west of Jackson and bordering the Mississippi River. The County

has about $0;K Black population. Alchools have been officially inte-
grated for some years, but there are few white children or white
teachers in the public schools. The dialect of the Black community
from which our subjects come is relatively stable compared to urban
Blacks in the big mid-westtrn cities.

Port Gibson is the town the Union a ly found too beautiful to
burn. Today descendants of slaves point out decaying aristocratic
landmarks theft slave ancestors built. Federal school and social
welfare programs are major employers in this county of 10,000. Alcorn
A 14 M, a predominantly Black college, is in a corner of the County.

$0 our MB subjects are poor, rural and Black.

No non-standard, socip.ethnic dialect has been as thoroughly
described in recent year as Black English. Certainly it is the best
described dialect of those spoken by any of the eight groups in this
study. Rigg, in a doctoral study which uses the_same sixth grade sub-
jects as this study, has summarized current descriptions of Black
English (BE) (Rigg, 1974).

The description that follows has been condensed, with permission,
from Rigg, Patricia.

Phonological and Syntactic Features
of Black English

Phonology

A. Vowels and diphthongs lose some glides. Others shift in position
of articulation.

SE BE

ride at/ rod /a/

oil /DI/

:pen k/

sure / r/ shore / r/

especially before /h, d, g, n,
m, r, 1/ seldom before /p, t,
k, f, s/

especially before /1/

before /n/, sometimes before /m/
also characteristic of Southern
SE-speakers



Unstressed schwa is deleted or merged with a preceding article:

OR:

ER:

He had eraser. He was sleep.

He had an eraser. He was sal

B. Consonants

There is a tendency to reduce or s lify final consonant clusters.

A few individual consonants can also be distinguished:

SE BE SE BE

/*I word-initial, /d/ 4PW /d /
often

inter-vocalic, /v/ /maJmor/ /f11 a V a/
often

or /0/ /m /

word- f no 1 , /v/ /bri a / /briv/
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or /d/ /brid/

/ / word-initial, /t/ /Oink/ /tInk/
often
word-initial, /f/ /Orot/ /frot/
+/r/, often

inter-vocalic, /f/ /naeIp/ /nafIn/
often
inter-vocalic, /t/ /arIematIk/ / rItmatLk/
+nasal, often
word-final /f/ /tuO/ /tuf/
often

/r/ word-initial,
no difference
post-vocalic, /a/ /sistar/ /sIsta/
often
inter-vocalic, /0/ /ka rl/ /14:a 1/

possible
post-initial /0/ /praf4sar/ /pafasaV
consonant,
possible

/1/, word-initial,
no difference
post-vocalic, /a/ /stn./ /stia/
often
post,e)cocalic, /0/ /htlp/ /htp/
+ C often
pre-labial, /0/ /hil bi hir/ /hiO bi hi /
often



/b,d,g/ word final, /p,t,k/ /knob/ p/
devoiced

/baed/ /bee t/

/Lig/ /lik/

/d/ word-initial,
no difference
word-final C, /0/ /gud mar n/ /gv0 iai /
often
before /z/9 /0/ /kIdz/ /kIz/
often

/n,m,n/ syllable- /Vw/ /re m, ra n, /r4 /
final, often ra

(adapted from Holm, 1973)

Morphology

A. Nouns

5-71

1. Plural: in most cases, plurals are identical to SE. Some
possible vax,ants in BE are the following:

a. regularization of irregular plurals--"foots"
b. 0 plural marker when plurality is otherwise indicated- -

"two boy".

2. Possessive: the s is usually retained when the possessive
noun is functioning as a noun rather than as a noun modifier- -
"The doll was 'Lizabeth's." /0/ often replaces s when s is
redundant--"Freddie mother call him names."

B. Pronouns

1. Case may be unmarked- - "She put she hat.on she head."

2. Possessive pronouns: "your" and "their" become homophonous
with "you" and "they" due to phonology.

. 3. Relative pronouns: these may be deleted recursively

4. Predicate marker: a pronoun may be used to mark the predicate,
especially after a clause intervening between subject and
predicate--"Ray sister seven year old she got a new baby."

5. Dummy subject: "it" is used as a dummy subject both where
SE uses "it is. . ." and where SE uses "there is. . ."

3
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C. Function words

1. Articles: BE can use "a" where SE requires "an"--"a apple".
(Burling, 1973).

2.' Prepositions: Dillard (1972) feels that for both SE and BE.
"the inventory of prepositions is the same, but their distri-
bution is greatly different." BE uses "to, upside, out"
differently from SE -"He over to his friend house." "I hit
him upside the head." "He got out the car."

3. Conjunctions: Wherever SE uses "when" as a relative time
clause marker, BE can use "when" or "time"--"I made you a
livin', gal, time I was free." (Dillard, 1972)

The "either X or Y" pattern which is obligatory for SE can
be used in BE, as well as the pattern "X or either Y." "I

can go aw'n'ing or either cut yards." (Dillard, 1972)

D. Verbs

1. Present tense:

a. Simple present tense requires no s marking Third Person
Singular- -% go, he go." An occasional s after first or
plural subjects may be attributed to hypercorrection--"I
goes, they goes." (Dillard, 1972)

b. Present progressive tense in SE permits contraction of the
be. According to Labov (1969a), wherever SE can contract
Ve, BE can omit, resulting in "He going."

2. Past tense

a. Simple past tense in SE is regularly marked by -ed: in BE
this suffix may be omitted

b. Remote past, which SE indicates through an adverbial such
as "a long time ago" is'indicated in BE through "been",
as in "She been gone" or "I been done it".

3. Perfect tenses

a. Present perfect, have + en in SE, has no counterpart in
BE. If Labov's suggestion about the ability of BE to
omit where SE contracts be, were applied to have, it
would predict such forms as "They gone there for four
years now." Gefvert (1972) has suggested that done
replaces have, resulting in "He done gone." Done + verb
may be anMicator of an emphatic or completive past, so
that "I done told you already" is not a perfect tense at
all (Burling, 1973).

3:
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b. Past perfect tense, had + -en in SE, is as difficult to
describe as the preaf peirict. Dillard (1972) contrasts

12Remote Perfective been -Ing) with Immediate
Perfective (dm + ver ). Accor ding to him,"I been know
about her (a very long tome) before I dune meet her" is
possible,

4. future tense in LIE, like future in St:, uses will and its
contraction -'11 and also can use be of to + verb. A

phonological rule deleting final /17 a a syntactic rule
allowing deletion of be can result in sentences like "I
going to leave soon" and "I go soon".

E. Models

BE and SE use the same Modals, buy BE, like some Southern forms
of White NSE, allows double Modals. "I may can go out and get it."

F. be

When be is the main element in the verb phrase, it can be followed
by a noun, an adjective, or an adverb of location in SE and in BE.
In all three instances, BE can omit be. Labov (1969a) explains
this as an optional omission where Srhas optional contraction,
and notes that in tag questions or short answers, where SE cannot
contract, BE does not omit. "He my brother;" "He sick;" "Hi
here;" mey omit be in the question forms "He your brother?" "He
sick?" "He berer-but the short answers cannot omit he: "Yes,

he is."

Uninflected be indicates timeless or habitual action "Dillard,
1972; Burling, 1973). "Usually I be the one that have to go

find everybody."

When be is an auxiliary in progressive tenses, its deletion indi-
caterTimited duration of action,-"My mother, she going now."
(Burling, 1973). Uninflected be in progressive tenses indicates
habitual action: "Sometimes we just be jokln" (Burling, 1973);
"An' when they be sayin' if you good, you goin' t' heaven, the's
bullshit." (Labov, 1969b).

Negation

The SE rule for negation is to place a negative marker at the
first possible location in the sentence: this may be the auxiliary or

the first indefinite. The sentence "I want some" can thus be negated
as "I don't want any" or "I want none." BE negates by placing a nega-
tive marker at the first possible location in the sentence and on the
indefinite. "I want some" becomes "I don't want none." Burling lists
ain't as a BE replacement for SE "am not, is not, are not, have not,
%Tht, did not." Dillard (1972) says that Point of Time Aspect is
negated by ain't; Progressive Aspect is negated by don'.
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Question Formation

Simple yes/no questions are formed similarly in SE and BE: the

subject and auxiliary are inverted. "Can I go?" "Do they went one?"

Information questions in which the question word replaces the
subject are formed the same in SE and in BE: "Who cams ?"

Information question in which there are a question word and a
subject may be formed differently in SE and in BE: the subject-aus-
!Miry inversion is obligatory in SE; it is optional in BE. SE: "Where
can I go?" RE: "Where can I go?" or "Where I can go?"

Questions as Embedded Dependent Clauses

To change a simple yes/no question into a subordinate clause, SE
and BE use different rules. SE uses if or whether and does not invert
the subject and auxiliary, producing he iNi3-17 I could go." BE
does not use if or whether and does invert subject and auxiliary,
producing "She asks coo I go."

To change an information question to a relative clause, SE does
not invert the subject and auxiliary; BE can invert optionally. BE:
"She asked where I could go" or "She asked where could I go." (Burling,
1973).

In two national assessments, Blacks in the Southeast of the United
States scored considerably lower than whites in reading performance.
As a region, the Southeast scored lowest of all regions. Though the
1976 assessment shows a considerable rise in mean among nine-year-old
Blacks (fourth graders), they still are shown on the national assess-
ment as the lowest of the lowest (NAEP, 1977).

A Mississippi Black Fourth Grader

A sense of the Language and functioning in reading of these Black
rural readers may be obtained by taking a close look at Darnell, one
of the fourth graders.

Darnell was, when he read for us, two months short of his tenth
birthday. The school records show his IQ score as 97. At the start
1)1 fourth grade his reading test showed a grade level equivalent of 3.2.

tist:

He has two sisters and a brother. His father is away in the army.

Here's his retelling of the standard story, Freddie Miller, Scien-
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Researcher: Tell me what this story is about.

Subject: About Freddie, he have, he use experiments and his, uh,
he made saw kinea chemical that turn his, uh, his sister's
doll green. And he mode experiment he want to keep 1.r
awhile and he put it in the refrigerator and his mudder,
uh, smelt it and she made him clean it out. Then, his
sister, and he want to, he, uh, he want to fix the clock
after his father had told him it wasn't / wasn't/ working
at the breakfast table one morning and when he had a dream
that he was at school and the teacher was talkin angrily
to his father and the bell jus kip on ringin and ringin.
And one, we-, uh, he said, he said it wasn't /watn't/ a
dream, it was, his father told him it wasn't a dream, um,
the alarm clock had went off at three o'clock. Then, uh,
he said, uh, his, uh, so'em was wrong cause he set it for
sever. Then his father told him, "You set it for seven?"
He, what's he gon'-, uh, he said, "You set it for seven?" he
said angrily. And den, and den, uh, his, uh, he want to
mike a bell for his mother. And he heard his sister callin
him - she had got, uh, she had got, uh, stuck in the closet,
the door had got stuck and she couldn't get outs de closet.
And he made a flashlight and put it through /thoo/ the
transom and gave it to her. And den when the father came
home they told him about it.

R: How old do you think Freddie is?

S: Ten, or so'em like that.

R: Ten, or something like that? What kind of a guy do you
think he is?

S: One who likes to make experiments and create thongs.

R: OK. Anything else you can tell me about his personality?
About what kinds of things he likes to do?

S: No, I ckri't think so.

R: OK. How about his sister, Elizabeth, what's Elizabeth like?

S: Uh, she's his little sister and, uh, ...and she have dolls,
she likes to play doll house, things like dat...scared of
the dark, things like that.

R: Where do you think this story takes place?

S: Talkin bout in what state, or so'em like that?

R: Something like that, yes, where do you think it might be?
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You mean like in a house or someplace like t hat?

Well, we know it's in the house, but I just wondered where
you think maybe the story takes place. Could be in another
state. Do you have any idea? Could it be around here?

I don't think so.

Why?

Because I just don't think so - I think, because they were
up there talkin bout Switzerland, things like that.

R: OK. Where is Switzerland?

S: I don't know.

R: OK. That's all right. What, what did Switzerland have to
do with the story? Do you remember?

5: He was, uh, his mother always tell him that he was, uh,
like one of his uncles in Switzerland.

Darnell speaks a form of vernacular Black English as his retelling
shows. He often uses uninflected verb forms in place of s and -Ad forms
as in:

that turn his sister's doll green
-- his mother always tell
- - he want to keep

she have dolls
Other tenses also differ:

had went off
-- had got stuck

Like Black subjects we've studied in Detroit, however, Darnell is
not completely consistent in any features of Black English that he uses
either in his retelling or in his reading.

On the two stories he read, Darnell produces 3( and 35% of miscues
with dialect involvement. He produces over 8 non-dialect MPHW on one
Ftory and 6 non-dialect MPHW on the other. But he has high percents
of semantically acceptable miscues, 74% and 70%, and he corrects many
of the unacceptable miscues. As a result, his residual MPHW are reduced
to .89 and .51, which are semantically unacceptable but uncorrected.
He is very much concerned with meaning and capable of making sense )f

what he reads.

Darnell handles syntax and meaning with ease. His substitutions
sometimes are not graphicelly and phonemically close to the expected
response as these examples show:

3 0
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...standing ink4Oorner. (1172, line 0204)

t.

I'll *top by t
mhe

Johnson's... (1172, line 0403)

I esipet

..."but 've ?A a single little duel,. (072, line 0603, 0604)

coloLle
It's not so scary. ($51, line 0713)

He does a great deal of sentence transforming and semantic para-
phrasing through use of omissions and insertions of words and junctures.
Only about a third of his miscues involve no transformktion. Yet he
never completely loses deep structure in either story:

"I want(E)to save half your allowance for each week."
(851, lines 0215, 0216)

...He thought a scientist's life... (S51, lines 0217, 0218)

...Mixing the strange unknown. (S51, line 0222)

Yf
uncle...being compared withAis uncle Maximillan,gi)was a real

4ic.tefttil
chemist... (SS1, lines 0910, 0311)

heOnce, however, he forgot himeelf0 he looked at the butter

qind)said, "Please pass the clock." (S51, lines 0405, 0406)

...he went to the edge of the strawberry pate There he turned...
(S72, lines 1/NT-0205, 0206)

"I cameE)to aee... (S72, line 0.604)

Darnell has a high percentage of miscues on both stories (27%,
IC) that involve intonation because of frequent manipulation of
clausal relationships.

These syntactic and semantic permutations often show the influence
of Darnell's dialect:

3
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Isn't

"I say it's no use wondering,"...(572, line 0705)

Willie 1604) at Mr. Nudger) hat. (572, line 0910)

"NowJyou know it was merefiRER) (572. line 0910. 0911)

...Mrs. Hiller ::rd, ntre just like Uncle Charles." (551,
line 0502)

Only 12% of Darnell's miscues in both stories are semantically
completely unacceptable before correction. Another 16% are partially
acceptable. All the rest are at least semantically acceptable in the
sentence.

Only 20% are syntactically unacceptable completely or partially.

Darnell corrects relatively frequently, 24X for one story and 36%
in the other, both high for his group. Hs had only one unsuccessful
correction on both stories. Half of his corrections are on semantically
unacceptable sequences. Often those reflect predictions of strong
possibilities:

OA.
Then one morning, poofIlike that - the little hen disappear

(572, line 0105)

He stopped by the feed bit If I should... (S72, line 0301)

t
...narrowed to these safely outlined... (551, line 0220)

AT.
And he we. eating, Freddie... (S51, line 0317)

11 Iftto...see if I can lead that little hen right out of the woods,"...
137117-iines 0802, 0803)

Darnell's miscues show unusually high percents of insertion and
omission of words. Whereas his peers produce 70-80% substitutions.
he has only 40% on one story and 55% on the other. He seems less "word
bound" in his reading than his peers. That fits with his relatively
low graphic and phonemic proximity scores. A fairly high percentage
(about 25X) of Darnell's non-dialect insertions and substitutions are
found in the peripheral text. This perhaps also reflects his concern
for meaning and syntactic structure. He pulls predictable words in
from the periphery as he reads.
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His non- dialect Weems rarely involve hound morpheme*. In fact,

9Xt, do not, as compared with 70.0011. in his poor*.

Bernell had eubstaatially higher 14110/ rate on Freddie Hiller,
Scientiet, $31, than on the culturally relevant tattle Brown Hen, 872.
He had the higher percent of dialect (SW on the latter. But he had
similar comprehending scores. eel and Ott respectively, and residual
miscues below I NNW on both. No had complete but superficial recall
and did not get into either plot or theme in either story's retelling.
He *bowed no mieconceptions. His reading shows a much stronger concern
for meaning than his retelling performance reveals.

Darnell's dialect miscues were more varied on the relevant story,
S72. He showed a number of null for past tense marker substitu-
tions on both stories. But on 872, he'llso had several null forms for
plural

,
and possessive s.

Each story showed be deletion in a contraction that for that's,

ylig for you re) but in 81 7 Darnell also substituted IF5iI'd
ITIT. how' . re wet. only one omission of third peri&I sinfaiar ver;
but T;Tretories use basically past tone', so only a few opportunities
existed.

Two of Darnell's miscues showed syntactic dialect:

MN
"1 say it's no use wondering,"... (S72, line 070.4)

Stop by and await can get... (S72, line 0403, 0404)

The greater number and variety of dialect miscues on S72 may
reflect its more relevant setting and language. Darnell swings more

comfortably into his own dialect with it.

Nevertheless, he passed up many opportunities to shift to his
own dialect in booth stories. Though he has the highest rate of dialect
shift in his group, he does not consistently shift on any single
feature.

Bernell is, then, quite effective and efficient in both stories,
as much so as any average fourth grade reader we have in this study.

Mississippi Black Fourth Grade

Darnell's fourth grade peers all seem less efficient than he is on
most measures. One is slightly so. one considerably so and the last
very much so. These four average readers show a great range on most
variables. Coded POW varies from 8.04 to 20.92 on 551 and from 6.27
to 18.38 on S72. Only one subject, George, had a higher miscue rate
on S72. But he showed more dialect and higher rate of comprehending
on the Letter so that residual miscue rate is substantially lower (4.47

on SS1, 3.22 on S72).
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Virginia, with the lowest 14 sow* (et), has the highest reading
echlevemat test Wing (4.4) and is close - 1 to DOTOOtt40 pattern.
Mer manual MPNWIls are 1.27 and 1.2$.

As a group, percent of dialect is 27.11 00 511 and 29 no 1172.
Miscue dialect feature. occurred in thefollawine frequency order,

Verb -ed

Table 6.9

DIAELCT MATURES t
sISSISSIPP1 BLACK rooRTM GRADE CROUP

113 1

2St

Mow Plural 13*

Noun Possessive 11%

Re deletion

Verb s

Mon-inflectional s (.11041T

Adverb -J deletion

IS

4*

$72

l7

2S4

11%

St

SI

0

0

Example. of dialect features

Verb forme: come/came
say /said

Lexical: wOreer/ooreo

include:

arowed/erown
keep/kept

uch/eany

use/were

Mon, Mame/Naw

1

Semantically acceptable miscues ranged from MX to 70% on SS1 and
591 to 70 on 872. One subject. Cheryl, had X% on $31 and 68.4 on
572. -She had relatively few corrections so her comprehending to :tit",

and 74.6%. reepectivekY.

Correction ranged from Cheryl's low of 4* on S51 to Darnell's 36%
on tip same story. Group average percent corrected wax 20. 1% for SSI
and 17.45% for $72.

Comprehending percents were 3011 to 86% (seen 63.9%) for SS1 and
64% to 611% (mean 77.67X) for 572. Though only Cheryl had substantially
less' difficulty with the culturally relevant story, $72, all had at
least slightly lower residual MPIEW (See Table S-8). The group's 2.1$
WPM was substantially lower than the 3.76 RWPNW for 551.
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Syntactic acceptability is 70-82% for each fourth grade reader,
.except two subjects on S51, who had 54% and 58%, respectively.

Graphic proximity means range from 4.03 to 5.95 with three of the
four having somewhat lower means on S51 than S72. The range on S51 was
small, 4.59 to 5.24. Ranges on phonemic means were wider, 3.91 to 6.19
and phonemic means for the group were slightly lower than graphic on
both stories.

In S72 the Mississippi fourth, graders correct 17.4% of their mis-
cues and are unsuccessful in 8.0% of their attempts. Im S51 they cor-
rect'20% and have 9% unsuccessful attempts°. They correct or attempt
to correct more than half of miscues acceptable only with prior syntac-
tically or semantically on S72. In this Story, higher percents of mis-
cues that are unacceptable syntactically are corrected-(22.7%) than the
fully acceptable miscues which are corrected (11%). In reading S51,
corrections are highest syntactically and semantically acceptable with
prior, but fully unacceptable miscues are not corrected at higher rates
than fully acceptable ones.

This group shows a tendency to correct miscues with low phonemid
proximity between ER and OR. In S72, one third of miscues that are
corrected have no similarity (14.3% of all miscues fall in this cate-
gory). About half of all miscues with low proximity (0-3) are corrected
successfully or unsuccessfully. This pattern is not as clear on S514
partly.because there are higher portions of miscues with moderate (4-6)
proximity. Only l of corrections have no phonemic correspondence,
while 35% of those corrected have common beginnings. Such miscues are
21% of all miscues. Still, of the 37 miscues with low proximity (0-3)
10 are corrected and 8,successful attempts to correct are made. .

In S51, MB4 correct disproPortionate numbers of function words
and indeterminates and less than proportionate numbers of nouns.

Corrections and unsuccessful corrections are disproportionately
high on verbs (50%) in reading S72.

Mississippi Black Second Grade

The MB2 subjects read Kitten Jones,:S44, and Clever Turtle, S71,
an African folk tale with a plot much like B'rer Rabbit in the Briar
Patch. Each subject foundS71 less difficult than S44. MB2 had more
difficulty with S44 than any other of the six groups that read it.

Of the two stories, S71 produces lower total MPHW for all subjects,
higher comprehending scores for three of the four, and lower residual
MPHW for all.

The 'amount of "dialect is moderate and relatively equal on both
stories; about 12% for the group with a range from 5.6 to 16.9%. This
is, of course, much lower than the 28% of both the fourth graders and
sixth graders overall. The contrast is not quite so sharp in dialectThe
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MPHW across grades. Second graders produce 2.44 on S44 and 1.69 on
S71; fourth graders have 3.66 on S51 and 3.36 on S72. Sixth graders
average about 3 dialect MPHW on the two stories.

Relatively more second grade miscues are produced, but retatively
fewer of them involve dialect. Coded non-dialect MPHW on S44 averages
over L7 MPHW; for S71 it is over 13 MPHW. Including dialect, coded
MPHW soars to 19.9 and 15.1.

All but MB302 had a higher comprehending score on S71 than S44.
Except for her, each had over 60% comprehending on S71, MB301 has 62%
on S71, but only 37% on S44.

Residual MPHW is lower on S71 (3.58-9.2) than on S44 (6.37-10.39)
for all subjects although MB302 has only a slight difference (9.2, 9.51).
Mean for the group shows a substantial difference, 5.8 residual MPHW on
S71 as compared to 8.7 on S44.

Correction percents are quite low except for two subjects on S44;
MB305- corrects 24.5% and 307 corrects 30%. Range on S71 is 216.7%
(mean = 9%) and on S44, 7.8-30% (mean - 19%). By contrast unsuccessful
correction is relatively high on S71, 6-26% (mean = 14%) and on S44
the mean is 15%.

Comprehending scores tend to reflect moderately high semantic
acceptability, particularly on S71, but low successful correction rates.
There are some extreme examples: on S71 MB301 has 60%semantically
acceptable but only 2% corrected on the same story. MB307 shows 62%
semantically acceptable and 16.7% corrected, but only 5% were unaccept-
able and corrected. Comprehending ranges from 37-59.2% on S44 (:jean
50%) and 40.4-66.7% on S71 (mean 57.9%); comprehension scores range
from 20-31 on S71 and 20-37 on S44. Comprehending and comprehension
are actually negatively correlated (-.51, and -.67, respectively)
though not significantly so because of the N of 4.

Semantic acceptability is sharply contrasted on the two stories for
the four readers in MB2. For S44 and S71, the percents are MB301,
30.4/60; MB305, 40.8/52.9; MB307, 28/61.9; MB302 reverses this trend
with 47.1/38.5. As a group semantic acceptability shows a strong com-
pounding effect of miscues in the same sentence. On S71 only 12.6% are
fully acceptable in the passage; 14.6% are acceptable in sentence only;
12.6% in the sentence except for other miscues, and 11.6% in the passage
except for other miscues. In S44, 13.5% are fully semantically accept-
able, 10.5% sentence only, 4% sentence except for other miscues, and

passage except for other miscues.

Syntactic acceptability shows less contrast between the two
stories except for MB307 who has 73.8% and 46% on the two stories.
The compounding effect is lessened also. In S44, 41.6% are fully
acceptable in the passage syntactically, 14.7% are acceptable in the
passage except for other miscues. Only 1.5% are acceptable in the
sentence only. Figures are similar for S71: 41.4% fully acceptable,
19.2% acceptable except for other miscue..
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Most of MB2 miscues are real word substitutions. Omissions are
only 2.5% on S71 and 5.8% on S44. Non-word substitutions run slightly
above 7% for both tasks. Peripheral field involvement is 1n 1% on S71
and 14% on S44.

MB302 shows an unusual pattern on S44 with over 19 f1on-o1a1 t
MPHW and 9.5 residual MPHW.

Here is an excerpt from MB302 (Pamela) reading Kitten Jones (S44):

sniff0407 She began to snitf at it.

0
cocfNters
cocr.

0408 sides and its corners.

cco....4A,

cr- pwy
0409 camera with her white fur paw.

stiorch
She sniffed at its

She thumped the
tumble. do

0410 Sue came out Juslin time to see Kitten

with0411 playing nth the camera.

vilko
04 12 I "Oh, Kitten," she

correiNincy

04 13 have don so
Semethin

to

t6e. do#
0414 to turn it to the next

rose15 here by the
?
rose vines.

04 16 youls"

0417 Mr. Jones

0418 printed them
i.,;nae-Ci (icy

cxf4er
cried. "I'm afraid you

14

You
this picture. I'll have

1

one. Now stand still

-cor
4'11 take a picture of

finished the picture@ himself. He

pi:WA
p

pStairs in his darkroom.

0419
-ciouattst-ootitticAbout ke-

All the family stood aroluind,hi4ITILittf_

0420 prints were done. How they laughed at some
"kat IS ,.was

L tn
NOW toncora,3 hftorsi.t

o

63)

(4
0421 of thee picturee.

3 .)

sm4.11
Snnsie.

S. S-
4. SOs..-0
;. _
z sow*
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AD km? Torn uldE4P
0501 One picture showespa large black crow with

xfv,v0h
446410!-

beal
.-irtcx- bi0502 a lon iece of string in his bill. He was

sliowIl+fts iite
0503 standing on a rock in the rose garden.

0504
Ab

"I.4nrthe beEelpicturei ever saw!"

2.e it 'teteI .eenty
Know coati 4, ye%)

0505 W.I./aimed Penny. "How clear it isG) You can

0506 see every feather on that bird. You can

e t-

46-

In4410 Cetn* -Califter
cocn

0507 almbst count the feathers."

0508
c t6;e

"It is a good picture," said Mr. Jonee.

0509 "Who took it?"

Pamela shows strong word focus in this excerpt, yet she is also
showing all aspects of the reading process. Her dialect is, of course,
evident too. The latter shows in phonology: wif/with, jus/just, da/the,
dem/them. It shows also in syntax:

bcS
"It's the best picture I ever saw:" (line 0504)

She shows many unrelated real word substitutions, which retain syntac-
tic functions: line 0407 - search/sniff; 0409 - pay/paw; 0417 - fishing/
finished; 0419 - flowers/family; 0420 - trials/prints; 0501 - corn/crow;
0502 - ball/bill; 0503 - starting/standing; 0505 - careful/clear; 0506 -
father /feather. All of these also have phonemic cnd graphic features
in common. Pamela seems to have a strategy of looking for real words
that fit the syntactic, graphic, and phonemic constraints if not the
semantic ones. Her graphic and phonemic means are close on S44, 5.19
and 4.96 which are high for the group and much higher than on her
reading of S71.

She produces some real word substitutions that are not syntacti-
cally equivalent, too. Examples are: 407/408 this/its; 409 fuzz/fur;
412 who/oh; 412 after/afraid; 414 sad/stand, so/still; 415 very/vines;
418 upside/upstairs; 501 Lamp/large, etc. These seem to show the
dominance of her word-boundness: she wants real words even if they
don't fit the syntactic and semantic constraints.

3
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Very few of her miscues show no graphophonic relationships: 420
trials/prints (though on 418 she had already tried $pinded for printed);
420 munched/laughed (end is common graphically). Examples such as the/a
(503) and know/how (420 and 505) have phonemic or graphic features in
common, but not both.

She works at words and sentences. On line 0414 she makes seven
full or partial attempts at still: so, $sowt, t-, sow, t-, smile,
smell. On 502 her attempts at piece are pick, pi-, pinch. Two partial
attempts preceed her substitution or imagine for almost in 507. On line
508 for It'ls she tries: At this, at, at, and tIgirriiially it is. In
reading line 420 she seems to wander in a maze: 1. trials wad -one.
Now they pre-, 2. punches there does. How they munch, 3. munched at
some of the picture.

Her word focus sometimes produces strange sequences that have
neither sense nor grammar:

0 ...

e.)(riession
0wsmy EsswiumclU It A you can

0505 exclaimed Penny. "How clear it is You can

I.
Yet she is using all the cue systems; she predicts, corrects, perseveres
seeking words and meaning. It may be hard to believe that she is seek-
ing meaning from her miscues, but here is her free retelling:

Jack, Jack, Ann and the little kitten they wanted to win a contest
and, and, and they, they won because the kitten took the pictures
ai,d the man axed "who took the pictures?" and they answered and,
then it went on until they won the contest. And then, and then
they said that they, they, their kitten liked the ball the best,
best of all.

Though she only reads camera correctly once in the story, she responds
to the question ,How did the kitten happen to take the picture?":

The camera was layin out and he was playin wif it. He didn't
know what he was doin and he sti- and he made them win

She describes Kitten Jones:

He was a kitten and he was white - had a bow around his neck
and he was fuzzy

What was funny?

"Bout the kitten...when the kitten took that picture and I know
a kitten couldn't take no picture."

4o one could argue that Pamela has the reading process together,
that she's either efficient or effective. But she is able to coalesce
meaning from her reading even with compounding miscues, non-productive
4trategies, and word preoccupations. She is actively seeking meaning
and that's a powerful strength.

3;
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MB2 has some quite low means on graphic and phonemic proximity
between ER and OR. Phonemic proximity falls below 4.0 in three cases.
Pamela has the low of 3.12 on S71 and almost 40% of her miscues with no
sound or only a single sound in common. Twenty -five percent have
beginning only in common. She appears to be using much more graphic
than phonological features.

Mississippi Black Sixth Grade

In our discussion of the MB6 group we can draw on the related doc-
toral study of Patricia Rigg, who compared our MB6 subjects to urban
Black subjects also reading the standard story, S53, My Brother Is A
Genius. This leparticularly useful because Rigg did a depth analysis
dome of the dialect features of the two groups of Black readers in
reading and in retelling.

In her dissertation, Rigg analyzes and compares the oral reading
miscues generated by the M86 readers from rural Port Gibson, Mississippi
and sixth grade Black English (BE) dialect speakers from urban Detroit,
Michigan.

The urban group is compared to the rural group in terms of the
percentage of dialect involvement in their oral reading miscues, as
well as the occurrence of specific dialect features in their retellings
and in the first 50 lines of their oral reading.

Approximately one-fourth of the miscues produced by each group are
determined to involve BE dialect. Of these dialect miscues, the great
majority (80% rural group, 73% urban group) involved inflectional suf-
fixes. These miscues were rarely corrected; 90% of the dialect miscues
produced by the rural groups and 88% by urban groups are not corrections
nor attempts at correction. Both groups produced similar amounts and
types of miscues. "The differences between the groups are insignifi-
cant with respect to percentage of dialect miscues, number of dialect
miscues corrected and not corrected and number of dialect miscues
involving the substitution of inflections" (Rigg, 1974, p. 55).

However, two differences between the groups are noted. None of
the MB6 subjects produce super-correct dialect forms, such as $backeded,
while two urban subjects do produce such forms. As super-correct forms
are not acceptable in the dialects spoken by either group, the occurrence
of these forms in the urban subjects' reading may be attributed to
instruction; that is, an over-emphasis on the pronunciation and phonic
analysis of inflectional endings. It is interesting to note that super-
correct forms never appear in the subjects' speech (during retelling).

Another difference between the groups is the number of miscues
determined to be "dialect doubtful". 'These miscues are suspected but
not clearly determined to involve dialect. The urban group produced
twice as many such miscues as the rural group.
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Although no for differences exist between the two groups, indi-
vidual differences do exist. The reader with the lowest percentage of
dialect miscues is an urban dialect speaker while MTighest percent
of dialect miscues is generated by an MB6 subject.

The retellings of both groups were analysed to determine the
appearance of particular BE dialect features in their speech. In com-
paring the two groups in this regard, differences do emerge, although
generally, the use of BE features is similar. The only decided differ-
ence between the groups is in noun marking. Nineteen percent of the
plural nouns produced by the rural groups have a null marker (0 a Black
dialect feature) such as s_ ide for sides, while only 2% of plural nouns
are marked 0 by the urban group. 1G7rven greater difference is found
for possessive nouns such as Mr. Baraby eyes for Mr. Barnaby's eyes.
Sixty-one percent of the possessive nouns are milted Alb the rural
group, while none of the possessive nouns were marked 0 by the urban
group. While a difference in most verb markings such as pace for paced;
come for came; took for taken also exists (the rural group is 10X higher
tea the organ group) tarn; not as pronounced as that of noun marking.
The two groups are similar in their use of the other dialect features
analyzed, such as present and past perfect, third person singular
marking, use of copula be, double subject, negative concord, embedded
questions and dummy (ID-subjects.

The mean percentage of BE features in the oral retellings for the
rural group is 20.n, and 16.S% for the urban group. The oral reading
of the first 50 lines of the text by both groups is analyzed and cow
pared, for their use of the'following BE dialect features: The gram-
matical marking of 1) regular plural; 2) possessive; 3) -ed; 4) third
person singular; 5) be; and 6) all final consonant clusters ending in
phonemes /z, s, d,

Several differences emerge between the two groups' production of
the above features. The MB6 group generally shows a greater tendency
to reduce final consonant clusters than the urban group. Unlike the
urban group, the rural subjects didn't show any significant preference
for reducing non-grammatical clusters such as min' for mind as opposed
to yell for elled. The rural group was more 11Wly to treat -4d
endihgi as ,,t us producing more substitutions such as shout f
shouted. The rural group as well as the urban group reaCriore voiced
Wives, such as camera for cameras, than unvoiced, such as light
for lights, and show some tendency to reduce /d/ and /t/ clusters, such
as walk or walked and -for cried, followed by consonants more than
those follower iy

There is also a greater incidence of BE features for grammatical
markings among the rural subjects than the urban subjects in the reading
of the first SO lines of the story.

The incidence of BE dialect features in the reading was compared
to the incidence of these features in the retelling.
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The results indicate that there is 'sure of a tendency to produce
0 forma in the reading than in the retellings for both the urban and
rural groups. "'ere are some exceptions to this tendency. The inci-
dences for possession and third person singular by the rural group are
greater in .etelling than in the reading, but there is not enough data
to make ttese findings valid. There is a tendency for more 0 plural
markers *0 occur In reading than in retelling. There is also the case
for 0 Foist aid past participle markers. The MB6 group she 4 ti 4' same
ter ry 4ith markin; of contracted be: 17% are 0 form* .n .heir
re 4!ing, while only lit are 0 forms in their retellings. Rigg points
Gut that these findings are contrary to the findings of William Labov
in his study Social Stratification of English in NYC (1956), in which
a greater incidence of dialect features was found in oral reading. She
suggests that this discrepancy between her research findings and those
of Lsbov may be due to the age difference between the subjects (Labov
used adult subjects), the nature and length of the reading material
used or the subjects conceptions about the nature of the task (Labov
asked subjects to read "as naturally as possible", Rigg's subjects were
told that they woule be retelling the story). Future research will be
needed to resolve this issue.

The retellings of one white sixth grader in the same school as the
MB6 group (MW325) was compared to the MB6 group and to a particular
subject in the group (MB328) of comparable age, spcial class and
retelling score, for incidence of BE dialect features. There were
some similarities and some differences. The greatest difference was
the absence of 0 markers for plural nouns and possessive nouns in the
retelling of mw325, while 19X 0 plural markers and 6 0 possessive
markers are present in the retellings of the MB6 group. This difference
is even more pronounced in past tense markers, for which no 0 markers
are found in MW325's retelling, while 3C 0 past tense markere are
present in MB6 retellings. MW325 uses 16 forms of be, none of which
were 0 or noninflected, and 129 of which did not follow standard English
subject-verb agreement. The MB6 comparable percentage is 6Z or half of
325's percentage. The white rural subject produced a greater number
of double subjects and negative concord than MB6. There were nn dummy
(it) subjects present in the retelling of the white subject, but one
eTilgedded question with subject auxiliary inversion was noted.

Thus, MW325 does produce some features common to BE in the retel-
ling, while others are not present. It is interesting that for some
dialect features, such as negative concord and double subject, the
.white subject has a higher percent of occurrence than do the MB6
readers. Rigg points out that the white rural subject's dialect
resembles, in some respect, that of the Black Detroit urban subjects
more closely than that of the MB6 subjects in regard to noun markers
and be forms. However, for double subject and double negative, MW325's
production exceeds that of the Black Detroiters as well.

In comparing MW325 to MB328, the percentage of T-units.(minimil
terminal units) regarded as standard English is similar for both sub-
jects: 8C; for MW325, 80% for subject M8328. One hundred percent of
the non-standard English T-units are characteristic of BE. Again,
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double negative and negative concord are greater in the retellings of
WW325 than in MB328. MB328 produces 0 markers for plurals or possessives
while the white subject, does not.

Rigg concludes from the above analyses that same dialect cheracter-
istics of BE spy, in fact, not be exclusively chmracteristic of that
dialect, but may be part of a regional social class dialect of which
this and other White children are speakers. However, the differences
between the White subject and the Black subject (who share the same
social class, school environment, etc.) may be interpreted as distinc-
tions specifically between Black and White.

Thus, Rigs finds dialect differences do occur between races in
rural Mississippi and between Northern urban and Southern rural Black
readers.

The M86 group has 28.8X dialect on 873, Roughing It, compared to
26.8 on S53, the standard story (see Table 5-11). with and without
dialect is considerably higher on $73; non-dialect is 6.42 on S53 and
8.25 on S73. Semantic acceptability, correction percent, vamp ing
percent are all higher on 853. Syntactic acceptability is 64X on
both stories. Residual MAN is 2.2 on 43 and 4.1 on S73. Only MB328
shows a different pattern. He has 37% dialect on S73, compared to 24.6%
on SS3; non-dialect MpHW is near 7 on S73 and better than 8 on $53,
but with much higher correction on S53 (24.5% compared to St). He has,-'
higher semantic acceptability, 61.2 compared to 54X and the resultant
comprehending percent is 71.4 compared to 60. Residual MPHW is 2.32
compared to 2.77. Graphic and phonemic means are similar for both
stories. Semantic and syntactic change on acceptable miscues are less
on S73 than S53.

MB6 corrects sore successfully on S53 than S79. For three of the
four subjects, unsuccessful and successful corrections are about equal
on S73. The group mean is 13% corrected and l( unsuccessful attempts.
Only M8329 has no unsuccessful attempts, but she bas only 14X correc-
tion. MB322 has similar correction patterns on both stories: about 32%
attemped correction divided about evenly between successful and unsuc-
cessful attempts. The other three have more attempts and mores Fees.
on S53. The main difference in what gets corrected in each stor9 is that
in S73, 30% of the miscues syntactically acceptable with prior text
and 26% of. those semantically acceptable with prior are corrected. In
S53 over 47% of both types of miscues are corrected.

The group omits more words on S53 (11.4% compared to 6.8%) and has
more non-word substitutions on S73 (16.1% and 12.3X). MB328 has higher
than average rates of both insertions and omissions on both stories:
15% of each on S53; 11% o *each in 4.73.

Here are some examples of her miscues from S73:

3.)
It even light out. (line 0202)



...sycamores leaned over the water... (line 0410)

T...waiting for u tiragglwe got therm, (lines 0523, 0624)

...in(i)the tent (line 0828) We talited0a while...(litia 0601)

...half6Dand half out...(Line 0602)

5-93

still dripped off

And
. I made a pulling gesture...(lines 0817. 0818)

,IN.44
trees. (line 0604) ...outeya bag. (lino

0805)

was going to do samething. (lines 0809, 9810)

..straighten out i something was pulling...( lines 0823, 0824)

...came out of his bag and a extende finger...(line 0825)

...across me, cross b neck. (line 1013, 1014)

...andQpulled the weenies ..(line 1016, 1017)

.. Tfor ea, just wait and see." (line 1217)

Insertions:

...sat him up iteGed (line 0204) of do's andAdon't. (line140

0312)

Este)...o4o one of wy plUgs.(line 0514) ...so that theyAreste)..( line
0817)

+,41
I never knewAthey could do that. (line 1020)

y410
Bud, wouldn'tfirven look...(Line 1108)

^

(? bowShow the snakeAto Caleb,...(lines 1207, 1208)

bc brertileis
111114Imed toAquiet Andrew... line 0219) ...in my brain. (line 0306)
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...as sorn as classes let out...(line 0310)

I rep a lot so thrtime would go... (line 0701, 0702)

4a
...AndreW witAosleep. (line 1014)

litstcr
"thenAdon't think of it asAba sittiting." (S53, line 0102)

MB328
her la on
to insert.
on the two
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also has the most peripheral field miscues on S73, 26.6%;
S53 is also high for the group. That fits with her tendency
She also has the lowest percent of non-words in the group

stories.



The Hawaiian Pidgin Group

Our Hawaiian Pidgin subjects are cosmopolitan in the Hawailac
sepse; they are or Asian, Polyuoeian, European. Black and mixed ances-
try. They livo in a federal housing project not far from downtown
Honolulu. Their hone language is Hawaiian Pidgin, which is technically
rt. a pidgin, but a creole in linguistic terms. A pidgin is a trade
language which emerges from the need for people speaking different
languages to communicate. Ha:1 (1966) says that pidgins sharply
reduce "pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary ... in the direction

features ... common to the languages of those using the pidgin"
(pp. 25-27).

When a pidgin becomes the first, home language of its users It
becomes a creole. Again Hall (1966) says "the main change is in the
direction of re-expansion of both structure and vocabulary" (pp. 129-

130).

The creole of Raw/tit, which we'll call by its popular, though
linguistically Inaccuracy, Pidgin, has expanded with much of the vocab-
ulary of Hawaiian standard English (HSE) while retaining many non-
Knglish terms and Coaturos.

Pidgin is les like ma'lland dialects than mainland dialects are
like each other. Th ?idgin of Hawaii, though changing, is remarkably
resilient. Ii .;pitc of public uotnion and teacher effort, it remains
the language -4 the I ;land home. Island children seem to learn to
understand HSE and tigit'lalv, to use it as an alternative to Pidgin
where HSE is more

Both the public and the private schools in the past in Hawaii
have tended to regard Pidgin a kind of non-language and to show little
respect for its use awl its users. Hawaii, for many years, had."stan-
dard English" high schools and screened out those without productive
control of HSE (or what they regarded as mainland English).

Even studies of Pidgin in the 30's and 40's treated it as crude
non-Language. Reinecke (1936), a prolific writer on Pidgin,character-
ized it as the "crudest" form of English spoken in Hawaii (Reinecke,
1936).

He described it as having "extreme siT2Licity of syntax",-whole-
sale confusion of ... t-nse, number, persor", "wholesale omission of
particles and other wo (Reinecke and To;-.imase, 1934).

One author found of the freshmen at the University of Hawaii
had speech "too poor, to be allowed to graduate" (Brigance, 1934). In

1040, all teachershald to take a course correcting dialect errors
(Beck. l'14 ). y

Wilson found Pidgin the chief hindrance to clear English and
blamed teachers who "themselves were so deficient" for not placing
emphasis on clear, intelligent thought (Wilson, 1937).
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A new day was heralded in the mid- sixties by Nunes (1965) in her
article, "Pidgin is a Good". She called for bidialectalism and a
scientific linguistic approach to Pidgin in Hawaii's schools.

The, turn to bidialectalism and oral-aural approaches led to con-
traative analyses of Pidgin and HSC (Crowley, 1971).

Early studies or Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino children by
Madorah Smith and later follow-up showed that between 1938 and 1958,
bilingualism had disappeared and was replaced entirely by Pidgin, now
the customary home language (Smith, M.E., 1957; and Smith & Kasdon,
1961).

Carr (1972),in a more recent book,DaKine Talk, traces 3 stages of
development to modern "neo-pidgin" of current use, as "typical of the
Islands as flower leis and pineapples". It contains Hawaiianisms (as
does HSE) such as puka (hole), kapu (tabu), and pau (done), but also
current mainland teenage slang.

Some characteristics:

1. Falling intonation in yes-no qt.astions
2. Syllable timed rhythm
3. Explosive stop consonants
4. Auxiliarieb in place of inflectional suffixes: stay (I

stay walk);progressive been or wen ( I been walk); past
perfect (I wen walk); past go, gon, (I go walk) future

5. Deletion of plurals (sometimes)
6. Reduction of final consonant clusters: las', firs', en',

ne s'

7. in - in, as In goin'
8. sift of d --Oh/ before r-

dream - /I /ream
t Al/ btfore r tray -/pray
str-S/gcr/ street = /sc/reet

According to Cares analysis, modern Pidgin is more likely to use
inflectional endings (sometime with auxiliary - he stay walking); one
and the are used interchangeably for the.

There are some vocabulary items in Pidgin that are unique and some
that invol,e shifts: sae becomes let, want becomes like. for example.

An Hawaiiar Pidgin Fourth Grader

Dina (HP812) is a girl with cosmopolitan ancestors, some of whom
were native to the Hawaiian Islands. She lives in Honolulu in an inner
city housing project. Her parents were born on the neighbor island,
Maui. She has -vio younger sisters and an older brother she compares
to Freddie Miller in one story she read:

"Sometimes my brother bad. Mommy lick him. He blame me."

311
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Dina's home Language is Pidgin. Her retelling shows shifting
between Hawaiian Standard and Pidgin forms.

Dina's test seen, at the end of third grade ehowed 25th percentile
in reading (WRAT) and 7$ in IQ (6th percentile on PPVT).

Here is her retelling of rroddis Miller, Scientist:

Researcher: Tell me what you remember about the story, Dina.

Subject: Um, he was trying to do experiments with some kind of, um,
medicine, but, and den ho made, he did it on his sister's
dolly and den he try to fix his father's clock and den he
made a mistake and came to tree o'clock, and den...

R:

S:

R:

S:

He made a mistake end what?

He made a mistake and da clock, um, he said he turn 'em
to seven tirty but when da tiny; wen' ring was, um, tree
o'clock. And then, and den he, um, den, his, his mother
said he, he's jus' like his Uncle Oscar, his Uncle Charlie,
his Uncle Augus(t), his Uncle, um, hit, Uncle...his Uncle
Oscar, his Uncle...uh, his Uncle... ...I forget.

Maybe you'll think of his name later. That's OK. Tell
me other things you remember. He was just like all his
unc lea.

Yeah. And den his mother, after when, he got his sister
out of da closet, his brother out of the closet, Elizabet,
and den his mother and father felt proud of him. Den dat
was da en'.

R: Um hmm, Um hmm... ...OK. He got his sister out of the
closet. Can you tell me more about that?

And he...He saw some tape, he saw some wire, he saw a
ruler, and he saw some batteries. And he, and den he saw,
um, da's all. And den he tape, he put da batteries
touched togedda and he wind 'em around and he run to da,
da wire and he touched from the, across end to end. And
den afta he had a lightbulb and he gave da ruler to his
sister and he told his sister to catch, no, to hold da
ruler. And den she say. "It's better now. It's not so
scary."

R: Um hmm. How'd he get it to her?

S: Trough da trainsome...he gave it to her in her hand.

R: Do you know what that is...the trainsome? What do you
think it might be?

S: Um, someting on the top, and get the,um, get on the door
and you pull 'em up.



R: Something in the top? Something in the top where, Dina?

S: On the top of the roof and, and de, you know, and, and
then she got, and then he opened da, get de window light
and he opened 'em and den he gave 'em.

R: Do you think you've ever seen something like that? Where
'did you think you have seen one?

S: In one pitcha.

R: In a picture. OK. All right. Then, uh, how did she feel
then?

S: Not so scared, cause she had some light.

R: OK, and then what happened?

S: Then the brother wen' call his mother, den then, the...
brother...Freddie told da story and da...Elizabet told da
story and Mrs. Miller told the story.

R: Oh, they all told the story? Who'd they tell the story to?

S: Mr. Miller.

R: OK, and, uh, then, um, do you remember what happened then,
after they told the story?

S: No.

R: You don't? OK. Do yuu remember how everyone felt about
it?

S: Um, his mother felt, um, his sister and his...and father
and, uh, Freddie tought his mother'd say he, he was always
Like his uncles, and he, den dey said, Freddie said, "I'm
I'm just like my Uncle Oscar, hah7 and he made one face
and den his mother ass-, laugh and she say was proud of
him.

R: Um hmm. How did she let him know she was proud of him?

S: By the, um, by saying he wasn't like all of his uncles
and by smiling.

R: What other things had Freddie done? Can you tell me more
about Freddie?

S: He, he helped his sister get out of the, when she was
stuck, he helped his sister get out. And he fixed his
father's clock and he made some light for his sister for
her not to be scary.
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R: OK. Can you think of some other things he did? You told
me about the clock, and you said something about his
silty '0 dolly...Can you member some other things he
die

S: Ds light. He did dat.

R: He did the light. Um horn.

S: He got his sister out of the stuck place.

R: The stuck place.

S: And he gave her some light, and da's all I remember.

R: OK. Um... ...

S: You borrow die book from die library?

R: No. Brought it with us. Um hen. Um, OK, how would you
describe Freddie' What kind of boy would you say he was?

S: He was souse kind of boy, he, dat, he wanted to be, um, a
worker and he waited to du experiments like older men.

R: Right. OK. Do you know what a name might be for that
kind of older min? (pause) Well tell me...

S: (interru)ts) Grown ap.

R: Grown ur. OK. Um, what k:nos of things did hP worl with,
in his experiments?

S: Some kind of mmdicino...

R: 01/4.

S: ...was green. And he made his sister dolly's face grcia.

R: UK. Uh, how'd the family fell about his, um, experiments?

S: First dey felt mad, and den after dat dey felt happy,
cause, cause 7.e started da...

R: Why'd they feel mad?

S: Because he did all kind of tings and he, um, he did some-
thing to his sister's d,J14, and den he, um, he did some-
ting wrong and he, he...yeah, he made one bell.

R: Um hmm.

S: He made one bell and, but he didn't finish 'em cause
sifter was stuck in the closet.



R:

S:

R:

That's right. OK. What was the bell for.

To wake up his fadda.

Uh huh. OK. Now you've told me alot shout the story. Do
you think you could tell me what the whole story's about
in just a few words?

S: Showed how Freddie can help his family. And, um, he can
do experiments, and his mother and his father can he happy
wit him if he don't do all kind of tinge dot he not
supposed to.

R: If you don't do all kind of things. Explain that just a
little bit.

S: That if ho, um, like, he made his sister's dolly face
groan and his sister got mad at him. Den afta, at the
end, he, den she got, uh, happy about him. And she didn't
care about her dolly cause she, he got him out of da closet.

R: Do you think the author's trying to tell us, tell you sous-
thing in this story? Do you think he's trying to point
out a lesson? What lesson do you think that might be?

S: Um, that, um, about Freddie.

R: Can you put it in words? Well let's try, just a little
bit. About Freddie. You think there's a lesson about
Freddie?

S: Yes. He's trying to teach Freddie a lesson that it was
good making experiments, but not wit his sista's dolly.

K: OK. Do you know anyone like Freddie?

S: My broths.

K: Is your brother like that? Tell me a little bit about
that.

S: My brother, when I go home afta school he jus fly my, he
jus fly my sandals outside and he'll get 'em all crashed
up. And den sometimes my mommy give me some scoldings
cause, cause I leave 'em downstairs and I don't put 'em
in my room and, um, sometimes I don't do my work. And I
gotta water the plants, and I gotta, um, straighten the
house and den I get to play wit my brudder and sista.

R: 'OK. Sometimes your brother teases you. And then some-
times is your brother like Freddie?

S: My brudda good,but sometimes my brother bad. Only my
mommy lick him...he blame on me, yrri know.
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S:

k:

S:

R:

S:

R:

That wounds like older brothers. OK. Let's see, us, uh,
when Freddie, um, made Elisabeth's dolly turn green, what
did his mother say? Do you remember that? What did his
mother want him to do?

To, to save his allowance to buy his mister a new dully.

og. Um, di, you have Ms 1st I 141Nittee yuurpol I r, Dina?

No, only my allowance From my auntie. Yeah, I get some
allowance. I get quarter allowance.

OK. Um, was there anything in the story that you thought
was ninny?

The, um, when Freddie, when, when, his mother said, "Freddie,
you, you're jus like your Uncle Oscar." Dat was funny to
me.

OK. Was there anything that you thought was unhappy or
sad in the story?

S: When he made his sister's dolly face turn green.

R: Un huh, uh huh, OK. Can you think of anybody else who
was in the story?

S: Freddie, Elizabet, Mrs. Miller, Mr. Miller.

R: Can you tell me a little bit about Elizabeth? What do
you, kind of a girl do you think she 4as?

S: She was a cry baby and she was scary. And her brother
told her, "I'll get some light." And she said, "I don't
want to stay here by myself." And, um, I forget...and,
um, she told, when his sister turned to green she got mad
and she grumbled to his brother but when she got stuck in
the cellar she started crying to him to get her out.

R: What about Mrs. Miller?

S: Mrs. Miller got angry too but den at da end she got happy,
cause he did, he did someting, um, good.

R:

S:

R:

S:

OK. Can you tell me anything about Mr. Miller?

Mr. Miller heard da story tree times.

OK. Can you tell me about what kind of person you think
he is?

He was not mean, but he wam (pause) I don't know.
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Dina shows numerous Pidgin influences in the retelling above:

Verb inflections:

past tenses He try to fix
when she ring
and wind 'im around
then she say
he turn 'im to seven
he run to the --

Pidgin Vocabulary:

it - 'im turn 'im to seven
You pull 'tm up
he opened 'im
he gave 'im
finish 'im

one as determiner: in one picture
one face
he made one bell

for have: I get quarter allowance
he get the window

In her retelling of Royal Race she uses these Pidgin forms:

she is climb
he watching
he wen' race
he wen' cheat
he never liked
goin' be king
wen' ask me that

Most of Dina's non-phonological dialect in reading. the two stories
involves inflectional endings, primarily -ed deletions: pull/pulled,
Look/looked, thump/thumped, pick/picked, rrish/flashed, drop/dropped,
clap/clapped, crowd /crowded, guide/guided, pass/passed.

She has some possessive deletions: sisters.cries, Freddie(?
mother. A plural form use of 2221 becomes post/4z/. She goes from
himself to himself.

As with. other dialect groups, the most notable dialect feat.ure,
in Dina's reading are phonological and intonational. Pidgin has
rhythms which differ considerably from mainland dialects. But she
shows little tendency toward syntactic or lexical shifts in her reading.

Some phonological alternatives she uses regularly are represented
in tiese substitutions /th /Wd/ as in the-ide, that-,dat, /thA-9./t/
as in things--Iteengs, thought-4tought, /4/--9/iy/ as in him-sheem,
thing-,teengs, ust th to t as with-Awn, youth-tyout, withoutHowidout,
str-tschr as in straight-ischraight, stranger-*schranger.

a
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Consonant reduction also occurs, first * Ctrs, coot -4 coo.

Dines dialect miscues are 11.3 and 13.RX of her totn;s on the
two stories, somewhat high for the group. The group MOtthis were 9.9V

fur S141 and M.97% for Royal Race, S69.

Dina's reading of the standard story,S51, was more successful than
S69, as we. true for alt but one of her group and all but one of the
Hawaiian Samoans reading the same two stories. Her coded MPHW were
7.75 and 12.21, respectively. Comprehending scores were 46.4 and 3ltt.
Residual MP)W were 3.65 and 6.53.

She corrected much more on S51 (21.30 than S69 (0). On the
other hand, all of her corrections on the latter come on semantically
unacceptable miscues, while only half of her corrections on Freddie
Miller are on such miscues. She has a few unsuccessful correct one on
17171torles. With corrected partials, her corrections go to 261 and

Dina's retelling score is 44 on S51 and quite weak, 17, on S69.
In the latter, she knows the story involves a race and she has a sur-
face recollection of details.

In retelling $51, she showed a real grasp of the story, personal-
,

ities, and even some subtleties. She was able to express a plot state-
ment and a theme.

Dina's 36.2% semantically acceptable miscues on S51 show an unusual

pattern: 19.1,, acceptable in sentence only, 6.4% in the total passage
and 10.7, acceptable except for other miscues in the sentence. Her

miscues compound their effect by disrupting meaning of sentences with
otherwise acceptable miscues.

The pattern is more pronounced in S69: 20% are acceptable seman-
tically except for other miscues, 4% are acceptable in the sentence
only, and 63 in the total passage. Forty-eight percent are totally
unacceptable on S69, compared to 34% on S51.

Dina changes meaning on acceptable miscues more in S51 than S69.
This is reflected in her tendency to substitute semantically unrelated
words: 63'1 on S51 and 56% on S69.

Dina's syntactic processing is more successful than her semantic
patterns. Only 12.C, and 2V are completely unacceptable. The com-
pounding ffc t of miscues on each other shows in the syntactic aspects,
too. In S51, 57.4% are fully syntactically acceptable while another
10.6e, would be, except for other miscues. In S69, the figures are 28"

and 34%. In both cases, over 601 of all miscues are syntactically
acceptable, but in S69, more than half of those are confused by other
unacceptable miscues.

3
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About 267. of Oins'e miscues involve intonation, These reflect
some problems she has with larger syntactic patterns involving sequences
of clauses. Almost all her bound morpheme miscues involve inflectional,
outline -- substitutions, insertions and omissions. Her word substi-
tutions are usually single morphemes substituted for single morphemes,
though she had 2(Z nun -word substitutions in SA1 and 11,4 in $69.

Dina's graphic and phonemic means are lower on SA1 than on 669.
She conforms more closely in sight and sound in the story she found
more difficult. That's a common pattern. In both stories she has sub-
stantially higher graphic means (6.13, 6.67) than phonemic (4.66, 4.97).
That's also not unusual for most readers, though the others in her
group had much closer graphic and phonemic means. There are no signs
of phonic" problems, dialect related or otherwise.

Dina*rarely produces more than a single non-word when she encounters
a problem. She tends to substitute real words that are similar:
heart/hoard, coach/couch, other/outer. She will sometimes work at

tax:
r, I, 14%1

1(ft .000,

.1.12.1521.11 was signalled ($69, lines 0719, 0720)

i rite CateCAty
careful...

.
If you carliZoeful... (S69, line 0928)

g U066 C sir ea

Wt.? ha fixed... (55 1 line 0327)

In summary, Dina shows no indication that her Pidgin language baser
has any particular erfoct on her development as a reader. Her dialect
certainly shows in her reading and retelling, but does not appear to
be related to any limitations or her comprehension.

Hawaiian Pidgin Fourth Grade

Hawaiian Pidgin fourth lade readers show considerable variability
among themselves (Table 5-12). They range Li MPHW on S51 from 6.38 to
14.s2, and on S69 from 8.76 to 21.37. In comprehending, their range
is 46.8 to 64.7% and on S69 from 36 to 74%. Residual miscues are 1.6,
to 7.104 on S51 and 2.07 to 12.69% on S69. All low scores are from
HP4-820 and most highs are from HP4-819. The other subjects fall in
between. HP819 is the only subject whose figures indicate he had less
difficulty with S69 than S51. For all subjects there is considerable
difference in performance on the two stories.

Dialect examples from Dina are typical of the group.

HP4-820, with the lowest residual miscues on both stories corrects
the moat, too, 27.5% on S51 and 26: on S69, with no uuvIccessful correc-
tions on either story. Din's (HPsi2) r0 correction oil SO is low for
the group. The group has about T. unsuccessful correction on both
stories with 21.7% on S51 and 14.43! on S69.

3 1
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Every NP4 reader has' higher graphic and phonemic proximity means on
669 than 661 with means of 4.96 graphic and 4.6 phonemic on $51 and
14.1k and 5.3S on 669. That'. a familiar pattern of higher graphic and
phonemic means on harder stories. About Se of NP4 miscues are of low
or no graphic proximity, JO* moderator and 6011 high on the two stories.
Phonemic proximity is 21.6* low, 27.1131 moderates and 60 high.

All WP4 readers have between 60 and 70k syntactic acceptability on
both stories except NP4-1114 with SIX on $69. Syntactic acceptability
is higher in all *object. on Ss 1. Only 170 of 661 and 19k of 669 stis
cues srs fully unacceptable syntactically. In 569, 27A are acceptable
uscopt tor other 1114*cuns in the sentence, compared to 1631 on $51.

About 60X of the liP4 miscues in both stories produce different
deep structure, and about 36A hive no transformation. The rest are
mostly lost deep structure (1* on $51 and 12X on S69).

n

With the exception of KP4-120, semantic acceptability is in a
narrow rpnge from 36-44X on S61 and 29.4-32% on S69. HP4-0120 ha* SIX
andfi4X, respectively. All other subjects have higher percents on 551
than 569.

Mean percent of sinews fully unacceptable semantically is 39.71
on MI and 36.0. on $69. But HP4-620 has only 14% such miscues on 1169.
Miscues semantically acceptable except for other miscues are 16.62
for 651 and 19.92 fur 869.

Miscue* acceptable with preceding or following text are 19.1 on
S$1 and 26.0% on 569.

Hound morphemes are involved in only about 12.3% of a l l K P 4 sip-
CUO4 un SS1 and 13.1;1 on S69.

HP4-1414 (matte) wens to have more (particularly of bound morpheme
substitutions). Her totals are 220 and 24X on the two stories.

Some of Marie's miscues are -lx deletions or insertions:

...he was careful...(line 0106)

.414
he ran wildly. (line 0216)

L

...guided skillfully to a stop.
(line L505)

an
sly ,

. ...he felti,angry. (line 1311)

bco.st..
They met his own bravely... (lines 05014. J509)

Others involve verbs:

wen,wa
He wore short cape (lines 0304, 0305)
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laying
At the king's feet lay... (lines 0408, 0409)

Stern Intl
...the word seemed to reach (line 0511, 0512)

Kneeling
...Kneel before him now. (line 0601)

... his first trick faila (line 1326, 1327)

A few are mixed -- the substitution of one type of bound morpheme for
another:

Nearly
Nearer...

eat t;ect

...a handsome elderly man. (lines 0303, 0304)

C.( Shod ue.

Um12)quick glanclead picked out... (lines 1017, 1018)

cloud
...one loud slap... (line 1219)

Some involve nouns-

hancii
Liloa put his hand on ... (lines 0603, 0604)

...with the other sleds." (line 0703)

Some are imperatives:

t ck .-43e.

1

cre..6*4
.. !no larger... (lines 1429, .1430) There was great shouting,

(lines 1508, 1509)

This amount of miscuing with bound morphemes reflects some confu-
sion, yet it also reflects some control. She is doing things with
English bound morphemes, not random word parts. Only one example,
earlier, is not possible in English. This type of miscue seems to
characterize a period of developing control. Considering that Pidgin
itself uses no inflectional suffixes, we might expect even more miscues
with them in the group.

Most if Marie's bound morpheme miscues and most of those of HP4
involve inflectional suffixes. The majority are also substitutions.

On the word and free morpheme level, HP4-820 (Walter) stands out.
Only about 45% of his miscues are substitutions at this level on both

3 5 . ,
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stories and about 35% are omissions. Omissions of other HP4 subjects
range from 0-13.2% on either story. Substitutions are 68.6 to 93.9%.

This high proportion of omissions is even more interesting, con-
sidering that Walter has the lowest residual MPHW on both stories.
Here are some examples and related phenomena on S51:

(57u've)g;aWd-)that doll!" she exclaimed. (line 0105)

Freddie had heard(5-loi)about Uncle August. (line 0206)

father usually called him Tinker... (line 0211)

Several things seem to be operating in Walter's reading which
involve word omissions. Sometimes omission appears to be a deliberate
strategy. The first three times Ahele occurs in S69 it is omitted:

"With my other son,(FIZDhe shall one day rule...

Liloa...said want... (line 0808, 0809)

"Come with us1CWi-e) your brother wants... (line 0901, 0902)

After that $Ahili is substituted for Ahele whenever it occurs.

A related strategy is omission of unusual, but dispensable words,

mostly adjectives and adverbs:

The spear...stuck, ...to ride theLiolva filed.. .
lines 0623, 0624)

...that(galied)face... (line 0311) he saw theNagnificent)course
(lines 1111, 1112)

m manlooked at hi (lines 0612, 0613) a handsome
(lines 0303,0304)

Gudrds,(CturtierS- and members of the royal family...(lines 0520,
0521)

But there are miscue omissions which cannot be deliberate but
reflect the reader's preoccupation with meaning rather than words:
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next morning father would say... (S51, line 0318)

...the school bell was ringing. (S51, lines 0403, 0409)

...the small battery he had(141endeOto use...(S51, line 0603)

...he couldn't open the door... (S51, lines 0516, 0517)

by 1---Zone main road (S69, line 0113)

the spakling blue green of the ocean (S69, line 1201, 1202)

...sped down the(grefT)track...(S69, line 1222)

...touched the gro_md on the smooth grass...(S69, lines 1431,
1432)

...he put(2)his hand...(S69, lines 1516, 1517)

Standing betweenceenD, the king put his arms around their shoulders...
(S69, lines 0813, 0814,

0815)

There are times when word omissions either reflect or cause loss
of meaning. Walter seems to have trouble with some clause dependencies,
particularly those with as as clause markers:

he reached...(S69, line 0203) ..

ranhe ran wildly...(S69 line 0216)

they are...
, line 0533)

It woo .5

he picked (S69, lines
u u , 0105)

It was repeated again and again eagsled was ... (S69, lines
ea

A 1502, 1503)

?Freddie ran up fro cellar... (S51, line 0511)

Htb
Freddie cleaned lut the refrigeratori his mother kept saying...

(S51, lines 0307, 0303)
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In these examples, corrections or adjustments preserve meaning.
but not all of Walter's omission miscues cause no loss of meaning:

One(ElanC;lat theqiinizteDface. . . (S69, lines 0310, 0311)

Last of all walked two carrying drums. (S69, lines 0717,0717)

...that was dark and cloudy, and a queer smell. (S51, lines
0226, 0227)

after the cut in his allowance (S51, line 0219)

If this pattern of Walter's omissions has a relationship to Pidgin
it may be in the difference in clause structure reflected in the as
clauses above. But the rest of his omissions seem to reflect strate-
gies for getting to meaning and coping with unfamiliar terms.

As might be expected, he produces only five non-words in both
stories combined. That compares with 17-349 on S51 for his peers and
9.8 to 20.4% on S69. HP820 also has far more syntactic change in
syntactically acceptable miscues on both stories'than any other reader
in his group. Syntactic proximity means are lowest for the group,
reflecting this change but semantic proximity means are highest indi-
cating smaller meaning changes. Walter is the only subjec in t},

group with higher semantic proximity means than syntactic. Thr means
that meaning is being modified less than syntax.

Hawaiian Pidgin Second Grade

Hawaiian Pidgin second grade readers seemed to find the culturally
relevant 5,,7, Ah See and the Spooky House, easier than S44, the stan-
dard story. (Table 5-13)

A11 subjects have lower residual MPHW on S67 with a group mean of
2.23 compared to 4.13 on S44.

Comprehending percents are quite variable. HP2-801 is low with
40,, on S44 and 54% on S67. HP2-803 is high with 85% and 93%. Correc-
tion ranges from HP809's 12% on S44 and a% on S67 to HP2-803's 36% and
54;,.

HP803 is low on Coded MPHW: 6.18 on S44 and 5.82 on S67 with
HP2-808 high with 15.38 and 12.83. All subjects have higher MPHW on
S44 than S67 (means 12.01` and 8.97).

Semantic acceptability ranges from 26 to 64% on S44, but only from
44 to 67% on S67.
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Table 5-13

HAWAIIAN PIDGIN SECOND GRADE GROUP STATISTICS
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Syntactic acceptability ranges from 44 to 73% on S44 and 58 to 84%
on S67.

Our four subjects show similarities but each has a somewhat unique
pattern. HP2-801 has MPHW and non-dialect MPHW, almost twice as high
on S44 as S67, half as high semantic acceptability on S44 and compar-
able correction. HP801's residual miscues are 7.16 for S44 and 2.68
for S67.

HP2-808 has almost the same MPHW, 15.38* on S44 as 8.01, but more
comparable tIPHW on S67. He has 51% semantic acceptability on S44 and
much higher correction, 26% and 40% on the two stories than HP801.
This results in residual MPHW of 4.12 for S44 and 2.65 for S67.

HP2-809 has lower MPHW than 808 on both stories, lowest correction
rates, moderate semantic acceptability (51 and 58%) and residual MPHW
of 4.39 and 3.36.

Dialect percent varies from 809's 3.9, 3.8% on the two stories to 801's
22, 31.5%. Since 801 has the highest dialect percents of any HP reader,
they warrant closer scrutiny. HP801 is the younger brother of HP4-819,
who has only 5.7% and 7.3% dialect miscues on the two fourth grade
stories.

We compared 801's dialect miscues with the opportunities in he ,

text of Ah See, '67, with these results:

Table 5-14

DIALECT MISCUES: SUBJECT HP2-801 ON STORY 67
Deletion of

Possessive Noun Plural Verb -ed Verb -s be form in
's Deletion -s Deletion Deletion Deletion nntraction ('s)

Occurrences 12 14 22 2 9**

Miscues 12 9 8* 1 5

Miscue % Ion 64 36 50 55

* Includes aks 3 times for asked
**All examples of non-deletion are let's

These miscues reflect the lack of inflections in Pidgin. Why

this subject is so much more consistent than the others is not evident.

Inconsistent use of dialect features is what has been found in speakers
of low status dialects in other linguistic communities.

HP2-803 (Jeanne) has a very high rate of correction, 36% on S44
and 54% on S65. Combined with 67% semantically acceptable on S67, the
54% correction produces 93% comprehending percent and only .21 residual
MPHW. Only 26% of Jeanne's miscues are semantically unacceptable but
corrected on S67. Patterns are similar on S44, but she is somewhat
less efficient with slightly higher MPHW, residual MPHW and slightly
lower correction, semantic acceptability comprehending and syntactic

acceptability.
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Jeanne is a good example of a self-monitoring second grader.

She shows these corrections of semantically and syntactically
unacceptable miscues from S67:

TDA.Ke.4
"Saboro!" Antone called.(line 0401) You meanThe(ip?1)3one.

04u4)

He closed the gat (line 1713) Up the Pali trail line 0202)

ko
rom

on
inside came ... (line 1714)

Keoki climbed on top of him. (line 1214)

Well.
lived... (line 1707)

hum du9
...hurryng and lau hin

(lines 1

Several of these are partially acceptable but not with what
follows.

Some corrected miscues are syntactically acceptable, but not
semantically:

(0
Let VAL

He climbed... (Line 1008) Tell us (line 1015) I have

Some corrections are not essential to preserve meaning:

to
Keoki led the way up the Pali trai

ICalledlElmell. (line 1015

house at the top.
nes 701, 1702)

Sabur sai line 1702)

A OA T Ain %Ace

it had... (line 1202) Ah See (Line 1502) 1 Ah See (line 1704)

(line
1504)

?for ED Chinese New Year (line 1706) hungry mouth (line
1604)

Since several of these miscues do not get corrected until another
word or two have been read, it seems that HP803 is being rather care-
ful and monitoring for accuracy as well as meaning, predicting well
but being somewhat cautious about her predictions.

In a few cases, corrections are not fully successful:
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...made of boxes a

60164 5-114
letlkes

actlecs pounicd
cloth and paper and paint. (lines 1606, 1607)

It VpaA
"A ion green head"...(line 1204)

Here are her miscues that lost meaning but went uncorrected:

c.iop in
Just as Keoki looked through the hole... (line 1215)

"It coul be a dragon"... (line 1201)

%..46ke.

Antone stood under the hole(171717i)fence. (line 1213)

open
When they1/4did, they, saw the gateAinithe fence was open. (lines

1402, 1403)

These seem to reflect relatively complex processing which Jeanne
simply can't quite recover from. She show: very 1' Le correction on
either story.

There are some interesting correlations to this young reader's
high rate of correction and low loss of meaning.

Joanne shows 36.7% of word-for-word miscues with no phonemic
proximity on S67 and 26.7% with no graphic proximity. That partly
accounts for the low graphic and phonemic means on both stories that
she has (about 4 on both variables). HP808 also has low means on S44
but that relates to high levels of omissions, 28%.

Different deep structure is involved in 65% of Jeanne's miscues.
She shows higher percent of omissions, 26% on S67 than on S44, 17%.
That's opposite from her peers. She has almost no non-word substitu-
ions on either story.

She also has relativziy 1 .lefcents of semantically unrelated
miscues and relatively high perzent3 of miscues with peripheral cue3,
3&, on S67.

These patterns add up to a confident, but cautious, reader making
high quality miscues and carefully monitoring them.

The HP2 readers show somewhat higher dialect percents than other
HP readers. They found their stories somewhat less difficult than
HP4 readers and comparable to HP6 readers. Pidgin itself does not
seem to be a serious factor in their reading development.

4
3'i



Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

MPHW

Dialect Miscues

MPHR

Percent

Non-Dialect Miscues

MPHR

Residual MPIN

% corrected

% sem, acceptable

% sem. unacc. but corr.

Comprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

Table 5-15

HAWAIIAN PIDGIN SIXTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS
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Hawaiian Pidgin Sivtl Grade

For the group, it appears that,the two stories, S53 and S70, are
about equally difficult. (Table 5-15) Coded MPHW is about 9 on both;
non-dialect MPHW is 7.6 and 7.1. Percent corrected is 29.8 and 27.
Syntactic acceptability is 66.3 and 70.8%. Semantic acceptability and
comprehending percent are somewhat higher and residual MPHW is lower
on S53, the standard story. However, these differences result from
only tu, of the four subjects, HP6-826 and HP6-827, especially the
latter who has a high residual MPHW of 8.63 and low comprehending of
41X on S70, Ghost of the Lagoon.

HP6-825 actually has better figures on S70 than S53, as far as
MPHW and residual MPHW, though comprehending is about 73% on both.

All HP6 subjects have relatively high correction rates, 27.5 to
42.9t, except HP827 (Thomas) with only 10 and 8% on S53 and S70. He
does not attempt correction often, with only 12 and 8% unsuccessful
attempts.

Thomas makes 368 miscues on S70; that's 16.71 MPHW on the coded
pi.rtion. It's more than three times the quantity of HP6-826; Thomas'

MPHW is also muc* higher on both stories. The following is a
complete -gage near the middle of the story with al1 of his miscues
marked.

05o 1 A minute later he dasneWacroA the white sand to

n
0502 where his canoe was drawn up beyond the water'

(*03 reach.

os Afa barkEet his heels. Afa was all white excp,t

MarKo
0505 for a black spot over each eye. Wherever Mako

Hew
0506 went, there went Afa, also. Now the little dog leaped

k,e,,, OA( 1.0....)
so,,frO is ek"ci

0507 into the bow of the canoe, his tail wagging with

0505 deiighto The boy, shoved the ca::o0 into the water

0500 and climbed aboard. They picking up his paddle, he



11

4 4
3- IA
7646%..14 sin Me 0510

tu.0,3 the water. The canoe shot ahead. Its

twee hiu4
051.1 sharp bow cut.throth the green water of the Lagoon

limbh#414 LA4
512 like a knife through cheese. And so clear was the

T0513 water that Mako could see the coarl gardens forty

kA.63
0514 feet below him,

0515 the canoe moved

growing) in the sand. The shadow of

'Mtn
over them.

05 16 A school of fish swept by, like silver arrow. He

statWIS
St- rocks

05 a17 saw scarlet rock
co- #(004
cid with rub9 eyes, and the head

caont II !pet Cirt %Ulf r% wet et
)5. I ri ot a conger eel peering out from a cavern in the coral.

wee;
0519 Me boy thought suddenly of Tupae, gho of the

wee;

lagoun. On such a bright day it was hard to believe

5.1nckrk
$4. tc.mnut

of any sort. The fierce sunlight drove away

OS 20

X1521 i nrigho

05 22 all thought of them. Perhaps ghostos were only old

tiNSInS ak.440y
0523 men's stories anyway.

0524 Mako's eyes came to recta upon his spear - the

went Mot elLartS

052:- pear that he had made with his own hands. lie

/cot ft:ce..coo
(626 romembered his vow of the night before. Could a

veka (11Ka. Ire 1,a,t
0527 gho4 be killed with a spear? Mako vowed that some
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4%11mm sleazy
0528 night, when all the village was sleeping, he would

could
0529 'find out: He would auldle out to the reef and chal-

16 ofil e.
0530 lenge Tupe

y
Perhaps ttnigh Why7not? He caught

wor his breath at the thought.

Thomas
by a reader
can't quite

Nis di
:,an/sand;

hays (lin

5-114

illustrates in this passage the use of the reading process
who has control 0? the cue systems and the process, but
get them all together.

ect is evident but not significant: (line 501) dash/dashed.
line 502) water/water's; (Use 521 & 522) ghos/ghosts. PP"-
514) belong him/below him is dialect.

He's using each cue system:

Graphophonfc

(line 0501) while/whitP;(0502) ?.own/drawn;(0505) Marko/Mako;
(0606) hoe/noe; (0507) !low (ai in throw)/bow (as in how); (510)
trust / thrust: (511,512) thought through; (514) belong/below:
(518).cyroner/conger

His non words are (517) $robhly /ruby; (510$peery/peering;
(518) $carnvern/etivern; (521) fierence/fierce; (526) $vne (like
fot)/vow; (527) voed (like rowed)/vowed. All ares'phouica.:y
close to the ER.

He shows.some graphic associaIlons: (511, 512) thouphtithr,,igh
and (522) through/thought. (Line: 506, 5091 The , hen, thr,re
are mixed here and elsewhere in the story. ikw are
also mixed here and later.

In none of these cases is there consistent substituti (see
thought) throughout the story.

TIlomas' graphic and phonemic means are relatively high on both
stories.

Syntactic

With 6K: syntactic acceptability on S7 , we should not be surprised
at.Thomas' demonstration of use of syntax this excerpt.

In !a number of cases he substitutes within form classes: (505)
Marko/Kako; (507) waggled/wagging; (50o) picked/picking, the/his;
(510) tossed/thrust, in/into; (518) coroner/conger; (528) villager!,
village; (529) could/would.



110

Semantio

In these
the syntactic

4ilutvilOS he seems to seek out meseieg in addition to
vues.

Mt,/ eictgl, 4411.

Then pickinr up his paddle, 111

/otibed

thrust the wnter.(lines
50, 510)

i40,0tt
Trt-

4
_wall hard to be tryvhosts of any sort. ( lines 520-521)

vIINsecs s1tap)/
when all the village was sleeping,...(line 52$)

He is ,amp link; , red lett ng , confirming, correcting. In fact, in
excerpt more t hi elsewhere in the story, he cerrects eften when

that's needed. (lines 501, 51.0, 512, 520, 525, 530)

With all of Thomas' miscues, we should not lose sight of how much
,trenth he has. Of 25 sentenes in this excerpt, five have no miscues.
Cight are fully acceptable after corrections. That leaves twelve with
disruptive, uncorrected miscues.

ThoNas shows problems in this sequence, t. u, of cour. But it
would be 44rd to apply traditional categories or causal relationships.
Nies he havio a phonics problem: What phonics exercise will help him
oiled out bow, vow, now, how, growing and below? He has habitual

graphophenic associations on word's Like th(7217T and through that are
:A0 strong he leaves totally unacceptable sequences in lines 511 and
512. But is the cause of that a lack of phodics or too much? The

iblem isn't the miscue but the failure to correct; something he does
successfully elsew:iere.

Only 6 of rh(ma,,' miscues on S70 are fully acceptable semantically.
Twenty- ix percent are acceptable except fur other miscues in the sen-
tence. That -i compounding effect of his miscues. It also
shows that his key problem is a lack of integration of the reading pro
ce t and not enough focus on getting moaning.

Thomas has f 4 omissions, 45;; on S53 and $ on S70; And he has only
moderate percent:- ,C nun -wort' substitutions. He has the least peril.-
phcral field involvement in the group. Perhaps ironically, his large
number of real word for wore substitutions reflect too much word focus
and not enough focus on meaning.

Thomas shows in this excerpt the mixture or strength aria weakness
we've been finding in non-proficint readers in middle grades. He
appears to be working too hard at gettin2 words and he is neutralizing
his natural tendencies to get meaning from language; tendencies which
his semantically acceptable and corrected miscues in this excerpt
reflect. Again it should be stated, there is no evidence that his
uialect, per se, is contributing to any reading problem though an
uninformed teacher might mistake dialect features in his reading for
reading difficulties.

3 ti
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The other readers ih the HP6 group haveAphemle _ more together
d'4 readers. Except fur HP6-826 who drops to'R8.5 oil S70, ell are
arourid 70!', in comprehending percent and below 3.0 to residual MPHW on
both mtorles. However, in their retellings, only HP6-H25 is superior

Thomas on S70. She was the only reader in the grol- 4th : r

resf0ual MPHW on S70 than S53 and she has a higher r score,
so, on the former than the latter (46 on S53).



CHAPTER VI

SECOND LANCUACE CROUPS

four group-. in our study speak Engli.;11 as a second language. All

attend scholn, howeve, in which English is the med'um of instruction.
All are expected to learn to read and write Enylish tit the same.pace
a.. native speakers of English.

our four groups have this met of circumstances in common. They
differ, however, not only in their first languages, but also in cul-
tur, biste:v, and relationship to the English langliage and English
speakers.

Out Texas Spanish (TS) group are speakers of Spanish in 1n4qrea
that was part of Mexico h, fot! Texas became part of the Unit', Stater,.
Ili .torically, Spanish wn.-; the language of the region. The majority of
residents still speak Spanish. Cultural ties to Mexico are still
!,t rang. Movement acrw's the border has horn cont.nuos for se%'+.r.al
hundred years. Hut k)or TS subjects are truly hi I in tna1. They have
r-cptiv and productive control of the dialects of both languages

to their area': In neither car,. are these high status dialects,
it fact, they influence each other with Spanish invading their English
and EngliFh nfluencing their Spanish. They are then, in a complex,
but rlatiely lir2utstfe seinv4 ue in which both languages
continue to be functional.

Our Arabic (AX) subjects, by contrast', iepresent the truisitional
linguistic setting of all ::roan immigrants in the history of the United
tates, They arrive in the schools of industrial Michigan monolingual

spe-tkers of one of the many dialects Arabic, used in Syria, Lebanon,
Ju-dan, Yemen, Egypt, or i q. Though their community is largely com-
posed of other Arab irmni, .ts, they are immersed in a larger English
speaking community and culture. Their need for recetitive ant' produc-
tive cuntr()! of English is clear and highly motivating. The children
are likely tojchieve such control faster than their parents.

Rut .;,:ring the first year or two of school they i 11 he lear.ing
to r.7.d and write English simultaneously with Learning to speak alai
listen with comprO-ension. Their developing. control, recr.ptive and
reductive, can create in a lirynisicallv unsophisticat.1 observer a
sense of their linguistic inadequacy which is rite unwarranted. They
may have receptive control of English in reading and listening, ..hich
Car exceeds their ability to ex;uess in English what they have compre-
hended. Their developing control of English grammar may mask their
moaning ier teachers. Further, they will vary from each other, at any
:ouint in time, in the degree with which they co:itrol English. Tests
,iven to them in Septet7ber are of little use in judgipg their pro;2resa,
/ Jun.

3



6.2

1'h.. Hawaiian Samoan (HS) group reresente still another pat tern.
hey arc, like the AN group, cultural as well as linguistic migrants
to an urban vomunirv. Nut the cosmopolitan Honolulu community to
whfch they epme has many vulturel and linguistic differences from
I.a;',..rn, Michigan. A key difference is that 'he English or he sur-
roundine community In inner ity Hoeeleiu is Hawaiian Pidgin, the
reole of the Hawaiian Islands. This diffrrn from the dialect of
etroctioe, Hawaiian Standard Eng:Hli. These subjects, speakers of

`;amoan at home, learn Pidgin in the streets and playprounds and must
then tribe with the English of schoul.

The:, are cultural And linguistic cousins to the indirenous iehab-
itaots of Hawaii. hut the cultural distance from Samoa to modern Hono-

mi is not n small one.

Like! the. A ra h !:ub ject m their English may be in transition, but its
.:otninant product ive di reel ion is Pidgin.

The Navajo (NA) subjects live the life of their ancestors in *e
place ef their ancestors. Not only the United States, but its lan,Jiaee,
colturo, and artifacts have come to surround them, encroach on them,
confront them. They've been offered little choice about the language,
ealture, life sty :s. the invaders, it is the school's c,irriculum.
lett may take a path of passive cultural and linguistic resistance.
Mils resistance may he seen by teachers and observers as disinterest,
incompetence, stupidity.

oembinaltion with a cultural aversion for taking public
t--:istarive creates a ease of linguistic deprivation. Silence

the classroom is seen as proof that children are non-verbal.

langaage of C., home of tnese native Americans is Navajo.
they come to the Sureau of Indian Affairs hoarding school at n,
yoaf of ie.. their Englisl. is minimal or non-existent. When they

r-' rn to their h, Iles at vacation tics, or when they simply walk away,
'hero is little that relates the world or home and school.

still all of our subjects, selected as average for their groups,
show sone ,..ontio1 of English. A:1 show ability to read, at some 1.vel,

Feelish texts, thouch eur second grade Hawaiian Samoan and Navajo sub-
-cts were given alternate tasks c)r t standard ,?ccnd grade story,

'44, Kitten Jones, !wean.- they seemed nable cope with it.

rhor are ictances in all groaps where the influence of first
,ael_.oaee and special or trarAtional form! of Lrigli!.h shows. The: e
are clltaraLly influence(' atterus, iu 1--oa7s and iAdividuals, that
show in their nading and retelling.

!;lit then are eu patterns so different that they make the reading
of any ',.roup unie per. Again we must. say this report would easier e.
write if we could ,ite sharp distinctions in the way ..Jiildrer read in
a second language or the way Navet;es or Samoans read Englise. nut, as
wit}; r),:r dialect groups we must say that the single process h) which
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meaning IN venstrutly oomen trt.ugh clearly In these sovond language

readers. indivioal. .4ow variation in 110% thev one thin proronrond
thiN variation 1.141 -.04 their liguintic and colt.41 harAgrnonds, but
the variation is cntrained by the realities or the pros ?.o.. the.

pNvehnlingoistic stratagies and ayntems of reading.
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The Texas Spanish Group

Our bilingual English-Spanish spoak.ig group (TS) is from culled
in Southeast Texas. Golfed. the county meat of Golfed county, is
.ituated 150 miles southeast of San Antonio and 40 miles above the
oulf of Mexico, It is one of the three oldest municipalities in Texas.
Its name comes from an anagram for Hidalgo. Historically it was one
of the major battlegrounds during the Texas campaign for independence
from Mexico. Many of these battles are ,rialixed in Goliad's State
Park.

The estimated populatiOn in 1973 was 5,100. Ninety percent of
the reported average annual income in Agricilture was from cattle,.
hog A, sheep, and poultry. Livestock and poultry raising are the chief
agribusiness. Cur is one of the male crops raised (Texas Almanac,
Ii75).

The f/eL16111rs 01 our su!ects tend to work as ranch hands. We
:..eleod our subjects on the advice of educators as being essentially
monolingual speake:) of Spanish w h minimal English.

We soon found, however, that our subjects were bilingual in a full
sense. They could read in English with miscue patterns much like the
native speakers of English in our study, and they could discuss what
they read in English or Spanish. Their English has Spanish influences,
'.qt it'dotq not appear to he the transitional EnAlish of our Arabic
readers. It is a relatively stable form of English used in the
wingual community of which our readers are a part. They use it
daily in and out of school

How typical our subjects are of Mexican-Americans, or bilingual
Mex-an Americans, or southeast Texas hilinguaL Mexican American chil-
dren, or even c :lad, Vexes Mexican-American children it is impossil ,e
to say We tried to assure ourselves they were average for their
crade and school.

They certainly do not fit older stereotypes 't% the professional

literature. Tireman cites studies 0f American bilingual .!'i!dren from
the, mi'-twentier (Tirenan 1.945, pr. Many a. these studies focus

Spar-sh-spe, ohi:drf:n lai. the Mexican, Spanish-r;peakiny and
Spanish-American. The varioLll titles incrcate the authors' cor.erns
and some,perhaps, their prjudices. (The Language Difficulty of
S:ranisli-American Children, Study of th7Tauses of Retardation Am,rul
gacTii&iil Children-)

A review of the studies of wish oaki,,g children from 1924
(ianche7, 1932, 549-56) ;oand t. at studies during 'hat time

attributed poor test performance to "mental inferiority" aril "dual
language handicaps". Some of the authors of these studies showed some



!",

,oneom for testing ip the chAd's liust language bat they generally
TOW no further hia3 Ii the teats. &Anchor, in the name atiele, sag-
w'Its that the in(lAioce of environment has not 1100h V011106E01' and
noodm to he.

Studies einring the thirtiem or various bilingual groups that Aid
locus on environmental fitors RN WV11 as age and 'MX unellIdOd
Hlingualimm did not influence mental develorent, verbal intelligence
n adjustmont.

04 1410C10.01,C0110MICA4 early as 1937, thorn was awareness that 1

status of the Spanish-speaking children arc a group was related to their
low test performance, thoug Anis did not correlate individuals
within the gruup (Manuel, 193S, p. 63).

Carter (1970) cites various sources to show growth In the eduva-
tf,oal level achieved by Mexican-Americans. For example, daring the
Itftie. the medlar, educational level of MWdedfl- increayed more than
Anglos or any other minority (lb I, p. i2). However, Ow pp i stJI:

41de, since the Mexican-America crime zun !OWL a low bet.inni,.. rela-
tive to the other groups. His me .t r,Lteresting comment on progrems
',ring the' fifties is "All aspect:- of Mexicau-Amerians' interaction
4. the schnols seems to be slowly improving (although only teachers'
_ervatins support improving levels of achievement)" (Ibid. p. 13).

v,.ment of Chicanos

reoorts that ir Texas in fourth grade r
ur.re above grade level as compared to 34.2- of Anglo

and 35.2'. ,.1 7.g7hicanos were' at grade level as coAared to
44.4 (U.S. Commise'oo. 1971). In el4Th grade, figures are 15. s

pupils above grade level and 2n.1 . at rade level, as cmpa-!d
tn 38.7 aud of Anpios. In twelfth vrade the figures are similar.

Ail these figures are, however, based on administrator's est'lates
r. a questionnaire and may not h.- realistic.

nther studies in the past eleven year:. show this same wide listar-
ity in reading -.'lievement between Chicanos and their Anglo counto--
parrs. The C. in Report (1066) placed Mexican-AmeriLan students
fourth in rading achievement among the six ethnic and racial grove's
sampler'. in a Mexican-Aerrean study conducted at UCLA in 107n.

findi ,zs .per similar ((:rehler, el al , 1071). The Mexican-Ame,:-ln
,:fudents wlv, were sampled Crom the ros Angeles area scored cwisic,rah*
biow rho natiova 1 nor-Tts in comparisw, to Anglo students who scot ql
slight .y ahnvo.



To date, most of the. Iltorataro un the mtudy of Chic/shoo' langilao
in the Suthwemt can ho roAnd in M.A. theses or doctoral dissertations.
T.) Non aa e de iom Chicanos Otavms, Cohen, and holtiamo, 1976) is a
cf pet on oratodipa 11TAT-dea.s with the nocial and ropional charae-
toristicp of language used by Chicanos. It also includes a comprehen-
sive bibliography.

Article titdos include: "Mexican marlish", "Chicano Spanish
Dialects and Education", "Spanish-Engllmh bilingualism in Sau Antonio,
Texas", and "Spanish-English Codeawit,k!ng".

mu 1410 article raises Seffi que..tiona about, they influenco ut
Sanish on English and v1 c"- versa. Our Spanish retellings had a lot

code switching in them.

We'v ,oalyzed l'o reading and retelling ni on 7i group fur avi-
d e of Spanish or Chicano English influences.

Among the phono.ogical features examined were the followitu th
to (I, 4 to ch, v to h, d t. t, and z to a.

t

The Sanirrh and English loological syetems have lin, alk'
and (otte. lepiesentee AV for Spanish dialects.) (c' the

Aoneme /d!. In English the 1r/ ocrora in the initial and med;a1
nosition; .g, the, those, thorn; mother, father, and either. Howeve.-.

/41/ al!ophonc in Spanish is primarily found in the medial pusitior
dodo, dNde, delie, and toitc.. Both these all,mhones /4/ and /J'/

are voiced dental fricatives. The difference between tlese two smo.-
Aone, is that the "EngIlsh /.-/ is mor' forceful and more interdental
than the S,,anish /46/..." (Dalbor. 10()), 6$). In addition, Wilbur
por that the Spanish zaloph s /d/ and AIIV are used interchance,
;rah in surd initial ponition e las damah s' said both ways
Ia7 - - magi or /lax - da - mars/ (II. 67). He is the only author
aloi (Politzer and Stauhach 1965: Sa%ttIe and frolit
POI; J BOWIM and Stockwell 060) that tici tech es this ih!nometnl,
The othc.s ,oly rnort that Aolio occurs in the medial and sometimh

^I ions whereas /d/ occurs in initial positiln only.

The intel-nv,ve between :le ose of these sounds
Jal,/, 44 nteicrved tha chiIdren auhstit 1-0 d for th,"especially

in Ih initin: .hen a more thorough analysis .s made,
i1:IOT:16!r oat,ern .'r ic'e's subject.- substithts "di for ir, in -le
initi p(,si.ion of a wo, cl the tiL while of the time he
prod rig rh, English version 4/. This lay acce:-. tht*- this ,etrt:2--

mar ':(11.:)* ;s in the !troceas or . e

initiaI
sh in the

W,tr this in mint., it t.AF then hypothesized that sincA ,Pt, 4
-ire in me,Ita positions for both languages, no d f, )r th woul
nits is a -ost true. This subject says -modd,r- and Tr-foiMer- on7,
twice on* of 22 possile ccurrenceh.



onot10-. oom tti too W.,?atinv 411 allophopv4 4 4 hinvIr
with the reader ohiltinp in their dittrihotion. It may he with mol-
.,sirei I y I ti, 1.110 I Nth Ittet si uI !ipard sae niendlcierts t hat the'

I I eireI;ceth t /d/, ,11/. dud al, dialect dirl'rene,
in themselves,

h t

it tit it., of sh fur ch -.hows; they sornsit Imsin r,ny etio for
, ,Thon ' , t".ir-r.har lox, cash fur each, Id slum for-Ti owr, ,

rut r 4. :tor, wilt. 1t miht be, conttit t'oritiao7rirv7 kir
thwa;-;17ilditm C7a--irtis sines, their particular dialoct of Spanish
doe., hot appoar to have the Knglish phoneme /c1/ in its phonoIngivA!
rpertoire.' However, the Harms children that shift ..h to sh also some-

time, procluve the Ihwl:sh /'/ in roach and kitchen. and someti,10,11 aN.

AA not chi.. This, ;vain, miTiTiairatergt children are it
I,: me- t1rir1E t hi part It'll ar phOno eev 4.'4 I feature' and arn

1!. n nt 14tnet rltivi flrlluli,. hot h and other .

,r-d,letive dirt :iv+ 41 does not yet mat,. the native Eneir.'1

I 01.1.1(' K var int 11':4 or sh.

Ca .1 t HI 'Wont s haVo sh o rhh Var'iat Inns in t:r I 1

t' 1 this Alt." .,..c.tirrei in 87 Alt 1- )(am! hy.! t 1 .1'

ttl:invs, w' ound that the shiit from ch to h is characte, t

studeet , I llr example, lecht and chiquita wert pr onutirir (II wl ; 41:;

,(,rnd vi stead ut ch. Howeer, in jitr parts of the rtlliri. where
ow worth, appeared , they ware' said w. ,h the! ...irpert

II; may that !loth photo)! to,',,t*ls 11-. intI
-ach ot, r, nut onlv on occasion (at least for thvsP ;41r!icular stud, .c)

'xi -¶i, It, both directions. fLese do not .ear
-ant sh t ci,1, and ttrio ere !),...111 it l -

10,c,re1 i : 'boy ( :), 0) I ), -The :.Pver
i 1 r-:.t rast i,,oly i n nuedrtl S: a:, h anywher.. i n he 1(

, 1 far (Ha f.ct4 fists ktinw. On the h-r t hcr. (a-.
1 ra-,! In Fr I sh )1.1 weiri IV, 'wry': '1.10r-,'

rhi, usual:.' occurred at the end o- word !,:t not exe:,e-7:%. .v,

,xamHe ,ait/saidi mat, /made; .=1/1v.1sad:y: hat'hid; ',at:v -.ad:v. !he

,p;.e of t for d can he exi,:aieis: the f'ar't that the zuani-n t ;s denta:
while the Engfish t is alveoftr. The aspirated t in Enlish 7,-, heard
as a d in 71)A Thor, p.



t,

1h s:Attiah the phonemes /1/ and /e/ are in complemontery distri-
button, c.g. rowar, allay. our sublecta produced weal!) nor waist')

anti u>R rl ty tor .!,42td:,,lx.

Since Spanish has only rive vowel mounds while Englieh has up to
irvon, and the five in Spanish do not correspond with those in English,
there aro many shifts in vowel sounds. The following examples are ones
that have flen hoard. Some of those may by the influence of the local
dialect of English: ahout/ahout; ahead/Soho/ad; harn/hornt falmiforti;
settl!ig!sittiox: etretutth/Smtringth; tinker/tanker; think/thank; ,.lip/
sleep; sleep/situ; hurry/harry; nurse /nurse; husy/Sbeesy.

M-Ii,hophonemic features

The following miscues are phone. or morohophonemic dial, 1

A.lornatvm of the Cit:

AA i

-All right, answered Eliza'e.h. (S53 line 0712)

1, It

. .n scientis! Are wa4 filled with disalmintm. (S'3 line 02

101/4Itne4tA
exrwriments narrowed to those ,,lo.v outlined (SS3 line 0220)

other examples of verb,: include (from S53): rb7;ktiwrecked; explain/
explained; filt/filied; rs,7-nr' cum,Ired; drawn /dreamed; tartitl
!urted: irate: 'intended; call /called: answer/aw-wered., happen/

'Appe::ed.

The,e types of miscues were -0t, observed t( e a consistent pat-or:..
other -ed verbs were pronounced as expected: dis,wered/d/; worked. ,H

stsl4P('': returned/d/; looked /t'. In one particular case ',here the
4a observed to -uner-correct (e.g. returneded, uutlineded), he

was als«Oo rvd to sn the expected /aid /: s noted, fr.17717T A:id
tw.iwned.

The T` .i 0-c up r,ad trio st pies, S5I and The,former story wa.;
070arily retold in English, wni le- the latter was retold Spanish and
Knglish. Port:ons of the Spanish retelling use Fngli syntax. Th.,
fo!lowing exam.-00,, of the Spanish retelling not only contain syntactic
'uttterns English, but also are i;-.terspersed with English
words:

i ,,



0-1

1. IA 11,11nrt, hallo this eair 00 4n hole.
rho MAN (1444- tn177711r14 a hole,

Y, deopnee Ise ha llovn pars easy a AnA M4fer y (Wu qur rata 1'4
kietti 4n

And, then hp took it horns, to a woman and oaid that it (ha) was
like a pot,

Prgo la cabooa qottando skin
,,,it hit (Ins) head taking oer7;in

4, ...porque nn 1.414.4 hurl101i 641.
404400 i it wa en t weir fed.

i:enra Iv ,peaktng, 'hoar! thre, examples are repropiAtAtiVel of the eommon
cue'. switc%ing occurrence in the .:outi,wittst amoog hilingual Chicanno.

;ertio of English words in the Spanish syntax may he A

remo.t or having learned the particular name in English, 0.g. CAI!,
wf, 11/1t! ,kin. !toys/tier. it was b.%ed that call was also called a

lea chiquita" (a tittle cow or alE) while Lt and skin w!4 only
r,terred to as vet and 0Oft. Perhaps the examiner coultrE;Ze spiked the
child if he knew the Spanish names 1.(4.= and !kin in order to veriry
whether hot+ rngli101 and Spanish words were known. If the child had

owri ,t h, then perhaps it might have been a Mattor of word choice;
0 it h° hadn't, then w could can that the child had argot rood

the fie torms frbm exposure to English usage.

Anut h. i h,q, 10,1 t hat Was olmrved in t ht nh retelling
involved the ". . an unexpected grammatical and morphological vrn
,atrn, i.e. an irregular past nerirt verb was replaced V a regula..
;.1-t .ertct vrh pattern.

le hal in morido mu area

t;Its mother had died on him)

1-.14 Se le habit' mnrto su amre
(Nis mother had died in him)

In aoish the past ;rit' fhs wl tr,l are irregular change morph..
=h-....Tically e.g. abric/ahier.,, morirm,tert: 'Incer!heche. The rf.rular
verhs follow a consistent pattern e.. comer comido; tomar,tomado.
What thin ; .articilar child did -4as gencrat a pattern consistent with
re;rCar paYt p-cfert verbs.

rd
example illustrates t11, 711anishi7at-ion of an Lnv:Ish

LP dar tin borsch,. d. comida.

She Was going to WIVP i~ a ,,Inch of

Er
In 1-1 ,q1se the Spanish syntax :sed with the creation of a new wort
to t- t b" cpanish phonology.

3;,



6-In

A Twitoss Spanish Fourth grader

Hernando (TS117) is ono 00f inurth grade group. Ho 440
hthe yirldiko, nine months ulel at the time of our taping, the youngest of

moven chilthen in a (amity in which the parents are fluent in SO4Hieh
and spook *to* 1:nalioh. Hie rather is a !'aster. His mother is a liu40-

wire.. All ui his siblings are fluent in both Logliph and Spanish. They'

aro still ih eschto& I, the oldolit in collee. School rewords* show Hotnando

'snow heth sloenish oral rnglish when he ectered school. Our Spanish.
41iv4kitir Ii=terVIt44.710r kiiij that wls good. HP was able to
retell the .. it stry n i4iniah and respond to her questions.

test :',ortor tram the beginning of third grade indicated his ver101

worm 40 42. At the same time, his reading 'oat perruimanco was
r'tr14 4.4 3.' Grad', equivalent).

the diffe4.00e began his reading of SS1,Freddie `oiler, and SW.,
.ai!leho, are a% interesting as the altern ,r strateg es a uKas. In

wityn his reading or the standard story, SSI, was more ofroctivo.

Table 6-1

1-, 1: M1SCU1. ANALYSTS SWRKS

1 Sg5,

41'11W . . (16 1: l'a

.al

;emantioal!
v'iacooptahlv

Corrrtd

arOroho-A.1:1g

.34,$

-;4. a 4

3 .

ow reFid 111 miscues per 1. wurcls, !.6') on S51, i !-he

his gr,-lo. His rfidual MPH on SAS i much higher, .16,

high (or $111$1 group.

In 5oth stories, Herna:.do rorxec!, a great. deal. He Jttompts
c,rrection of 77.5.% of miscAes or, SI, an incrldihly high percPw ane
is cuccessful on 55.1X including 44.9 i that are also semantically



kt. I 1

4114Wce;0$01,8, hisekttc .t,rroti4:1. tiff Son h., attanolitie Its etotroet sr oimi

is 0w...ro1 on Ho trap' Parotids the root tit htb roe'.
tew tostirro it. c.o rawly eorpoct ad Much do ho

Hornatidolo romdinv of the opt:nine PAractelphil 01. NI% I

,t 14 I
ltor ivutheAwon in ittAthir avain. Ur had horn

,f (tri
*peg *host the t h

had turned vrorn.

Ct.)
e_ 11,A I. V t'-

histOtemiaitn 40t. and(' litiOwth'n doll

t,w
)! 4 Thio iittto miNtoriwab hearthroken. rrrddie'h mother Olio

I.

Ilvekc 4 , .L (ilbe'
4t14

414TY. "Yoo' , P-krd (the eol ext. i a !mind

u.,.rarAto sh,wt: this continqouo pattern ot predictity_, co!t-monly
And I - t ..tt I on.

nith t itc It ion +! reekedtwreckec in t his si.iitson'v, 0051.- t

iPcles nhow direct lot luence or hOit Solnish 14:4111 -.

41At h, (los relkiirt.s A control sit wht,h ht. has.
sr'

eorrecti stir, test not iPtI the' :.tory, he has cotrcte,!
' ta! Ant! rtiNt tk' starts which add to the forwari! try and

rt.0', pattern ot hio reading.

14 a .0 oh in Hernanc readin$... With his dtal.,ct-
te:ated is , his n 4141114 I 14 ovi.r its ,145, and II on far anov,

,thet I*S4 roa0.- . That this ca. Le tr;');, is e. idol I in
ot Cvri with his stihstattlia: correction he hnc' 7. lb

t I d :

-ti. ! he 0.t. reasonAh 1y wv :1 in rPelling wit1; 61e or, And
hivh t ,r the group P,.rhaps the :tylu ' the

wr'i't or:trititst..-, to Uornando's heavy in !-0,`., tW he dttetw't

!- lose 'Ouch of ,ense.

I and rt,111,, 01 4.t. liernantie ;irtm!o,'..n a
;hotlo;14,1eal vhangs th.s' ic1;11ear to relal..d to his Lnk!ish

a!-0 (Nr '!is first larriAl.

41: ;hi tin, t 0 ch should Schoild :,114

ch shi ft in,: to sti kitchen 'I4.*r,

tvach
ft itch

watri'!".e = washci

.rea- ?mash



(
th .htfttog I"

"I°

* !t I

vowel

lither rhu

1," 0

(.'hr,
1,r ...ample,

Purely phi*,

Hto die
thon of the
crader tv do
4 pnooroatve
40 'he 'Judy.

this $dt*

:,o4a - fovea

eilp eltemp

that - 'dal

be related to the Lottltfth that he hear..

crying Scrvin

re eithr dialect or the result of reading tnotroctoo,
! is pronnuncold and 2111 to prnouncod Ihi or W,
1004:al changes are, of cuuree, not coded as miscue*.

foct mtactsoo wero to both quantity and quality to
,,their fourth crrlere, mcept that he is tht.' fourth
tete . ( into the Writ mouth) or to ohario

1 to an article (a, the) hofnro 4 part
Mel, both venial& tnfloonea on his Engltoh.

Hel.audn'. re el1t.41
ihonolovical feature n. wr
of the dialect of rnglto,

o it -1 e!)ntained a groat number of
as t+e fol,,wing which may lie* a rrsult

He mske0 %loll tarn vein:.

...thre caock in the night.

His teacher wat talking

...always get doing corm thing...

His sister Elisabeth wont and held his
(either by the hand.

n, hat: to save some half of IA s allowee.ce.

she picking =ome eggs.

...kneeled dwo.

ft had knocked John r lulls his bed.

(Whore ci,. f :.0 SI:y take ,14100?)

In John' ti .anch.

Hecamlie Wan! I.) lose no ,1,0,, y.

Hernaod, retel:ing o!" S5i

380. ,
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k: Now that's all.. Du you want to tell me about that story?

S: Mm, yes. Fre-, Freddie he, he was making some, some chemicals
an' he tried 'em on his sister's, on his sister's doll an' the doll
turned green and then, he, one time he, one morning da 'lam clock
didn rin(g) and his father said dat alarm clock hadn't rung and
den, he, Freddie said that he would fix, dat ho fixed the alarm
clock. And then one time at three o'clock in the night the 'lam
clock rang and dey said, they thought it was a fire. And then he
said "It couldn't be, I put it at, at seven o'clock." And den he,
and then father at-, said "What:" ,nd den, he, one night he, he
had dreamed dat his teacher was talking angry at his father every
time the bell rang. And den his fadder said one time dat he hoped
that Freddie wouldn't he a, uh, scientist. And den one time, his
mother said, "Just like Uncle Charles. Always get-, doing some-
thing bad. And then Freddie, Freddie went downstairs to $kell,
$crell (cellar) and then he heard his sister hollering. -hen he
came out and then he said, he said, uh, he said, "Where al . you?"

he said "In the closet." she said, "in the closet" and den he, he
got some, he said "Wait. I'm gonna go and get Mother." And den
he said, "Don't leave me along." Ar,d den he, he said, "OK, I got

an idea." And then he went and he got, got a ruler and got a
battery and then, and some, some string and tied it to da battery.
And den he ga-, he said to, he pulled the ladder to his sister and
den he went up and then he said to give it to, to, to catch it by
da, by the ruler and then he said, "I'm gonna get mother." and
then he said, 'OK. It's not so spooky, spooky in there with the
light." An-, and den he went and got mother and then that night
when redder came home his sister Elizabeth went and held his
father by da hand. And took him, took him to da, took him to the
kishen and then he said and then, he, he saw in one corner, he saw
Freddie working with this table and then he saw Mother gettin
supper ready.

k: 611/4. You remembered a lot. Alright. Uh, let's hear a ...title bit

more about Freddie. What did, mm, what did they call him? What

was his nickname.

S: Mm, mm, I don't r-, I can't remember.

R: OK. What was he always doing?

S: Mm, mixin up some, some uh, some mm. . .chemicals, was mixing up
some chemicals.

R: OK. And you've said that one time he did som-qhing with uh his
sister's doll. What was that you- -

S: He, ne made the doll turn green.

R: OK. And how did the sister feel about that?

S: She felt sad afld then his mudder said to him that- he had to save.

some, half of his allowance to buy his sister a doll.

381



R: OK. What is an allowance?

S: Some money that you get.

R: OK. What do ynu get it for?

S: Mm. Rein nice.

R: Oh, I see. Ok. Er, was Elizabeth older or younger than Freddie?

S: Younger.

R: OK. Uh, whit about, mm, Freddie's mothor? Where was she from?

S: Um. . .cifti't remember.

R: OK. Mm, she kept talking, she, er, she kept doing what when K -,
when Freddie would do something.

S: Talkin about his Uncle Charles.

R: OK. OK. What, mm, Freddie would do something. She'd compare

him to what?

S: One of his uncles.

R: OK. Where were those uncles?

S: Mm.

What country was, at least one of the uncles in? Do you remember?

S: No.

R: OK. Hernando, what were you thinking about as you read this story?

S: Fre-i Freddie get. . .bein a scientist.

R: Whet about Freddie being a scientist?

S: He would, his mother said that, some. .some day he would come
up with a chemical that would change the whole world.

R: Oh, OK. Uh, uh, mm, do you think this, mm, story has any lesson
for us?

S: Not to be with, not to be messing with chemicals.

R: OK. 'cos what might happen?

S: They, you might tu,1 some ting, uh, you might do some ting.

32
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R: OK. Did you think this WOO a funny story? Or sad? Or, er,

exciting, or what?

S: It was sad.

R: What was the sad part of it?

S: When Freddie got in trote)le.

R: OK. Did, er, Freddie ever do anything good to get him out of
trouble?

S: Um, um (-) , he didn't.

R: Anything happen to Elizabeth in this story?

S: Yes, she got trapped in closet.

R: OK. And how did Freddie help her?

S: Made a flashlight and then he went to go and get mother.

R: How did he make that flashlight? Do you know?

4ith n ruler and a' battery and. . .and a string.

H: Do y I know how to put it together? He did, he put that together.

S: He tied, da battery, to da, 4-o the ruler and den he, he got some-
thing and he got this string and tied it on to some ting and the,
he made da flashlight and then gave it to Elizabeth.

R: OK. Where di, em. Well, how did Freddie get that flashlight to
Elizabeth if she was trapped in the closet?

S: A ladder. . .to da ceiling, ceiling.

R: Do you remember what the word was, where he put that flashlight?
How he go,. it?

S: Ceiling.

R: OK. You know, where is it? Where is it, where he put the, got the
flashlight to her?

S: It was, top of the, mm. . .to da trainson, trainsom.

R: Where would a transom be in this room?

S: A what?

R: Where would one of those things be in this room?

asa
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S;

om.

When.
R;

on the door would it be?

on top.
S:

Mesh'
R:

OK. Good. Er, where did Freddie do this work?

S:

In a

R: °I" What's another word for cellar? What do we use...

S: "se44nt.

R: Well, Hernando, anything else you can remember about this

--- You want to tell me? OK. Thank you very much.

Hernend
° has the most dialect miscues of any one in his group and

the hig
he

" Percen t , 19.8, on 585.

Calls Rosita, Rosa, through much of the story, indicatit, his

awars18 (If the derivation and relationships of the names. In r.

spsni° retelling the cow, Maria, becomes Mario.

Ha hamcuter_ relatively low graphic (4.42) and phonemic (9.50) means,

psre sre 4' on 351. On S85 they are higher, 5.32 and 5.05, respectively.
%lite a bit Lslow the group means. The%lowee scores on S51The0 ct th

refleopne,111 tendency for all our readers t3 have low graphophonic

car° "nee on easier material.

Toe I_
Isrit'w phonemic score reflects 37% substitutions with no phonemic

Volute cort; Most of these show acceptability with prior text and tend

eta& Here are some examples with low proximity:

4e

little sister was. . .(line 0104)
VIOW

...knew that his mother...(line
0322)

.1400,0 ,

ed to tikker...(lines 0211, Sometimes he ... (line 0217)
0212)

next experiment was
(line 03

is
told her husband. (line 0303)

It was easy! (line u-20)

...to his parents' room.
(line 0403)

manY
4re

1"

corrected, showing Hernando's tendency to predict and then

use 908"tlent input to disconfirm and correct.

38i
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Again these patterns do not seem to be related to lierlen4400
bilingual background per se.

He produces miscues which are either syntactically acceptable
(48% on S51, 46% on S85) or acceptable with prior or following struc-
ture (40 and 34%); only 12 and 20% are syntactically unacceptable.

Most of his miscues produce different deep structures (67 and 48%)
again showing the strength of his prediction and his control of English

syntax. He only loses deep structure in 2 and 14X of his miscues.
Almost 80% of his syntactically acceptable miscues produce no syntactic
change.

Though correction is important to Hernando, so is making success-
ful predictions. Mile 2 of his miscues on S51 are semantically
unacceptable, 46% of those on S85 are. Forty-two percent on S51 are
acceptable semantically with mut o following Lext, while for S8S
that figure is 34X. As we reported earlier only 38 and 20% of
Hernando's miscues are fully semantically acceptable before correction.
Clearly he is making many miscues which are either semantically unac-
ceptable or partially acceptable. He is able, on S51, to recover by
correcting many of these since only about 1C on that story remain
semantically unacceptable after correction. These strategies, as
we've said, suffer in the story he apparently found harder.

Hernando shows moderately high peripheral field influences on
his miscues; 28% of those in S51 and 21% in S8S involve such influences.
That again reflects his predict and correct strategies. In most readers
such miscues frequently nvo ve insia-Mi-of function mIrde, but

Hernando has only a total of five insertions among his miscuc., in both
stories. His peripheral field miscues are largely substitutions. He

does show, in S51, a disproportionate rate of miscues where the observed
response (OR) is a function word.

0226 ...one day Freddie ma e an...

0227 ...and cloudy, and had a queer...

0301 ...Mrs. Miller went to...

0302 When she opened...

16
0303 ...what sheTtold her...

Hernando visits, totally, on'v six words in both stories. None of
these seem in'entional omissions'of "hard" words:

383



a
wee inaLyield (853, line 0313) 14mii:)Freddio was (553, lino 0101)

nclelOscar 0 53, line 0326) she was saying (Sr,3, lines 0214,

04119

Ion-
a

0215)

6-10

he forfot himselchili)looked (S$3, line 0415)

Hernando doesn' t
551 and 2(* on St45.

/....c.Wrneneel

tic
explained

tiorcihci

alt)habot

Seacnenc4
escaMmi

produce very many

;Aftcd
dribbled

non-words either: only B% on

4nec-ccidert
fvvident

c,CrOArtllbiCA

scralablin

Clearly, there are some problems with unfamiliar words, but notice
that Hernando is producing phonic near misses which ,ften retain inflec-
tional suffixes. That's what native speakers of Etolish dn. The
strategy he uses here is quite different than thou ehiQh produces his
rates of substitutions with no phonemic

So in Hernando, we see a bilingual rural boy Wlia has an unusual
set of strategies of plunging ahead while cautiously self-monitoring.

strategies work well in reading 551, but partially break down on
SW', the quite relevant story. Still he gets a lot of meaning from
both stories. While it's clear from his reading that he has Spanish
influence on his use of English, he shows no patterns in his miscues
that would indicate any lack of control of basic English syntax. There
is, in fact, no pattern in his reading which appears to be peculiar
to his bilinguality.

Texas Spanish Fourth Grade

Table 6-2 presents summary data on the TS4 group. All subjects do
better on S51, except TS119 who finds the stories about equally diffi-
cult. TS119 produces about the same amount of MPHW in both stories,
and almost the same proportion of dialect. But he has a better compre-
hending score on S85 and therefore a lower residual MM. The group
mean for residual MPHW on SS1 is the lowest of all eight groups, 2.48.

381,



Number

Story litgibor

Totil Mireuos
Coded Milwe

pill'et Miscues
111114

Percent

N°611:11111ett Miscues

MP*

Iteeidol pippl4

% corrvetold

% dcceptabil

% $14, mice, but corr.

CcdPrehendirg percent

/ sYn' acceptableproximity
lea"

ilrephic

Phurielic

sYntactie

t4mintic
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table 6.1

NAB SPANISH 119111 GRAIL CROUP STATISTICS

I I I 112 113 119

COUP

MEANS

51" 1 " S 1 66 Si 16 1 $6 61 10

92 151 VI 257 7s RE 10 a normpi
11111111d11111111131111011111

th ow 53 11111111MMITINIMIIM
589 9 RBI e9

1111111111111LEILMILIII ii 11111111111111111111

101111MUIPNWILIMS l 6 MI 64 50 ENTI
RUB taiman1110111103 941 109 MIMI
191111B1111 49 50 mmulim 9 9 imp

6, 9,9 10,36 2,79 5,09 7,77 grows 6 71' NMI
Ku 6,29 1,69 7 16 2 31 ,te .11 69 8 NMI

9.6 11111 30 'iS 30 In 4 0 S/MI 16 SPIN
42 23 36,Lill

1$

. TILULIIIIIIIIII
111011 44,9 111111111ECIEll
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Range for residual HMV is narrow, 1.69 to 3.32% on $51. Residual
POWS mean is 4.6 on 86$ with 2.69 to 7.16 range.

All subjects produce more dialect and second language mis cues on
PIS, Sancho, the culturally relevant story.

Though TS111's percent of dialect is tower because total WNW to
much higher on 84S, mean dialect percent of these fourth graders on
both *tortes is low for the four second language groups.

The percent of semantically acceptable miscues in this group has
relatively narrow range on S51, 20 to 311.011, but the range is from

20 to 42% on 86S. Both T8113 and T8119 actually have higher percent
semantically acceptable on 866.

Suc.essful correction varies more: 16.165% on 551, 9.6 to 30% on
SO. Attempted corrections, except for Hernando, are 24-30% and 16-44X.

Reactions tv SIIA are moat variable: T8111, like Hernando, falls
off dramatically In correction and sementic acceptability with the
result of only 36.f% comprehending, compared to S61 on 851.

TS113 and TS119 actually do more correction and have higher
comprihending percents on SRS. With T8113, this still leaves her with
a higher residual NNW on 385 than SS 1. This group tends to correct
more when the OR is a function word or indeterminate. On BSI they
correct 74% of miscqes with no phonemic similarity. They correct 531
of miscues semantically acceptable with prior but only 23% of seman-
tically unacceptable and 201 of those fully acceptable. In SSE. most
likely to be corrected are those acceptable with prior or those accept-
able except for other miscues. Syntactically unacceptable or acceptable
only with prior are most likely to be corrected.

Just about 6S% of all 134 miscues are semantically unacceptable
on both stories. But on 551, 33% are completely unacceptable and 32%
are partially acceptable, whereas on S8S, 42% are fully unacceptable
and 26% are partially so.

For syntactic acceptability, the pattern is different. In S51,
16k are unacceptable, 27.6% partially acceptable, 56.21 acceptable.
Syntactic acceptability of miscues on S8S shows 131, 20.4X, and 66.7-
That, perhaps, shows that it is not trouble with syntax, per se, that
makes SRS more difficult for these readers. ,

Moot miscues that involve bound morphemes for this group are on
inflectional suffixes, but 83t on S51 and QIX on SR involve no bound
morphemes. About half of bound morpheme miscues are omissions.

Graphic and phonemic proximity means are moderate for this group.
Graphic means are higher (5.56 on 551, 6.04 on sr's) than phonemic (5.22
and 5.17) as is true with most groups. Only Hernando stands out with
relatively low means.
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kotrillino score,' are all higher on 1411 than %$1, ',woo ror TS111.
who hay :3X arid 34t an the two stories. TS119 has 71 mn SO and ooly
4411, on S61. Lihe Sornandn, the group seems co get as such or more
*canine from the culturally re levant story. even though it tended to
by more difficult readily.

TS4 Waco.* examined for syntactic acceptability show higher
partially acceptably miscues on SSI, 27.61, compared to 1t).4% on %W.i.
That', offeet by higher fully acceptable miscues on SAS, S6.7% coo-
pared to 46.1X on SS L.

Tsanaf6rmattone produce mete changed structures on %St for all
eobjeets and the group than on MI6; means are S2.S1 compared to 34,1c.
tlut S1.2% of Sate miscues have no transformations compared to 3x.q1'. on
SS!.

Semantic acceptability anal/aim shows lower r
able mimeoes on SSI. 33.12 compared to 41.4% but Is

mtlitiry than on Ssh. 32.1 compared to 25.9 and full
contracted with 12.41T. Sentence only acceptability
in sentence or passage except for other miscue/or ale
on SOS.

to of fully anaccent-
igher partial accept.
acceptability. 211.1.:'
and acceptability
all comewhat higher

Only ono TS4 subject, TS111, Cindy. chows much omission, 17.6' on
s$1 and 15,,.7% on SAS.

Again, none of her omission miscues seem to he deliberate avoid-
Alftet, of hard words. Those omitted are wall, not. the, all, with, to,
t.er, hind, how, It. nut, a, end, for, to you, at them. t. after. All
or these are read at least once correct :y elsewhere in the stories.
Some' of her omissions cry reflect mie.sr variatidns in her inglish
Patterns.

Yt.okitri)jopit like (S5I line 0204)

Ror4itaLa Mexican woman ($45 line 0211)

Wh the call' died too, the! to W411 double (Ss:, lines 0220, 112'21)

Freddie told(.now;he had fixed. (s t, tine, of,0I)

Many others of her omincionr; are either dispensioIe or corrected.

Eight percent is the top rate of TS4 insertion; that's TS112 on
tic 1. Croup means are 3 and 3.4t. Non -word suhst itutions, however, are
more common, 01.2-22.4%, with a mean of Its. Z. on S$1; 19.6-20.1, with
22.9t as moan on SAS. This is a common fourth grade pattern: few
omissions. with nay-words representing unsuccessful altemws,
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The noii..word substitotitno oil TIM, on 14*1 iftrludel tdisolpapt=
mo$,,,to'4141sPuirAggslit* icenitartcheftllatryi ilootlinededtnotlinedi
icalide/wmpiodei Seurefutty/aut,,tvl Stritshio/torriblei iliesitaricoltark
ireturnedoCreturnedi Snighhowineighhort irepleelfroviyi Strainanni
traniom. Sintoditntendedt fibloob/bolb; Swindowingiwtndingt Oescitededyt
..seitedly. And on Sa't SatrtnalsoistrAgg et lifed/lifitedt Sdubt/
doubt; $straved4tarved; $11fely/lively; tadoeb/odobel SatuckedisockedL
itwerteaindged; 11114Iyirisetityl trriviess,(rilnies; lishoothinotiaoothing;
14.01(tingien;ffing; ac androd/uneertain' Sahootediacoldodt
Avrawlino. $Udildimifliellowedt Ston.aow/tongospi Somndeded/scentedt
Oagri=1110re: Idighliet/dinghlastedi Shov00/hoowma.

rhos.s nun-word wohatititions show savers! characteristice: 1) ,
ctumo honic correspondence in virtually every easOt furthermore, it
$p an Envlish phonics predominantly; 2) A few hams confusions (out=
lined0d): 3) Some suggest ion that the suh)toct sounds aut unfamiliar
wt.rd and can't nnftre 40cauee or limited English vocahtflaryt 4)
q',nos, Cntlish words may be known but mispronounced: lifelyilively;
!) Lack ol espectatinn for Spanish words in an English told: tigre,
Adobe, frifolowil 6) The possibility that'lhis regnier learned to read

tpernre it was well understood. The child's mother still speaks
onfy Spanish and the home is strongly Spanish-speaking ono.

Sit 01 s,,arri sh se..,ind Crade

These readers found $44 and SX6. "My Mee is Miguel", of variable
ditticulty. Alt except TS146 have higher coded MPMW and non-dialect
MPW on 544, Kitt4 Jones. The non-dialiwt MPMW for TS101 on 544.
14.46', is almost doubly that on Soict. 7,06. Mean non-digioct MPIAi is
4.63 and 6. /h. Hut all have hikhor correction rates on 586 again,
,.sceviting TS106, who has 3at on S44 and ?Kt on SA6. Correction means
are' 24.4* and 34.2"..

Semantic accoptahility is Muller for all soloacts on S44, with
swans of 47.6-. on 544 and 36.7 on S46. Art but TS 103 (with 42.9 and
447.) have considerably higher syntactic Acceptability nn 544 than 582.
Means are 61;, and 49.3/.

The or, effect of these variation* is that each rabiect has similar
comprehandinr percents fr the two stories ran from ahn it SX for
TS103 on 'Jot!) %tortes to about 7W fu. TS 1''N,. Group means are 66.0r
.o S44 and 64.4", on SS6. Residual MPHW is more different across stories
for individuals. TS101 has 6.5 and 3.5; T5103 has 2.26 and 1.66; T5104
ha* 1.12 and 1.2; TS 146 has 1.99 and 2.66. Means are 2.07 for S44 and
2.25. for SA6.

T1;144, rlora, shows a very,un,44.tial pattern on the two stories. She
has low correction, 11.tr, on 544. with high semantic acceptability. 64.7.;
with all corrections oa mpaantically unacceptable miscue*, her compre-
hending !Percent is 76.S. But or: Sk6 she has 44.01 correction and on!),
14..4 memanticatty acceptable. That yields 73.5'. comprehending. She
hap 14ve residual MPMW for the gro.s, 1.:2 and 1.2.
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Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

Dialect Miscues

NNW,

Percent

Non-Dialect Miscues

MPNW

Residual MPHW

% corrected

% sem. acceptable

% sem, unacc. but corr.

Comprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

Table 6-3

TEXAS SPANISH SECOND GRADE CROUP STATISTICS

101

44* 86**

103

44 86 44

104

86

106

44 86 44
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EN
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onnumnsguartirs
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* S44 Kitten Jones

**S86 My Name Is Miguel
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It seems Flora uses tao very different strategy patterns in the
two stories. Includirw: unsuccessful corrections, she attempts correc-
tion on 53.1% of S86 miscues, and 14.7% of S44 miscues. In reading S44,
her initial attempts produce semantically acceptable miscues which go
largely uncorrected. In reading S86, her first efforts lose more
meaning, but through self-monitoring and correction, she maintains a
high comprehending rate.

TS101 and 103 respond differently to S44 with high percents of
attemrt-ed corrections, 54.9 and 51.4, respectively, and high rates of
unsuccessful attempts, 23.5 and 28.6%. TS101 attempts correction on
58% of all miscues and is unsuccessful with 20% on S86.

Retelling scores for the group are moderate and comparable except
for TS106, who has 62% on S44 and 40% on S86. Means for the group are
48% for S44 and 45% for S86.

The TS2 group corrects 47.4% of both syntactically unacceptable
miscues and partially acceptable miscues on S44. Only 14% of syntac-
tically acceptable miscues are corrected. In reading S86, 51.6% of
syntactically unacceptable miscues are corrected, and 42.9% of partially
acceptable are corrected. Twenty-one percent of acceptable miscues
get corrected.

In S44, TS2 corrects 47% of miscues with partial semantic accept-
ability, 29.3% of totally unacceptable miscues, 17.6% of miscues seman-
tically acceptable in the sentence, and only 8.2% of those fully
acceptable. Reading S86, TS2 corrects 4F,..3% of those with no semantic
acceptability, 42.6% of those partially acceptable, 25% acceptable in
the sentence only, and 13.6% completely acceptable. In both stories,
high percents of semantically unacceptable miscues involve unsuccessful
correction, 34.1% on S44, 20.5% on S86.

Higher than predicted percent of verbs and function words, 41.2%
and 41%,are corrected, while only 16.7% of nouns and 14.8% of noun
modifiers are corrected on S44. Unsuccessful attempts of 23.2% on
verbs and 29.6% on noun modifiers are high.

S86 shows 43% Gf substitutions corrected. Verb correction, 55.2%,
exceeds that figure. Seven of ten indeterminates are corrected (70%).
Unsuccessful corrections are higher than the group average of 10.9% on
nouns (17.6%) and noun modifiers (33.3%).

On S44, 36.8% of miscues with common phonemic ER and OR beginnings
(sub-category 4) were corrected. Average percents of miscues with high
and no proximity (0 and 8) are corrected in S44.

While 45.2% of all miscues and sub-miscues coded for phonemic
proximity on S86 are corrected, 52.9% of miscues with no phonemic
proximity (o), 57.9% with common end sounds (3) and 61.1% of miscues
with only single differences (8) are corrected.
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High corrections seem to result from other than phonics concern
for S86.

Graphic means for TS2 are 5.77 and 5.39. Phonemic means are 5.02
and 4.77. Phonemic range is low, 3.75 to 5.23 on S86, 4.47 to 5.52 on
S44.

The TS2 mode for both stories in graphic proximity is a single
letter difference, 33.6% for S44 and 41.8% for S86. Few miscues have
no graphic proximity between ER and OR.

A similar pattern shows on phonemic proximity; 33.6% and 32.8% have
single p. ineme difference. But 16.8% and 15.7% have no phonemic ele-
ments ia common. For TS106, this figure is 25% on both stories. These
patterns reflect the greater use of graphic than phonemic information
we've noted often.

As might be expected with the generally higher syntactic accept-
ability on S44 than S86, TS2 has only 11.2% totally syntactically
unacceptable on S44 and 22.5 partially acceptable, compared to 15.6%
and 35% on S86.

The difference is largely in the partially accw-table category.
But another syntactic acceptability difference is fully syntac-
tically acceptable miscues are 57.4% on S44 and 35.. i S86, with 8.3%
fully acceptable except for other miscues on S44 and 12.1% such miscues
on S86.

Transformations show a sharp difference in the way miscues relate
to the syntactic complexity of the two stories TS2 read. Whereas 40.8%,
of S44 miscues show no transformation, only 17.6% of those on S86 show
no transformations. The difference is not largely in lost deep struc-
tures, 8.3% on S44 and 11.1% on S86 are of that type. But 49.1% of
S44 produced changed deep structures while 68.3% do so on S86. These
patterns show for each subject as well as the group.

Perhaps one contributing factor here is the use of somewhat
strange syntax in the latter story to denote second language speaker
of English.

Here's an example:

0316 "But I go to learn! Is it not a good

0317 thing to learn, my son?" Mr. Diaz asked.

0401 Mr. Diaz answered, "I do not go to your

0402 class in the morning. I go to a class at night.

0403 All the people the're are big now. But our
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0404 teacher does not think we are too old to go

0405 to school. She is glad we all want to

0406 learn. That is why she comes to night school

0407 to help us.

The principle differences in distribution of miscues judged for
semantic acceptability on the two stories are in those partially accept-
able, 27.8% on S44 and 41.2% on S86, and on those fully acceptable, 29%
on S44, compared to 16.6% on S86. Complicating miscues in the same
sentence did not have any more effect in one story than the other and
fully unacceptable miscues are comparable, 24.3% and 22.1%.

TS103 shows a somewhat deviant pattern of miscues in that 22.9% on
S44 and 34% on S86 do not involve word level. This directly relates to
the subject's high rate of intonation miscues, 25.7% on S44 and 44% on
S86 (see Chapter IV Intonation). While all subjects show more intona-
tion miscues on S86, again probably reflecting its less predictable
syntax, no other subject exceeded 18.4% on S86.

TS104 and TS106 both show moderate amounts of word level insertions
and omissions on both stories, with omissions for TS106 reaching 25.9%
on S86. The other subjects show almost no insertions and few omissions.

The TS2 subjects show a few word level reversals. TS104 has the
most, three in the coded portion on S86:

willelia\help,me before (line 0102)

(7ilkIsfii so bad ( ne 0304)

Hello, Mr. Diaz (kiss Wintezl(said (line 1301)

All of these involve predictions that produce syntactic shifts
and all are corrected, again showing TS104's self monitoring.

Only one subject, TS101, produces any appreciable amount of non-
words, 18.9% on S44. That subject has the most on S86, too, but drops
to 5.9%. All other subjects have few or none on both stories. Like
many second graders, the TS group prefers omission to attempting non-
words. TS106, high in omissions, produces no non-words in either story.

All subjects produce some peripheral field miscues, but TS106 has
35.1% on S44, dropping to 21.6% on S86, close to the mean of 20.2% for
the group on that story.. Mean on S44 is 22.6%.
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TEXAS SPANISH SIMI GRADE GROUP STATISTICS
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Texas Spanish Sixth Grade

Our TS6 group all have less difficUlty with 577, a chapter from
And Now Miguel, than they do with the standard story, S53. S77 is
longer and produces considerably more miscues, but residual MPVW is
lower for all TS6 readers on S77 than on S53. So is coded MPHW,
except for TS129, who hns the group low on S53, 7.1%.

Correction means are sfmilar for both stories, 20.9% and 22% for
the group.

For all but TS129, dialect percents are about the same fcr both
stories: about 10% for TS123, under 6% for TS126 and TS127. TS129
has 10.5% on S53 and 5.6% on S77.

Mean non-dialect MPHW for TS6 is 11.4 for 151 and for Sr',
residual MPHW is 5.7 and 2.8. The range of residual iiPhW is na:-.) ,op-,
L.5 to 4.4 on S77; it is 3.0 to 8.4 on S53.

Furthermore, each reader corrects a simiLar percentage or both
stories, though that varies from 16% for TS123 to 29.4'4 for TS129.

The big difference for these readers is in semantic acceptability.
As individuals and as a group, they hate much higher percent seman-
tically acceptable on S77 than on S53. Means are 59',; and 36.8%
respectively.

Comprehending percents reflect these differenres. t,..74.1s are 71.9

for S77 and 51.7 for S53.

Three of the four subjects show higher syntactic acceptability on
S77 than S53, but TS123, John, has 64% on S53 and 60% on S77. In fact,
he has the highest syntactic acceptability for that story, though he
is tied for lowest semantic acceptability.

The 7.igh syntactic acceptability of John on S53 does not reflect
high non-word substitutions, in fact only 9.8% of his miscues were
non-words, average for the group.

This bilingual reader seems to be able to hold onto syntax even
when meaning is lost.

s.nny
0207 My baby brother Andrew made a few sill)/ baby sounds

V, in
0208 AO began to cry.

T
C% ic

0209 t "Philosophical!" I shouted. "Go ahead and cry! CryL------

3 9,9
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am- 610
0210 all you want to! It disturb me" But I be an to

021
-rooW1) t%e mold TIAstt:

a)
1 feel 14 little foolish ane ashamed. After all, it' t;an't

3212 Andr fault that I had to stay home with him.

Ito4nej f.er
0213 ;I leaned on the baby bed. "You see," I said, "ithelps

0214 me to remember the word definitions if I read them out

0215 loud. They impress my mind better that way." Andrew

c rte.cl

0216 stopped crying and tried to take hold of the dictionary.

yoV
0217 "Let's see what we can find in the S's," I said.

In this excerpt, John is using a great deal of syntactic informa-
tion. Note in line 210: I don't/it won't; 211 hemmed/ashamed;
sine 213 feel/see; line 216 cried/tried; line 217 you/we. In each
case syntax is acceptable though meaning is not always acceatable.

TS6 does produce more non-wok,., 10% with a range of 5. to 12.5%
on s53 than on S77 which has only 1.9% non-words, with a range from
0 to 3.8%.

Two of the subjects produce substantial word omissions on both
stories: TS126 has 19.2% on S53 and 14.8% on S77, TS127 has 9.6%
on S53 and 14% on S77.

TS126, Alicia, shows two very different kinds of omissions. In
this paragraph, early in the story, she uses a deliberate strategy of
'witting words that look hard:

0201 So.educatiO72)it was! I open0)the dictionary and picked

0202 out a word that sounded good. "Philosophical I yelled.

0203 Might as well study/Oord meairigi-fral% (Philosophical!)

400
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loms4
0205 I mean I

a
really yelled it. I guess a fellow has to work off

0206 3;f:4/"%nce in a while.

She uses this strategy less as the story progresses, though she
omits philosophical all of the seven times it occurs. Still she is able
to deal with the principal concept involved in the retelling -- the
unusualness of a baby saying big words:

"He put his finger at Andrew and told him to say daa, he didn't
say daa, he said another word and then he was surprised I guess and
went and sat down with his legs open and his hands pointing at Andrew's.
big brother."

The researcher asks her "Were there any other words that gave
you trouble?"

S: I had trouble with this one (pointing to eitscation, which she
omitted all three times it occurred).

R: What is it?

S: I said it, oh how'd it go (pause) ed-, edu-, 4editjuct-, I mean
$edujution - something...

R: What does it mean?

S: With school, something with school.

Two points are demonstrated here. Her intentional omissions do
not mean she nas no idea what the word would sound like. Neither do
they mean she has no idea of the meaning. This type of omission is
a strategy for avoiding risk-taking when she's afraid she'll be wrong.

But later omissions include these examples from S53:

0209 Cry

0210 all you want to

0221 We're supposed to

0222 learn a certain number of definition:, for English each

0223 week.
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0307 "Andrewsaid, "You are my project. And not only

0308 that you may be a real valuable gpld mine.

cc a
0323 "I want to sell my little,

0324 brother.

0508 "And so you coul. usOpick my little brother," I said.

0612 "Be at the station

0613 L./1th fthei) fine baby...

1115 then the program was

1116 over, anyway.

6-91.

The*, 'missions All are words which can be omitted without
rendering the structure completely meaningless or ungrammatical. And
She has a strong tendency to correct them. Furthermore, Alicia has
already read,or subsequently reads, most of these words so their omis-
sion is incidental rather than intentional.

Insertion for TS6 make up 5.9% of S53 miscues and 8.5% df S77.
No TS6 reader shows more than 10% on either story.

TS6 corrects most heavily the miscues only partially syntactically
acceptable, 47% on S77 and 35% on S53; they correct 35% on S77 and 32.4%
on SS3 on syntactically unacceptable miscues. Unsuccessful corrections
are only 7.5% on S77 and 8.5% on S53. Heaviest correction is on mis-
cues semantically acceptable with prior, 43.9% on S77 and 35.8% on S53.
Next comes miscues semantically acceptable in sentence only, 36.8% on
S77 and 25% on S53. TS6 tends to correct miscues involving verbs,
function words, and contractions on S53. Corrections of substitutions
is 22.8% but 30.6% of miscues. with verb OR's are corrected 32.4% of
function words, and 41.7% contractions while 14% of noun OR's are
corrected. Similar patterns show on S77. With 23.9% corrections, 18.2%
of nouns, 29.4% of verbs, 27.5% of function words and 50% of contrac-
tions are corrected.
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On 553, 36% of miscues with no phonesi relationship between ER
and OR are corrected, but there is no similar trend on $77.

Graphic and phonemic proximity means for the TS6 group are moderate:
5.6 and 5.1 for S53, 5.1 and 4.8 for $77. The modal graphic sub-
category for the group ip 8, a single letter difference; 35.9% of
substitution miscues on SS3 are of that typo as are 27.7% on S77. Only

10.5% and 12.7% have no graphic similarity between ER and OR. Single
sound diffeeence is the modal category for TS6 in phonemic proximity,
31.4% on S53 and 28.3% on 377 are in this sub-category. But fair num-
bers of miscues oft bath stories have no phonemic similarity, 16.9 on
S53 and 22.9% on S77. As with many other groups, there is more use of
graphic than phonemic information.

These Spanish-English bilinguals seldom lose the deep structure
completely; only 13.4 of S53 miscues and 6.9% of S77 miscues invo ve
loss of deep structure. Changes to a different deep structure are
52.2 and 62.5%; about 30% of the miscues in both stories produce no
transformations.

A sharp difference between miscues on the two stories show when
the miscues considered semantically acceptable are broken down. Whereas
40.3'". of the S77 miscues are fully acceptable semantically, only 14.4%
are on S53. But 11.9% of S53 miscues would be fully acceptable except
for other miscues. There are 7.5% of such miscues on S77. Six percent
of miscues are semantically acceptable in sentence only on S53, while
9.5% are on S77. Conversely, 30.8% on S53 are fully unacceptable seman-
tically and 32.4% are partially semantically acceptable. For S77, these
figures are 16.4% and 24.9%.

All TS6 readers except Alicia (TS126) have higher retelling scores
on the more relevant S77. She has 56 on S53 and 52 on S77. For the
others, their scores on S77 are notably higher. In this case, the more
relevant story is both easier to read and better comprehended.

Alicia has 30% intonation miscues on S77. Several of these are
involved in dialogue:

nmn
0207 I sai4r1Pretty good0 because

020x what's the use telling everybody

0209 your troubles?

ItO
0216 "Now toolieJuby$FiI said.

0217 "What's the use...
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0231 -Then you did lose some

0232 shook)

eiod
0233 61lubyr I was a little excited.

0312 "Juby(- I)said. "You and me,

But there are also some other intonation miscues:

0113 That II, Juby and some of the

0201 others ...

0203 ... he waved his hand and

:drt.
)204 guit4..an? came over.

you
0316 I "Then tell where are the

1)317 sheep?

0329

0502

I Ve.
That Ise for me."

0503 ing all round(' My arms. feeling

0504 like I had a dozen of them, each

0505 one going off by itself. My feetly, 411

kekrai
0506 like being on a bike,...

404



0507 But I couldn't

0508 balance. Except by jumping; I

0509 couldn't stop.

0530 And then I

05 31 Lendedo On my face.

d

0
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This group of miscues seem sore closely related to the author's
style. At times the reader is coping with fragments punctuated like
sentences. By page seven, such miscues become less frequent as the
reader becomes more attuned to the stylistics. In neither case is
there anything particular to Alicia's Spanish or bilingual background
involved in these miscues. Her intonation reflects syntactic predic-
tions which may not match the author's choices, but which reveal the
reader's knowledge of English.

Table 4-5

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

TEXAS SPANISH SIXTH GRAM GROUP

S53*

S77**

* S53

**S77

Noun
Noun Verb Marker

64.3 80.0 71.4

88 62.1 80

My Brother Is A Genius

And Now Miguel

Verb Function
Marker*** Words

33.9 54.1

61.7

Indeter-
minant

70

Contrac-
tions

38.5

50.0

***Frequency of VM miscues too low to be significant

T86 subjects show relatively high rates of identical grammatical
function substitutions (See Table 6-5). Except for Verbs, the percent.
ages are higher on 577 than 853. Here's another verification of the
competence in English syntax of these subjects.
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The Hawaiian Samoan Group.
.

Our HaWailan Samoan subjects live in the same inner city community
and attend the same Honolulu schooleas our Hawaiian Pidgin subjects.
They are Polynesians, migrants from American Samoa to Hawaii. Their
Samoan language is a close relative of Hawaiian, Tahitian, Maori. Their
homeland culture is more like the culture of old Hawaii than anything
found in Hawaii today except in isolate.' pockets and in nostalgic
preservations.

Samoans brigs their village clan structure to Hawaii. Their chiefs
maintain great influence and prestige. Many Samoans have continuing
contact with home.

The flow of immigration from American Samoa is through Mawaii to
the mainland west coast. From Western Samoa there is a similar out-
flowing to Auckland, New Zealand.

Ironically, though they closely resemble in Language and culture
the indigenous inhabitants of Hawaii, they are the least assimilated of
any of cosmopolitan Hawaii's ethnic populations.

Our subjects all come from homes in which Samoa is the first
language.

Our second grade subjects were unable, as a group, to read Kitten
Jones (S44), the standard second grade story. We had to use Two New
Hats (S26) and The Big Surprise (828), short first giade stories as
alternatiVes. Whether this situation results from lack of control of
English or another cause, perhaps culturali'we cannot determine. HS
fourth and sixth grade subjects were able to cope with the standard
stories.

The picture that emerges of the English language of our HS readers
is basically one of strong evidence of Pidgin with little explicit
example of influence of their Samoan first language.

The litter examples are mostly phonological. Samoan, a Polynesian
language, has limited numbers of consonants. There is no p/b contrast,
so we find these substitutions: palance/balance, plades/blades, Pora/
Bora, pow/bow, put/but, bayed/paid. With no k/g contrast we get:
classed-in/glassed-in, claring/glaring; culping/gulping; clowed/glowed;
kill/gill; crab/grab; casper/grasp; becan/began. 1/r contrasts are
also absent in Samoan. We find: craffs/cliffs, bread/blade, growing/
glowing. Aspiration appears or disappears before certain vowels: has/as,
air/hair, is/his, his/is, hope/opened, tome/home. Some w/v merging
appears: wow/vow, woyd/vowed.
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There is also relatively consistent /d/ for /4/ as in the /t/
for /g1 as in think.

S &veva for s before t or tr as in shtrong, shtreet, etc.
g, j, I are substituted: encourash/encourage, pash/page

All this is overlayed by the phonology of the pidgin version of
English they are learning.

We lack sufficiently complete descriptions to judge where Samoan
influence Leaves off and Pidgin begins.

In their retellings our readers show these features:

Deletion of -ed in verbs

Omission of -ed is common with all three allomorphs showing
involvement: /d/771shed, tried, answered, escaped, pulled, showed,
called; /t/ walked, touched, fixed, reached, looked; /4d/ wanted,
cheated, started, scolded. There are also some irregulars: wake/woke,
throw/threw, teared /tore, keep/kept, think/thought, know/knew, give/
gave, do/did.

Deletion of -s on verbs

There are only a few examples of -s form deletions: If he lose,
he get angry, my teacher say.

Deletion of noun -s

'examples for this category also are few: plenty animal, sometime/
sometimes. We also find stuffs and stuffses for stuff.

Deletion of Noun plus Possessive

There are no examples in the retellings.

Other Verb Forms

They was walking, two guys was sliding, they was talking, guards
was running; Umi seen, he seen.

Pidgin Verb Influences:

They came friends, she lock in closet (was locked), they was
saw him, was feel sorry, was goin' cheat, wen' peeve heem one
b'loon, he wen' saw, wen' jump, wen' ring, wen' go, wen' fix,
wen' race/

4(1
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Be Omissions:

Do:

where he driving, she not epos. to do, he gonna lose, he

goin' throw

he do something wrong, he do bad stuff, what he do, what

(do) you mean

Get (have):

Get one nest hat. Da clown get big nose.

in Infinitives

he wen' for take walk, told him for do, told him for go buy,
experiments for make a flashlight

Clause Forms

Dat bad stuff what he did, ...and the direction what his brother

told him, He didn't know who was it., He said that what Elizabeth

is doing in thee.

Prepositions

on top him, finds out of anything

One as Determiner

in side one house, eat one supper

It Deletion

I only like one guy, is my grandmother

Negatives

The man never told him; do t let nobody; no do nothing; no show
off, no brag; I never see t at; he never did buy her..., dis clock
never ring

Da Kine

da kine, you know, da kine propellers
(da kine derived from "that kind" is a pidgin word of wondrous
utility)

aihS.1
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In their reading, we find our HS readers producing mostly inflec-
tional dialect miscues:

Deletion V-ed

Deletion of all three allomorphs
/d/: explained, called, discovered, cried, pulled, seemed,

climbed, hugged
/t/: fixed, worked, looked, stopped, picked, touched, clapped,
asked, taped, thumped, dropped, rushed, faced, forced
/id/: sounded, started, added, needed, wanted, dotted, decided,
treated, demanded, painted
reached read as reach-id
One subject, HS716, produces mostly supercorrect forms (extra -ed's
after past morphemes).
Irregular: aw/grew, threw/throw, draw/drew, grow/grown, know/
known

Deletion N-S

All allomorphs; most examples involve /z/
/z/:directions, hands, eyes, machines, chemicals, trees, guards,
arms, stones, drums, b ys, uncles, sleds
/s/:experiments, roofs, clocks, cliffs
/4z/:reaches, faces, houses
Quantifier preceding plural s

three timed, two inch9

Deletion V-S

Only examples are worle, want®

Deletion N's

ki Freddie! sister, UmilS4 oneG, man°, scientistii),
paten. Elizabeela

Be Omissions

not so bad
not scary
just like

just like
stuck

There are a few 12 involvements: $stratghtly/straight; fearful/fearfully;
angry/angrily.

4 09
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Our HS subjects show less of the transitional idiosyncratic lan..
gunge than the Arabic subjects. Perhaps again this is masked by the
fact that they are primarily moving toward Pidgin and not some main-
land form. They seem, in fact, to show more Pidgin in their retellings
than the Pidgin group shows. The latter seemed more able to cope with
the difference between their Pidgin and the researchers' mainland
dialects.

There are these occurrences in the retellings which reflect recep-
tive problems with English;

Researcher: Where did the story take place?

HS 716: What

R: Did anything about the story puzzle you?

HS 716: What is the meaning of puzzle?

In Rome examples our HS subjects show some lack of productive
confidence:

HS 716: then after that, then after that, when was the ending,'
wait, then, um, I don't know that part.

HS:724 he said -- I don't remember that thing.

Sometimes it's the researcher who shows the comprehension problem:

HS 702: He wen' saw da monkey.

R: He went sort of what?

HS 702: Monkey in da b'loon

R: He was sort of monkey?

HS 702: In da b'loon

R: In the blue? In the blue, um.

HS 702: In da b'loon.

R: In the balloon. OK. Can you tell me anything more about
the balloons?

HS 702: He wen' saw plenty animals in da b'loon. He wen' saw da
animal, da clown Ted wen' ax de man, "Can I have one", And
den da man wen' geeve heem one b'loon, da red b'loon.
And den he tol' heem, "Go an' den you can see da beeg
show". An' den da boy wen', wen' blow le b'loon. An'
den he wen' saw da beeg clown in da b'luon. And da clown
get beeg nose.

410
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An Hawaiian Samoan Fourth Grader

Danny (115 715) is a ten year old Samoan who lives with his mother
nod step-father in Honolulu. Both of his parents cone from American
Samoa; both speak primarily Samoan. Danny's younger sister speaks
Samoan and some Pidgin. Denny speaks Samoan and Pidgin. Denny's
reading score (Stanford) at age nine placed him in the 19th percentile;
his CTMM I.Q. Test at age eight placed him in the 34th percentile with
an I.Q. of 99.

Here is Danny's retelling of S51, Freddie Miller:

R: OK, and now tell me whatever you remember about the story.

S: About the, Elizabet got hurt by her, by - die was the brother?

R: /ham?

S: Dat was the brother?

R: Who?

S: Fred-, Freddie.

R: What do you think? ... What do you think?

S: Like, just like the brother. Den, den she got broken, they, den
...then da doll, den Freddie said that, no, the mother said...dat
go, "Can you buy Elizabet a doll?", then Elizabet said, "No, no,
don't leave." Den, den Freddie was making...alarm...den he heard
a fake alarm, den...den he, he heard...his, his, his sister
Elizabet...wItn, no, in the closet room, so he made a, um, experi-
ment light, and then, flashlight, with, then...he...he went call
mother...and then Elizabet came out and den Mr. Miller, Mr. Miller,
and the, the two of them told Mr. Miller about what happened. So
mother came home, den Mis-, mother told he just look like...Uncle
...Maxa-men...millan. "You, you just like Uncle Oscar." And then
Freddie said, "No, no." So...his sister said..."You just like...
you just like your uncle." That's all I know about.

R: OK, I want to ask you some questions. OK. Uh...let's see, uh,
you said that, um, Freddie made experiments. Tell me what experi-
ments are.

S: Lights...and he fixed da clock.

R: Uh huh.

And he made out...alarm...alarm.

R: Uh huh. What's an alarm?
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Um, da bell...like de recess bell.

Uh huh. Tell is more about the lights.

About da, he, he, he made it wit da ruler and a battery...and den,
den he tied to a string and den, a long string, den went upstairs,
and den...da closet room was downstairs and so, he, he told da
sister to hold on the ruler...den da light went on.

Uh huh. Where was the light, when his sister had it?

Ds sister hold it on top...of, on, on da roof.

OK. How did he get it to her?

Um...da, she, um, she, da brudder told, the brudder told it, that
to hold it by da ruler.

Um hmm. Now where Wes the sister?

In the closet room.

OK. And, um, how did Freddie get the light to her...in the closet
room?

From putting it down, go way down.

OK. What did he put it down through?

Wit da string...long string.

But what did he...you have to put it through something to get it
from one side to the other, what did he put it through?

Ruler.

OK. How did h- get it, see hi-, the sister's where, in the closet,
right? Is Freddie in the closet too?

No.

OK, so he's out of the closet. Now how does Freddie get the
light...to Elizabeth who's in the closet? What do you think he
does?

I don't know.

Can you guess...from what you remember about the
he get it to her? ...Without looking.

He went upstairs to another room...and then...he
then...he said that, catch, get it, from, get it
the side of the ruler.

story? How does

called Elizabet...
from da ruler...
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R: OK, alright, so tlisabeth had the light, and then what happened?

SI Then she turned it onmand then it wasn't dark inside...had,
sh-, so she could see.

R: Uh huh.

S: And then Mr. Miller came, and then, him and Freddie open a door
so, uh, Elisabet came out...then told all da bad newses, and, and
Elisabst was all excited.

R: What was she excited about?

S: About...maybe her broken ankle...or, about in a closet was all
locked up.

R: Uh huh. She got out ok though?

S: Yes.

R: OK. Now, how did, how did, uh, how did, uh, uh, the peo-, the
other people in the house feet about Freddie's experiments?

S: Bad.

R: How?...Why?

S: Cuz he do...someting wrong.

R: What did he do that was wrong?

S: He made da ice box smell...um...make mother was gon' faint. Den
...he, he made...everyting to mother angry, make make mother angry...

R: What...

S: ...dat he not spose to do.

R: OK. What else did he do? He, he made this, uh, he made this
stuff in the refrigerator, what else did he do?...that made them
mad? Did he do anything else that they didn't like?

S: I don't know.

R: OK. So, um, um, did, did the, uh, other people in the family feel
differently about Freddie at the end of the story, or did they feel
the same about him, or what?

S: Feel the same about it.

R: Did, um, uh...

S: But mother...didn't want Freddie to do all dat bad stuff what he
did.

41.11_11
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Rs An' at the end of the story, uh were they happy or sad or what?

S: Mother was angry first part...cus...Betty had broken ankle. Den
Freddie was, so, so not careful...where he was driving his bike.
Then, Mother said, he got, she, he gotta buy, Freddie gotta buy,
um,...a doll for...Clisabet...Then Mother got mad.

R: Why did she get mad?

S: He do all the bad stuff she not spoor to do.

R: So they were pretty mad at him, is that right?

S: Yeah:

R: Now at the end of the story were they still mad at him?

S: No.

R: Why?

S: They was talking about you just like your uncles are.

R: Why weren't they mad at him at the end?

S: Cu: he made something...good...for make his mother, um, happy.

R: What did he do to make his mother happy?

S: Take, get out Elisabet from...the closet room.

R: Uh huh. OK, now, you said the mother was always coo:wring him
to his uncles...um...did Freddie like being compared to his
uncles?

S: I don't know.

R: Do you, would you like being compared to your uncles? Why?

S: Just like me...like me, just like what I do.

R: Oh, but, but, so you mean, would you be doing good things if you
were compared to your uncles?

S: Yep.

R: Was Freddie doing good things when he was compared to his uncles
or bad things or what?

S: He, he do the same ting like his uncles.

R: Were they good things or ',ad things?

S: Bad things.

414
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RI Bad things.

S: The Lest ending was... the good tins.

itt The List was a good thing. Who was he compared to at the and of
the story'

5: Mr. Miller, and da mother and da sister Elisabet and Freddie.

R: OK, but no, who, who did they say Freddie was like at the end of
the story?

S: Like his, um, he's just like...um...Unclo Maximillan...like his
uncle...Uncle...0scar.

R: OK, some other things I'd like to ask you. Tell me a little bit
more about Freddie, what sort of a person was he? What did he
do, describe his, what, what he's like.

S: Ne's a bad boy.

R: Bad boy, ok.

S: He do wrong ttng...what, but the mother don't, don't feel...feel
bad about what he do.

R: OK. What else can you tell me about Freddie'

S: Uh, ho do all da bad stuffses and...he just like his uncles.

R: How about his mother, what was his mother like

S: His mother didn't like Freddie dat good.

R: Why?

S: Cuz he did all the bad stuff that he...'posed to not do.

R: OK. And what about the sister?

S: Ham?

R: Elizabeth...what about, tell me something about her.

S: She was, feel sorry about the, Freddie and Mother was angry to
Freddie.

R: OK. Um. Now, uh, you said that, that people were sort of angry
with Freddie because he did all this bad stuff. But then you
said at the end of the story that, uh, they were happy with him
...cause he helped his sister: Now, can you learn anything about
this story, from this story. Does this, can this story tell you
anything or teach you anything?
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Teach as about that how Freddie was and...how he was...like just
like his uncles.

OK. Om. is there agything that, uh, that Freddie learned...by
the end of the story?

Yeah, he help his sister by...using...his esperigents.

OK. Us, is there anything that you wanted to find out while you
were reading? Did you have any questions that you wanted to find
out at the end? Vas there anything that was happening that you
wondered, you know, what would happen? You know, one thing you
wondered about?

No.

OK. Just a couple of more things that I want to ask you. Ue.
let's see...Did, did you ever know how to asks a flashlight?
Have you ever made one yourself...like Freddie did?

No, I only can make dakine, you know dakine, uh, propellors.

Oh, you mean the, the plane type thing?

Yeah.

Uh huh. So you can do that, huh? OK. Um, let's see.
like how the story ended?

Did you

Yes.

You did? Why did you like it?

About...they...came good friends...da mother was happy, the stater
was, Mr. Miller was too.

was there anything that you would change in the story, that you
didn't like?

Freddie was bad and...didn't do what his mother told him for do.

OK. Now, would you have, would you have ended the story the same
way or would you have made, have made it different in some way?
Would you have had Freddie uh, uh, help his sister at the end or
would you have made him stay bad or what?

S: Anyting.

The effect of Danny's first langumfg. on his English and his use of
Pidgin shows up in both his **telling ind his reading. He uses a null
form of be five times in his retelling: "You just like Uncle Oscar",
"...he not supposed to do...". He forms as verb markers are absent
sometimes too: "Where he driving". Danny's past tense forms include
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many in Standard English. some marked with a null form, and 'ow
Hawaiian Pidgin forme. Those with null pilot tense marker:* are both
regular and irregular verbs: "repeat again", "his father throw his
down", "Uki fall on top", and "he do all that bad stuff". Pidgin
forms or past tense Danny use, are: something went go repeat, won'
full out, she was feel sorry, Umi Jule wen' jump. DenRY's omissions
of Standard English noun plural markers and third- person - singular
verb markers are almost entirely in his retellings; "repeat two time,
"iv teacher say", "if he load:oils get angry", "he wake op", "what he
du". There are a variety of negative forms in his retelling: "no do
nothing", "the guards don't let nobody". Danny also says that whim he
wino a game, "I no show off, no brag". This non-do form is character-
istic of Pidgin.

Disney's reading exhibits some of the sane language features as
his retellings and others which are not shown in retellings. He uarir+
a null poseessive form frequently: "he thought that a scientists life
was filled with disappointments" (1161 lines 0217, 0216); "he heard his
sister's voice calling" (661 lines 0611, 0612). Null forme of be seldom
occur in Danny's reading; "there was great shouting" (AR line nos,
am) when they do, they are usually doubtful dialect because of other
miscues in the sentence:

$ c4.

"Hr Z jealous." (569, lines It02,1103)

Some involve bag of be in contractions: "Youcii)just like," (541,
line 0502), "Ittvpretty good" (551, line 0228 .

The'Royal Race, S69, is read sore efficiently by Danny than S51,
the standard fourth grade story. His coded WPM on S69 is 10.05, com.
pared to 12.26 on S51. With 12.3% dialect on $51 and 13.8% on S69, his
non-dialect HPWW is 10.57 and 8.82.

He corrects 3a% on S69, but only 12% on 5$1. Danny has unsuccess-
ful correction on 24% of 531 miscues and 14% of S60 miscues. The differ-
ence in correction is more to his success than his attempts. Though
his percent of semantically acceptable miscues is only 34 on S69, that's
quite a bit higher than the 24% he has on S51. Actually this difference
is all in the miscues Danny has acceptable in sentence only, lft in sfo,
but only 2% in S51. He achieves a 60% comprehending score on 569,
compared to only 32% on S51. His residual HPHW is 7.19 on S51, more
than double the 3.53 he shows on S69.

Only in his retelling does Denny show better on Sl. He has a
score of SO on SS1 and only 34 on S6Q. Mainly that's because his
retelling of S69 is fragmentary. He gives no real evidence that hl,
has it all together, though all he says is within the story's meaning.

He enjoyed the story (S69), volunteering "story was good". He
understood the brother cheated and shows insight into the lack of
sportsmanship involved:

417
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Just say, well, if it come to me just, just tell them that was a
good gam and tell them that maybe nest time we do it again.

pi Now do you feel if someone cheats?

53 Just go-, just ignore, my teacher say that when you challenge
somebody and when they win and they case, "Oh, we won, we won,"
then you just ignore and no do nothing.

R: Now do you feel when you win, Danny?

St Just get back where I was, but oh, no showoff, no brag.

Me certainly shows control of form of English to express him-
self and understand what he hears and reads.

Danny has 66% syntactic acceptability on both stories. Ni shows
very high graphic and phonemic means for both stories also: 6.61 andl
6.24 on S31, 6.29 and 6.21 on 869.

A major difference in Danny's reading of the two stories is that
43.1:4 of his S51 'miscues are non-words. but only 22% are non -words on
S51. He has only one asission in the coded portion of either story.
And he shows no insertions. Nis non-words show very high graphic and
phonemic correspondence to the ER's. They also tend to retain syntac-
tic acceptability. His real word substitutions also show high graphic
and phonemic correspondence as this sequence shows:

4, ic0in V'N

0214 "I think you should buy another doll for Elisabeth," she

0213

0216

0217

0218

0219

14;0- illJor4t
was sayingAnow. went you to ss a half your allowance

for it each week."

- 6
,

Freddie noddednodded sadly. Sometimes he thought that a

Ci,.a,s lippoNit
dst-

ucientisti3 Life wee filled disappoints.nta.

I
01 kliwnelc c itIntortr:otifte y

cut in his allowance, freddiet)chemistry

nor-rowed
NJ(- 4 I 'bac y
narrowed to those safely outline in a library

After the

0220 experiment
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IMP 10/

101Uke but he still thou ht it more fun to prettnd to be

011.1tews
0222 a great scientist, miming the strange and the unknown.

*tcta:4406
0223 None of the chemicals in his set,wao harmful or likely to

at 1.66miertl tv..%%, rt.

0224 explode. Yet by accident he might diecover stature that

Ac
0225 would change the world.

Cap
tnulteitiovhhiret

0226
Ch I

i

r -
Then one day Freddie made an nteresting mixture that

14yot
0227 was dark and cloudy, and had a queer moll. "I'll keep

e u414° 110WAY
0220 this for a wails," he 0:might happily. "Ititi)protty good."

Here Donny prodJces a lot of English-like non-words, perhaps
reflecting still developing control of English.

Hawaiian Samoan Fourth Graders

If we Look at group means only, we find both stories of equal
difficulty for HS4 as a group. (See /'able 6-6) Coded HP* is 12.11t
on S51 and 12.53 on $69. Dialect 17.8 and 20.4%. Non-dialict NNW
is 10.0 on both. Besiddal KM is 5.78 and 5.84. Correction'ts 16.4
and 18.251. Semantic acceptability is 29.7 and 28.7%. Comprehending
percents are 44.4 and 41.9. Syntanic acceptability is 63.75 and 63.65%.
Even graphic and phonemic means 8r4 very close: graphic means 6.16 on
551, 6.13 on 369: phonemic 5.71 ard 5.96. These are relatively high.

These similarities conceal rather different patterns among the
four subjects. Danny, 115715, at we've noted, found S69 clearly easier.
His coded miscues, residual NNW, percent of correction, percent seusn-
tically acceptable and comprehending percent all showed more proficient
reading of 869.

HS716 shows an almost opposite pattern. She has similar coded
IlPik on both stories, 11.09 on S51 compared to 11.35 on 569 and more
dialect on 569, 27.9 compared to 22.2%. Her non-dialect miscues are
8.63 on S51 and 8.18 on 869.

But all other figures for H8716 favor S51: residual MP* 3.52 on
S51 and 6.18 on $61; correction 38.8 and 14.3%, semantic acceptability
26.$ and 16.35, comprehending 59.2 and 24.5%. Syntactic acceptability
is 71.4 and 65.3B.

419



Subject Number

Story Number

Total)Miscues

Coded Miscues

MI14

Dialect Miscues

MPNW

Percent

Non-Dialect Miscues

MPNW

Residual MPNW

% corrected

% sem. acceptable

% sem. unacc, but corr.

Comprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic
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Table 6-6

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN FOURTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

713

51* 09**

715

51

.

69

716

51 69./

72Q

51

.

69

GROUP

MEANS

Si 69

47 235 11112111111,1111111111 94 381 121111 270.25

fi'11111111111111111111111311111111111110111111111MISM
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11110F11111N1111111111011111111 8 ITIMINIMIMIN
BIM 0: 1161111111115171111111 70 onmaiza
IFTIFIIIIRIVIII 3 8 F!UflI 9 4 0 16 7 8 0

8 . 9 0 0 , ( E1111 9 9 0 1111111311111

82 9.'.2 FIE 88 8 8 18 1260i1 100 00

5 00 7 Armitia . 8 7.97 8 65 78WI
16.7 24.5 12.0 30.0 38.8 14.1 6,1 4.0 18.4 8 2

35.4 26,5 24.0 38.0 26.5 16. 32.7 34.0 29.7 28.7

0 0 8.0 22.0 10E11 8 2 4.1 '2.0 13.8 Mal
8 9 3 0 60.0 59.2 iimilil.36 7 36.0 44 4 9

IMAIIIMMI 6 0 . 0 111111111111113311 60 0 ISITIIIMI
IIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IFNI 600' 6. , . 29 6 0 63 5 401116111111PMEW1

OM 6.23 6 24 6 21 6.02 6.25 tWOMMI 5 71 96

7.68 1110E11 8 82 8.30 8.66 8,47 8,04 7.90 8 3 8 1

11M11111611111PAIMARKIISIMIIIKIIIII011111M11111111111
* 551 Freddie Miller, Scientist

*.,69 The Royal Race

la
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Graphic and phonemic means are slightly higher for HS716 on S69
than S51. The subject also shows a bit more syntactic and semantic
change i9 acceptable miscues on S69 than S51.

HS713 and HS720 have higher coded MPHW and non-dialect MPHW on
S69. But HS720 has very similar dialect percents, similar low rates of
correction, comparable percents semantically acceptable, and virtually
identical low comprehending percents. His resulting residual MPHW
favors S51, 7.97 to 8.65; not an appreciable difference considering
both are high for the group.

HS713 has greater correction on S69, 24.5 compared to 16.7%, but
higher. percent semantically acceptable on $51, 35.4 to 26.5%. That
produces almost identical comprehending percents and residual MPHW
that favors S51 slightly, 4.44 compared to 5.00.

Group retelling score mean is 49 on S51 and 41 on S69. Only HS720
is higher on S69 than S51, but his 34 is comparable to HS715 and HS716
with 34 and 33. Actually HS713 has quite high retellings on both
stories. HS720 is low on both and the others are in between.

The ranges on most variables for HS4 fall within the ranges for
HP4, 9ur other Hawaiian group, on the same stories, though toward the
lower/ ends of these ranges. They shcw notably more dialect and higher
graphic and phonemic proximity means than the Pidgin group on the same
tasks.

HS716, Leana, with almost 40% successful correction on S51,
deserves closer examination in two regards. That's more than double
Itei correction rate on S69. It also far exceeds any other HS4 subject
on S51; in fact, it's the high for 115 subjects in all grades on any
story. Furthermore, with 30.6% unsuccessful correction she has attempted
to correct 69.4% of S51 miscues.

Actually she attempted to correct 65.3% of her S69 miscues, but
failed on 51%. She's the subject with many super-correct verbs. She
has 32 different verbs with double past tense affixes in S69 alone.

One reason for her high rate of unsuccessful corrections is her
heavy use of partial attempts both before miscues and successful attempts.
She has 27 corrected partials in the coded portion of S69.

Leana, HS716 S69

s-
0101 mi stood on the ledge of the

0102 high cliff, lookinedown at the

sWA -
0103 palace by the shore. His heart
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46ilkww.ptikai Owikeettment
0104 thumped wit excitement as he

stip
0105 picked his way down the steep.

dopey
0106 slope. He was careful to hide

0107 behind tall plants a.' trees along
.72.

ad
0

a.c.to2er
Ctist Lam- I. close.

0108 the way. A= he drew closer he

C

,.'

0109 could see the palace uards
c.,

10:11
pl

1
MAN

10I)
ay
lay-

0110 ing a game of checkers. They

0111 ssec.ee:Oftto have no fear of any

.sicanater
0112 stranger trying to reach the pal-

esCo ?e x%
de.5.-
reOccace

0113 ace except by the one main road.

0114 Bending low, Umi was able to

stoc., K
sh

0115 make his way o the stockade

*cistveaecital
0116 around the building. He climbed

snr.61A.c.,
lit tnouTIN

S-
0117 up th- smooth .osts quickly.

What shows here is a careful, plodding reader. She not only has
every past tense ending, but she adds extra ones to bee. She stops

right.herself inmid-word often to be sure she will get it

Her first attempts and unsuccessful correction are high in graphic
and phonemic proximity between ER.and OR.

She makes two, three, or four attempts at several words. Her seman-
tic acceptability is low on both stories before correction, 26.5% on .

S51 and 16.3% on S69. Successful correction raises comprehending on
S51 to 59.2% and that results in a somewhat better retelling. But
still, she seems to lose a lot of the meaning while striving to get
the words right. Her strategies are easily strained by a somewhat more
difficult task.

4
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Another HS4 subject who deserves special attention HS713,

Menetane. She has 72 in retelling on S51, highest in an} isroup. Her
63 on S69 is also much-higher than any other HS reader. Yet her mis-
cue data does not stand out. Comprehending is only 45.0 an 46.9%
for her, just about at the group mean. Here's a comparison of Menetane's
retelling and her reading. Letters indicate order in her retelling.

a



Nenetane, HS713, S69 Retelling:

0309 Umi need@no one to tell him He was in the palace with his father.

0310 that this was the king. One

SclOnGt. $cilincot
0311 glance at that dignified face was

0312 enough. Umi ran straight to the

0313 couch and threw himself into

0314 the king's lap.

0315 ,Liloa, the king, was angry to be

0316 so boldly trea4). He gave Umi

but
0401 a push that threw him the nolo

buffos
0402 By this tiie the guards

0403 reached the hall.

0404 Things might have gone badly.

HOS for Umi had it not been for an

So his fath- h-

Umi jumped on the couch and on his father's

lap.

(Response to later question,"tell me more

about the king")

The king was angry when Umi got on his lap.

(Why ?) He didn't know who was it.



Nenetane HS713, S69 Retelling:

%(0.c.ce 41

accident. As he fell, a package

t"..$2
0407' he had

1
brought with him broke

0408 open on the floor. There at the

0409 King's feet lay a royal necklace

0410 and a costume of beautiful red

0411 and yellow feathers. Cits_ajltw

0412 costume that Liloa had given to

0413 Umi's mother years before.

0414 Liloa rose to his ful height.

16e
0415 Ina terrible voice he demand

Then Umi see the necklace that his mother

wore.

Then his father speak to him:

0416 "Who are you?" "Who are you?"



Menetane, HS7132 S69 Retelling:

0501 Umi stood and facOglhis fathers

0502 Without fear he answe49, "I am Then Umi answered it. "I am Umi, your son.'

0503 Umi, your son. My mother was

0504 Akahii, who died long ago." (Response to question) The boy told him his

mother's name.

th1
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Notice in the' reading of this section, how little basic meaning
is lost even though there are a fair number of miscues. She seems to
get to the essence of the meaning even while losing some of the words
and producing some syntactically and semantically unacceptable sentences.

Most remarkably, she reports both direct quotes verbatim retaining
all syntactic features. Later she quotes the king,again verbatim, who
tells his subjects, "This is Umi, ay son".

Here's an example of a second-language reader who can keep a
sense of meaning and not be diverted by unfamiliar words: glance, dls-
nified, height, or hard to handle structures that don't quite come
WigiT foror ner. She omits the detail unnecessary to the mainstream
of the story and stays with the essential meaning.

Menetane does have some misconceptions. She reads "the thundering
sled behind him crept closer" and later reports: "they raced and raced.
The thunder came; they was still racing."

In S51 she' ays Freddie is "about two feet tall" and Elizabeth is
"only about one and a half feet tall". She indicates by size that she
knows Freddie is older than Elizabeth, but nowhere in the story is there
evidence for her conclusion.

But as we've indicated in our discussion of the retellings (Chapter
VII) such misconceptions are an indication of the reader's construc-
tive process as she seeks meaning.

What stands out among these HS readers is their wide variakdlity.
This needs to be kept in mind as their group data is examined.

What They Correct

In S51, HS4 corrects 31% of the miscues that are syntactically
acceptable, but only 21.6% of fully unacceptable and 15.3% of the fully
acceptable. Figures are similar for S69. They correct 31% of partially
acceptable, 22% of unacceptable, and 13.3% of fully syntactically
acceptable miscues.

About 25% of fully acceptable miscues in both stories are unsuc-
cessfully corrected, whereas unsuccessful corrections are only 3% and
14% of partially acceptable miscues. 16.2 and 25% of syntactically
unacceptable miscues are unsuccessfully corrected.

HS4 corrects 29.8% of miscues that are partially acceptable seman-
tically S51 and 30.9% in S69; they correct 15.8% of fully unaccept-
able S5 iscdes and 13.1% of such in S69.

Only 8.7% and 14.3% of fully semantically acceptable miscues are
corrected. Corrections of miscues acceptable in sentence only are 9.1
and 14.3%. Of miscues acceptable except for other miscues, 25% are
corrected in S51 and 21% are corrected in S69. 4

4 '48
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HS4 readers correct 46.5% of miscues with function word OR's in
S51 and 24% in S69. Unsuccessful attempts are highest on verbs, 24.2%
on S51 and 35.5% on S69.

They correct 46.2% of S51 miscues with no phonemic similarity as
well as 36.4% of such S69 miscues. They also correct 43.5% of S51
miscues with only beginning in common between ER and OR on S51. That
means that almost half of S51 miscues coded 0-4 are corrected. 'Unsuc-
cessful corrections are 34.8% of miscues with beginning, middle and
end in common (coded 7) on S51 and 42.9% on S69. These probably involve
wultiple attempts produeing non-words. HS4 subjects show high phonemic
means, as well as high rates of correction for miscues with no or low
phonemic proximity between ER and OR.

Syntactic Factors

HS4 shows these distributions in syntactic acceptability: unaiEept -
able, 18.2% on S51 and 18.d% on S69: partially acceptable, 17.8 and
18.2%; fully acceptable, 49.7 and 41.9%; fully acceptable except for
other miscues in sentence, 13.7 and 20.7%. It's on the latter category
that HS4 subjects differ most. On S51, HS720 has 3'.6% and 24.5% of
fully acceptable except for compounding miscues; on S69, those figures
are 24 and 36%. None of the others has such high percents of compounded
miscues. None is higher than 12% on S51 or 20.4% on S69.

Lost deep structures constitute only 14.2% of the group's miscues
on S51 and 13.1% of those in S69. But 33.5% of S51 miscues and 37.4%
of S69 miscues produce changed deep structure. Unchanged deep struc-
tures are involvele in 47.7 and 46% of S51 and S69 miscues, respectively,

Intonation shifts apb involved in only 7.1% of S51 miscues, but
are in 14.1% of S69 miscues. HS715, Danny, has the highest percent
(20%) on S69. Some examples:

0204-

0205 saw hin Withcut a worth the

0206 man drew back his arm and let

0207 his spear fly. It was a narrow.
A

0208 escape.

Non-word substitutions are very high for HS4 readers, 37.9% for
SSI and 26.6% for 969. HS716, Leans, has 46.Q% and 40.8% and is high
on both stories. All are lower on S69 than S51, indicating that the
vocabulary and other story features may be factors.

4'9
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But with the almost 64% syntactic acceptability, there is strong
indication of retention of syntactic function by these bilingual readers.
In contrast, omissibns are only 2.6% and 2% on the two stories and inser-
tions, 1.5%'and Menetane, HS713, is high in omissions with only
4.3% and 6%. These subjects do not avoid attempting difficult words
and phrases.

Their miscues involve disproportionate numbers when the expected
responses are verbs, 24.1% in S51 and 29.1% in S69, but relatively low
involvement of function words, 19.8% and 17.5%.

Table 6-7

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN FOURTH GRADE GROUP

Grammatical Function Noun Verb
Noun

Marker
Verb
Marker

Function
Words

Story No.

S51* 77.5 83.3 88.0 100*** 65.6

S69** 86.2 80.6 81.3 75 66.7

*Freddie Miller,
**The Royal Race
***small n of 4

Scientist

As Table 6-7 shows, HS4 has relatively high percents of miscues
with matching grammatical functions.

Semantic Acceptability Distribution

HS4 has 48.2% on S51 and 50% on S69 fully unacceptable miscues.
Leana, HS716, is high with 57.1% and 52%. Group figures for partial
acceptability are 22.4% and 21.3%. Only 11.2% on S51 and 7.1% on S69
are fully acceptable with no compounding miscues. Another 10.2% and
12.6% are fully acceptable except for other miscues which render the
sentence unacceptable. Miscues acceptable in sentence only are 5.6%
and 7.1% and those acceptable except for compounding miscues are an
additional 2% in both stories. Leann has no fully acceptable miscues
in S69 and only 8.2% in S51. HS72( has only 4% fully acceptable in
both stories. There is a lot of meaning being lost, though he must
remember that second Language speakers may be getting some sense from
sentences which are coded syntactically and semantically unacceptable
as shown in the excerpt from Menetane. High percents of non-words
contribute to the gap between syntactic and semantic acceptability.

430
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All HS& subjects* show more peripheral field miscues on S51, 11
to 18.7X ath a mean of 14.6%, than on 569, 7.7 to 4.2% with a mean of
6.8%. "pis my represent a text difference. S69 is displayed on the
page in a double column format, while S51 has the full width of the
past displiy.

Hawaiian Samoan Second Grade

As we've said earlier, the HS2 subjects were unable as a group to
read S44, the standard story. We used, instead, S26, Two New Hats,
and S28, The Big Surprise, referred to as 26 when combined). Two were
used because of-their brevity and all statistical analysis treated
them as a single unit. Hereafter, we'll use S26 for both. They read
as their culturally relevant story, S68, Henry's Choice.

HS2 subjects, though they exhibit considerable dialect and second
Language influence in retelling (see HS702 excerpt) have much lower
miscue dialect percents in their reading, 7.9% on S26, and 10.5% on
S68, than either HS4 or HS6. Only HS710 exceeds 10% on both stories.
This may reflect a lack of confidence on part of the group which
inhibits movement to their natural English.

Secondary.dialect is involved in 3.8 and 3.3% of non-dialect
miscues. 8.2 and 13.1% are coded dialect doubtful.

All subjects read S26 more proficiently than S68. Mean coded
MPW4 is 8.0 for S26 and 12.5 for S68. Non-dialect is 7.4 and 11.3,
Only HS703 has comparable non-dialect NPHW on both stories.

Correction percents favor S26, 26.7 compared to 12.2. All sub-
jects show sharp differences, particularly HS702 and HS710 with 3 to 1
ratios. Mean semantic acceptability is less different on the two
stories, 38.1 to 34.3 with only HS701 showing substantially higher on
S26. Comprehending reflecting the correction differences favors S26,
56.5% to 43.8% for S68.

Only mean syntactic acceptability is higher for S68, 54.1% compared
to 51.6% for S26. Residual NPHW is 3.2 for S26 and double that for
S68. RMPHW range is narrower for S26, 2.4 to 3.6, than for S68, 4.4
to 7.8.

These differences may reflect real differences in text difficulty
but it could also be that the controlled vocabulary of the S26 stories
is more like the texts HS2 subjects have experienced than S68, whICh is
from a reading program which does not employ controlled vocabulary.

Graphic and phonemic means are relatively low, 5.1 and 4.2 for S26
and 5.5 and 5.0 for S68. The higher means are again on what appears to
be the more difficult task.
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Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

NPIIR

Dialect Miscues

MPNW

Percent

Non.Dialect Minues

/ MPNW

Residual MPRi

% corrected

4 see, acceptable

% sec unecc. but corr.

Cooprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

Table 6.8

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SECOND GRADE CROUP STATISTICS
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HS70, Teala, starting S28 has trouble with Ted in the first Line.
She h this interchange with the researcher:

Toile: What is this word?

R: What do you think it might be

Teala: Where you got the books?

R: We brought them with us.

Teala: At mainland?

R: Right.

Teala: Hard!

This seven year old has some interesting cultural-geographical
concepts. However, her first response to Ted is today, then at the
next occurrence, she goes to Ed and corrects to Ted.

HS702, Betsy, illustrates communication problems over the meta-
phoric use of "feel" during the retelling:

R: How do you think Henry felt when he found the "droung" (dragon)?

S: He neva fin' one droung, he go find one lizard and he tol' his
father, "The lizard look like one droung".

R: or, OK. How do you think he felt when he found the lizard?

S: Cause he felt someting on his leg.

R: I didn't hear you, Betsy.

S: He felt someting 6 his leg.

R: He felt something on his leg --

S: And den he saw a lizard.

R: How cit you think that made him feel?

S: Da's made him tickle.

R: Oh, it- tickles.

S: Cause it tickle.

R: UK. How did he feel when he went to the store with his father?

S: He went wit da horse.

R: Hm? 4.3
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S: He went wit' de horse.

H: The what?

This second grader is clearly operating on a more limited and non-
metaphoric use of felt, mystifying the researcher with her reaponses.

It's worthwhile to look at the sharp contrast in correction on
the two storien for some insights Into the different processing.

HS2 has 12% unsuccessful corrections on S26 and 17.S% on S68.
That means that mean total attempted corrections are 39.2% on S26 and
20.5 on S68. All except HS710 have higher rates of unsuccessful
correction on S68 than S26.

S26:

u201

Here's an exerpt from each story read by Betsy, HS702:

$nnoilW
said-T see a monkPy, said Ted.

1.91010V.:.

VI. )1(4106t r
d
ty,ore3eY

0202 " Lou l-t; like a circus monkey."

(5

0,03 "Yes," Haid the mar:.

204

02 05

0206

0207

0208 what my ba1,00ns are for?"

0200

0210

"And what do vou ,ce%n this one?"
cb,-

$ goot

"A circus bear:" said Ted.

Me.41-cci
The man laughed.

6tecica
Then he said, "Now do you know

lrot. Dooet
-Are they circus balloons?"

)(e_uk

asked Ted.
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S68:

0301 One day Hen father said, "I think

0302 it's time for you to learn how to

cAr
- be

pett0303 take care at a ."

0304 so he took Henry to a pet store.

of weft
0305 "Pick out the pet you want,"

saytA40
0306 Henry's father said.

.Sa noth- went
0401 Henry didn't think he wanted

car k)tt
(402 to take care of a pet.

0403 But h went around the store and

0404 looked at all the animals.

What seems to show here is the effect of compounding miscues in
the two stories. The higher miscue rate on S68 may, at this level of
proficiency, inhibit her correction and success of correction.

The HS2 group's correction varies in the following ways:

Correction and Syntactic Acceptability

In S26, 43% of partially acceptable miscues are corrected. Correc-
tions of unacceptable miscues are 25%. On fully acceptable miscues
it's 18.3'. 23.6;; of those acceptable except for other miscues are
corrected.

About LK% A. unacceptable miscues and those acceptable except for
compounding miscues involve unsuccessful attempts.

In S68. 20'; of partially acceptable miscues are corrected. Only
14% of unacceptable miscues and 6.6'; of acceptable miscues are corrected.
Correction of acceptable miscues in unacceptable sentences is 11.4%.

430
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Unsuccessful corrections are highest on fully acceptable miscues,
2LX and unacceptable but compounded miscues, 2(. Only 12.5% of
partially acceptable and 14% of unacceptable miscues involve unsuccess-
ful corrections.

Correction and Semantic Acceptability

In S26, 47.3% of partially acceptable miscues, 24% of fully accept-
able miscues, 28.6% of miscues fully accertable except for compounding
miscues, and 19.4% of unacceptable miscues, are corrected.

Unsuccissful corrections exceed the mean for all miscues of 12%
only on fully unacceptable miscues, 21%, and miscues acceptable except
for others, 14.3%. All other categories show 6.5% or less.

In S68, with only 12% corrected over all, only corrections of
partially acceptable miscues, 20.9%, appreciably exceeds that rate.
13.3% of miscues acceptable except for compounding miscues are corrected.
For all other categories correction is less than 1096.

Unsuccessful corrections are highest for those miscues acceptable
in sentence only, 41.7% and in sentence except for other miscues, 36.4%.
20.8% of unacceptable miscues involve unsuccessful corrections. But
only 1Q% of partially acceptable miscues, 4% of fully acceptable ones,
and 13.3% of those acceptable fully except for other miscues are unsuc-
cessfully corrected.

The pattern that emerges is that these HS2 subjects are sensitive
to syntactic and semantic acceptability in their corrections of miscues
and that both success and quantity of correction are affected by text
difference.

They tend to correct disproportionate numbers of verb miscues on
both stories, 41.2% on S26 and 24.2% on S68. High percents of nouns,
45.8% and function words, 44.4% are corrected on S26, but only propor-
tionate quantities on S68. Disproportionate quantities of noun modi-
fiers, 21.1%, on S26 involve unsuccessful correction as do diSprOpOr-
tiundie quantities of nouns, 22.9% on S68.

HS2 readers are also sensitive to phonemic mismatch between ER and
OR. In S26, 44.4% of miscues with no proximity are corrected as are
57. 1% of those with only end sounds in common between ER and OR (coded
3). But 40.7% of miscues with only single phonemic difference are
also corrected. There is no important tendency relating unsuccessful
correction and phonemic proximity in S26.

Successful correction on S68 follows a similar trend: 46.2% of
miscues with no proximity are corrected, as are 21.4% of those with
only common end sounds.
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High rates of unsuccessful correction in S68 show for miscues
with only key sounds in common (25%), common ends (28.6%), and common
beginnings (35.3%).

HS2 readers are correcting, or trying to correct, low phonemic
proximity miscues on both stories, but only correcting high proximity
miscues on S20. These patterns are interesting, considering that
phonemic mean is higher on S6$ than S26.

Patterns of distribution of semantic and syntactic acceptability
are very similar on the two stories (see Table 6-9). There are slight
syntactic shifts with higher rates of miscues syntactically accept-
able except for other miscues on S68 (19.1 to 10.8%) and somewhat
Lower rates of fully acceptable miscues (33.3, 30%) and fully unaccept-
able (23.5, 27.8%) in S68 compared to S26.

Semantic acceptability differences are also minor. Only in mis-
cues acceptable in sentence made unacceptable by other miscues (6.0%
on S65 and 1.93 on S26) is there notable difference. What is notable
is a gap between syntactic and semantic acceptability.

HS2 has sharply higher fully syntactic than fully semantic accept-
ability on the two stories and conversely sharply higher semantic unac-
ceptability compared to syntactic.

HS2 loses deep structure it only 21.3% of S26 miscues and in 18.6%
of S68 miscues, but changed deep structure results from 51,3 and 45.4%
of the miscues in the two stories.

Intonation is sharply different on the two stories with means of
15.3r, on_1206 and 4.9% on S68. All subjects have higher intonation
involvement on S26 and Testa, HS703, has 21.7%.

Many ,f her intonation miscues involve direct quotes. She substi-
tutes sa' for saw as in this example:

10(. gcNy
0105 After a time Mrs. Duck saw

0106 a big old apple tree.

She has four miscues of this type in S26. Teals also has high
percents of word omissions, 17% on S26 and 36.'.n on S68. Group means
on omissions are 11.7 for both stories, but the other subjects have
a lower rate of omissions on S68.
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Table 6-9

DISTRIBUTION or SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SECOND GRADE GROUP

Acceptable Cully

Fully Partial only in Acceptable in

Unacce table Acre tabi II the Sentence Total Pose e

Syntact c cunt c 'yntact c cent c yiiit7FaillTirc--."'''' 1 yntoct c mantic

..011041

526* 27.8 3q.2 2..2 24. .6 10.1 38, 15.8

S68** 23.5 39.3 21.8 26.3 2.2 6.6 33,3 13.7

Acceptable

in Sentence

Except for

Other Miscues

'0.intectic

.6

AcceptaAe in

Total Wage

Except for

Other Miscued

Semantic Synthetic Semantic

1.9 10,8 8.9

6,0 19,1 8.2

!*:19 * S2e Two New Hats & The

**S68 Henry's Choice
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Tsala produces no non-words on either story. She clearly prefers
to avoid risks than produce non-words when she's unsure. Her peers
produce 2.9 to 12.3% non-words on 526 and 9.1 to 18.0% on 868.

Teals is also the only H82 reader who produces insertion., 12.8%
on 326 and 4.3% on 868.

*Not
828 0106 "Oh look at allAthe balloons.

Says .*
526 0301 siwOhite Kitten

Another indication of the influence of text difference is that HS2
readers have no miscues where the expected responses are contractions
in S26, but they have 8.(4 in 368. That's because the text in S26
(and 328) contains no contractions. But they produce some contractions
as OR's in S26:

SermAlimIgt
HS710 0201 Something came out

He's

HS703 0404 He is in the circus

looK
HS702 0202 It lboks

HS702 0407 Is this

HS702 0309 It is in ny hat box

it

HS702 0410 I know it is there

ditiv,at net
HS701 0206 She did not

These miscues show that contractions are not unexpected to these
readers. They produce them even when they're not there.

The miscues they produce on contractions in S68 show several
things: some possible do/did negative problems; some dialect shifts;
sons equating of full and contracted forma; some difficulties with
leas usual contractions such as I'll and I've. In other words, they
show strengths and weaknesses.
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Marie (H5710) produces the moot contraction miscues on 868:

faA
0401 Henry didn't'think

1 t'ga

0501 his father 1006 Do you think yo find

d ACI^OT

' de otoOrine.tin't no. ins v ;rok
0606 I don't know 1401 something moved

0607 think

('

0703 riiCt)a dragon

It filled
0710 I'll find one.

i).do riot
Ids

0M06 I don't want

She does produce nine contractions in S60 without miscues, including:
didn't (2), that's (4), I'm (2), I've (1). So her "problem" is not
consistent.

Teals omits didn't three times and omits the suffix in I'll twice.

Betsy also has trouble with didn't, omitting the contractional
suffix twice and going to did not the third time.

I'll is a problem for her, too. She omits the suffix once and
substitutes we'll at a second occurrence. I've loses its suffix, too.

HS701 goes to full form:

0606 I don't know yet

do not
0706 Pet stores don't have

Iris
1005 I'm going

Other HS701 miscues involve dialect and other shifts:

1N;t,

070q That's all right
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MIS $141,-814
1802 "That's a lisard,

thi*
1806 And that's how Henry got

"r`Wi a
0904 This.is dragon food

Only
0710 I'll find one,

1009 I'm Xing to catch one

1504 "I know it in," he said.

The pattern of these miscues involving contractions is a complex
one that seems to involve some language factors that may be related
to the second Language status of these young readers.

All H92 readers produce proportionately more miscues on function
words in S26, compared to S68 with means of 27 and 17%. They also all
produce higher rates of noun miscues on S68 with means of 26.4% on S26
and 36.2% on 868. Controlled vocabulary in 926 msy account for this.

Teala shows considerably higher peripheral field miscue rates on
both stories than any other HS2 subject, 33.3% on S26 and 20.7% on S68.
This is in sharp contrast to the other HS2 subjects' range of 3.8 to
17.L% on S26 and 11.1 and 13.9% on S68.

Teala, HS703, S28

0401 "I see a clown,

c4liod

0402 "What a ion' nose he has!

any
0403 He looks,pke a good clown."

He's
0404 "He is in the circus," said the man.

clown
0405 "He i= called Happy Joe."

071ieticuted0
0406 Ted asked,

4 4
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0407 "Is this balloon your surprise

a40e "No," said the man.

040
nfe

"The surprise is in ,box.

0410 lonk:"

This excerpt shows come of her peripheral involvement: said,
clown, is, the are all substituted near where they occur in

Tfe fir

Table 6-10

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SECOND GRADE CROUP

Noun Verb Function
Crammetical Function Noun Verb Marker Marker Words

Story No.

S26 SO. 71. 72.7

S68 69.2 70. 61.9

S26 Two New Hats & The Big Surprise
S68 Henry's Choice

Insufficient Data

* * *

* * *

67.9

31.0

HS2 shows relatively low percents of matching functions (Table
6-10). In S26 this could relate to relatively weak text syntax, but
S68 does not have the priserese and showed no better. In fact, similar
function word substitutions are such lower on S68, down to 31%. These
results seem to relate to the relatively low rate of syntactic accept-

ability, not such over SO% on both stories. The examples and data
we've cited above do show some control of syntax an,' response to lack
of syntactic acceptability. But they also show some lack of full con-
trol which may reflect the second language background of the HS2
subjects.

4
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Subject Notor

Story Number

Total Mom

Coded Miscues

NPR4

Dialect Miscues

MPIN

Percent

Non.Dialect Miscues

MPIAi

rldual 0144

% corrected

% $04, acceptable

% sea, 1104CC. but corr.

Comprehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity meang

graphic

phommle

ryntactle

Runt is

1

!We 6.11

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SIXTH GRAP CROUP STATISTICS

722

53* 70**

723

53 70

724

S3 70

72

S3 7440

CAM

MEANS

si

1111111111111
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1111111111111 CI
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MIN111111111unruninT11111111011111T1111
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111111111111131111111111111
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290
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MIMI
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0 7

MEM
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0 7

0

Mil
50,0so,
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11111111111111111111111
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pIIJIIIIIIIPPMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI

a

.
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111/111111111111/111 6,9 7.3 ISKIIIIIMMUINIIIIIIM
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* S53 My Brother Is A Genial

**S70 Ghost of the Latoon
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nswaiten Samoan Sixth Credo

As one of them might sa, our His group "Wens make plenly *locust ",
Neon groos produetton io 223.5 for 553, MY brother 10 A Genius, and
111.3 fur the longer 570, Chou of tht kig000.

Coded NPWW to 10.5 (r 553 and 11.9 for 510, though total 04PWW
e1t.sue,11,0 and ILO;

Idetect and 'wound language influence percent to comparable to
1154 with 15.41 on S53 and 21, on 570. To this ohould he added 3.5
and 6.53. secondary dialect and 10 and 14% doubtful dialect. That adds
up to strong dialect and second language influences.

Non-dialect NNW io 4.9 for 553 and 9.6 for 570.

Correction mean* are 14 and 211 with only RS729 ohowing higher
eorrection on 553 (200 than 570. RS723 has relatively low rate* of
correction, St and la. The others are in moderate raogeo. Semantic
acceptability mean is also higher on 570 for the group, 44.53:, compared
to 41,X on 5$3. with only HS724 showing higher rate on 553 than $70,
46 and 4ak

Three subjects *how quite consistent comprehending score* for the
two stories. 115723 has higher comprehending score, 74t on 11570,
than on 5$3, but his score on the latter, 601., kp still high for the
group. Group means are 52.5 and

Syntactic acceptability ranges from 52 to tM for 553 and from b6
t. 4M on 5$3 with means of 63.5 and 731. Three suhlecro are higher on
Si). Only 116723 is slightly higher on 553, AO compared to 761.

Residual MPHW means are 4.5 on both stories, but that reflect% high
means for HS729, 9.2 for S53 and 10.1 fur 570. Range for the others is
7 to3.3 on 5S3 and 2.2 to 3.1 on S70 , rotatively low.

Phonemic proximity means are stellar on bop stories, but graphic
s7n is b.9 compared to 6.3 on 553. The group show* considerable

.,ariation on both in both stories.

Rilly. HS722, has high dialect levels on S70, 31.5 with 12:,
4econdary involvement and la dialect doubtful. His dialect includes
many -ed omission.; on verbs: tipped, pointed, disappeared, asked,
:icolded, stropped, cleared, poked, whiz-Ise, explained, dropped,
squared, raised. rolled, closed, stretched, agreed, pleased, das4ed,
barked, leaped, crashed, armed, crushed, usong thers.

Noun with N deletions: pr+ ,nts, oranges, hands, words, nests,
ferns, blades, ones. barker, flners. islands, slits, sharks, ca;-less,

:tarp.
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Possessive s deletions: Grandfather's, man's,Mako's, master's,
shark's, Tupa's,--boy's. All other types are found to minor degrees.
There are some s insertions on singulars: eyes/eye z; sands/sand;
sharks/shark. These may represent excessive concern by the reader
for final s.

In no type of dialect effect is this reader totally consistent.
He does produce -ed, s, 's in some cases. Possession comes closest
to consistency. In only one case is the 's retained.

Retelling score group means are 39 on S53 and 53 on the more
culturally relevant S70. HS6 is higher on that story than HP6, which
has 41 as means on both stories.

Josh, HS723, has a
retelling of 72. His residual
66.. He has second lowest

Josh, HS723, S70

high comprehending score of 74% on S70 and high
MPHW is 2,4 and semantic acceptability,

correction on the story, only 14%.

A paWs
0801 The palm net took longer to make than Mako

0802 had realizew
But
By the

net
time it was finisheeDand

and -tivattLe. woks gloom
0803

0804

with oranges) the jungle

cm
coomes

e.
quickly without

wasAdark and gloomy. Night

warning in the islandeof

0805 the tropic&

080E Mako carried the fruit dawn to the shore and loaded

When tiNG.
0807 it into the canoe. Then he whistled to Map The

0808 dog came bounding out of the bush we.,;ing his

0809

0810 "Hurry!" Mako scolded. "We won't be home

0811 before dark comes."
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0812

reacci
0813 and Mako came aboard. Night seemed to rise up

0
0814

0815 the distan

be
0816 being lig ted. The first star twinkled just over the

0817 dark mountains. Mako dug his paddle into the water,

0818 an' canoe leape ahead.

bow (0, u. 40%,.$)

The little dog leaped into the bow of the canoe,

st.tlleiJ hom
from the surface of the water and swallow them. On

of Bora BorNcook fires were

An unobservant teacher, insensitive to the influence of this
reader's idiolect, might consider this poor reading, but he loses
little meaning and shows frequent concern for meaning.

Josh shows some familiarity with the story's terminology. He
defines some terms:

R: What's a lagoon?

S: It's a- It's a opening, like a lake -- so the sea can come inside.
It's like a cove.

R: Pandanus was a word used -- what is that?

S; That's, that's a Hawaiian tree. The fruit looks like a banana.
That's the kind they use for, fir weave, you know, pandanus
leaves.

Billy ha. o r.sucoessful correction on S53; the others have
only 10-12%. S70, unsuccessful corrections range from 2-10% for
the group except HS729, who has 24%, double her successful correction.
On this story, except for HS723, total attempted correction varies from
36 to 40%; on S53, again ex,:epting HS723, it varies from 32 to 40%.
The difference for three of four readers is mostly in how successful
their corrections, are in each story.

Correction and Syntactic Acceptability

In S53, while 32.4% of unacceptable miscues are corrected, only
23.4% of partially acceptable and 13.6 of fully acceptable miscues )1,.!

corrected. No category has disproportionate percents of unsucc'

correction. 4 4 9
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S70 shows a more usual pattern: 35.1% of partially acceptable
miscues, 23.5 of unacceptable miscues, and 17.9% of fully acceptable
miscues are\corrected. Unsuccessful corrections comprise another
23.5% of unaeceptable miscues.

Correction and Semantic Acceptability

In S53, 33.3% of miscues acceptable in the sentence only, 22% of
partially acceptable miscues, 17.9% of unacceptable miscues, and 13.2%
of fully acceptable miscues are corrected.

Unsuccessful corrections are also 25% of miscues acceptable in
the sentence only.

In S70, 24.4% of partially acceptable miscues, 20.7% of unaccept-
able ones, and 16.7% of acceptable miscues are corrected. 23.8% of
fully acceptable miscues in sentences with other compounding miscues
are corrected.

Unsuccessful corrections are high only on unacceptable miscues,
22.4%.

These patterns are like those in other groups but less pronounced.

HS6 shows very clear correction preferences for miscues with no
phonemic proximity. Miscues with no phonemic relationship between ER
and OR are corrected 33% of the time in S53 and 57.1% of the time in
S70. Corrections of miscues with single phoneme difference between
FR and OR are 23.4% in S53 and 17.2% in S70.

Range of miscues with no phonemic proximity varies from 9.5 to
28.3% in S53 and from 10.2 to 20.9% in S70. Melaga, HS724, shows
11 such miscues of 39 word level substitutions in the coded part of
S53. Here are examples:

0103 yourPart of ur education

An
0202 I

0205 I gues a fellow has to

A
0207 My. baby brother

you
0210 It won't disturb me.

0221 I went
to
on reading

A r.



;Or
0228 a prize to the student

of
0310 as soon as clasgelet out for lunch

Tlve
0406 "As little brotherill go

I
0412 "Hme, he said

I
0413 He walked around

.(441S11143

Ltre.c.K
0506 Mr. Barnaby stopped pacing

you
0507 Wouldn't want to

0515 Itexcellent idea!

16t
0525 He placed a hand

on
0601 glared at me

6-76

What shows in Malaga's miscues is a pattern of function word and
pronoun substitutions. They appear to result from anticipation, for
instance, of: I.instead of he or it; or a or the as noun markers or
it initial positions in sentences. Corrections seem to be the result
of unacceptability in context rather than recognition of phonemic mis-
matches. Note also how many examples show graphic relationships: I/
it; to/on; for/to; a/as; of/for; back/pacing; you/wouldn't; the/he.
Malaga has 17.9% of miscues with no graphic similarity in S53.

Syntactic and Semantic Acceptability

HS6 shows sharp gaps between syntactic and semantic acceptability
in both stories. (See Table 6-12)

The pattern shows that many more HS6 miscues are fully or partially
unacceptable semantically than syntactically and many more are fully
acceptTple syntactically than semantically. Furthermore, semantic
acceptability patterns are similar on the two stories but favor S70
in higher full acceptability (53.0 and 43.8%) and lower rate of unac-
ceptability! 8.5 and 16.9%.
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Table 6-12

DISTRIBUTION OF SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Acceptable Fully

Fully Partial only in Acceptable in

Unacceptable Acceptability the Sentence Total Passage

Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic Syntactf Semantic Syntactic Semantic

S53* 16.9 33.3 19.4 25.4 1.5 6.0 43.8 18.9

S70** 8.5 29.0 18,5 26.5 2.0 9,0 53,0 18.0

S53*

S70**

*553 My Brother Is A Genius

**S70 Ghost of the Lagoon

Acceptable Acceptable in

in Sentence Total Passage

Except for Except for

Other Miscues Other Miscues

Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic

---- 4.0 18.4 12.4

.5 7,0 17.5 10.5

I
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Group means on transformation vary little between the two stories.
HS6 shows 10% loss of deep structure on S53 and 5% on S70. That's
reflected in 50.7% changed deep structure in S53 and 56.5% in S70.
Just over 35% of miscues in both stories retain the deep structure of
the ER.

HS6 shows few intonation miscues, 4% and 5% on the two stories.
HS722 is a bit higher -- S% on S53 and 111% on S70.

All subjeCts show more word omissions on S53 than S70. The group
mean is 12.6% compared to 6.3%. Insertions are higher in S70 (6.3%)
than in S53 (3.3%).

Almost all S53 omissions are function words or pronouns. Only
HS729 omits many uncommon words such as: crib, distinctly, education,
encourage, and philosophical. The only words omitted by all HSC sub-
jects area a and I. Three of four omit all and the. Never is a word
occurring more than once omitted at all occurrences. What accounts
for the difference between stories is something other than the relative
number of hard words in each.

Mean non-word percentage is similar for the group on both stories,
13.1.% and 12.6%. HS729 has 21.2% on S53; HS722 has 19.2% on S70.
HS723 has 7% and 1.7% on the two stories. It seems evident that these
subjects use both omission and non-word production strategies moderately
and variably depending on the task.

Table 6-13

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

HAWAIIAN SAMOAN SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Noun Verb Function Indeter-

Grammatical Function Noun Verb Marker Marker Words minant

Story No.

S5.3 69.7 80.0 75.0 * 57.5 62.5

S70 73,0 80.4 77.3 71.4 70.0 *

Insufficient data
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HS6 has comparable moderate percents of identical function substi-
tutions in both stories.

Peripheral field involvement is comparable for HS6 on both stories,
16% on S53 and 13.4% on S70. HS723 is high with 20,4% and 17.3%. HS729
is low on both with 12.4% and 9.5%. . Josh's excerpt above (HS723) shows
several peripheral field substitutions and insertions: net, line 0802,
and, the,was, line 0803, the, line 0815. All but net ar7unction
words. As with other groups, peripheral miscues are mucn more common
among insertions than substitutions. Among coded miscues 5C of S53
insertions and 78.6% of S70 insertions have peripheral ER matches.

4 5,-;
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The Arabic Group

It would probably be immediately apparent to any new visitor to
Southeast Dearborn, Michigan that this community, with its Middle
Eastern coffee shops, Islamic Mosques, aromatic ethnic foods, and
Arabic signs and posters, is populated by a people with distinctive
culture, religion and language. The "South End", as it is called by
its inhabitants, is the largest concentrated Arabic Muslim community
in the United States. These people who have emigrated from Middle
Eastern countries such as Lebanon, Yemen, Palestine and Syria, consti-
tute over one-half of the 5,000 inhabitants of this Detroit area
community.

The South End is also home to the Ford Rouge complex, the Largest
industrial complex in the world. It is the center of industrial and
administrative functions for the Ford Motor Company. Although at first,
this massive industrial complex, which pours thick --oky wastes over the
buildings and people of the South End, would seem ; ueterrent to the
growth of a residential community, historically it was, in fact, the
very incentive for the birth of the community. As the immigrants came
to Detroit from the Middle East, their first concern was for employ-
ment, and as transportation was costly. families settled within walking
dist'nce of this huge employer which orfered them skilled and unskilled
jobs. Even today, most of the employed population %orks for Ford, and
thus, the community may be characterized as low to middle income
working class. However, unemployment is high; nine percent in the
South End, as compared to 2.4% for Dearborn as a whole. Also, 21.3%
of the families of the South End are listed as living below the poverty
level (Aswad, 1974, p. 58). (The figures in this section are taken
from the 1970 U.S. Census.)

Most of the children of th' community attend Salina School, which
also offers English classes 4 w.ening For recent adult immigrants.
Aswad claims that "The &CI ;7.11 is an important institution of
acculturation in the community aae the people have pride in it" (Aswad,
p. 64). With a foreign born population of 33% at the elementary school
Level and 18% at the junior high school level, teachers must address
themselves to the needs of these immigrant children. . (These percentages
have grown between 1970 and the time of our study.) Through the efforts
and activism of the community, Salina Elementary School was kept open,
and the English Language courses continued when the Board of Education
threatened to close the school and its various functions between 1970
and 1971:

The Arab subjects for the study are children who lived in the
South End of Dearborn and attended Salina. A search of the literature
provided us with little information regarding the first language
influence we might expect these bilingdal_Arab-English speaking children
to exhibit during their oral reading and retellings. Articles such as
-A Contrastive Study of English and Arabic" (Moray, 1968-69) and "Error
Analysis and English Language'Strat-4ies of Arab Students" (Scott, 1974)
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provided US with little prac*:cal information which would better enable
us to analyse first Language influences in children's English produc-
tion. Rouschdy concludes in a study on Arab child bilinguals that
"interference from English into Arabic is higher than from Arabic into
English." Thus, bilingualism did affect her subjects' performance in
Arabic (Rouschdy, 1974, p. 197). This article, however, does not
elaborate upon the actual manifestation of these language "interferences".
With the assistance of Francis Trix, an Arabic speaking linguist who
analyzed the readings and retellings of the Arab children, we were
able to outline the.following relevant English phonological and syntac-
tic features. These features do not occur in Arabic and are, therefore,
subject to alteration by the Arab readers:

The following English consonant conrrasts do not exist In Arabic
and, therefore, may be read with the following pronunciations:

Feature

p b

v w

--0 f

e-
--) s

6 z

eh --.ash

dz)--,zh

17) fl

Example

pass - bass
temper - tember

however - howewer

Elizabeth - Elizabet
something - somesing

another - anozer

such - sush
mixture - mix+tur

just - zhust
refrigerator - refrizhurator

wrong - wron
strength - strenz

r American retroflex r does n exist in Arabic.

Trills and flaps will bt. lbstituted.

English has two 1 allophones, as in leaf, as in call. Arabs tell
to substitute the front 1 of Leaf in all places.

Triple consonant clusters in English usually call for an inserted vowel
by Arabic speakers.

gent ly

friend ly 0 friendaly
f 1 rmly--)fi ly

.43 7
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There are many differences in vowel sounds.

There is no distinct e(as inlet) sound in Lebanese rural collo-
quial

-0 I (sit) cellar-- lOcillar setting-15setting

--s at (cat)
AL-, a (but)

There is no distinctik(as in cat) sound

at--,6 (but) bat)but

4/4

Thelr (as in nut) in this dialect is more rounded .

put---4pout

The .) (as in law) does not exist in this dialect

( low) tall -4tol

The a (as in father) only occurs after velarized consonants

--- Escar P.

dah
Oscar tah

zah

these
can

sah occur

o, a
A E
a

diphthongs

of does not exist in this Arabic

soil

Syntactic features which are changed include possessives, verb forms,
noun forms, and prepositions.

possessives --I! Loss of 's
....loss of OT

plurals of marker

ncun'ttonstructs-linverted

verb "to be"........omision

Examples

ER
Freddie's mother
the name of the

boy
experiments
camels
station wagon
bus station
He was just like

his father.

458

OR
Freddie mother
the name the

boy
experiment
camel
wagon station
station bus
He just Like
his father.



verb tenses ---,perfect goes

.-->past tense i

prepositions andnd
particles "omissions

"additions
-4 confusions

Examples

ER

to continuous present:
he has studied
he has written

nflection is omitted:
called

put your coat on
pick you up at 10
I net him
I'm afraid of...
that was from Mary

6-83

OR

he is studying
he is writing

call

put your coat
pick you at 10
met on him

I'm afraid from...
that was to Mary

It should be noted that for the Arab children who are fluent in
.

1,nglish, these features may be regarded, as dialect features which
originate from differences between Arabic aTia-English.

Our AR group, more than any other group in this st'dy, represents
the pattern of the urban immigration that has been a factor in American
life throughout the industrial epoch. They arrive speaking no English.
They may be literate in a home language, or even a home and soh, 1

language. Lebanese schools often are conducted in French, for example.
Or they may be totally unschooled. They plunge into an English speaking
world -Jut the home, and to some .-?xtent the neighborhood, are still
Arabic speaking islands. They learn English or they do not survive in
school. They often acquire literacy in English simultaneously with
their acquisition of oral English.

Because receptive language develorft more rapidly than productive,
they may read and comprehend things in English they can't yet discuss
in English.

An Arabic Fourth Grader

Widad (AR615) is one of the many Arabic speaking children in the
South End neighborhood. She came with her family from Lebanon a year
earlier. At home she speaks only her native dialect of Arabic, but all
her school )rk is now in English. Though the school has some instruc-
tion in English for speakers of other languages, joist like the Italians
and Romanians in this community before her, Widad has mostly picked op
English from her classmates.

In a year's time she has learned to understand and communicate
fairly well In English. Of course, she doesn't yet sound like a
native American. Her English pronunciation is influenced by Arabic
phonology. And her syntax in English reflects some overgeneralizations
common to all foreign children learning English, as well as some of
the Arabic influences discussed above.
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She read, as did our other AMA readers, the standard story, S51,
Freddie Miller a Scientist, and a story with an Arabic setting, Mr.
Moonlight and Omar, (See Chapter 7 for duscussion of weaknesses
in this story.)

In her retelling and her reading, Widad showed the evidences of
her first Language. Arabic phonological influences we might predict.

In reading S87 line 1812, Sella held the plow firmly became
-Selim Shilt the $palow $firmalYw. In her spoken English, none of these
get such in the way of others understanding her.

With no p-b contrast in Arabic, Widad shows a remarkable ,xample
of her !Tuggle to straighten out the difference in English. In S87
line C'.:02, was having a terrible battle, she reads mdkilg several
attemrts- For battle (1) bottle, corrects to (2) hattie abandons
that for (3) paddle and finally stops with a non-word (4) $:)ottle.

On line, 0609, and baring his big yellow teeth, she substitutes
parking for baring.

Still these are the only b/p confusions she shows.in botl stories
so this must not be considered a serious hang-up.

she doesn't hesitate to try to use English, but she can't .always
fi !-he words and structures to say what she wants to say.

Here's an example from her retelling:

S: And than ah, 'm, eh, he, I don't know what he do... He blinks
ah... his, uh, it' like this...

R: What is it used fur? What eid he do with that? With, what you're
tracing on the table, what did he do with that thing?

S: Hm, he, I don't know what he did. I can't 'say it.

Her sy: reflects few features that are directly from Arabic
syn-,ax alone wimples of these in her retelling include:

R: Who has Mustapha?-

S: He was, the man who...the camel to him. (In colloquial Lebanese,
the camel to him is the correct Syntax.)

R: tow was he going to buy another doll?

S. Some words I don't understand it. (Arabic requires the ;:ronoun
object here.)

Most.y, however, Widad's syntax reflects her particular stage in
learning English. Children of other non-Arabic second Language hark..
grounds would be likely to produce similar experimental structures s
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she does. These structures include: a) omission of the copula or be
as an auxiliary:

"I just like your father." (I am like...)

"Then the man running and the camel - *ill running."

b) use of a present tense uninflected verb for a past tense one:

"I 'don't know what he.did. He give a light for his sister."

"What are you doing in the kitchen he went to know."

-Why the clock is ring?"

c) Was substituted for were:

"When they was riding Moonlight, t..e donkey, they saw all the
ne,Aple running."

d) UMISSiOti of the possessive

"Seiim father hitch the pullipi rope to Mr. Moonlight."

"He heard his sister voice calling "

In the retelling there Ire times where Widad seems to be working
,sut which form of a word to 488. She corrects herself, showing clearly
how her grasp of English syntax is developing: "The boys took.., the
boy take... the boy took home."

The percentages of dialect miscues, however, are not expecially
high compared to other second language groups. In S51, 7r.; 0:: her
miscues are dialect and in S87, 1.3.8?! are dialect. Bt on S5I.
6f her miscues have secondary dialect involvement and are (!,ubtful,
wnile on S87, there are l( dialect doubtful.

Here is the complete text of Widad's retelling of S.z1:

Very nice, Widad. it was a pleasure listening to / read that.
Thank you.

S: You welcome.

R: Would you like to tell me now w at that story was about, what
you remember, about it.

S: About uh Freddie.

R: Umhm.

S: Uh, first thing, uh, his sister has a doll and, and he broke it.
And his, her hair is brA811.

4(i
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R: Umhum.

S: And hi-, and, his mother told him to, to buy another doll fur 'air.

R. Umhm.

S: And ono day his sister, stuck uh, in door. Inside of door, in the
door it would not open. Ah, Freddie tri-, tried with all his
things to thethe door and he can't open it. And then he... I

don', know what he did. He, he did that, he give a light for his
sister and then he told her, "I am goin' to turn the light off,
becau-, I, n', I'll go, n', you, uh, n', you catch it. And when
you reach it, tell me." Then his sister, ah, reach it and she
cried and told him, "Are, I, I got it." And then ah, 'm, eh he,
I don't know wbat he do...He blinks ah...His, uh, it's like this...

R: What is it used for? What did he do with that? With what you're
tracing on the table, what did he do with that thing?

Hm, he, I don't know what he did. r can't say it.

R: Well, go on to what happened next.

S: And then he told her, "Wait her do-, don' be afraid. I'm goin'
to call Y. my, your mother. And then he call, he's gone and call
his mother. And then er, and then, Mr. Meyer was comin' and
Elizabet was waitin' for him at the door. And then eh she hanged
him on hia hand. She told him, "Come and see." And she take him
to the kitchen and ah, she said, ah, eh, um, Freddie was ah exp-,
doin' experiment. And then he said, "What's this all about? asked
Mr. Meyer. And then he said (whispered), ah...and his mother
want uhm, want to...want...Last of the story, he, uh, the boy
said, "You jeust like Mis-, Uncle Scarol." She said, "No."
Arf then he said, "My uncle Augus." She, and she said, "No." Mr.
Meyer sai, I knot; what like, like Uncle, Uncle...Scadow?
...Scarow." And she said, "No." And then, um, Elizabet said,
"You like Uncle August." And she said, "No." And then she said,
she said, she said, no (mumble) "I jeust like your father." I

can't say i- very well.

R: That's fine. Why werQ ..-hey saying that he wa:= Like all those
uncles?

S: Cause the mother was, ah, ...want to...

R: The mother?

S: Yeah, want, They telling the mother, you like Uncle (mumble) but
I don't know why.

R: O.K. Can yOU tell me some more about what happened to
Elizabeth's doll?

4 1. -
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S: Alik First It broke, and his, and her broke. And then his
moefier told him to buy another doll. Then he,

R. Why did the hair get broke? Do you remember 0 hair got
broke?

S- Don't remember.

R: Oh, all right then said his mother told him to buy another
one. Why did she dc

5: Cause he broke the d Elizabet want another one.

R: Oh, Luw was he going to do that, buy another one? Do you remember?

S: Some word:; T. don't understand it.

R: Oh. UK. Now you said his sister was stuck in the door.

S: YeeL

R: Do y, t remember how that happened, that she got stuck?

S. Um um (Du).

R: What kind of a boy would you say Freddie was? What kinds ef things
die he Like to do?

S: lie liked to fix everything. And he liked to do things like fix
dock, and do anything $exeper Freddie.

R: Do you remember anything about fixing the clock?

S: Whe-, yeah.

R: What hal.,ened then?

S: His father ah wa-, up in morning. At breakfast he said, "Why the
clock didn't ring?" And then he, is a Freddie tri-, he want to
try to fi ,t.

R: Ahha (yes).

S: And then, ah, Freddie, ah, took the clock and fix it and put it.
And his father wake the morAing and said, the, why the clock
is ring then this, uh. and the boy told him about it.

R: Oh, and then what happened?

S: ...let me think.

46.;
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How did they feel about that

S: They fool line.

K: liwy fool fine': (1K. Du you remember how it is that Freddie
helped Liizabeth when she stuck in that dour? ..You said she
was :.tuck in the door, and he gave her a Light.

No, he was, he was ah, da, he was doing an, an Sexeper-, and' um m,
Uncle Meyer was, was come, he was going some place, and then he,
he ran up-, ah upstairs, and, and he heard his sister, called
-Fre;Ote, Freddie where are you?" And then he snld, "Where are
yol'r 't am in here, his dor-, this dour is stuck."

uh, I see. And how was it that he helped her Jut? Wh t did he
do to help her?

4

Ah, there's a hi' word. I can't understand it

P. Ahha (yes). Uh. Do you remember where the tory took place?
Where did most of the story take plaoe?

What:

clic: oil tne haplen':

S: I don't uderstand.

R: You don't understand what I'm saying. Ah, let's see...Well, let's
go on to something else. Was 'here an9thing in the story that
yon thought was fun:- '

5: Y ea:. The last, u when. the last part of the - :gory.

Why "as that fulrilly?

Ah. .can't say it (weak voice).

R. Well, tell me the b,?st that you can.

5: because, cause it, evervhodv saio, ah, Our Uncle. And then she
laugh, i. And then she said, "I yo-, I Hke you're like your
father.

01., I see, that good. Was there anything exciting in the stor..

I don't know what exciting means:

R: Oh, I see. Oh. If in had to teii somebody what this story was
about, WIdad, what would you'te11 them? What the story was about
in just a couple of, in just a few words.



S: Um. I react a story about a buy... I tell him eh the istory'a
about the La-, a boy hie name is Freddie. He like to fix every -
thing. And he's a auki boy and his r and his father like
him. And, ah, and he li.kea to do things, super things. And he,
the, the clock was, wea,not, it didn't ring, and, and he fixed
that. And he told his father that 4h, that he fixed the cic'k
and his father cid his mother was feel fine about it.

K: Very good. Yuu said his father and mother like him. How do you
know they like him?

...cause the Lest park, part.

K: Because of the last part, did you say?

S: ...I don't know why I,

K: Is there any way that You know that his morn, his mother and father
liked him?

r
S: I don't know why I said his mother and father like, like him.

K: I see, OK. Do you suppose that the man, or the person who wrote
that story was trying to teach us a lesson or tell UR something
with that story, that he told us?

What?
4

K: Was he trying to tell us, teach us a lesson when he was telling
that story about Freddie? Was he trying to teach us something?

Dik understand.

K: You don't know what I mean by that?

S: Ummm (no).

Widad's reading give, evtdces
Oglish. The miscues s'' dr"ducos no
in English could do:

a) Insertions of and between clauses

0300 Mr. M(._ light did his best.

AsnA

0310
/".

ale pulled as hard as he could.

v

her developirg control of
comp'etely lacking competence

in S87:



ti ) 111110 ion word t I t ut Ions and inmertions ili SH7:
the ,f1 e,

0104 u a SIASI I farm In Mt:tn..,

04 slow 4% ...4.et
0311 but tt, How slid through the NA1

v,, 04 with Selim inA frunt and father behind

its
'):',11:. dragging, his ftet: in the dust.

ikt
(004 Look at:A pi )ur Mustapha "

,;) Insertion of ,t to cidate a negative in SW, :

nottr,tent
0216 Re Is meant to carry...

d) Mrs. /Mr. substi tution.; (6 times in S$7):

`

4141"
Mr.

. Moonlight.to

and Mr. and Miss substitutions for Mrs. S51:
toVicr

0214 Mrs. Mil It.r said

roGss
ere Mrs. Miller had grown t)

Nee! (!iy Mrs.

Mr Mitt
sat.! Mrs. Mil ,..r

Wet
Mi I ler

.-...serti on f -,.iuse tar;,,,e'r- in SS1:

10,)5 Ofri2eratur would explode

t') Fu; L form for contractior.s in S51:

You CC.
',050 You re just like Uncle Charles.

0705 . I' m going to drop this light

i4Nat
c,ouvht

4 (-)u



6.91.
0

0713

6

You're wonderful ..

to1A
0771 "Now, what's all this about, Cligabeth?"

In SA7;

se'm the moat

g) Synonym substitutions in.S87:

04,'2 even bad -ten cured t..nes

1dad's developing control and the contrast between the languages,
Arabic and English, prrduce other' loss of miscues:

a) Preposition subrtitution in SS1:

Of
0503 ...clocks in Switzerland.

In
1101 ...looked up at the small window

h) omissions' to S.51.:

070 ...one co,oer Othe kitchen...

e) Pronoun substituti,nn in S87:

11111JWill yoc give hir to me

In S51:

'rNIS

070q Freddie told hero

he
oiL., then she said

0.

A difference clearly show. in Widad's developing control of English
-petween her receptive control as re7resented in her reading and her
productive contro.. as shown in her retelling. Aer handling of verb
syntax illustrates In her retellings she uses these non-accept-
able verb forms:

4 ()



Copula deletion:

Tense shi fts:

WA, welcome,
You like Uncle August.
I just like your rather.

they go to 0440 (went)
his sister has a doll (had)
he can't open it (couldn't)
he give a light (gave)
then his sister reach it (reached
he call his mother (called)

Auxiliary deletion:

6-02

the man run (ran)
they was ridiag (were)
she take him (took)
he fix it (fixed)

) he want to (wanted)
His father and mother was feel fine

(felt)

hie sister stuck in door (was)
They te7.1ing the mother (were)
all the running (were)
the man lti, running (was)
he nevus going to pull (was)

In reading Widad produces some -ed deletions, but there are many
more -e r, not deleted. Some deletions preceed ft/.

ad ac too many

.0. lie decide to fix

.4ante to know

041)1 Freddie wt rlei hard

051)4 Mr. MI 1 ler sipCie

11S 22 rreddie, try? ng to thi:-:K too's() up

s47 .304 isther hi tel0 the pulling r,,,e

0801 Just laughel at him

1501 hi ether aslde

Ae produco,ynly Lne irregular 1,i-P past tense substitL'it., in

her reading:

S5: )4 sister r. heartbrokt,.

Her ot.;), copula 110 01 is correct'1:

S5 : 0404



1)- U 3

She' ha* a tow miscuys inVOlving tostiott or OS 10t .140

SS 1 0319 the t. lock won after al 1

P CIA
S 7 0',21 and wis t *Mitred comfort

.4" ?rIgtt d1411 the furrows were

1S1(' this makes him loiter from aide to side

roas
1519 and 1.,,- like, a ethip

4(1.

only tw" miscues mho' any problem with coluriex verb syntax.
a efibpr4A
1...

S+47 1); 14 to MOP wha ha ienin (corrected t (': (,) see wf7,
happen")

iratto.r4
St.!im natter the camel's neck

Widad s differuncom between pc( duct lye and receptive
control 1 nt.un syntax.

Wid.)d shows more int4ertinns an,. ()missions of words than al.y other
1141 2'oudr , 3 and 7. r.%,, re ctively, on S5.. 7. e4 and on S$7.

None

one

chemicals...

Fredie

031' Fredd %ey' erwrirne;.t. was in field

t.4

C

Li '17 when y(1)

vAl4t Is
D721 Now what'

r..rc~ it

about

41,9



$M7 ultra.

01 a damp black no

0203 He held light wooden plow

4406 tiet' m 61) line donkey

0605 to beat

10,,ertions

a, 1

camel with it

o304- *WA.
030!- refrigerat-- would

0316 1 hope .t lin't
Agoing to give us trouble:

41,
nctrtN

4
elmm 1

SA7 :216 He inAmeant to carry

050: had to go toAmarkr Clage

6- 4

Some of these insertions and omissions are those any Env ash
speake could produce. Some, particularly those invulving prepositi,4;y:
and noun markers (determiners),may reflect her lack of full cntro'
Frwlish syntax.

(-Jur analysis require:. us to classify any incomlete synt...ctie
structure as syntactically unacceptable and semanti ally uoacceptable.
init she provides severat cyamples of resulting structures that probably
made -tense to her. (See S51-0223 and c87-1203 and (1605)

Widad Iroduces extremely high ratios of nun -word substitutions on
S51, These drop to 17.6 on SS7. Why this sharp differencv
.ecur is not appal.-tnt.

Many tit assn -word

$expreoting/4.xperimenting
$herebroken/heart-broken
$saddaly/sadly
$lickaly/likely
$inmistriiwiinteresting
$cloody/cloudy

,1stitutions retain hound mornhemes:

accdPntiaccident
$ law,ed/lived

$ find ly ' fina
$repled/replied
$enemin_ aiming

4 io



noo-word substitution that Widad prodoes shows hitjs graphic
and phussemie proximity between tail and ON, In some eases :Lee problem
mesas to Ise too much uno of pheoic rrdtagies end unccrtainty about
how the rdal words should sound, produces those examples:

$d-lo-wance/allowanc4
30nought:ifetiow/onough

larm(alarm
$eajor'eagor

uneloaunkowniunknown
Scomparade/compored
OlosedlcI0000t/closat
iliCkly/likely

Sh ,t!,(twg n high rate of syntactically acceptable miscues, A0.41.,
connwed to b(. on SA7. That oems to reflect her syntac-

tically acceptable non-wordn, because her semantically acceptable mis-
A are, only 31.3 and 341 on the two tasks's.

She's low for the group in correction, only 3.9. on S t and second
owest, loc., on SA7.

Hut ihe haw unsuccio,ful corn. Aims of 10.6'. on SSI aod on

47. To ato-o extent this reriaCt% WHIP molt !ple itteMptS at WO1 ';
rv,illt in nun -word substitutions. It does not reveal a strong tendowy

%A, to correct partials. liar strategies produce omprehendirl,
of 17.3 and 44". for hT on SSI and S$7. Her MPHW, non-di* leot

,00114, and residual MPHW .ir all high for the group.

graphic sod phoomic proximity acmes are altteularly higl
6.5,./ and and moderate S07, S.22 and

yot,-t the different ltrategies she usea, particularly in her produc-
tlkh tmn-WOrdR.

1rAhic FourtF Grader,

'rom
l'ect
(), ,t Al

rano'
.

re.Aduat

These t graders show .o; cable vAI,Ation. Coded MPHW varies
11 to ,t.: with two subjec*:. higher on -5.1 and two holler oil

Mean is 10,66 on SS 1 str'.1 ::%04 on S$7. Aalect percent varix
to 16.4: with means of 9.7 and 11.D '4- SS 1 and S87. Non
I sci*s follow the' pattern of coded miscues with mean MPHW

'Au id -1 MPI1W means look comparable, 4.7 and 4.4.
t i.31 on SS1 and 3.03 to 6.34 on S17. Twt A1.04

tie high r, SSI, one on S-7 and Af119 has 3.(14 and 3.03
411HW.

Correction varies fron.
Are '21).7. And 25.L or i87.

t AK61-1g (1012i) . Means

# is low on semantic acce..tability with Is'. accentale.
High f,.r th is 44... Means are 35.4 and 31.4 .

Comisreherrling score:- arc varied. Mean are 51.8 .,!nd ,

Wid:4? has ot,iy 37.1. '^ "1 and KamaI has 60 .
5,37,
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accoptatWity moan* out, 6/ and :44,fit. with rau c 110-m
-I': to 04°,41_,

t. aPir And riunomir moan's are rwlativoly high with A14610 (Wailuy!)
,;4V i 14: moan« 4.3A on truth in S47, but Kamat id an aactoption,
! a 1 1 1 oig to 3,44 too phutietaiV proatmity in iactst producod on SO17.

The iattorn allows i* ;tows/hi, ,,artioularty on SO.
100 har awmantically o eptohla, intluding t" :y that are lolly
,veeptoblis in the poggage and uncom-oicaind by Iber mioc000. but hv
c,riveto 46- on that At'VA dimwit ,AL1 of which at*: wmanttrally

That moult th* group high comprehonding 'wort, or 6aft on
that story and the 10w10,,t rvoidual MPNW

Hera° *4 wit 4 t 041 ttel 1 ttri U410 1 t Ktk PAO S IC

pm day Sr I m h.. I p t mg hi 1. Idttor

nto earth in t het r bar !)0,,

Lit

'i;:!; "1 lie e tt: t he t i Olt MI otititql I ,u)r

r.4 toy ttu, handle.

r Mt ci

and 1; tided roug h

4. r11 ta'')!r wai,ed ahead

tArw
art: ' )11 Let!

tro

A With a rg.pe wig over 1:i i h ...)!r

41:

TtA .41
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R: What was it?

S: I don't know.

R: Did the story make you feel good or bad?

S: Make me feel good.

R: Why did it make you feel good'

S: I don't know.

R: Now did he make that homemade flashlight that you told me about?

S: He made it with, uh, string, batteries, and a ruler - that's all.

R: And hnw did he make it with all that stuff?

S: I don't know.

With the great variability of corrections in this group, it is
interesting to examine which miscues they tend to correct as a group:
almost 209 (18.7 and 19.2) of all miscues are unsuccessfully corrected.
For some AR4 readers, their unsuccessful corrections exceed their
successful corrections.

Syntactic Acceptability

They correct, on S51, 38.59; of unacceptable, 412 of partially
acceptable, and only 12% of fully acceptable miscues. For S87 they
correct 26.3% of unacceptable, 50% of partially acceptable and l4.4% of
fully acceptable.

Semantic Acceptability

They correct, on.S51, 16.9% of unacceptable, 39% of partially
acceptable, 16.7% of fully acceptable, and 109; of those fully accept-
able except for compounding miscues. Unsuccessful corrections are
28.9% of unacceptable miscues and 25% of those acceptable except for
other miscues.

They correct disproportionate numbers of miscues involving function
fiords, 36.] on S51 and 40.59 or. S87.

Phonemic Proximity

Correction is highest on miscues with no or low proximity. 44% of
miscues coded 0-4 are corrected on S51. Only 6% are unsuccessfully
corrected. Only 14% of miscues coded 5-9 are corrected, but 249 involve
unsuccessful correction.
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For S87 the pattern is 'similar: 50. of those coded 0-4 are corrected.

Only Z are unsuccessful corrections. Again 10 of those coded 5-9 are
corrected, but 90% involve unsuccessful corrections.

The pattern of correction seems to show concern for eLeuracy, with

high correction of dissimilar sounding substitutions. Rut there im also

a tendency to Correct miscues syntactically unacceptable or partially

acceptable and semantically partially acceptable.

With the already small numbers of phor. Aically dissimilar substi-
tutions (only about 25% of miscues in both stories are coded 1-4), the
focus on accuracy is remarkable for this secund language group. The

high rate of unsuccessful attempts to correct high proximity substitu-
tions probably reflects the high rate of non-words that arc close to
the ER.

The ability of these AR4 readers is demonstrated by their low rite
of syntactically unacceptable mi.,cues, 12.8% on S51 and 18.7X on S87,
and by the high correction rate on miscues involvinggfunction words
cited above. While 43.8 and 42.4% of their miscues result in alternate
deep structures only 5.4% and 10.V, involve lost deep structures. Sub-

stitutions of words with the an grammatical function oc ER and OR are
also high.

ti

s,

Table 6-15

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

ARABIC FOURTH GRADE GROUP

Noun Verb

Grammatical Function. Noun VerL har:cer Marker Words

Story N.

S51* 86.9 76.5 70.4 71.4 65.8

S87** 83.3 83.3 53.6 85.7 58.5

*SF1 Freddie Miller, Scientist

'*587 Mr. Moonlight and Omar

4/i
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These modern, though their receptive control of English syntax
iN in development, are demoastrating considerable use of English syn-
tactic cues and ability to manipulate English syntax. Their high
correction rates on function word OR's and tower rates of function
word for function word substitution shows syntax is certainly in use
in their reading. Two categories of function words most involved in
miscues on both stories are noun markers, 3.7 and 3.4% on S51 and S87
and phrase markers 5.7 and 6.9% (of all miscues).

Only 6.4% of miscues in each story involve intonation with 0-12%
range.

The semantic area is where these AR4 subjects fall off. Fiom
33.3 to 58.8% of their miscues on S51 and 35.3 to 50% on S87 are fully
unacveptable semantically; mean for the group is over 40% on both
stories. For S51, 23.6% have partial acceptability as do 24.6% fLr
S87. In sentence, only, 8.4 and 3.9% are acceptable. While only 11.8
and 10.8:1' are fully acceptable over 15% in each story would be accept-
able in sentence or passage except for complicating miscues. That's a
lot of lost meaning only partially recaptured through corrections
tostly of partially acceptable miscues. The moderate comprehending
scores reported above, about 50% for all subjects on both stories,
reflect the correction patterns of higher focus on accuracy than on
meaning.

Mean retelling scores are 44% on S51 and 47% on S87. AR618
(Makmud) has 73% on the Latter, but no other score is above 49% and
scores go down to AR613's (Rasha) 37% and 32%. These retelling scores
partly reflect the productive language limitations of the subjects.
They may understand more than they can confidently express.

All subjects have relatively more word level omissions on S87 than
S51, but none has more than 9.8%. Only Widad, on both stories, and
Kama', on 551, have insertions.. Non-words are about 20% on both
stories for all subjects except Widad with her 45% on S51.

The relevant story, Mr. Moonlight and Omar (S87), provides inter-
eting insight int, the language influences on the reading of English
of our AR4 subjects, as well as the extent to which these readers are
in control of English.

°This story (S87) makes reference to plows and the act of plowing
throughout the story. The word plow appears in various grammatical
forms 31 times. A phonological, syntactic and semantic analysis of
the miscues produced for the various forms of plow follows:

Phonological Analysis

As reported earlier, the phoneme /p/, which does not occur in
Arabic,is pronounced as a /b/ by Arabic speakers of English. Examples
include blow, blowing and blows, for prow, lowin , and plows. The AR
speakers are prone to substituting the alloy one 1/ in lea for all
incidents of /1/ in English since there is only one possible .11ophone
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of /1/ in Arabic. In addition, Arab speaker, of English will tend to
insert a vowel in consonant clusters. For example, our subjects pro-
duced Sullowin ror plowing, po1os forte, and knalow, pull and
and pole oriLee.

English speakers have two pronunciations for the graphemic com-
bination "ow". It may be pronounced as the "ow" in blow or as in cow.
This may be the source then of miscues for both English Arabic
speakers. Our subjects produced $2122 and Sploeing forage and plowing.

A phonological analysis of the miscues for 21921 reveals evidence
that the pertinent Arabic English phonological of discussed
above are involved in the oral readin,z miscues for this word. Thus,
although some of the OR's may be non-words, they do follow consistent
logical phonological patterns for Arabic bilinguals.

Often the phonological shift, relate to real English words. Kemal
(AR61q) substitutes grammatical forms of blow for plow every time it
occurs in the text. Makmud (AR618) substitutes various forms of pull
and plow eighteen out of thirty one times, and 221e for pull seven
times. Blow, pull and pole are all real EnglisN-44;,rds. They also
reflect graphup onic relationships based on the Arabic phonological
fcatures outlined earlier. However, due to the limited English vocabu-
laries of second Language users, we cannot be certain that the readers
are aware that they are producing real rather than non-words. The
graphophonemic relationship which the readers have developed may be
responsible for this move toward real word substitutions, rather than
an effort to produce semanticblly acceptable structures.

Syntactic Analysis

Various inflected and non-inflected forms of 21221 appear ire the
story, appropriate to the grammatical function it serves in the sen-
tence, and obligatory agreement rules.

Plow functions as noun, verb, and adjective in the story. Plowing
occurs as a verb-derived noun and a verb, depending upon the particular
sentence. Plows occurs once as a plural. noun. Plowed also appears
only once a verb. In the case of plow and plowing, the inflection
or absent.- : inflection cannot be used as the only cue for determining
its grammatical function in the sentence, because they both, in fact,
function as severe- different grammatical forms. Therefore, the reader
must have a grasp of the syntactic structure in which the word occurs,
in order to prodace a miscue with the appropriate grammatical function.
Eighty-eight percent of the OR's for the various forms of plow by the

AR4 group are of the same grammatical function as that of the ER's.
Seventy-two pere'ent.of the sentences produced by AR4 in which plorl
occurs are fully syntactically acceptable. Eighteen percent of the
sentences would have been syntactically acceptable, had the other mis-
cues in the sentence, not involving a form of plow, been acceptable.
In other words, only 10% of the sentences in which the word plow occurred
were rendered syntactically unacceptable, because of a subject's mis-
cue for that word.
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The following sentences illustrate the ability of the 4R4 subjects
to produce syntactically acceptable sentences. Note the appropriately
inflected substitutions

Ak618 S87 1708

1700

for low,,.

Salim ran back with them

poil;n3
to the plowing field.

A MAC kA at" "'A
ARC() S87 1310 "Omer is plowing."

/iPa4,00 tilflaika
AR615 S87 0311 But the plow lOid through the r-I: slowly.

AR613 S87 0301 So he ran to the house

0302 and brought track the donkey

Pulling
0303 to help with the plowing.

Tuts indicates that AR4 readers have a receptive control ov.,
English syntax, and are able to use their linguistic knowledge in
predicting appropriate grammatical structures. Even when non-words
are produced, inflectional endings are tacked on to them, indicating
the reader's concern for preserving the grammatical acceptability of
the sentence.

The subjects are producing non-random, linguistically Logical
miscues, which demonstrate their ability to form syntactically and
graphophonically appropriate structures. These miscues further demons
striae the readers' strengths in processing Erglish text, and suggest
that first language influences phonologically are, in fact, very sys-
tematic and not necessarily disrvptive tothe English syntactic struc-
tures of the text.

Meaning (
While AR4 subjects produce miscues for each occurrence of some

form of plow in the text, we may not assume that they are unahle, there-
fore, to-understand the concepts underlying these words. Put the
retellings can show that.

The following ex,:erpts from the retellings clearly indicate that,
while the label they use for the concept may not match the term used
in the story, the .necessary concepts come to be urderstood.

4
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AR
613: So the camel wont with the buy ane they tried to...do t t-;414111

...the fa- the fa...

R: They tried to what?

S: Du the thing.

R: To do the thing?

S: The plant...they want to plant sumething. So tt,v...they...the
father work hard on it but he can't...they be tl .ti...but the

horse and the camel did it.

AR
619: he...he use the itjugu and Selim use to pull...him. 1 do't

remember.

K: Can you explain to me how someone could $jugo?

S: They $jugo in straight line. Tney...use thing they push It in a
real straight line.

R: A straight line in what?

S: In ah...well...

R: In what?

S: In the underground.

R: And weat's it for?

S: It's for planting.

AR
614: They were working to blent something and his father always

pulled the polo and it was very hard. Salom tried to get the
donkey and tried to pull it, but the donkey couldn't...and then
he tried the camel to pull it and he couldn't and they both push
tlie solo and it worked and it went deep under the earth and it
went just straight.

R: What's a solo?

S: Well, it's a thing with two handles and something pointing down.
You got to pull it, but they don't plash it with a camel: they push
it with a cow. When the cow moves thb one who's pushing it gotta
go push on it F.o it goes deeper in the underground.
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AM
hat Story's about the...a donkey and casol...end...uh...a boy has

a donkey and his father was $plowning...$plowning...$plowning and
...uh...the boy told his father to - an I try...is a...can I...
can Moonlight could...try to $ploe the ...$ploe and his father
said yes and he tried and but oh the boy said to the donkey pull
...uh...Moonlight, .then ah...he can't pull ca- he pulled...uh...
he pull.

S: ...then, uh, uh, Moonlight...uh...uh...go first...oh thing uh
put it on...uh...camele head and the - and...the...boy said...
pull Omar then...uh...the...the...the...the camel followed the the
donkey's trail and they...the plo...pulled and the the boy said
pull Omar pull Moonlight...and say get it straight...and the...the
his father was happy and he's he's never gonna work so hard again
...titet's it.

Note that the AR4 subjects continue V use real word and non-word
substitutions for plow in their retelling, despite the fact that they
are able to demonstrate an understanding of the concepts. AR619 moves
to a non-word tie in the retelling instead of blow, which is used
while reading. 15 repeats the non-word $ low;i7 three times in
the retelling, in an effort to produce correct orm. These readers
seem to be aware that they are not producing the correct term, but fo-
efficiency's sake, substitute real or non-words each time 2l2L:vw occurs
in their reading or retelling. Although their English voCaiiIeries ar'
limited, their conceptual abilities are not. These readers may, in
fact, know they don't know the label for the concept, but this doesn't
prevent them from gaining meaning. Their efforts to produce a correct
form in their reading (AR6'.3, 615 change forms for plow five or six
times during their reading) and in their retellings provide ovidehle
for this.

There are several Language issues which may be addressed on the
Nis's of this plow data, which go beyond the information we've attained
about the reading ability of he AR4 subjects.

In comparing their oral reading with their retelling, it becols
quite clear that their Lack of control over English production cannot
br assumed to be an indicator of their receptive controt of the language.
Evidenze for that comes from their miscues and retelling. While a
Linguistic analysis of their retellings indicate a lack of productive
control over the syntactic and semantic structures of English, both a
content analysis of the retellings and a qualitative analysis of their
oral miscues (discussed previously)demonstrate that Arab bilinguals
and perhaps bilinguals in general have a re,..eptive ability in reading
which far exceeds their overt productive language ability. Thus, our
data provides evidence that one need not acquire total productive con-
trol over a language in osier to be able to read and comprehend printed
material in that same Language.
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Throughout the literature on second language learning and bilingual -
tom, any evidence of first Language features in the oral production and
oral reading of the second Language has been described as "interference".
Perhaps "interference", which connotes a negative effect of the first
language on the second, may not be an appropriate term to describe this
phenomenon.

It' one is to consider the surface Language production of a second
language learner as the main indicator of success in language learning,
then any evidence of first language features in second Language pro-
duction would be considered "interference". However, if communication
is the goal of language learning, then evidence of first language fea-
tures in second Language production would only be considered an "inter-
ference" when meaning is affected. It is clear that first language
"influences" exist in the English reading and speaking of our AR4 sub-
jects, but the quality of their miscues and retellings do not suggest
that their first language "interfered" with their understanding of the
necessary concepts. Thus, if one is to describe the phenomenon of
first Language influences on second Language performance as "inter-
ference" evidence of some deleterious effect on that performance
should be provided. Whether or not "interference" has been involved
in second language performance is an empirical issue, subject to analysis
and evaluation. It should not be used as a general cover term for
describing the interaction between the first and second languages of
bilinguals.

The third issue, to which we must address ourselves, cannot be
limited to a discussion of the reading ability of Arabic-speaking
bilinguals, but has implications for assessing the reading ability
of all readers. Although our Arab subjects miscued on the word plow
or one of its variant forms each time it occurred in the text, 6i--
retellings of these readers suggest that the 2 concepts ere
nonetheless understood. The concepts may have aiiiidy been understood
by the ARC subjects before read.ng the story 84 the retelling of
Makmud indicates (see AR618 retelling pnrti.ons previously discAssed).
This subject :notably had experiences in ,ehich plowin was 3 necessary
concept to learn. Perhaps he lived on a farm an ac ually had first-
hand experiences similar to those of the main characters of the story.
However, fo. some of t subjects, their concept of plowing may have
dctually been develops through reading the story. It is quit, possible
that a reader who has Attie prior understanding of a concept can
learn it through the printed material itself. Thus, learning can take
place during the reading process. This suggests that evaluation of
oral reading accuracy is not a good measure of actual meaningful reading
and processing. Without a qualitative psycholinguistic analysis of the
oral reading of bilingual and monolingual readers the reading and
linguistic abilities of readers cannot be accurately determined. Sur-
face behavior such as mispronunciations of words cannot be the single
criteria for assessing the competence of the reader.
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Arabic Second Graders

Theo, children read 644, Kitten Jones, the standard *sound grade
story, and $64, Henry'. Choice.

The latter wee considerably easier for them ty east indications.
Moan coded WPM en 644 is 10.32, but only 9.61 an 664. Dialect per-
cent* are 12.8 and 0.46. $o. .-dialect NI0MW is 16.99 and 4.77. Correc-
tion to 176 for 644 and 26.9 for 6611.

.

With 40 0441 39.0 semantically acceptable. virtually .the same
rweidual MOW becomes 7.63 and 3.44. Comprehending score means are
S2 and 69.1.6. Only in syntactic acceptability does mean performance
on 544, 61X, emceed that on 664, 67.46.

Individual patterns follow the group except that Ak602,and AMON
have comparable rates of correction on both stories, about 206, while
AR604 corrects much more on 660, 34.96, compared to I= and so does
AR609, 31.4 compared to

AR602 has 626 cJmprehending on 644 and 4s.76 on 56$, but that's
the only subject who doesn't have higher comprehending on 860.
Retelling score mer-s are 39 for 544 and 40 for 664, but range is 19-57
on 644 and 37-46 on 660.

Group graphic and phonemic proximity means are lower than AR4
readers, but still in moderately high ranges: 644,graphic, 6.48;
phonemic.4.72; 844. 6,47 and 6.14. AI604 is an exceptton to group
trends with all means on both stories below 4.6. Her phonemic man
on S44 is 3.30, very low indeed.

Much of what we find in
the** are younger children.
they are in come senses less

the AR4 group is also true of AR2. But
They're reading lees complex material and
mature readers.

There are some problems in communication in the retelling as these
excerpts illustrate:

AR602:

R: What wee his father like?

S: kitten

R: Huh?

S: He like a kitten. You said what he like. I said a kitten.

Other second Lingua*, subjects also show this confusion
like's multiple gleanings and grammatical relations.

4bc,



ARe004 t401 thi emehenge showing a probles in eeprefieioni

K: Now about Olre. tionelm do you remember Whine *boot her?

i no, no (pause, no - We don't have that word in Arabic.

Rut second graders in an Englieh-.peaking environment the **me
.ength of time as older children are learning Enalieh Just as rapidly
ai evidenced in this retelling eetpience!

MOO (Awafet)t

5: What wee that thing - um that thing that yqu send - they sent pic-
ture* - it starts with a "c" - um. And they took picture*. And
their mother took pictures of her coetume. And his father worked
pictures and they took - dB 1.10. They took pictures of bey. and
girls playing to the backyard of schools and they took picture. of
their friend. That kitten, she wee playing with the camera end
then she took a picture. And then the girl came. And 1 don't know
what the ,eat of it is.

0: What did the girl do?

S: She take the camera. She give it to her father. His father went
to - sight roue. What's that room - in the night? And then she
send the pictures to that thing with the rob- robin. And the
bird. And then the cat won. She got a ball. And then she liked
the ball best of all.

R: What wee that thing that began with "c"?

5: It's like show. You send pictures and you win - like that.
TH. word, that word here - this one (poi$,.* to word in book).

R: What is that' Do you know?

S: Contrast.

This last interchange reveals language, both syntax and eemantic.,
in development. Though inglish is a second language for these subjects
they build their control of it Just as they do with their first lan-
guage. The child know. that the picture in the story wax a bird,
though it's called a crow in the nook - so he talks about a robin. He
can't remember what darkroom is called, so it becomes "night room".
And he knows what contest is and even what the word looked like -
though he doesn't exactly re saber how it sounds. Reading the story
has advanced the child's language generally, not Just his reading.

ARZ readers show these correction patt,Jrns: As a whole, in S44. '

17% are corrected and 17.5% involve unswecessful attempts. In S64,
26.7.1 are co:meted and unsuccessrul attempts comprise another 217t.
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Correction and Syntactic Acceptability

In reading S44, they correct 33.3% of their partially acceptable
miscues', but only 15.7% of fully acceptable and 16.7% of fully unaccept-
able ones. They make unsuccessful attempts to correct 28.6% of their
fully unacceptable miscues.

In reading S68, 37% of partially acceptable and 37.5% of fully
unacceptable miscues are corrected, but only 20.8% of syntactically
acceptable miscues are corrected. Heaviest unsuccessful corrections
are on miscues fully acceptable except for other miscues in the sentence,
37.5%. Unsuccessful attempts on fully and partially acceptable mis-
cues drop to 12.5% and 16.7%.

AR2 readers also show strong correction of miscues involving func-
tion words. They-correct 46.2% on S44 and 45.5% on S68. This is
interesting because only modest amounts of miscues, 18.4% and 14.2%,
involve function words.

Correction and Semantic Acceptability

Patterns of correction are similar to syntactic patterns. On S44,
29% of partially acceptable miscues are corrected, but only 14.7% of both
fully acceptable and fully unacceptable are corrected. But there are
unsuccessful attempts on 25.3% of fully unacceptable miscues. On S68,

38% of partially acceptable and 2c.5% of fully acceptable miscues are
corrected, whereas 22.2% of miscues acceptable in sentence only and
21.2% of fully acceptable miscues are corrected. Unsuccessful correc-
tions are heaviest on miscues acceptable in the sentence or passage
except for other miscues, 31%.

Correction and Phonemic Proximity

Highest correction rates are on miscues with.no proximity, 41.7%
on S44 and 60% on S6g. On S68, 44% of miscues at the low end of the
proximity scale, 0-4, are corrected. While 31.6% of miscues with
single phoneme differences are corrected, only 8.5% of those coded
5-7 are corrected. Unsuccessful attempts on these latter are relatively t
high, 37.1%.

Though the pattern is not quite as sharp with AR4 readers, we can
still see these readers striving for accuracy, but also responding to

. syntactic and-semantic unacceptability. They tend to correct, or try
to correct, to acceptable forms, succeeding more with partially accept-

able than fully unacceptable miscues. They particularly correct func-
tion word miscues and those with no, phonemic similarity.

Of miscues syntactically acceptable, proportional.amounts of AR2
miscues are fully acceptable in both stories, 44.5% and 43.9%. But in
S44, 15% are acceptable in the passage except for other miscues. For
S68, tDat figure is 9.8%. Eighteen percent of S44 miscues are partially
acceptable syntactically in S44, as are 28% in S68.' Fully unaccept-

able miscues are 21% and 14.6%.

488
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AR2 does a considerable amount of transforming with varied indi-
vidual patterns. In S44, the mean percent of miscues with no trans-
formation is 38%, but that varies from 16 to 5090. Miscues with dif-

ferent deep structure show a 39% mean and a narrow range, 36-42%.
But lost deep structure varies from 8-36%.

AR608 shows the high loss, a% and low percent of untransformed
structures, 16%. In S68, she shows much transformation, but only 9.8%
Loss of deep structure. She has 56.9% changed structures. Yet she
has the high retelling scores for the group on both stories. This
underscores the way in which second language readers are able to work
around their syntactic limitations to get to meaning.

Intonation is involved in 9% of AR2's miscues on S44 and 6% of
those in S68. One subject AR602, has 14% and 10.3%. Her miscues are
Largely involved in the dialogue in S44:

your, h1c.r
0103 "We have four youngones," Mr. and Mrs.

J114w14:, iiaswtroLJ

0104 Jones always answere ennyiSue, Jack

0105 and Kitten Jones." )

How It J,'
0217 "OtkD Mothe cried)Jac

A
y we take

There is a lot of dialogue in this story, and AR602 does not con-
sistently miscue on. it. Her miscues may reflect inexperience with
'dialogue in print more than difficulty with the syntax of dialogue.

All our subjects show the deletion of bound morphemes -ed and s
noted in AR4 readers. But AR604 shows some tendency to insert bound
morphemes, 10% and 7.7% in the two stories:

Peoples
S44 0102 people asked

rusheded/rushed; trieded/tried; walkeded/walked

Vin Candyf
0206 Vine's Candy shop

Otter*
0311 pictures of Kitten Jones

Coup pows
0409 white fur paw
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.htt. Kilter%
0602 this picture of kitten

The added -ed morphemes are found across many groupei and seem to

be a kind of super-correct form. The reader worries about omissions so
he or she adds extra ones.

But the other examples appear to reflect some groping with the

English inflectional system.

Cross-teaulation of the grammatical functions of ER and OR shows
some interesting patterns for AR2 readers:

Table 6-17

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

ARABIC SECOND GRADE GROUP

Grammatical Function Noun Verb
Noun
Marker

Verb
Marker

Function
Words

Indeter-
minant

Story No.

S44*

S68**

*S44 Kitten Jones

85.2

82.3

69.2

61.0

72.2

76.9

4.**

* * *

48

41. 7

100****

* * *

**S68 Henry's Choice
*** insufficient instances
****100% of miscues with ER's indeterminant are replaced by indetermin-

ants, but only 21.4% of indeterminant OR's replaced indeterminant
ER's.

While noun, verb, and noun modifier substitutions are in predict-
able ranges, function word matches are low. This relates to low fre-
quency of such miscues and high levels of correction for them.

Semantically acceptable AR2 miscues on S44 break down in this
manner: 7.5% acceptable in sentence only; 17% fully acceptable; 4.5%
acceptable in sentence except for other miscues; 11% acceptable fully
except for compounding miscues. S86 shows 1I% in sentence only; 20.1%
in passage; 3.7% in sentence and 6.1% in passage except for compounding
miscues. S44 has higher percent unacceptable than S68, 37.5 compared
to 28.7% and lower partially acceptable, 22.5 compared to 30.4%.
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Word level omissions are higher on S44 tl'an S68, 12.9 compared to
4.7%. Anwar, AR604, particularly, has 26.59 on the former, but only
2.69 on the latter.

Omitted words for him are: answered*, changed, camera*, clear,
corner, excited*, exclaimed*, marionette*, suddenly*, thumped, upstairs,
vine, vines*. Starred items are words which occurred more than once
in the text where some substitution, either non-word or real word,
occurred at least once. This illustrates that this second grader is
using omitting as a strategy for avoiding risk-taking. He can, and
does at some instances, produce some attempt at the word, but he often
chooses not to do so when he thinks he will be wrong.

It would be easy to say that the reason for his use of this strategy
on S44 rather than S68 is simply due to more difficult vocabulary in
the former. But Anwar shows these miscue examples in S68 with the
word dragon: $ nst3. araitet%

A, ftS a.. d rarAtdon
i. an l. dc

It's a dragon. 0704 A dragon'.

0705 A dragon (correct)

4 do9Cros
0708 baby dragons to give away

4"A...c..11".090nS
0706 Pet stores don'* have dragons

Correct examples again occur in Lines 0803, 0805, 0806, 0904, 0905,
0906, 1005, 1006, 1302, 1403, 1404, L406, 1501, 1505, 1507. He abandons
his correct attempt on line 0703 and tries a series of sounding out
sorties, gets it right again on line 0705, then shifts to non-word
attempts in two more instances, and then settles finally on dragon.
He seems to have mistrusted himself, but not enough to omit.

In retelling, Anwar interchanges talking about dragons and lizards.
(In fact, the dragon was a horned lizard.)

Here are some other examples of his sounding out strategy:

ER OR
0705 might 1. may -ther 2. mayt ther 3. mayteuth

4. maytcoth

0803 wrote 1. word 2. wote 1. wrote

1002 grandpa's 1. gardor 2. $gar 3. grandab's

1102 grandpa 1. grant 2. grant 3. granda
4. grandpa

1502 grandpa 1. grandpath 2. grandpa



ER OR
1503 Ladied 1. low 2. laueled 3. laggard
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In this Last example, Anwar abandors his correct attempt showing
his lack of confidence in his own semantic sense; he retreats to
sounding. This is a particular vulnerability of second language
readers who aren't very confident of their ability in English. They
can easily be intimidated.

AR2 shows 12.4% non-word substitution miscues in reading each
story. AR602 is high with 25% on S68.

Peripheral field involved miscues are moderate: 13.8% on S44,
14.5% on S68.

Arabic Sixth graders

Our AR6 group includes three children born in Jordan and one from
Lebanon. They had been in the U.S. from one to seven years. They
read S53, My Brother Is A Genius, the standard story, and Fareedah's
Carpet, S88.

Their miscue frequency is relatively high on both stories: coded
MPHW, 12.2 on S53 and 17.2 on S88; non-dialect MPHW 11.4 and 16.8.

Dialect percents are low, 7.5% mean on S53, 2.4% on S88. Secon-
dary dialect includes another 2.5% on S53 and 4.5% on S88. Miscues
which are possible dialect are 8.5 and 8%.

Correction levels are very low for the group and for individuals:
a range of 4 to 20% with a mean of 1390 on S53; and 4 to 12.2% with
mean of 7.690 on S88.

Semantic acceptability is 35.5% on S53 and 33.7% on S88. Com-
bined with the low rate of correction, the resultant comprehending
scores, 43 and 39.7%, again are relatively low. Variation among group
members is narrow and scores for individuals are similar on the two
stories. AR622 is low with 30 and 32% while AR623 is high with 48%
on both stories.

Retelling looks very much better with surprising means of SI%
for S53 and 5 on S88. AR622 is low with 24 and 42. AR628 has quite
high scores, 76 and 72. Her score on S53 is as high as any reader in
the entire study.

Syntactic means are 71% on S53 and 73.9% on S88, comparatively
high. All group members are between 74 and 8291, on both stories, except
AR622 with SO% on S53 and 66% on S88.

Graphic and phonemic proximity means are high, 6.4 and 5.9 on S53,
6.1 and 5.5 on S88. Ranges are narrow.



Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

MPHW

Dialect Miscues

MPNW

Percent

Non"Dialect Miscues

MPHW

Residual MPHW

% corrected

% set acceptable

% sem, unacc. but corr.

Covrehending percent

% syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

4L;

Table 6-18

ARABIC cIXTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

622

53* 88**

623

53 88

627

,53 88

628

53 88

GI,OUP

53

CANS

88

312 486 175 281 192 293 184 273 215.8 33.',.3

51 51 56 52 51
A

50 59 51 54,3 51,0

18.7 26,2 11.2 14.2 9.5 13,6 9,2 15.0 12.2 17.2

1 1 6 2 1 0 9 2 4.3 1,3

0.4 0,5 1.2, 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.4 0.6 0.8 0,5

2.0

50

2,0

50

10.7

50

3.8

50

2.0

5(.----r------------.7--"--74"--1.--1
0,0

5

15.3

50

3,9

49

7.5

50.0

2.4

797-
18,3 25.6 10.0 13.6 9.4 13.6 7.8 14.4 11,4 16.8

12.8--*--174 5.2 7,1 4.9 8.2 4,2 8.8 6.8 10.4

16.0 4.0

30.0

12.0

40.6

10.0

40.0

4.0

46.0

4.0

36.0

20.0

38.0

12.2

28.6

13.0

35.5

7.6

33.718.0

12.0 2,0 8.0 8,0 2,0 4,0 8.0 10,2 7.5 6.1.

30.0 3 .0 48.0 48.0

78,0

48.0,.

78.0

40.0

74.0

4 .0

82.0

38.8

77,6

43.0

71.0

39.7

73.950,0 66,0 74.04

-46.6 5.9 ' 6.5 6.1 6.4 5,9 6.2 6,4 6.4 6.1

5,5 , 6.54 5,6 5.2

7,5

5.2

8,5

6.4,
7,7

5.5

8,4

5,9

7,8

5.5

8,4

_5.6

8.4 8,4 7,6 8,1

0 o , a . 111111411111111

* S53 liBrother Is A Genius

**S88 Pareedah's Caqet
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Residual MPHW means are 6.8 and 10.4, with a range of 4.2 to 12.8
on S53 and 7.1 to 17.4 on S88. Again AR622 has both high figures.

AR622, Mohammed, whose comprehending, semantic and syntactic
acceptability are so low and whose residua"- MPHW are so high, shows
quite unusual miscue patterns.

S53:

0101 "If it bothers you to think of !ti baby fathPr
ixott.e.CS

sicNInci
sitting. Think of it

You just happera

0102 said, "then

0103 as homework.

don't think of it as baby

a ASA so"

Part of your education.

vve.Ce

0104 to do your studyinE in the room where your baby brother.

0105 is sleeping, that's all." He helped my mother with her

tio;nsi

0106 coat, and ,then they were lone'

**********

edition o- 4 ictsonsarr y
0201 So education 't was! I opened the dictionary and picked

demdi
0202 out a word that sounded good. "Philosophical:

0203 Might as well stud word meanings first.
mumnI

fi

Icro-
sow oittune.sown, class ][1

0204 showing calmness a coura e in the face of ill fortune."

-Poitovi his out
0205 I mean I really yelled it. I guess a fellow has to work off

A-
I yelled.

0206 steam once in a while.

secondS
0207 My baby brotherlAndrewmade a few silly baby sounds

1CerdCole
0208 and began to cry.

02 09

coOted
*1'-

I shouted. "Go ahead and cry:
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There are a number of corrected partials and unsuccessful correc-
tions, He shows 28:t unsuccessful corrections on this story. Like the

group, his grapnic proximity is hi..11: 6.6 on S53 and 5.9 on S88. His

substitutions show this strong phonic ability 3rothers/bothers;

stinging, staying/sitting; edition/education going/gone; sowing/

showing.

He leaves many meaningless and syntactically unacceptable sen-
tences uncorrected. Again it would be easy to ascribe this to "aard
words", but he reads most words in the story accurately and a lot of
sentences are acceptable. His retelling is superficially accurate, but
he misses most of the essence of both stories. He doesn't deal with
the unusualness of the baby in S53 or the lesson learned by Fareedah
in S88.

There is little direct evidence that this pattern is related to
Mohammed's second language background.

Eva, AR628, with 15.3% dialect and far more evidence that her
control of English is still developing, has this pattern in the same
sequence:

1.01

S 6ottNecT do - I the a
0101 it bothers you to think of it asiAbaby sitting," my father

Dortit

0102 sai henIIldon't think of it as
A

A
baby sitting. Think of it

A

0103 as homework. Part of your edi ation. You just happen

0104 to do your studying ic the room where your baby brother

6fo-
i)105 is sleeping, that's all." He helgamy mother with her

0106 coat, and then they were gone.

0201 So education it was!

**********

d the dictionary and picked

1.

p
pks I-

0202 out a word that soun4agood. "Philosophical!" I yelled.

It ph s tot* ;co Iw words Pt"
0203 Might as well study word meanings first. "Philosophical:

I

0
a"rfle:, P'C '1 ".. "Cr^

0204 showing calmnessiml

4

courage in the face of ill fortune."
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0205 I mean I really yelled it. I guess fellow has to work off

0206 steam once in a while.

Ornegi
0207 My baby brother Andrew made a few silly baby sounds

0208 and began to cry.
4E)

0209 C....,ohilorphic23a. I shouted. "Co ahead andAcry: Cry
I '0%n

She makes some of the same miscues as Mohammed, but corrects more
strategically.

Her retelling reveals the ability of a reader to get meaning
while still developing productive control of the language. She's one
of the few subjects to retell in first person. Here's her opening:

S: My father told me to stay, you know like uh babysitting, sitting
with my baby brother. And I told my father that I have to read.
But he said just don't think of it as a babysitter; just think
as you have to work at home. And then he put -- put the coat on
my mother's shoulders and they went.

I went to my brother's room and I shouted out of the word. I

shouted. My brother didn't like it."

Here's Mohammed's retelling of the same sequence:

S: His mother and father went -- went to a place - and - and he starter
reading. His little brother started crying. Then at school he
made a project, outside project.

Perhaps the main contrast in these two is their involvement in
meaning. Mohammed seems Lqually preoccupied with getting words right,
but Eva,is getting to the meaning more.

The AR6 group corrects little as we have said, and has more unsuc-
cessful corrections than successful on both stories. They make unsuc-
cessful attempts of 19% on S53, and 17.1% on S88. All subjects except
Eva (AR628) show this pattern of fewer successful than unsuccessful
corrections.

Here are their correction patterns:

4 9 ;
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Syntactic Acceptability

On S53, partially acceptable miscues are most likely to be corrected
(30%), but unsuccessful corrections are heaviest on unacceptable miscues
(28.6%). On S88, with only 7.8% total correction, 16.7% of partially
acceptable miscues and 22.7% of unacceptable miscues alb corrected.

Unsuccessful corrections are 26.7% of partially successful mis-
cues.

Semantic Acceptability

On S53, corrections are 23.1% of partially acceptable miscues and
19.2% of fully acceptable ones. Thirty percent of semantically unac-
ceptable miscues have unsuccessful corrections. On S88, 15.4% of
partially acceptable miscues.are corrected, as are 14.3 of fully accept-
able miscues. Unsuccessful corrections are 25% of miscues semantically
acceptable in sentence, 21.4% of passage acceptability and 28.6% of
Ocoee acceptable in sentences with compounding miscues.

More than proportional numbers of function word miscues are
corrected in both stories: 18.8% in S53 and 25.9% in S88.

Phonemic Proximity

While only small proportions of miscues have low or no phonemic
proximity between ER and OR, high percents of miscues with no similarity
are corrected: 38.5% on S53, 30% on S88. Unsuccessful corrections
are more scat* 'red.

Only 8% of the miscues for three subjects are fully syntactically
unacceptable on S53. But Mohammed (AR622) has 32% of such miscues.
He's also high on S88 with 20%, while the others vary from 2-12%.
Croup mean for syntactic partial acceptability on both stories is 15%.
Of miscues acceptable syntactically, the group has 54% on S53 and 40%
on S88 fully acceptable. For Mohammed, these figures are 18% and 20%.
He has 32% and 46% fully acceptable except for complicating miscues.
The group means are 16.5% and 33%.

The group has lower rates of miscues that produce transformation
on S88 than S53; 40.5% of S53 miscues involve no transformation, while
58.3% produce no transformation on S88. Theseigures are similar for
all four subjects. More miscues in S53 involve different deep struc-
ture, 46.f% than do so on S88, 32.2%. Miscues with lost deep struc-

ture are 10.5% and 5.5%. Mohammed is high in both stories with 22%
and 12X.

Few AR6 miscues involve intonation: .6.5% on S53, St on S88.
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Table 6-19

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTION:

ARABIC SIXTH GRADE CROUP

Noun Verb Function Indeter-

Grammatical Function Noun Verb Marker Marker Words minant

Story

S53* 80.0 82.1 81.5 *** 70.6 70

S88** 85.5 91.7 95.7 75.0 71.8 ***

*S53 My Brother Is A Genius
**S88 Fareedab's Carpet
*** Insufficient nuihers for meaningful figures

Substitutions with matching grammatical function are high for AR6,
particularly on S88. This adds to the impression from the other data
that these readers are able to deal quite adequately with English syntax.

Meaning is another matter entirely.- Around half of all miscues,
45% on SS3 and 51.8% on S88 are semantically unacceptable. Partially
acceptable miscues comprise 19.5% and 14.6%, respectively. Of accept-
able miscues, only 13% in S53 and 7% in S88 are fully acceptable; 15%
and 19.1X would be so except for other miscues in the sentences.
Another 7.5% in each story are acceptable in the sentence only, but
almost half of those are complicated by other unacceptable miscues.

Word level omissions are not high, 7.8% on S53 and 3.8% on S88.
All subjects show more on the former, except Mohammed, who has about
8% on both. All subjects except Eva also produce more non -wow
$88. Means are 18.5% for SS3 and 27.6% on S88. Eva produces 23.1%
on the former and a high 41.2% on the latter. She has quite high
graphic and phonemic means, though phonemic is lower on S88 than S53.
She stays as close graphically in her non-words, but moves a little
farther away in sound. There are very few insertions on S88 and only
Eva has many on S53, 9.6%. But she's the reader with a very good
retelling.

Peripheral field influence is minor for the group.in most cases
involving less than 10% of miscues. AR623 is highest on both stories,
17.5 and 11.7%.

These readers seem to be better able to handle graphophonic and
syntactic relationships in their reading than meaning. Yet they have
relatively good retellings. Lots of meaning is coming through the
somewhat messy miscue patterns.
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The Navajo Croup

In northwestern Arizona, where the land is sculptured by nature
into great gorges and canyons, vast mesas and multicolored buttes, lies
the Navajo Nation. The life style of the Navajo people is in harmony
with and respectful of the natural environment. Visitors must beware
of the cattle, sheep, horses and dogs that are free to roam across
roads, or anywhere else on the reservation where fences and unnatural
barriers are rare. They are, after all, the natural inhabitants, while
the visitor is the intruder. Navajo structures are often built of the
natural materials of the land, and so leave the landscape Largely
undisturbed and untarnished. These "hogans" are often still the main
featly housing. For those families who have built more modern struc-
tures in which to live, the traditional octagonal Kogan still stands
alongside their home, and is used as a place of ceremony. Many Navajo
families live without modern conveniences such as running water, elec-
tricity, and hardwood floors that have become facts of life for others.

Bythe time Navajo children have reached school age, they have a'
great deal, of practical knowledge about the Navajo way of life. They
probably know about various aspects of sheep and cattle raising, and
about Navajo religious ceremonies and customs. Navajo children are
often made responsible for various chores, such as sheep herding, and
are thus treated as respected and functional members of the community.
The Navajo culture has great respect for individual freedom and small
children may have already had many opportunities to make decisions
controlling their own lives. However, Navajo culture is also quite
family oriented, and thus, early in life children become aware of the
complex rules for interacting with varioil family and clan members.

The majority At children entering school have spoken only Navajo
all their lives. Some wbu have older brothers or sisters who have
already attended school may have learned a little English before
entering school. Many Navajo children attend BIA boarding schools,
such as the one in Chinle, where our research was conducted. Navajo
culture is not print oriented. With the exception of occasional signs
in English along the road, labels on products sold at the trading post
on occasional rides into Chinle or other smell towns on the reserva-
tion, most 1)re-school Navajo children have little contact with print.
All the print children do encounter is in English. Very few signs,
Labels, or book materials have been printed in Navajo. Therefore,
literacy in Navajo is far from common.

Entering school, especially a boarding school, is an extremely
frightening emotional experience for many Navajo children. They most
not only adjust to a totally alien culture, but in many cases, they
are separated from their family and homes for the first ttae, returning
home only for holidays and the summer. Navajo children may never have
seen square, tile-floored buildings before, or have been confronted with
so many strangers, with whom they may not even be able to communicate.
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Often the subject matter being taught, or the theses of books and
stories may be totally alien to the Navajo culture and Life experiences.
The values of the school and staff say else be at odds with those of the
Navajo children. (Teecher training programs have intro4uced Navajo
teachers to some extent in reservation schools which oaf have some
affect.) Researchers commissioned by the BIA ftpm the Center for
Applied Linguistics, report that "during their sits, the study group
found limited interest in Indian culture and language among the staffs
of the schools studied" (Ohannessian, 1967, p. 12) among them the
Chinle boarding school. .While the staff seem dedicated to their pupils,
many of the teachers know little about the Navajo language or culture,
or language and linguistics in general. The researc'.ers in the above-
mentioned project also report on the teachers' conception of their
Navajo students. "Patterns of behavior such as 7,assivity, shyness,
apparent Lock of interest, distaste for public competition and reticence
to excel in the classroom say be attributed by teachers and other edu-
cators to Lack of motivation" (Ibid, p. 12, 13). However, Navajo
children are taught to respect adults and to respect the rights of
others, including their teachers, and so may express their anger and
resentment through refusing to interact and remaining silent. Another
reason behind what teachers attribute to an apparent lack of motivation
may be the difference in learning styles between school culture and
Navajo culture. Navajo children learn by pre-learning, or by an
extended period of observation before trying a particular activity
theeselves. for instance, Navajo children may watch their mothers
weaving rugs, until they feel confident that they can produce a fine
quality rug on their first attempt. Teachers may confuse this type of
behavior for a lack of motivation in active learning.

Due to isolation from their own culture, lower than average wages
and long hours, there is a great amount of teacher turnover in the
boarding schools. This, of course, would add to the adjustment prob-
lems of the Navajo children.

Much of the literature on Navajo education reports that the chil-
dren score lower than average on standardised reading and moth tests.
Some reports such as the one conducted by the Center for Applied Lini-
guistics, assume that "Interference from the students native Language
is the most prevalent and obvious problem" (Ibid, p. 11). While in
many schooLt only English is spoken for this reason there have been
attempts to adopt bilingual - bicultural programs. Reading material in
Navajo has,"therefore, been developed, as well as bilingual English/
Navajo materials.

Other studies have investigated the use of varipus reading pro-
grams to improve reading ability among Navajo children. Otis has most
likely resulted from reports such as one by Melville and Haas (1967)
that have concluded that "...Reading ability is the factor that exerts
the most influence over the academic achieveaenCa Navajo students"
(p. 11).
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When our researchers Visited the Chinle Boarding Schata in Arizona,
they experienced a great deal of difficulty building rapport with the
Navajo students during the research sessions. The children offered
little information without considerable prompting during the retellings.
They often unnerved experienced researchers by responding to questions
with long periods of silence, utilizing the strategy they have developed
during their difficult school experiences. It is interesting to note,
however, that when these same researchers visited the boys' and girls'
dormitories for an informal bedtime story the children's attitude and
behavior was totally different. Children well laughing and playing,
climbing over one another in order to hear the stories, see the pictures
and climb into the laps of their guests. Such a contrast in behavior
and attitude should lead us to question the stereotyped image of the
Navajo student.

We had no difficulty getting Navajo children to, read for us, but
we can not be confident of the retellings because of the reticence of
our subjects to provide free recalls.

Navajo and English

*Because the subjects are Navajo speakers as well us English
speakers, it is helpful to examine the contrasts between the two lan-
guages. Such an examination may help in understanding the miscues
produced by the readers that are language related. The differences
between Navajo and English presented here are based on the work done
by Young (1968), Young and Morgan (1972), Goosen (1967), and Saville.
(1976). Only the major contrasts are provided with English examples
listed where possible. N designates Navajo and E designates English.

Phonology

1. Vowels

There are basically four vowels in Navajo

N E

a gad -- juniper father
e eve'aah--west met
i sis--belt sit
o hosh--cactus note

Vowels may be either long or short in duration, the long vowels
being indicated by a doubling of the letter. The length does
not affect tie quality of the vowel, in most cases, except that
/ii/ ig always pronounced as /i/ in machine. Other differences
in the vowel system involve nasalization and tonal pitch.

* This section is adapted from an unpublished dissertation by Diane
DuBois, 1977.
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In the following examples, a tone mark on the letter indicates a
rise in pitch. The change in pitch in Navajo serves as the only
distinctive feature to differentiate meaning of these words:

N
a
awe'
nil(
doo

E

you
medicine
he is
not

N
ni
aide
nil(
d66

E

he says
mouth
you are
and

Whereas Navajo uses fixed tones with relation to vowels and syllabic
nasals to distinguish meaning, English uses a variety of sentence
pitch patterns, or intonational contours. English makes use of
stress to distinguish meaning in some words ad stress is never
distinctive in Navajo (Saville, 1976, p. 162). The vowels.AW/
and /a / do not occur in Navajo. Navajo speakers must also learn
to distinguish among English /o /, /u/, and /uw/.

2. Diphthongs

The diphthongs in Navajo are: ai; aai; ao; aoo; pi; eli; oi; ool.

N

ai-hai-winter

ei-e?-that one
oi-deesdoi-it is warm

3. Consonants

E

something tike the i
in kite

uo

The symbol (') represents a glottal stop. This is the most common
consonantal sound in Navajo. The glottal stop is frequently sub-
stituted for stopped consonants and added before initial vowels,
making Navajo speech sound choppy to speakers of English. The

following list illustrates the other major consonantal differences.

b brah--bread
d diti4.--sheep

g. gah,rabbit
hw bilthWeeshne'--I told him .

kw kwe'e--right here
is tsah--needle
zh b(zhi'- -his name

E

like 2 in spot
like t in stop
someiRing e k in 141.1

like wh in when
like au in quick
like is in hats
like z in azure

In Navajo there are no correspondents to /f/, /v/, /9/, /4/, and
49/. English consonant clusters present a major problem for
Navajo speakers. Much of the Navajos' difficulty with English
noun and verb inflections may be traced to their failure to per-
ceive or produce final consonant clusters (Saville, 1976, p. 161).

4
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Syntax

The words of the Navajo Language can be classified into four
major categories, the pronoun, the nout, the verb, and the particle
which includes such things as adverbs, numerals, and Conjunctions.
The following section describes these major categories.

1. The Pronoun

The prop ins of Navajo occur as independent subjective and posses-
sive, verbal incorporated subjective and objective, and a series
prefixed to nouns and postpoeitions to indicate the possessor and
object respectively.

The Navajo verb contains within its structure the elements indica-
tive of the pronominal subject. Independent subjective pronouns
are not necessary with the verbs as they are with English. The
case is analogous to that of Spanish where the verb endings denote
person. The following examples illustrate this:

English--I talk
Spanish--hablo
Ne..ajo--ygshti'

-o indicates 1st person singular
-sh- indicates 1st person singular

2. The Noun

Navajo nouns can be grouped into the following categories:

a. Basic nouns--this group refers largely to natural objects and
phenomena.

b. Constantly possessed nouns--this group comprises relationship
terms and names of body parts which cannot logically be dissoc-
iated from a possessor.

c. Nouns composed of a stem and a prefix.

d. Abstract verbs used as nouns--two examples are provided with
a literal translation for each:

halgai- -plain (ha-, pronoun referring to place; -lgai, white)

nfmasii--potato (nfmaz-, it is globular; -ii, the one which)

e. Compound nouns--these retire from simple compounds to long
descriptive phrases. One example with its literal transla-

tion is the Navajo word for onion.

ttiohchin--ttioh-, grass: -chin, smells

Few Navajo nouns are inflected for plural. Therefore, a common
error in English is four doh.
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9. Grammatical Gender

In Navajo, gender is not expressed by special forms. Its expres-
sion is as unimportant for clarity in the Navajo pronoun as it is
in the English noun. Both languages, though, have nouns such as
man, Woman, and boy which, through their meaning, are concerned
with gender, but there is nut a special word form to distinguish
gender.

English distinguishes masculine, feminine and neuter gender in the
third person singular forms of the personal pronouns he, she, it;
him, her, it; hie, here, its. Since Navajo does not distinguish
grammatical gender, one may often hear children using the English
pronouns he and she interchangeably or may hear he used in refer-
ence to a woman.

4. The Verb

The Navajo verb, unlike the English verb, often contains within
its structure, not only the verbal idea, but also subject and
object pronouns and many adverbial modifiers. It is, in itself,
a complete sentence.

a. Verb stem- -the stem expresses the verbal idea often in an
abstract, unmodified sense. Person markers, time and number
markers, and adverbial indicators are prefixed to the stem
to give it concrete meaning. The stem often changes with
tense or mode (Gomm, 1967, p. 12).

b. Number - -in English, number is expressed as singular (one)
and plural (more than one). Navajo, though, expresses number
as singular (one), dual (two), plural (more than two), and
distributive plural (indicating not only that the number is
more than two, but also that each of the subjects or objects
in reference is taking part in the act, state or condition
denoted by the verb).

c. Tense--the Navajo verb expresses time as future, present or
past. The present tense is expressed principally in the imper-
fective and progressive mode forms. In general, the imperfec-
tives of the momentaneous aspect translate "in the act of," or
"about to," while the continuative and repetitive render a
simple present (Young and Morgan, 19.72, p. 46).

5. The Particles

a. Adjectives -- Navajo does not have an adjective class, as such.
Neuter verbs (forms expressing a state, quality or condition
without direct reference to a preceding action) perform a
function comparable to that of the adjective class in English.
(Young, 1968, p. 162).
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b. Adverbsadverbial concepts are often expressed by prefixed
elements incorporated within the verbal base. These prefixes
replace, to a Large extent, the adverbs of English, and to
some extent, the English prepiositions (Young and Morgan, 1972,
pp. 62-63).

Literal translations are provided in the following discussion when
possible to acquaint the reader with Navajo word order.

I. Questions

A question announcer is often used to introduce a question. There
is no English equivalent. Da' introduces questions that can be
answered with yes or no. It often followed by -fah, another
sign of the question.

In English, the tone of the sentence indicates a question. In
Navajo, certain syllables designate questions since the words must
retain the proper tone and cannot he changed as in English.

N: Da' Baa' bidebe dah64?

E: Does Baa' his sheep he has?
Does Baa' have sheep?

2. Negation

Dooda--this word is split in negating a statement.

N: Chii bichidi doo yi'it'eh da.

E: Chee his car (not) it is good.
Chee's car is no good.

English negative questions .can.pose some problems for Navajo
speakers. In Navajo, a negative question may be answered only
with yes or a statement to the contrary. To illustrate:

N:

N:

E:

Dodsh be4nfIniih da?
1153iPt you remember?

Aoo', doo b4nishniih da.
Yes, I don't remember.

'any Navajos will answer in the Navajo form even in English.

3. Possession

Possession in Navajo is expressed by possessive forms of the per-
sonal pronouns which are prefixed to the noun representing the
possessed object. In English, a possessive pronoun precedes the
noun representing the object possessed.

5Uti
P_
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N: shichtah

T: ap hat

If the possessor is also represented nominally, the noun repre-
senting the possessor precedes the noun representing the possessed
object. English uses a suffix, /-'s/ for singular and /-s'/ for

plural.

N: 'ashkii bich'ah
t: boy his hat

the boy's hat

4. Word Order

Navajo word order, very generally, is noun, object, verb. English

word order is noun, verb, object.

N: Kii Baa yfki adoolwot.
t: Kee Bah he will help.

Kee will help Bah.

The preceding description of the Navajo language and its contrasts
with the pnglish language, while not complete, serves to illustrate the
major areas of confusion for Navajo children learning to read English.
The English word had, for example, when pronounced by a Navajo, may
sound like hat, 4rto the use of the glottal stop. Make and made may
also both eawith glottal stop. Noun and verb inflections in English
may be dropped because of a failure to perceive or produce final con-

sonant clusters. Other areas of English that may cause problems for a
Navajo reader are questions, negation, pronominal confusions, posses-
sion, and a different semantic system which categorizes experience in
a different way.

A Navajo Fourth Grader

NA519, Alberta, at the time of this study is a ten year old

Navajo girl. Her family lives near Pirion, Arizona, in a place she
calls Ts'asitdz'o, but Alberta attends a boarding school run by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs at Chinle, Arizona. Alberta and her family
speak Navajo fluently and when at home, she speaks little English.
Her family does know some English, but she tends to use her English
more when she is at school. She has traveled all over the reservation
and has mode a trip to California with her father who works for the
railroad.

Following is Alberta's retelling of S51:

R: OK. Thank you, Alberta. All right, I'd like you to tell me what
you can remember about that story now.

S: Um...The doll's face was green.

R: OK. 50j
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S: Um...freddie found...ruler, tape...

R: Um hem.

S: bulp...

R: Um hmm...(pause)...

S: ...the threat

R: Uh huh...(pause)...0K...Wbat were those things for?

S: To help...to help her sister.

R: Uh huh...(long pause)...

S: And to get her mudder.

R: Um hmm. ...(long pause)...OK. ...(long pause)...OK. ...Let's see.
...uh, ...OK, to help her eister...and get her mother. ...OK.

S: And try to have some flashlight.

R: Um hmm. ...(pause)...OK. ...Flashlight...(long pause)...

S: Tried to get the light down.

R: Tried to get the light down. ...(pause)...0K...(pause)...

'S: Freddie was ... did soTetin to da refrigerator.

R: Um hmm. OK. ...(pauae)...OK. ...(long pause)...OK., let'L stop
now so that, now, I'm going to ask you some questions to see if

you can remember more than you told me, Alberta, um, ...You said

the doll's face turned green. Do you remember that part of the

story?

S: Yes.

R: OK. Can you tell me something about that? OK. ...What about the
doll's face turning green? ...You remember how that happened?

S: I once remembered when I was going to the dining room.

R: When what?

S: When I was...remember when I, when I was going to the dining room.

R: OK. OK. So we'll give you a little time to think about it.
Cause that was a little ways back. ...Well, let's, let's come
hack to that later, Alberta. Um, let's see if you'll remember
some of the other parts and then that may help you remember. OK.

Um, Freddie helped his sister. Do you remember how he helped his
sister?

Sod
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8: Um. ...Her sister, her sister was yellin by do door.

R: Um hmm. Yelling by the door. ...(pause)...She was yelling by the
door. OK.

9: And said, "Help, help,"

R: Um hmm. ...Um ham. ...

S: Den, uh...

R: Do you remember why?...Why she was calling, "help, help:" ...Where
was she, do you know?

S: Uh uh. (negative)

R: OK. Do you remember - did she like where she was?

S: Uh uh (nog tive). She didn't like it. She said, um, "Freddie,
... Freddie where are you?" And said, "Help, help."

R: Um hmm. Um hmm. ...OK. ...(pause)...OK. She called, "Freddie,
Freddie where are you?"

S: Freddie said, "I'm in do hallway, in'da closet."

R: OK. ...(pause)...What happened then?

S: Ummm. ...(long pause)...

R: Do you remember what it was like there? ...(pause)...

S: Freddie said, "What's da matter?"

R: Um hmm. ...Then, ...What was the matter?

S: Um ... Freddie's sister sait, "It's so dart in here."

R: Uh huh.

S: Dat's what happened in da book.

R: That's what happened, what?

S: Dot's what happened in da book.

R: In the book. Uh huh. ...OK. So what did Freddie do?

S: Uh ... fix, uh, da tape, all dat...

R: Um hmm, OK.

569
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S: ...on da flashlight.

R: Um hmm.

S: ...and all those things.

R: OK. How did that help?

S: Um, he make da ...to make da flashlight ... run.

R' OK. All right, to make the flashlight run. Uh huh. ...(pause)
...OK. Then he made the flashlight run. Then what did he do?

S: Then he help her sister.

R: Uh huh. How did he do that?

S: Wit da flashlight...bright.

R: OK. OK. What did he do with the flashlight?

S: He, um, ...he help her sister with it.

R: Uh huh. ...Can you tell me how that helped her?

S: Da, um, (pause)...

R: OK. One time you said, uh, when you were telling .me this, every-
thing that happened in the story, you said he tried to get the
light down. Can you tell me what you meant by that?

S: Freddie said, "Elizabeth, Elizabeth. Here comes the light."

R: Uh huh.

S: Oh, no, no ... Elizabeth trapped up. No, wait, Freddie salt,
"Here comes da light."

R: (lb huh.

S: "I'm going to drop dis down and hold da light by da ... by the
door."

R: "Mt huh. How did he get it down? Do you know? ...(pause)...

S: He went down da stair and...

. R: Uh huh.

S: pushed da stairs up and ...

R: OK. ...



S: Climb up to de light.

R: OK. Then, you tell me some (ther things, uh, Freddie did, uh, he
did something to the refrigerator ... do you remember what he did
to the refrigerator?

S: He made something smell.

R: Uh huh.

S: To got a refrigerator.

R.: OK. Uh huh. What happened when he made something smell.. in the
refrigerator?

S:! I can't remember dat.

R: OK. Then, uh, what kinds of things did Freddie do?

S: About the last part.

R: Did he do good things or bad things?

S: Bat things.

R: He did bad things. Did everything he do, uh, bad, wes it bad?

S: Had and goat.

R: Had and good. OK. ...OK. Tell me, uh, which were the bad things?

S: He make da doll's face green...

R: Um hmm.

S: ...and something smell in the refrigerator.

R: (I'm hmm.

S: Um ...(pause)

R. OK. Can you think of any other bad things he did? ...(long
pause)...What about good things? What did he do that wee (S breaks
in).

S: Coot things. He help her sister.

R: l' huh.

S: He make the flashlight run...

R: Um hem. OK. ...What kind of boy would you say Freddie was? ...
(pause) ...Do you think they are all bad things, or did they just
get him in trouble.

31j
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SI They all get him in trouble.

R: OK. OK. ...Were they, was he really trying to du good that he
got in trouble?

3: Yeah.

R: All right, uh, uh, pause )...04. Do you think the story
is trying to teach us anything? (pause)

S: I hope it's teaching us.

R: What did you say, um, I didn't hear you.

S: I hope it's teaching.us.

R: You hope it's teaching us. OK. Uh, can you think of anything
that it does teach? ...about people, perhaps?

S: Um...

K: Dues it teach us anything about, about, urn, you tell me what you
think.

S: Dey, they tell us how to tie our, our shoe strings, how to button
(glottal) our dress. How to clean, to comb our hair.

R: Oh, I mean this story. This story about Freddie Miller.

S: Urn, ...

R: Do you think this story is telling us anything? ...(long pause)
... OK. Well, let's think about something else. Uh, Alberta, If
you went back to the classroom and, uh, one of your friends said,
"What did you do while you were gone?" And you said, "I read
story," and then they said, "What was the story about?" could you
tell them what the story was about very briefly? Could you,
could you try and do that for me? Just tell me what the story is
all about in just a few words. OK? Do that for me, pleas..

S: In class?

K: No. I mean just tell me how you would, uh, say what the story
was all about, um, in Just s few words...(long pause)... Suppose
one of your friends said. uh, "What did you read" and you said,
"Freddie Miller," and your friend said, "What's Freddie Miller

about?" What would you say to your friend?

S: Um ... (pause) ...

R: Is that a hard question. Alberta?

5i it
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SI Yeah.

A: OK. tat that question go. Let me ask you ,lust a couple of other
Ithings. Did you like the story?

5: Yes.

K: Was there one part that you liked more than any of the other parts?
.

5: I like ali of da part.

R: All of the parts. Uh huh. Did you think it wee a funny story?

5: Uh uh (negative).

R: How would you describe the story? What kind of a story do you
think It is? ...(pause)... Do you think it was a mad story?

5: Yeah.

N:

5: Because da dolt's face is green.

R: Uh huh. OK. Was it sad all the way or did it turn out all right?

S: It turn out all right.

0
English is a second language for Alberta. The effects of this

show up in Alberta's reading and retellings. She uses a null fore of
the past tense three times in her retelling of S51: "...climb up to
the light," "Ns help her sister," and "It turn out all right." In
retelling S83, sU--i-sses one: "and he touath his hand..." For the
past tense of irregular verbs, she shairio the present tense twice
in S51: "He make the doll's face green," and "he mass the flashlight
run." In S83 semis said: "...roped the littlest Lairitid take the
littlest lamb out." She produces one null form of the possessive in
S83: "anal the littlest Lamb heart was beating." She produces one
null form of the third person singular, also in S83: "He know how to
rope." She uses one unusual noun plural in retelling 551: "and try
to have some flashlight," and one in S83: "Then we found all the sheeps
together.

She produces some interesting structures, also, such as "Elisa-
beth trapped up," and "pushed the stairs up", from 351, and "we eat
the lunch and herding the sheep" from S89.

Made and make may be produced as identical with both taking final
glottal stops.

5



Alberta does some interesting things with pronouns. In her
retelling of Stl, she produces for masculine pronouns' "to help her
rioter," "and to get 1 r mother," and "her sister, his sister was
veLling by the door."---

S:

R:

S.

R:

S:

R:

For Ssa, the following incident occurred in retelling'

He tried to learn how to rope.

Who tried to learn how to rope?

The black horse.

The black horsy was going to rope?

Yeah.

Who was the black horse going to rope?

a

S: Salt boy.

K. Salt Roy. The horse was going to rope the bury?

No.

R: No7

S: The boy was going to rope the horse.

A1,o in SA3:

K: So did he use it for anything after that?

S: He used for the littlest lamb.

This sequence illustrates problems in communicating what she has
comprehended. Notice in the retelling some Lack of communication
involving the word "remember." Yet in both retellings, Alberta uses
standard English forms frequently, too.

When she reads. she exhibits
plus some additional ones, as she
the percentage of dialect eiecues
1pore relevant SA3, it is W.5%.

some of the same language features,
exhibited in her retellings. In S51,
is 23.4. while for the culturally

For S$1, Alberta produces 33 null forms of past tense verbs. .0n
SK 1, she produces 26 null forme. Secondary dialect i4 involved in 2
and 04.2% of the stories and 10.2 and 24.5' are coded doubtful dialect.

51



tor the null form of plural noose, she produces, whits reading,
661, "...hie other uncle, too." The net of the tiepin $61, she uses
the plors1.1.

In $113 she produces these noun plural deletions or insertions:

omw44
0302 wood in his arse.

vao woo in his horde

i.oflop6

0110 the black horse stood

1303 he held big roc*

0002 many tie.

0901 his Lsgehurt

She uses null fore possessives in the following eneeples in SSit
Ap Freddie/Freddie' (2), sister/sister's (2), elisabeth/Elisebett's. In

563, she produces: boy mother sheep/boy'. @other's sheep, caw /cave's.

She shows these non.inflacted verbs:

wOw bicri
.51. 0206 had grown up S63 1002 noise began

iwtow 4011

.0313 I knew it was 12)8 he fell

bik row*. 40
0519 could become 1302 got the rope

She has one be deletion:

S51 0713 YoUrA)wonderful

Alberta produces these other dialect-related miscues:

SS1 0225 f(iI)heep.

doin.4
0310 and 0315 Freddie didn't mind 51.1



armirY
0408 and 0416 talking angrily

coon'}

S83 0205 horse didn't hear

0303 sometimes/sometime

1401 It was lying very still

<-
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Alberta has 9.82 coded MPHW op S51 and 5.84 on S83. The differ-
ence in difficulty on the two stories Is shown in her percent of semen-
tic acceptability, 22.4% on S5Tind 46.9% on S83. On S51 she corrects
10.2%, but all of those were on unacceptable miscues, whereas of her
12.2% correction on S83, only 8.2% were on semantically unacceptable
miscues. Her resulting comprehending scores are 32.7% on S51 and 55.4%
on S83; her residual MPHW is 5.06 and 1.66.

Her retelling scores are 32 on S51 and 69 on S83. With the other
data, this demonstrates that Alberta does control English receptively
well enough to comprehend quite well. Her greater accuracy on S83 as
reflected by lower coded MPHW and qualitatively better miscues, as shown
in her low residual MPHW and moderate comprehending score, are under-
scored by a very complete retelling.

We can't neglect, however, the perceptive job the researcher did
in eliciting her retelling; that's shown'above in the "roping the black
horse" episode, which starts the retelling. Alberta has only one line
of free retelling in S83: "He tried to learn to rope". Everything
else is response to questioning. But the questions simply echo prior
response and encourage continued retelling.

Here's more of her retelling interview that illustrates this care-
ful encouragement and its payoff in revealing Alberta's understanding.

S83:

R: Why did they walk down the canyon?

S: To git the sheep.

R: To get the sheep. And where did they take the sheep to? Or what
did-they do with the sheep when they got them?

S: They herd ... the sheep to the grass.

R: They herd the sheep to the grass. OK. Ahh. Then what happened?
...(pause)... Did anything,happen after that?

51
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S: The boy was sitting up in the tree. His father was walking with'
the black horse.

R: His father was walking with the black.horse and the boy was
watching.

S: And the boy was watching his father and the black horse.

R: Um hum (yes). That's right. OK. Did something happen after
that?

S: The littlest lamb was missing. The little bby tried to get the
littlest lamb in the Th.

R: Did he? Was he able to? How did he get the lamb'?

S: He crawled on his knees and tried to get the rope.

R: Then did he get the rope?

S: Yeah.

R: What did he do with the rope?

S: Roped the littlest lamb and take the littlest lamb out.

R: He roped the lamb and took it out. OK. How did he feel about
saving the littlest lamb?

S: He thought the the littlest lamb was dead and he, put his head
close to the littlest lamb. And the littlest lamb heart w's
beating.

R: Very good. Did Salt Boy learn how/to rope the black horse?

S: Ummm (no).

R: Why not?

S: The father said, "I'm gonna teach you how to rope the black horse
tomorrow."

The last response shows Alberta's very insightful distinction in
a concept highly relevant.to'her experience.

Albei-ta shows 57.1 and 69.4% syntactic acceptability in S51 and
S83. Like her peers she shows the unusual pattern of higher graphic
and phonemic proximity means for S83, the story 'she found easier, than
on S51.

Her low rates of correction on both stories are accompanied by
low rates of unsuccessful correction, 10.5% on S51 and 2% on S83.

7
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Her control of English syntax is shown in the two stories by 40.8%
and 59.2% of fully acceptable miscues. She has 10.2% on S51 and 8.2%
on S83 that are acceptable except for other miscues and 6.1X and 2%
acceptable in sentence only. These last result from such things as
pronoun gender mismatches:

$-oafzzcir10.1.% (T and ge

S51 0208 Switzerland, where Mrs. MillerLhad groi4 up. She was

Alberta has 16.3% syntactically unacceptable miscues and 26.5%
partially acceptable in S51 and 12.2% unacceptable and 18.4% partially
acceptable in S83.

Her miscues involve more transformations to different deep struc-
tures on S83 than on S51, 57.1% compared to 44.9%, but in only 6.3% on
both stories does she lose deep structure entirely.

Here's a page from S83, Salt Boy, with the miscues marked:

518



0501 In the morning, Salt Boy took his mother's sheep to the canyon for

05 02 grass.

0503 Nearthe wash at the bottom of the canyon the grass was green and

0504 deep,-and the sheep ran to it, pushing against each other. When the

0505 sheep ran, the lamb that was littlest lost its mother and cried, "M-a-a,"

carried

St+

0506 Salt Boy lifted it, and carried with gentleness to its mother.

weni

0601 There was a tall flat rock by the grass where the sheep were, and

0602 Salt-Boy climbs up on it. From there he could watch the sheep, and

46en c1C

0603 if he turn around andAlea ,over, he could see the cave that held

0604 that thing he had found.

41n:rxas R1

0605 He remembered the morning he had found it there. At first, when he

0606 saw it in the cave, he had thought it was a snake, and he had felt it with-



frig 2D

0607 La long stick, and moved) it, and turn4 it over. When 'tick told

40AnJe

0608 him it was a thing without life, he had gone close t) it, an put his hand

0609 on it. It wasn't until then he had known it was a rope.

(cP 1400
0610 He had pulkg)it carefully and slowly out the darkness in the cave.

de (a)

0611 Then he had sat on the ground and looleat it, and felt it, and held it.

0612 He had done that with it all day, until it was time to take his mother's

t.cote

0613 sheep back up on the canyon path. Then he had coiled it very slowly, and

0614 put it back in the cave's darkness.

520
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In this excerpt, Alberta shows considerable dialect, particularly
through -ed deletion.

But her control of syntax is shown in several examples: retention
of the ness suffix in $gentness /gentleness; insertion of then in an
appropriate position before a verb in 0603; omission of it in 0606 in
a syntactically acceptable position; substitution of wenVwere,
love/lifted, things/morning, his/a, tongue/thing, without/out of.

She produces in 0605, the things he had found inthere for the
morninLhe had found it there, transforming to another acceptable deep
structure.

She produces here only one structure we must code syntactically
unacceptable (line 0613).

She has only one coded intonation miscue in the two stories:

S83 0701 After that morning he had taken the rope out of the caveAmany

0702 timeso He had learned to tie it well, and he had learned to

throw it.

This comes late in the story and at a time when her miscues are
diminishing in frequency.

She has 12.2% insertions and 8.2% omissions on SA3, 2% insertions,
and 3.9% omission on S51. She inserts the three times in the first
two pages:

the +ne
0102 then,Aone morning 0104 gettinglwood

nt
0203 andAwatch his father

In all cases, the is in the visual periphery. She also inserts
then (above) and shows two other insertions:

Pt

L305 He mis44, andAthrew again

how
1507 I will teach youito rope the black horse"
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She shows a high 31.1% peripheral field miscues on S83 and 16.5%
on S51.

Alberta has 23.5% non-word substitutions on S51 and 8.2% on S83.
Here are examples from S51: $expined/exclaimed; $chemisals/chemicals;
awonce/allowance; $disappointerments/disappointments; $scintness/
scientist's; $explot/explode; $extrain/interesting; $tressmis/chemist;
$shrean/siren; $excetly/excitedly.

These differences in her handling of the two stories can not be
unrelated to how things come together semantically for Alberta on S83,
but much less on S51.

In S83, 24.5% of her non-dialect miscues are fully semantically
acceptable in the passage and another 10.2% would have been except for
other miscues in the sentence. Another 10.2% are acceptable in the
sentence but not the passage.

But in S51, only 4.1% are fully acceptable, and 4.19 more are
acceptable mis,ues compounded by unacceptable miscues. 8.2% are accept-
able in the sentence only.

Totally unacceptable semantically are 49% of S51 miscues, but 24.5%
of S83. 38.5% of S51 miscues and 23.5% of S83 miscues are partially
acceptable semantically.

Alberta, through her reading of these two stories, shows differ-
ences and similarities that'reflect how she reads when she's really
getting sense from her reading and how she reads when the sense is not
fully together. She also shows her competence to comprehend written
English when the cizcumstances are favorable.

Navajo Fourth Grade

All of her peers show Alberta's pattern of better reading perfor-
mance on S83 than S51. (See Table 6-20)

Mean coded MPHW is 18.8% on S51 and 10.88 on S83. All but NA520
show higher dialect percent on S83 than S51. Non-dialect miscue means
are 15.43 and 8.84. Corrections are 7.1% on S51 and 15.1% on S83.
All subjects have higher correction on S83.

But the three other NA4 readers don't show Alberta's higher seman-
tic acceptability on S83 over S51; they show higher acceptability on
S51. Group means, with Alberta's sharp difference are near equal, 35%
and 35.7%.

Comprehending means are about equal for all but Alberta. She is
lower that., the others on S51 and higher on S83.

5
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Story Nimber

Total Miscues

Coded Miscues

MP1

Dialect Miscues

MPHW

Percent

Nen.Dialect Miscues

MPHW

Residol MPHW

corrected

sem, acceptable

sem, unacc. but corr.

Comprehending percent

syn. acceptable

Proximity means

graphic

phonemic

syntactic

semantic

Table 6.20

NAVAJO FOURTH GRADE GROUP STATISTICS
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* S51 Freddie Miller, Scientist

* *583 'Salt toy
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Residual NNW is lower on 583, reflecting the greater quantity of
miscues produced.

Syntactic acceptability means are virtually identical, 57.8 and
57.9%. NA515 shows 72% on S51, reversing Alberta's high showing of
69% on S83.

Group graphic and phonemic means are slightly higher on S83 than.
S51; all subjects show that pattern.

Range among NA4 readers is considerable on most variables. NA520,
Jim, shows high quantity measures, 31.94 coded MPNW on S51 and 20.07
on S83. Even his residual MPNW is 15.71 and 11.11. He shows low correc-
tion, 4 and 6%, but is near group means in semantic acceptability,
though below in syntactic.

Yet Jim is second highest in retelling on S83, scoring 46, well
below Alberta, but above the 44 of NA512 and 40 of NA515. He is 1m4..
with 27 on S51 in a narrow range of low MA4 retelling scores, 27 to S4.

Here's his reading of the same section shown above for Alberta:

51. .;



0501 In the morning, Salt Boy took his motherfi+ sheep to the canyon for

0502 grass.

e
0503 Near the wash at the bottom of the canyon the grass was green' and

I fr.
sit5..11r-c",r, -11?,

0504 deep, and the sheep ran to it, pushing against each other. ;_When the

0505 sheep ran,!the lamb that was littlest lost its mother and cried,'"N-a-a."

te.r. co. -s r,

0506 Salt Boy lifted ittjand carried it with gentleness to its mother.

1 ,1%.
0601 There was a tall flat rockrby the grass where the sheep were, and ;

'...(47,

0602 Salt Boy climbed up on it. From there he could watch the sheep, and

Turns enr., up r,

0603 if he turned around and leaned over, he could see the cave that held

,tC,P4r
0604 that thing he had found.

snroon
0605 He remembered the morning he had found it there. At firi, when he

S 4r1D,L:ki.Nks:

0606 saw it in the cave, he had thought it was a snake, and he had felt it with

5 .4.1,



.

0607 a lone tick, and movee4, and turned it over. When the stick,told

fe,"
0608 hia it was a thing without life, he had gone close t f*. 4.1d put his hand

1.0%nt T kg
061,., on it. It wasn't until then he had'known it was a rGpe.

of

0610 He had pulled it carefua and slowly out of the darkness in the cave.

14,e, n, rt tri

felt0611 Then he had sat on the ground anciookgat it, and felt it, and held it.

v.4.11 he. ik s p....c --

0612 He had done that with it all day, until it was time to takekhis mother's

061::. sheep back up the canyon path. Then he had coiled it very scowl. jia;

0614 put it back in the cavelljdarkness.

51:7
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Several things show hgre that are interesting. Jim has some
dialect miscues similar to Alberta.

He shows a strong tendency to substitute real English words which
may mks sense in context: call/crted; there/where; hide/held; about/
by; and/the; under/until; put/pulled; touch/told; when/then. But
several asks little sense in the context in which they're inserted:
bubble /bottom; again/against; over/other; fall/flat; learn up/leaned
over; at/that; down/thing; he/with; its/it; couldn't /coiled.

He corrects a few partials and corrects one miscue (0506); but he
leaves a lot of miscues uncorrected. He produces a few non-words. The
reader also shows there/where (0601); when/then (0609, 0611, 0613);
and what/that (0612) confusions. But he reads there correctly (0601.,
0602, 0606), when correctly (0604, 0606, 0607) an correctly (0505,
0603). In the story be has seven wan for then substitutions, five
what for that substitutions. This type of miscue is common among
first language readers of English. This pattern shows a word focus
that seemq to transcend a search for meaning.

Yet here is a section from his retelling, again under careful
encouragement:

Retelling of S83 HAS20 Jim

R: Tell me everything that you remember that you read.
ahead.

S: The lamb went in the water.

R: The lamb went in the water. Go ahead.

S: His father went to teach how to rope.

R: To teach - what?

S: How to rope.

R: Co ahead. (pause) What else?

S: He had a rope.

R: OK.

S: He herd sheep in the canyon.
4

R: He herds sheep in the canyon.

S: Yeah.

R: Go ahead.

S: He rope the little lamb.

3, 8
R: Go ahead.

(pause) Go



.S: The wind blew.

R: Go ahead.

S: He went in the -- in the cave.

R: OK, go ahead.

S: He climb up a tree.

R: OK.

He look at the rock.

R: Uh huh.

S: He had a rope.

R: What else?

S: He had sheep.

R: Whose sheep were they?

S: Mudder.

R: OK.

S: He have black horse.

R: Who had?

S: Fada.

6 R: What?

S: EWA.

R: Father had the black horse. OK. Who was in the story?

S: Sally Soy.

R: And who else?

S: Fadg.

R: Who else?

S: Mudder.

R: Who else?

S: Little lamb.

R: Who else?

5 .4 u
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S: Black horse.

R: And wuo else?

That'n all.

(pause) Anybody else?

6 -ISO

R: OK. Tell me what was Sally Buy like? What kind of boy is Sally
Boy? (pause) Is he a big boy or a little boy 01 is he a nice
buy or what does he do? What kind of boy is he?

S: Little.

R: He's a little buy. Novi old do you think?

S: Ten.

It: What does Sally Buy like to do?

S: Do roping.

R: What?

S: Roping.

R: He likes to ropp?

S: Yes.

R: OK. Anything else he likes to do?

S: No.

R: So how's he going to find out how to rope?

S: Father teach him.

R: OK. When is he going to teach him? (pause) What does he want
to rope?

S: Black horse.

R: Anything else?

S: Yes.

R: What does Sally Boy rope?

S: Little lamb.

R: Why did he rope little lamb?

S: He was in the water.
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R: Why did the little Lamb go in the water?

S: The water came.

R: Where did the water come from?

S:

H: OK. Where was the water?

S: In the dam.

R: And hew did the lamb get in the water? (pause) How did he know
that the lamb was in the water?

S: One, one Lamb was missing?

H: How did he know?

S: He see the sheep.

R: How did he get the rope.

S: The rope in the cave,. He nthe...the ye in the cave.

R: Did he only Ise rope for the little lamb?

S: No.

R: What else?

S: Sheep.

R: Anything else?

S: Nu.

With all of his reluctance to answer questions calling for judgment,
the reader reveals an understanding of the events, setting and sequence
of the story. He also reveals considerable control of English. Neither
of these seem consistent with his high quantity and low quality of
miscues.

Even in retelling of S51, he's able to relate, under questioning,
that -Fred" made a flashlight, that his sister was locked
room with a window on the door, that it was dark, and she couldn't see
until he gave her the flashlight.

in a small

Again we must caution that the retelling may not reveal the full
extent of the comprehension of these readers.
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With a group mean of only 7% correction on S51 unsUccessful correc-
tion is almost double that with 13.6%. The pattern is opposite on 583,

15.1% correction and 6% unsuccessful correction. That means attempted
correction is very close, 20.6 and 21.1% and degree of success is the
difference.

NA4 has higher correction rates on miscues with partial syntactic
acceptability on S83, 26.8%. Such miscues are most corrected in S51,
but at only a 10.5% rate. Of fully syntactically acceptable miscues
with and without compounding miscues, about 5.5% are corrected in S51,
and about 11.5% in 683.

Unsuccessful attempts in S51 are highest, 25% for miscues accept-
able in the passage except for other miscues in the same sentence.
Higher rates of unsuccessful corrections in S89 are on such miscues
(11.4%) and fully unacceptable miscues (10.8%).

NA4 corrects 1890 of miscues with partial semantic acceptability on
SS 1, but only 4.4% of unacceptable miscues, 8.3% of miscues acceptable
in sentence only, 6.5% of passage acceptable miscues compounded by
unacceptable miscues and no fully acceptable miscues.

Only miscues semartically acceptable in sentence only with and
without compounding miscues have higher than average rates of unsuc-
cessful correction in S51 (16.7 and 2).

In S83, 21.7% of miscues with partial semantic acceptability are
corrected, as were u.,e-third of miscues that are acceptable in sentence
but for other miscues. There are no important patterns for unsuccess-
ful correction.

NA4 corrects 14.8% of miscues with no phonemic proximity in S51,
and 31.8% of them in S83. This is, in both cases, double the story
rate of correction for the group. In S83, about 20% of other miscues
with phonemic proximity 4 or below (common beginnings) are corrected.
In S51, 32.1% of miscues coded 6 (beginning and middle or beginning
and end in common) involve unsuccessful correction attempts. These
may be multiple attempts at non-words. In.S83, 11.4% of single differ-
ence miscues are corrected.

Corrections are 18.5% of function words in S51 and 14.3:' of
indeterminants. Unsuccessful attempts are high on verb modifiers,
40%. In S83, successful corrections are high on nouns, 26.1% and
noun modifiers, 33.4%. Unsuccessful attempts are 22.2% of indeter-
minants. Interestingly, almost no verb miscues are corrected in either
story, though unsuccessful attempts are 12.9% and 9.1%.

These correction patterns indicate that,even with low rates of
correction, NA4 miscues show similar tendencies to other readers.
Again, the single reading process shows through.
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Graphophonic proximity means are higher in 583 than S51. But the
pattern of distribution between the two stories shows some interesting
contrasts: in S51, graphic proximity is coded 18.1% 0-3, 50.3% 4-6,
31.611 7-9; in 583, this is 17.4% 0-3, 41-53; 4-6, 41.1% 7-9. The differ-
ence is not in numbers of low graphic proximity miscues, but in relative
numbers of moderate and highly similar ER's and OR's. For phonemic
pruximity,distribution on 551 is 29.5% 0-3, 43.5% 4-6, and 27.2% 7 -').
On 583, it is 25.d% 0-3, 41.6% 4-6, and 32.6% 7-9. Here the modcst
shift is Low to high with similar moderate frequency.

As with Alberta, non-words are more numerous on 551 than S83 for
all subjects, L9.1% mean compared to 10. 7%. Only Lisa, NA512, produces
relatively equal percents in both stories, 9.6 and 11.5%. She is also
the one NA4 reader who prefers omission to producing non-word substi-
tutions on S51. Her omissions are 30.8% on S51, compared with her
9.6% non-words. The others produce 3.9% to 1M omissions, but 17.6
to 26% non-words.

However, un S83 she has only 5.8% omission with a group mean of
5.9%. In fact, as her reading of S51 shows, her heavy omission rate
reflects a conscious decision to omit words she's not sure she knows.

She has three alternate performance choices at each problem point:
to substitute real words, to substitute Non-words, or to omit. All
these strategies are available to her, but her use of them reveals a
remarkable pattern.

Here arc the opening lines of the typescript:

S53 NA512 Lisa

t1.00:1 4crrk0e,
0101 4 Poor Freddie was in trouble again. He had been

.1.0Cff!.t re',Cdrn
0102 .experimentinr with his(Che-Miitri)set, andLElizabeth's doll

0103 had turned green.

kr, ...rt., cr.

0104 His little sister was heartbroken, Freddie's mother was

1 eked ex( ,

0105 angry. "You've wrecked that doll!" she exclaimed.

experiment0106 "Whatcquee1:7experiment was it this time?"

5:
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She pawl's after been (line 0101) for thirty seconds The
follow..

ing conversation occuirS;Neen Lisa and the researcher:

R: Are you thinking what that is?

S: Ye..

R: Ok, say what you're thinking uut loud, OK?

S: Yes.

R: Go ahead.

S: $expermeeting.

Then she reads through his (line 0102) and pauses agaitl for twenty-

eight seconds.

R: Say what You're thinking out loud. (25 second pause) D0 you want

to start again?

S: Yes.

R: OK. Why don't you start again?

Lisa rereads, repeating her prix r miscue fortroullig, but also
shifting to lager for again. She repeats her non-word tor e Brier .

A ten second pauie comes again after his (0102).

R: Are you thinking something?

S: Yes.

R: Say what vou' re thinking. (25 second pause) You want to
that out and go on?

S: Yes.

R: You can do that, too, if you want to.

'Lisa continues to Elizabeth's (0102), pauses thirteen seconds pr°-

if you want to.

is 4:Zsaithd

duce. Elila--, and immediately self-corrects. She continues then
only i17,77- second pause before her heartbioke/heart broken
tion (0104). Her next short pause, only a few secs,

five seconds (0106).

is twenty
by a repetition cfe:'ve before reeked (0105). A twenty
precedes exclaim for exclaimed (COT T The pause after what

second

R: If you really can't guess anything, you can leave it ()Lt and go on,
but try to guess first and then if you can't, then You can go on

leave
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Another five second 1 A, precedes her omission of twee! (0106).

After that, she shows the following pattern on tines 0201-021N:
An eight second pause before correctly produclog washin,, six seconds
before getting mixture right, sixteen **condo be ore um tting chemicals.
After thirty-seven second* pause before August, the researcher says
"go ahead", but she says Uncle Augets, repeat ng the prior word. She
pauses thirty seconds hefiligwitserland and the researcher says "Say
what you're thinking." She produces $Switsland. Again after a thirty
second pause and a "say what you're thinking:. she produces $compruning
for comparing. fifteen seconds pause proceeds correct production of

There are a few short pauses until she comes to chemicals. Again
she has a twenty five second pause. Researcher says ITNYMit you're
thinking"; she pauses forty seconds more; Researcher says "Want to go
ahead?" She says "Yes", and omits.

The next omission, allowanco, follows h twenty five second pause.
Again she awaits permission to go on after Researcher suggests first
saying what sne thinks.

The scene is repeated three lines later with !eientist't
, but this

time the researcher says "Yoq ceo move on if ;boa want and go of. without
me tel1ing you any time yo. wan,. to. OK?" She responds as usual,
"Yes". After that. in the next tweAtv two line, she ,lows these paqw
patterns and oressiogs with no more researche,. encourageient (lines
0218-0311):

Omissions by List! NAS12

pause
duration oAission subecittent performa,ce
In sec(qTas F-sappointments only instanc77rTord
1° allowance omits twice in ,:cory: on line 0805,

says al-lowance
,

40 chemistry says $tchemister later
:11 scientist amits here and above, but then says

$sciency
':2 .strange substitutes strong later
1.

.
unknown only instance o word

;
-

chemi :ats omits 4 times in the story
ó explode only instance of word
6

.
accident substitutes attemptiry later
interesting only ir,tance of word

.
2n husband only instance of word

.
:5 Maximilian see below

.,

6 chemicals see above
,

5 Maximilian omits these 2 times, they says
SMixmiller

6 chemlit only instance of word, bot in !'ne
"14 says $tchemiAter fu

chemistry

5:1,;
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In this same section, she reads sails correctly after an eight
second pause, compare for comrared wifhnO pause. As the table above
shows, she dues finally accept permission to omit words and go on. In

fact, she gets to the point where her usual pause is f+-6 seconds.

In these 22 lines, 16 omissions occur involving 14 different words.

In the prior 23 lines that we followed above, she has omitted
five words. Her cultural and educational values have made it diffi-
cult fur her to willingly omit words she believes she doesn't know.
She's not happy to produce non-words either. Neither does she appear
to be substituting meaningful words she knows aren't the right word.

But finally she feels free to omit. And then a funny thing
happens. She stops omitting by line 0313, midway in page three, and
fur the last 4ix ;)ages of text she omits only three words: have, reply
and either. After accepting permission to omit, she decid447-716 doesn't
need-UF-70int to omit. In fact, she produces either real word or non-
word attempts on words already omitted which occur after line 0312.

Her omission pattern shows that her omissions are not evidence
that she doesn't know words in some total sense or couldn't sound them
out. What it shows is that she knows when she doesn't know. That
could be true of any reader. Tggrity thing that this pattern shows
specifically related to her culture is her conformity and reluctance
to choose her oial strategies. The pattern does, of course, also demon-
strate the difference between performance and competence. What she
does at any point is not what she is capable of claim, (competence),
but what she chooses to do in particular circumstances (performance).

Syntactic acceptability for NA4 shows as follows: unacceptable,
23.1%, 851 and 18.6%, S83; partial acceptability, 19.1%, S51 and 23.6%',
S83; sentence only, 2.5% on S51, l".5% on S83; fully acceptable, 27.6%
on S51, 38.2% on S83; acceptable except for other miscues, 26.1'x. on
S51, 17.6% on S83. This shows that the major difference is that accept-
able miscues in S51 are more likely to be in sentences with compounding
miscues.

Two readers, NA515 and NA519, show 6.1% or less loss of deep
structure on both stories. The other two are 26,: on S51 and 1C
(NA512) and 224 (NA520) on S83. All subjects show more transformation
re Another deep structure on S83, group means are 44.2 and 53.31".

NA4 shows no intonation miscues on S51 and only 4Z on S83. Lisa,
NA.512, shows 111% on the latter. All involve anticipating a different
deep structure; several are corrected.

Example S83 Lisa(NA512):

60 CS'1,
I 0,

r k

0601 There was a tall flat rock by the gras 41where te shee *were, and...
0+,
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Table 6-21

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTIONS:

NAVAJO FOURTH CRAM GROUP

Noun Verb Function
Crammatical Function Noun Vert, Marker Marker Words

WM.

Story No.
.1.

S51" 86.4 67,6 57.7 80.0 65.6

woos 70.8 85.7 53.3 46.2 63.4

"SS1 Freddie Miller, Scientist

""S81 Salt Dqy

NA4 shows moderate to high matching function substitutions. (Table
6-21)

Mean peripheral field miscues for NA4 are 11.41, S51 and 1').8!%, Sh3,
All are higher on S83.

Semantic acceptability for NA4 is sharply different from syntac-
tic acceptability. Semantically unacceptable miscues are 0.7% of SSI
and 34.2% of S83; 19.6% of S51 miscues and 30.1% or S83 are partially
acceptable. Sentence only acceptability shows for 5.5% and 6% of the
niscues. Anither 7.53, and 4.5% would be acceptable in sentence only
except for other miscues. Full acceptability shows for only 5.5 and
q.5'. 15.6 and 16.1% of the miscues would be fully acceptable except
for other miscues. As this shows, the greatest shift between S51 and
S$3 is from inacceptable to partially acceptable miscues.

Navajo Second Grade

Like the HS2 group, these readers could not cope with S44, the
:,tandard second grade story. We used S26 and 2h (hereafter referred
to as S26) a:, a single task alternative for S44. They read S68, Henry's
Choice. as their culturally relevant story. It has a desert, but not
an Indian setting. S68 was also read by AR2 and HS2. Culturally
relevant second grade stories are not easy to come by for many cultAral
group'.

our NA2 readers are older than most second graders, ranging from
*4.11 to 10.0. That's the result of a pattern of late enrollment in
school, slow beginnings, and irregular attendance.

5
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Though all our Navajo subjects read willingly fur us, there wore
aisle problems with their being willing to attempt texts which appeared
difficult. It's possible that these NA2 subjects were capable of
reading more difficult material. Their comprehending sworn with
Fitetip means or 60.5% on Stoi and 7O.. on S26 suggest that they could.
Those are conelderably higher than NA4 or NA6 scores.

They result from relatively moderate non-dialect MPHW 11.5 on S64
and 8.82 on S26. Correction means are 2n.5 and 26.6%, higher consider
ably than NA4. Mean for semantic acceptability is 47.2 and M. Gap
between semantic and syntactic acceptability is moderate with the
latter means 54.6t on S61, and $9.5% en S26.

graphic and phonemic proximity means are all under 5.0 and similar
for the two srerries: graphic 4.79 and 4.5$, phonemic 4.53 and 4.33.
The rangy is low fur the NA2 readers on those variables. S26 phonemic
means drop under 4.0 fur M4505 and SAS 10.

The itatiNtics show that S68 is a more difficult task than S26
it,te all subjects except NAS09. The others show higher total MPHW,
coded MPHW, non-dialect MPHW, residual MPHW on S68. They show lower
correction and lower comprehending on 568 than on S26. In semantic
and syntactic acceptability two subjects, NA504 and NASOQ, have com-
parable percentages on the two stories.

Range of residual MPHW is 1.11 to 4.11 on S26, but it is .95. to
13.64 on Sol.

NA505 and NA$04 have quite high semantic acceptability and compro-
helAing scores on the two stories, though NA5O is higher on S26 with
s7. Lomprehending and 1.11 residual MPHW and NA5O'1, Virginia, is higher
on S6$ with 82.1): and .q5 residual MPHW.

If we examine closely Virginia's success on Son, we see the highest
dialect, 31.r., for the group, though all show more dialect in reading
S68 than S26: another 32.1. of Virginia's miscues have been coded
dialect doubtful. She also shows 32.1, correction on S65, almost
double that on S26. She only produces 28 non-dialect miscues for the
whole story.

Her dialect miscues are involved with inflectional suffixes: -ed
deletions on verbs askIPIL helP601% 1144 laughn4 A deletions on vein:
10.44: s deletions or insertions on nouns: store$A, friend* handy
pets a pet, dragoryft.

irginia shows be deletions: that/that's (2) and verb marker dele-
tions: 1611 think, ITIt'find. you'll. find. Her miscues Inc' de SOTO,
tense substitutions: likes/liked: had!haA (2). write, wrote.

The has repeated a/the substitutions which may be related to her
developing control of English no4v marker,:
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0203 to have the dog sit up

0306 Pick out 44 pet you wont.

0702 1 thought t,f thi pet I went.

0403 put them in t(14 jar

1405 on the rock 1407 in the box

Other miscues also involve noun markers:

0405 Do youtwant a hamster?

0503 Do you seekanY animalli5you want?

0401 Henry got a show box

1408 Then he ran to the house.

There are numerous noun markers, however, wits rliscuix. She pro-
duces no possessive 's deletions. In fact, twics when dragon occurs
as a noun adjunct, she substitutes possessives:

0103 Dragon House

ervi,
og04 dragon food

She has only one problem that may be language related that appears
to involve loss of meaning. Virginia makes these miscues:

0101 Henry didhrehave a pet

0401 Henry dloirO'0 think he wanted

0606 I don't know yet
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n706 Pot otoroold410.1 ba

OW/ And Itdon't know

Notice that the laot throe examples are corrected.

She also shown mom milieu. involving dialogue, carriers:

Act "No,i/lonry said

"No,"Olonry'llaidl

pntt, (Henry said

oshe has a grandfather/grandpa substitution which could be con-
-4idered n dialect preference.

In two cases Virginia halo intonation miscues that involve
similar syntactic transformation:

04
ns01 Henry got a shoe box and made holes

c.

H41)2 ir. the

onol (He wz ,,lagon House on the box.

Next, Henry got a jar and made holvs

w

0902 in the li4F,

41)01 He) got some bugs and put them it, a jar.

She has two very similar exam.tle, in 526.

What Virginia shows here are patterns of miscues involving dialect(
first language influences in the context of relatively successful self-
monitoring for meaning. She shows many signs of ier considerable
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vontrot of English, though her background is typical of her peers. Her
world is bound by travel no further than local towns off the reserve*
tion. She, her numerous siblings and her Went* were all born where
they Live now. One small difference is that with six older siblings,
she hears some English at hpme.

Her retuning is relatively complete in essential sequence, but
miniuml with the same pattern noted in NM of no free retelling and
short answers to the researcher's open questions. Here's her retelling
with most of the researcher's questions deleted, marked by (Q):

Henry wants a dragon - for a pet. (Q) Henry went to the store
with his father. (Q) Ne made a dragon box. (Q) Me went to his grand-
father. (Q) He ride on a horse. (Q) Henry found a lisard. (Q) He
put it in the box. (Q did he go to the store?) To buy an spigot.
(Q) To take care of. ( He wanted to learn about it. (Q Who else
was in the story?) Nis father and his grandfather. (Q Tell me about
his father) Took him to the store. (Q) He went around the store.
(Q What did he call the box?) Dragon House. (Q Did he actually put a
dragon in the box?) Yes. (Q Now long would a dragon be?) Long. (Q
How long?) This long. (Q Would that fit in a shoe box?) Nods no.
(Q So what did he put in the shoe box?) A lisard.

As the interview proceeds, it takes longer and longer sequenccc
of questions to get even minimal answers. Perhaps she's exhausted her
knowledge or perhaps she retreats into herself as the procedure of
being probed becomes too much for her to handle. The following
sequence shows this retreat:

S: He went around the store.

A; He went around the store. Alright. What else did he do? (Pause,
no response) Anything? (Pause, no response) How about the
grandfather? What can you tell me about him' (pause, no response)
Where did he live? (no response) Whore did Henry live? (no
response) Any idea? (no response) What did you say Henry wrote
ran the box' (no response) What did he call the box?

S: Pragon House.

Note how the subject's retreat causes the researcher to become
sore specific and to shape questions that can be answered with minimal
4:,4wers. After this sequence, the next successful question evokes
only -yes-.

By contrast, Tommy, NASIO, has 13.F.4 residual NPHW on S60:' He

!las only 20t semantic acceptability an even with 16% correction his
cimprehending is only 34% with 3at syntactic acceptability.

His dialect is only 7.4X, but !Kt of the miscues are c)ded dialect
doubtful.

Tommy produces a nuLJer of miscues that result in syntactic and
semiotic garbles:
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e,As

0104 t Susan had a cat.

%(,:u'w1 rt.ri

0201 John had a dog that could do tricks.

tornmc..l
0404 looked at all the animals

0703 It's a dragon

*act,. k oy 1.144

0705 A dragon might be hard to finds

ite,tut,*a 4v3r-clop
1103 They helped grandpa saddle three horses.

The pattern shown here is one involving several miscues in the
same sentence. He does correct, but is more likely to correct when
miscues are fewer. That's reflected in 36% correction on S26. Tommy
seems also to vacilate between word focus and meaning focus.

His retelling score is higher than Virginia's, but is the result
of persistent patient questioning by the researcher. Still it shows
that some meaning is being constructed even though the comprehending
score shows much loss of meaning.

NA2 has 11.2% unsuccessful corrections on both stories, though
all but NA509 have more corrections on S2b than S68.

Tommy attempts correction on 52% of his miscues in S26 and suc-
ceeds on 36%. Both are highs for the group.

Forty-three percent of S26 miscues which are partially syntac-
tically acceptable are corrected. Thirty four percent of syntactically
unacceptable S26 miscues are corrected. But 19.8% of fully acceptable
miscues are corrected. Unsuccessf01 corrections are highest for syn-
tactically .- acceptable miscues, 2J.7% partially acceptable miscues,
double the overall rate, show 14.3% unsuccessful correction. Only 4.7%
of fully acceptable miscues involve unsuccessful corrections.

The pattern for correction and syntactic accere..bility is similar
in S68. 27.2% of partially acceptable miscues are ,rrected, 25.6% of
unacceptable and 15.7% of fully acceptable. Unsuccessful corrections
are 17.9% of unac-eptable, 15.9% of partially acceptable and 5.7% of
fully acceptable miscues.
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Table 03

CORRECTION AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

NAVAJO SECOND GRADE GROUP

Acceptable Acceptable Fully

in in Sentence Acceptable

Story Partially Sentence Fully , but for but for

Number Unacceptable Acceptable Only Acceptable Other Miscues Other Miscues

S26 31,7 44.2 27.8 14.0 50.0 6.3

S68 20.8 25.0 18.8 14.3 33,3 7,7

* S26 Two New Hats & S282111glarit

**S68 Henry's Choice
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Table 6-23 shows the figures for correction and semantic accept-
ability on the two stories. Again patterns are similar on the two
stories, but flatter on S68. Unsuccessful correction is 22 and 17%
for semantically unacceptable miscues and 11.6 and 13.6% for partially
acceptable ones. They are 5.3 and 4.1% unsuccessful correction of
f4Lly acceptable ones.

In S26, 34.5% of nouns, 30Z of verbs, and 27.1% of function word
miscues are corrected, all a bit above the mean rate. In S68, 22.5%
of nouns, 23.1% of noun modifiers, 23.1% of miscues with indeterminant
observed response functions, and 28.6% of contractions are corrected.

Only noun modifiers and indeterminants on S68, both with 30.8%,
show high rates of unsuccessful correction. With very few miscues on
verb modifiers, a total of five on both stories, four involve unsuc-
cessful correction,.

Rates of correction on miscues with no phonemic ER-OR correspon-
dence are high: 35.5 and 34.6%.

In S26, miscues coded 0-3 (low proximity) show 33.5% correction;
4-6 (moderate proximity) show 30%; 7-9 (high proximity) show 20.4;:;.
In S68, 4-3 show 26%, 4-6 have 15.1% correction, and 7-9 show 8.3%.
These declining corrections, as proximity gets greater, show some
,-oncern among NA2 readers for phonemic accuracy.

The corrections of these NA2 readers are patterned: they reflect
tendencies to correct miscues with low syntactic and semantic accept-
ability and low phonemic proximity.

Only one miscue pattern that appears to involve syntax entails a
potential reading comprehension problem for our second grade Navajo
readers. We mentioned earlier Virginia's (NA509) miscues involving
negation in don't didn't.

Table shows the miscues all NA2 readers make on all negatives
in reading 568-.



Table 6-24

NAVAJO SECOND GRADERS' RESPCNSES TO

NEGATIVES IN HENRY'S CHOICE

Line
No. ER

NA5 04

OR

0101 didn't did

0102 didn't did

0401 didn't OK

04 06 \ no OK

05 02 no OK

05 05 no OK

06 04 no OK

06 06 don't OK

0706 don't OK

0707 don't OK

0804 that's not OK

0806 don't OK

05 03 do

0703 it's

0905 do

1005 I'm going

L006 Do you

NA505 I NA509
OR OR

did not

did

don't

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

do

OK

do

did

OK

did

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

dc0

1. won-
2. ko
3. (-V

OK

OK

Negatives for Positives

don't

don' t

1. I don't
2. you do

NA510

OR

OK

1.
did

2. c16/

3.

C)
did

OK

OK

OK

OK

do n°t

do
not

OK

that' s no

do no

isn
1 t

don't

l'sm

n°t
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All subjects show some miscues on negatives in S68, but only on 'nose
involving contractions. There are no ,iscues on no in tour occurrrnces.
Furthermore, in S26, did not occurs three times ia do not once. he

only miscues are do/dIaVirdian't/did not. It le cm clear iliGt the
difficulty is with the use of doidid with the n't Lir"-actio.. to show
negation. In fact, two subjects show opposite miscues with shifts to

negatives. Both produce this miscue:

Lien1

0905 Do dragJns eat hugs?

Ironically, in this case the meaning stays the same.

Some of the HS2 subjects who read S68 also,have this same miscue
pattern on don't/didn't that the AR2 subjects do not.

This contractional representation of the negative element seems to
have a unique combination of syntactic, semantic, morphophonemic, and
graphic features interacting. It's worthy of further study. But it
is not a simple problem caused by syntactic patterns of negation.

As Table 6-25 shows, the main difference within each story between
semantic and syntactic acceptability is in the higher percent of miscues
semantically acceptable in the sentence only and lower percent fully
acceptable semantically,

In S68 there is also a higher percent semantically unacceptable,
29.8% compared to 21.9% syntactically unacceptable. Figures for the
two stories are coMParable on most categories also except for higher
rates of full syntactic acceptability on S26 than S68, and higher per-
cent of semantically unacceptable on S68, 29.0 compared to 22.9% on
S26.

Only NA504 shoos high rates of miscues producing no transformation,
31.6% on S26 and 3'% on S68. Group means for such miscues are 16.8% on
S26 and 21.3% on Sob. NA505 shows high percents of alternate option
transformations, 17.4% on S26 and 24% on S68. Here are examples of
these transformations:

0104 Susan had a cat

0105 Henry liked to play with her cat.

0501 (IRTsfathercasked)-

0605 ihis father asked.)

0707 (And) .
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Table 6.25

DISTRIBUTION OF SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

NAVAJO SECOND GRADE GROUP

Acceptable Fully

Fully Partial only in Acceptable in

Unaccejtable the Sentence Total Passage

Syntactic Semantic

---AMELALabili
Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic Syntactic Semantic

526* 21.2 22.9 19.6 24.1 1.7 10.1 48.0 31.8

S68** 21.9 29.8 24.7 24.7 1.7 9.0 39.3 27.5

Acceptable Acceptable in

in Sentence Total Passage

Except for Except for ,

Other Miscues Other Miscues

Syntactic Semantic

S26* 1.7 2.2 7.8 8.9

S68** .6 1.7 11.8 7.3

* S26 Two New Hats & S28 The Big Surprise

**SO Henry's Choice
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These transformations show the reader exercising her option to use
alternatives the author could have used.

NA2 subjects show few intonation miscues. NA505 is high on S68
with 10%. Group means are 3.9% and 5.6%.

Table 6-26

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTIONS:

NAVAJO SECOND GRADE GROUP

Noun Verb Function Contrac-
Grammatical Function Noun Verb Marker Marker Words tion,

Story No.

S26*

S68**

68.1 82.1 52.9

69.6 76.6 38.5

* S26 Two New Hats & S28 The Big Surprise
** S68 Henrys Choice
*** Insufficient N

* * *

* * *

58. 8 * * *

66.7 62.:

Table 6-26 shows moderate matchin function substitutions. The
figure... are Low for noun modifiers. "' subjects tend to substitute
nouns and function words for them.

NA2 produces few non-words, 1.2A in S26, 5.44 in S68. Only NA510
shows more than 2 in the coded portion on either story. He has 122 on
S68. Omissions are 15.8% on S26 and 10.82 on S68. NA509, Virginia,
is high on both with 23.4% and 20.7%.

Her omissions show a pattern:

S68

0406 Aiin

1005 syFienD;,)said.

0803 &
0903 (j(as reported earlier)

CY; ---
1101 (When) Henry...

05 03 ,"aii3;; animal
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1201 `,(Then they

S26 home1.0

0101 (D14)Mrs. Duck 0308' (hat is at house.

0201 4 of(thNd tree

'c)

0305 1,AncOon she went

05 01 She'- looked

ntw
0309 It isTn)myihat box

0507 c: S7i)laughed

the consistent pattern involves omissions of relatively familiar
words which are either corrected or part of syntactic and semantic
trwisformations. The are not deliberate omissions of "difficult"
words. This young Navajo rMiNr is seeking meaning and not simply
naming words.

Peripheral field miscues involve 25.9% on S26 and 16.9% on S68.
AIL but NA505 show higher percent on S26. NA505 has a high of 31.2% on
S26 and 32.6% on S68. These differences between the stories and
between the subjects suggest that charact, 'Acs'of both the text and
the reader are involved in peripheral field miscues. The reader pro-
duces peripheral field miscues through interaction with the text.

Navajo Sixth Grade

NA6 read SBL, an excerpt from Sing Down the Moon, in addition to
My Brother Is A Genius, the standard istory. Si 8 is a historical

novel with Navajo characters and a setting'which includes Canyon de
Chelly, now a national monument, near the school our subjects attend.

All subjects did somewhat better on S81 than S53. Mean coded MP)
12.1 on S81 and 1:.0 on S53. Non.dialect MPHW means are 12.6 on S53

,n4 10.4 on S81. NA6 corrects 19.2% of S3 and 24% of S81. Semantic
d-r-optability is 35.9 and 38.5%. Comprehciding percents pre 47.5% on

and 54% on S81. Syntactic accept Ili-y is 61.6% and 70.5%.
Residua' MPHW is 6.7 on S53 and 4.7 S81. Range for residual MPHW is
4.1 to 10.5 on S53 and 3.3 to 6.2 on S.A. All subjects have higher
comprehending and lower residual MPHW on S81 than S53.

Graphic and phonemic means are a Little higher on S81, 5.5 and 5.:,
than on S53, 5.3 acd, 4.7. That reflects mixed patterns with NAZIS and
NA526 higher on S81, NA523 higher on S53 and NA521 with higher graphic
but lower phonemic means on S53.
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Subject Number

Story Number

Total Miscues

CL,64: Miscues

MP!

Dialect Miscues

MP1f

Percent

Non.Dialect Miscues

MD
Residual MPIIW

% enrriTtrd

sel, dceopthle

% sem, unatc, but corr.

Cbmprehending percent

% syn. acctlble

Proldriity means

graphic

syntactic

Table 6-27

NAVAJO SIXTN GRADE GROUP STATISTICS

521

53* 81**

523

53

I

81

525

53 81

526

53 81

CROUP

MEANS

53 81

415 307 257 216 266 215

61

12
59

_261 322J

' i

250.45.

S9. 0L
56 57 60 65 64

19,6 13 12.9 10 6 13 2 11 0 14 4 13,; ; 0

7 10 15 15 11 a 9 10,3 90
7r

"Irrirr.

2,4 3,1 2,0 2,2 0,8 2,5 1,7

16,2, ;3,1 U.4_ Itil 11,3 17 17 Q ...ILL.,
50,0

114,

4.7

ii....5.1....+10j90

17.1 11.8

.9 50 0 0 .9 ;

8,1 ,10.1 9,..0 12, 12,7

4 8

11,6

6 710,5 6.2

,J68

6.7 4.7 4.1 .3.3 '; i

20,4 28,() 16.0 14,0 22,4 36,0 18,0 118,0 19,2 24,0

24.5 30,0 30.0 30,0 46,0 48,0 42 0 46.0 35, 38.5

14.3 18,0 8,0 12.0 12.2 16,0 12,0 16,0 11,6 15,5..

1:-)38,S 48,0 38.0 42 0 59,2 64.0 54 0 62 0 47,5

4f.,8 62,0 64,0 7.6 76.0 ..,_5,0 80,0 61.6 70,5

5,3 4,8 6,0 5,7 4,9 5,6 4,8 6,0 5.3

4,7

S. :

72.

1:74--

4.3 4,9 5,3 5,1 4.8 5.2 4.5 5,5

8,4 7,9 7,5 8,2 7,6 7, 6,')

67:11...__ILLIAI

7

'

7,6

7 6 7,0

*S,53 Lirother is A Genius

**F4! Sth
Down Tho Moue
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Dialect percent is 17% for the group on S53 and 14.8% on S81. But
an additional 14% on both stories are doubtful dialect and 2% of S53
and 4.5% of S81 involve secondary dialect.

Retelling scores are low on S81, however, 11 to 26, and onlje
NA525 exceeds 26 on S53 with a score of 46. NA526 has the same score,
26, on both stories; all the others have the higher of their retelling
scores on S53.

In their retellings, the NA6 group seems even more inhibited
the NA4 or NA2 groups. Perhaps cultural effects get stronger as Na..ijo
students get older.

NA521,with retellings of 11 on S81 and 19 on S53, shows this
inhibition. He whispers, speaks in ,Navajo, and talks to himself. But
no response is longer than this sequence shows:

R: Where were they riding besides the cottonwoods?

S: Among the ro-- among the rocks.

R: A71 where else?

S: Amon, the trees.

R: Anything else?

S: Woods.

R: What can you tell me about their horses? Do you know what they
looked like?

S: No.

K: What kind of horses were they?

S: Brown.

K: Did they just ride them all the time?

S: Yes.

R: Did they ever get off?

S: Yes.

R: What did they do when they got off?

S: Sleep on ground.

R: I can't hear you.

S: Wen, to sleep.

'10 ts
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K : Then what tlappenked?

S: Then they get up in the morning, when the sun rising.

The retellipg is so sparse that it is dii-ILJ-t to tell whether
NA521 knows moil( than he is willing to say.

NA52: .end NA526, with over b(1% comprehending scores on S81, both
have retellings of 26. NA525, th the highest comprehending score on
SC3, 59 score.Z, also has the hig t retelling sco of 46.poll'd

Only NA521 sho1WW low syntactic acceptability, 40.8%, on S53 and
he has 62, on S81. He has only 2% omissions op S81, but 7.4% on S53.
But he .1.10ws 26-, non-words in S81 and 13% in SS 3. Many of these non-
words are syntactically acceptable. NA6 group shows 18.4% non-words on
S53 and 21.,+ on c;I. Omissions are 15 on S5: and 12.1% on S81.
NA525 and NA 2Chave high omission rates, unusual for sixth graders.

Here are Ahita's (NA526) omissions in S53 (28.38;): of*, it*,
philosophicalm, and*, courage, ashamed, certain, definitions'", The,
geniusm, valuable*. two, then*, here*, your*, baby*, typical, excellent,
:said *. ordinary, intellectual*, lashed, soak, society, blarem,
to*. a*, broadly. du *. he*, horizontal, 1*, in* impression, stringy,
Leigh, slimp.

* corrected
repeated omissions

HerW- a short sequence with her omiisions:

0-424 He wiu.!ged a firle,er at AndrewLand isaio "say'say da."
:.1, vf
4/..

o125, -Ltellectual), my little broth.-_ ,aid, loudly and clear:v.

Anita sh,w, .4th basic types of omic:4ions, those that seem delierate
and those wt:ich are incidental to the reading. A number of deli' ,,.!-ately
omitted words are without any context in the story; they're words read
.nt of a dictionary by the main character in the story or repeated out
of context by the eight month old genius.

Word in-wrtions are 5.33', on S. and for S81 and range to IT:
tor individual readers.

While correction, as reported above, is moderate on both stories,
unsuccessfu! correction is unuaually high, 19.7' on S53 and on S81.
Attempted correction is :0.4% on S53 and 4 on S81. On S53 the vroup
has more unsuccessful than successful correction with no subject sub
stantially more successful than unsuccessful. In S81, only NA525, with

correctfon .atid only 12% unsuccf-Isful correction, shows high prn.
portional rate/6f success.



Table 6-28

SYNTACTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

NAVAJO SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Partially
Uaecceptabie Acceptable

Fully
Acceptable

Fully
Acceptable
Except for

Other Miscues

SS3* 19.2 18.7 41.4 19.7

S81 12.. 17.0 56.0 14.0

*S53 My Brother Is A Genius
*'81 Sing Down the Moon

Table 6-29

SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY:

SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Ilnaccept- Partially
able Acceptable

Acceptable
in

Sente:,c.

Only
Fully

Acceptable

Acceptable
in Sentence
Except for

ADther Miscues

Fully
Acceptable
Except for

Other Miscue!

S5:0 44.4 1°.2

S41" 45.0 16.5

Mz_ Brother Is A Genius

1.5

5.5

20.2

17.0

2.5

4.0

12.1

12.

**S ' in Down The Moon
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P4M,2l , n the SaMO story , ut t itMot t u correct !;K'' 1, 1' itivilt.,41r on
only 3(1. It to )10.s I Ike., Ihis coorern Cur correct ion re I :tvt tt vuiwyril
fcr it '.IraCY as much us I t dolls a concern tor meaning. re
t iv.tly rte -ht readers.

Syntactic factors infl uonce their success fu I current 1 ,how

less 1.4 luence on the unsuccessful one 37. 8- of part lit I .,cpt-

able miscues are corre,.ted, but only W. of unacceptable and IS.
of 1'11 ly acceptable c,r. S53. I'or S81 . 3M.2 of part In; ly nrOCII Lab 10
miscues and 36 of unacceptable 411 are corrected, but on ly 15.2 of
fully acceptable are corrected. miscues fully acceptable
except fur other miscuer in the are corrected. Unsuccessful
corrections are comparable for all .es of ,syntactic acceptability
on both stories.

A Lar pattern :howl An effect of semantic factors on .n.rection
in '3. There is Ois,,roportionately high correction for partia.ly
acceptable, and fui ly acceptable miscues it. unacceptablo ,on-
tences , 33. 2%- Lot o 30. of semantica 1 ly partially aecept ab 1 e

micues are corrocted and 29.4;;, of fully acceptable ones are also
cur. 'acted. In At th storie, highest ,-ate of unsuccessful correct ion
for lemanticaily unaccvptable miscues is 28.490 on S53 and 26.7% on S81,

Higher than average (orre,.tion rates show at fur misclre = where
ob-erved iesp:re.es die nouns (28.9',1, and function words (2m.1).

by co rust, only of verb miscues and 4.2'.., or noun modifiers are
corrected. Unsnr.,essful correction rates are high for verbs (41.47'),
,ioun modifiers (33.8),and indeterminants (28.6;1. In 5 ,41, relatively

high correction rates show for verbs (33.3%) and function words (40.5: ).
7,,w rates show ''or nouns (11.3%) and noun modifiers (10.5,1. Rates of
an,,uccessful correcti r. are high on nouns (30.6 ) and noun modifiers
(31'. e. ), These patterns show reader correction strategies are used
di fferently in the two stories.

,ese figures relate to the fact that 26.4"; of 5 -)3 miscues are
-,ouns, while nouns are 36.7% of S81 miscues. Noun modifiers are 141'i of

3 miscues but 8.1:' f S81. Other percents in the two stories are
more comparable.

Phonemic factors o -0 also reflected in correction rates. Correc-
tion of miscues with n, .,novemic relationship 1)etween ER and 1-, 3t,

in 553 and 55.6. in S81. Unsuccessful correction is b and
Unsuccessful corrections are high on mid-Level proximity (coded 4-o)
miscues in S8 l, 3°. That shows in S:3 also wi th 32. :3' un.-.1ccess

correction of miscues with moderate !)noci ,itv.

Patterns of syntactic acceptabi ity differ in t:ip two storie n

the figures show in Table 6 -2M.

The higher rate of full acceptabi lit in -e h!ets Lower rate
of unaccepti:blo and compounded miscues.

Semantic acceptability patterns virtuiily Il[ same t r 1)(

stori-'s. (See Table 6-29)



Table 6-30

IDENTICAL FUNCTION SUBSTITUTIONS:

NAVAJO SIXTH GRADE GROUP

Noun Verb Function Indeter-
Grammatical function Noun Verb Marker Marker Words minant

STORY NO.

S53*

SH1**

74.1

85.3

67.7

s4.6

84.0

88.9

err

11.1

67.7

64.9

61.9

err

* S53 kiv Brother Is A Genius
**S$1 D...wn The Moon

** *In:-itcnificant frequency

Table 6-31

GRAPHIC At PHONEML.; PROXIMITY:

NAVAL.. SIXTH GRADE GROUP

0-3 4-6
Low Proximity Moderate Proximity

Graphic. Phonemic Graphic Phonemic
Story

S$ I** 21.5

High Proximity
GrapIlic Phtnemic

401

:A.

24.6

My Brother Is A Genius
**sm Sing Down The Moon

,;).6 40.3

26.4 33.2

42.7 30.A

42.3
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Only minor differena show hare with the "hilts being mostly
among partiely aceedtabie, lower on 581, and miscues acceptable in
.ntence only, higher in SA1. What happens, however, to that the op
between fully syntactically and -emai-ticaLy atceptablu is much greater
on 581.

Lost deep structures, result in of S;,71 miscue. and 6.5". of

Smsl. All subjects are hieber a 553. Miscues with no transformation
are 3 .11 on S51 and 41.5;1, Oh 681. That reflects somewhat more effec-
tive handling of syntax in S81.

NAG .subjects ,how few intonation miscues, 5.6 on S53, on SAl.

Range i 2-10% on both stories.

Peripheral field miscues never exceed lei";, on either story. droop
mean is 16.0 on 553 and 15% on 581.

NA6 shows high rates of matching function of nouns, verbs, and
noun modifiers in srl and moderate rates in S81. function word suit'

stitutions are about the same. Again this confirms the more effective
syntacti pr,-.0sming on 581, (See Table 6-30)

Patterns of graphic and phonemic proximity show that the prowl ha
ewer Ivediam graphic proximity mi:aaes and more high proximity ono:- oo

than Sfl. Only 21.', have no or low graphic poxHity. (s,e Table
o-3:) P1,ono.ic Proximity .1-1ows more high proximity miscues and fewer
:ow and medium proximity mi,caes n S1 than S3. Furthermore, the
percent of phonemic proximity on both stories is higher than graphie
on low proximity miscues and moderate one and or than raphic in
high roximity ranges.

mea..; usually exceed phonemic mean for most readers.

hut it is unusual in oar study for means on both to he higher in what
appear to ')e the: easier of two tasks.

our Navajo reader' tart on mot il in the r home Lan-

.'uage of all our groups. They ore ab,e to read Englisl at :J.1 grade.-,

,ome extc:It. rheir eleir use readi process.

W.,at stands 7.1ost in their performance, which is least effecti...e
of ali our groups, is the cultural inhibition nn heir discussion (d.
what they have underst ud. Tt be easy L., conclude, as others
have, that their readi- sutlers from Lintl.ui:,tic al cultural inter-
ference. We would r.;-,er conclud- that t!leir resp(.nw to literacy
instruction reflects a m4smaich between the school, its curriculum. and
its values on the one hand. and the culture and life view of -he Navajo

chi :dren on the other.

The ii Aed success in readin:f, our Navajo subject.-, then, i.

neither cause for Limited success in .school nor the eCfeet of lahrAago

and cultural interference, but a. ,mptom of thi general rnismatch



t.tiAlrfElt VII

RETELLING: PRCESS s mom( s

Immediately following the reading, subects are nmked to retell
as much at they can remember about what they have urt read. This
segmevt is audio taped in the stifle manner and for the same purpose as
the reading. The retelling is thought of as a two -part process. The
first part is the unaided retelling. The purpose of this section is
to gain information about the readers' initial understanding of the
material without prompting from the researcher. The researcher encour-
ages subjects to continue with the unaided portion of the retelling its
lung as possible. When the researcher judges that the reader nave told
ie. much n, they are going to, the information provided by the subjects
during the unaided retelliee is used to formulate questions for the
directed rotellir The 4uestlou3 asked during this directed retelling
r117-0p;In-ondeo: The retelling is evaluated by a quanlitative score
as well as a qualitative description. Statements about ciAracters,
character attributes, events and setting are evaluated and romprise
the quantitative Surface Retelling Score. Statements about plot, theme,
inferences and uisconceptions are described qualitatively.

Training Researcher- for Retel'4ng

;ood retelling. reliAire careful training for the research staff.
Al !,earch assistants are taught I) to wait patiently and quietly for
tt.e re-sonses; 2) to ask open-ended questions; 3) to respond
in a n. rs1 mreaer t, the student's answers; 4) to ask questions at
anpropriae 'mot to facilitate and encourage the subjects to expand
or cLal'ir _teseots: 5) to avoid giving subjects information about
t'st stot, ,t.e,leh the qsestium asked during the directed retelling; and
6, 0 avoin resu,sding or questioning in a manner which suggests to the
4).0c,s th,, they are incorrect or that the researcher prefers one

,mnee ra'er than another.

Traininh with th re:4. rche,i corsists of a variety of procedures:

. DisLussinl of th,y statn!ent. and purpo, of Guide Q:estiens
ALd Rctellin (See Ale Appendix).

2. Evaluation of tneed retellings of previou:iy studied subjects
by ,-topping the tape after each statement made by suhjeot as 1 researcher
and using the rude Questions as the arlor criteria.
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. Practice .f the complete retelling procedure to non- research
leets for purposes of self-evaluetiun.

4. Regular mootingi to discuss and evaluate
These meetings often result in the rewriting of

Thorough knowledge of the storiee to he

Lvaluating the Retelling

practice retellings.
the Guide guestionm,

ed in the research.

Mt:A.0e Analysis has. from its beginning, departed from traditional
post-story directed questioning. Such questioning is convergent and
trio often focuses on specific knowledge and simple short answers.
Traditional directed questions to assess reading comprehension usually
provide readers with information about th story. For example, if a
researcher asks a subject who has read My Brother Is A Genius, "Why did
the boy want to win the cont,st?", the reader has been wished with
the information that a boy is in the story and that the plot relates to
his winning a contest. The reader may not have gained this information
from reading. Also, traditional directed questioning can provide organ-
izat ion and focus for the reader which is not what the render may think

troe .about the story.

The type of retelling and questioning techniques used in miscue
analysis has a variety of purposes:

I. To discever how readers retell information which they have read
when the foreat provided for retelling is open-ended.

2. 1 correlate other c+-atistical measures of miscue analysis
w:th retelling measurea.

1. To build understandini2 about the r-lationship between cc -
he ndilp (what concern the reads rs show fcr neerbtanding while reading
i. ing on) ar comprlension 'what the elders understand after
reading has taken place.).

Earlier miscue analysis research has scored all aspects the
r,rough reliability studies of researchers, it became evi-

dent that researchers easily agreed en surface retelling information.
(rite surface retelling information are stat .ants about the story
which can be %erified by the language et he st,:y Itself.) When flch
cwt dine; was scored independently by three researchers, the surfat
retelling score ranged within three points on a 0 - 100 scale, 9s9. of



the t However, scores ; or in t +WW1 i4in deo 1 inv with h plot , thrtnesa

other inforent Id! termat ion and miscencept 141I4 were not 011111111y re I -

al. le. Therefore, for t he purpose of this study, t he surface informat
was plant !tat ive lv scored and t he statement s IP t' idot hem,. inference
and miseoncept Ieins re col lect ed for comparat he ; lysis and discus-
sion, but oot for quantitative scoring. rids procedure discriminator;
t he readers' a1,i11ty to racist I surface informat ion from their abilities
to interpret beyond t he literal level or comprehension. In addition,
,ubjects' miscumeoptiong Are tmalyvid closer ipt lye ly rather than t hroulzh
:nester Ica mourns. It may be possibta that through further {lies,

some Taint i tat ive scores can be developed fn these areas.

Litniit

Some of the limit .*t ions of the rt, 111nk irocedures in rti
analyst re late t o tr.t It t he subject and t ,ea re he: , The di rti.

whict: subject s are wi I I Inv to express t 1.:y have underst uod or reme-
bered s < 'I affect the retelling, score at-. At IL as the information derived
from t 'irected ret e 1 I nr.. Certain subjects, because of cultural
d i f fe ri , nay be more wi 11 ing t o expand on what t hey have road and
to share what , he.. have read with a researcher !ban others. rt!rt her-

m. r.r, sum, f nd .. tua 1 s may be more 1. ling than other:. to rt !ate idea.,
,n .v ' l or not they know it , becatn.e some Inoivi la Is are

!t.tter : its. r han others. The ahl lity of I he r to
s.,.t -,:t is ext rem!' ly important . ear herr- who w. r.

bet ter . tip; more support ir of the subjects ts.uiti I tot!
more ot ter researchers.

This procedure, however, -t ill provides a .,real deal more about
readers' understandings t:.an t radii iona 1 cociiprehen.s ion measures.

has provided in format ion ahr, tt c aprell,lsi on which night ut herwi se
mailable fur further researc: , hv,.othes:s test ing, or for the

44 !optrnt of a theory about comprehensi ,it in reading. The 1,-ete 1 1 1 n,

,,,ids inf( ,-,nat ion about the reader''- al)1 it:, interrPlate know ledv.-
t interpret, to draw cone lusions and to develo, concept;: miscon-
rept ions. A 1 t bou, ,s the retelling score foct , it add:; to he

ct tire of t he subject' - development of efficient and rfective read iru.
The wore in:. done in discourse ; on retellings

lust flea! ion t proced:Ire and may provide new and bet ter
quanti !et lings (Nintscl:, P174; Fredrickson,

A guide sheet
t he Appendix.

r Prepar in.:, and 1:va i provi,'.

56
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The Story Outline

Each story in the research is read carefully by at !Peet two
,searchers. They develop an outline which is used ad a chock sheet

by !ha, t marcher during the actual retellins erasion and later as a
guide to score the retelling information. The first section of
story outline divides SS points between character recall and develop-
ment. Cach character is listed as recall and the characters' traits
44 development. Since primary grade stories do not provide much infor-
mation about character traits, more points are assigned to character
recall than character development. The significance of each character
to the story is weighted and points are assigned accotuingly. Fifty-
five points are ar igned to all the events in the story, and the events
are weigl.*.ed according to the significance in the story. Ten additional
points are, provided for any other details in the story which are not
listed in character analyst. or events. Usually this relative to setting
or other surface information not an integral part of the lot of the
stot,,,. Plot and theme statements mv also developed. Iteatliws need not
relate the plot or theme suageated by the researcher, h t this iw pro-
vided as a guideline for collecting itIVnrmation about plot an(' tAOMC
StateMOnt8.

Here is the point distribution for the story outline followed by
an example (.f on of the stories with the points at,sipnod.

Story Cutline
Point Distribution

Jtricter recall
(list ,.haract,r,,) r 20

Chit tcter dev tit

(de4cript: # statements) 15 or 21

Thir: -fi. :cc into are distr!',11.-A between
Ctaracter r,call and c.:Aracter ttributes.
The nanber of points assio,ed t6 each category
is dep -dent ,non the numiwr of Tharacters in
the st / and the extent to Ihich the autt-.r
devel(d.s *tits (-baracters.

Lxtra Informati
(Setting' , -id other suriacv

S

wal



Story (kit I

Freddie Miller, Sviontist -

CliAKACTEN ANALV ;IS

Neon! I
rrrtajle "Tinker"
Llitaboth
Mrs. Mi 1 ler

Mr. Miller
Uric' N

i:haracler itaLLiftent
1°777X!

!men t into

nickLamed -Tinker"
hi xper men t s freiunt

-vas rutkinv rat scient itir d :., over i

t -s to he hlptui

I t

'0.r tlutr rt.ddi

41
from :1611cer1.and
1,.s four brother.,
,:met ;t upset at Freddie' constant oxpori!..;..nt

!tr.

t :Aster' doll ..roen ill a ,:h xprim1,t
r to I I -; him to save ha lf ach weo ' a 1 I ("wane*.

t ) 3 now do I I.

rddi h i cxi oriment s to thw..e sur,....04i in a

ra

d 0.. to -:av smt. i ru..! mixture t ho z fr r-ratk:n

trou:i le and must clear,out th rofri....orat or.

ar :11 s father complain about tho chairn clock n, t and
i d.,s to fix as a :...irprise.

a I.-;rm (,os off in ti middle of thu ri4ht and another
''reddie s experiment's fails.



Ono day, whilo Mrs. Milo's' is out visiting ,41 rreddio is in
collar making an oloctric ball, Llisaboth tuckad in tho
01000t.

coddio is anabio to got thy door upon and says he win in. rot
4other.

Howovor, hio ulster is afraid to bo loft alone in the dark.

Freddie then getn the idea of dropping a light through the
transort be lore going for mother.

roddie makes a lashlipht out of two batteries, a ruler,
wixo, 4 bulh and taps.

?lacwing t!ie flashlight from a pioc or 14 trtio rte tioeo
ladOtlr to drop the light in

irabeth i no lonvor so seared and Freddie goes to ot
mot her.

Whci lath. come.. home everyone tolls hi the i4tory. The
whIe family is prinul of Freddie and dot ides to he more. otKir-
Aanditio.! about those experiments t 'At fail. Mothey ,,ays
Freddie is lust. like father.

f.xTRA IsirramATioN

Fact ial informatien
Flow to make. a flashlight

SIM 1.4/ ik!S

So matter %./.-4t Freo,.le dues, ,cis lotnei ompare hi-
on.. of his ,inelest but Freddie do, -t like th.,,,e
ompu-lions; he would prefer being comnared to his

takes a series >f tai lur nriArhe n ices

PiiT

Will Fr(Aiie be able his -zci4.-iti tic koowledg to heir)
hi.. Aster?



Selec'toE QuItoratly kelevaot .lateriaift

to tbe dilcoftsio which follown. it hecortio, eioot that the toe
ot stiy used haft an erfot on the rtellinvi, especially of certain
;aopulationa, Each ehhjoet ratid t1411,4 lettl,r10q. OtW Is 4110(1 the stan
dard story fr4C 1'040 ,Y Onbjel!* in orevi-as micac fttudies. Since
Ipef populat loos are cowed ill t ita st Illy, a teocnii! was chormst,

whioh more closely represents the .alturst background of the particular
population. rhoo.e are called the culturat:y ryievant storiem. The
procedure used to select the cultural televant itoi mil" be helpful
in understanding ,opp of C.- conelusinc ale related to the use
of culturally relevant materials with miscific populations.

IrIrro ;.ami i tar with children' h !itonittire wit's teaching
eiprience unalinv them to anticipate chtldr,WN ren:,,,,nges to wet
atarc, searHed the field of Hlitarvn'... literatare for th, necempary,tori. 1:,y worked with univerlity, pub; :c and school librarians I,.
dcidio,.. which 000kl, t- review.

sot ' ,f toe populations the.:e are many books available. Mot,
than books tn.. ..tc.iriets are available foi. review about each uf the

reprosent ..aildren who comp from Appalachia, who
or are to a Spaniah apeaVitt.. environment, whi, are Wail,.

rally of the Appalachian books, however, were writroo pritr to ci7o.
.4hi le txoks about Black and Spanish speaking AinOricacs reflo,t
iresmure , '14,44 rIt +1' a.a; -
eiblicat ion dates were post 070. However, 1,3. might bo ..c,acted, the
Ist,ority of the newly publf4hed books hat: settings in ).1).; oity
4nd AhettoN and dic not reflei:r the rural nature of toe %Libcts to le

used in this study. The lists tor all the other roup:, were very .;!wr
We Lcly collected eighteen titles dealing t.ith Arabic background. \
no of these books dealt with Arabic immitrant,' to he Unid
met 1.165. There wa.4 only one book, P: See anc t ho House, that
deatt with modern, racially mixeditiavaii. hxcet ivor 11 See "MO th.,
`ir)ouky 110UNe fitatinv any cultural ly ,:ovant book:- our spejiric
populations of tket,nd graders became almos-.. 3:. we had to
make all kinds f c(incessions to criteria and ondeC asing some

which were n;y remotely cultura; ty relevant. A vood ,xample
the us. of tier Choice for t.,1. 11.-4alian attuan eot.(1 oraders

-ohsr--the -illy r -1-.Yant aspect wat, the ctiarricter
;1i at ivi t Involving interaction with oat

Even for the x:roups ahr,ut wi.toet many 1).o'ks have ts.on writ tf.Tri,
Ir.,. appropriate material was

The reset: -,hers l!anedlate Iy di sca which gti.* t 'n. 17..nr..-
-,ion that th tit characte.r:, wero t- -r field.
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Mahy to.t4a tall i ii ti thim category. Am 11 mom, authora glover intond
their raderm t, i.lotudo the group thay ary writ the ahout. they h.vin
. . tar tilt Aritorla there live. mofttion tit pameing,
I'd rood about thy p0,die in Maine and I had an idea they'd be' real

eh.sract or m a anft'ai1 ottld it rt. tit ,110111t time ntli in 011 tdrItt1).
NO* tilt! we It at ow 1 1 Iii tuty 4)1 I 'Oh trot,. Os ( WO Mett1# t dmitt 1 1

rti hiss.'. I ' 1,4y *that tarty' ilk et 01 I the, reliert.- hers t hour ht
wou I ele ve ready et were e I mina t ed.

we Atm ,!im.4rded mtoriem which we thought the ii,tequied rao.r,
fteli*t already It.t,ow T/11.4 :Wed out (telefoon folk 1 ler, . With certain
r.i ; t! I 1:ti 1'41 'yid '144141' I. the remaininy. it, ,ietui 'much ttw Maui
id Pt.1ti stories a tlawni tam; and Samoans, t he sitorie ron t
Arahiate Nigh tr t !s A rabii Oind all t ttc And let ten I .tit I rivant
rrtlirtlal nt ttr .ti t ha, Nava:Jot.. The ritA.lr'tr:. di warded tartou.tori iits4eire that ttw readers' understanditio iif the* .11 .0. wet not
from pre,. i.eets evittael with thv at Ory.

e e l t tlr r..m !of Nt 1#8.1V: VOti`,1(1..r4.41 cultural ly teNant , the.
re.earchr: -.elected 'those which also tit the r 'uteri' 1 criteria :tr

Lee t in 'e 1 r.ieltrip materiel! (se Appendi orteil liv thi-, point
there wrir. , ly twt ter throe. bonks 111,11t table. the fourth and

, , and at.: twat ittnteml oar I ier the researehere were hard-
/ pr,'': ":et: ti, , oine tip with i yieropriate assorts',: for ,eyetend /rader:e.

parch. then' CIAKItir I ed pi lot mt. Ilt with t I-0 .1 . v... with h lova :
itt t Ise itrt tInt..ttt1 g mem oN. t 440 read,. ren ' tnftt

',or,. 4,1 hi` 0". t groups, their readings did ,id
re.atareher. 6 t. Information about age level sui tahi 11"-y. ROt 1,1r11 I tW

It'ilt tt. t he ,,eta 1 ty t,f eu I t ura I re. :evance, cht.c..ed wit ranrat,., rt4 ,

'le part ica tar out) N and Vnowledgeahle I: :e ;;reetips. Lven
tain ature. which are actual ly inr-ompat

. 1; t ere, ,Ii:eped through. After selectinv ant! n..ini Mr, Mt
1,!1 t t hat it iq 1 cultural aft rent tee Arates tee

:AV .1 rt camel nanwd omit . (Muir is tht. nati t, an In1p,4--
'.nit 4;4- ,h t irt,4-Tripr tate for in animal name.

1.. r :10r 1' t1 arall'/' r'':' Ant I; I ierwth chi I.-
- r.Of a 1, .te :,, et! :ireeol-ta: wheich di(!n' t ideEtt

:tit!! .1: r !)rtilt at here,' (-11' data. In r<lr t,. a' that tie
lave- fa t 1nti the appro,tr tat*. eel t itne,

':r ect ion Ir. he' t 110V, At t -r
; 14: z ; ti I ,;I: (No roc, t Irne eel t T.1 it'tintty I 1, , ter

er.elrt.t ie-:, radr:, d.evlop ar la
told to, ; in th,- e , tie

Pup t), t id I .

A fr-'..eien: ..1,-oute.1;r-Aar.(1ini' RTlot

:-harao t ttr t oaH1 t. : -. t 1 '
1.,1 i :1 1 M.., t:.tr c!...trAt r.. i::r a ice.

h ntrt,to. r t ters . had t
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wilt, 411 I 1 %U5$, 1.0 .41,4-ed It 1st- 1 , 4 A*114. ...4411t t
in the ,ritAltal. fl, ..4t40,04 'many reader. t I* .01(1w2 the cltir4VittEc withh
teach titlibr .tr rost Abt,tt imp sst ?horn 41t1."stht,r, Th an, whi ib
literary 1 ty t1' ITJ11 list.* I It Y., 441. ft IP YMt.trttl, e4,ItigsnAtitt tai prociant 4
.orots lamp so reader.. Thin win 4n unfirt "snAt 0 dips-s.sepsy bss..Asiptes ',Mots
rwelsi -Mid/4m art that, moot intoromiting an arvr,rIsto rooding.
',wroth's! s1-311AbIs 17ta vhaplerri Fria 51.3. the 14, ev. anal Sancho

!,9,0 1iT Teao4reterrn, t .,,7117( 1.7;41 tar ro
t toy ware fi..iin41, in t heir corieleu,s44id otitis. It. ',Asa I render.. r literatur,'
tee w,

14,vv4rs1 slop t.t ',Its- 041 ,Iroc era :1 nly ter we
atialyied the Tahleet A. reading of the. mate,. int ,sild shots,
sh,st rod 1110101tss its' the cultural relvv.ince and ltiiiii-
ficance 1,1 t v itA rilki I ly

mitts!, tt ,t awe, "IttltiV X11 rr t det'It rtt 11:111
1(e:idiot-I even t ! nu' ori 1.y ,t t rt .11 .s.t. ttrIe.1)%e:s, ..t
.td.'1;)te1$ rartt en iv% tl, ittlh hi ?i" 14.,14, " t1.

. rhe reason :st ail:, or Ow io ,oft find Ipc ,

Amp I r"sn balsa I ra(141T flay reflecs. 'he I n S t '1.1 t r,. At

are .finder at the 1.1.sent tink t inlide written -1.1 I et' in 1 w'71,.1.
1114 t t.11.11'4, IVO. t 1,.11 JIM films /Or Whiett ts!11%,,ii rir,d ich

ref le.", .1 itrtet:, t writ teti milteritt for v. in.

Aik4pect t ttjr 161;14;11

me. r.. r Many .1:4Tvort m 1,1 I re.' ixitt . t.. !31,4
"!.,' V4t1. 11 t.. I rt $ ttlit lira I re I eva:,oe . : :tere dai!r. artiviti -

ich 40,4+'r ?)t- ? h.. -1' a .rotip .ati 6.1;.

! ! r i Awl r e hods I hi hat t rtt , ttn i ..it it wihi
.ttn :A It he rf4. Th,.sC J.. revert led by t!t, re- t 1414 n.: tt,. Ll irat't,'r' 17.

.. Ct14,4't tot I itt rad IJ.; hot h Hawn i itltl r rusts;)' , t

her 1-, 401v ;iatie.ditt ; mat:. t rand t'itt her le t..-i A :Ind 1

)flat ../stly -h, in a it vi.1...,0(1
ar,0 Tiresent int, rna' n it 1:

..t the N.iva:.ia and fueupi sh.;I:lrffir4 -t 1:1';
r Is., -ancti,e and And L til te t ;Yee t 4.1 11 ft-

lb! ..oncern o.r.

ott as-Jeet of re: A

maii 'mil " vent.a whiel. la 1,.o r ',ay. L
ka i t 'ie od Andre' s Secret , d. '111 6, c r I

Itr anTh,,die...7741woter-,77a....r. ila ant, Mr. " I
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,rum the. Aubleols irt. example, reading about th life or owailail.'
tiL,ing rho . i irtloal life in the. Polyneoian 1.rando lo probably
no more relevai. f,, two Nawaitan aubjcto than reading *boot Coors,*
Washingtoo'e h,vhcwod dayo is to the life of arty American child. both
OGIALLtac!.._ and ILttt of the Law4on dual with thin period of tie..
Theee may h. leas rilevant to The Hawaiian Pidgin apealtrre than to the
Hawaiian %mein group since the Pidgin speakers rapresant a variety of
Chloepse, J4i,4114440 4011 rilipino immigrants to the Hawaiian falando who
have no isomer or 'he Hawaiian ulturr in their ethnic urigina.

Although the Standard Stories
the aapecto of the life of a wear!
to be thought of In tomtit: 4)( euir
%Melo found in thope arc
lei aliMaithviry 7schol*I. In Ply ti

la concerned aboot a project he
sarprise. thr ,ircup la t

v.e to if.. study did not rapretiont
i, o, *trot group, they al-o noted
pl relevance hems*. rites, tlag aeti.
'versally relevant o sit readoi,

41?Ig; tot:tot:17 (11: 1147

he, Ora and Max of the -'-sa wt-t in the storiera are Alpo
(leant to relevance for ryader 'wocpt for Sancho and Clever tift1,
all the other ,J1turally rel stories incI271 pompon ita a matte
character who could be near t of the subjects. Sancho fa a mis-
chievous omit' anti 'laver Tt, is a turtle who ourwit7the. lecal
townsfolk. All the ate az stories except for two New Hats hwti.ded
AiLdren in the story who were of 4 similar ay. to tier 4.thjorta*.

Nut surprising to worawn'a group. critical of the role of females
vl children's literature is the fact that of the twenty culturally

:eva7.* stories. finally selected, only four tuPee femates as main char-
. rareedah, to raroedah's Ca r2!1, however, must learn her lea-

from a came:. In addition to tie! four, Sancho includes an adult
''exicar %minion ')roughout the ranch country a% one who had a way.
,ith aoimala" (p. 2), pu exerts a positive and significant force in
the story.

Sono of the standard .orie. had fsnale main charac*ers
1:-..,lade 014 ere. Duck It Iwo New Rats and ki*ten Junok refer-oc,

to as she.

Th. atruetto of the writen :an. Aage can also be a factor in
eLtablishing relevance in a st,..ry. A .a.iber of Appalachian s.ect,
anew the stories they were reading "could happen around here becal.e
hey (characters in the stor:) tailed country". All the .11.tural.
:otlevant stories -or t'i' Appalachian rroups and two i' t'at stori s for
the Mississippi :Lodi flack group contain various h of graphic,
vocabulary and linguistic differences to simaaate regional dialect.
"You'll get a whipping fot that," says Old hen to Tester a. h.
agree% to keep Lerler's dog. "Mighty much obliged" rept:es Le:ter
N.Jt ocly lora dialect representation 4..ccar in character's dialogae

:ft.
t.)
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but as the author of Old Ben Bailey Meets His Match tells the reading
audience about Lester's concerns, be writes "this thought was a constant
worriment to him." (p. 9) Some authors as they write about people who
du not speak English, try to affect a second language through unique
English structures. Both And Now Miguel and Salt Boy have aspects of
such language simulation. An example Prom Salt B follows: "When
they came to the pen for Salt Boy's mother's s eep, his father stopped
and waited until Salt Boy was beside him. Then he spoke, 'I have said
it before, my son, that you must never rope the sheep of your mother.'"
(p. 2) The rest of the stories, includiAg all the standard ones, were
written in various styles of standard English.

Stories have general themes which often are lelevant to different
groups of readers for different reasons. The stories finally selected
fur use in this research can be divided into four different themes:
contemporary realism, folk, coming of age, and historical fiction.
Four stories had folk themes which were to teach the readers a lesson.
Young readers often miss the point of such stories although as readers
mature, they seem to become more aware of the author's purpose in pre-
senting a moral in a story. Clever Turtle and Old Ben Bailey Meets His
Match dealt with tricks being played and the less powerful winning out
over the more powerful. Mr. Moonlight and Omar and Fareedah's Carpet
are concerned with hard work and cooperation, while Sweet Patootie Doll
suggests that what is meant to be must be. In addition to the folksy
character of some stories, five stories were concerned with the main
character's "coming of age." In each case the conflict was solved to
some degree as the young hero (in each case the main character was a
boy) overcomes various forces to prove his maturity. Sinf Down the
Moon is historical fiction and the other nine stories deal with various
aspects of contemporary realism. Most of the standard stories were con-
temporary also. Two New Hats had a somewhat folksy character, while
Freddie Miller, Scientist included aspects of "coming of age."

A chart follows which lists the aspects of relevance in relation to
each of the twenty culturally relevant stories as well as the standard
stories. This is not meant to be evaluative in any way. Sone of the
aspects were presented much better than others and at the present time,
there is no way of,measuring which of these aspects are most important
to readers, nor how the interrelationship of these factors in a story
relate to readers. The purpose is simply to list what was evident in
each story.

5



Table 7-1

ASPEITS OF RELEVANCE IN STORIES

Culturally' Relevant Stnries

14111 110 MIMEO =NM

.

Story Stury
No. Name

Social
Cultural

7
Setting
Place

Time

ON I

Age/Sex
of Main
Charac.

=MINIS WO II II . MY II .1.M.,

Language

11M.110 II. ,MNIB IN II II.

Theme

II. IN II. =MO II. II. M. IIMMM

Type
of

Material

68 Henry's
Choice

2nd gr. NA,HS,AR*

father-son rel.
caring for pet
ranch life

S.W.

U.S.

now 6-8
M

standard contemp.
realism

basal

83 Salt Boy
4th gr. NA*

famlly rel.
sheepherding

S.W.

U.S.

now 8-12
M

language
simula-

tion

coming
of age

story
book

81 Sing Down
The Moon

6th gr. NA*

peer rel.
homemaking
sheepherding

S.W.

U.S.

hist.

fic.

12-15
F

standard hist.
tic.

novel

69 The Royal Race
4th gr. HS, HP*

father-sons
rel.

king's court
sled racing

moun-
t:+ins

islands

long
ago

10-15
M

standard
n age

basal

70 Ghost of the
Lagoon

6th gr. HS, HP*

tribal life rel
storytelling
fishing
homemaking

South
Pacific
Islands

long
ago

7-9
M

......,

standard coming
of age

basal

87. Mr. Moonlight
and Omar

4th gr. AR*

father-soh rel.
farming
market days

Rural
Morocco

not
clear

9-12
M

standard folk story
book

88 Fareedah's
Carpet

6th gr. AR*

mother-dtr rel.
grain making
weaving

Tigris
River
Mid.

East

long
ago

10-12
F

standard folk book of
short
stories

86 My Name Is
Miguel

2nd gr. TS*

father-son rel.
school and
home-life

school
home

now 7-9
M

standard contemp.
realism

basal

85 Sancho
4th gr. TS*

ranch life
homemaking

South
Texas

now male
calf/
older
woman

standard contemp.
realism

story
book

77 And Now Miguel

6th gr. TS*
family rel.
sheepherding

,

New
Mexico

now 10-14
M

language
simula-

tion

coming
of age

basal

*read by

I

I

I

I
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Table 7-1 (cont)

Culturally Relevant Stories (cent)



Table 7-1 (cont.)

. ASPECTS OF RELEVANCE IN STORIES

Standard Stories

...................

Story Story
No. Name

wwwwww ................................................e....m.......emeemeemeememeess

Social
Cultural

Setting
Place

Time Age/Sex
of main
Charac.

Language Theme Type
of

Material

,26 Two New Hats
2nd gr. NAIHS*

-

walking
meeting

farm not
clear

no age
duck/
female

stands -4 folk basal

28 Big Surprise
2nd gr. NAIHS*

4--
circus coning
to town

park now 6-8
N

standard contemp.

realism
basal

44 Kitten Jones
2nd gr. All except
NA, HS

family rel.
contest
pets

house
yard
store

now 7-9
kitten
female

standard contemp.
realism

basal

41

51 Freddie Miller,
Scientist

4th gr. All

family rel.
scientific
experiments

house now 9-12
H

standard coming
of age

basal

53 My Brother Is
A Genius

6th gr. All

family rel.
school activ.
television
activ.

house
school
TV eta.

now 9-12
N

standard contemp.
realism

basal

*read by
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General Findings Suggested by the Selection of Materials

Readability formulas are only helpful if the reader's reaction to
the book is built into the process of determining readability. A
pee*" deal is discovered about the difficulty or ease with which
subjects of a particular age or cultural group respond to a book
after children from the group have read that' story orally and
their miscuee have been analysed.

2. Regardless of the ethnic group, when a search is made for short
'stories which relate to the specific group, there is no tong list
of acceptable books available. Publishers may be rel'ictart to
publish books which present what they may believe represent too
narrow or parochial a vi ',w, whether it is true or not. It may be
that state departments of education or even county or local school
districts could establish regional wilting workshops contests
specifically to develop locally written material for children rele-
vant to a particular area or group. This may do much to encourage
writers of some people in a particular community while increasing
opportunity for culturally relevant reading.

3. There is very little culturally relevant material for children in
early grades. Generally, we found it most difficult to find rele-
vant reading material for the second grade group.

4. There are very few books which seem to be relevant to a group in
terms of all the aspects of cultural relevance. Although some
books mey represent the present time, the social-cultural a-pecte
of the story may be limited. Other books may have social-cultura'
aspects which are significant, but represent a period which to the

readers creates a "once upon a time" story. Many authors do not
use the written language of the material to help convey to the
reader, the particular group the story is about. The standard
stories use the written language to convey cultural relevance to
a much lesser degree than the culturally relevant stories.

S. Although not specifically related to selection of materials, it is
important to keep in mind that readers may initially react to
culturally relevant materials with surprise. Children's reading
experience may cause them not to 'xpect relevance. A number of
readers had difficulty with Spaniah names or the names of cities
which they probably knew because they have had so little experience
reading about themselves that they did not expect to find familiar
proper names, vocabulary items and language structures in a reading
book in school.

In conclusion, although there has been a Large increase in the
amount of materials published .or children, there is still a dearth
material for specific ethnic groups which also relates to the times,
age level and present background of a young reader. If relevant material
is necessary to motivate readers, the puLlishing and educational estab-
lishments have a long way Lo go to fill ti is need.
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findings from Retelling

Retelling Scores

Examination of the quantitative data from the Retelling Scorep
provides ten important conclusions concerning comprehension Shout the
eight populations in this study.

1. Retellin S ore means for all of the four dialect ro are hi her
or sac ra s eve rou an sac o s n or 0.. o

sec° wage group. see

Table 7-2

RETELLING SCORE MEANS PER CROUP/PER STORY

Dialect/-
Second
Language

Type of
Story

Grade -Retelling -'-

Mean
it-i-d-ke Tavel

mean/Each
Cro -

Overall
Grade

Level Mean

Sec. Lang Stand. 2nd 44

43

.._._I 44

Sec. Lang. Cul. Rel. 2nd 42

Dialect Stand. 2nd

---
45

----

4:3

Dialect Cul. Rel. 2nd 47

Sec. Lang. Stand. 4th 43

46

49

Sec. Lang. Cult. Rel. 4th 49

Dialect Stand. 4th 54

53
Dialect Cul. Rel. 4th 51

Sec. Lang. Stand. 6th 43

45

Pr

51

Sec. Lang. Cul. Rel. 6th 48

Dialect Stand. 6th 53

56
Dialect Cul. Rel 6th 60
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There is Loss difference between the moans of the two second grade
groups (di* act and second Language) than between the fourth grade
groups and sixth grads groups. The mean for all second grade second
Language subjects on both stories is 43, while for all second grade
dialect subjects it is 45. This difference is only 2 points while the
difference between the same fourth and sixth grade groups are 7 and 11
points respectively. Taken as a whole, the dialect groups wpm to
have more surface informatics, to recount than the second language sub-
Jucte do.

There are exceptions to this. however, which are evident when the
moan scores for each population and each type of story are listed eepa-

Table 7-3

R.:MUM SCORE MEANS PER POPPATION/PER STORY

POPULATION
STANDARD
17Q--Tit 6th

CULTURALLY RLLEVANT
2nd 4th 4111

-----.1Sec°4allratafif_
43* 31 28 37@ SO 20

HS 47* 49 39 46(d 41@ 53@
AR 39 44 51 40@ 47 58

TS 48 49 52 45 59 61

Dialect
DC 55 49 57 60 61 64

AP 40 51 50 45 60 70

MB 43 55 65 38 57 64

HP 40 51 30 43 26@ 410

* Standard story read di .'fervent from other second graders, but the same
for these two populat.ons.

Culturally relevant story, the same read by more than one group at the
same grade level.

On the Standard Stories read by the second grader:, the Navaio and
Hawaiian Samoan mean retelling scorls are w10in the same rang," as the
dialect grc,os. It oust be remembered that these two groups read primer
stories as compared with Kitten Jones, a 3-1 basal which was read by
al] other second grade gigaii771.717 the Culturally Relevant story,
Henry's Choice, was from a first level basal, while all other stories
came from materials which would be considered more difficuly by any
readaL1lity formula. The Texas Spanish second graders had a higher
man score on the standard story than either the Appalachian White or
Mississippi Rural Black groups. (This will be explored more fully Later
in this section.)
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The high moan spores of the Downwast Main* and Tessa Spanish
g* cups oust be tempered with the facto that in some cases third grade
average readers were used because these groups were taped early in the

school year. For the same reason, a good number of the NS subjects were
fifth sniders in the fourth grad, group.

Although important information is generated by the exmainstion of
mean scores, often significant information is lost, especially when the
number of subjects being compared is small. It is equalky significant
to look at the range of scores to see if this explains some of the
exceptions to trend, or conclusions suggested by the mean retelling
scores. Figures 7-1, 7-2 sad 7-3 present the range of scores of each
subject for each grade level, each population and each typ4 of story.
The vertical line represents the range for each group and each typo of
story. Each subject is represented by a dot, and the short line across
the vortical line indicates the mean score.

Examination of the range of scores for the second grade groups
show that 'second reason for the high mean score for the DC subjects
can be accounted for by one second grade subject's retelling of Kitten

Jones. Tbis subject produced a retelling score of 76, while the 4-7747
three DE retelling scores are 46, 49 and 52, which are within the range
of other second grade groups. -wit; examining mean retelling scores,
it is important to keep in mind that the variation is as great within
the group itself as it is between groups. As we examine other trends
noted from the retelling scores, we will continue to look at the
ranges as well as the mean scores.
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2. Retelling score means tend to increase from second grade to fourth
..grade to sixth grade groups. This is true for the overall groups,
Trigure 7-4) as the second grade mean is shown as 44, the fourth grade
mean,as 49, and the sixth grade mean as 51. This trend is even more
apparent when other aspects of mean scores are looked at from grade
level to grade level. Table 7-2 shows an increase from second to sixth
grade dialect groups (45, 53, 56) which is greater than that for the
second language group (43, 46, 45). In fact, the sixth grade, second
language group mean decreases one point from the fourth grade. This
decrease is mainly affected by the NA group (see Table 7-2). In the
NA group the mean retelling scores decrease from one grade level to the
next for the standard stories, and although for the culturally relevant
story the fourth graders increase from the second grade group (from 37
to 50), the sixth grade NA subjects produce the lowest retelling mean
score of any population for any story. (This will be discussed later.)

There are other exceptions to the increase of retelling score
means from the lowest to the highest grade levels, but none are as
dramatic as for the NA group. The HS subjects go up from the second
to the fourth grade on the standard stories (it must be remembered
that this shows a difference between the reading of a primer story
by second graders and the reading of a fifth grade story by fourth
graders) but decrease from 49 to 39 from the fourth to the sixth grade.
However, on the culturally relevant story, these same sixth graders did
better (53) according to mean retelling scores than the fourth graders
(41) on their culturally relevant story. The Hawaiian Pidgin group
also represents a pattern similar to that of the HS group on the stan-
dard story decreasing from the fourth to the sixth grade from 51 to 30,
but increasing from the fourth to the sixth grade on the culturally
relevant story (26 to 41). Each fourth grade group and each sixth
grade group of HS and HP subjects read the same culturally relevant
story. However, for the HP group, the retelling score mean for the
sixth grade on the culturally relevant story is still lower (41) than
the retelling score mean for the second grade HP readers (43). These
results may be a function of the kinds of students selected for the
study as well as the kinds of stories used for these particif groups.

(This will be discussed later.)

The'AP group decreases from the fourth grade to the sixth grade
on the standard story by two points on the retelling score meal.. This
may be related to the unusually high mean retelling score received by
the AP fourth grade group. This was six points higher than the second
highest fourth grade score on the standard story.

The DE fourth grade group also does not fit the pattern of grade
level increases for the standard story. This may have been related to
the fact that the researchers for the DE subjects had the shortest time
for training and had the least amount of prior experience with retelling
prior to the data collection. For the HS, AP and DE groups, however,
the general trend shows an overall increase in retelling scores for
subjects in higher grades.
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3. The Texas Spanish subjects tend to look more like the subjects
whose first language is a ialect of English rather than like other
second lapguage groups. Total retelling score means for each group
(Fig. 74 0 show that all the dialect groups except for the HP group

*had a total retelling score mean of over 50, while all the second
language groups had retelling score means of under 50 except for the
TS group. All the evidence collected from the retelling score means
indicates that the TS group responds to retelling in a similar way to
the dialect groups with the exception of the HP subjects. For the
standard stories, the TS subjects have scores close to the AP, DE and
MB groups. The mean retelling scores of the TS group for each grade
level and for each type of story is always more than 45 (Table 7-2).
The examination of the charts which show the range of retelling for
all subjects also indicates that the TS subjects' ranges are more like
the dialect groups than other second language groups (Figs. 7-1; 7-2;
7-3).

4. Hawaiian Pidgin subjects tend to look more like second language
HPthan subjects whose first language is a dialect of English.

HP subjects, like NA subjects, do not follow the general trend of
increase of retelling score means from grade level to grade level,
although their decrease is not as consistent as the NA subjects. As
a group, the HP subjects produced the second lowest retelling mean
score on the 6th grade standard story (Fig. 7-5). In both fourth and
sixth grades, the HP and HS subjects read the same stories. The sixtl
grade HP subjects produced lower retelling mean scores than the HS
subjects on both the standard and the culturally relevant stories.
For some reason, in each case for each grade and each type of story,
the HP subjects had a narrower range of retelling scores than the HS
subjects(Fig. 7-1; 7-2; 7-3). The second grade HP subjects do seem
to be within the range of other dialect readers as far es retelling
score means are concerned. The HP subjects maintain this for the fourth
grade standard story but not fh the retelling of the fourth grade cul-
turally relevant story. The HP fourth grade subjects have a higher
retelling score mean (51) than the HS subjects (49) on the standard
story, but have a retelling score mean that is fifteen points less on
the culturally relevant story Royal Race (Fig. 7-3). This may be a
function of the cultural difference ..-Tween the HS group and the HP
group. Royal Race was chosen because it represents a Polynesian tri-
bal experience set in the Polynesian Islands. The HS cultural back-
ground may be closer to the culture of this story than the HP group,
which is made up of racially mixed peoples i re strongly representing
the Oriental than the Polynesian cultures.

5. The Navajo subjects tend to have the lowest mean scores fot all
grades and all stories. for the second grade NA standard story, the
retelling score mean is within the range of other second graders, but
it must be remembered that they are reading a primer story. They read
the same primer story that the HS subjects read in the second grade and
produce a lower mean score than the second grade HS, although one HS
reader does produce a lower retelling score than any of the NA readers
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(Fig. 7-1). On the fourth grade standard story, all the NA produced
the lowest retelling scores with the exception of one HS subject (Fig.
7-2). What is most interesting, however, is how well the fourth grade
NA subjects did on Salt Far this story only, all of the subjects
got a retelling score of 40 or better (Fig. 7 -2). This story had many
aspects of cultural relevance to which the readers could relate. It is
a story which takes place in the present, and it is about a young Navajo
boy who wants to learn how to rope horses. The story explores the rela-
tionship between the boy and his father. The setting is similar to the
one in which the Navajo subjects live. Sheepherding activities and
problems are developed and a beautiful relationship between the boy and
animals is described. This result alone suggests that it is important
that schools sp. al the time necessary to commission the writing of, or
to find already written materials which relate to the background and
experience of the readers.

6. Fourth and sixth grade subjects tend to produce higher retelling
scores on culturally relevant stories than on standard stories. This
trend is not true of the second graders. In order to better understand
this conclusion, the reader is directed to the section entitled "Selec-
tion of Stories". Examination of the overall mean retelling scores for
each grade level (Table 7-2) shows that (except for the second grade-
second language group and the fourth grade-dialect group) the culturally
relevant story mean was higher than the standard. An exa, ion of
individual scores, however, again suggests the weakness of ormation

drawn from mean scores alone. For many groups two subjects had higher
scores on one type of story and two subjects had higher scores on
another type of story. This is true of the HP, HS, AR, NA, TS, and DE
second graders, and the AR, AP, and MB fourth graders, and the HP sixth
grade group. The difference between the scores of the two stories for
one subject can strongly affect the group mean. The groups which had
three or more subjects with higher retelling scores on the same type of
story (either culturally relevant or standard) are listed in Table 7-4
and will be used to explain the difference in retelling for culturally
relevant and standard stories.



Table 7-4

DIFFERENCES IN RETELLING SCORES FOR
CULTURALLY RELEVANT AND STANDARD STORIES

Grade Group No. Higher on
Standard Story

2 AP 1

2 MB 3

4 NA 0
4 HS 3

4 TS 1

4 DE 0

4 HP 4

6 NA 3

6 HS 1 .

6 AR 1

6 TS 1

6 DE 1

6 AP 0

6 MB 1

Mean No. Higher
on CR Story

7-27

Mean

(40) 3 45)

(43) 1 38)

(31) 4 50
1 41M 3 59

(49) 4 151)

(51) 0 (26)

2/ 0

g(3139
1

3

59 3

52 3 156!

(57 3 64
(59)

)

4 76)
)

(65) 3 (64)

For all groups in which three or four subjects did better on one type
of story, all but four did better on the culturally relevant story. For

second graders, the culturally relevant stories chosen for this study

showed little difference in the retelling scores of the subjects. How-

ever, it was difficult to find stories relevant to second graders. The

stories which the students seem to relate to most (reflected by retelling

scores) are those not only relevant to the cultural background of the
'students, but also those relevant to the setting, including the time
that the students live in, and an identification with characters which
they could believe were their own age. Sweet Patootie Doll, read by AP
second graders, was the most relevant to the lives of the readers than
any other of the second grade stories. Clever Turtle, an African Folk
tale about a large turtle who outsmarted adult villagers, seemed to be

foreign to the young Black readers living in rural Mississippi, although

some people might expect it to be relevant. For the fourth grade HS
and HP subjects, Royal Race was harder to retell than the standard story.
Again, although the story is set in the Hawaiian Islands and is about
two young boys in competitive sport, the story takes place in "olden"
times when kings still ruled tribal groups in Hawaii. This would be
very unrelated to the lives of the HP group who have more Oriental than
Hawaiian cultural background, and even to the HS group, in view of their
modern cultural experiences. Sing Down The Moon is a historical novel
representing the Long Walk of the Navajos which took place near Canyon
de Chelly during the late 1860's., When culturally relevant stories,
relevant in terms of many factors are used, it appears the readers are
able to retell more of the story than they can if stories are more remote

5
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from their life circumstances, especially in terms of historical per-
spective.

7. Retellin 3s7res correlated significantly with coded variables
which are concerned with semantics. Retelling scores were correlated
with other variables 47v7t-rutaWWaough miscue analysis. These vari-
ables included the degree of self-correction, the mean scores of graphic
and sound similarity amour others. Most variables did not correlate
significantly with retelling sccres. In some cases,'the retelling
scores of one grade level or the standard story for a grade level would
show a significant correlation with a single variable (discussed later).
Tables 7-5 and 7-6 indicate that the variables concerned with semantic
categories were the ones which most consistently showed significant
correlations with retelling scores, We used those stories in this
data which were read by enough subjects to wake the statistics meaning-
ful. The semantically related variables include comprehending, residual
miscues and semantically acceptable miscues.

Table 7-5

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RETELLING SCORES
AND SELECTED VARIABLES FOR EACH GRADE

Variables 2nd Grade
Total

4th Grade
Total

6th Grade
Total

Comprehending r -.14
not sig.

r .31
sig. .007

r .33
sig. .003

Residual
Miscues

r .10
not sig.

r -.38
sig. .001

r -.22
sig. .04

Semantically
Acceptable

r .018
not. sig.

r .20
sig. .058

r .39
sig. .001

Syntactically
Acceptable

r .27
sig. .01

r -.01
not sig.

r .29

sig. .009

Number of
Subjects

64 64 64



Table 7-6

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RETELLING SCORES
AND SELECTED VARIABLES FOR EACH GRADE

ON STANDARD STORIES

Variables 2nd Grade
Story 44

.

4th Grade
Story 51

_

6th Grade
Story 53

Comprehending r .43
sig..02

r .36

sig..02
r .37

sig. .01

Residual
Miscues

r -.27
not sig.

r -.35
sig..01

r -.31
sig. .04

Semantically
Acceptable

r .33
sig .05

r .27

eg .06
r .40

sig .01

Syntactically
Acceptable

r .38
sig .03

r .27
sig .06

r .50
sig .002

Number of
Subjects 24 32

-",

32

590
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The comprehending score indicates the percent of miscues which are
fully semantically acceptable plus those unacceptable miscues which are
appropriately corrected. The residual tacos r hundred words score
is the ratio of miscues which are not seman cal4 46Eiiitabre and-ig
not appropriately corrected by the reader. Tta correlation between
retelling and residual miscues per hundred words is a negative one.
The readers with the fewest miscues which disrupt Meaning have the
highest retelling scores. The percent of miscues that are semantically
aces table indicates the reader's search for meaning during the pro-
cess o reading.

The totals for all grades showed statistically significant corre-
lations between these measures (Table 7-5) except for the second grade,
although the second graders reading Kitten Jones (Table 7-6) did show
statistically significant correlations. But even the second grade tqtal
group showed positive correlations between retelling and -he percent
of miscues which were semantically acceptable and comprehending and
negative correlation for residual miscues per hundred wards like the
other groups.

That these semantic measures are significantly correlated with the
retelling scc suggests a relationship between comprehending -- the
search for meaning at the moment of reading -- and comprehension the

reconstruction of meaning which develops throughcut the rtIc=g;sprctitt:
these measures do not have high correlations may ..eflect
of meaning which a reader discards or does not store in long er.,
memory, possibly because the information is insignificant or rant,'- be
related to the prior knowledge of the. reader.

8. Retelli Scores Correlate Si nificantl with Percent of Synta..t4r.
Acceptabi ty. only var le not conte 'irectly wit semantic

information which correlates significantly with the surface retelling
score is the percent of syntactic acceptability (Table 7-5 and 7-6).
Students with higher retelling scores tend to produce more sentences
which are fully syntactically acceptable than those subjects with
lower retelling scc:es. Since there is a significant correlation
between semantic acceptability and syntactic acceptability, it is not
surprising that the variable of syntactic acceptability correlates with
retelling.

9. There is no significant correlation between total number of__miscues
per hundred _words and retells scores f`or most rotes; Only fourW
graderiihow a sitnificanorrelationtwentiwtcbem and retelling scores.
There is a negative correlation of .30 for story 51 which is significant
at the .05 level and a negative correlation of .29 for all fourth
graders which is significant at the .01 level. This may reflect the
careful reading of fourth graders, which has been noted in other miscue
studies rather than any significant relationship between small number of
miscues and retelling scores. However, for the DE, HS, TS And AR groups,
the subject with the highest retelling score also has the highest MPHW
and none of the top retelling scorers has the lowest MPHW in his/her
respective individual group. For example, the MD and AP second graders
who have the highest retelling scores on Kitten Jones had 22 and 26 MPHW
respectively, while the lowest retelling scorers in those groups have
20 and 19 MPHW.

5 :i
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When the fourth graders who have the top retelling scores for
each population on the standard stories are listed in order and their
MPHW are also listed, it is obvious that the highest retelling scores
do not have the lowest MPHW nor do the 7owest scoring reyllers pro-
duce the highest MPHW (See Table 7-7).

Table 7-7

FOURTH GRADE RETELLING SCORES AND
MISCUES PER HUNDRED WORDS

Top fourth graders in each population

Subject Retelling Score MPHW

HS 713 72 11
AP 414 70 9
MB 312 63 10
HP 812 63 8

HP 814 63 12
TS 112 60 11
DE 217 53 15

AR 618 47 12
NA 512 34 11

It should be remembered, however, that re6idual miscues per hundred
words has a negative correlation with retelling (See Tables 7-5 and
7-6).

5
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Inferential Information

There are limitations on what statistical information can reveal
about retelling and its relationship to comprehension. In addition
to the scoring of surface information, statements of plot, theme,
inferences and misconceptions made by the readers were collected and
analysed to add to the growing body of knowledge about comprehension,
or the construction of meaning during reading. As this analysis was
done, it became obvious that each reader's retelling was rich with
information about how comprehension occurs in reading. For the purposes
of this report, we have just scratched the surface. We have raised
the following questions and discussed our thinking at this point in
time. More depth analysis of our own data, as well as other research
which will deal with similar questions, needs to be considered before
more definite conclusions can be formed.

There are six major questions which we will consider in the die-
cussion of readers' retelling of stories.

I. When students retell, are there patterns to their retelling
procedures?

II. How do subjects retell surface information such as character-
ization and events?

III. Does a reader relate events in stories to his/her own personal
life in the retellings.

IV. Are plot statements part of retellings?

V. Are theme statements part of retellings?

VI. What evidence is there about the way readers develop concepts
and misconceptions during their reading? Do readers make
inferences from their reading? Is this related to the written
Language of the text or the reader's own miscues?

I. Organization of Retelling Response

During the unaided retelling, readers seem to choose one of five
ways to retell. Each mode of retelling may include misinformation or
misconceptions as well as appropriate information.

a. Kaleidoscopic retelling
b. Total story retelling in sequential order
c. Main events retelling in sequential order
d. Plot statement followed by total story retelling in sequential

order
e. Plot statement followed by main events retelling in sequential

order
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Prior to discussing the readers' organisation of response, it is
important to remember that the readers were asked a specific question
prior to their retelling to elicit as much information as possible.
The question to all readers was, "Tell me everythi you remember
about the story." It is important to cons der t that different initiating
questions such as, "Tell me about the story," or "Tell me what yc..
liked beet about the story," or "Tell ma the most important things in
the story," may provide other organizations of resronses. Regardless
with the use of the same question for all, the unaided retellings could
be categorised according to the five procedures.

a. Kaleidoscopic Retelling

This type of retelling involves a random recounting of events.
for example, one second grader retold The Big Surprise in the following
urder. (The numbers indicate the actual order of the events in the
story.)

Example: Excerpt from HS second grader retelling The Big Surprise

The boy had a balloon.

And he saw Stl the balloons. 1

And the man was blowing the balloon. Information from picture;
not mentioned in text.

So the man gave the boy one. 4

He said, "What picture is this?" 2

And the boy said, "It's monkey." 3

Many NA readers provided kaleidoscopic retellings. Whether a
function of not being fluent in English or of a cultural or school-
learned response, many NA readers retold the story by providing short
syntactic units.

Example: Excerpt from NA sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

R:* Can you tell me the story back in your own words? Ok. Go ahead.
Tell me this. . . everything you can remember about this story.
(Long pause) It doesn't have to be exact. Can you tell me some-
thing about who was in' the story and what they did?

S:* Baby brother.

R: Ok. What happened to the baby brother?

* Throughout this chapter R: refers to Researcher and S: to the reader
subject.
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S: Cry.

R: Cried?

S: Yes.

R: Anything else about the baby brother that you can tell me' (Long
Pause) Did the baby brother do anything else besides cry?

S: Yes.

R: What else did the baby brother do besides cry?

S: Umm (long pause)

R: Did the baby brother have a name?

This may be a method Navajo children learn to use in order to avoid
providing language information which teachers might correct. When the
researcher used less direct questioning, the students occasionally
offered more sequential information.

Example: Excerpt from NA second grader retelling The Big Surprise

R: Tell me what you remember about this story. (Pause)

S: Hat (pause) The man (pause) circus balloon (pause) Big Joe (pause)
The hat, the hat (pause) The long nose (pause) Ted (pause)

R: Ok. That's fine. Tell me about Ted. (pause)

is Ted saw a man (pause) with balloons in his hand (pause) He saw
a monkey (pause) on the balloon (pause) and (pause) a bear on the
balloon. (pause)

R: Ok. (pause)

S: He saw many circus animals.

Other readers also provided evidence of the kaleidoscopic mode of
unaided retelling.

Example: Excerpt from MB second grader retelling Kitten Jones. (The
number indicates the actual order of events.)

S: (4) The kitten loved the ball most of all -- better than the
camera and

(2) Kitten Choseph took a picture of Penny's father in the
"'garden.

(1) And the boy cams home running and his mama stopped sewing and
looked at him and said, "What's, what's exiting ?"
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(3) And the girl found the kitten playing with the camera but
he took a picture.

Of all the typos of retelling organizational responses this
study, the kaleidoscopic retelling was used Liss than any of the others
by all readers.

Prior to leaving the discussion on kaleidoscopic retelling, it is
important to keep in mind that the story itself may also play a role in
how it can be retold. Much of the material for young readers has little
to sustain the story. Although such material Was avoided in this study,
young readers may have had little experience with stories which can be
recounted in a set order. Other factors which need to be examined are
related to such questions as: Do young readers know that stories are
continuous and related? Or do they regard each page or incident as
separate and unrelated and therefore see no reason to recount them as
related wholes? Does the language in books for young readers provide
relational connectors to help readers know that one part of the story
is related to another? In other words, do young readers have the con-
cept of "storyness" in written material and doe, the written Language
help develop this concept? Even though young readers may have insights
into oral story composition, they may not lee books as places'for con-
tinuous story information.

Readers may be providing evidence through kaleidoscopic retellings
that they view written and oral language as different forms if they
recount them in differentways. This could be true, especially for
readers whose instructional material in reading is in the form of
words, sentences or one-page stories. They may see written stories as
unrelated pieces of written material, even though they come from cul-
tures rich in oral story-telling. Profound'y deaf readers show evidence
of such a view (Ewoldt, 1977).

b. Total Story Retelling in Sequential Order

Many of the retellings were sequential. Children seemed to start
at the beginning of the story and continue telling the story step by
step. Occasionally, minor events would be out of sequential order, but
in most cases, significant information wes kept in-order. Many retellings
seemed to be almost as long as the story itself. Word count and T-unit
count of each reader's retelling remain for further research. Appala-
chian-White and Arabic readers, among others, were loquacious in their
retelling, no this did not seem to be a function of dialect populations
vs. bilingual populations although certain groups did seem to retell
more as a group than others. Such complete retellings could have been
a response to the initiating retelling question, "Tell me everythin
you remember about the story." The following is an example of sequen-
tial retelling.

5:10
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Exempla: Excerpt from AP 4th grader retelling Freddie Miller, Scientist.

S:, Fieddie got Elisabeth's doll and tried an experiment and turned it
green, and this -- his mother said, "You act like Uncle August."
And 4en his mother said, "You are going to have to give halfoof
your allowance to Elizabeth." And then he fixed the clock and
then his father said the next moraine, "After all, the clock
works." And then be went to fix the clock again enfilade it so
loud it sound like a fire engine, and it rung at three o'clock
in the morning. Then Ellsaketh got caught in the door and she
couldn't get out, and be made her a flashlight and then she wasn't
afraid. Then he went and got mother, and when father come bone,
she run to the door and pulled his in, and he come in the kitchen,
and then his brother was working in the kitchen with his chess
set and his mother was cooking breakfist, and then they told his
the whole story.

c. Main Events Retelling in Sequential Order

This mode of retelling with the previous mode, Total Story Retelling
in Sespential Order, accounted for the majority of all retellings. The
only difference here was that the reader retold the main events in order,
eliminating supporting detail or less significant information.

Example: Excerpt from Maine sixth grader retelling Two Against the Sea.

S: It was about two girls, and they was going to gather wood, and then
one of them fell in and the other one tried to help the one that
had fallen in, fell in too, and they got both to safety, and they
was picking up wood..

d i e. Plot Statement followed by Total Story Retelling in Sequential
Order, and Plot Statement followed by Main Events in Sequential Order.

Both of these forms are related to each other as well as to the
two procedures described prior to these forms. The readers chose to
retell the total story or the loin events in sequential order. How-
ever, they provided a plot statement prior to the sequential retelling.
(See later discussion). Although such modes do take place among secojed
graders, la have hypothesised that the ability to restate the whole
story succinctly seems to be a function of older readers since a reader
oust be able to abstract the main events and relate them to each other.
Secondary school teachers are often heard to decry the way some stu-
dents have of recounting a story. They wish they could reduce it to
its major elements. It remains for further study to discover whether
this ability to state a plot initially when it is not asked for through
direct questioning is a function of maturity, cultural background,
instructional methodology, or the story itself.

5 .,

.
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Following is an example of an overall plot statement, followed by
sequence of events.

Example: Excerpt from HP sixth grader retelling Ghost of the Lagoon.

S: It wee about a Hawaiian boy. and his mother and his grandfather and
about a legend of the shark and of the ghoit of.the lagoon.

And the grandfather told how his father died from the ghost of the
lagoon and the boy made a canoe to go out to kill the ghost of the
Lagoon. And he took his dog, Aft, and by the tim he was finished
picking bananas and oranges, it came dark and he told the ghost of the
Lagoon that he was going to come back the next day and teach him the good
lesson, and he saw the hump on the surface of the sea and he thought
he knew that hump wasn't there before when he came to the island to
pick bananas -- and then he saw the shark's tail and he had to do some-
thing and so he. got his spear and he threw it at the shark and got him
in his eye and then Makoo's dog fell overboard and was swiulning towards
the shore, but the shark was 'chasing Afa'sedog and Afa took. . . Makoo
told Aft that, to come back to Abe boat. So Aft was trying all his...
with his, swimming with all his strength to swim back to the boat so,
and Makoo was trying to get Afa but he was unbalancingthe canoe and
almost tipped over. 'So he went throw theiTear: He threw the spear
again and got the shark in the other.eye and the shark was dying from
loss of blood and then Makoo got Afa on the boat. And Afa, and then
the shark was trying to pull the trick on Makoo then. So he tried to
make believe that he was dead but he wasn't. Makoo looked at the
shark's tail and his tail was still kinda moving and he knew so...he
knew that if the shark would catch them with his tail, with a whack
of his, 'that his tail, they would overboard and they would.be destroyed
by the shark and finally the shark went domp to the sea to pick up
more speed and Makoo threw a spear into the shark's shoulder and when
the shark come up he was really dead and he, Makoo took the shark back
and everybody was, everybody told him that Makoo caught the ghost of
the lagoon. And that was. the end of the ghost of the lagoon.

Students did not always choose the same method of retelling for
each story they read. One sixth-grader retold My Brother Is a Genius
in firit person, as if she was the story teller. The s ,Iry was retold

completely and sequentially.

Example: Excerpt froim AR sixth grader reading My Brother Is A Genius.

S: My father told me to stay, you know, like, uh,lmbysitting, sitting
with my baby brother. And I told my father that I have to read but
he said, "Just don't think of it as a baby sitter; just think as
you have to work at home." And then he put the coat on my mother's
shoulders and they went.

This could be due to this reader's reaction to the author's style
of writing, (My Brother Is a Genius is written in first person), as
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well as a different understanding of the nature of the retelling task,
as exemplified by the same subject's retelling of the culturally rele-

vant story, Fareedah's t. For both stories, the researcher made

the sails statement: "Would you tell me everything you can remember
about the story."

Example: Excerpt from AR sixth grader retelling Fareedah's Carpet.

S: The story was about Fareedah. She was lazy girl, and she doesn't
like to do anything, just sit beside the bushes and Lay down.
And when her mother tell her LI: do something, she'll make some-
thing. (pause) Should I tell the story back?

R: Ok.

S: Fareedah was a lazy girl. She
when her mother tell her to do
know, that she wouldn't do it.
take the sheep and stay beside

doesn't like to do anything, and
things, she'll make excuses; you
And then she told her one day to
them to let the sheep feed...

From this point on, the reader retold the story sequentially and
thoroughly. It seems as though her understanding of the task was to
retell as closely to the author's style as possible because she begins
by giving a character analysis of Fareedah, then interrupts herself to
ask, "Should I tell the story back?" When the researcher says, "Ok,"
stm begins again, telling the story more in the order the author used.

Readers obviously retell stories using different patterns. Further

study will be needed to find out if there is a developmental sequence
from one type of retelling to another and to see whether different

groups of children (bilingual, dialect, regional, ethnic) prefer one

mode of retelling to the exclusion of others. It may also be possible
that different types of stories call for different kinds of retelling.
Cursory examination suggests that such differences do exist. In most
cases, readers focus to a great extent on retelling stories sequentially

with great detail. It might be helpful, in.,subsequent research, to
relate kinds of retelling, to the purpose for the retelling.

II. Retelling of Surface Information

Characterization and Events

Almost all readers have the ability to reconstruct enough informa-
tion from their reading to tell about major events and characters in
the story. They may not always remember the proper names of the charac-
ters but can provide enough information about them so the researcher
knows to whom they are referring. The following example provides sup-

porting evidence. Major characters are underlined once with the text
name immediately following in parentheses. Major events are underlined
twice.

1.

5:1 :1
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Example: Excerpts from a MB second grader retelling Kitten Jones,

S: Kitten Choseph (Kitten Jones). . .

Penny's father (Mr. Jones). . .

The boy (Jack) cams running. . .

His mama (Mrs. Jones) stopped sewing The girl (Sue) found the

kitten playing Illy (the judges) sal , the picture Win pretty

Examination of the retellings of the subjects with the lowest
retelling score for each population suggests that providing surface
information from the story is an ability used by almost all readers
in this study. In the retellings of both stories by the 24 subjects
with the lowest retelling scores for their group, there were only three
instances in which most or all of the major events were not recounted.

In the story Kitten Jones, read by second graders, there are eight
characters. NonerliotiMWit retelling scorers omitted Kitten Jones,
the only important character in the story, Mrs. Jones, the mother, who
was introduced at the beginning and is significant to the story, or Jack,
the only male child in the story. All but one of the retellere in this
group mentioned Mr. Jones, the father, also important to the story line.
There are two female children .n the story. All but two retellers men-
tioned Penny and all but one mentioned Sue. In that one reader's
retelling, the characters of Penny and Sue were collapsed into one,
which the reader referred to merely as "the girl." (Often when stories
have a number of similar characters who have similar or undefined roles,
age, etc., many readers collapse these characters into each other.)
The insignificant characters such as Mr. Vine and the judges were only
mentioned by one of these subjects. The judges were important to the
story since they gave the prizes, but these children were able to say
that the kitten won the prize without mentioninv who gave the prize.

In retelling the culturally relevant story, all but 2 of the 24
subjects with the lowest retelling scores for their group were able to
mention all the major characters, and half of-the subjects recounted
all the characters in the story.

When retellings are compared to the actual written stories, it
becomes obvious that the readers must be very actively thinking about
their reading in order to recount even the surface information of the
story.

For example, in the story Freddie Miller, Scientist, one sentence
in the text reads: "Seriously Tinker, sometimes I wish you didn't
want to be a scientist." (Lines 0504-0505)

6no
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Eight subjects transformed the previous statement with a comment
similar to the following made by a Hawaiian Samoan subject:

R: What do you think this story is trying to tell um?

S: That the boy wanted to be a scientist.

In Royal Race the last sentence of the story reads, "It meant that
this father bad truly found a royal son." (Lines 1620-1622).

One Hawaiian Pidgin fourth grader said:

S: URI was a true son. Umi found his father.

In both of these examples, it is not simply a transformation of
sentences which helped the reader provide what might be considered
simple recall of facts. Th readers had to realise the significance of
these lines to the rest of the cumulating meaning of the story to
focus on this in their retellings. The more one examines an open-ended
retelling, the more obvious it becomes that readers, even in the recounting
of surface detail, have to 1) make judgments about the significance and
insignificance of information; 2) categorise and evaluate the roles of
various characters in a story; 3) relate what they are reading to what
they already know; and 4) become involved with how problems are solved
in a story.

One example of the complexity of what, to some people, might seem
to be simple recall can be seen in how readers decide whether the main
characters are male or female. Five of the stories used in the study
are told in first person. Frequently there are few, if any, references
to the story-teller. Often the first person character has no name and
few, if any, pronoun references.

In My Brother Is A Genius, the storyteller is never given a name
and all the specific references tote first person are listed as follows:

The narrator says: "I guess a fellow has to work off steam once
in a while." (Lines 0205-0206)

The TV executive says to the main character: "It will be a live
show. Live! Boy, live." (Line 0519)

"I think you may have hit on a gold mine, .my boy," the producer
says to the story-teller, after playing with the baby brother.
(Line 0526)

The TV executive says to the parents about the major character:
"You know, this boy of yours is quite a businessman." (Lines 0614-
0615)

There is one illustration with a boy in it throughout the story.
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In Sing Down the Moon, read by the sixth grade Navajos, the speci-
fic references to the sex of the first person main character include:

Nehana told Running Bird and mu to put the blankets over our
heads. (Lines 0219-0221)

Nehana pulled at my dress. (Line MOS)

The women ride horses that belong to us. (Line 1310)

There are no pictures in the sequence read by these subjects.

In Cat Fl ht, read by sixth grade Appalachians, there was an
abstract p cture of the back of a youngster which could have been
either male or female. There is only one specific reference to the
sex of the main character -- when an older man in the story says to
the male main character, "When I was boy, no oldern' you." (Lines 0316-
0317)

Yet with few overt cues to the main characters, rarely did any of
the subjects confuee their sex. One Texas Spanish subject referred to
Miguel in And Now Miguel as Miguelita once and called him both "he" and
"she" during the retelling, which is common to some second language
retellers. We were unable to determine which sex the subject thought
he was.

Another TS subject called Juby (a male friend of Miguel's) in And
Now Miguel, "Judy" throughout the reading and the retelling but user-
ma e pronoun& when referring to Judy during the retelling.

Out of 32 subjects reading My Brother Is A Genius, one female sub-
ject referred to the main character as a female. Considering that the
story starts with the main character being a baby sitter and there are
only six cues to the possible sex of that tharacter in a 2,030-word
story, it is amazing that more subjects did not get confused.

Since almost all of the subjects recognize the sex of story char-
acters appropriately, it becomes obvious that readers must interrelate
and evaluate a great %.Jal of the surface detail and make a variety of
judgments which include inferences about sex-role orientation in order
to make a statement such as. . . "The story was about this here boy and
his baby brother."

A curious phenomenon which needs further investigation is the recall
which many readers have about information which seems insignificant to

, 'he researcher. It may be that what is perceived as insignificant to
an adult is, for a variety of reasons, significant to younger readers.
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In MY Brother is A Genius there are two such items:

"Noes eight months going on nine." (Line 0511)

Excerpts from Retellings:

TS: "It was eight months and he was going to nine."

DE: "Eight months going on nine."

AP: "His baby was eight months and going on to nine."

AR: "Hs was eight months old and he was going on nine."

Miss Brown, a minor character, is mentioned twice:

"Front office. Miss Brown." (Line 1004)

"I dashed out of the studio, found Miss Brown and was back in a

few seconds." (Lines 1006-1007)

Excerpts from Retellings:

MB: "Then Mr. Barnaby threw up his hands. He pointed to the door.

He said, 'Mrs. Brown.' Then Andrew ran down there, got a dic-

tionary."

HP: "Mr. Barnaby told that Andrew to get something from his secretary,

Miss Brown."

AR: R: You mentioned Miss Brown. Who was she or what was she?

S: She was a secretary.

Rt Do you remember whose secretary she was?

3: Mr. Barnaby's.

NA: R: Who else was in the story?

S: Miss Brown.

R: Who's Miss Brown?

A lady that helps Mr. Barnaby.

When readers deal with surface information too literally, they
produce orisinformstion which may be logical to them but inappropriate
from the point of view of other readers. This phenomenon seemed to be

a greater problem for second language grqupe than for the dialect groups.

For example, the story Freddie Miller, Scientist begins with the sen-

6i
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tome Poor Freddie was iq trouble &Keine One of the Navajo readers said,
"Freddie was poor boy, (a syntactically possible but semantically
misleading transformation) and one of the Samoan subjects recounted
"Froddis's mother didn't like his experiments because he would waste
things and they didn't have much money." These subjects inferred a
great deal of information from their understanding of the phrase 222!
Freddie.

There are other examples which show that too-literal use of sur-
face information may cause a variety of misconceptions.

In My Brother Is A Genius the text reads: "Every year they give
a prise to the student with the most original outside project." (Lines
0228-0301) Even though the subject knew (based on his retelling) that
the project was putting the baby on television and the story took place
in a studio, he related the following.

Example: Excerpt from AP sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

R: What was the big brother like?

S: Well, he wanted to win the projects that they had.

R: What projects?

S: Mm....I'll have to think a minute. (pause)

R: What did you have to do to win it?

S: You have to have a certain thihg going outdoors, y'know like.

Text: Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of their father working
in the garden. Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of their
mother wearing her party clothes.

Snap! Snap! Snap! They took pictures of their friends playing
in the school yard. (Lines 0305-0310)

Example: Excerpt from AR second grader retelling Kitten Jones

S: Kitten snapped at the boy.

11/. Personal Responses

Personal responses are defined as responses made during the
retelling which related directly to the personal rife of the subjects.
This is not to suggest that all responses to literature are not basi-
cally personal. We have simply collected a group of responses which
were not easily categorized in any other way.

6 t ,
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Because of the kinds of questions that were asked, there were not
many personal responses to the story given by the subjects. (No per-
sonal responses were given by the subject in each. group with the lowest
retelling score for that group.)

Personal responses take a variety of forms. Some of them suggest
that the reader is unable to separate himself/herself from the actor
or action in the story.

Unapt::: Excerpt from HP second grader retelling Ah Be. and the Spooky
House

R: How did you feel about the story?

8: Was gonna eat me.

R: Were you scared? (Child shakes head no) Why weren't you scared?

S: Didn't make a mouth at me; that's why.

In other retellings subjects projected emotions into the story.

Example: Excerpt from HS fourth grader retelling The Royal Race

S: When Umi told his father he was the son of him, I feel proud like
that. Then when his father got proud, I was .happy in that story.

How did you feel about Ahele and what he did?

S: I feel so angried at him.

R: Why?

S: Cause he's trying to cheat, and he wants him to win, not his
little brother Umi.

Other times the story seemed to remind the subject of something
in his or her own life's experiences.

Example: Excerpt from AP fourth grader retelling Freddie Miller,
Scientist

R: As you were reading this story, was there a question in your mind
that you wanted to find the answer to?

S: I wanted to know why did he alwaye have to do everything? I'd be
afraid I'd get in trouble if I fixed the clock or something.

Example: Excerpt from MB fourth grader retelling Little Brown Hen

R: I just wondered if you thought there was anything you might learn
from the story or if you thought the author was trying to tell
you something.
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SI I didn't leas I anything from the story. When my mother birthday
come I'ma try to get her things.

Example: Excerpt from HS sixth grader retelling !hr Brother Is A Genius

K: You like this (story) better. How case?

S: Because it has a baby in it.

R: Do you have any baby brothers and sisters?

S: Yeah.

Example: Excerpt from AR sixth grader retelling My Brother la A Genius

R: Have you ever known a baby like in the rtory?

S. A little bit like him. I don't know; it's Just that when we say
the words, she'll say them over again and she'll maeaber it, and
she's only two years old. All the words that we say. And she knows
how to talk Arab and Lebanese and American.

Example: Excerpt from MB fourth grader retelling Freddie Miller%
Scientist

S: It was easy for to read, but I wasn't looking for the answer or
nothing, 'cause I knowed the person he was talking about.

IV. Plot Statements

Plot statements include a succinct restatement of the main events
of the story and how they relate to each other, or a statement about
the major problem of the story. Such statements, according to the
criteria set for this study, must be specific to the story. Out of 192
retellings, 80 had a plot statement which usually took one of two forms.

For some subjects the plot statement was the first statement of
the unaided retelling. A Maine fourth grader started his retelling
with, "There was this boy, Freddie, he wanted to be a scientist when
he grows up, like his uncle, I guess, and he always kept making experi-
ments," and a Mississippi second grader -- "Jack, Ann and the little
kitten, they wanted to win a contest and they won because the kitten
took the picture."

About fifteen of the 80 plot statements were of this type, and
'even ( these 15 subjects also responded with a plot statement during
the directed questioning of the tided retelling.

61I
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The rest of the plot statements were in response to direct ems.
tioning during the aided retelling. Plot statements are often elicited
through such direct questions as: "Can you tell me what the whole
story was about in a sentence or twu?" orelleas there anything you were
worrying or wondering about while you were reading?"

Plot statements don't seem to be a function merely of reader. who
come up with the highest retelling scores. Exmmination of students
with the lowest retelling scores in each population group indicates that
they also give plot statements, both in the unaided section of the
retelling and in response to direct questioning. Plot statements were
always appropriate to the story, although they were not alwmys the main
story line. Some students focused on a part of the plot.

Example: Excerpt from AR sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

Ss About a boy baby who starts speaking when he was small.

Other subjects focused on subplots.

Example: Excerpt from DE sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

S: A boy tried to improve with his brother. He told him everything
in the dictionary and he learned it all.

Implications from examination of plot statements suggest that
many readers of different ability and age levels can abstract the story
Line it.to short statement. It would be interesting to find nut
whether the lack of plot statements is related to 1) the function of
questioning techniques; 2) the function of instruction; or 3) the way
the reader views how stories should be retold and what he thinks is
expected by the adult.

V. Theme Statements

These statements are some generalizable statements mode by the
subject about the purpose of the story or the intent of the author. A
theme statement, according to the criteria set for this study, is not
specific to the story. Theme statements are often elicited through
such direct questioning as: "Why do you think the author wanted to
write this story?" or,"What was the author trying to teach you when
he/she wrote this story?'

While almost 42% of the subjects' retellings have a plot state-
ment, only 3( provided theme statements. Although some subjects
spontaneously gave plot statements as part of the unaided retelling,
almost every theme statement was in response to a direct question
such as, "What Lesson do you think the author was trying to teach in
this story?" One Appalachian fourth grader, however, responded with



a theme statement when asked. "What kind of story was this?"

Eummplet Excerpt from Appalachian fourth grader retelling Old

II: It'd teach the Lesson not to never play trick, on anybody 'cause
you just get this right back.

It seems that for most of these subjects, however, retellings are
not supposed to include spontaneous statements about a story's purpose
or its generalised moral or lesson.
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Readers most understand the rola and function of stories before
they can respond with an a ate theme statement. They most have
concepts about the role of the author and the function of literature
in a society. These concepts no doubt come from their experience with
reading. An analysis of the theme statements provided by the readers
suggests that many readers have limited concepts or misconceptions
about the role of an author. Some readers responded to the question,
"Why did the author write the story?" with such comments as:

DE fourth grader: Story was trying to teach you a reading lesson.

AP fourth grader: To see how good I could read.

HP second grader: To teach me how to read.

HP second grader: To teach se words.

Those subjects seem to have the notion that reading material, at least
in the kind of setting provided by the research, is for the purpose of
reading instruction.

Other seeders viewed the story material as if its purpose were
very specifically instructional when asked why the author wrote the
story.

NA fourth grader: How to rope.

DE fourth grader: How to make a flashlight.

HS second grader: Teach how to take care of pets.

AP sixth grader: How to babysit a baby.

Of the theme statements that were given,the majority, although
different from the theme an adult might expect and different from sub-
ject to subject, could be justified from the story.
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As adults we might expect the tollowins theme statement from
114rnie Nillerk Scientist: It sometimes tithes a series of failures to
-pitoe a gumless. (I couples from dist story are listed to indi-
cate the variety of theme statements produced by the subjects.)

TA fourth waders Not to be messing with chemicals. You eight turn
eamething and you might do something (meg - inferred
from intonation).

MA fourth grader! tills you want to be scientist, you reading the
book and going try learn. You try so hard then you
going to learn it.

MB fourth grader: Got to keep trying.

AP fourth grader: Not to do everything like he (Freddie) did and if
you did experiment you'd have to take time.;

Looking at the theme statements provided by readers suggests number
of implications:

1. These readers do not often spontaneously respond with these
statement.

2. Whether they understand how to respond to a question about author's
intent seems to be related to readers' concepts about the function
of story and the role of the author. It would seem that reading
instruction should help students become aware of the author's role
and the variety of purposes authors may have when they write.

VI. inferences, Concepts, and Misconceptions

The discussion of retellings to this point has focused on how
readers respond to surface information, their personal responses to
Literature, and the traditional concerns for and plot. Now we
will explore questions related to inferences and concept-development
in reading: Does the retelling provide evidence about concept-develop-
ment and the ability to make inferences as these subjects read? What
is the relationship of a reader's background and experience to concept-
development and making inferences? Mow does the author's language sup-
port or interfere with inferences and concept-development? Now are the
reader's miscues involved in their inferencing and development of con-
cepts?

As we discussed in the oection under Recall of Characterisation
and Events, almost all statements which these readers made about the
stories they read involved making inferences to some degree. Readers
do not seem to be able to simply read without actively interpreting.

61,9
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They du not some to be able to avoid going beyond the surface Worse-
tion even in such odeple Mika as knowing the sex of the characters in
the story. The cues to such information owe so obvious to adults even
when they are not in the surface of the literature, that evaluators
take it far piloted that such information is available to their-eider.

Teresluch as concepts, elscoeceptions and inferences ans diffi-
cult to define and there is a great deal of dieagreeeent in education
and peyoholog about their definitions. In this report we will conais-
bratty try to use the following operational definitions for these terse.
when we speak about laftgaimsh, we are concerned with statements readers
make which are not of the reading arterial but which
readers infer tram the information in the surface, based on concepts
they already have. We will refer to ,cowept as that which the reader
probably did not know prior to reading put which was developed through
reading. Since there are no terms such as "eleinference," we use the
term i to refer to any inferences or concept statements
which readers ma in their retelling which indicate readers used the
story material inappropriately.

Readers can make inferences about whether. a story is fiction or
non- fiction based on their own background and experience. Although
the story Faseedah's Carpet, read by sixth grade Arab speakers, is
not related to the "modern life of the readers it is an Arabic folk
tale and there are same relevant aspects to the story. One subject
used her knowledge about camels to express her views about the kind
or storyithe had been reading.

Egmont*: Lxcerpt from Arab sixth grader retelling Faroodah's Carpet

R: Ok, you said that camel couldn't really talk. . . and then . .

what kind of story is this then?

5$: It ain't true.

R: Could you tell me if. . . if. . . you could describe the camel,
what kind of character he wow, what could you say about him'

S: Big. . . He drinks lots of water.

R: How does he act'

S: Strangely.

R: How. . . what makes it seem strange to you'

S: Well, he's big and the. camel talk of course and they can't
weave. . . and they don't eat food Iiire us; they eat hay.

64i)
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its Do you think the person who wrote the story wee trying to teach
people anything by this story?

Ili Yeah.

Ai Whet do you think he's trying to teach tog

111 you can teach then stories like that can't be true and they are
just for fun, to read.

The developmeat of concepts and inferences mode during reading
are revealed through the words which readers did not know in their
reading but which they were able to diecuse in their retellings. It

becomes evident through this emanation that do not need to
be able to pronounce even significant words agftpriately in order to
understand.

to the reading of Nr. Woon/Ight and Omar the word gle was read
appropriately only twelve times by the fourth grade Arab readers --
thew times by one reader, nine*tioes by another. and at no ties by the
other two readers. Vet, the words jam, jam. Plowed and plowing
appear in that story thirty-one times.

These readers could discuss what for was and how it operated
in the story, even though they were unable-to pronounce the word.
(See Chapter VI for complete discussion.)

Readers Noy omit unknown and unfamiliar words or they Noy try
different non -words or inappropriate real words throughout a text
for the same tract word and then when referring to the test word in
their retelling use still other non-words or inappropriate real words.
?hie strategy of using a variety of attempts on unkeown and infinities
words suggests that readers have a handle on knowipa when they don't-
know. This is contrary to the behavioral notion that when stuients
pro uce the same miscue repeatedly, they will reinforce their mistakes
and forevermore continue to produce the same miscalls for the same text
word. Pleaders indicate through miscue analysis that they use complex
' trilogies when they are concerned with an unfamiliar or non.word in
vest: In many cases, they are aware of the fsct that they are pro.
docing a non-word or an inappropriate word substitution and will Rohe
o rgy different attempts. Their comment. in their retellings reveal
that they know they are not right.

I
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Example: Excerpt bran AR sixth grader retelling Fareedah's Carpet

R: Where did she weave the carpet?

S: In the'$grelo. I forgot the name of it.

R:, Can you describe it to me?

S: Well, it's like a tent.

Example: Excerpt from AP sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

S: Well, he said that big old, long word -- Ph-p- (pause). I couldn't
pronounce that.

Example: Excerpt from MB sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

S: . . .Andrew started sayin' some words like "Super" -- I can't say
that ward. Anyway, he started sayin' some words...

One Spanish sixth grader read for typical: $typilal (7 times),
$typeical-(2 times), $typal (3 times) and topal (1 time) in M Brother
Is A Genius. At the end of his unaided retelling he said, 'He was a...
113Wa7;iiay that word?...$Follishal baby:" This subject produced'a
variety of attempts for the word typical but even though the label was
inappropriate, the concept about "typicalness" that he developed
through the story was adequate to his understanding. (See example later
under T123) Being able to pronounce the word appropriately does not
seem to be as important to comprehension as the appropriate strategies
for understanding what that particular word means. Appropriate surface
pronunciation is not always related to reading comprehension. This is
not to say that readers always know when they have miscued on an unknown
or unfamiliar word. Some second language readers may lack confidence
in their ability to know whether their surface pronunciation is a real
English word or not. However, regardless of the oral rendition, they
are often able to translate into their own meaning system and provide
an explanation in English for the concept word. In the few situations
when the second language subject was unable to explain some of the con-
cepts in English and there was a research assistant, available who spoke
the same language as the subject's mother tongue, the reader was able
to provide the concept in the first language. This means that some
readers can receptively understand written English, but are only able
to produce the evidence of comprehension in their own language.

Misconceptions provide important insights into developing compre-
hension; As with, much of the research concernect,with language and
learning, evaluating the unexpected often yields more interesting data
than looking at expected phenomena.
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Misconceptions and concepts seem to develop in the same way.
Readers use the information available from the author and relate it
to their own storehouse of knowledge. Based on the interaction between
themselves and the author, readers develop concepts abgdt ideas they
have never heard of before or about words for which they may have a
concept but no Label. There are a number of good examples in the
stoMes-Freddie Miller, Scientist and My Brother Is A Genius.

In Freddie Miller, Scientist, many readers are concerned with
Freddie's movements up and down stairs'as he experiments and finally as

'hdnhelps Elizabeth by putting-the flashlight he has made into the
window over the door of the closet where-E/izabeth got locked up by
accident. Following are excerpts from the text about the particular
concepts and then examples of sections from the retellings of selected
fourth grade subjects in responding to the related concepts.

Concepts Relating to Cellar and Transom in Freddie Miller

0401 Taking the clock to the cellar, Freddie worked hard on. . .

0507 Freddie hurried to his cellar worktable.

0509 Just as he got the parts in place, he heard a faint tapping
0510 and a voice calling, somewhere above.
0511 When Freddie ran up from the cellar, he heard his
0512 sister's voice calling, "Freddie! Freddie!"

0522 Freddie, trying to think, looked up at the small window
0523 -above the closet door. He had an idea!
0424 "Listen, Elizabeth," he called. "I'll fix a light and drop
0525 it to you through the transom.

0602 He ran to the cellar and picked up. . .

0701 He tied a string around the end of the ruler and hurried
0702 back upstairs. Pulling the kitchen stepladder out into the
0703 hall and climbing up on it, he found the transom within
0704 easy reach.
0705 "Elizabeth," he called. "I'm going to drop this light
0706 down to you through the transom. Catch it by the ruler
0707 and lest me know when you can reach it."
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Concepts Relating to Transom and Cellar
from retellings

FREDDIE MILLER, SCIENTIST

TS: Freddie went downstairs to Soren...then he dame out...He pulled
the ladder to his sister and then he went up. He got a ladder
and put the flashlight to the ceiling. Freddie did his work in
a cellar. (R: What's another word for cellar?) Basement.

DE: He reached it down into her...He took it from the carrol or some-
thing like that. (R: Where was that?) It was on top of the
door. (R: What does it look like?) It's like an open space at
the top of the door like so you can get something up there and
just reach down in there.

NA: He (Freddie) climbed up stairs. She (Elizabeth) was stuck up-
stairs in the closet. (R: How did he get the flashlight to
Elizabeth?) I think he broke down a wall and gave it to her.
-- Translated from Navajo: He says to come upstairs. Elizabeth
went upstairs. Then he went back downstairs and make the flash-
light. And went back upstairs. Then he gave the flashlight to
Elizabeth.

AP: He (Freddie) was doing things with his chemistry set in the cellar.
.. He had a string tied to the end of the ruler and he slid it -

down on, I forgot what you call it. (R: Describe it to me?) I

think it's a cellar. (R: That does it look like?) He slid it
down and I don't know what it does. (R: Why did he slide it down ?)
So it could get to Edith. (R: How did it get to her?) He drugged
the ladder out and there was a window up on top of the door that
went down to the chute-like.

HS: Freddie was working on his experiment and he heard a faint tapping.
And when he. ran upstairs he heard his sister Elizabeth calling,
"Freddie, Freddie." He went work his experiment for make a flash-
light and give it to her. Afterwards when he finish he reach on
the door window and he pulled the wire down and he told Elizabeth
tell him if she reach the wire...(R: How did he get it into the
closet?) He saw the window from the door. Then after that he
opened it and he told Elizabeth if she could reach the window
from the door after he pulled the wire and the electricity stuffs
in and he told Elizabeth for cried, out if she got the light...I
didn't know how he (Freddie) did it (get light into window) because
he was only two feet tall.

AR: And it he came a flashlight, then he put, got it down fromfor-
got that name. And then he went down to the table, and he fried
another big experiment. (R: You said he went down to that table.
Where was the table?) In the basement, I think. (R: You said
you didn't remember the name of a thing he got it down. Can you
tell me what the thing was like?) I think it was the top and it
was glass and it opens and closes. (R: On the top of what?) On
the top of the door.
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Students seem to use the information from the text in the same way.
What causes the differences among readers' retellings seem to be the
.cumulation of experiences which readers bring to their reading. A
reader who has had experience with closets, transoms, cellars, and life
in a mare-than-one-story house will be able to assimilate the informa-
tion provided by the text differently than those students who have had
limited experiences with closets,, cellars or transoms. This will be
true whether they have heard of the particular word or not. Readers
who know basements can, say to themselves as they read c-e-l-l-a-r
(whether or not they pronounce the label appropriately) "Oh, that's
some kind of basement." If they know basement as one kind of subter-
ranean floor and cellar as a place where homemade canned goods are
stored, they may need to make some modifications about how Freddie
could be doing his experiments in a cellar.

On the other hand, the student who has had no personal experiences
with any kind of subterranean floor and who has no idea of its purpose
will have great problems trying to understand how Freddie helped Eliza-
beth. Those who know closets as little open cubicles in which a person
can hang up clothes are going to be confused about how Elizabeth got
locked in the closet in the first place and how Freddie got the light
to her. The cues in the story help those who already know about cellars,
transoms and closets to visualize and understand what happened. To
those who have had little or no experience with such places in a home
or school, the'cues can suggest what happened but be very confusing as
to the arrangements of things in the story.

In My Brother Is A Genius, the word typical occurs thirteen times
and the readers deal wiTE-irai concept frequently during their retelling.
Often the same information is used by the readers but some students
develop the appropriate concept in relation to the story and others
develop misconceptions. Another aspect which has emerged from this
analysis is that readers' definitions are usually story specific.
Readers' retellings often reveal much about the background experiences
of the readers through their comprehension.

Following are excerpts from the text related to typical and then
excerpts from various sixth graders references to typicalness as
related through their retellings:

Concepts Related to Typical from My Brother Is A Genius

0207 My baby brother Andrew made a few silly baby sounds
0208 and began to cry.

0323 I cleared my throat and said, "I want to sell my little
0324 brother. That is -- I mean I think just about everybody
0325 Likes babies."

6
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3405 'Well," I said, "my brother is a pretty good
0406 brother." Then I added, "As little brothers go."

0508 "And so you could just pick my little brother," I said.
0509 "He'd do just as well as anyone else his age."

0513 "The typical baby. That's it.
0514 Typical! A baby like everyone else's baby. A baby
0515 everyone will love. An excellent idea!"

0520 "But what if he cries or something?" I asked.
0521 "All babies cry," said Mr. Barnaby. "He wouldn't be
0522 typical if he didn't cry sometimes. Typical. That's it. Typical.
0523 The typical baby:"

0715 I leaned over the crib, pointed
0716 a finger at him and said, "Say da."
0717 Clearly and distinctly Andrew said, "Philosophical."
0718 At first I just looked at him. "Philosophical?" I asked.
0719 "Did you say philosophical?"
0720 "Communication," he said, also clearly and distinctly.
0721 "Mother: Dad!" I yelled. "Andrew isn't typical! He's
0722 -- he's a genius!"

0801 "Mr. Barnaby:" I said at last. "Andrew isn't an ordinary
0802 baby:

0309 "We've got to tell Mr. Barnaby," I said.
0810 "This baby is not typical."
0811 "I never thought he was typical:" my mother said. There
0812 was pride in her voice.

0324 He wagged a finger at Andrew and said, "Say da."
0825 "Intellectual," my little brother said, loudly and clearly.
082o Mr. Barnaby.straightened up, still holding the finger
0827 over the crib.

0901 "Intellectual?" he cried. "Intellectual?" His hands
0902 dropped to his sides. "This . . . baby . . . isn't . .

0903 typical," he moaned.

0912 Mr. Barnaby slumped into a chair. "In five minutes we
0913 go on the air." he said, "with the 'typical baby.' The baby
0914 we've been advertising all week. Typical! Ha:"

I118 When
1119 we were out on the street, I saw that my mother was smiling
1120 broadly. "It serves him right for calling a child of mine
1121 typical,- she said.

6 u
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Concepts Related to 'Typical from Retellings of My Brother Is A Genius

TS: His brother said he wasn't tropical...The baby began to cry and
Mr. Brandly began worried or hysteria and he said that baby's not
tropical real loud...the mother was disappointed because Mr. Brandly
called his little brother not tropical...The baby wasn't good
enough for the comercial...And the brother said that he wasn't
very good, he wasn't very tropical at all either for the commer-
cial...(R: What does it mean, tropical?) Not good or something
like that or sometimes it could mean like a season or something
like humid. (R: But in this story what do you think it meant?)
It wasn't very good...(The man) said he wasn't tropical. I think
he was (R: Why?) Little babies don't go to sleep when you say
those kind of words.

NA: The boy told Mr. Barnabye that the baby wasn't tricycle. The boy
tried to find Mr. Barnabye to tell him that baby wasn't tricycle...
(R: Was the baby tricycle at the beginning of the story?) Yes.
(R: And he wasn't tricycle at the end, or he was?) Wasn't. (R:
Did this baby act like all babies you know?) No, this baby
talked. (R: Does that make a baby tricycle or not tricycle?)
Not tricycle.

HP: (R: How did they describe that baby in the story?) He looks just
like an ordinary baby. (R: What do you mean he was kind of like
an ordinary baby?) He looks like a lot of other babies, but not
act like.

HS: They thought the baby was but-the baby wasn't trap. (R: What
kind of baby is a trap baby?) The baby that couldn't talk. (R:
And he wasn't a trap baby because...) he could talk.

MB: He (the baby) was talking like somebody grown...like somebody in
the 12th grade. (R: In the story you read the word typeical
several times. What do you think it means?) Kind of smart. And
he wasn't like all the other kind...all the regular babies.

AP: He (the big brother) said "he's not a typical baby." ...And,they
were saying that he wasn't a typical baby. (R: Who said that?)
His mother or brother, one of them. (R: What did that mean?)
He's something like a genius, he's real smart...(R: What does
typical mean?) Not odd, just plain.

Misinferences, or inferences not appropriate to the story, provide
additional evidence that readers' comprehension is related to the know-
ledge system they bring to their reading. This problem is often compli-
cated by the text itself. In Freddie Miller, Scientist, there are only
two references to the word allowance. Although the words look exactly
alike and have the same grammatical function, each word has a different
meaning in its particular context.

6
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1) After the cut in his allowance, Freddie's chemistry experiments
narrowed to those safely outlined in a library book. (lines 0219-
0221)

2) Freddie's mother looked prcud, too. "After this we must make
some allowance for experiments that do not turn out so well."
(lines 0804-0806)

The following examples are from two subjects who responded with miscon-
ceptions regarding allowance, each relating to one of the meanings for
allowance.

Example: Excerpt from MB sixth grader retelling Freddie Miller, Scientist

S: They say everytime Freddie do experiment, they would pay him for
his experiment. (Related the first use to the second.)

Example: Excerpt from DE sixth grader retelling Freddie Miller, Scientist

R: Do you know what an allowance is?

S: Yeah, it's where sometimes make a mistake someone yells at him.
(Related to second use of the term allowance listed above.)

Many of the student's literal responses are based on lack of
experience with the meanings of certain idiomatic expressions. For
example, in My Brother Is A Genius, a text sentence reads. . .

And not only that, Out you may be a real valuable gold mine.
(lines 0307-0308)

A Mississippi sixth grader developed an inference based on misunder-
standing the text.

Example: Excerpt from MB sixth grader retelling My Brother Is A Genius

R: Why did they get into all of this? Why did the older brother
start all this business?

S: Because he said that little Andrew had a gold mine.

Although not as prevalent a phenomenon as might be expected, there
are times when the reader's miscues cause misconceptions. The following
three examples show the text portion with all the miscues the parti-
cular reader produced. Following this is the section of the retelling
which relates to one of the miscues. Note, however, that the readers
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do not repeat the miscue exactly in the context that it occurred. When
they use the information provided by the miscue, they rearrange it both
syntactically and semantically to make it sound like appropriate language,
as well as to make senors out of its intrusion into the story.

Example: Excerpt from AP second grader reading and retelling Kitten
Jones

Reading: (Text with ues marked)
c IC:ra

Penny and Sue Jones iked to weari colored dresses.
Mines 0106-0107)

Retelling:

S: The candy shop was having a party.

Example: Excerpt from MB second grader reading and retelling Kitten
Jones

Reading: (Text with
.1

misgpes marked)
3.004
.jy-

44w

Nvs
Then the firs judge said. . . (Line 0705)

Soki;04 ju,Q1

The second judge said. . . (Line 0708)

jvrtu,
The third judge said. . . (Line 0710)

Retelling:

R: Who gave the prizes at the contest?

S: The soldier

Example: Excerpt from MB second grader reading and retelling Kitten
Jones

Reading: (Text with miscues marked)

41,,zzy

Kitten Jones would notot have changed her white fur coat for

wiNrit -.t0, -crav 6,/,:r
anything. And she always had that spot: of black fur'above

her nose. (Lines 0109-0110
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Retelling:

S: He was a kitten and he was white. Had a bow around his neck
and he was fuzzy.

Example: Excerpt from TS second grader reading and retelling Kitten
Jones

Reading: (Text with miscues marked)

1.cy
They loved all the prizes she received. (Line 0714)

Retelling:

S: There was this. girl. . . names Penny, and Jack and Sue. They
took picture of their mother and father. They won the contest.

Since the examination of miscues causing misconceptions does not
reveal many examples and most of them occur among second graders, we
therefore hypothesize that it is not miscues, per se, which cause
misconceptions. Miscues are often caused by readers' predictions or
expectations, based on their background and experience. The way the
reader integrates the miscues with the development of the meaning of
the story is what causes the misconceptions. Those readers who use
confirming strategies effectively can even produce miscues disruptive
to meaning and still reconstruct the appropriate meaning from the story.
The examples of low listed earlier, read by the fourth grade Arab
readers, are g ones. These were often disruptive or unacceptable
miscues at the point of reading -- the comprehending -- but the readers
were able to comprehend the information by the end of the story during
the retelling. We suggest this happens because as subjects read a
whole story they rely on their own knowledge as well as the cumulating
information provided by the story. Given the language of a whole text,
readers can reconstruct meaning which is appropriate to the author.
Additional information helps the reader reject or confirm prior state-
Dents which may have included meaning-disrupting miscues. This infor-
mation readers use to rethink or rearrange the developing story being
:onstructed. When readers do not have the appropriate background and
experience to understand the story, they are less able to rethink the
story as they are reading, and misconceptions result.

It is important when discussing, researching or building a theory
!oncerning reading comprehension not to make decisions about what per-
sits comprehension to take place without considering the reader's back-
:round and experience as it is related to the material being read.
!sing a single paragraph -- expecially one irrelevant to the reader;
ousting number of errors; even looking at the unacceptable miscues
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alone will provide a totally inadequate view of comprehension of reading
materials. The retelling provides a great deal of evidence. But the
degree to which readers produce semantically acceptable sentences,
change the meaning of the text. All provide information about various
aspects of comprehension.

One more phenomenon which was noted about retelling and which has
implications for classroom instruction needs to be discussed. It became
evident that the retelling itself helped readers think through what
they had read, sometimes change ideas that they were developing, or
bring a concept to fruition; retelling contributed to comprehension.
Since the researcher was neutral and developed the retelling by contin-
uous open-ended questioning but did not tell the students whether they
were right or wrong, the retellers were not rethinking or changing their
mind because of the researchers response. Somehow the need and oppor-
tunity for presenting their ideas to others provide readers with the
impetus to think through what has happened, interrelate it with what
they are saying, and then change the ideas or the direction of their
understanding. Some examples follow:

Example: Excerpt from NA fourth grader retelling Salt ft

S: He tried to learn how to rope;
R: Who tried to learn how to rope?
S: The black horse.
R: The black horse was going to rope?
S: Yeah.
R: Who was the black horse going to rope?
S: Salt Boy.
R: Salt Boy. The horse was going to rope the boy?
S: No. The boy was going to rope the horse.

Example: Excerpt from HS fourth grader retelling The Royal Race

S: He went inside one house and Liloa grabbed him and pulled him down,
and he said, 'Who are you?' and Umi said that I am your son. No -
yeah - no, um Umi said, yeah, Umi said, Liloa is his son. So,
there was some race; they would walk and they had drums, and Liloa
was in the front of the king. . . And then Liloa, an, no, not
Liloa but Umi, got mad.

Retellings give readers the opportunity to tell what they wish to
about what they remember about the stories. It gives researchers more
information about comprehension than is available through. traditional
methods of questioning or standardized measures of comprehension. At
first we were surprised at the amount of information provided through
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retellings. Often when we play these retellings for others they believe
we have selected some special readers to present. Traditional scores
on standardised tests or number of errors per hundred words,place most
of the readers in this study below grade level or at frustrational
reading levels. Their retellings suggest, however, that readers often
read better than traditional measures suggest.

Summary of Findings

This analysis has explored only a few of the possible new avenues
to gaining information about comprehension.

The following is a list of the most significant statements about
ecomprehension which we have extracted from the analyses of these sub-

jects. They will need verification through further research in compre-
hension and greater depth analysis of readers' retellings.

1. Retelling is one useful method to gain insights into a reader's
comprehension.

2. Regardless. of number or type of
to recount the major characters
read.

3. In our study, stories which are
of the readers usually produced
general stories.

miscues, readers are usually able
and events in stories that they

relevant to the contemporary life
higher retelling scores than the

4. Readers tend to retell stories sequentially and in great detail,
although there are variations depending on the age and cultural
background of the reader and the questioning strategies of the
teacher or researcher.

S. Readers develop concepts about unfamiliar or unknown language or
concepts through the cumulative development of the story if the
author provides sufficient redundant cues tp the readers.

6. The readers do not need to be able to pronounce the surface phono-
logical language which relate to these concepts in order to develop
their understanding.

7. Knowledge and background experiences readers bring to their reading
is highly related to their ability to reconstruct meaning and
comprehend.

H. Although many readers provide plot statements spontaneously in their
retelling, theme statements are not provided by readers without
direct questioning.

z
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I.

9. Misconceptions are developed through the same process that appro-
priate concord are.

10. Both the quantitative retelling scores and the qualitative descrip
rims Z the retelling provide evidence that readers read
than .he rubjoct's standardised test scores.or a traditloqi. error
cow : would reveal.



CHAPTER VIII
READING INSTRUCTION FOR AMERICAN CHILDREN WITH DIVERSE LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS:

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

In this chapter we'll discuss the implications of the research for the
classroom. Any research findings must be put into the total context of
reality before relevant useful implication can be drawn and applications can
be made. So we'll begin with an overview of current classroom reality.

Issues and Problems

Our schools are disproportionately unsuccessful in bringing to literacy
linguistic minorities such as the eight populations in this study. In the
past a variety of terms have been applied to such populations; culturally
deprived, disadvantaged,different (take your choice) linguistically deprived,
disadvantaged, different (again take your choiqp). The poor in our society
are likely to belong to low- status linguistic minorities and so the variety
of terms used to refer to socio-economic status also apply to our subjects.
A pattern emerges of interrelationships of languagelincluding dialect),
culture, social and economic statul, ethnicity, race, and life style which A
is seen as characterising low achiArement in literacy and is sometimes treats/
as causal.

Furthermore, issues of language difference, social attitude toward
Language, Language teaching and Language learning, politics, economics,
psychology, and law become blurred and confused in examining the reality of
literacy for linguistic minorities.

Often, also, the chAracteristics of bilingual speakers and low-status
dialect speakers are confused by educators. That relates to a general ten-
dency to treat low status Language forms as non-language. Often one hears
bi-lingual children referred to as being nom-functional in either language
because they speak low-status forms of both Languages. Non-performance on
tests is used as evidence to support this view.

Another problem is confusion in the literature,and in the minds of
teachers.of receptive and productive language. Teachers assume that what a
child can say is an indication of what he/she can understand. What gets
lost is that often children in linguistic minorities can understand dialects
they can't produce and children acquiring English as a second language often
understand much more in listening and reading than they can say or write.

What all this adds up to is that current practice in American classrooms
for developing literacy is muddled in confusion, misconception and misinforma-
tion. Our research can't deal with all the problems. It wasn't intended to
do so. But it can shed some light on the linguistic factors involved, it
can relate those to some of the cultural actors and it can offer some input
for pedagogical decision making.
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General Implications

In our research journey into our eight linguistic minority groups .

we met no linguistic imcompetents. Over and over we found children better
able to read than their test scores would have predicted. Not just reading
tests, but IQ tests as well, turned out to be worse than useless in assessing
our subjects. Cultural inappropriateness, language mismatch, irrelevance of
school tasks, experiential diversity, all are factors in this. If an Arab
immigrant child three months in America is tested in September what can be
predicted about his performance in reading in January or May? Why should
rural child in Tennessee or Maine understand the references of a test writer
in Palo Alto, Iowa city, Chicago or Boston?

We found all our subjects acting like language users. They talked to
us, mostlytunderstood us and mostly were understood by us. With the dialect
speakers we had soma ocassional mismatches of dialect between us and thee.
"Was it he'd?" said a researcher from Maine to a boy from a Tonneasee "Moller."
"What?" Mr said. Two tries later she said, "Was it difficult?", "Oh, no,
ma'am," be said. A few minutes later it was she who didn't understand his
reference to the "lot bub" until he showed her the picture in the text of
the flash bulb on the camera.

With our second language speakers of English we had some misunderstand-
ings also. . Words like like and feel sometimes had fewer meanings for them.
Sometimes they had trotiartelling us in English what they had understood in
their reading. Sometimes we had trouble understanding thee. Sometimes
cultural barriers made it hard for us to find out what they had understood.

Still our evidence is overwhelming that all ,our subjects are linguisti-
cally competent in at least one Language and growing in their competence in
making sense from printed English. They are all acquiring the same process. In
doing so they make miscues which, while influenced by their language backgrounds
basically reflect, as with all readers their efficiency and effectiveness in
making sense from printed English. We see the evidence of their receptive
control of the language of the texts outstripping the ability-duly have tn,
discuss what they read.'

Implications for speakers of low status English dialects:

Our subjects are mostly rural and less in touch with dialects of English
other than their own than urban children are. They still showed control of '
the text language in the recepiive.reading process. Their most notable evidence
of dialect influence in their reading was phonological. Morphological influ- -40

ences, particularly on grammstical inflectional suffixes were particularly
notable among Mississippi Black, and.Hauelian Pidgin readers. All showed
some influence of the syntax of their dialect but examples were infrequent in
reading. Retelling showed a wider range of dialect influences. Since their
reading is always closer to the text than their retelling we get some of the
evidence for differences in their receptive and productive dialect range.
There's no evidence of dialect miscues affecting comprehension or of dialect
faCtors which would Interfere with.learning to read. The possible exception,
which we have discussed in relation to past studies, is the effect of teacher
rejection of pupil dialect. (Goodman and Buck, 1973).

to



Implications for hilingual Subjects

We'v di<< issed in Chapters III and VI the considerable differences
within and bet.-en our bilingual populations. There are major differences
between largely table bilingual populations such as our Texas-Spanish
group, who speak both Languages and act in reading English like other English
speakers and our Arabic group, immigrants to an urban community and in var-
ious stages of transition in acquiring Eni.,!ish. This diversity has to be one
of the most salient features of bilingual readey. If the : are fluent speakers
of English they will act like native speakers in reading English. If they are
monolingual speakers of another language they will be unable to respond to
English writing except as it relates to another language in which they may be
literate or as nonsense. But as they become bilingual the readers will show
this in their reading as they do in their speech. Their reading will reflect
not: only their first language but the extent to which they are coming to
control EnrliA phonology, grammar, orthography, lexicon and idiom. If they
are learning to read English while they arc learning to speak and understand
spoken laglish their reading will both reflect and contribute to their growing
control. In general they will use their focus on the meaning of written
English ea-, a means of deriving its syntactic rules and its lexicon. That
this happens' while reading should be no surprise; it's the basic way that
Language is learned. What we can perhaps add to this commonly accepted under-
standing is that people learn languages through reading and writing them as
well as through listening; to and speaking them.

If bilingual speakers are literate in another language their development
iii' litoracy in English will be easier than for people not literate in any
Language, and further their control 'erf English will be speeded as a result of
their rapid progress in becoming literate in English. All this assumes that
oral and written English are equally needed and functional, and that the
opportunity to use both is present. There are people who learn English as a
second langtiage who don't learn to read and write English. There are also
people, mosilYvstudents in non-English speaking countries, who learn to read
and write English but not speak it. In both cases this is a function of the
uses of English that the learner needs the most. Teachers will need to keep
this in mind in planning instruction, supporting Learning, and judging linguis-
tic competence.

Dmplications for Teachers

Everything we've seen in this study points to the need for teachers to
be informed about the nature of the unitary reading process. Only if teachers
understand how this process works can they see the order in the miscues of
their pupils and tell sense from chaos, strength from weakness. Only then can
they see how the complex process is being affected by the language background
of the pupils and their relative stage of development in acquiring English.

Within this understanding of the reading process it becomes possible to
monitor the process while at the same time maintaining a sensitivity to dialect
influences of native speakers of English, and the development of English in
bilingual pupils. Teachers do of course need to be aware of the language
backgrounds of their pupils whether their home language is a dialect of English
or another language. They -teed to rolate the language of the learners to their
cultures and he sensitive to cultural constraints on how language may be used.

6c..(,
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All teachers, and particularly tot/where of children from linguit tic
minorities need to know a good deal about langage and language variation.
But knowledge is not enough. Teacher attitudes are vital. Teachers who
believe that some languages are instliusically better than others for
thinking, learning or expression will have difficulty being scholarly and
objective about the developing language of their pupils and the use they
make of it. Teachers who believe that some dialects represent ignorance
and vulgarity,will have trouble finding sense in what pupils say or read
.in those dialects. Teachers with such attitudes will mistake strength
for weakness. They will interrupt children to "correct" them causing the
pupils to be confused when they are comprehending and undermining the
willingness of the pupils to take necessary risks.

Good attitudes toward language difference are more important than
specific linguistic knowledge. Teachers do not need to be dialectologists
to -tune to" and accept children's dialect. , It's more important that
teachers strive to comprehend the dialect of their pupils thln that they
are able to describe it from a'technical, linguistic stand point. It's
more important that teachers are accepting of the language, culture, and
development of bi-lingual pupils than that they can use contrastive
analysis to describe the two languages involved. Teachers who are themselves
fluent in the dialect and/or Language of the pupils will be at an advantage
as compared to those who are not. But such fluency does not guarantee
positive attitudes toward c'tildrer, and their language. There is the danger
that such teachers may -eject their own linguistic heritage and in the
process reject that of the children.

A key attitude teacher,, of ehildren'in linguistic minorities must
maintain is treating all response*, as legitimate. That's an essential
lesson of miscue analysis underscoted in this study. Everything is happening
for reasons which reflect the linguistic background, strength, and growth of
pupils. The teaching of reading and Language has been plagued by clinical
deficiency views. Characteristics of learners are treated as potential causes
for failure in learning. Deviations from expected behavior are seen as symptoms
and treatments are focussed on getting rid of the symptoms. The pedagogical
question must shift from "how do I get these pupils to stop doing these things,"
deleting inflectional suffixes such as ed for example.to "why are they doing
these things and what can I learn from ;Eat they are doing." It's particularly
unfortunate if language differences which show in reading are treated as symp-
toms of reading and language disorders.

Teacher education, both for pre-service and in-service teachers, must
place major emphasis on building knowledge and attitudes about language
and about language difference. Getting teachers and future teachers involved
with actual miscue analysis of pupils from linguistic minorities serves several
purposes: It provides a reality base for developing concepts of linguistics,
psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics particularly as they relate to reading.
It confronts the beliefs and attitudes about language difference and language
learning held by teachers. That can't guarantee that their attitudes will
change but it can assure that they will examine their attitudes in the face
of the real performance of real pupils. Experience in miscue analysis also
provides the teacher with a framework and a tool for monitoring children's
reading. That's terribly important because published programs are unlikely
to make much allowance for linguistic diversity or provide much guidance for
teachers on how to deal with such diversity in their classrooms.

64 I.
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All teachers need courses that deal with language and learning.
Teachers 4 linguistic minorities especially need such courage. But thorn.
courses must help teachers to apply the concepts to the realities of the
classroom.

Issues in reading instruction for speakers of low-status dialects

A key issue in reading instruction for low status dialect speakers is
whether special methods and materials are required because of problems they
may havP with reading standard English. In our earlier study (Goodman &
Burke 1973) we concluded that urban Black children have receptive control
(Noe the language of books. We concluded that special materials in Black
English are not necessary. We must conclude from this study that special
materials are not needed fur Any of our low-status dialect groups. All of
them can handle receptively, fie language of the books.

Neither is special methodology needed. Reading and learning to read
are nut different for different dialect groups of American children. The
real key, as we have said, is sensitivity to the language and culture of
the learners on the part of the teacher. With that must be a flexibility
in the classroom that allows for relevance to the individual and his or
her culture, interests, and language.

Some particular features of our dialect groups illustrate some of the
things teachers need to be sensitive to.

Bowneast Maine

Our subjects show at, intonation pattern which characterizes their
snuech which might be familiar to outsiders. Their phonology has a few
outstanding features: "r-lessness" in some situations with an "intrusive
r" in others, particularly on words ending with vowels before words starting
with vowels. In their retelling some syntactic features show, particularly
use of verb irregulars, we was, he come. Finding relevant material for this
group isn't easy.

Appalachian White

Like our Main subjects these children speak a dialect that maintains
some old forms which have disappeared from other American dialects. It
becomes hit, Mrs. is "Mizrus." They also vary some irregular verbs. They
tend to use no s on plurals with numbers e.g. ten mile. Their intonation and
phonology will Le unfamiliar to outsiders too; particularly vowels may sur-
Hrise those not familiar. Many of our Appalachian subjects are great retellers
probably reflecting a story telling tradition.

Mississippi Black

Our rural Black suhiects speak a dialect with much in common with oar
urban Black subjects from past studies. They tend not to inflect nouns and
verbs. Particularly Pd tends to he deleted. Like the other dialects they
have unique intonation and phonology which will be difficult for unfamiliar
I,utsiders to handle. Other syntactic features and lexical differences show
more in speech than reading.
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All of these groups above are rural -small town kids who differentiate
themselves, their speech, and culture as country in contrast to When
they are moved to the city by parents eeiriiii-jobs they are awariif linguis-
tic and cultural rejection and feel ill at ease in the noise, dirt, and
confusion of the big city. Particularly Appalachian subjects shared their
feelings with us about the greater freedom they think they have in the country.

Hawaiian Pidgin

The Pidgin speakers speak a creole, technically not a pidgin, since it
is their home language. Their dialect basically uses no inflections. Like
other dialect groups, though, they are not 100% consistent in deleting dialect
suffixes either in oral reading or speaking. Their intonation and phonology
are not likely to be familiar to mainlanders. Their lexicon also is more
divergent than any or the other dialect groups, but that shows more in
retelling than in reading. The interplay between Pidgin and Hawaiian standard
English is evident.

Issues in Reading for Bilingual Speakers

Most of the issues in reading for bilingual populations center around
whether to initiate reading instruction in the home language, English or
both. Our research does not directly involve that issue since our subjects
only read in English.

What we can say is that all of our subjects, average for their grades
and populations, could read in English to some extent. All certainly control
English to some extent. As we've indicated earlier we find growth in reading
and growth in language coming together. Whether any at our populations would
profit from learning to read in their first language we can't say. Some of
our Arabic group have had some instruction in Arabic, some in Arabic and French
in their homelands. Since the Arabic would be classic Arabic we can't call
that their home language.

Nothing we have found contradicts the concept that it's easier to
learn to read a language already spoken than a new one. Some things we've
observed, though, can relate to this decision.

(a) Each population has different experiences and different
opportunity to develop a functional need for literacy
in their native language. Our Texas-Spanish group sees
material in both languages in their homes and communi-
ties. Some of our Arabic group may see their parents
reading Arabic newspapers and books, writing and reading
letters in Arabic. But the larger community is an
English Language world. Our Samoan group are similar
to the Arabic with the exception that literacy in
Samoan may be a church related phenomenon. Navajo
children seldom see written Navajo except in school.
Both Samoan and Navajo cultures have important oral
traditions. Navajo elders may even reject the
desirability of written Navajo.

o
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(b) Similarly, the need and use for literacy in English may vary.
We're aware that in all four communities there is some feel-
ing among parents that schools are the places where kids
learn English and general American culture.

The methodology used for teaching literacy in the native
Language is often simplistic since little research has been
dune either on reading in languages such as Navajo, Samoan,
Arabic, or even Spanish or on instructional methodology in
any of those languages. Methods, materials, and curricula
are likely to be taken for granted. That makes it difficult
to evaluate success or failure in programs which begin with
instruction in reading the home language.

Studies completed and currently in progress are showing that
reading in languages other than English employ the same underlying
reading process. Reading in Spanish is not different than reading in
English. That argues for common methodologies for effective reading
development across languages. That doesn't mean that the characteris-
tics of the language or its orthography are irrelevant to instruction.
It does mean that the process we describe in Chapter III is common
across languages; a corollary of that is that no language is harder or
easier to learn to read than any uther.

It seems to us that decisions about which language(s) to use in
initial reading instruction must include factors of culture, value,
experience, community and family attitude;. Reading, in whatever lan-
'u.Lge, will be easy to learn if the learners have real functional needs
for it and hard to learn if they do not.

(c)

Here are some characteristics of each second language group which
teachers need to be sensitive to:

Texas Spanish

Our subjects from Southeast Texas are truly bilingua.. Their
English shows some Spanish influence, but it is a stable form of English
spoken by their bilingual community. It has an intonation and phonology
with some Spanish influence, but some unique characteristics of its own
too. Their English also shows some kinship to the dialect of non-
bilinguals in Southeast Texas.

Arabic

Transition is the key word for our Arabic subjects. They show
varied influences of their home dialects of Arabic on their English
and varying degrees of control of English. We find a b/p influence in
their oral reading and retellings that results from those phonemes
being undifferentiated in Arabic. Our Arabic readers often have trouble
saying in English what they've understood.

63o
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Hawaiian Samoan

Their first language is Bemoan, and the dialect of English they're
learning is Hawaiian Pidgin. Our average second graders were not able
to read the standard story which all other groups (except Navajo) read.
Whether that reflects . mini to school with little English, cultural
adjustments to school, or other factor*, we can't tell. The fourth
and sixth graders could handle the standard stories for the grade.
Teachers familiar with Hawaiian Pidgin could differentiate Pidgin and
Samoan influences. Others would need to listen to the children espe-
cially carefully and avoid hasty deCiliOng about their miscues.

Navajo

Elsewhere (Chapter Vi) we've diset4s"d the cultural factors that
make Navajo children willing to but reluctant to discuss
what they've read. These are cliIreui:d.l.etEYs

ware
with the most influ-

ence of their first language. .re left feeling we hadn't
quite learned how much our subjects had curaprehended. Oux Navajo second
graders also found the standard story too difficult. Successful teachers
of Navajo children will need specie, sensitivity to the cultural con-
straints on their language Performaice. They pill also need great
patience.

Curicalum: Reading al, Ca"se and Effect

A common viaw among edArational authorities and funding agencies
is that failure tc earn to rear: results from fAilure to %e taught
reading and that reading failurp is the cause of general academic
failure. This view leads to int.:nave us on teaching reading (.'ten

reading, its :unction or porPoPe, often w;th "no nonsense, hack to
withcot concern forat the excllEion of a;1 else. often the content of

basics" methods, often overlooking the Personal-cultural constraints
on the pupils. Lf kids learn to read, all else will follow. Reading
is viewed as a skill or set of skills to be drilled until metered.

What our research shows is one of the linguistic minority
subjects we studied Lack skills,

thantle;

can attack words, sound out
words they do't know. If there is a problem any of our subjects show,
it is making sense of what they read. Their response to literacy
instruction if part of their general resuonse to school. If school is
relevant, if its curriculum and goals are consistent with the functional

builds ( it, then children will respond
ts their

and grow. But if the

needs of the pupils, if it accepts i angtlage and culture and

school. is irrelevmlt and insens itive, the Popi:s will only make whatever
minimal accommodation they can to its demands.

',iteracy is language. 1111 Language _learning, to prosper, must be
functional Cur the learner at the time °I /earning. All of our sub-
jects know one or more forms of ,n, or more languages well. They have



no difficulty learning Language. If reading and writing are functional
to them, they will learn them easily and well. Literacy can only be
relevant and functional in the context of a relevant and functional
curriculum. it simply is not possible to treat literacy as an isolated
set of skills and expect children to learn.

If children from linguistic minorities are failing to achieve well
in reading, that's evidence that they have not come to view literacy as
necessary and functional, and it is also evidence that the curriculum
in the school is not in tune with the children.

The ideal curriculum for teaching children of linguistic minorities
to read and write is one which builds on what they know, which expands
on their language, culture, interests, and common experiences.

Such a curriculum needs to be based on understanding of linguistic
and cultural reality of the community. Ethnographic research is
needed to provide a sound knowledge base of this reality.

Reading and writing need to be part of a general language arts
curriculum relevant to this reality. The tasks of reading and writing
need to relate directly to children's experiences, needs and values.
We learned in this study that there is a dearth of relevant reading
materials, particularly for some linguistic minorities (see Chapter VII).
Even materials dealing with the group and their culture may present them
from an outsider's viewpoint as untrue stereotypes.

Motivation for literacy must be built on the base of personal and
social language functions. Literacy needs to be an extension of lan-
guage development within these developing functions.

We suspect that in the language arts curriculum of all our sub-
jects, there is too much concern for form without function, too much
tradition and too little relevance, too much focus on skill and not
enough on comprehension, too much of making kids adapt to the curri-
culum rather than adapting the curriculum to the kids. That's not
good for any children. For linguistic minority children, it can be
tragic. What is needed is some boldly innovative curricula designed
for Navajo children, Hawaiian Samoan children -- in fact, for all
eight of our groups,

Materials

Literacy programs for linguistic minorities ought to draw heavily
on written language in the environment. They ought to use language

experience extensively. Teachers ought tr, create reading materials
with their pupils. The classroom should bt-come a literate environment
in which functional written language surrounds the learners. Within
this, what is needed is a wide range of printed material that includes
stories, printed directions, store catalogues, cartons, boxes and other
advertising. newspapers and text. The focus should be ci relevance
and functional use of written language.



PUblished books and texts can be a part of such reading programs
though schools with large percentages of children from cultural and
linguistic minorities may have to avoid basal readers as insufficiently
relevant for their children or at least adapt them, rewriting some
parts and deleting others.

trrelevhnt skills programs shoald be particularly avoided. They
shift the focus away from meaningful use, are unlikely to be suited to
the language or dialect of the learner, and fragment Language into
hard-to-learn abstraction.

All education has the goal of expanding and broadening the perspec-
tives of the learners. But all must begin with the learners where they
are. And so it must be with linguistic minorities. There are strengths
and experiences within their communities which must be appreciated and
become a foundation upon which curriculum is built.



APPENDIX A

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF READING MATERIAL

Four main criteria are used in choosing materiel: (1) the 'elec-
tion must be one which the reader has not previously seen or heard; (2)
it must be sufficiently difficult to generates moderate number of
reader miscues; (3) it must he of euffiriont Length to inaure the
availability of syntactic and semantic context to the reader; and (4)
the'- selection must be a semantically complete unit. (K.' S. Goodman
and C. L. Burke, Appendix for Theoretical' Based Studies Of Patterns
of Miscues in Oral Reading PerrOrmsnce, Apr , p.

The use of "newt' material helps insure that the situation is, in
fact, one of reading and not the result of rehearsal or

The story should generate a minimum of approximately
during a twenty to forty minute reading session to be sufficiently
difficult. Too few miscues will not provide sufficient evidence of
the reader's use of the reading process. There is great deal more
leeway concerning any msximum number of miscues generated. A large
number of miscues should not cause the researcher to abandon the mater-
ial unless the reader becomes agitated and is unable to continue inde-
pendently.

While the materials should be short enough to be read
sion, they must also be long enough to provide sufficient 47%t::esyntactic and
semantic context for processing. Twenty minutes is an average reading
time for the primary school reader, with reading time going up to
approximately forty minutes for the high school and adult reader.
Although, for the purpose of this research. fiction is used, fiction
or non-fiction can be used. The choice of specific material will be
based on the needs end concerns of any specific piece of re search.
Factors to be taken into account when selecting material
development of theme and plot, the clarity and complexity of

include:

the
involved, the language and experiential background of the research

subject(s).

A study by Menosky (1971) has indicated that the quality of mis-
cues changes as the reader progresses past the initial portion
Miscues made on the first 200 words of text produce a different teer.

profile than those associated with any given quarter of text examined.
After this initial portion, there is an increase in semantic and syn-
tactic acceptability with an accompanying drop in graphic and phonemic
similarity un the sections following the initial portion. During the
initial portion of text readers must depend heavily on their own back-
ground and language structure. Information on the author's
structure and story related information become increasingly
to the readers as the reading progresses. Full use of readeli:,
gies depends upon the ay. ,ability of a fully developed syntactic and
4emsnlic context. Because of all tf theme considerations. a text should

151:;:e-

contain a minimum of approximately 500 words.
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Because the quality of a reader's strategies alter with the avail-
ability of sementic contest, concern should be given to the semantic
unity of the material. In general, fiction format motorist should have
a complete theme, plot, and storyline. Nos-fiction meter's' should
adequately develop a concept or fully describe an act.

When the parameters of time and semantic unity are both considered,
it frequently becomes necessary to provide a sequence of two or three
related stories for younger readers and to use short stories, chapters.
magazine or journal articles for older readers.

While adequate material selection is basic to the successful use
of miscue analysis it is tied to a series of partially indeterminate
factors. It is, therefore, usually helpful to have two or three selec-
tions of varying difficulty and/or content available for use. When
working with average elementary school age children, one "rule of thumb"
is to mks the initial material selection one grade level above the
reader's assigned grade.
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APPENDIX II

GUIDE QUESTIONS TO AID STORY RETELLING

Bofors the Reading

1. Thema guide questions presuppose that the researcher or teacher has
provided a comfortable, ware environment for the subjects. This may

be accomplished by asking students about their pets or hobbies. Tell

them a little about yourself, too.

2. lidor the subjects begin to read the story, Inform them that they aro
to bs concerned with understanding the story. Say: "After you finish
reading the story. I will want you to tell me about it." Or "I'll be
asking you about the.story after you finish your reading."

After the Reading

I. Please remember that this is a guide. Cot to know it. Have the ideas
and suggestions become part of ynur interaction with students. DO NOT
USE fill s AS A SCRIPT.

As soon ns subjects finish reading ask them to close their books.

Unaided Retelling

1. Without permitting them to use the book as an aid say: "Tell me every
thing ,vu remember about the story." Do not interrupt or interject any
questions until the readers have completed their initial retelling.

nuring the retelling you may take notes or check off items readers
relate ion t he Story outline.

Aided Retelling

1. Use the story Outline to help you elicit further information or to remind
you which open-ended questions might get at aspects of the story which
the subjects have not mentioned. Do nut, however, use the outline as
a check sheet for correct answers.

7. Drawing only un the information the readers give, ask additional open-
ended questions to stimulate thioking af,d ta. gather more information.

Aek: Tell me mnre ebwit

r
character menttor lvd by subject

After _.. ___ ___ ___ __ _
character mentioned by .4uhj_ ect event mentioned by

what happened next?
!,:nhjert



ar

or

r

Why del you think

Miry do you think

*.w der yuu think

event wNttI.ne

owitton;

did thw

happened?
rtiy sunjoet

happened?
4-63-iaject

4111111: AWAYS 11ST THE READER'S PRONUNCIATION or NAMES OR NON-WONDS WHEN

Yfll AsK gotsTIOWS ABOUT THOSt rrrms.

1. roltow-up most reader's statements with: Why do you think so?

or

What in the story made you think so?

4, When all the subject's information has been used to further the retell -

iflg, U4P qprn-ended questions to obtain additional retelling information.

Ask: Who else was in the story?

Provide time for response and follow-up with:

Tell me about
name mentioned bTiarect

Ask: Where did the story take place?

After tine for response follow-up with:

Toll me more about
place mentioned by subject

Whenever the subjects use nun -words allow them to finish their comments

or answers and then ask a question about the non-word. Try to place

the non -weird in a sentence context or summarize the situation in which

the subject used the non-word.

Ask: Remember when you 1,..1 i d tv,ed a
character named by subject

eon -wrd
to can you explain

event mentioned by so..joet

that to me?

Who did you mean by that:

A-4
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b. If the subject* provide responses which woes to be loappropriate, ask
other questions in relation to that particular item at em later time
during the retelling. This will provide evidence concerning whether
tive suNeste ieunderstand or it they halm Just confused their oral
production.

qutelevit For Tkom end Plot

1. Maw 041 you have told me so much about the story can you tell me what
the whole story was about in a Mow words or in short fors?

2. uls that anything that you thought wouldn't work out or that you round
youroolf worrying or woodering about while you were reading?

3. Why do you think the author wanted to writ.' this story?

4. is this story similar to any other story that you have road? In what

ways is it similar? Different?

S. Does remind you of anyone else you know?
character merit tondViraject

b. Have you ever known to happen to anyone elaw?--
,vont mentionedEY cubicle+

1. When did that, what did you think would
Aarocter menilIWITITiaject

happen?

A. wItat war hor trying to teach yin, when he/she wrote this story?

Or

What was the moral to the story? (Subjects may rs know the use of the
term "moral" but if they have been taught about morals they will respond
with interesting anowerS.)

Instiens Aor Subtleties

1. lifting an appropriate adjective (happy, sad, etc.) which relates to
aveets of the retelling or to the subject's reactions that you obserwd
wren he was reading, ask:

was there iommething in the stc,ry that made you feel happy? sad? that
.as funny? that scared you? 3epmed strange or unusual?

follow this with:

what was it?

A-5



1.

sr

What mil yell #s& that wt y?

ueing an Appropriate verb (cry, laugh) which relates to **weld of the
reviiihg or to the subjects' react Iona that u observod when they

were raadi$4. ask:

wee there a part in tho *ry that mode you want to cry? laugh?

110,01*Tis furAMELIY-fatntPLL, qrArP01104"$"Pli nrAitt!

Whemsovert I) the students siert. on the **so word or phrase a tioeol

.4. 2) if coocepts or vocabulary items may not have been understood After
the wellies; or 3) if there are weep other concepts, words or phrases
which you goestiou in terms of the subjects' understanding ask ogovifivelly
ol.ut t booms

1. Were thore any words that you had difficulty with? rind it or thee fur -

mm. What du you think it moans?

I. You sold

t.

n-wor or real word or phrase you o not Think t e reader

. What do y4o, think that means?
Immo

Did yuu ever bear this word before"

4. hid '014 keys what this was rfore or did you learn it in this story?

S. Did it /wan something sloe to you hefOre you road this story?

b. ih b the Story helpod you know or imderstand the word?

ipistio,,, no elicit gvaluat ion or Judellent,

L. Is there anything you would have changed in t he story?

U,A yeu like the 4tory? Why or why nest?

S. Wo,Od yew hay. changed the ending?

4. W4et did yoo third about tho! part wher,,
event mentit,r:-d.by suhject

":'- Did ).,13 think was A ght nr wrong
maineaiarsCf;r , bject has nvliti,Ingo

Open she/he
nukior event mentioned by subjoct

A-6
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Quiestions to Gat at Cultural Relevancy

With stories which ara chosen for cultural relevancy, try 'CO get the sub-
ject's awareness:

1. Was there anything about the story that didn't make sense?

2. Did the people in the story act like or talk like people you know?

3. DO yll think that people or kids act or talk
mention the cultural group

like the people in the story? Why or why not?

4. Do you feel that is the way it is described in the story?
specific setting

Avoid . . . Avoid . . Avoid . . . Avoid . . . Avoid . . . Avoid . . Avoid

I. Giving subjects two or three questions to deal with at a time.

2. Taking "I don't know" for an answer. Try to rephrase the questions and
get at the information another way.

3. Civing information in your questions.

4. Changing the subject or direction of the retelling. Permit the subjects
to completely develop topic before you switch to another.

S. Hurrying. Be patient and give the subjects time to think and respond.
Silence and waiting patiently for response is anexcellent technique
of questioning.

Asking closed questions which permit single word answers or lead sub-
jeets.down the path you want them to take.

APPENDIX C

PREPARING AND EVALUATING RETELLINC

1. Listen to the taped retelling and write or type evering said by both
the. student- and the researcher or teacher. Label the top of the type-
script and -the Retelling Score Sheet with the student's name.

a. Write everything just as you hear it. Use standardized spelling
for all phonological dialect differences.

A- 7
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b. If sections of the tape sound like garbles, mark with question mark.
Try to gain at least syntactic information from the garble if possi-
ble by using the subject's intonation.

Example:
Tht boys glubet down the stairs

c. Mark all uh huhs and mmns as negative or positive using intonation
as the guide.

Example: Uh huh (no)

Surface Retelling Score

1. Listen to the retelling and follow the written or types script as you
score. The intonation of a student's retelling provides information
about meaning. There are times when a written statement can be ambigu-
ous but is quickly clarified by the reader's intonation pattern.

2. Divide all information between character development and events. One
hundred (100) points can'be divided between these two items depending
on their significance.

a. Character Development. (Usually 40 points) Read through the script
and check off all the characters and items related to character
development. Underline the .tems which the subject has referred to.
The subject does not have to, use the exact words on the outline.
Synonyms or inferences about subjects are perfectly acceptable.
(Divide the points among the characters. Give greater weight to
the major characters.)

b. Events. (Usually 60 points) Read through the script again and
che7Woff all events by underlining the items produced during the
retelling. If the student mentions an event which has not been
listed, list it on the outline and score this event as equal to
an event of similar significance. (Divide the points under events
by the number of events. Give greater weight to the more signifi-
cant events.)

c. Extra Informati, Cive student,: credit for any subtleties or speci-
11;Which they . ,tion even if they are not listed in the outline.
If the subtlety can be verified by surface story information, it
should be given a point score and counted as surface retelling. Add
up all the points and record :n appropriate place on the Retelling
Sc lire Sheet.

Recording Inferential information

This information cannot be point ~cared but should be evaluated becauso of
their significance.

,k-8
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1. Theme. Reread the script to look for theme or plot statements. Any
plausible theme-like statement (abstracting aspects of the story to a
universal) should be recorded on the Retelling Score Sheet whether or
not it conforms to the theme listed on the. Retelling Format.

2. Plot. The plot statement must be restatement or overall statement of
the story. Events mentioned as part or the plot statement can be credited
under events. List any plot-like statement on the Retelling Score Sheet
whether or not it conforms to the one listed on the Retelling Format.

3. Inferences. Any information which the subject retells which is inferred
from the ,eading and appropriate to the story is listed on the Retelling
Score Sheet.

4. Misconceptions. All statements which indicate that the subjects used
information from the story to come up with misinformation or misconceptions
should be recorded on the Retelling Score Sheet.

The sheet used to record the scores and other pertinent information follows.

A-9
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SUBJECT NAME

STORY NAME

APPENDIX D

RETELLING SCORE SHEET

PLOT STATEMENT ( S )

SUBJECT NO.

STORY # RETELLING SCORE

THEME STATEMENT(S)

INFERENCES)

M SCoNCEPTION(S)

A-10 6 4 "



Stage 29, Revised
APPENDIX E

READING MISCUE RESEARCH - CODING SHEET
SHORT FORM

46 Correction CRECT
O no

1 yes
2 abandons correct
9 unsuccessful

47 Dialect Involved DILCT
O no
1 yes
2 idiolect (M.A.T.)
3 super correct (M.A.T.)
4 secondary involvement in miscue (sub-studies)
5 foreign language influence (M.A.T.)
9 doubtful

48
*

Graphic GRAPH
blank
O no similarity
1 letters in common
2 any key letter in common or the middle Add 1 for

portions similar configuration
3 end (0-6)

4 beginning
5 oeginning, middle
6 beginning, end/middle, end
7 beginning, middle, end or reversals

of three letters or more
8 single grapheme difference or

reversals of two letters or all
but punctuation

9 homographs

49 Phonemic PHONM
blank
O no similarity
1 some common sounds
2 single key elements in common
3 final portions in common
4 common beginning
5 common beginning and middle portions
6 common beginning, and/middle, end
7 beginning, middle and end similar
8 differ in single vowel or consonant

or morphophonemic or intonation
shift (including schwa)

9 homophones

Category involves use of both blanks and zeros.

A-
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50 Allologs ALLOG
O no
1 contraction/full
2 full/contraction
3 contraction not rep. An pri,t
4 long and short forms of syllable
5 shift to idiomatic form
6 shift from idiomatic f,Irs
7 misarticulation

deletionii-ts^v'tion

51 SyntactAx Acceptability
O no

SYNAC

1 only with prior
2 only with after
3 in sentence
4 in total passage
5 in sentence except for other mis cues
6 in passage except for other miscues

52 Semantic Acceptability SEMAC
(This category can not be scored higher than 51)
O no
1 only with prior
2 only with after
3 in sentence
4 in total passage
5 in sentence except for other miscues
6 in passage except for other mis cues

53 Transformation (TRANS

O no transformation
1 through diffetent deep structures
2 same deep structure - through alternate or

compulsory '-Dies
3 alternate ortions
4 deep structire lost or marked 0)
9 doubtful

garbled (51

*
54 SyntaX SYNTX (mark when 51 is 3 or 4)

blank (blank when 51 is 0, 1, 2)
O unrelated
1 single element in common
2 key element in common
3 major change in sentence
4 minor change in sentence
5 a major change within structure °I. the
6

pattern

minor change within structure Phrase

e

7 change in person, tense or number
8 change in choice of function word or other

minor shift
9 unchanged

A-12
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55 Semantic SMANT (mark when 52 is 3 or 4)
blank (blank when 52 is 0, 1, 2)
0 completely anomalous to rest of story
1 change or lois affecting plot in basic sense

or creates major anomalies
2 change or loss involving key aspects or

seriously interfering with sub-plots
3 change or loss resulting in inconsistency of

major incident, minor character or major
aspect of sequence

4 change or loss resulting in inconsistency of
minor incident, minor character or minor
aspect of sequence

5 change or loss of aspect which is significant
but does not create inconsistencies

6 change or loss of unimportant detail
7 change in person, tense, number, comparative,

etc. which is noncritical
8 slight change in connotation/or similar name

which doesn't confuse cast

9 no change

56 Intonation INTON
0 no
7 yes

57 Sub morphemic Level (SUBMR (Not used in current study)

58-59 Bound and Combined Morpheme BNDMR

0 no 0 no

1 substitution 1 inflectional suffix
2 insertion 2 non-inflected form

3 omission 3 contractional suffix
4 reversal 4 derivational suffix

5 prefix
6 miscue across affix types
7 miscue involving base

A-13
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60-61 Word and Free Morpheme WORDL
0 no
1 substitution
2 insertion
3 omission
4 reversal

62 Phrase

0 no
1 multiple morpheme word (0.R.)

for multiple word (E.R.)
-2 single morpheme word (0.R.)

for single morpheme word (E.R.)
3 multiple morpheme word (O.R.)

for single morpheme word (E.R.)
4 single morpheme word (O.R.)

for multiple morpheme word (E.R.)
5 word or free morpheme in longer word
6 word in compound ,

7 non-word
8 dialect alttrnative

PHRSL (Not used in current study)

63 Clause CLAUS (Not used in current study)

65-69 Grammatical Category and Surface Structure of O.R.
"blank

GFOBR

(65-66 Grammatical
Category)

1 noun

(67-68 Grammatical
Filler)

0

(69 Grammatical
Function)

0

1 common 1 subject
2 proper 2 direct object

3 pronoun 3 indirect object
4 verb derived 4 appositive
5 phrasal unit 5 address
6 word as word name 6 noun in adverbial
7 quantifiers phrase or other
8 adjective in prepositional phrase

noun position 7 subject complement
8 object complement
9 intensification

2 verb 0 0
1 be forms 1 active
2 transitive 2 passive
3 intransitive 3 imperative
4 infinitive 4 subjunctive
5 pro-verbs

Sol
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3 Noun Modifier 0 0
1 adjective 1

2 noun adjunct 2

3 verb derived 3
4 possessive noun
5 possessive pronoun
6 titles
7 adverbial
8 ordinal number
9 phrasal unit

4 Verb Modifier 0 0

1 pro-adverb 1

2 adverb 2

3 noun form 3

4

5

5 Function Word 0 0

1 noun marker
2 verb marker
3 verb particle
4 question marker
5 clause marker
6 phrase marker
7 intensifier
8 conjunction
9 negative

10 quantifier
11 other
12 adverb particle

6 Indeterminate 0 0

1 interjection
2 words 0;1. of

sgnt context
3 def ossification/

ambigums
4 greetings

7 Contractions (left)
1 pronoun 1

2 verb marker 2

3 be 3

4 let 4
5 question marker/ 5

clause marker
6 it/there
7 adverb
8 noun
9 transitive veil, (have)

subject complement
embedded
abject complement

place
manner
time
reason
other

(right)
verb barker
be

trans verb ( have)
negative
pronoun (us)

When the E.R. and the O.R. are the same grammatical function,
coded 99999.

A-15
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70-71 Semantic Word Relationships SMWRD
blank
0 unrelated
1 primarily syntactic relationship
2 variant fora of same word
3 sequential association to prior/subsequent word or to word itself
4 association to homophone or homograph
5 semantic features in common
6 categorical relationship
7 generic to specific or vice-versa
8 antonyms
9 one of a semantic pair (bread, butter)

10 slight difference in connotation
11 synonyms



APPENDIX F

MARKINGS FOR MISCUE ANALYSIS

(Listed in order of appearanCe on following marked sample worksheet)

Meaning 0 40.:, Line No.

dialect -- representative poo , experimenti9p, Ats 0101, 0102,
TirMreader's speech 0106
community

running start -- a repett-'His ,little
(y)

0104
tion with no change in

i
intonation

:r1P a 14.4.nP
substitution -- substitu- I.was, enough alone-,
tion of a word, phrase, or fir.
clause Mrs. Miller

0201, 0205,

0208

omission -- omission of a washi90 look ew, 0201,
sound, word, phrase, or

.

clause strange c unknown 0222

artial -- an attempt is
made at a word and it's
either corrected imn
diately or no attempt is
made to complete it.

4CtriC71.1s to the 0203
mix
mixture .

correction -- repetition he
TRWiEW75oint the under-
line ends back to its begin-
ning and produces the expected
response

insertion -- insertion of
iRW717Ord, phrase, or
clause

always like 0210

64°..
halfAyour allowance 0215

A-17
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Meaning

sounds like -- usually a
nonsense word which is
spelled the way it sounds
to the researc #r, retain-
ing as such of the expec-
ted response spelling as is
appropriate. Includes
unfamiliar names.

miscue attempts -- multiple
attempts Hilted from
bottom to top,numbered to
indicate sequence.

unsuccessful attempt at
correction -- repetition
does not result in expec
response. May be a repeti- it
tion of same or different
miscues.

11212211416rOAAW
Freddie nodded

Line No.

0217

interesting 0226

44 AAP
Aal
didn't mind

abandons correct form --
original reading was the
expected response. By
repeating the section
underlined, the reader
miscues the second time
through.

intonation -- regression
17,17ECUTge of intonation.

0310

05 25

61'was ringing, ringing 0409

he dream wa so strange

Originally there was a sentence
ending intonation after ri in . As
reader repeated was ringing, ringing
she attached the ringing to so strange,
changed the intonation of the second
ringing, and omitted the dream, was.

"Do

.7

e sknow. Father;

63 I

A-18
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Additional Markings not Available in this Sample

Meaning Sample

phoneme split soundings F le
out of a phoneme usually 41, Sr+,Aq
into two phonemes. interesting

pause -- a pause of more an chemicals
than 10 seconds in length.

reversals -- reversal of Mrs. Mille
7otTal,7etters, words,
phrases, or clause.

or

f

0.



'I SAMPLE WORKSHEET MARKED
Freddie Killer, Scientist

a)
C101 PooV Freddie was in trouble again. He had been

0102_ expertmentitwith his chemistry set, and Elisabeth's

0103 had turned green.

0104 is little *Letitia* hegroken. Freddie's =that' was

.0105 angry. *You've wrecked t T11!* she exclaimed.

0106 'What queer experiment was it this time?

doll

0201

'102

,J203

0204

0203

0206

"I was only washisethe doll to dike it look
rrpos4ure

.Freddie explained. "1 made special mixture.

CS 061eon_
guess I added Ito* many chemicals to the

"I guess you did." Mrs. Miller said.

your Uncle August -

Freddie had heard a

But I

xture3.:
CV

"You are just like

new,*

Q long
nevi* lettinti)w,11 enough alone."

lot about Uncle Augur& and a lot

0207-- about his other uncles, too. All of them were

0208 Switzerland, where 'ire. Miller had grown up. She was
Mr

with
ed

0209 always. comparing Freddie with one of themam. Gocd or

livi6 T1

0210

0711

0212

0213

0214

0215

0216

0217

bad healways like one of t e
6Pearrie

His fathe asually)called him
e.)4*

to tinker with schines, tools,

hi..-. mpther called him epended what he had

rx think you ghoul buy anothE

waa sayi4now. "I want

a

uncles

Tinker because he loved

chemicals. But whit

for each week.*
SIbroaded

Freddie nodded sadly. Sumetimmtehe thought

to save

done

doll for Elizabeth,* sho

your allowance



0 0
0218 ecienti life was fil3(g with dinappcintmente.

ID 00.0.
0219 Aftg the cut in his Ipllevance, Freddie's chemistry

01 the
0220 experiment's narrowedtto thoso Safely outlined in a lib/ary

0221 book. But he stillihoughi it more fun to pretend% be
Know

0222 a great scientiatmmiing)the strange ncTo unknowns --;omd

hest. Ochernisbus
0223 None of the chemicals in his set was harmful 2lif likely to

OM- Iwrni. s4ure 44-
0224 explode. Yet by aoc dant he might discover a mixture at

etta w4ncstp
0225 woulgloage t e world.n In &S InloW

I. In

Infreb 9

,cs4ure OD
0276 Then one day Freddie made all'interest:ing mixture t at

0227 was dark and cloudy, and had a queer smell. "I'll keep

ak
0228 this for a while," he4ihough* happily. "It's pretty good."

0301

0302

03,3

0304

0305

0306

0307

0308

Tat that day Mrs. Miller went to kitchen to get
Tritoraw-

supper ready. t4hen she opened the refriVerater door

g/
thld is what she tot 4 her husband:

"The worst each.) I thought I would faint: I thought
c+piger e4.or

the rik!i7erator would explefle. I knew it was Freddie's'

fault!"
Wken
While

kept saying

0309 were always

T
flay, eel . a_

0310 Inen-,APre
A ....N

0311 Waximilia.

Switzerland.

!Toddle

, "JuR

11

was

0312

0313

0314 had

0315 his

0316

0317

cleaned out the refrigerator, his

6i)
er

mother

likc your Uncle Maximilten! His clothes

of chemicals."
L.J.0 orb/ at- U es

beinTcompared with/ his Uncle 4

chemistwk a company in
sc,en4-

e7.r.04 RS
By accident Freddie's next e rgar ment was in a field

dQ ewic aarn
nothiT) to do withIchamistry. One day at,krea. Est

es ovci,s

fathtr said, "The aJarm clock'faidnet ring this

§c,
that

morning(.

I hon'l it lanegointto give uo trouble!"

ftj
Ada

he was eatag, Freddie decided to fix the clock.
I

A-2I



120DavN do
0318 Then the next: mornil hia fathe.r would 'icy, "Why . ,le

0319 clock wor after all:" And rroddia would say, "I fixed

0320 it, !Paths It WAS easy."

0321 There was only one thing wrong with this drew'
(

0322 Freddie knew that hi mother would say, "Juiiii like

0323 Oscar - always so he pful."
AS 30

0324 s surely 43 ohs knew the Abet, Freddie knew that-21,..............
0325 Uncle 0 0 musy have been a tie.. . le goody-good . Still,

0 d0326 aieven Uncle Osage couldnao keep Freddie trots enj int)
0.)rie

0327 tahiprw-Itent (41- his parents discovered who had fixed
0328 the al

0401

0402

0403

0404

u405

0406

0407

0408

0409

0410

0411

0412

0413

0414

0415

0416

61)
daTakint the clock

Then, windi4e
A jr,

to his tint!) room.

At supper he was careful not to
and

Once, however, he forgot himself; he
stay/ nosaid, "Please pass the clock."

Fred^ a'%That night Freddie dreamad that

gds 635_to the callaW,
and settine it carefully, he returned

Freddie wzrhg hard on

drInytalking n reify to Fatherp-Atl the timeAthe

eda
speak of the secret.

Odalooked at the butte°

his teacher was
helper

school boll
c!ae ringir12) ringinghe dream rash ;() strange that

re-ro-1-Freddie told his parents *bolt it 1441reAgcfast.
OM.%("That wasn't the school bell," said Mrs. Miller.

af6 went off at threo o'clock in the morning: it sour,
COIlike a fire siren.- It was enough to wake the dead."

"Three o'clock:" Freddie. said in a serious voice.
Can 4-
canstAbel I set it for nevem."
"You what?" Mr. Miller easel angrily.

A-22
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E
n i99

$ 0521

0522
.01

j 0523

0524

0501

0502

0503

0504

0505

0506

0507

0508

0509

0510

0511

0512

0513

0514

0515

0516

0517

0518

0519

0520

011

Whddie tolgrhsw he had fi the clock, Mrs.

, "You're just)liko Uncle Charles. Zbro:her_
cklin

always inkerag with clocks iMwitsorland."

Mr. Hiller ei hed. "Serioualy, Ti bc, sometimes

wish you datewnnt to bo a saienfist."

41INDan OtAr.
Then one afternoon, aiiiAtrz. Miller halione to

visit a noighboz1)Freddie urried to his coney worktable.

en F
904

e

Millar sa..d

Charles V/49

He wau makint)an electric bell as a surprise for his moth
eve

J..) as got the pa ;.) in place, ho heard a faint

Ps
and a voice calli somewhere

heard
When Freddie ran up from the cell , he heard

slate a voice calling, "Freddie: Freddie:"

"Where ar,! yoLt" he 0!outed.
pe-.7426a441

In the hail closet:" came\Elizabeth's teakful reply.
grew Jr4 1.4.05

'The door blew shut. It's stuck: I cor get out:"(0

Frediie-tried, with an his stronith, but ho couldnecpon

tcppila

the closet dcor,(iithei
© /a I-oc

"I'll get Mother," the cal F.C1 to Elizabeth. He knew this

e
could boc

b
ono a Flips matter.
so54-er

His sister's cries grew louder. "Don't leave me aloneS0

It's dark hero."
f -reed

Frcdaie, trying t3 think, looked up at th'I small window
Oda

above the clut;et door. He h7A an idea !

i(771)Elizabeth," he called. "I'll fix a light and drop
-

Cit) youAhrough the transom. Then 7'11 get Mothef. All

0526 right?"

05274a Elizabeth
''''hor T-0

0528 hurry. It's very dark in here."

stopped cicyight)

A-23
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0601

0602

0603

0604

0603

0606

0607

0608

0609

0611

0612

0613

0614

0701

0702

t/03

07v4

0105

0706

0707

0708

0709

0710

0711

0712

At once Freddie set to work seriously at comething)h,
,Oen a

had started for fun. iHe ran to the cellar and pick up

the small battery ho had intended to use for hlo mother's

bell. In his tool box he fcund another battery,

coil of copper wire, a small bulb, and tape.
4apord 4he

Carefully he taped the batteries cal toAend on the ruler

+appea
so that they touched. 5e taped the wire tight across the

a ruler, a

bottom of the end battery.
AS

eides?)f the two batteries

wire around the bottom of

the

Then he ran the wire up the
5

to
(

tkit bait),
R
tAfter winding the

d),
bulk, he taped it in RAtce.

deb)
so that it touched the cap on

Preddiell
Next he placed the bu

buttety. The bu

the bu b in place on the ruler.

began to glow!

flashlight for Elizabeth.

back

hall

easy

Now he had a homemade

3. hean
/Vrr,C

u og
")LArrad

He tied a ctri.nq around the end of the rule and hurried
(001

the kitchen stCrladder\at_ut into the

it, he found the transom within

upstairs. Pulling
&Imbed

and climbing up on

each.
EI,labek

"Elisabeth," he called. "I'm going to drop this light

dcwn to you through the tranvam. Catch it by the ruler

and let me know When you can

*Ho/ext minute

g4 4-r4e441
it by the2 (,-1, ., .

get Mother.
(::

oth of
. e,-;,,, c-

each it."

1Ittabeth cried, "I have it, PreddS."
%-r)

ruler " Freddie told her. "Now I'll go/6 dAnu5 ( -1"r d Is

Us6lIgleth!ti)Oan Open

bq back soon. Don't be afraid."

"All right," answered Elizabeth.

A-24
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6.

Chtv!li
0713 -tha light. tt's n"t so irtry. You're wonderful, Freddie.

0714

taievk-ed
0711 vait.mg or him at the front doo$.

0716 frathoi) 4e have st;WaTI7---)Witenderful to tell you..

That night, when Mx. Millet came home. Elizabeth

VIft0717 she cried excitedly ma oft pulled him by the band into the

0710 kite sn s., ona clornorA rn +ha Corner
1...Th 4 12 .

G719 In one corner of-the kitchen, Freddleatax busy eforkiii

0720 on an experiment'. Mrs. Malls: Was gattl aggr ready.

0721 'New wt all this *boat, Slisebetias asked Fs ale.

0722 Then saainFirraddie . . . . 'What are you doing in the

0723 kitchen with those things?' he warrtad lb know.
arta0124 'tut, rsther, cried Elisabeth, dahcirecbout with

0725 excitement.itement. °Wait until you hear what happened!"

'lir. Millet:tame the story three -tares - from Preildie,C726 0 hoc( E

0'17 from Elizabeth, and from airs. Millex!

exonwra

0801 "114.11':tr," he said, 'L'm proudof you. ilireth would
0,112 have ^ o bad lime without your 61p. Sometime* it's

doh0903 .eorse t, be badly frightened than it is to be hu5A.*

10;tieer'e. matr.or locked proud, too. 'After. this

ad 5 'Wit ask dome allo,,-c:e for experiments ItaX7dfi not

(1806 turn t-sat so well. Such quiLk thinking° FredAter f5(it re

C-Z' 1v5r like 0
0 3F, %ncle Haximilia0" Uictio Freddie.

080.1 "No,' his mother replied.

OHIO 'Uncle icer?" Freddie made a face.

0811 NoW)She yam lalighi4, too.

')812 "Uncle Charles?' asks4LMr. Miller.

A- 25 6;)6



.0113

0114

0815

mo."
"Vs os
then it :wit be Uncle August," said Elizabeth.

No." We. Miller grilled at them, and then she said

0816 somothinylgii0inado Proddlo teal fine all over. Do you

'1817 know rathorOViust like you!"
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